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I.— On Tninlc Drainage. By John Algernon Clarke,

Prize Essay.

WE have not to combat in this Essay that unbusiness-like style

of husbandry so frequently found to neglect the internal

ditches of a farm, allowing them to remain choked with a semi-

aquatic, semi-sylvan growth of weeds, bramble, and underwood,.

Our business is with the natural or anciently-excavated water-

courses, over which individual occupiers and landowners have only

alimited control, including the minor drains and rivulets into which
our farm-ditches discharge, together with mill-streams and rivers of

all degrees of magnitude. We have to discuss the questions— Are

these channels at present equal to the duty of carrying off all the-

waters that an improving agriculture may have to void ? Can
they be made of sufficient capacity for our purpose ? and on whom
ought to devolve the task of adapting these " public sewers " of

nature's providing to the ever-increasing demand for a well-dried

soil ? The momentous importance of these inquiries is felt

wherever our waters flow : disaster visits tlie upland valleys

from the sudden descent of swollen becks ; and our rivers periodi-

cally inundate the lower plains through which they pass. Nor
are the husbandmen upon the hills uninterested in the question

:

the lofty turnip and corn land being commonly associated with
wet meadows in the vales.

Now we cannot give a minute outline of the hydrography of this

kingdom, or cast up the number of acres in want of a better out-

fall ; but we may present a summary of facts illustrating the univer-

sality of defects in our trunk drainage, at least as to the principal

streams and their tributaries. Let us first observe that the direc-

tion of the hill and mountain chains influences both the lines of
the rivers, and the quantity and force of water discharged. Xhe
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2 Trunk Drainage.

Cumbrian, Wclsli, nnd other western mountains, occasion a fall of
rain in the western counties 50 per cent, greater than in the

midland and eastern districts : some impervious rocks also shed
off the rains and melting snows in torrents, while fissured strata,

cleaved slate, and absorbent chalk or sandstone, imbibe a large

portion of the downfall, throwing nmch of it out again upon tlie

clay valleys. The great surplus of water, not lost by evaporation,

escaping from the western or central watershed runs toward the

sea in a generally easterly direction : the largest English rivers,

excepting the Severn, emptying upon the low east coast ; and
those of Scotland, all but the Clyde, following the same course.

Of English rivers, the principal points of delivery are the

estuaries of the Humber, Wash, Tliames, and Severn ; their re-

spective drainage areas being very large. The Yorkshire Ouse,
the Trent, and other Humber rivers radiate into Westmoreland,
Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Leicestershire, including also Derby-
shire and Nottinghamshire

;
traversing broad meadows through-

out their course. The sluggish Wash rivers, the Ouse, Nene,
Welland, tScc, embrace in their system of flat valleys parts of

Lincolnsliire, Rutland, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, Bed-
fordsliire, Buckinghamshire, Hunlingd(mshire, Cambridgeshire,

Suffolk, and Norfolk. The Tham.es and its feeders extend inland

into Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire,

Berkshire, Hampshire, besides Surrey, Middlesex, Kent, and
Essex,—fringed with peaty or more solid wet lands. The Severn,

stretching back through the counties of Gloucester, Worcester,

and Salop, into Warwickshire, Staffordshire, and Montgomery-
shire, with the Wye and other tributaries ramifying through the

counties of ^Monmouth, Hereford, Radnor, and Brecknock, bring

down the rapid floods from the Welsh mountains, and frequently

deluge large tracts of the wide-spreading plains. In addition to

these chief drains of the central counties we have streams from

the Lake district, the Welsh high lands, and the southern, eastern,

and northern provinces, aggregating into considerable estuaries

round the coast-line ; such as the Eden, Lune, Ribble, Mersey,

Dee, Conway, Towy, Taff, Usk, Avon, Parret, Taw, Tamar,
Dart, Exe, Test, Arun, Rother, Stour, Medway, Crouch,

Blackwater, Colne, Orwell, 1 ar. Tees, Wear, Tyne, and Tweed,
not including an innumerable succession of outlets of more
or less importance. These, with an immense network of

channels branching from them, together with all the accessories

of the main rivers already named, form our natural drains for the

whole of England and Wales. Now, the capability of the prin-

cipal outfalls to evacuate any amount of water likely to flow to

them, may be pronounced upon, because in most instances, where

they are not naturally sufTicienf, the exigencies of their alluvial
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•deltas have caused them to be opened, embanked, and watch-

fully preserved. Thus, around our coast—not including Scotland,

with its great outfall works on the Clyde and Tay—we find that

below Chester the river Dee has been straightened, and a large tract

of its white sands reclaimed ; in Somersetshire tlie flat land lias

been embanked from the sea, and the mouth of the Parret and its

connected rivers confined from spreading into shallow w ater

;

several harbours and estuaries along the south coast have skil-

fully contended with the battling waves and shifting shingle of

the Channel. In East Norfolk not only the mouths of the

streams have been guarded, but the very existence of the seaport

of Yarmouth secured by artificial ramparts of sand and beach.

The great works which have procured an unimpeded outflow for

the Ouse, Nene, Welland, and Witham rivers, through the muddy
shoals of the Wash, are justly celebrated as triumphs of engineer-

ing ; and similar improvements of the Trent, \ orkshire Ouse,

and associated streams, have facilitated their confluence with the

Humber. As a set-ofF against these artificially preserved

estuaries we have several yet waiting for our interference : of

which we may mention the Ribble, in Lancashire, where exten-

sive flats of land have almost in vain constructed flood-gates and

tunnels against the .shoaling of the broad estuary sands ; and
the Severn, where a peculiar difficulty in the outfall has led

not only to the conversion of the river into an artificial navi-

gation by the erection of locks and weirs, but has compelled the

formation of a canal for shipping below Gloucester, running in

an entirely separate course for about twenty miles alongside that

estuary.*

However, as regards farming, it is not generally the river mouths,

but their inland courses, that are so defective. Our drainage

arteries, large and small, might possibly have fulfilled their office

had they been left to follow their native levels, or, at any rate, if

their current had been assisted by prudent art. But a glance at

the map will tell how they have been used for other purposes,

dammed into reservoirs, intercepted for canals, especially in the

central, northern, and western counties ; and the number of

brooks and streamlets thus held back as feeders for deep-water
navigations, or lifted to gain a water-power for myriads of mills,

often appropriating the whole descent of the stream, it is im-
possible for us to compute. Neither can we conjecture, except
in the widest manner, the relative extent of the ground injured

by the consequent floodings, in comparison with the magnitude

* In the lengthy Parliamentary Reports upon " Tidal Harbours " the reader
may gather full information as to the nature, improvements, and capabilities of
all the main outfalls in Great Britain ; but this being a subject that -would fill

volumes, we only make this reference.

B 2
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of the interests dependent upon a continuation of the mischief.

But let the reader form his ideas from tlie followin|j; selection of

the more notable river-damages during- the last few years.

I shall first adduce a few cases of violent inundation from
the precipitous western districts. In 1845 Cumberland and West-
moreland, where heavy losses are yearly suffered from the sud-

denly descending mountain streams, experienced a series of

terrific floods. From only two days of a tremendous rain in

October (the beginning of the wet season), all the rivers were
swollen and overflowed. The Eden, Lowther, Eamont, Lune,
and Petteril, destroyed a large amount of property. Thousands
of pounds value of railway-bridge scaffolding, timber, and ma-
terials, were carried away. Hundreds of stooks of corn were
swept out of the fields ; the uncut crops washed flat upon the

giound ; and the coi'n-mills on the rivers stopped by the flood.

Again, in July 1852, the river in Kendal swelled from a

thunderstorm, overflowed the streets, washing out the tan-pits,

bearing away everything loose in its current. In the neigh-

bourhood bridges were swept away, the soil was completely

washed away from the potato plots, and " a whole fleet of hay-

cocks was seen sailing down the Kent." And the rushing of

numerous gills and becks inflicted similar damages in many towns
and valleys.

In December of the same year tiie floods were severely felt

throughout North Wales ; at Carnarvon the Cadnant river, burst-

ing its banks, destroyed nmch property, and the estuaries of the

Seiont and Gwysfai, which flow from the Llanherin and Quellyn
lakes, overflowed, demolishing a bridge and covering a consider-

able breadth of ilat land with water.

In South Wales the valley of the Towy and vicinity of Car-

marthen suffered from an extraordinary inundation in the winter

of 1847-8. Again, in 1852, great disasters occurred in various

counties, particularly to railway and other bridges ; but the

storm-floods of July, 1853, wrought an immense amount of de-

struction. At Cwm Neath no less than seven bridges were
swept away. Tiie TafF ravaged the upper part of Brecknock-

shire and the adjoining vale of Neath. Brecon town was flooded

and filled with mud, and many of the houses completely gutted.

A villa, near Builth, with five inmates, was carried away, and
the whole district was swept clear of hay, potatoes, and all move-
able articles. The rivers Nedd, Vechan, and Mellte, bore away
their bridges, and devastated cornfields and meadows. The Neath
inundated various farms, clearing off the hay and drowning the

cattle, while the farmers barely escaped with their lives. At
Loughharne wheat as well as hay crops were greatly damaged.

The district of Marras Pendine and Amroth was completely over-
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flowed, and a ^xaxt number of liouses inundated, tlic inhabitants

escjipinji^ througli the win(U)ws and roofs. The water carried

before it bridges, culverts, hay-ricks, and everything which stood

in its way.

The expanded inundations of the broad-flowing Severn, which
every winter, and occasionally in summer, form a striking spec-

tiicle from the summit of the Wrekin or the Malverns, cover a

very great tract of its new-red-sandstone valley, and its tributary

streams commit a more ruthless order of depredations between

their spring and junction. The worst floodings in 1848 were

tliose of the Severn, the Wye, and Warwickshire Avon ; the

chief places being at Hereford, Pershore, Evesham, and Strat-

ford. In February, 1852, the Severn and AVye rose with unusual

rapidity to an alarming height ; the former river, at Gloucester

and Tewkesbury, rising in one hour 18 inches upon the

meadows. The lower part of the city of Hereford was so flooded

by the Wye that the inhabitants were driven to their upper rooms,

and ferry-boats were established in the streets. In September
of the same year the counties of Worcester, Gloucester, and
Hereford were visited by a tremendous tempest, in consequence

of which the Severn rose at Worcester in one night from its low
summer level, so that its banks were overflowed and its surface

covered with uprooted trees and crops, furniture, and drowned
animals. In the valley of the Teme, which river came down
with a " head " similar to the tidal phenomenon on the Severn,

the number of sheep washed away in the parish of Powick alone

was 2000, and some carcasses of the cattle were drifted into

the Bristol Channel. Great damage Avas done to the grain

and meal in the various mills. At Henwick mill a rick of hay
of about 12 tons was bodily moved by the flood. The hop-yards,

which abound in the Teme valley, suffered greatly ; at one hop-

yard, near Shelsley, poles and hops were washed into the stream ;

several houses, and many gardens and roadways were destroyed

;

and at Stonebridge tlTe Leigh brook, rising 20 feet above its

ordinary level, demolished a house, drowning its inmate, and
scattering it in fragments over the neighbourhood. The river

Froome overflowed its banks at many points, and numerous
smaller streams, accumulating into rivers, broke their embank-
ments, flooding hundreds of acres; and the Hereford and Glou-
cester mail, together with one of the passengers, was lost in the

Froome, near Dormington. All the Vale of G/oz/ccsfer, comprising
a vast flat district on each side of the Severn, was one wide-

spreading sea, the water covering the fences, leaving only the

tops of the trees visible. The parishes of Sandhurst, Longney,
Elmore, and other villages near the river, were completely de-

serted, the inhabitants having fled to more elevated country.
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In some localities tlie houses were completely submerged, only

the chimneys remaining visible. At Gloucester the dock ware-

houses, and even one of the churches, were inundated, and the

city was three nights in darkness, owing to the Hooding of the

gas-works. At Tewkesbury boats were employed to rescue the

inhabitants. At Shrewsbury the abbey church, and nearly eight

hundred liouses, were under water ; and the deluge extended for

several miles over the surrounding country.

In December the Severn, hardly subsided, again rose ; the

houses in Shrewsbury again suffered, and the meadows for many
miles were flooded to the depth of several feet, so that in many
places along the Slirewsbury and Chester, and also the Shrop-
shire Union, and Shrewsbury and Birmingham Railways, as far

as the eye can reach, the land was completely drowned, to the

vast damage of seeds and plants then in the ground.

The almost unprecedented fall of rain during the latter end of

1852 produced similar disasters in the soutli-western coimties.

At Bath, the river Avon overflowed, the water reaching 10 feet

above the ordinary level and inundating a great many houses,

the inhabitants taking refuge in their upper apartments, and
receiving supplies of food by boats. In the neighbourhood of

Bristol an immense amount of property was destroyed. The
central basin of Somersetshire, or the marshes and moors about

the rivers Parret, Axe, and Brue, between Bridgewater, Wells^

and Glastonbury, were completely under water, rendering all

traffic wholly impossible. Tlie meadows around Taunton were
flooded ; and at Langport and upon Sedgemoor the waters accu-

mulated to a disastrous depth and extent, to the heavy loss of

the graziers and farmers of that rich pasturing district. In

Devonshire, tlie rivers Lemon and Teign, at Newton Al)bot and
other places, and in Cornwall, the river Camel, near Bodmin,,

flooded their contiguous lands with great damage.

Few districts are more afflicted by inundations than the valley of

the Thames. In 1846 all the lowlands for' miles above and below

Windsor-bridge icere flooded several feet in depth ; and a great

portion of tlie Home Park of the Castle was completely under

water. Again, in 1847, and again in 1848, many thousands of

acres in tlie same neighbourhood were overflowed by the Thames
and the Kennett. In July, 1852, similar floodings occurred •

the hayfields between Swindon and Chippenham being indicated

only by the appearance of scattered haymaking machines and

other implements. In November and December of the same

year, the valley from Vauxhall to Windsor was a vast lake.

Oxford was standing in a sea of water, the Cherwell and Isis being^

miles in width, a vast amount of cattle and agricultural produce

being carried away from the vicinity, and several lives lost. At
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Maidenhead, Readinjr, Ealing, Uxbridfre, and many other places,

the principal corn-fields tcere overspread vitli severalfeet of tcater,

and the number of houses inundated was enormous. At Farring-

don the sheet of water was of amazing extent ; and at Cricklade,

Lechlade, and other places, the farms tvere under tcater, heavy

losses inflicted, and great numbers of families reduced to starva-

tion. Much land in Epsom, Dartford, Lewisham, and Charlton,

was overflowed. On the North-Kent Railway, the valley of the

Medway and the marshes along the Thames were one expanse of

waters for many miles. Parts of Chatham, Rochester, and Stroud,

were also flooded. The damage to property and to health in the

suburbs of the Metropolis was beyond estimation. After the

excessive rains of July, 1853, the low lands on the South-Western

Railway were overspread with water and thousands of floating

hay-cocks ; at Guildford, Chertsey, Woking, and Battersea, the

flood was several feet deep : Windsor and Reading suffered as

usual. At Newbury, Sonning, Burghfield, Oxford, 6cc. &c.,

many hundreds of acres of meadow w ere cleared of their hay
;

xclieat, harlejj, and oat c)V])s were flattened and spoiled ; and at

Banbury, for miles on the eastern side, the country was entirely

deluged.

Taking the midland districts, we find that in the winter of

1848, the Avon, Welland, Ouse, Learn, and Soar, all overflowed

their banks, committing innumerable depredations and great in-

convenience at Newton, Clifton, Market-Harborough, Daventry,

Leicester, Coventry, and Leamington. In the following winter,

the flood which periodically encompasses a great portion of the

Midland Railway, rose with unwonted severity, so that the whole
country, from the source of the Trent to its junction with the

Humber, became one vast inland sea, more tlian 150 miles in

length, and occasionally spreading for miles on either side ; and on
the margin of its smaller tributaries in Derbvshire, Leicester-

shire, Staffordshire, and Nottinghamshire, the same inundations

were found to sproad themselves. In the winter of 1852 the

Trent and the Soar converted the valleys around Nottingham and
Leicester into sheets of water ; and parts of the railways at

Loughborough, Crow-mills, and Stamford were carried away.

At Birmingham, the river Rea caused an alarming flood, cover-

ing the country with water, destroying a great amount of pro-

perty, and stopping the machinery of various manufactories.

The Leen and Erewash, the Derwent, and other streams also

overflowed ; and besides the damage done to many towns by
their streets being inundated, the corn sown over large districts

was seriously damaged, and hag in the fuUoioing summer was
rendered scarce throughout the 3Iidland counties. In the winters of

1848-9 and 1852, the valley of the Nene, between Northampton
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and Pctarborougli, suffeiccl fioni oxlraordinary floods ; and again

in the summer of 1853. In the latter season, too, the Ouse over-

flowing swept away many sheep and rendered the hay-crops

nearly valueless, particularly in the vicinity of Buckingham.
Manchester, Rochdale, the West Riding of Yorkshire, between
Goole and Sell^v, and Doncaster, and along tlie banks of the

chief rivers, Avere localities heavily visited by the floods of those

years. Further nortli, the valley of the Tyne, the neighbourhood
of Darlington, the vale of Pickering, and some other districts

were inundated.

In the eastern counties again we find the Ouse and Nene
perioilicdllj/ deluge broad tracts of meadow, and often arable

land ; the Fen Level often greatly suffering from the breaking of

its embankments by the excessive hydrostatic pressure of the

swollen hill freshes. The Essex valleys are in a most de-

plorable plight. During the summer floods of 1853 immense
injury was done there to sheep and lurnhs, to liai/ and corn crops.

The vicinity of Chelmsford was completely deluged, the trees of

the meadows being tlie only vestiges discernible above the wide
expanse of water. Many hundreds of acres of hay were destroyed,

thousands of hay-cocks floating down the rivers—a hundred per

hour passing through Box-mill floodgate, near Halstead. Tak-
ing tlie course of tlie river througli the Yeldhams, the Heding-
hams, and the northern part of Halstead meadows, the aggregate

amount of grass and hay floating down this one stream must
have been at least 50 tons. Along the banks of the Stour and
Colne hundreds of aci'es of meadow were entirely drowned, and
hundreds of tons of the transported hay lay embedded in the

river, impeding the current and choking up the numerous mill-

wheels and floodgates. Great calamities were experienced in

many other localities : an entire field of flax was floated away
near Writtle ; and in Baddow Mead Hundreds the damage to the

wheat crops was estimated at a sack per acre.

The above enumeration of deluges, and of the localities chiefly

suffering from them—though we have of course omitted a

multiplicity of valleys and towns similarly oppressed— will suf-

fice to show the immediate necessity for strong and active

measures to secure the property and persons of English subjects

from the ravage of their ill -managed watercourses ; the equally

imperious consideration of improved means of healthiness for a

crowded and clustering population, to say nothing of unchecked
traffic and intercourse for an increasingly l)usy industry, seems to

demand an improvement of our national drainage, even should

the classes occupied in farming and milling not be specially pro-

fited by the change. My purpose, however, is to show—and this

chiefly by precedent and example—that the improvement required
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is necessary to a more effective husbandry in our present OAcr-

watered districts, and compatible with better navigation and

increased water-power; so that all classes of the community have

an indiu-ement to aid the great work in the way I shall endeavour

to delineate and recommend. Any attempt at estimating the

number of acres actually subject to inundations—to say nothing

of the immense area beside which is so badly provided for as to

have its drain-water level with the brinks of its ditches during

three months of the year, and of which every railway traveller

witnesses abundant specimens—would probably be many thou-

sands of acres beside the truth ; but the generality of the floods

is sufficiently indicative of the extent of the mischief.

The preliminary " heads," tabulated by the Society for the

guidance of competing Essayists, I shall discuss rather briefly,

in order to afford greater scope for wrestling with the main
difficulties of the question involved in the complicated nature of

the works required, and in the interference of drainers with

other rights and interests than those of agriculture.

1. Effect of Rivers and Brooks in benefiting contiguous Grass-

Land by occasional icinter flooding, and injuring it by too

great protraction offlood.

The bulky harvests of hay, with their succeeding aftermaths

of fresh and abundant pasturage, yielded by the self-flooded

meadows of our principal rivers, doubtless led our early im-
provers to imitate, with all the perfection of art, what they per-

ceived to be advantageously performed in some places by uncon-
trolled nature; and we now find that, in proportionas naturally over-

flowed meadows are situated in accordance with the conditionsmost
expedient in such as are artificially irrigated, the spontaneous pi'o-

duce will be of greater or less value. Whether from the presence of

fertilizing sediment, including the sewerage of towns, or chemical
agents, such as ammonia, causing our rivers to act as liquid

manure—whether from their action in dissolving and preparing
in the soil substances required by plants ; their operation in

conveying nutriment to, and excreted matters from, the roots of

grasses ; or their influence upon the temperature and other

conditions of ground lying undisturbed and uncultivated ; or

from a combination of these operations—it is certain that occa-

sional tvintcr fioodings do enrich onr river meadoios, raising from
them, without any outlay of capital in manure or labour on the
part of the occupier, considerable stores of hay, so valuable to

the upland arable farms with which «uch meadows are usually
coupled in tenancy, and in some years commanding a rental of
21. to 3/. per acre. But as well may an unfortunate Fen farmer
expect from his wind-engine a dryness equal to that of a neigh-
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bour's land which is enjoying a natural drainage, as any occupier
of open meadow look for regular manurings from a capricious-

river. If streams would swell over their bordering meadows only

at suitable times, and then simply moisten them with a suc-

cession of trickling floods, retiring at intervals to allow the water

to filtrate downward through the subsoil again into tlie water-

course, and thus act both as an intermittent " carrier " and
" drain ;

" then we should obtain all the advantage of artificial

meadows without their costliness. Or, if our large rivers were
so controlled by works as to insure a due time, number, and
measure of floodings, their border lands would then be converted

into vast ranges of very rich and profitable water-meadow. The
actual state of these grounds, however, is what we might expect

from their complete dependence upon the fickleness of weather

—being liable to inundation at any time after a smart fall of

rain or a partial thaw. The quality as well as the weight of

the herbage is greatly inferior to that of properly-irrigated grass,

is also irregular in growth, and looked upon altogether as a crop

speculated or gambled for—a cheaply-won crop in a good season,

but a matter of hazard entirely disunited from the common,
routine of cultivation.

Occasionally the amount of produce in hay is really very

great—not simply from the irrigating agency of the rivers, but

in a great measure from the direct additions brought to the soil

in the earthy and organic matters deposited by the water. Our
river meadows generally consist of alluvial and peaty deposits,,

the joint accumulation of sediment from the floods and the de-

caying vegetation that, in constantly renewed succession, grows
upon it. It is by the margin of rivers which flow through

valleys of clay, and marl, and sandstone, bringing with them the

detritus washed by abrading brooks from hills of soft and crum-
bling strata, that our principal expanses of meadow are found.

In the upper and more rapid portions of their course the streams

are thick and muddy with their winter spoils
;

they become
purer when the low lands are passed, and bear only a trifling-

contribution toward the alluvial bai's forming in their estuaries.

Expanding over broad valleys, the Trent, Ouse, Nene, and most

of our other rivers, have quietly dropped their slime ; at times,

manuring, at times destroying rushes, mosses, and grasses, until,

in the course of ages, we have broad bands of meadow more or

less elevated above the ordinary level of the current, with a more
or less porous soil of richly fertile composition. To the mineral

and vegetable accumulations are also added the animal and

vegetable matters so largely formed in all sluggish waters ; the

contributions of countless drains and ditches, bringing saline

and other ingredients, in solution or suspension, from richly-
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manured soil, and the refuse of towns and villages—all present

in the floods, and tending to enrich them. It is this process

still going on, principally in the rainy season—tliough it may be

very slightly perceptible from year to year—that gives to our

meadows their luxuriance of coarse fotlder. Smaller streams

often contain also the manurial refuse of towns which are near

them : as, for instance, the Tliame, a tributary of the Trent,

which carries in its waters the whole sewerage of Birmingham,
and occasionally deposits these, with fertilising effect, upon the

fine meadows of Drayton-Manor. But, productive as the soil

of our meadows may be, it is only in favourable years that the

grass attains to much bulk or value. The farmers in the Trent

valley, by the Ouse, Nene, Thames, or Severn, in the rainiest

as well as the drier counties, are pretty well agreed in declaring,

that while the small winterfloods compensate for any damage they

may do ly the cheap manure they leave behind, the great Jioods of
wet seasons inflict very heavy injury by hanging upon the land.

The mere stagnation of water upon the surface, or within the

subsoil, is condemned by all our principles of drainage and
irrigation, and our theories of vegetable life ; but the submer-

gence of pastures and meadows under temporary lakes of several

feet depth—into which most of our river valleys are so fre-

quently converted—places pasture grasses, for many days to-

gether, in a position where only pond- weed and the aquatic

plants, among which frogs and reptiles hide, can grow or live ;.

and the perishing of useful vegetation, thus buried from the

atmosphere, must be rapid and irrecoverable. Owing to exces-

sive winter floods tlie grazier loses a half-year's keep for animals

which he is compelled to crowd upon his upland pastures, or set

upon artificial winter food before the severity of season needs it.

He loses the power of grazing the meadows when they are

most needed
;
though in early spring, when the turnips are all con-

sumed and before the upland pastures and young clovers are

grown, they are, in dry years, the best pastures for sheep, and
keep them for two or three weeks when food is most scarce, and,

consequently, most valuable. His liay-cro-p becomes miserably

deficient, and the aftermath scanty, coarse, and brown. The
proportionate numbers of ordinarily and of hurtfully flooding

winters are different upon different rivers ; but all our chief

riverain grass-lands are subject to such utter deterioration at

times, whilst most of them suffer every two or three years, and
some very extensive meadows every year.

2. Injuryfrom Summer Flooding.

Districts lying exposed to summer floods, in addition to those

during the autumn and winter months of downfall, experience
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terrible losses,—in the destruction of botb live stock and forag-e.

The many thousands of acres deluged by sudden storms during

the past few summers have attracted public attention, and, what-
ever course may be pursued with winter inundations, these tracts

ought imperatively to seek for relief from disasters which recur

with increasing speed, and with a severity augmenting by reason

of improved upland drainage. Ilmj-making is a hazardous and
anxious business to the grass-farmer quite often enough without

the dread of overflow being added to the watching of the clouds.

How can we estimate the damage sustained in the various localities

indicated in our introductory sketch of disasters from the floating

away of their hay ? For Ijcside the irreparable loss of their

winter provender, we must allow (it may be) for the necessitated

and therefore disadvantageous sale of sheep and beasts whose
food has been stolen by the flood ; for the frustration of the

farmer's plans, the upset of his calculations, and embarrassment
in many ways appreciable only by those who have been unfor-

tunately immersed in similar difficulties. Then the uncut grass,

and the hay in swathe not washed bodily away, are so sodden,

impoverished, divested of nutriment, and soiled by the alluvial

deposit from the waters, as to be totally worthless not only for

fodder but even for manure. The aftermath is greatly damaged.
The flood coming in warm weather injures its growth by pro-

ducing that fermentation found so quickly to wither the herbage

under artificial irrigation ; and a mingled gritty sediment is left

behind, which renders the pasture imfit lor stock. After a flood

there are often found adhering to the grass closely compacted
filaments of a conferva, which, with a quantity of mud, constitutes

the scum of meadows subject to inundation : in the autumn of

1839 several acres of the meadow land near Farringdon, in

Berksh ire, were covered with this fibrous substance, and portions

of it were spun and woven as a matter of curiosity. The latter-

math is thus rendered useless when it would be so valuable for

sheep and cattle that have been grazing the upland pastures

through the summer ; and as the long grass left in consequence

upon the meadows is detrimental to the growth of the succeeding

spring, farmers are sometimes known to mow it and carry it off

the land, valueless though it is, to prevent the injury. The
eddish or aftermath is generally destroyed by early autumnal

floods four or five times oftener than the hay itself is thus caught.

In the summer season, too, the public at large experience the

evil effects of the overflow most fearfully, in its deleterious influ-

ence upon, the sanitary condition of the atmosphere. The noxious

odours from the subsiding pools and washes annoy the contiguous

inhaljitants, and a fervid sun exhales miasmata little less poi-

sonous than those rising from the swamps and jungles of the

torrid zone.
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3. Ivjunj hy Flooding to Arable Land.

Altliougli the lands injured for want of a more cfTcctual trunk

drainage are principally under grass, there is a considerable

extent of tirable dispersed through the low grounds visited seldom

enough by the waters to make its original conversion to tillage

feasible, yet so frequently as to prevent a good system of hus-

bandry from taking possession. Large breadtlis of ground are

annually subjected to the saturation of winter floods which wash
out the farmer's manure, and counteract all the good results of

his ploughings and scarifyings ;—feeding the watei-grass and
other moisture-loving weeds which uneradicably establish them-

selves
;

preventing all possibility of eating off green food or

roots
;
delaying seed-time ; and then often stopping the rise of

the young and generally yellow wheat plant, or lodging and
destroying the crop when just ripe for the harvest. The number
of farms yearly losing stooks of com, or flax, having a harvest

fit for Ccirriage half-immersed in a sudden flood, if all noted

down throughout the numerous valleys when the losses happen,
would form, I suspect, an astounding and ruinous list. But,

after all, it is not so much the actual casualties as the good
management, extra industry, better yields, and greater annual

production prevented, which constitute the main grievance.

Cattle driven by a flush of water to some isolated spot of ground
;

sheep drowned and carried off, or wedged into the hedges by the

fresh-wafer tide ; labourers fishing up roots or sheaves into

boats ; are common objects in some tracts open to inundation :

but the positive calamities involved in these miserable and pre-

posterous items of husbandry bear but a small proportion to the

negative loss to farmers, workmen, landowners, and to the entire

community, by the non-application of a soil generally prolific to a

safer and more prosperous use. This point will appear more
forcibly from a consideration of our next head,

—

4. Injury hy Stoppage or Prevention of Under-drainage.

On by far the larger portion of the low-lying grounds con-

cerned in our inquiry, subsoil under-drainage, I apprehend, is at >

present totally impossible. Wherever adventurous tenants, or

landlords complaisantly liberal, may have buried pipes beneath
overflowed lands, it is certain that the drains, if laid at reasonable

depth, must work at a maximum of disadvantage ; the river-water

being often at a higher level than their outlet ends or receiving

main-ditches for a long time before and after the period of actual

flood ; and during this period the water is not only soaking

through the surface soil, but entering freely into the subsoil

along the very conduits prepared for taking it away. At any
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rate, as the stream cannot receive back its water from the under-

drains until it has itself subsided to a sufficiently low level, the

drains are powerless to emit their contents when it is most of all

required. Of course, with an unruly outfall the chief benefits of

subsoil-drainage can never be obtained ; and when river meadows
have been improved by this means, it has been by previously

providing some contrivance, such as a " back-drain," on a lower
level than the stream, and emptying into it at a point farther

down the valley. Generally speaking, where mills or canals have
deprived us of the fall of a river, they have so successfully

appropriated all the " power" inherent in the descent as to

leave no adequate fall for good drainage, or even dam up the

water-line to the ditch brinks, which law will not allow them
to perpetually overflow. Without laying again the foundations

of the principles and practice of under-draining, I may point out

some of the injuries arising from its denial to these districts.

First, as to the Grass-land, of which the surface principally

consists. Conclusions deduced from practice upon artificial

water-meadows are equally applicable to other low lands supplied

with a superabundance of water. Hence, it being fully proved

that the best water-meadows are those possessing an open and
porous subsoil, or else the alternative of a competent system of

under-drains, combined with a proper outfall for the oozing

water; that floods of most fertilizing properties injure the vegeta-

tion when retained within or upon the surface of the soil beyond
a certain period ; and that a circulation of water through the soil

is as essential to profitable irrigation as a current over it—we
may declare that any river-meadow devoid of these elementary

conditions of prosperous vegetable growth cannot be in a fit state

for the exercise of good husbandry. In the upper part of the

valley of the Nene, above Northampton, there are many hundred
acres of fine meadow land greatly lessened in value, because the

undue height at which the river is kept prevents the smaller

streams, into which the under-drains should empty themselves,

from having any outfall. This causes these under-drains to be

useless for nine months in succession, and sometimes for the whole

year. And in vain are the brooks and small water-courses

widened and deepened
;

for, having no natural scour from a

current, they speedily choke again with weeds, rushes, and mud.
The bad condition of the river has grown, of course, since these

meadows were first subsoil-drained ; and thus all the farmer's

attempted amelioration is lost upon his grass, because the noxious

bottom-water cannot be discharged. In this valley it is com-
monly found that such patclies of a tract of meadow-land as have

the good fortune to possess a gravelly subsoil, through which
almost any quantity of water will drain off, seem to be enriched
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and I'crtilizfd by every flood that comes over them ; while on

lands contiguous or perhaps just on the otlier side of the river,

where a chiy soil retains the wet, exactly tlie contrary effect is

prochiced.

The consequences of the want of subsoil-drainage—as mani-

fested on all the lands of this character with which I am familiar

—are that the herbage is more or less of a coarse, sour, and

sedgy quality ; the constant wetness of the earth creating a

suitable habitat for marsh or bog plants, and banishing nearly

two-thirds of the better varieties of pasture grasses. I know of

one meadow of loamy soil in a valley comprising thousands of

acres more, in which some holes dug 10 inches square

—

some

weeks after a flood had passed away—began immediately to fill

with water, and this in the course of a night stood 7 inches deep,

thus showing the inability of the roots of the grasses to take up
nourisliment, the soil being too retentive of cold and moisture to

impart it to them. Thus a great extent of meadow-grounds
which have enough of natural fertility and richness to become first-

class grazing-lands under proper drainage, fatting a seventy-stone

ox per acre in summer, and keeping 2 sheep per acre through the

winter,—and worth a rental of 3Z. lO*. an acre,—are now scarcely

remunerative at 1/. per acre. Where the meadows are chiefly

saved for mowing, and in occasional years yield considerable

weights of fodder,—enticing rather high bids per acre from the

eager arable farmers,—the hay is coarse and strawy, and rarely

worth more than three-fourths the price of good upland hay.

But one of the most serious injuries arising from the liability to

floods at any season after a heavy rain, and from the saturated,

water-logged state of the land, is the rot in sheep. Great caution

is at all times needed in stocking the pastures : in a wet season

this cannot be done at all
;
and, in ordinary years, there is fre-

quent loss from sheep eating herbage nourished by the stagnant

water.

Then, as regards the Arable-land of these valleys, it is suffi-

cient to state in one word that, with under-drainage rendered

either impossible or nugatory, the soil is noxiously charged with

a greater volume of water than it would naturally absorb ; a con-

stantly low temperature is maintained both at the surface and to

a considerable depth ; the power of the sun is neutralized ; the

aeration of the soil precluded ; tender plants decayed, and vigorous
ones turned sickly ; all the farmer's efforts and expenses bereft

of any adequate return.

One of the greatest evils, however, of the inability of grounds
little elevated above their contiguous river to obtain a subsoil-

drainage, is the hindrance thus opposed to the conversion of
grass into tillage. Why are our large watercourses so generally
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bordered vvitli meadow and pasture ? Not because of the peculiar

adaptation of the soil to grass-farming ; not because of its fine

fottening qualities, its suitability for breeding sheep or cattle, its

unequalled cheeses or otlier dairy produce. No ; it continues

unbroken and unimproved because it is insecure. Tillage-hus-

bandry can no more live amongst the ravages of inundation than

it could in olden time among the wars of the Roses,—which
caused its decline in England. If our meadows have never been

used otherwise than they are, this forms no objection to their

better appropriation in the future. Excepting some tracts which
will doubtless make excellent grazing-land with an improved
drainage, farmers in the river-vales know very well that a large

proportion of their poor grass would be far more profitable if

dried and turned under the plough. Nay, they have numberless
examples of such pastures lying barely 3 feet above the water-

level, which, when pierced and tapped with 30-inch-deep drains,

and cultivated, and cropped, have yielded in one year more vege-

table food than during many past years put together. But
among the predilections engendered by habit and ancestorial

usage is that of the wet-vale farmer for his greensward ; for in

too many cases it requires a troublesome reiteration of argument
to persuade occupiers into an approval of the change referred to.

Just as the Bedford-Level farmers said that they should be ruined

without winter floods—because their Aveak land, laid down for

six years to grass-seeds, needed continual moisture—so these men
affirm that overflow in moderation is the making of their fields,

and deprecate any attempt to prevent it. But the Fen-men talk

differently now
;
they ridicule the idea of merely making the

best of a bad situation ; and having dismissed their floods they

at once opened up a more profitable mode of culture, and would

not relinquish their present rich arable to return to their once

famous pasture and hay. Mr. Acland, in his Report on Somer-

aetsJdre, gives a striking instance of the sort of feeling which pre-

dominates too generally upon the banks of our rivers. In the

basin drained by the Parret, he says, there are thousands of acres

of grass-land of the coarsest description, some capable of the

highest order of arable cultivation, but at present unimproved
;

because some occupiers, anxious for a supply of water for their

stock in summer, look with mistrust upon all plans of deepening

outfalls ; and others, having a few shillings' worth of grass left

on their land at the fall of the year, are opposed to letting in the

thick water which is of importance as a natural manure.

I have hitherto confined my observations to rivers and their

valleys, because of their prime importance ; but the subject may
conduct us into minute and interminable ramification,—the

brooks, watercourses, and ditches, which are all organized branches
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of those rivers, l)cing either sympathetically or independcntly

affccted to mischief, each in its own domain. The injuries to

which I Iiave adverted are, therefore, chargeable in lesser degree

against all natural drains and sewers whatever, when these are

left unchecked or suffer from mismanagement. And here I

would observe that, in addition to the fringes actually damaged
by the swelling of these myriad streamlets, there are tlie far
more extensive lands just elevated above the floods,—surrounding

the base of the hills in upland districts, and spreading out to

great distances on the plains,—which indirectly experience the

evil by the damming-back of their drainage. The channels

through which they immediately discharge are generally too

feeble in character to be burdened by water-mills ; these nuisances

to low land being commonly planted on the larger brooks into

which the smaller are collected. Of course I am now referring

to watei'courses passing beyond the precincts of the individual

farms where they originate, carrying the drain-water of more
than one estate. And these, instead of being considered as

common or public sewers, over which individual landowners have

no control, more resemble in their legal relations " occupation

roads," through which there is a right of way but no compulsion

of repairs. It is owing to the defective state of this class of

conduits throughout very large tracts of the kingdom that com-
plaints of inadequate drainage are becoming so prevalent, and a

remedv is the more urgent when we remember that the lands

thus dependent, lying between the large main streams and ground
of higher altitude, are those most in need of perfection in their

under-drainagc, and include some of the most valuable of our

corn and pasture land. On these sloping fields of both tenacious

and porous soil the subsoil-drainer's energies have been assidu-

ously employed for a long series of years ; and as on the higher

lands also the same operations are being carried on more exten-

sively and with growing efficiency, the ditches are. being addi-

tionally taxed with water thus saved from evaporation. This
augmentation of their volume and current is so great, and the

demand for more speedy delivery so pressing, that the cpiestion

of enlarging and maintaining them in better order is becoming a

very serious matter. Up to this time our eager under-drainers

have laboured much as our Fen farmers did with their new wind-
engines in the last century, when they commenced the drying of

their own estates, or even separate farms, heedless of their neigh-

bour's similar engagement
;

thus, for lack of systematic plan or

combined action, endangerins: and defeating: all. But attention

IS now being thoroughly awakened to the correction of this error.

We are beginning to understand that every river with its

streamlets, and feeders, and ditches, nay, even the very under-
VOL. XV. c
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drains which trickle toward its supply, must be viewed as a
system of drains organized and complete in itself; and if imme-
diate necessity forbid our beginning at once at the outfall or

main channel, we must at least improve our smaller brooks with
a reference to the whole train of which they are but a part.

Having thus endeavoured to portray some of the larger and
also the minor evils inherited through past neglect of rivers and
brooks, it is now my duty to point out the difficulties to be
overcome, and the means by which to accomplish the desired

remedy.

5. Existing Difficulties in the Application of a Remedy ivhich

arisefrom the Claims of Mills, Navigations, Sfc.

6. Best and Cheapest Modes of Dealing icith the aforesaid

Clairns.

7. Best Mode of Correcting Existing Evils, loith due regard ta

Preserving the Requisite Moisture of Subsoil in existing

Meadows and to Irrigation.

I prefer leashing together these points of the discussion, and
treating the whole question in connection with them. The ob-

stacles to a better Tj;unk Drainage are physical and moral,—the

former including the obstructions of mills, navigations, bridges,

meadows, cScc, and the engineering difficulties of performing new
works with less of damage than gain ; the latter embracing tlie

claims of owners and holders, prescriptive and vested rights, pri-

vileges of immemorial or acquired possession, considerations of

equity, of common law, of custom, of economical and political

expediency. So multifarious and complicated are these difficul-

ties—comprehended in Nos. 5 and 7—that it will be wiser to

answer the inquiries involved in Nos. 6 and 7 by a reference to

the means already put in practice in past and present times,

rather than by advancing any tlieoretically deduced plans of our

own. In pursuance of this method, and waiving for a time the

consideration of the nature of the works themselves, let us look

at the progress of legislation upon this subject, watching the

various questions which from time to time arose, and seizing

where we can a lesson for our guidance in the present emer-

gency.

It would be needless to speculate upon the probable motives

which actuated our early progenitors to the first enterprises of

general industrial utility ; how co-operation for mutual benefit,

in drainage as in other matters, may have been begun by one

generation, enforced as " custom" by the next, and so on, until

perpetuated usage and precedent became authoritative as " law."

But, eschewing technicalities, law cases, and decisions, we may
just note the main principles of procedure which were gradually
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established in tlie administering of cures to our troublesome

watercourses. In the fens of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire,

the marshes and moors of Somersetshire, and Romnej and other

marshes in Kent and Sussex, arose the first drainage regulations,

and from the " common law " or ancient usage of the realm ob-

served in all such levels emanated the Commissions of Sewers,

which were appointed to conserve the public drains and works

in various counties. Lands had been partitioned by ditches

;

crests, cradges, and ward-dykes constructed to hold off fen-waters

from inned grounds ; embankments of considerable magnitude

built against the tides of estuaries
;
bridges, sluices, and tunnels

made ; and when these needed repair, or the natural watercourses

broke tlieir bounds, to the danger and detriment of the country,

the Sovereign, as keeper of the soil of his kingdom, was appealed

to, to settle and enforce the performance of the subject's duty,

Tlie share of work at first allotted to each town was the mending
or enlarging:, as the case mi^ht be, so much of the bank or

channel as passed through or contiguous to that town or parish.

This custom might assign each parish its due proportion, but did

not insure an equitable subdivision of the charge among the

inhabitants ; hence a further regulation grew into existence

which, " using no favour either to rich or poor," apportioned the

labour according to the number of acres belonging: to each indi-

vidual, the extent of his commons, or the proceeds of his

fishery.

In the inland valleys a very different order of operations was
followed ; instead of cleansing and opening for agricultural pur-

poses, damming the streams was resorted to, partly for the sake

of fishings, and principally for water to turn the clumsy wheels

of water-mills. All manner of obstructions were suffered to

impede the rivers, small and great, until the complaints and
gathering outcries of injured interests roused the protecting care

of the State. Thus many statutes -were enacted against " weares,

gorces, stankes," &c., as the 9th of Henry III., iterated by the

25th of Edward I., augmented by the 25th and 45th of Edward
III., the 21st of Richard II., the 1st and 4th of Henry IV., and
the 12th of Edward IV.

Commissions were issued by the King for the removal of
nuisances and maintenance of works, to certain individuals in a
district for a limited time, by virtue of which the commissioners
might enforce defaulters to their duty by distraining and amercing,
and even imprisoning ; all this being according to the common
law. The first statute authorizing them was the 6th of Henry VI.,

while subsequent statutes in the 8th, 18th, and 23rd of Henry VI.,

the 12th of Edward IV., and the 6th of Heniy VIII. extended or

prolonged their powers. A statute of the 23rd of Henry VIII.

c 2
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established the Commissioners of Seioers upon a g-encral basis,

and another of the 3id of Edward VI. perpetuated them for ever

for the conservation of low grounds in the whole realm. Their
powers are founded on the ancient customs of Romney Marsh, in

Kent, by which the supervision of drainage works was intrusted

to twenty-four jurats, chosen by the commonalty of the Marsh,
whose office was to view defects and levy sums upon neglecters,

these points having been embodied in six ordinances or standard

regulations in the year 1250. It must not be supposed that,

because of the general nature of the act, the whole surface of the

kingdom was apportioned out to different commissions ; the act

was permissive, and applied particularly to marshes and low
grounds. I am not sure how many counties have ever had such
conservators to look after their streams and banks, but Dugdale,
in his History of Imhanking and Drayning, records the fact only

of Kent, Surrey, Middlesex, Essex, Sussex, Somerset, Gloucester,

Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, and the Great Level

of the Fens
;
excepting Derbyshire, which is little more than

named, these counties much required the oversight of the com-
missioners, because of their marsh grounds, low shores, or tidal

rivers. Commissioners of Sewers are now to be found princi-

pally in our lowland districts, and even there only a certain

number and description of drainage works are under their super-

vision. In some districts their sewers, and banks, and tunnels,

&c., are preserved in good order, and certain new works of im-
provement are now and then indulged in ; Jjut as they are irre-

sponsible and arbitrary—receiving rates without suffering ques-

tion or demur, and scouring what ditches they please—frequent

altercations arise with owners and farmers, who can neither

fathom nor relish their mysterious authority. In Somersetshire,

for instance, their proceedings would be ludicrous did they not

leave the moors and marsh-lands miserably clogged with water.

A law regulating Courts of Sewers (3rd and 4th of William IV.,

cap. 22), passed in 1833, remedied certain defects in the prior

law of sewers, enabling them to improve, as well as simply con-

serve and restore works to their ancient condition ; and in a still

more recent act (12th and 13th of Victoria, cap. 50) there are

some useful provisions tending to give something like order and
legality to the execution of their laws : but, looking at the fruits

of these powers, we find it still true as ever that all works of

magnitude remain to be carried out under private or local acts of

parliament, by the agency of companies or otherwise, that navi-

gations still pen up our streams to float barges over shoals,

bridges contract their channels, and mills dam back our drain-

water in spite of sewers " presentments " of the evils, or of their

decrees fixing the legal "heads" and falls. We can only say to
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any person who may sufrjest a universal issuing of Sewers Com-
missions under the Great Seal, as a promising system of organi-

zation for removing abuses from our waters, that the conflicting

rights and interests involved are far too multiform and powerful

for any local commission. Thev could not touch half the small

drains wliicli vmneighbourly neiijhbours will not cleanse for us

;

still less provide the additional waterway that we ought to possess

down the rivers for our annually augmenting delivery of drainage;

still less could they deal with mill-dams or useless canals. Besides

we must remember that agricultural drainage cannot always go

foremost ; and where, as is often the case, the value of a naviga-

tion, or of a chain of water-mills, outweighs the means at the

disposal of the damaged land,, what can Commissioners of Sewers

do to combine these interests in a plan for accommodating all ?

In ancient times they made orders against " reeds, hafTs, fish-

garths," and other nuisances in streams
;
they enforced penalties

for letting hogs root holes in embankments, and for plucking the

sand-sedge from its growth on the sea-shore ; but the first em-
banking of marshes, their subsequent drainage, and nearly all larger

drainage works, cither of banks, cuts, or machinery, have been
accomplished by other agencies. We may also include in this

category of mere conservators of details, the officers found in

certain of our lowlands under the title of marsh-reeves, appointed

by parish freehold juries to superintend the drainage of the

inclosed commons.
Centuries ago trunk drainage found the fruitlessness of ex-

pecting essential aid from such quarters
;
summoning and dis-

training gave way to " undertaking."

In the 29th of Elizabeth some gentlemen "undertook" the

recovery of the Eritli and Plumstead marslies in Kent (marshes

which have nevertheless poisoned the atmosphere of the metro-

polis up to this day), and for their encouragement a law was
passed that they should have " a moiety of all such gained lands,

and an eighth part of the other moiety," as their recompense.
This act of parliament attracted various persons to engage in the

work of draining several plots or districts in the Great Level of

the Fens, though the work failed, because performed Avitliout refer-

ence to the system of drains and rivers there as a whole. Public
attention having been thus called to the new method of draining

by contract for a part of the lands, a General Drainage Act was
passed in the 43rd of Elizabeth, inc luding all the low inundated

grounds in England. The preamble states that the chief hind-

rance to their drainage was, that they were mostly wastes and
commons, in which many persons had common-right by prescrip-

tion, " by reason of their residence or inhabitancy, which kind of

commons, or their interest therein, could not be extinguished
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except in defiance of the common law," and the commoners were
unable from their poverty to pay the expense of reclamation.

The statute therefore enacts that the lords and owners of all

inundated wastes and commons, and " the most of the com-
moners," might contract or bargain for part of such commons
with persons who would undertake to drain them. Like many
other well-intentioned regulations this act became the basis not

simply of the improvements wished for, but also of jobbing
schemes, which, particularly in the Great Level of the Fens,

excited the opposition of the local population, and led to many
prohmged failures in draining enterprise. The early part of

King James the First's reign was rife with drainage projects
;

" Undertakers" soon becoming numerous and fashionable. It

was not uncommon for some of the larger landlords in any dis-

trict, by using their influence with courtiers, to get themselves

made commissioners, forming certain commons or parishes into

a "level," or district, so limited as to include their own deluged

estates, with other lands that suffered but little from overflow,

and then, bargaining with themselves for the drainage, to become
both "judges and parties and in the end to obtain slices of

their neighbour's grounds for a merely nominal amelioration. And
on a larger scale too, as our Fen history tells us, a company of

adventurers, by another form of device, could obtain possession

of a tliird part or more of the estates, covering any extent, even

hundreds of thousands of acres, of the Fen land. The company
promising to drain tlie country got the Commissioners of Sewers

to tax the lands without the consent of the proprietors ; these

moneys not being paid up, the Commissioners were entitled to

seize and bargain the lands away for the promised drainage, and
the undertakers, after improving the surface drainage just enough
to obtain the adjudicature of the portion of land agreed upon
" to them and their heirs for ever," frequently forgot to repair

and maintain the works in proper order. The attempted drainage

of tlie low lands lying about the junction of the Trent and Ouse
with the Humber, in the reign of Charles L, is an example of

another mode of grasping at the country people's property. The
King, desirous of improving lands tliat contributed to his revenue,

issued a commission to certain gentlemen to treat and conclude

with those who claimed common of pasture by way of composi-

tion in land or money, and those who would not agree had an

information exhibited against them in the Exchequer Chamber
by the Attorney-General, and were obliged to submit to his

award. Out of 13,400 acres in one manor, the drainers and the

King required no less than 7400 acres, leaving only 6000 acres

for the 370 commoners, and the number of those who dissented

from such an undertaking were three times as many as those
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who agreed to it. When to this incquital)le proceiUire was added

the uselessness of the drainers' new works, the popuhition rose

in riots to repossess the lands and rifjhts of which they had

been deprived. The same arbitrary mode of proceeding marked
the different schemes for dcalinj^ with common-rights and other

privileges or possessions of the inhabitants of the Great Level,

and a long series of disturbance and opposition were the results.

The Fen-men saw that drainage was sure to be followed by in-

closure, and tliat this would be accompanied by an unjust appro-

priation, seeing tliat in those times the weak could not make
good liis cause against a powerful claimant ; besides which, the

true aim of the drainers, and of the autlioritics who backed them,

too plainly showed itself in their exorbitant demands for recom-

pense for pitiful designs of improvement. King James I.,

at tlie beginning of his reign, took a great interest in the

Fen Drainage, and by his own letters and reiterated instructions

from the Lords of the Privy Council, directed to the Commis-
sioners of Sewers, encouraged some of the best designs which
arose during that century. For the first time the Fens were to

some extent " levelled," the soil bored into in all parts to ascer-

tain its nature, a survey of the Avhole surface made, and the

actual condition of the lands discovered. But what is specially

to our purpose at the present time is the circumstance that the

Privy Council directed the Commissioners, now for the first

time, to endeavour to satisfy " all such persons as, having no
respect to the general good likely to come by the draining,

should oppose it, or use means to others so to do," or otherwise

to enjoin tiiem to attend 7i public council at Huntingdon. At this

council the Commissioners, " after long debate, and all objections

heard," unanimously declared the undertaking feasible and also

higlily praiseworthy. A bill consequently introduced into parlia-

ment appointed (among other good things) a corporation to have
a portion of the recovered lands, and employ the profits in the
" perpetual maintenance of the draining, and satisfaction for

drowning." The commons were to be " stinted " by the lords

of the manors, and greatest part of the freeholders and copyhold
commoners, so that the poor should not be jostled out by the

Avealthy. Provision was made also for the cottagers upon the

lord of tlie manor's waste, not having right of common : because

they had been suffered to take benefit of the wastes, they were
to be provided for when those wastes were reclaimed by the said

lords. It is undoubtedly owing to the absence of such a righteous

and generous provision as this that much of the Fen inhabitants'

hostility to general drainage, and commoners' repugnance to in-

closures, may be attributed. Still this excellent project was unsuc-

cessful in parliament in consequence of one, though a most im-
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portant, point— the exorbitant amount of land to be allotted to

the undertakers. In a fresh project, a few years after, a new
feature was introduced into drainage by contract ; the commis-
sioners refused to sanction any scheme which appeared to grasp

at tiie fen -land, declaring that they had no power to take away
any man's land without his voluntary assent, and deciding that

the drainers', recompense should be " a moiety of the clear profit

which they should bring to each particular owner," the ground

to be valued before and after the work. But no such fair prin-

ciple of contract was acted upon when the actual drainage was
performed, or at least so far attempted that the Bedford Level

Avas placed under a Corporation, perpetually constituted, and its

principal powers defined. In fact the first general drainage of

the Fens was not undertaken with the goodwill, or for the benefit

of the people most interested in it, but, in nearly every case,

without their consent, and against their feelings and wishes. It

was neither so well conducted nor so satisfactorily performed, as

such an enterprise would be at the present day ; and undoubtedly

bad it been deferred until the principle of duly representing all

interests had become more widely recognised, and the public then

gained over to the idea, the work long ago would have been as

completely and heartily executed as it has finally been.

The opposing interests in the Fens have been appeased in

different ways. Owners of common-rights have had their

grounds improved over and above the cost in drainage taxes.

When inclosures have subdivided these, there have been awarded
allotments or compensation. Where fisheries have been dried

up, or turbaries invaded, due compensation bas had to be paid,

and of course drainers have always purchased ground for their

works, and were supposed to pay <a compensation to the country

for the ancient works they appropriated. But there were classes

who suffered severely, consisting of fowlei-s, fishers, villagers of

all sorts, who had liired the common-rights, waters, or turbary

g-rounds, &c., and, losing the means of earning an independent

livelihood, were reduced to the servitude of day labour upon the

newly tillaged Fens. The great opponent, however, was always
navigation

;
corn, fuel, and merchandize of all kinds, had been

floated in barges along the main rivers, between the Inland towns
and the seaports ; and some considerable controvei'sy was generally

required to settle the terms on which the watermen should be
tolled for making use of the straighter, deeper, speedier com-
munication of the Improved rivers. A still greater jealousy has

always been exhibited by the more important navigation Interests

of the commercial seaports, lest tlieir ports should be Injured by
the improvements in the river outfalls. But the wisdom drawn
from experience is gradually reconciling the harbour interests,
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who begin to find that tlieir prosperity, progress, nay even

existence, is dependent upon a perfect clearing and opening of the

channels to sea.

The largest work undertaken by any company was the drainage

of 310,000 acres, under the Earl of Bedford, in the reign of

(Charles I.—a district since denominated the "Bedford Level"

—

which from its position as the greatest field on which arterial

works have received, as it were, their cultivation and principal

development, must have a word or two of reminiscence in this

paper. This immense tract, a portion of it continually under

water, while some parts yielded large crops of hay to tlie sur-

rounding and the island uplands, and all more or less valuable

to many classes of people for its turf, fuel, fish, wild fowl, reeds,

osiers, and other fen products, was to be made " summer land,"

or free from inundation during that season. And the recom-
pense for the work was to be 95,000 acres of land set out from

all parts of the plain, of which 43,000 were to pay for the first

excavations, »Scc., 40,000 to be set aside for the perpetual main-
tenance of the works, and 12,000 allotted to the King (Charles I.)

as lord of very extensive manors in the Level. What power had
the Crown or the Commissioners of Sewers thus to sever and
alienate this great proportion of the property of others ? The
statute of 23rd Henry Vin. gave them this authority as far as

regards the land of the King, or any other person ; but as the

greater part of the Level consisted of very extensive open com-
mons, there was still the difficulty of enforcing a division of

these lands. The General Drainage Act of the 43rd Elizabeth,^

to which I have alluded, gave " the lord or lords of the wastes

and commons, and the most of the commoners for the particular

commons," power to contract with undertakers for part of such
commons, &c., " the conveyances thereupon made to be good and
available in law." So that the Commissioners of Sewers, the

owners of fen-lands, and the Earl of Bedford, having united

under the King's commission, the contract being duly enrolled

in the High Court of Chancery became an effective law. How-
ever, the country people in general did not sanction such a pro-

ceeding, and exhibited all tlie greater repugnance when the new
drains and rivers proved ineffectual from the uprising of their

soft shallow bottoms, and when the shrinlang of the light peaty
embankments let the floods soak through. During the Common-
wealth the Fen-men forcibly re-entered upon their 95,000 acres, and
when the Earl sought the assistance of parliament, the Commons
decided that under colour of a statute of improvement the drainers

had abstracted a large quantity of lands and common feeding-

grounds from their rightful possessors, and voted out his bill as
" an injustice, oppression, violence, project, and grievance."
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The Earl and his participants had received a Charter of In-

corporation from King Charles I., but the new company of

adventurers who proceeded with the drainage under William,

first Duke of Bedford, were Incorporated " hy Statute" the 15th

of Charles II. Tlie constitution of the present Bedford Level

Corporation is therefore founded by the three estates of the

realm ; the extensive powers entrusted to the Corporation—such

as the power of taxing the land of the subject ad libitum, of

arbitrarily selling lands in default of payment, &c.—being of too

grave a character to be exercised solely under a charter. They
continue to maintain their ancient drainage works to effect im-
provements, and to contribute towards new undertakings likely

to benefit their domain, by means of a peculiar organization of

members and officers ; their revenue of about 11,000/. annually

being derived fi"om taxes on the adventurers' 95,000 acres, rated

according to their differing values, and from further sums levied

over the entire district. Some of tiieir machinery for governance

and management I shall presently refer to as a pattern for general

imitation, but being founded upon the basis of draining by
bargain for part of the ground, their constitution seems no longer

applicable to the reclaiming of river valleys or maritime deltas

now waiting for improvement.
At a time when ready money was principally deposited with

the commercial citizens, and in fens where it was only poverty

that was overwhelmed by the waters, the land itself formed the

only fund which could be expended upon the drainage ; but in

•our own times the landowners themselves can be the capitalists

and share-takers
;
money, materials, and scientific or mechanical

ability can be raised or procured by the district to be won, and
thus a more sensible and equitable system has succeeded the

clumsy transaction of bartering away what might be self-im-

proved.

At the very commencement of the " undertakings" Local Acts

of Parliament were needed in order to insure to the drainers the

fee-simple of the ground they had bargained for ; and even the

general Act of Elizabeth did not sufhce in their stead. Thus
an act (4tli James I., cap. 13) passed in IGOG, authorizing the

drainage of Waldcrsea district, about 6000 acres, near Wisbech,

by three gentlemen undertakers, for two-thirds of the land—being

the first local district act passed for improving the Fens. And
some time after the general drainage of the Bedford Eevel had

been accomplished, local or private acts for the better drainage

of single parishes or of separate or combined estates, became

multiplied over the Fens. As these were found indispensable,

notwithstanding the Corporation with all its resources, I ought

just to mention the causes of this extension. Very soon after
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the general drainage it was found tliat the artificial canals began

to grow up again, the banks, and indeed the whole surface of

this spongy soil, began to subside, and the natural rivers remain-

ing for the most part unfenccd by barrier embankments, and the

estuaries still choked with tidal sediment as before, tlie Level

experienced more disastrous floods than ever. About the year

1690 the Fen-men began to imitate the Hollanders by erecting

wind engines to lift out the water from their farm-drains into

some contiguous river. These mills were presented at tiie Court

of Sewers as nuisances, and ordered to be pulled down. For
relief the mill builders resorted to a court of equity, the ter-

mination of the suit was adverse to them, and for a time the

scheme was laid aside. However, in 1726, Haddenham, in the

Isle of Ely, obtained a private district Drainage Act (13 Geo. I.),

and set the example, which, in a few years, spread universally

over the Level.

This power of a special Act of Parliament remains up to this

moment the authority upon wliich all our great modern outfall

works, all our fen drainages of any magnitude, and the arterial

works connected with the improvement of rivers, warping of

land, &c., have been carried out
;
and, excepting the extensive

works of this order which are executed in Ireland by the

Commissioners of Public IVorlis under a general Act, a Local Act
is the arm upon which all gi'eat projects now in process of forma-

tion are relying for the settlement of opposing interests, and the

establishment of an executive for carrying the design into per-

formance.

From the very first escape of our Fen rivers out of the hands
of Sewers' Commissioners, it has been the custom of undertakers

and promoters to call in the assistance of engineers, or men
whose talents had been professionally exercised in drainage and
banking. This practice, as we might expect, has grown with

the advancement of the times in intelligence ; so that from the

Duke of Bedford's Vermuyden, and other local or Dutch
<lrainers, to Mr. Rennie, and from him to the first civil engi-

neers of the present day, the Fen works have always been
under their advice and superintendence, the engineer being now
as much needed as the solicitor in obtaining an Act of Parlia-

ment for local drainage. But the autograph letters of monarchs
and the instigation and leadership of nobles have been super-

seded, as mainsprings of movement, by the spontaneous percep-
tions of an enlightened locality, or of foreseeing individuals sup-
ported by the inhabitants. Necessity first calls for remedial mea-
sures ; various minds devise plans

;
parties form themselves for

or against a proposal
;
public meetings of proprietors awaken

general attention ; committees are appointed to promote a scheme
;
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engineers are employed to examine and report ; the public are

instructed by full discussion of the subject; a majority of the

interests concur, then perhaps tlie required amount of funds
alarms them and the jn-oject drops to pieces. Again, renewed
inundations peremptorily revive it

;
application is made to Par-

liament, and the Bill, having fought its way through Select Com-
mittees of both Houses, constitutes Commissioners for adminis-

tering its provisions, authorizes the raising of funds by taxes upon
the lands, and tolls and contributions from the interests to be
benefited ; settles disputes, compensates for injuries, and defines

and authorizes the whole enterprise. Yet it appears, even from
the fact of an Essay Prize being offered on this topic, that we
are still in much the same dilemma with regard to Genei-al or

Trunk Draina<2:e that our ancestors were in two centuries ago.

Extensive drownings take place in many localities too frequently

to be consistent with agricultural economy or the welfare of the

community at large. Public determination is declaring for a

remedy ; and yet tlie inactivity of those districts, or their ram-
pant hostility to an alteration, debars the needed improvement.
However, from our Fen experience, we know better than to allow

the same series of misdii'ected efforts of Sewers, follies of Under-
takers, and muddlings of petty Private-Drainages, to be acted

over again in our upland valleys. As the Fen commons, navi-

gations, fishings, decoys, turbaries, all yielded to the public

drainage schemes, under more or less of compensation, so must
water-mills, canals, meadows, &c., give way to our approaching

river improvements. And each of our principal river valleys—
treated as a district complete in itself, and requiring nothing

short of a comprehensive design, embracing its estuary delta, its

marginal meadows, its navigation, its mills—all properties bound
in one general plan—may muster perhaps sufficient forces to

obtain for itself an Act of Parliament for efTectual ameliora-

tion.

Here, however, we must limit the usefulness of such a costly

application of legislative authority, which, added to a minute
engineering survey, and perhaps a heavy parliamentary contest,

has doomed many a watery tract to hopeless retrogression in state

and value. A cheaper, readier legal process is required for the

innumerable cases o{ smaller streams, and for less extensive areas

of country ; and for this purpose we have now the General Act,

carried by Lord Lincoln in 1847. Land-Drainage Companies,

in oi'der to aid private endeavours, can subsoil-drain, ditch,

irrigate, warp, or inclose from the ocean, the land of one or any

number of proprietors, and may obtain outfalls through inter-

vening properties, provided they touch not any other interests :

but until this Act (10 and 11 Vict., cap. 38) was passed into
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law, no individual, or combination of individual proprietors, or

these assisted by a skilful company, had power to put in opera-

tion any plan embracino^ an entire district against a minority of

even one dissentient owner. This being, then, a most important

statute, I shall give an outline of its provisions ; so that hence-

f jrth no party can plead ignorance of the present state of the

law as his excuse for delaying the furtherance of Trunk-
drainage.

Tlie Act applies to England and Wales ; the Commissioners to

carry it into execution are the Tnclosure Commissioners for Eng-
land and Wales, assisted by officers, &c., appointed to assist

them under the Act of 8 and 9 Vict., cap. 118, the powers of

which are to extend to this Act. Any persons interested in

lands capable of being drained or improved, yet unable to exe-

cute the requisite works by reason of the objection or disability

of any person whose land would be cut through or interfered

with, may apply by memorial to the Commissioners, annexing a

JMap or Plan, Schedules and Estimates, and depositing copies of

these for open local inspection. Notice of such application and
deposition is to be given by advertisement in the county news-

papers, and to be served on all persons, both occupiers and pro-

prietors, not parties to the application, whose lands are proposed

to be entered upon ; and Notices of Objections are to be trans-

mitted in writing to the Commissioners after six weeks from the

above issuing of notices. Before the Commissioners proceed to

act or inquire, they may require security for the payment by the

applicants of the costs of the inquiries. In case of any objections

being made, the Commissioners are to appoint an Assistant Com-
missioner to inspect the lands proposed to be drained or im-
proved and the lands to be meddled with by the works : if they

think necessary, they are to call one or more public meetings

—

giving 21 days' notice to the objecting parties, and advertisement

in the newspapers, of all persons likely to be affected by the

scheme ; such meetings to be held, after the expiration of six

weeks, in one of the parishes in which the land lies. The
Assistant Commissioner is to attend, and examine, and hear the

evidence offered or obtainable on all sides. He is then to report

his opinion and the evidence taken on the proposal, and if the

Commissioners consider it can be executed with no further

damage to the lands interfered with than can be adequately com-
pensated under the provisions of this Act, they may authorize, by
an order under their seal, the execution and perpetual mainte-
nance of the works allowed, or with such alterations as they may
think fit. And it shall be lawful for the persons so authorized

to enter upon any lands described in the order of the Commis-
sioners, and in conformity with the terms of such order, " to
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widen, straighten, deepen, divert, scour, or cleanse any river,

stream, ditch or drain, brook, pool, or watercourse, side-cut,

ditcli, or drain, and to alter or remove any bank, sluice, flood-

gate, clough, hatch, weir^ dam, or other obstruction, and to make
or erect any liank, sluice, floodgate, hatch, ditch, drain, tunnel,

or other works necessary or convenient for drainage or lor warp-
ing, and to dam, bar, and stop up with any weir or dam any
river or Avatercourse, and to erect and maintain on such land

steam and other engines and machinery." Land is to be pur-
chased for the sites of engine-houses and other erections ; and
all compensations for injury to any lands interfered with may be
agreed upon in the manner provided by " The Lands Clauses
Consolidation Act of 1845," (8 and i) Vict., cap. 18). No
streams supplying ornamental waters are to be meddled with,

except with the consent of their proprietors. No person is to

construct under this Act any works on the sea-shore or any
navigable river, so far up as the tide flows, without the consent

of the Admiralty, or injure the navigation of any river or canal,

or occupy land between high and low water-mark, without the

consent of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests. Tlie rights

and powers of Commissioners of Sewers, of Commissioners
appointed under any Local or Private Drainage Act, and of

Romney Marsh and the Bedford Level, are to be held inviolate.

But persons interested in lands authorized to be drained under

any local or private Act may—by not less than two-thirds of their

number notifying their desire to the Commissioners—have the

same drained under the provisions of this Act.

So far these excellent provisions are comprehensive enough
to empower any persons interested in a wet valley, meadows
damaged by a flooding brook, or lands oppressed with water held

up by an out-of-date canal or antiquated flour-mill, to clear a

passage for their drainage, ulierever it would be worth the expense

of works and compensation. And I do not see why this Act
should not have been already applied in many counties, now that

the importance of a perfect subsoil drainage warrants the

expectation of co-operative assistance from lands lying contigu-

ous to the belts actually deluged.* Such farms ought to con-

tribute, for the sake of a deeper and speedier discharge of drain-

water, to the reclamation of the valley-bottoms which are not

wealthy enough to remove millponds by their sole resources.

However, when the drainage of a district comes into collision

with a powerful Canal Company, a series of large Mill interests,

or a Town Corporation, these are not to be overthrown by the

* The reason, I apprehend, is that the Act gives no power to make an opposing^

minority contributory to the expenses of the works, however much they may be
benefited by those works.

—

Ph. Pusey.
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dictum of no higher authority than the Inclosure Commissioners.

In such a case—where there is something more than merely land

to be cut through or petty obstructions abolished—a local Act
of Parliament becomes necessary. This General Act meets the

requirements of smaller districts, which, however, are very con-

siderable in number.
Trunk Drainage being a two-fold subject, we have—beside

the water-courses connected with mills and other water interests

—to consider the minor drains and ditches which conduct the

united drainage of groups of farms, or portions of estates, into

the larger arteries, and for the regulation of which a different

order of laws is necessary. A far larger extent of land is injured

by the defective condition of these myriads of tributaries—by the

consequent prevention of under-drainage on the most fertile corn

soils—tlian is comprised in the area of river-flooded grounds.

Under no control of Sewers' Commissioners or Drainage Acts

—

under no supervision of " dyke-reeves," or of parish or district

officers—they are subject only to such conservation as the occu-

piers, through whose lands they pass, may choose for their own
advantage, or may be obliged, by the clumsy process of a neigh-

bour's suit for damages, to perform. Hope of improved capacity

to suit the altered modern system of drainage there is none
;
or, at

least, all progress is at the option of the occupiers or owners,

the agricultural advancement of thousands of acres under different

parties being sometimes dependent upon the fickle guarantee of

the enterprising spirit or obliging temper of a single farmer.

There is not a county in which the want of efficient compulsory
powers to provide better outfall ditches is not hurtfully felt

;

and the last legislative attempt to provide a remedy in a General
Act—Local Acts being of course impossible of procurement—is

in the statute which I have just been describing. The 14th

section is to the effect, that " Whereas by reason of the neglect

or want of co-operation among the occupiers of land to maintain

the banks and cleanse and scour the channels of existing drains,

streams, or watercourses, lying in or forming the boundaries of

such lands, and being or leading to the outfall from such lands

and from other lands, much injury is occasioned and improve-
ment prevented, but sufficient powers do not at present exist to

remedy the evil aforesaid : be it therefore enacted, that in all

such cases " the proprietor or occupier of any land so injured

may, one month after giving notice, and the neglecting person
not then performing or joining in performing his rightful work,
" execute all necessary works for maintaining or re])airing such
banks, or cleansing or scouring such channels ;" and that the

just proportion of expense falling to the share of the defaulter

shall be recoverable, one month after demand, by summoning
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him l>clore two Justices of the Peace. These Justices, upon
proof of the injury inflicted by his neglect, and of the expenses

incurred in remedying it, may make an order for his payment
of such proportion as they may think fit, together with the costs,

the amounts being recoverable by distress. This is the process

only when the faulty drain is a l^oundary of or immediately
adjoining to tlie land of the damaged occupier ; but unless this

be the case, it is enacted in the 15th section, that "it shall not

be lawful for the occupier, whose land shall have been injured,

to enter upon the land of any other person in the execution of

the works aforesaid without a warrant or authority in writing so

to do from two or more Justices, Avhich warrant or authority

such Justices shall grant upon inquiry had before them, after a

summons served upon the occupier of the land so to be entered

upon, if it shall appear to such Justices that the neglect of the

occupier of the land so to be entered upon has occasioned injury

to the lands of the occupier applying for such warrant or autho-

rity : Provided also, that it shall be lawful for the Justices

before whom any occupier of land shall l)e summoned to appear

under this Act, and whether such proprietor or occupier shall or

shall not have appeared, to adjourn the hearing or further hear-

ing of any application for any order, or for any warrant or

authority junder this Act, to a subsequent day, and to appoint a

competent person to view in the meantime the drain, stream, or

watercourse, and to report thereon to the Justices on the day to

which such hearing shall have been adjourned, or the said Jus-

tices or any of them may in the meantime attend and view such

drain, stream, or watercourse." All the expenses and the costs

of adjudication to be levied by distress and sale of goods and
chattels of the party liable.

Perhaps this law affords us as much scope for the compulsion

of bad neighbours to their duty in drainage matters as we can
expect to enjoy with no regular organization of district officers,

and with no constituted judges beyond the magistracy who pos-

sess the legal authority necessary to the invasion of other men's

property or holdings. It has been remarked, that the necessity

of giving formal and legal notices—the uncertainty and delay of

obtaining a warrant from two Justices in Petty Sessions—^the

personal annoyance of appearing as an opponent to a neighbour,

who, peradventure, may be a magistrate himself—the disagree-

able process of levying a distress for costs and expenses—and
sundry other invidious discomforts and troubles attending these

provisions of the Act, render them practically nugatory : but

were a better system of inspecting and enforcing tlie renovation

of choked drains to be devised, it would still be a most unpleasant

task to bring down the arm of the law upon one's indolent and
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disobliging fellow occupiers ; and it seems that, with anything

less than a compulsory general litatute, too arbitrary for English

notions of freedom, tenants, who are fearful of giving offence,

and small owners who are careful of using tlieir independence,

will always be liable to hindrances of their drainage, as well as

to encroachments on their roads or fences, from unscru])ulous

and selfish neighbours.

But the Act is really deficient in a most important particular

as regards these provisicms relating to minor drains : it contem-

plates merely the cleansing and scouring of existing ditches, no

pi'ovision being made for iridening, deepening, and straiglitcning

such as are shallow and tortuous, witliout whicli it is too often a

waste of money to interfere with tliem. Nor could we expect an

Act to entrust mere magistrates with the power of cutting away
any man's land at their pleasure ; so that while we have here a

remedy for some very gross evils, an arrangement of a nature

altogether different must yet be established before we get the

improvement we desire.

Having now shown what legal facilities have been gradually

created for the reclamation of low grounds and flooded valleys

on the one hand, and the improvement of internal minor water-

courses and ditches upon the other, we must inquire for a few
moments ichether considerable or even trijiing changes in our mode

of legislation upon this subject, or whether merely a more extended

and enlightened application of j)resent laios hg the localities concerned,

are required in order to furnish this kingdom with a proper

drainage? First, with respect to our main rivers and the lands

they inundate, it is clear that special acts of Parliament are as

able to achieve the same wonders in one low tract tliat they have

done in another of similar character ; and as by tlieir instrumen-

tality numberless districts of fen and marsh have been drained,

and some most important river improvements, of the very kind

we wish to make universal, admirably eff"ected, what further legal

machinery need be employed for the same purposes in future ?*

* I am aware that success has attended the exertions of the Commissioners
under the Act of 5th and 6th Victoria (subsequently aniended\ for pronu)tiug the
'Drainage of Lands, and Improvement of Navigation and Water-Power in con-
nexion with such Drainage, in Ireland.' But Irish and English legislation have
seldom stood upon a common basis, or led to identical results in both countries,

so that we can hardly reason from one to the other. The machinery of this Act
resembles that of the later English Act ; but, of course, with more multiplied

powers and provisions. One of its excellent points is, that the proprietors or

tenants for a life or lives, &c., of more than half the number of acres can bind the
rest of the district ; and that where one individual possesses more than half, the

rest can outweigh his decision. The Annual Keports of the Commissioners—who
have drained many thousands of acres in different districts by excavating cuts, open-
ing the main rivers, constructing weirs, locks, sluices, removing mills, &c. &c.

—

are highly interesting and important. But let iis hope that " Boards of Works "

may not be so necessary for these purposes here as in the sister Island, where (as

VOL. XV. D
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The cause of the present disparity in the condition of our im-
proved and untrained streams lies not in tlie varying degrees of
efficiency of law power in different places, but in the differing

amounts of will and ability tiiere manifested toward the work.
Our fens have been the nursery of drainage-works, and in no other

country can more complete and extraordinary excavations and con-

structions for the purpose be found—begun in tlie first instance

out of the necessities of the situation, but brought gradually to a

pitch of great perfection because, according to the recent testi-

mony of one well qualified to judge, "all the gentlemen in that

part of the world are cnfiineersP And until the Hooded popula-
tion of our inland valleys renounce their preference for sodden
pastures, rank hay, and damaged health and property, and
become alive to the immense benefits of good drainage, and the

demands of the present age, we shall not witness any striking

improvement there.

As I have before said, I regard the legislative poivers attainable

in local acts of Parliament as sufficient to meet the difficvlties in-

volved in improving mill-streams and large rivers, particularly as

there are so many injured towns that would contribute to the

expenses ; while the General Act c>/"1847 is equal to the wants and
means of limited districts. But some better means than yet exist

must be brought into play against minor drains, tvhere only agri-

cultural drahiage is concerned.

In doing this, whatever system we contrive should be a mean
between the nullity of uncontrollable or sleeping local authorities,

and the un-English procedure of making the civil Government
our public drain-cleansers. And we must bear in mind that it

is not so much the incompetency as the disinclination of defaulters

to cleanse old drains, and suffer new ones to cross them, which

forms our chief obstacle ; so that it will be, not so much the

able engineer and disinterested inspector visiting and advising,

as the power of the law put without any invalidating conditions

into the hands of the party seeking relief or improvement, that

will work effectually. The hydraulic agriculture so surprisingly

developed in Northern Italy is the fruit of a vast system of

District Associations for Irrigation, Drainage, Warping, &c. ;

each self-administering, and all organized under the Government

engineers. For details of the constitution and regulations of

these societies, which ought to be studied by all Englishmen

interested in tlie subject of this Essay, let the reader refer to

Capt. Smith's work on ' Italian Irrigation.'

I shall now advert for a moment to a few of the jdigsical

one of the Reports affirms) " there exists a very general want of knowledge of the

principles and effect of drainage on a large scale, and a consequent inability to

understand projects for the purpose, or to appreciate their residts."—J. A. C.
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difficulties of an improved Trunk Drainage, commencing with

the question contained in the heading No. 7, viz. the requisite

moisture of suhsoil in existiiiq meadows, and waterfor irrigation.

It is not to be received as an infallible rule that the water of open

drains, any more than of under drains, may always be kept 3 or 4

feet lower tlian the surface of all kinds and conditions of soils ;

there being many subsoils which are drained and sub-irrigated to a

great extent merely by means of the division ditches of the fields.

And there are many meadow and grass lands in the south and

east of England which may be easily over-drained. Mr. Pusey
mentions (Journal, Vol. XI. p. 403) a field of good land in the

south which was so much injured by under-draining too thickly

that the grass became of inferior quality, as was proved by its

requiring only three days instead of four to make into hay, the

effect of impoverishment in the sap of the grass. " On my own
meadows," he says, " I have adopted the plan of damming the

streams in summer. The water in the land consequently does-

not escape from the land, whilst the stream finds its way up the

drains, and rises as in a sponge ; so that this kind of sub-

irrigation keeps the bottom cool and the surface green, while

other meadows are scorched by the summer sun." It is well

known by the Lincolnshire graziers, that bullock pastures have
become mossy, and degenerated into sheep-land, merely by too

much drainage; and on some of the peaty lands good arable has

grown weaker from the same cause. The hardening and gaping
of the clay, the loosening and honeycombing of the light arable

soil, and the burning of pastures in general, may arise from
undue saturation previous to the drying ; and sub-irrigation

might be circumscribed within smaller districts if, by a perfect

command of the water, they could insure a minimum in winter

and a wholesome quantity through the summer. The necessity

of attention to this point being admitted, it will of course be for

each local drainage district, under proper regulations, to determine
its own supply, and lay out works according to the volume and
irregularity of the river water, the downfall, or the sprins^s

peculiar to the situation.

In providing for irrigation, there can be no greater difficulty

than that which must be overcome in order to improve the

drainage, as, where a freer passage and greater inclination of the

stream has been obtained, a system of " back-drains," " catch-
water-drains," and other works, might soon be added to facilitate

the flooding of water-meadows. In some cases it will be a diffi-

cult matter to determine the relative quantities of water which
may be allowed to be abstracted from the main channel for

watering or for irrigation. In Italy it is measured out through
apertures of certain calibre, with a uniform pressure of water

d2
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regulated bj a sluice ; and in the present improvement of our
own river Nene, it has been found necessary to restrict the right

of different fens to take in water, as they liave had the power of
abstracting the whole volume of the river in dry seasons. To
prevent this, a pipe or tunnel of certain size, or an arrangement
of locks with double-pointing doors (where a navigable drain
joins the more elevated river), has been applied, so that one alone

of all the tracts claiming fresh water in drouglits may no longer

be able to deprive the others of their share. But these points,

with others, such as the providing of a requisite number of feet

depth for navigation, or the relinquishing of water-carriage alto-

gether ; the removal of water-mills, or the increase of their power
;

the diversion of the drain-water to be independent of the natural

stream ; the partial improvement of a river for simple agricul-

tural drainage, when the flooded lands bear too small a propor-
tion to the river and its accessory water-interests to command its

complete remodelling ; and the engineering puzzles often presented

by marshy or shingly estuaries, tortuous channels, tSlc. «kc., will

all be set forth in a more practical light in the examples I shall

adduce.

8. Actual state ofsome river or rivers to he described.

9. Remedy ajiplied to some river or brook to be described.

The vast works of drainage executed in our fen levels form

"both our example and encouragement in dealing with the inland

valleys, beside being the preliminary necessity to the latter class

of undertakings in the case of most of our larger rivers. And
though the difficulties may differ in the two cases, they are so

similar as to be assailable by the same order of efforts. In the

Fens an expanded country contributes immense importance and
great power to the work of improving a river ; in the more inland

valleys a narrow district, attenuated along the length of a capa-

cious stream, seems at every point less able to cope with its

swelling antagonist. But then, in the former case, the task of

giving to a horizontal river a scarcely obtainable fall, and of

delivering a vast bulk of rapid hill waters in addition to the slug-

gish drain-water of the flats, through an excavated estuary, and

against a fenced-out tide of thick water, transcendently surpasses

the work of merely easing a stream from strangulating impedi-

ments. Let us, then, by way of introducing our narration of

river improvements, note down one or two items of outlay ex-

pended by the fcn-7}ien of the Great Level in trunk drainage. The
Bedford Level, flooded year after year, to the extent of 100,000

acres, whilst paying annual drainage taxes for security to the

amount of 100,000/., sought relief in the opening of its river

outfalls, and the mouths of the Nene and Ouse have been im-
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proved, by excavation and scourina-, to the salvation of the fcn-

land from ruin, at a cost of probably not less than 500,000/., not

including- the after-expenses of adaptinj? the old channels to a lower

drainaaje and navigation, and the responsibilities incurred as to

damag-ing banks, bridges, buildings, &c., about the seaports. But
these, and the similar improvements of the otlier len outfalls

—

tlie WcUand and VVitham (the former river having been prolonged

into the Wash estuary by about four miles of fascine dykeing)—
are already described in the Report on the Great Level and the

Report on Lincoln!^Iarc, published in the Journal; I shall now
give, therefore, a few very brief particulars of the improvements

of the internal fen-drains and rivers which have followed those

of the main embouchures. Two divisi(ms, called tlie Middle
Level, of 140,000 acres, and the South Level, of 120,000 acres,

depend chiefly upon the Ouse outfall ; and Mr. Rennie proposed

to apply the advantage of the Eau-Brink Cut, near Lynn, to

these great levels, by a plan which has answered in many dis-

tricts of low land, and is peculiarly suited to many of our inland

river valleys. All the surrounding highland brooks were to be

intercepted by catch-water drains at a comparatively high level,,

and diverted into the rivers crossing the two districts ; while the

downfall waters of the fen-lands were to be carried in new cuts,,

with culverts, where necessary, under these rivers, and discharged

into the new common outfall, at which point both the rapid hill

freshes, with their considerable fall of stream, and the slow,

almost dead-level fen-waters would arrive at the same level of

elevation above low-water in the sea. The estimated cost of

more than 1,000,000/. postponed the design; but later improve-

ments have run in the same direction. The Eau-Brink Cut, by
lowering the head of water several feet, rendered internal impro\ e-

ments possible in the South Level—first with the larger arteries,

then with the minor drains, when those intermediately situated,

had provided for them a better passage. In 1829 a new river,

five miles long, was cut near Ely, diverting the Ouse from a cir-

cuitous channel of nine miles
;
and, at the same time, a cross

cut was made to bring a tributary river into the new channel.

'J'hese cuts cost, under the advice of Mr. Mylne, 45,000/. The
powers of the Act of Parliament, obtained for them in 1827, are

administered by a board of commissioners, one-half of their

nmnber being appointed by the district and other drainage in-

terests of the Level, and the other half representing the navif/ation

interests ; and the funds are raised by taxation on a large portion

of the level, and by navigation tolls, in about equal proj)ortIon.

These cuts, beside their principal effect of benefiting the general

district, have reclaimed from winter-floods, and converted into

valuable arable land, about 2000 acres, wiiich before lay unem-
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banked from the river. Tlie commissioners are still engaged in

maintaining in the rivers and navigable lodes above these cuts a

depth corresponding to tliat of the cuts, the total sum expended
at present being about 70,000/. We ought to state that a still

larger amount has been also spent in erecting steam-engines in

the Soutli Level, there being at present no less than twenty-three

engines, of a collective power of 1050 horses, erected for about

90,000/., and working at an annual expense of 5000/. in coals

alone.

The Middle Level, of 140,000 acres, is divided into districts

for internal drainage, under the charge of commissioners ap-

pointed by various acts of Parliament, though some portions are

similarly drained by proprietors without acts of Parliament, and

are distinguished as Private drainages. The external drainage

—that is, the maintenance of the rivers and watercourses—has

been provided for principally by the Bedford Level Corporation
;

partly by the Commissioners of the Navigation, under an act of

the 27th of George IL, who were authorised to apply the funds

in deepening and improving some of the rivers in this Level

;

and partly by the Commissioners of Drainage appointed by an

act of the 50th of George IIL Under this act the Middle Level

rivers and chief sewers, amounting to no less than twenty-four in

number, which had raised their own beds, by suUage and weeds,

to the level of the lands they passed through, received aconij)lete

deepening and enlarging, so as to adapt them to the additional

fall furnished by the Eau-Brink Cut ; the needful funds, or

70,000/., being raised by a shilling-tax per acre on certain of the

lands. This tax ceased after a time, and then a tax of three-pence

per acre was imposed for keeping up the works. Upon the

credit of the sum raised by this latter tax, viz., 1200/., the com-

missioners had power to borrow the sum of 3000/.— a common
method for raising capital in drainage enterprises. Successful

as were the results of these scourings, the inner portions of the

Level began, after a time, to complain. Tn the year 1841 the

damage sustained in the Middle Level by loss of crops, &c., from

floods exceeded 150,000/. Several plans were brought under

discussion ; two of the Bedford Level superintendents were em-
ployed to devise one; and in 1842 the proj)rietors called in the

assistance of Mr. Walker, whose plan was rejected at a public

meeting held to hear his report, but who subsequently became

engineer for a sort of composition scheme. A committee was

appointed to introduce it into Parliament in 1844, and, in spite

of the opposition of the Bedford Level Corporation, it was passed

into law, giving the promoters power to raise 200,000/. by an ave-

rage tax of Is. ^d. Under tliis act a cut of 11 miles in length, and

more than 50 feet wide, with a capacious outfall sluice, was con-
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;
and, by discharg;in<; the water G miles lower down the

Ouse, an increased fall of 6 feet was gained. From want of

funds the internal rivers could not be deepened and widened, as

contemplated by the act; so in ]848 another act was obtained,

giving power to raise another sum of 250,000/. by an average tax

of 2.V. 3(1. an acre— 18,000 acres being excluded from taxation

on the ground of already perfected drainage. The works are

now completed, and the results—including the drainage of the

celebrated Whittlesey Mere, and the reduction of the head against

which the windmills and steam-engines had to throw— are incal-

culable. Owners are elated at the rising price of their now
secure lands, and farmers are really delighted with tlie certain

prospect of improving soil and crops. For navigation purposes

the water has to be kept at a certain depth in some of the drains

(there are nearly 80 miles of navigation in the Middle Level)

;

yet the admirable power given to the commissioners by their last

act enables them to empty all the livers on the reasonable appre-

hension of aJiood—thus using their augmented depth and capacity

as a reservoir, to prevent the possibility of overflow. The
bottoms of the main canals and of the New Cut (alone upwards
of 30 miles in length) have been levelled lower than low-water

mark at sea, so that the Middle Level has now obtained a com-
plete and admirable outlet for its waters.

We ought not to refer to any similar improvements or projected

designs, which have been described in this Journal at other times

—as of the Ancholme in Lincolnshire, the cuts for draining the

Carrs of Holderness in Yorkshire, the cutting of the Dutch River
upon the orkshire Ouse, and improvement of the Trent and
associated outfalls on the Humber (for which see the Report on

Lincolnshire^, and again of the river Parret and its contiguous
lowlands in Somersetshire (for which see Somersetshire Report\
or the improvements upon the bank of the Rihhle in Lanfcashire

(see Martin Mere). But we cannot help reminding our readers

of the principles of action exhibited in the Bye and Derivent

District Drainage, so clearly and beautifully described by Mr.
Henderson in the Journal, vol. XIV. The commissioners
appointed by the Act of 1846 removed the obstructing water-

wheels by substituting steam-engines corresponding to the power
actually used by the mills,* and compensating the proprietors for

inconvenience and the future additional expensiveness of the new
power. The claims of a short canal navigation, two fisheries,

* I do not advocate a Quixotic overturning of all -water-mills ; but, from the
incalculable mischief they inflict in hundreds of wet valleys—one year's damage
sometimes equalling the value of the mills—would gladly have them disposed of
in this or some other way

;
while, on the other haud, drainage may often be

effected so as to augment their water-power.
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and tenants' damages tlirougli derangement of business during
the alterations, were disposed of without much outlay ; and the

pecuniary advantages of the work are apparent from the fact

that a single flood, such as frequently overflowed the land, has

been known to do more damage, if fairly valued in money, than

the whole sum expended under the act.

In Hampshire we have ari example of a different character,

thougii consisting as yet only of a proposal, not of a really exe-

cuted work. The Test and Anton valleys comprise rather more
than 12,000 acres subject to inundations ; and various plans

have been suggested from time to time to effect their perfect

drainage. Thus, in 1847, a Report was made to the owners of

the estates in the Test valley by Messrs. Freebody and Gold-
smid, civil engineers, comprising that portion from the conflu-

ence of the rivers Test and Anton to the outfall into the estuary

of the Southampton Water at Redbridge—a tract of 8400 acres.

Of this area 3800 acres were said to be beyond tlie reach of

aid, unless at an expense too great to be remunerative : whilst

the remaining 4(300 acres were capable of being greatly im-
proved. Mills do much serious damage here ; and the improve-
ment of these, as well as the erection of a sluice, formed part of

the expenses of the undertaking. The outlay occasioned by the

river was estimated at 8400Z. ;
mills, 4000/. ; and a new sluice,

2700/., which, with the contingencies at 10 per cent., and the

preliminary expenses, would make the total sum 18,000/. To
raise this amount it was thought that the 3800 acres of loio

lands, without an appreciable outfall, should make an annual

payment of 35. 9r/. per acre, amounting to 712Z. 10s. ; the dete-

riorated lands, 2900 acres, at 2s. ^d. per acre, equalling 362/. 10s.

;

and the lands relatively higher, about 1700 acres, at Is. 'od. per

acre, giving 127/. 10s. : forming altogether an anrmal income of

1202/. 10s. This would probably receive some addition from

the application and distribution of the sewage drainage of the

towns of liomsey and Stockbridge. However, it appears that

the scheme was laid aside. Up to the present time, 1 believe,

a large proportion of the proprietors have not assented to any
comprehensive plan for the whole of the valleys

;
but, as some

individuals were determined to impi'ove their lands by uniting

together, whether the remainder would or no :—Messrs. J. Bailey

Denton and H. Drake, engineers to the General Land-Drainage

and Improvement Company, reported last year upon the state

of the district. Their design contemplates the lowering tlie

water table, now constantly resting either upon or within the

land of the assenting proprietors, to a -minimum depth of 4 feet

below the present surface of the land. The undertaking being

Wmited to certain estates within a district all equally needing it;
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the rights of mill-ovmers and irrigators requiring to be held

inviolable ; and it being desirable that the compulsory power
possessed by the company of obtaining outfalls through inter-

vening properties should be used with great precaution ! the

following conditions became indispensable, viz., ^Hhat the icorhs

to he executed shall ho altogether independent of existing streams,

whether rivers, river branches, tributary watercourses, main
water-carriers, or arterial surface drains

;
by passing under

them, where not diverted, with impermeable conduits of iron,

brickwork, or earthenware ; and that the service of the works
shall be confined to the discharge of the rain-water falling upon,

or the under-water I'ising up within, or oozing through, the

lands to which the operations extend." In determining the

direction of the main outfall drains, " care has been taken," says

the report, " to follow as straight a course as the lowest ground
within the area and its local features will admit." Their depth

was fixed according to the system of subordinate drainage

necessary to secure the utmost economical depth of dry-working
soil, and reduce the level of the water in the soil to a point at

Avhich injurious evaporation would be cut off. In the present

saturated condition of the soil the loss of water by evaporation

is almost incredible. In the adjacent naturally dry chalk

district the water evaporated is 57"6 per cent. The evaporation

from the peat soil of the valleys is considered to exceed this by
at least one half ; and this loss, to the miller for potcer and the

irrigator for loater, amounts to " 750 tons from every contri-

buting acre of land." A portion of the rain-water is also lost,

as regards its motive power, by overflow,—the water not finding

its way back again into the stream ; and from these two sources
" 12 inches of water, over the whole surface of the valley, are lost

in every year,"—this is 1200 tons per acre, and multiplying this

by 12,163 (the number of acres in the valleys), considering, at

the same time, the extraordinary declivity of the valley, viz.,

9^ feet per mile, some idea may be formed of the magnitude of

the present waste of motive power. The depth of the main
outfall drains—portions of which will be open cuts, some
covered, some of circular socket pipes—is fixed at 5 feet,

—

allowing for .4-feet subsoil drains.

" In determining the capacity of the main outfall drains, which
are intended gradually to lessen in dimension as they rise from
the outfall, and the contributory area becomes less, we have
considered that a capaljility of discharging 7 inches fall per
month will be quite adequate to any service that can be required.

In the lens of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire, where the

annual fall of rain is less than 26 inches, the maximum quantity

of water lifted by steam power per month is 2 inches. Now
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it is important to observe that, in these instances of fen drainasje,

the substratum is known to be impervious ; and by the adoption

of catch-water drains, intercepting the waters from adjacent

hij;h(!r lands, the water that falls directly upon the land may be
precisely calculated [not accurately, however, because of the

soakage through the embankments, and the water let in during

the summer] ; but with the physical peculiarities of the Test
valley we have not only to provide for rain falling directly upon
the land, but also for the springs, sock, and under-water, which
rise to the surface, and penetrate the peaty soil from the sur-

rounding chalk. Taking the average fall of rain' in the valley

of the Test to be 30 inches, and the quantity of water finding its

way into the valley from the several sources referred to, to be
three times greater than that of the fens, we have taken 7 inches

per acre, or 25,740 cubic feet, to be the maximum quantity of

water it is necessary the outfall drains should be capable of

dischai'ging per montli ; and this quantity is equal to 6-lOths

of a cubic foot per acre per minute." We have pleasure in

transcribing these extracts for the information of our readers,

because they give a most admirable pattern of the way in which,

by help of data derived not only from observations of one peculiar

district, but also from kindred localities, and likewise from facts

of science, the selection and construction of the drains are fixed

and governed without waste or miscalculation ; are brought,

indeed, under the simple formulas of hydraulic engineering.

The report proposes to make all the outfall drains of nearly

doul)le this theoretically-deduced capacity, and to follow out the

improvement by a complete ramification of open and under

drains, l)y which the pores of the soil may be kept open, pent-up

waters released, and springs tapped, confined to, and discharged

by, separate channels. To satisfy any persons who may object

that a subsoil drainage of 4 feet will render dieir water-meadows
too dry, it is suggested that " each outlet or junction of an

under-drain into and with the outfall drains, may be provided

with a self-acting trap and fixed Ijolt, or with a plug, by the

application of which all water may be stayed in the drains until

re-opened." An ingenious thouglit is then enunciated, which
may be of general value when river flats have more extensively

experienced a practical application of the purport of this essay.

" A new method of summer watering the soil has presented

itself to our minds during the investigation which may be found

applicable ; a system of underground inlet drains or channels of

j)ipes placed intermediate b(!tween the outlet drains, but at a

higher level (say 12 inches), or 3 feet deep from the surface, may
be devised so as to admit water flowing from the river, or from

any other attainable source. The water flowing down those
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inlet pipes might be stopped at the lower ends, and would then

percolate through the soil intervening between them and the

outlet drains, whereby vegetation would be invigorated in the

best and cheapest manner, and without causing any impediment
to the use of the ground surface. It appears to us that this

system, which we propose with some diflidence as a novelty,

may be favourably adopted where surface irrigation is unattain-

able and expensive. The operation cannot cost more than

2/. 10.9. to 3/. per acre ; while the expense of maintenance will

be trifling compared with the ' Marcite ' or ridge-and-furrow

surface system of water-meadows."

By means of the plan above propounded, the Test valley may
be saved from the frequent floods which, collecting from the

chalk hills with great velocity, now injure the overflowed fields

and meadows of clay, peaty, or boggy soil. Perhaps there is

not an acre that would not be improved in annual value at least

double the amount of the instalment to repay the cost of the

undertaking.

I am anxious to offer specimens of drainage improvement
suited to all cases that can arise ; but this sphere of combined
labour having been so universally neglected, there is some diffi-

culty in discovering any examples in England but those already

so well known to the honour of our maritime fens and marshes.

Inland rivers have been the subjects of little amelioration ; still

I am glad to have it in my power to describe the first work of

this kind, on an imposing scale, which has yet been undertaken.

This is now in progress in the valley of tlie river Nene, in

Northamptonshire ; and, containing nearly every essential feature

to be found in connexion with any other large stream in this

kingdom, its history will probably be sufficient as a guide to

any similar enterprise.

For some very valuable sources of information concerning

this improvement I am indebted to George Game Day,
Esq., of St. Ives, through whose kindness in placing various

documents and reports at my disposal, I am enabled to furnish,

in addition to the facts from my personal knowledge and obser-

vation of the district, some really authentic evidences and descrip-

tions of the state of the valley, and the means by which the

difficulties have been overcome.

The Plan and Section of the Nene Valley will assist in showing
the course of the river, the position of the water-mills, and of the

places referred to.

The sources of the Nene are two springs, one north and the

other south of Daventry,—about 70 miles lineally distant from
its mouth, or half way from the Wash to Bristol. The two
heads unite above Northampton, from which point to the outfall
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the direct distance is about 60 miles, but the river follows a
tortuous course of 100 miles. From Northampton it proceeds
north-east to Higham-Ferrars

;
then, with many windings past

Thrapstone and Oundle, it runs due north to Wanslord, and,

turning east, passes on to Peterborough, bringing with it the

waters of more than twenty brooks from the north-western slopes

of Northamptonshire, though receiving scarcely any affluent on
its Huntingdonshii'e side. At Peterborough it enters the Fens,

across which it is now principally conducted by four artificial

cuts, so that its original wandering channels are, in some cases,

hardly traceable. With the exception of a bend at Guyhirn, and
another at Wisbech, its course to sea is now nearly a straight

line of 30 miles, entering the Wash through the last artificial cut,

about 3 miles below Sutton Bridge. The area draining into

the Nene above Peterborough is 408,640 acres, or about 638
square miles, of which about 16,000 acres constitute the " upper
valley," injured by floods. The Fens are burdened with the

drainage of a tract of about six times their own area ; but this

attenuated irregular fringe of low ground receives the down-
flowing waters from a surface twenty-five times its size. It is

true that this area is greater at the head than at points lower in

the course of the stream, so that the common difficulty of having

to provide for a largely-increasing area of drainage and flood-

waters does not here occur. But then the sinuosity of the

channel wastes a great deal of the fall which would give impulse

to tlie outflow of the river : the straight distance between North-

ampton and Peterborough is 36 miles, and, from the difference

in elevation, there is an inclination of more than 5 feet per mile

along this line
;
but, the river flowing 60 miles in place of 36,

the slope is diminished to about 3 feet per mile. And when,

arrived at Peterborough, with still 30 miles to run before

emptying into the sea, the river is at so low a level as to be

only about 15 feet higher than low-water mark. Hence it neces-

sarily moves onward with a sluggish pace, besides being stopped

and driven back again by every tide. Spring tides of 20 feet

rise, at the river mouth, to an elevation of 4 or 5 feet higher than

the Nene surface at Peterborough—the water-line thus sloping

inland instead of towards the sea—effectually blockading and
driving back the stream between that point and the sea

;
though,

as the tide sinks again in the estuary Ijefore it has had time to

penetrate so far inland, the tidal pulse is but little observed at

Peterborough, and the surface of the river soon regains its trifling

inclination towards its outfall.

Below Peterborough the Nene formerly traversed the Great

Level, swelling into broad meres and pools, and with its various

channels uniting with the Ouse, discharging below Wisbech
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through tlie great central estuary of the Level. In early ages,

however, the Ouse was diverted to Lynn, and with it the drain-

age of the chief part of the Fens. Bishop Morton's Learn, made
in tlie reign of Henry VI L, and succeeding cuts, have carried,

tlio Neue in a pretty straight course across the plain ; and as

a barrier embankment divides it from any connection with the

Levels on its south-eastern side, the only lands now draining by
it, in what may be called its " lower valley," are about 118,000
acres—much of this tract fcninerly by means of windmills, but

now with little exception by a natural flow.

Now, as the key of tlie present improvement consists in the

perfection of the outfall, we shall briefly advert to the works
which have from time to time added to the efficiency of the

lower part of the river, before entering upon a description of the

present evils and remedies within the limits of the upper valley.

In the year 1771, Messrs. Golborne and Dunthorne reported

upon the narrowness and shallowness of the river Nene through

the town of Wisbech, and at the same time a resolution was
passed by the Commissioners of the North Level—a district of

48,000 acres lying north of the river—that a clear waterway of

100 feet at low-water mark through this town was necessary to

the preservation of the countries on each side the river from
Peterborough to Wisbech. In 1722, Kinderley began to cut a

new channel to convey the river in a better course through its

wide estuary of shifting sands ; but when almost completed a

mob demolished his works. The outfall continuing to decay, the

river burst the fen banks, laying most of the North Level under

water ; but still the Wisbech people opposed the opening of the

outfall out of fear for the safety of their town and commerce. In

1773 the North Level, with some assisting parishes, obtained an

Act of Parliament for making a new seaward channel, which was
accordingly done the next summer. The first land-flood ground

down the bottom of the new channel from 12 to 16 inches

deeper than it was cut, lowering the surface of the water at the

North Level outlet sluice 5 feet, giving immediate relief to that

Level, and admitting vessels of larger burden than before to

come up to Wisbech. This was named " Kinderley's Cut ;"

and in November, 1783, the Report of James Golborne states

that the spring-tide rose 10 feet at Wisbech instead of 4 ; and
at Guyhirn the surface of low-water was lowered 1 foot 9 inches,

and at Peterborough 1 foot 11 inches, below what it was in 1767.

In the year 1814, Mr. Rennie reported upon the condition of

the estuary, and the confined channel of the river tlirough the

town of Wisbech
;
proposing a continuation of Kinderley's Cut,

and the embanking and enclosing of the estuary, and also a cut

on the north side of Wisbech to avoid the bends and contractions
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of that town. The idea of holding out tlie tides by a sluice

upon the mouth of such a river—now 300 feet wide, and 20 to 30
feet deep—although contemplated from the days of King James
and Charles I. to those of Mr. Rennie, has never been capable

of accomplishment ; and engineers are now agreed that it is best

for such a stream to be a tidal one. Under the superintendence

of Messrs. Telford and Rennie, and by an Act passed in 1827,
the great Nene Outfall cut was excavated, and its beneficial

results to drainage and to navigation and trade have been found
incalculable. In 1836, Sir John Rennie's Report upon the

Drainage of the Nene showed the advisability of draining by
the Nene many thousand acres of the Middle Level, now di-

verted to the Ouse
;

showing that the principal obstructions

were in the town of Wisbech—where there was always a fall at

low water of 3 feet, and in floods of 5 feet—not only hindering

the drainage, but preventing the free flux and reflux of tidal water,

which would deepen and improve the channel
;

proposing to

enlarge and deepen the river through Wisbech, remove the pre-

sent bridge, and substitute one of 1 50 feet span, and improve
and regulate the irregular bed of the river along most of its

course from Peterborough to below Wisbech. This desi<rn,

however (including many other points), was not carried out.

The North Level, by means of the Nene Outfall cut, completed

in 1831, and of a new main drain and other internal works
opened in 1834, had obtained a natural fall for its drainage, so

far as to dispense with its windmills and steam-engine ; but its

lower lands were still too moist ; and as great obstructions to

navigation were also felt in the port of Wisbech, it was deter-

mined in ] 847 to frame some further measure of improvement.

The North Level waters enter the river below Wisbech, so as to

be unaffected by the town impediments ; but Cross Keys Bridge

(situated at Sutton Bridge, and erected at the time of the Outfall

improvement) was found to hold back the ebb so as to create a

fall of 2 or 3 feet, and was besides inconvenient to large vessels.

Mr. R. Stephenson was requested to Report upon this and several

other points ; and though his plan was mainly left for aflei-

application, an Act was obtained in 1848 for the removal of the

bridge and some other improvements : a new iron swing bridge

has. been completed, which reduces the fall by the neatness of its

foundations to less than 6 inches. Angular projections and bars

of mud have also been cleared away by means of jettying, &c.,

and the channel made perfect uji to Wisbech at a total expense of

30,000/., of which Wisbech corporation contributed 14,000/.

The North Level can now boast of perhaps the best natural

drainage to be found in the Fens ; it discharges at about the

lowest possible point of the river, and its interior drains were
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exocuted by Mr. Telford on the best principles hitherto discovered,

Both the Nene Outfall and these main drains were planned so

that an inclination of 4 inches pfer mile should be preserved :

with a less fall than this the current is not rapid enougli to pre-

vent the accumulation of mud and siltli in the bed of the river

;

but giving^ as it docs a velocity of tlircc-quartors of a mile per

hour, it is sufficient to maintain a clear unobstructed watercourse

by the motion of the tide in the tidal cliannel, and by the winter

floods (under proper attention to the cutting of weeds and to the

shores) in a sluice-locked drain We should mention also that these

excellent works are an example of the burdensome consequences

arising from the want of co-operation on the part of all interests

dependent upon a great enterprise. If all the parties concerned

had been willing to extend the Nene Outfall improvement up to

Peterborough, the North Level might have emptied its drainage

into the river at one corner of the district, instead of cutting a

large canal for many miles through other lands to enter the same
river at a lower jioint. But having been compelled in self-de-

fence to make their own line of drainage at an expense of

100,000/., so that the water in their ditches may now be seen

8 or 9 feet lower than the water in the river, where it is only

separated by a bank (both waters uniting before reaching the

sea), the North Level proprietors cannot now be called upon to

aid in improving the river above and tlirough Wisbech. And
thus a great public work, requiring a general union of forces,

has devolved upon other interests whose means are curtailed by
this severance.

Thus instead of having great means of assistance all along the

river, the proprietors of the Nene Upper Valley can unite only

with Wisbech (which will receive improvements to town and
navigation, and to drainage of its lands), with Waldersey and Red-
more (districts equal to nearly 7000 acres, which will get rid

ot their windmills and have their steam-engine relieved), and
with Morton's Leam Wash (a tract of 3700 acres lying along-

the river and open to its floods between Peterborough and Guy-
hirn). A scheme of improvement was brought before tlie public

in 1840, and as soon as the removal of Sutton Bridge and the

perfection of tlie seaward channel of the Nene had become facts

beyond doubt, the proprietors of meadow land in the Upper Valley

—including Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord Overstone, Lord Lilford, the

Duke of Buccleugh, the Marquis of Northampton, John Walbanke
Childers, M.P., Mr. Stopford, and numerous others—assembled
together, and formed a committee to carry a measure of relief;

not more tlian some four or five landowners being in opposition.

Meetings were held in ]848, 1849, 1850, and again in 1851;
the Duke of Bedford and other influential noblemen presiding
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on these occasions. V arious gentlemen of the neighbourhootl

published pamphlets on the subject : Mr. Rendel was employed
to make an engineer's report and propound a design ; and after

a complete survey and jjreparation of plans and sections, a pre-

liminary inquiry on the part of the Admiralty—whose oversight

extends inland as far as the tide—and a long contest before Par-

liamentary Committees, an Act was passed in 1852 " constituting

Commissioners for the Improvement of the River Ncne and the

Navigations thereof."

The injured land of the Upper Valley consists of about

16,000 acres, lying low and flat, accompanying the river in its

sinuous course from a few miles above Northampton down to

Peterborough. But it is narrow and irregularly distributed

;

defined in some places by the limits of the woods. Towns
and villages are thickly set along the edges of the valley,

and, during a flood, the water covers from 80 to 200 acres in

each parish—in many places spreading for 1 or 2 miles in

breadth. In autumn and winter the floods always prevail, and,

indeed, at any period of the year after a few hours' rain ; while

summer inundations, which prove most destructive, occur at

intervals of very few years—sometimes more than one in the

same season. The upland farms are delivering their drain-water

in much larger c[uantities, and more immediately after tlie down-
fall than formerly, swelling to the depth of 3 to 6 feet over the

20,000 acres of open ground which Ibrm one vast reservoir for

it above and below Peterborough. The Nene used to overflow

its banks to the extreme height about the third day after

rain : tlie floods note reach the same height in about half tliat time.

Twelve hours' rain will generally cause an overflow of the land,

which all lies unembanked from the stream : and where it is

already saturated this takes place in six, or even in two, hours.

Such a quick rise will cause one body of flood-water to extend for

40 or 50 miles in succession, with a width varying from a quarter

of a mile to a mile, but it stays sometimes for six weeks or even

two months upon the ground. And these floods come down with

an alarming power and velocity : Ijridges which have stood for

a century are washed away, and districts where floods were pre-

viously unknown have become liable to their sudden periodical

visitations.

The land, being wholly in meadow, suffers very heavily from the

destruction of its hay. So sudden are the inundations, that it

frequently happens that hay made in the day has in the night

been found swimming and gone. A public-house sign at VVans-

ford commemorates the locally-famed circumstance of a man who,

having fallen asleep on a hay-cock, was carried down the stream

by a sudden flood
;
awaking just under the bridge of that town,
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and IxMiisj infoiinod wlipre lio \vas, lio demanded in astonishment

if this were " Wansfovd in England 1
" If not actually thus borne

off, the hay is so much silted as to be utterly spoiled
;
and,

being unfit even for manure, may be said positively to injure the

land by remaining upon it. The farmers sometimes thresh it to

b;>at tlie dust out, but it is still a most unwholesome fodder. In

certain parts of the valley the hay was entirely lost in 1839, 1841,

1843, 1847 ; and in 1849, and again in 1853, almost all the crop

was destroyed along the entire course of the Nene. The damage
in the latter year in grass and hay alone was estimated by a resi-

dent gentleman, well able to judge, at 20,000/. About ten years

ago the liay lost was valued at no less a sum than GO,000/. ; cal-

culating 2 tons per acre as tlie average yield, and lialf the land as

the area flooded
;
giving 6/. per acre actual damage. The soil

is of a rich alluvial loamy character, with generally a clayey,

sometimes a gravelly subsoil ; but it is amazingly deteriorated

and impoverished by the prolonged continuation of the larger

winter floods upon it. Live stock are often injured by grazing

it. From some of the lands the sheep have often to be removed
in waggons, to save them from sudden and unexpected floods.

Some of the meadows have been known to be invisible for thirteen-

weeks together, and from others no produce whatever can be-

got during unfavourable years. But, notwithstanding all these-

disadvantages, the present rental of the meadows probably ave-

rages about 2/. per acre, owing to the scarcity of grass-land in,

this part of the country, and the consequently eager demand for

crops of coarse hay raised without any manuring. The land,

however, is very unequal in value; some " accommodation land"'
renting as high as 3/. or 5/. per acre, and, again, portions of what
are called the Wash-lands, below Peterborough, not more than
lis. It is a fact that the meadows are decreasing in value
some are mentioned in the Parliamentary Evidence as being now-
worth only 1/., which, if properly drained, would reach as high asr

40s. or 50.y. an acre, under the present system of cultivation, or
rather non-cultivation. But a considerable proportion of the
land now lying as miserable meadow is far lietter adapted for

tillage husbandry, and its fine deep fertile earth, if well drained
and employed in raising garden produce, would realize a rent of
more than 4/. per acre.

Agriculture is not the only suffering interest. The navigation,

between Northampton and Peterborough is in a most inefficient

state, owing to the defectiveness of the river ; which is a point of
great consequence, notwithstanding the construction of the present
railway along the same valley. The river, having naturally a fall

of more than 170 feet, is held up in levels by 34 locks and 11
staunches. Each " lock " has two gates to pen the boats or

VOL. XV. E
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lighters, enabling them to be raised or lowered from one head of

water to .mother ; but a " staunch " has only a single gate or

barrier, placed entirely across the stream, and holding up the

water 3 to 5 feet higher on one side than the other, to obtain a

head for working the water-mills, or else for navigation only.

Tliere are two kindt) of staunches : one consisting of a sill put

across the river, boards being sot vertically side by side ; each

board has a handle, and these (sometimes 19 boardsj have to

be lifted up perpendicularly one by one by the watermen, and
the boats pulled through by horses—commonly by an extraordi-

nary force of horses—dragging the loaded barges up an inclined

plane of rushing water. If the waterman wait until there is

level water in the two heads, he cannot proceed on his journey,

because the upper head will quickly become dry ; so that he is

obliged to avail himself of an extra strength of horses, and force

his boat against the stream, raising it 2 or 3 feet by the operation.

The other kind of staunch is a door drawing up like a portcullis

for the barges to pass under. The boats are often plunged under

water in thus passing the staunches, and goods are often lost, and
serious accidents incurred. As there are no less than eleven of

these staunches, where every waterman has to undergo this labo-

rious and Chinese order of progression, besides paying 4s. Qid. per

ton for his use of the navigation, this line of traffic is becoming
neglected, and of very little use either to its proprietors or the

public. There are also a great many sharp and dangerous bends

and shoals in the stream, so that, in order to navigate at all, the

boatmen put boards upon the tops of the weirs or overfalls, which
causes the adjoining lands to be flooded. Then, again, when
there is a drought, the boats cannot pass for want of water ; and
when there is a flood, they are stopped because the haling-way

is covered • and as the latter is a constantly occurring matter, the

watermen are often overtaken by a day's rain, and held in chains

for days and even weeks. The floods have been known to lie for

three, five, ten, and sometimes thirteen weeks together, to the

complete stoppage of commerce between Peterborough and North-

ampton. The boatmen, too, are often obliged to get the luater-

niill below a sluice or flood-gate to stop loorhvig, while the mill

above keeps going, so as to give them a little extra height of

water, without which they could not get through. The boats

also often let go the water, in a dry time, which is wanted held

up by the mills ; so that the two interests often clash with and
injure one another. Between Peterborough and Wisbech tlie

navigation is almost abandoned. Common boats, drawing only

3 or 3t feet of water, are constantly detained at the " Dog-in-a-

Doublet" Bridge, 5 miles below Peterborough, and in other

portions of the river, where there are slioals^ for days together

;
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cjnd a waterman stated in evidence that they liad had a fire in the

bed of the river to cook provisions, durinjj their lonij detentions

at these shoal nuisances. Being liable to be detained for weeks

for want of water, they sometimes resort to the following expe-

dient : they sink a boat or two across the river, put a tarpaulin

in front, place the deck-boards of their boats here and there, and

get two or three poor boys to go naked into the river and stuff

up the sides to prevent the water escaping. This erection of a

temporary dam they call " Hushing a sluice," as it serves to hold

up the water which they let in from the next staunch above,

enough to float them through a sluice or over the shallows.

Having brought their cargo on to Peterborough, they take up
all the tackling, and leave the next man to arrange for himself

as he can.

Besides all the damages to agriculture and navigation, the

property of merchants and shopkeepers who have warehouses near

the river suffers very considerably from the irruptions of the

Nene. The houses in the lower part of Northampton, and in most

of the numerous milages, are also often flooded. In timber and
coal yards it is impossible to prevent a great sacrifice of pro-

perty, and at Peterborough Wood Fair the floods have occasion-

ally carried away an immense amount of wood, hurdles, gates,

&c., ready piled for sale. Many houses are inundated ; the ordi-

nary roads across tlie valley are frequently rendered impassable

for several weeks together ; and labourers Avho are compelled to

seek for work in other parishes are obliged to leave their families

and take lodgings there, or else wade daily to their work through

the water.

But one of the most momentous consequences of the Nene
floodings is the injury to public health, as there are upwards of

100,000 inhabitants in the parishes throixgh which the valley

passes ; and pestilences, if here generated, will not confine their

ravages witliin the bounds of these parishes. Dr. Farr, of the

General Registrar's Office, who has surveyed this valley, says in

a letter to the Rev. Mr. Hartshorne, " The subject of the Nene
Valley is of national interest

;
your valley is one of the last re-

fuges of intermittent and marsh diseases left in Great Britain ; it

is their stronghold, and they destroy more lives than the Danes
or the Saxons of old." Northampton is one of the six places in

England which present the lowest proportion of persons living

to one death. Dr. Robertson, of Northampton, observes in a

Medical Report that, " when the floods subside, the meadows
not only remain saturated with water, but are covered with mud,
slime, and various animal and vegetable matters in a state of de-

composition. These exhale an odour, not only offensive to the

sense of smell, but likely to be pernicious to the health of those

E 2
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who live within the ranpe of their influence ; that influence is

not confined merely to the low grounds on the margin of the

river. The malaria, or noxious exhalations, rise by their light-

ness and impinge against the neighbouring heights, thus affecting

the health of places high above the level of the river These
miasmata attach themselves to the hydrogen gas, usually evolved

in situations where there is stagnant water or decaying vegetable

remains. With the hydrogen they rise into the atmosphere, and
the aerial poison is thus often carried far and wide from its

primary source Beside fevers of a severe and even malignant
kind, the exhalations in question are calculated to produce
chronic disorders of the digestive organs, and those tedious liver

complaints which are so prevalent in this county ; more especi-

ally in those localities near to rivers and large brooks The
prevalent diseases of our district are such as have cold and damp
for their remote and predisposing causes. I need only enumerate
scrofula (in its various modifications of pulmonary and glandular

disease), disorders of the alimentary canal and of the liver, and
also rheumatism, acute and chronic, with the premature infirmity

so often entailed by it, as tlie more common diseases of this

central county, aggravated certainly, if not altogether caused, by
the cold and damp above referred to." The Nene Valley consti-

tutes a great laboratory of miasmata ; but a surprising increase of

salubrity may be certainly looked for as the result of a good
drainage : as we find in the case of the Fens, more particularly

the Isle of Ely, a diminution of mortality in thirty years, 1796 to

1825, from 1 in 31 to 1 in 47, which is about the mean of the

whole kingdom. Tiie Ouse has a like deadly character, as shown
by the excessive mortality of Buckinghamshire, Huntingdonshire,

<Scc. ; and, indeed, so have all our sluggish rivers : exemplified at

Norwich, surrounded by the heavily-flowing Wensum and Yare
;

at Colchester, by the dull and tardy Colne ; at Salisbury and
Bath, by the inactive and cheerless Avon—rivers gloomy and
lifeless as the Nene. Vet the Avon, at Bath, would naturally run

off quickly were not its waters held up by weirs, which keep it

in a perpetual state of stagnancy ; and thus, in the warmer months
of the year, the air becomes impregnated with the most noxious

vapours, the death-bringing eflluvia to hundreds who court that

retreat of fashion.

Such being some of the inconveniences and calamities of the

Nene Valley while subject to overflow, what are the obstructions

which prevent the river with its fine fall of 3i feet per mile from

carrying off the upland waters pouring into it ?

Tlie river below Peterhorough has now to carry an extremely

variable quantity of water, and, as regularity of current in quan-

tity and velocity is necessary to keep a river or tidal channel
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open, is thorefore In a very bad condition. It can undoubtedly

be so improved as to carry any uniform quantity of water that

can be sent down from above ; and the effect of improving the

Upper Valley will be to deliver the floods sooner in time, but

more uniform in quantity. As Peterborough may be regarded as

the outfall of the Upper Valley, the portion of the river below

that point must be improved before the works can be commenced
in the Upper Valley ; and we shall therefore notice first the state

of this part of the channel, and the measures adopted to perfect

it. Instead of 3^ feet per mile, the fall from the ordinary surface

of the water at Peterborough to low-water mark at the river

mouth is only 7 inches per mile. This fall is very irregularly

distributed
; but, by the removal of obstructions between Peter-

borough and a point just below the town of Wisbech, the river may
be brought to an uniform inclination under ordinary circumstances

of 4 inches per mile, which would be sufficient for the stream to

act ; and this would lower the water-level at Vt^isbech Bridge 5 ft.

8 in., at Guyhirn 9 ft. 8 in., and at Northey Gravel, three miles

below Peterborough, 10 ft. 8 in. This shows that an ample fall

exists and is attainable for the waters of the Upper Valley dis-

charging as it were at Peterborough. The 3750 acres of Wash
Lanils lying between the barrier-banks, and open to the river from
Peterborough to Guyhirn—intended by Vermuyden, who directed

tlie general drainage in the seventeenth century, as an imitation

of the upland meadows, or a sort of reservoir to hold the floods

until the imperfect outfall could pass them off— are 3 or 4 feet

higher than the adjacent fens, having never been dried and con-

solidated like the other peat land, and having received continual

additions from the expanding floods. The waters now frequently

overwhelm this long tract with G feet depth of water, but, with
tlie river channel perfected, there would be a fall of 3 or 4 feet

from the surface of the land, or, in other words, a means of

secure drainage. It must be borne in mind that this is only

when the tide is at low-tcater mark ; the levels differ every minute
during the day, the tide rising twice a-day and stopping the

outflow of the drain-water, rising at the higher points of its

swell far above the level of the land and causing the surface of

the river to incline from the sea towards Peterborougfh. Thus
the high-water mark at Cross-Keys Bridge, near the river mouth,
is about 4^ feet higher than at Peterborough in ordinary springs,

that is, there is a fall of It inch per mile backwards. An unu-
sually high spring tide which rose 24 feet at Cross-Keys Bridge,
and 7 feet above the level of the adjoining land, was 12 feet above
adjoining land at Guyhirn ; at the " Dog-and-Doublet," 12^ feet

above adjoining land in the North Level, and 9 feet above the
surface of the Wash Land ; and at Peterborough Bridge, 6 feet
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above tlie meadows, and 2 feet above the quay. Of course the-

embankments along; the river from its outfall, and along; the land

side of the " Waslies " or open meadow, must be hig:h and strong to

hold such a swelling stream from overflovvinff the low contiguous

fen lands. The amount of rise and fall in the tide is less and less

the more inland we go. Thus a tide of 22 feet in the open sea

was at the Nene mouth 21 ft. 6 in. ; at the North Level Sluice,

16 ft. 10 in. ; below Wisbech Bridge, 13 ft. 7 in. ; above the

same bridge, 10 ft. 4 in. ; at Guyhirn, 5 ft. 4 in. ; at the Dog-
and-Doublet, 11 in.; and at Peterborough Bridge, 4 in. Then,
again, neither high water nor low water is simultaneous along

the line of the river, but both travel along it
;
and, owing to irre-

gularities in the channel as well as to winds and freshes, they

are very unequally delayed in different portions of their course.

Thus it will be high water in the open sea about one hour earlier

than at Wisbech ; two hours than at Guyhirn, which is only

one-third the distance further ; four hours earlier than at the

Dog-and-Doublet, which is little more than one-third the distnnce

furtlier. With low water it is mucli the same, high and low
water mark travelling very much slower above Wisbech than

below.

The time, duration, amount, and altitude of the tidal pulsa-

tions at different points of the river course, thus form elements

in the engineer's calculation of the area of waterway, height and

strength of banks, &c., required at those points ; and not simply

the mere inclination of the stream, and the quantity and
velocity of the waters it must convey. Fears used to be enter-

tained of admitting the tides to flow far inland, but our modern
engineers advocate the freest play for both salt and fresh waters

up and down the rivers. The tide will probably rise a trifle

higher at Peterborough, when the channel is perfected, than it

does now ; but it will sink very much lower, that is, the opened
and deepened channel will give access to a larger tide ; the

augmented flux and reflux will create an additional and suffi-

cient scour for clearing the soft river bed, while the low-water

point will follow more quickly upon low-water at Wisbech, or

in the sea, and the minor drains will be able to open their

sluices and emit their water sooner after the tide has begun to

fall. In a tidal river too there may be a considerable capacity

of channel at full-water, owing to its width, when at the same
time, in consequence of its shallowness, there is no adequate

area of waterway at the ebl>, the only time at which it is in usefor
drainage. This is a most important point in determining the

requisite dimensions of a river. In the year 1836 the Nene
areas were as follows :

—
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J Hstuiicc I ottll Al'Oflllt

from sea Situution. Area. Tidal Area. Iligh-WiULT.

in miles. Super, feet. Super, feet. Super, feet.

3 At Skate's Corner .... 11. 5612 6746

8 At North-Level Sluice . 508 2888 3396

131 At Wisbech Budge .... 1 10 686 796
At Giiyhiru Ferry .... 187 549 736

26 At one mile below the Dog-and-
Doublet Sluice .... 100 97 197

3:2 At Peterborough Hridge 500 162 688

The depth of the channel at low-water was still more irregular.

Above Wisbech Bridge it shoaled to only 6 inches ; for neailv

2 iniles upward it was 6 feet, then 1 foot 1) inches, then for 1

mile increasing to 2 feet 9 inches, at a mile further beginning

to increase to 4 feet 6 inches at Guyhirn, and varying from 4
feet to 2 feet until it reached 9 feet at Peterborough Bridge.

The river bed is in no better condition at this date ; the abso-

lute deptii of the water of course being allowed for, according to

the dryness or wetness of the season, when the observation was
taken. Up to the present time neither the contractions and
irregularities of the river channel between Peterborough and
Wisbech, nor tlirough the latter town, have been remedied. At
the North Level Sluice, and at two other points between it and
Wisbech, where the channel is wide and good, the sectional

areas of waterway at low-water are now 721, 367, and 362 super-

ficial feet, while at five points in the town, choked by the

bridge, wharfings, stoneings, &c., the areas are 100, 86, 100,

105, and 105 superficial feet. Comparing the widths at low-

water level we have at tlie three former places 120, 118, and
83 lineal feet ; and in Wisbech town five places, only 70, 43, 40,

44, and 59 lineal feet, considerably less areas and widths than
occur also above the town. As we might expect from this

restraint, the fall of the surface of the river at low-water through

Wisbech is 4 feet in a distance of a mile and a half, or 2 feet

8 inches jier mile, instead of 7 inches, the present average of the

river.

Such bein? the wretched state of the Nene from Peterboroush
to a point immediately below the harbour of Wisbech, it may
be asked, how is it that this channel has remained neglected

so many years in close neighbourhood to some of the greatest

river-works of the age ? If the same blindness that vainly,

though vexatiously, opposed the Nene Outfall cuts, out of fear

for commerce, had not compelled the secession of the North
Level from union with the other Nene interests, the thing would
have been done. And, in the mean time, this important drainage

artery and means of water-traffic has decayed, because there has
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not existed in law any properly constituted conservancy with
powers over this river, for the purpose of improvement. The
Bedford Level Corporation, fulfdling the functions of the old

Commissioners of Sewers, had the conservcancy of the water and
banks given to them. But in this capacity they have no power
either to make or improve a navigation

;
they can only remove

nuisances to drainage, and perform works tending to leave the

river as it was before. As Commissioners they cannot lay rates

or expend any funds in repairing it for navigation. The act

(3rd and 4th William IV. cap. 22) giving additional powers to

Sewers Connnissioners, and enabling them in some jneasure co

improve as well as restore, had a special clause exempting this

Corporation and the Isle of Ely (in which this part of the Ncne
is placed) ; the river, therefore, being left as it were under the

prior law of Sewers. Then the corporation privileges and powers,

while giving them authority to open and cleanse it for draining

purposes, shield them from being compelled to do it ; and as

their water now flows to the Ouse they will not sj)end their

money for the simple benefit of other parties. Tlie landowners

interested have no power to meddle with the stream, so that

absolutely nothing has been done for its preservation within the

memory of man, saving that the above Corporation, of its own
authority, took away a shoal near the Dog and Doublet, in 1825,

levying a toll of Gd/. per ton on the navigation to defray the

charge.

At last, however, the Nene Valley Act of Parliament has

provided the long-looked for improvement. The proposed works,

which have not yet been commenced at this part of tlie line, will

deepen the river between Petcrhorouc/Ii and Wishecli from 2 to 8

feet, giving its bed a unifornr inclination of nearly 7 inches j>er

mile. The sectional area will be enlarged and improved in

form ; the bottom made more than 33 feet in width, witli sloping-

sides of 2 feet liorizontal to 1 foot perpendicular, and £. foreland

left 39 feet broad between the brink of the channel and the raised

bank. A new bridge is also to be substituted for the present

one at the Dog and Doublet. A new barrier embankment along

its south side will inclose the now unfenced Wasli lands from

tides and Hoods ; Moreton's Leam—a channel now running

alongside the Nene— will be opened up as a main drain for these

lands, and dischai'ge through a sluice or floodgate near Guyhirn.

A tax of 8s. an acre is to be levied for this improvement, and a

further sum of Is. Grf. per acre for smaller interior drains.

For supplying fresh water to the Wash lands a tunnel is to be

laid through the intended bank of the improved stream toward

its upper end. As not only these lands will require a large

sup])ly of fresh water, but the North and Middle Levels on each
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side tlio rivci- have always been accustomed to take in large

quantities of water in summer, through sluices situated lor the

purpose a few miles below Peterborough, it becomes a serious

question, and one which gave rise to some opposition of this

measure, xohat effect the freer admission of the tide xmll have in

rcndcriiKj the water salt ur brackish hi(jher vp the stream'^ Mr.
Robert Stephenson, in his Report of 1848, settles this point in a

very c lear manner ; and the true nature of the tidal operation as

it affects the supply of fresh water for irrigation or watering of

cattle is of the greatest importance in many rivers beside the

Nene. We therefore devote a few lines to the elucidation of

this subject. By reducing the low-water mark towards the sea,

or removing impediments to the descending land-waters, we are,

in effect, increasing the natural fall of the river. This gives the

down-flowing column of fresh water additional velocity, or, what

is the same thing, greater mechanical power ; and " the only way
in which this additional power can be expended, is in driving

the boundary of the salt water further down the stream.'' The
improvements in the river all have for their object to augment
the force and momentum of the fresh water, which will therefore

overcome the inroad of the salt water at a point nearer to the

sea ; the boundary between the salt and fresh water, being the

point where the two hydraulic forces are in equilibrium, will

necessarily retreat before the stronger force. It is true that

obstructions in the form of the channel hinder the ingress of

the sea- flood, and their removal gives it easier admittance ; but

then the same obstacles impede much more the outflow of the

freshes ; and by clearing the bed of the river, and adding to its

capacity, we do not favour each opponent equally with ample
scope for his strength (which would leave the boundary of

balanced power where it was before), but we give the greatest

ainount of play to one party, and bring extra water to his assist-

ance into the bargain, and so force back the salt water by the

increased amount of freshes. We have before said that the

opening of a river channel causes the tide to pulsate further

inland, and the high or low water mark to traverse more quickly
up and down the stream ; but then this refers to the level of the

water, not to the water itself. Like waves in the ocean, which
travel forward in one direction, although the water composing
them may be actually running the opposite way,—so the tidal

swell travels with great speed for a long distance up a river,

while the salt water, which, by its influx, gave the impulse at

the lower end of the stream, penetrates slowly only part of the

way up the channel, receding again for a considerable distance

before the tide becomes felt at the extreme limit. The more
inland portions of the river thus have a fresh-water tide, though
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this is at first set in motion by the pressure of an inflowing- flood

of salt water. The sea water, though extending a far less dis-

tance than the rise and fall of the stream, contaminates the river

beyond the point of its complete repulsion ; at first undermining
the fresh, because of its greater specific gravity, it mingles with
it in its advance, so that it is a matter of observation to ascertain

how far up the river the waters may be found blended. Before

the completion of the Nene Outfall the brackisli water readied

up to the Dog and Doublet, in very extreme cases to Peter-

borough, but subsequently its boundary has receded to Guytiirn
;

and the experience of similar improvements in the river Clyde is

evidence in the same direction. Sir Joim Rennie's experiments

in 1836, made upon the Hundred Foot, or Ouse river, show that

the fresh water is not sensibly affected by the salt at neap tides,.

6 miles above Lynn ; but at spring tides, at hig^h-water, it was a

little brackish about 14 miles above Lynn. At a distance of 18
miles above Lynn harbour there is a tunnel through the bank of

the river to take water into the fen for supplying the cattle,

beside several others higher up the stream ; and the water is

certainly fresh there or it would not be used for such a purpose.

The points on the Nene, where water is required, are several

miles further from the sea than is the above-mentioned tunnel, so

that no fears need be felt by the adjacent farmers on this head.

And as the brack-water line has been already drawn backward
by tlie outfall improvements, it is evident that the present com-
pletion of the channel will not be likely to send the fresh-water

boundary further from Wisbech.
The greatest obstructions to the river waters, as we have seen,

exist in the toicn of Wishech ; and it has been deemed sufficient

for the purpose, as well as of less expense, to augment the water-

way in its present circuitous course rather than excavate a new
straight cut on one side of the town. The Wisbech Corporation

strenuously opposed the formation of such a cut and the con-

verting of their harbour into a wet dock, just as they have
always struggled to prevent any radical improvement of their

miserable river as a safer berth for larger shipping, though ob-

viously the best means of swelling tlieir commerce and Ijenefiting

their town. Heavy as the works must necessarily be, and costly

as the purchase of valuable buildings proves, it has been decided

to deepen and widen the channel through the town ; to take away
the present stone bridge, with its single arch of 65 feet span, and

at a cost of about 8000/. erect a new one, of 86 feet watcr-wa3',

on a better site
;

(this may be made an opening bridge at any

time by order of tlie Admiralty ;) also to pull down certain

houses which now occasion a rectangular bend in the stream ; to

Aviden the channel by altering the banks, buildings, and gra-
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navies, and constructing quay walls of perpendicular piling ; to

deepen the bottom, remove the stones now thrown in to protect

the wharves and buildings (and which form a bottom of rock

instead of sandy earth, so that the current cannot scour it) ; and

to adapt the bottom to the accommodation of vessels, as well as

providing for the passage of more drainage waters. Wisbech
contributes 40,000/. to the undertaking, with ^d. tonnage for the

future. The works in the town are now in progress, tlie Act
stipulating that they shall be commenced nearest the outfall, and

so gradually progress upwards ; no works to be begun above

until tliose are completed below a certain point named between

Wisbech and Peterborough. Thus no extra floods will be sent

down from the Upper Valley until the way is prepared for them
;

and the port and town of Wisbech, and next the districts of

fen-land draining into the Nene above Wisbech, will be earliest

])artakers of the good results. These two districts consist, as

we have before mentioned, of Wisbech South Side with Elm
West Side, or 1779 acres, commonly known as " Redmore

"

district, and of " Waldersey," lying a little further from Wis-
bech, and containing 5052 acres.

Great and Little Waldersey District is governed by Commis-
sioners appointed by its own local Drainage Acts of the 4th of

James I. and 9th of George IV. It is drained by a steam-engine

of CO horse power, erected in 1832, working by a pump of 6 feet

diameter instead of the usual scoop-wheel, which is considered

to be best for the great and varying head of water against which
it has to lift, viz. 8 to 16 feet, according to the state of the tide

in the river. Two gentlemen of this district visited some of the

Cornish mines in search of a good model pumping engine, and
the present one is the result of their sensible and spirited under-

taking : it raises about 63 tons of water per minute, at a cost of

about 300/. per annum for coal and all expenses. Notwithstanding
this, the internal drainage is assisted by several wind-engines,

which materially add to the general expense. The annual drainage

taxes vary from 35. to 5^. Qd. per acre, while the debt still upon
the district is, we believe, 5500/. The new works are expected
to reduce the low-water mark 4 or 5 feet, while the subsequent
scouring will lower it still more ; and the lowest land, being now
about 2 feet below low water, will then have a fall for its water at

first of 2| feet, and ultimately of 45- feet : this, of course, only at

low tide. If the district does not obtain a natural drainage—
dispensing altogether with its steam-engine and windmills—at

all events the time and cost of working the engine (that is, for a
shorter portion of the year, and with less coal while working, as

it will lift only 2 or 3 feet instead of 8 or 12) will be greatly

lessened. The promoters of the Nene Valley Bill, therefore,
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called upon VValdersey to contribute Is. Gcf. per acre for the sake

of the advantajje they would gain ; but the proprietors not only

refused any help, but denied that they would reap any benefit.

The cost of their engine, they said, would not be diminished neaily

so much as to counterbalance the imposed taxation, while they

feared a loss of their summer supply of fresh water from the

Ncne, and apprehended a greater weight of Hoods coming down
the river in wet seasons. However they ultimately agreed to pay
a gross sum of 5500/., for which the VValdersey Commissioners
are directed by tlie Act to tax their lands.

Redmore District is drained l)y double-lift windmills, that is,

the water is raised twice in succession, taking two mills to deliver

it into the river. It is under the Commissioners of Sewers, and
pays an average tax of 35. Qd. per acre. The level of the land

being 2 or 3 feet higher than Waldersey, it has been known to

obtain permission for its waters, in a desperate season, to flow

into the latter district. Its surface being higher than Waldersey,

and its point of discharge lower down the river, it will unques-

tionably receive a natural drainage, and will therefore pay Qd.

per acre tax rintil the works have progi'essed up asfar as its outfall

sluice, and then 2s. per acre every year afterwards.

The different proportions in which the various lands, the

towns, the navigation, &c., contribute, will appear in the estimate

annexed to our narration. We may, however, notice here that

the funds derived from the districts into which the Upper
Valley is divided by the Act are to be expended in works /or tlic

benefit of those districts respectiveh/, and the river below Peter-

borough is to be improved by the funds raised from the lands

and interests below Peterborough
;
excepting that all the lands, or

about 1G,000 acres, in the Upper Valleij, are to pay an annual
" outfall tax " of Is. per acre towards the lower works which
procure them a way of relief. And this is considered as a con-

cession to the lower lands, it being a conception made to meet
the difficulties of the situation.

I now turn to a consideration of tlie Upper Valley, where we
find the River Nene, though running a very sinuous course of

about GO miles from ]\orthampton to Peterborough, possessing a

natural fall of 3r feet per mile ; but this is held up in levels

throughout by no less than 33 water-mills for grinding flour, and
34 locks and 11 staunches—some for the mills and some for the

purposes of navigation—the natural fall being 177 feet, and the

aggregate " heads" of the locks and staunches 1G3t feet. This
occasions the water at its dry-weather level to be higher than tlie

adjacent meadows for about one-third the length of the valley ; but

the full-water level stands above the adjacent meadows for three-

fourths of the length of the valley. There are no back drains to

J,

.
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carry off leakage and floods, and where there are not mills to hold

back the water, the staunches, as now constructed, cause greater

evil ; their sectional area, when fully open, being generally suffi-

cient to pass only 6000 cubic feet per minute, or less than one-

eiqhtk of the discliarge rendered necessary with moderate rain.

In the absence of any embankments to retain the river, sufficient

to deserve the name, and with utterly inadequate overfalls lor the

escape water not wanted by the mills, the river teems over its

brinks in all directions with a very small augmentation of its

waters. In December 1848 a survey was made of all the mills,

the heights to which the water was impounded, and the quantities

running to waste over the sills, and the facts thus enabled to be

calculated for four different places (by the author of a valuable

but anonymous Report on the subject) are as follows :

—

Cubic feet of

Place of Observation. Drainage Area. Water running
Acres. to waste by

Overfalls.

245,180 4,900
2(57,112 9,600
300,000 3,540

Cotterstock Mill .... 320,000 29,332

The enormous discrepancy of the quantities running off, com-
pared with the areas of land draining to each point, indicates the

amount of water which must be finding its way in other and
illegitimate directions. Again, as the foregoing takes no account

of the water passing the mill wheels, or the absolute quantity of

water, we have a stronger illustration in the computed discharge

of water at four successive mills, during a time when the river

was quite full, but not actually in a state of flood, from observa-

tions made in June, 1843 :—

Estimated flow Discharge by
of river, at one- overfalls, mill-

Mills.
Drainage Area.

Acres.

eiglithof an inch

in 24 hours' Bow-
wheels, and

sluices.

ing down.
Cubic feet per

minute.

Cubic feet per
minute.

157,000 49,000 11,054
157,000 49,000 9,244
170,000 53,000 5,386

Castle Ashbij stream falls
in, alone .... 13,200 4,000

Wellingborough IMill .... 176,000 55,000 11,655

It will be seen that Doddington Mill passes 5668 cubic feet of
water per minute less than Barton Mill above, although in fact it
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has received an increase of drain-water to be discliarsred. At the

period of the observation all this quantity must iiave been pass-

ing over the river and brook banks into the meadows. At the

time, the surface of the stream was entirely above the adjacent

land ; and the waste channels at present provided are utterly

incapable of carrying off a fraction of the above accumulated
5568 cubic feet,— not to name the Castle Aslibv and Grendon
brooks, which add to the volume of the river. Then, as to the

bridges, we have the following comparison :

—

Bridges.

White-Mill Bridge .

Ditchford Bridge .

Thrapston Bridge .

Barnwell (Oundle)
Bridge . . .

Drainage Area.
Acres.

157,000
241 , .^00

265,000

30G , 000

Area of Arches
at full water.
Square fuet.

•300

400
1000

4250

Area of \Vator-

way in high
floods.

Square feet.

2740
2905
1595

2200

Area of ob-

structed Water
in liigh floods.

Square feet.

3.300

'•SOO

4000

5800

The effect of these inequalities of waterway is to heap up the

floods until by their accumulated height they force themselves

down with a dangerous power and rapidity. The waters cannot

get down the stream during the early stages of wet weather, when
floods are comparatively small, whereas they ought to subside

gradually so as to make room for more in the upper part of tlie

river. The consequence is, that in quite ordinary rain-falls vast

masses of water accumulate throughout the valley, spreading over

meadows, and resting against hedges, banks, and other obstruc-

tions, to await the slow remedy of their reduction at Peter-

borough, or the recurrence of dry weather.

For a very long time complaints have been laid against the millers

for the over-height of their flood-gates and lowshots, for not pro-

perly drawing the slatts at the different locks, and for expedients

which they adopt to raise the water above its common level, as

though the existence of all these impediments were not a suffi-

ciently hurtful grievance without this aggravation of the mischief.

Tims, in the year 1633 (9th of Charles I.), a Commission of

Sewers sat at Kettering to inquire into the best mode of redress-

ing the abuses causing such damage to lands on the river Nene.
They surveyed the river from Wansford Bridge (regulating the

height of the water beneath it) up to Kislingbury, ordering dikes

to be scoured, seggs and rushes to be cut away from about the

lowshots of the mills, these to be scoured and cleansed, all

obstructions removed, and the river widened to " its ancient

hrcadthP They decreed what should be the exact number of

mill-wheels and flood-gates at each place for the future ; that
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they should be cut down to such a gauge as should give iVoe

passage to the water over the tops of them, and that each weir or

lowshot sliould be made of a certain width, according to the

height of the above gauge. Nevertheless the millers have not

restrained the water to tlie level thus fixed for their observance.

The mills in the lower part of the valley, finding the water raised

by impediments still lowqr down the stream, so that the fall at

their mills—generally not more than 3 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. 9 in.

—

was materially diminished, and their mill-wheels, which had

formerly stood out of the stream, were now standing in it to a

considerable depth, having consequently to lift a great weight of

water when revolving,—souglit a remedy by augmenting the height

•of the head. This was effected in a variety of ways : by height-

ening the banks, by raising or stopping up ancient weirs and

back brooks, elevating the mill-wheel—sometimes by this means
actually increasing the original power of the mill—and by the

readiest plan of all, putting temporary " flash-boards," or planks

of 12 or more inches broad before the wheel, or upon the ledge

of the overshot, so as to raise the gauge or height of the head-pond

to that extent. Such a board is now frequently found to throw

back the water from the head of one mill to the tail of the next

above, often placing the whole of a hay crop under water. Of
course, the owners of the higlier mills having their tail-water

dammed back by the lower mills, had no alternative but to adopt

the same remedy. And from a survey made in the year 1826,

and another partially made at a much later period, it appears that

only 5 mills out of 21 inspected had their wheels and lowshots

according to the prescribed levels. To say nothing of the dimi-

nished width of waterway, and decreased number of flood-gates,

the excess of water generally amounted from 8 inches to 2 feet at

each mill, and in some cases to as much as 3 feet, more than was
ordained by the Commissioners of Sewers. But could not the

landowners enforce the application of even the arbitrary ordinances

of the Court of Sewers ? No. It was found that nothing could

be. done to restrict the millers but by plunging into endless law-

suits.

Unfortunately the area of flooded lands in this valley is not

great enough to have warranted the promoters of the present

undertaking in seeking the complete removal of a large number
out of the extraordinarily long succession of mills, together with an
abandonment of the navigation and the formation of a new river

;

which sweeping measure would seem to be necessary in order to

secure a clear and deep drainage both winter and summer, and
provide for the converting of the grass into arable. The costs of
such a work are considered to be beyond the means* at the present

or future disposal of the district ; so that, desirable as it would be
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in many important respects, economical considerations, which
very properly frovern our investment of capital in such improve-

ments, here dehar our proi^ress. The plan which has been sanc-

tioned by Parliament proposes to relieve the meadoiosfrom injurious

inundations, hut not to guarantee them against occasional and limited

overjioicings in verg tcet seasons; and these, by skilful manage-
ment, may be made to irrigate and fertilise the land which they

now make dead and wortldess. The Act authorises the Com-
missioners to open any navigation or mill gates upon reasonable

apprehension of a flood, which is an invaluable control. Onlg

one mill need be demolished, and this will be purchased, and full

compensation given for the removal. The remaining mills icill he

undouhtedlg benefited: they Avill have more loater, a more regular

supphj, and even a somewhat greater fall ; although the whole
river may be sunk to a much lower level. At present, it is only

under the most favourable state of the river that the mills are

worked to their full advantage ; and floods often stop them for

days together. The navigation in its present state is also a con-

tinual annoyance and hindrance. These evils will be in a great

measure removed. Then again, as to an increased fall, we be-

lieve that, now the wheels stand in their tail-water, 18 inches of

water above the mill-wheel is found barely sufficient to enable it

to raise a foot of " dead water " below ; it is clear therefore that,

if a foot of water be taken away from below the mill, it can not

only spare a foot above- it (which would leave the " head " rela-

tively as great as before), but six inches beside; so that (by a

lowering of the entire stream one foot) it will gain a power equal

to six inches of water. But while the proposed works will some-
what increase the power of the mills, it is no less certain that

a continuance of the present system would at no distant day com-
pletely destroy that power—the stream now raising its bed by
the soil brought down in the hill floods, and at a much more
rapid rate than formerly.

The new works as regards the mills will mainly consist in lower-

ing their head-ponds and tail-streams, in enlarging the capacity

of their overfalls or waste weirs, and improving the flood water-

courses leading from those weirs.

We come now to the navigation. From Kislingbury and Chapel
Brampton to Northampton the works will be for drainage only

;

but, from Northampton to Peterborough, the navigation also

forms one of the principal objects of amelioration and sources of

revenue. The land alone could not have undertaken the enter-

prise ; and indeed, if the present Act had not been obtained,

combining the drainage and navigation interest together in one

common work of improvement, the latter would have fallen into

the hands of a powerful canal company, against which the land-
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owners ;ilone could never have contended. The present navigation

was made and authorised by Acts of Parliament passed in the

13th of Anne, 11th of Geo. I., 29th of Geo. II., and, lastly, in

the year 1794, and consists of two divisions—the western, from

Northampton to Tlirapston ; the eastern, from this town to Peter-

borough ; the latter again being parted into two subdivisions at

Oundlc. Under these laws, certain commissioners, who are very

numerous, Averc authorised to appoint persons, or undertakers, to

construct and maintain the river Nene navigable and passable for

barges, boats, keels, lighters, and otlier vessels ; to clear and
straighten the river ; to remove trees, mills, and all other impedi-

ments ; and to make locks, staunches, pens, and warehouses.

The jurisdiction of the Court of Sewers is excluded, and their

powers conferred upon the Navigation Commissioners. The
trustees of that portion of the canal between Northampton and
Thrapston, viz. Lord Spencer and others, are in favour of the

present undertaking ; and the property has been purchased by
the Nene Valley Commissioners for a no greater sum than 3700/.

The owners of the navigation between Tlirapston and Oundle are

unknown; from Oundle to Peterborough it belongs to a gentle-

man of the latter city. A portion of the trustees of these two
latter lengths of the line petitioned against the bill. The tolls

are, from Peterboi'ough to Oundle, Is. Grf. per ton ; Oundle to

Thrapston, Is. 6c/. more ; and thence to Northampton, 1.9. ^d.

more
;
being a total of 45. 6(f. per ton for the whole distance.

From the description we have already given, it is evident that no
adequate maintenance is bestowed upon the channel, the heirs and
representatives of the first undertakers having legal powers but
no funds for the purpose

;
while, as we have before observed, the

remaining part of the river, from Peterborough to Wisbech, has
but little tonnage, and no conservancy. Tlie jwoposed ivorks in the

Upper Valley will give a perfect facility to the water traffic. It is

intended to cut off the dangerous bends, deepen the shoaled bot-
tom, widen the river where necessary, augment the waterway of
the bridges, remove the staunches, which are so clumsily obstruc-
tive both to the navigation and the drainage, provide ampler
locks, and broader waste weirs, and, in fact, adjust the size of the
river according to the quantities of drain-water due to each part.

There Avill be a perfect navigation, every day in the year, of at

least 4 ft. to 4 ft, 6 in. depth of water. The tolls, moreover
(which will all accrue in future to the Nene Valley Commission-
ers), will be reduced to 2s. per ton between Northampton and
Peterborough

;
and, with 6c?. a ton more between this place and

Wisbech, there will be a toll of only 2s. 6rf. per ton for an unin-
terrupted navigation 85 miles in length, connecting a large sea-

port with the Grand Junction Canal at Northampton, which,
VOL. XV. Y
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again, joins the great water communication of central England.
Beside the traffic in coal, com, and timber, and heavy goods,

which will lade the boats in spite of an opposing contiguous

railway, it is anticipated that a considerable amount of freight

and tonnage will arise out of the recent discovery of iron-stone in

various spots upon the edge of the valley between Northampton
and Oundle—this being worked and sent to the Staifordshire

smelting furnaces.

The worksfor the drainage of this vallei/ will of course princi-

pally consist in those above-mentioned for the navigation, the

two interests having been made identical. There will be the

improvement and sinking of the river, the remodelling of the old-

fashioned small-arch bridges, and the variety of alterations to be
applied to mills, weirs, staunches, &c.

It is not supposed that the surface of the river will be much
lowered during the period when the floods are actually descending

from the uplands ; but they will be held in from overflowing in

an injurious manner, and will be quickli/ delivered and gone.

Owing to the necessarily high level of the water, the meadows
will not be able to drain into the river at its nearest point ; but

their mains will consist of ^''back-drains," led along under the

banks of the " mill-pond," " navigation," or whatever the river

may be denominated according to its use at different parts of its

course. These drains, connected with proper surface ditches,

will enter the river through flood-gate sluices situated at points

loioer doivn the stream than the lands which theij respectiveh/ drain ;

this being easy of accomplishment, because the valley has a

natural fall of 2 to 5 feet per mile ; and the mills being numerous
and closely following each other, the drains will run but a short

distance to reach the next " level," or step lower in the stream.

By this arrangement tiie rapid and swelling hill-waters will pass

by or through the meadows confined in an embanked channel,

which, though let down in successive steps, still has a very con-

siderable average inclination, while the slowly-moving drainage

of the flats accompanies it in lower-lying horizontal side drains,

until arrived at the same level, when it will be able to enter. It

is calculated that the improved river will, by this means, insure

to all the low lands in the valley a clear drainage of from 2 to 4

feet, or, in other words, leave the surface of the meadows at that

height above the ordinary level of the water in the main drains.

This will give sufl&cient depth for subsoil drainage, without which

the improvement, though valuable, would not be worth all the

labour and outlay bestowed upon it. Tiie district will also pos-

sess tlie essential conditions needful for irrigation—a fresli-water

stream on a permanent level, sufficiently elevated to supply a

flow over the surface of the meadows, coudjined with a competent
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system of drains for caiTjing- off the spent floods. The Act
allows proprietors or occupiers to use and divert the river water

for the purpose, provided such use does not hinder the drainage

of other lands or injure any other party.*

The Commissioners have a discretionary power as to the works in

the Upper Valley, to carry them out or not to the full extent

autliorised by the Act. Because the district presents a compli-

cation of varying circumstances in different parts : and it is only

when the main works have reached Peterborough, and as tliey pro-

ceed upward along tliis valley of ])lots and crooked off-spurs of

flat land, that it will become gradually apparent what minor works
are best adapted to the separate localities. Tlie 16,000 acres form-

ing this division of the undertaking, together with certain mea-
dows below Peterborough, will pay an " outfall-tax" of Is. per

acre, and are also to pay a " district-tax " for their own interior

works at the rate of 5s. per acre per annum. Both these rates are

to he apportioned accordiny to the degrees of henejit received hy the

landsfrom the proposed improvements, tlie graduation to be fixed

by valuers or referees, who will most probably have levels of the

ground taken in order to guide them.

I have not yet mentioned the principle upon which the Com-
missioners are appointed. This of course is an important matter ;

as upon a choice of qualified individuals at first, and a fair

representation of all the uniting interests for the future, depends
the just and proper exercise of the vast powers and authority

conferred by the Act of Parliament. Thirty-seven influential

gentlemen, including noblemen, clergy, gentry, merchants, land-

owners, and farmers, are named in the Act as the " First Com-
missioners," and are constituted a body corporate for its execu-
tion ; and these are divided into three groups, supposed to

represent the " First " and " Second Districts," into which the

Upper Valley is partitioned, and the " Third District " lying
below Peterborough. But directly the lands liable to be taxed
have been fully ascertained, and the taxes duly apportioned, every
person possessed of 50 acres, either of the Upper Valley mea-
dows or the Wash lands, will be or may appoint a commissioner
by virtue of the Act. Every person possessing 200 acres may

* The water of the Nene contains much more inorganic and organic matter than
any of the springs in the neighbourhood that have been examined. Fi'om the ana-
lysis it appears that an imperial gallon contains, of

—

Carbonate of lime 4 2' 10 grains
Sulphate of lime 14-37 „
Muriate of lime 4'01 „
Muriate of magnesia 'SS „
Muriate of soda 2-20

,,

63-53 grains.

f2
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appoint two commissioners, tlie person so appointing always

acting, when present, instead of one of those he has appointed.

In case of a vacancy occmring from any cause, a meeting of the

proprietors of Land is to be convened by notice in a public news-
paper, at which every owner of 10 acres has one vote, with an addi-

tional vote for every additional 10 acres, but not more than five

votes altogether, to be given either personally or by proxy, for

choosing another commissioner ; and the qualification of such

commissioner chosen by the landowners is his possession of not

less than 10 acres of land within the taxable districts : when he

is merely " appointed," however, there needs no such qualifica-

tion. This is as far as the /a«rf interest is concerned. The Cor-
poration of Wisl)ech have power to appoint four commissioners;

the Bedford Level Corporation, two ; the North Level Commis-
sioners, two ; the Waldersey Drainage Commissioners, two ; the

Commissioners of Sewers for Wisbech Hundred, two ; the

Northampton Corporation, one ; the Northampton Improvement
Commissioners, one ; and the Peterborough Improvement Com-
missioners, one ; or others to fill up their places. So that all

the parties contributing are represented, and have a voice in exe-

cuting the Act, and in expending their money.
The expense of the undertaking, and the sources from whence

the funds are derived, appear in the following estimates :

—

First and Second Division, or Ujij^er Yatley,

Dr.
Engineer's estimate for

works .... £81,794 0 0

Land .32,000 0 o

Half the expense of Act
of Parliament . . 5,000 0 0

Value of the upper navi-

gation .... 4,000 0 0

Ditto of the lower navi-

. gation . , . . 2,000 0 0

£124,794 0 0

Annual interest at 4 per

cent £4,991 14

Cr.
16,186 acres of land at

5s. per acre tax, an-

nually .... £4,040 10 0
Contribution from

Northampton, an-

nually .... 40 0 0
Navigation tonnage,

25,000 tons, at 2s.

annually .... 2,500 0 0

£6,580 10 0

4,991 14 0

Annual surplus . £1,594 10 0

Tliird District, reterhoroiKjli to Wisbech,

Works, land, buildings, and half the cost of obtaining the Act . £150,000
Contribution from Wisbech corporation £40,000

Ditto Peterborough 1,000
Ditto North Level and Duke of Bedford . . 4,,500

16,181 acres in the Upper Valley, paying an annual outfall-

tax of Is. per acre, which, capitalized at 25s., gives . . 20,232
Contribution from the Bedford Level Corporation . . . 1,500

Ditto Waldersey district 5,500

72,732

£77,268
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Annum. Income.

Halfpenny tonnage on Wisbech shipping, which last

year was lGf;,4(;8 tons £346 0 0

Wash lands, ."iTSS acres, taxed at 8a- 1 ,494 0 0

'J"ax on meadows in Standgrouiul 20 0 0

Tolls at Dog-in-a-Doublet Bridge 200 0 0

Navigation tolls, 40,000 tons at fir/ 1,000 0 0

Increase 50 per cent., by improved navigation . 500 0 0

Redmore district, 1700 acres, taxed at :2s. (!(/. . 212 10 0

Feed or herbage of banks 200 0 0

Payments in lieu of maintaining north and soutli

side banks TOO 0 0

£4,672 10 0

Interest on 77,268?., at 4 per cent. . .3,090 14 5

Leaving for annual repairs, sinking fund, &c. £1 ;581 15 7

The total cost of the whole improvement will be al)out

275,000/., and the income about 14,000/. a-year—equivalent to

a trifle over 5 per cent. But this being the estimate of 1852,

the subsequent rise in the value of labour and materials, fluctua-

tions in the rate of interest, and other circumstances depending

on the times, will influence the expense of actual performance.

One item in the foregoing estimate is worthy of remark, viz.,

the " Outfall Tax" being capitalized. By mortgaging the taxes-

the Commissioners are able to obtain money for present use in

executing the works. This is a common and very advantageous

method for raising immediate funds in fen drainages. Under
the North Level Drainage Act, in 1831, capital was raised upon
the credit of the taxes on the following terms :—the money re-

quired for the undertaking was borrowed at the rate of 4 per

cent., with a sinkiiuj fund of a half per cent., the latter being^

invested by half-yearly instalments in the funds, and a portion of

the debt being agreed to be paid off when the sums invested,

together with their accumulations of interest, amount to 8000Z.

The interest of the reduced debt is carried from time to time to

the increase of the sinking fund, and in this manner the whole
debt will be discharged in about seventy years from its com-
mencement. The lender is restrained fi'om demanding a more
rapid repayment of the principal.

The works in the lower division of tlie Third District—already

actively proceeding in Wisbech Harbour—are fixed by the Act
to be completed by May, 1857 ; in the remainder of the same
district in 1859 ; and those of the Upper Valley in 1860 : that

is, all the principal works ; as any drains, of a breadth not ex-

ceeding 11 feet at bottom, may be cut after the expiration of this

time.

In order that future promoters of river-valley improvements
may be fully prepared for any amount of opposition, and may
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calrulate wliat interests they will have to satisfy, I deem it my
duty to notice the grounds upon which some parties withstood

even this measure so generally assented to (but which had been
delayed for so many years because of the number of different

parties that had to be pleased), and the various ways in which
the rights and demands of different interests were met. The
Nene Valley Bill had to encounter 24 petitions in the House of

Commons, and 9 petitions in the House of Lords.

The Town and Corporation of Wisbech objected to pay the

50,000/. asked of them ; would not consent to have their har-

bour meddled with unless there was a demonstrated certainty of

the funds from other districts being forthcoming to finish the

work ; and they also opposcl an opening bridge as an incon-

venience to traffic. Ttie Admiralty Inspectors had reported in

1848, that the " Port and Harbour Fund"—a revenue of 2000/.

a-year—was uselessly applied to the preservation of the river;

that the channel was allowed to be choked up with masses of

rubble-stone, thrown in to protect the bridge and the ruinous

quays and adjacent buildings. This being an illegal proceeding,

if it were to be indicted as a nuisance to navigation, &c. (as it

might be), the inhabitants would be obliged to remove the

stones ; and as the warehouses, &c., would then be unsafe and
require underpinning, the expense would be more than the Nene
Valley pnimoters asked of them. Engineers were of opinion

that VVisbecli must efft'ct the cleansing of their port some day
out of self-defence, both to preserve their buildings and retain

their shipping trade ; so that their interest in the present im-
provement of their harbour is greater than that of the landed

proprietors in making it a better outfall. Upwards of 70,0007.

will be expended upon this portion of the new works ; and the

final arrangement is, that Wisbech shall contribute 40,000/.,

with \d. tonnage in perpetuity, equal to 8000/. more.

The Bedford Level Corporation objected to the interference of

the Nene Valley Commissioners with their conservancy, and

refused the requested contribution. However, in consideration

that their barrier-bank alongside Moreton's Leam Wash will be

relieved from the pressiu'e of floods, which, when overspreading

the Wash lands and impelled into waves by the wind, do great

mischief to it, they pay 1500/.

Tlie Duke of Bedford and the North Level Commissioners ob-

jected to the contribution asked of them and to the control of

their barrier-bank being taken out of their hands, and wanted

some nevv^ clauses in the Bill respecting the supply of fresh

water, and respecting a sluice and navigation now running to

Tliorney, The latter were settled, and from the additional safety

of the respective portions of bank—which at present suffers from
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great soakafio tliiou^H it, an<l is (lama<i;c(l by the wind-urged

waves of the Wash waters—and other benefits to follow from the

lower Improvements, they subscribe 4500/.

Walderseij and Redmore drainage districts complained about,

and at last agreed to, the terms we have already noticed.

The Commissioners of Scirers for f-l ishech Hundred, &c., who
are no longer to superintend the repair of the river bank, agree

to pay to its new conservators the annual expense of maintenance

(calculated from the average of eight years) for one portion of its

length ; and for the remainder. Is. Gr/. an acre upon the land now
liable to amend it.

Then the s/iip-owners, <Scc., of Sutton Bridge objected to being

tolled in connection with \\'isbech for improvements of no

benefit, so low down the river ;
but, however, as part of the port

they could not be favoured with ex( lusion.

'riien there were Wisbech ship-owners and owners of icarehouses

likely to be affected by the new works ; besides Wisbech Canal

Trustees, tlie Tnistecs of ttco different tnrvpihe roads, and the

Snrvei/ors of Wisbech Highways, whose claims had to be settled

or clauses inserted in tlie Act on their belialf.

The Eastern Counties Railway Company objected to contribute.

The present bridge at Wisbech preventing large vessels from

getting up to their station, they designed to construct a short

extension line down to the harbour below the bridge, so that

ships might load and unload cargoes directly with them. The
cost would be about 18,000/. ; and as the Nene Valley scheme
was at first expected to make an opening bridge, which would
allow large vessels to sail close up to the present terminus, the

promoters asked for 10,000/., the Railway Company thereby to

save themselves 8000/. However, Wisbech being resolute for a

fixture bridge (so that those ships only can pass that can lower
their masts or funnels), this subscription has fallen short. But
the Act provides, that the Admiralty may order the intended

new bridge to be opened if it should be found to impede naviga-

tion ; for which reason it will be erected as a swing bridge, only

at present without the turning macliinery.

The Middle Level Drainage Comndssioners, together with the

River Nene Naxngation Commissioners, obtained a guarantee that

the right of taking fresh water into the above district, and of a
continuous navigation through Siandground Sluice (below Peter-

borough), shall not be interfered with, and that a certain depth of

water sliall be preserved in one of their most important canals

there opening into the Nene. In case the lowering of the river

should be found to prejudice these interests, arbitrators or um-
pires are to determine what necessary works the Nene Valley
Incorporated Commissioners must perform to prevent it. Locks
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are to be so placed as to secure the required objects ; and if these

fail, a cast-iron pipe, 2 feet diameter and more than a mile long,

will be laid to supply water from a higher part of the river.

In the Upper Valley the purchase of the Navigation was no

easy matter, owing to tl;e complicated interests and rights con-

cerned. Some of the Trustees or Commissioners petitioned

against the Bill, but most of them signed their consent.

The Midland Railwaij Company have a bridge over the Nene
near Peterborough, which, having a water-way only one quarter

the width of the river, may perhaps prove an obstruction to the

floods ; but the Company refusing to have it rebuilt at their own
expense, it will consequently remain.

Upon a petition from tlie Marquis of Exeter, one parish, lying

several miles off the river, was excluded from the operation of

tha Act.

The Corporation of Northampton obtained clauses providing for

a more speedy cleansing of the navigation in their vicinity, at

the discretion of certain parties locally interested.

And now comes the kind of opposition already anticipated by
the reader, viz., that embodied in the petitions against the mea-
sure of certain oivners and occupiers between Northampton and
Peterborough. The witnesses in their evidence averred, that

although they lose their hay crop every twentieth year, and their

eddish or aftermath every fourth year, they prefer to keep the

present floods because of their fertilising effects. They obtain

by far the largest crops of hay from their lowest meadows ; and

it is the great floods—dark coloured by holding rich sediment,

not the small overflowings—which force such abundant yields of

grass, and spare all manuring. But surely such fine soil as that

of these meadows may be converted to a more profitable purpose,

by help of drainage, than merely furnishing sometimes a great

weight of coarse fodder for the upland farms. That minor por-

tion of the landowners and their tenants who opposed this im-
provement will see what drained pastures, and probably also

truly-irrigated ones, can produce in the shape of meat and in hay
of the finest quality, with no danger or damage to the property

or health of the valley. Of course there were millers (although

the most intelligent oi them were in favour of the Bill) and others

who came forward to testify to the value of the meadows, the

indispensableness of the floods, the exceeding salubrity of the

refreshing inundations, and the injury that would fall upon the

defenceless water-mills. However, greater and wiser individuals

outnumbei'ed these complainers, and won laurels in the cause of

progress.

Having now completed my task of pointing out the injuries

inflicted by flooding rivers and imperfect water-courses ; the
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material and moral difficulties involved in a struggle with them
;

the laws we already possess, or still further require, to avert

negligence and provide for improvement ; and the varied ex-

amples of outfall opening and river cleansing—with either a

removal of mills, an abandonment of navigation, a simultaneous

improving of all interests, or a conducting of drainage by an

independent course,—which certain localities have offered for

general emulation : I can only add my anxiously-felt desire for

a full consideration, on the part of my readers, of all facts and
observations applicable to the waters of their own neighbourhood,

or in the mismanagement of which they may have a share, and
€a dispassioned judgment as to wliether tlie remedies described,

or only suggested, are worthy of their personal adoption and
energetic public support.

Note.—Owing to the increase in price of materials, labour,

and land, to extra surveys and works, 6cc., the Nene Valley

Commissioners are this session applying to Parliament for power
to raise a further fund of 80,000/., the mode of apportioning it

being left by the contributing interests to two engineers. Wis-
bech will be expected to add 25,000/. to its former contribution.

II.—On the Usclessness of Bearing-Reins. By Viscount Downe.

It is said that wlien his Majesty George III., with a view to

some improvement in military uniform, asked a life-guards-

man, who had done good service in the battle of Waterloo, what
sort of dress he should prefer had he another similar battle to

go through, he received for answer, " Please your Majesty, I

should prefer my shirt-sleeves." Now, though we should be
much surprised to see our cavalry regiments turn out for

parade in shirt-sleeve order, there can be no doubt the life-

guardsman's principle is a sound one. If a man wants to do a

hard day's work—if he wants to exert his muscles and sinews,

either in walking, running, fighting, digging, felling trees, or

carrying weights—he must have those muscles free and uncon-
fined by straps and ligatures and tiglit clothing : no one can
gainsay this. But how is it, then, that a principle which every

one, whether soldier or sailor, farmer or labourer, would insist

upon in his own case, should be, in England at least, so univer-

sally disregarded in the case of our hard-working, patient, and
too often ill-used beasts of burthen ? How is it that the ignor-

ance of "common things," which Lord Ashburton so justly
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complains of, should be so lamentably conspicuous in a matter

so constantly before our eyes in our towns, in our fields, in our
crowded streets, in our rural lanes ; namely, our draught-horse

appointments? It must be owned that one class— all honour,

therelore, be to it—that of cab and omnibus proprietors, liave

set a pood example in one respect, viz. in doing away with that

hatelul instrument of torture the hcarinq-rein. But, alas ! in

99 carts and waggons out of 100 (carts and waggons, which are to

move at a slow and steady pace) we still persist in crippling un-

necessarily our motive power, and gagging our unliappy horses

by tying up their heads, as if in the very tyranny of wantonness.

On the continent the bearing-rein is rarely used, and then only

as a servile English imitation ; but in horse-rating, hunting,

horse-loving England, it must be confessed its use is all but
universal. In Yorkshire, in the midland counties, in the south-

ern, up the steep hills near Scarborough as up the not less steep

downs near Brighton, we may see heavy-laden waggons at all

hours of the day dragged miserably along by horses—on one hand
urged forward by ever-restless whipcord—on the other, as if in

the veriest spirit of contradiction, curbed in by senseless bearing-

reins ; and yet, if the attendant carter's attention be drawn to

the imnatural cruelty of the proceeding, he generally appears

fully alive to it.

On seeing, the other day, a poor horse tugging a cart full of

sand up the cliff at Brighton, of course witli liis head tied tightly

to his back, we observed to a labourer near, What a shame
not to undo the bearing-rein with such a load !

" Oh yes, sir,"

was the reply ;
" 1 likes myself to see 'em free, but it's custom,

sir, custom
;
they thinks they looks well." However, it is to be

feared the truth is, thought has little enough to do with it ; if

people did think, the days of hearing-reins would soon be num-
bered. The folly of the practice was, some years ago, very

ably shown by Sir Francis Head, in his ' Bubbles, by an Old
Man,' where he contrasted most unfavourably our English cus-

tom of tying tightly up, with the German one of tying loosely

down, and both with the French one of leaving the horse's head

at liberty— fand a man of his shrewdness and observation, a dis-

tinguished soldier, who has galloped across the South American
Pampas, and seen there herds of untamed horses in all their

native wildness and natural freedom, is no mean authority).

Now, he has pointed out most clearly that when a horse has

real work to do, whether slow work, as in our ploughs and carts,

or quick, as in a fast gallop, or in headlong flight across the

plains of America, nature tells him not to throw his head up
and backwards towards his tail, but forwards and downwards, so

as to throw his weight into what he is called upon to do. This
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is a fact witliin every one's observation : we have only to per-

suade the first waggoner we see (he is sure to have all his horses

tightly borne up) to undo his bearing-reins, when down will go
every horse's head, so as to relieve the wearisome strain upon
his muscles, and give the weight of his body its due and natural

power of overcoming resistance ; and thus each horse becomes
enabled to his work as comfortably and easily as nature intended

he should do : for nature never intended a heavy animal like a

cart-horse to perform slow work only, or chiefly, by strain of

muscle, but, on the contrary, by the power of weight as the rule,

assisted by strength of muscle as the exception, when extra

resistance has to be overcome. Thus, when we curb up a

horse's head with our senseless bearing-reins, and make him as

ewe-necked as we appear anxious to do, we are inverting the

rule and order of nature ; we are evidently trying to prevent his

using the full unrestrained power of his weight, and are com-
pelling him to overstrain and over-exert constantly those very

muscles which should be kept in reserve for extra difficulties

—

such as greater inequalities in the road, new-laid stones, &c.
Now, any one can see that, to an old, worn-out, half-starved,

overworked animal, as too many, ay, by far the greater propor-

tion, are, this must be intolerable cruelty. It is a mistake to

think a bearing-rein can be of any service whatsoever, unless, as

a very exceptional case, to a very young, headstrong, unbroken
horse. It is a mistake to think it improves a horse's appearance

—

nothing contrary to nature can ever really do this ; it is a mis-
take to think it can ever prevent a horse's falling down, though,

it has been the means of preventing many an old one recovering
from a stumble ; but until our horse-owners be taught to look at

this matter in its true light, the light of common sense, and
until it be taken up by the influential landowners and more en-
lightened and more considerate of the tenant-farmers amongst
us, it is in vain to hope for any mitigation of this but too-

universal cruelty. Hundreds of humane men, employers of
horse- labour, there are in all our counties and our towns, who, if

their attention were but called to the senselessness and cruelty

of the practice, would at once see the necessity of the only
prompt remedy ; and in these go-a-head days Prejudice and
Custom have but tottering foundations : the one is fast yielding
to common sense and Lord Ashburton's much-to-be-desired
" knowledge of common things ;"' and the other will not long
stand its ground unless it has something more than the prestige

of mere antiquity in its favour. We ourselves have entirely

done away with bearing-reins among our own heavy draught-
horses ; and though our carters were at first rather astonished
at being desired to discard them entirely and substitute a loose
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lialter or rein at one side instead, they soon found that their

liorses were not a whit less manageable without bearing-reins,

and that they did their work with I'ar greater ease to themselves.

A great friend of ours, who has turned the sword of a dragoon

into a ploughshare, and has paid great and successful attention

to farming affairs, gives it as his opinion that " a pair of horses,

when freed from this useless tackle and left to step in freedom,

would plough l-4th if not l-3rd more land in a day, and with

greater ease to themselves and less fatigue when the day's work
was over, than when confined in their action by bearing-reins."

It docs appear not a little desirable that improvements should

be made generally in our team-harness, so tliat all unnecessary

weight and useless gear, bearing-reins, &c., should be got rid of

;

and perhaps if the Royal Agricultural Society were to offer a

prize for improved harness, and give the sanction of its authority

to some improved type, we might hope to see ere long a great

and beneficial change in this respect. Change is by no means
desirable for its own sake, but the change from a bad system to

a good one—from a bad to a good implement—cannot be other-

wise than advantageous to the community ; and it is only by
observing and obeying nature's laws that we can hit upon im-
provements which may be real and lasting, whether in mechanical

appliances for ploughs, carts, and harness, or with respect to the

practical details of scientific cultivation, or the condition and
household comforts of our agricultural labourers. Agriculture

fosters and embraces in its maternal grasp the knowledge of high

and noble sciences as well as that of " common things ;" and it is

not unreasonable to hope that that powerful Society, which pre-

eminently represents the influence, the talent, the enterprise, and
the humanity of our English agriculturists, will, among the

tl)ousand-and-one otlier improvements which it has introduced and

is introducing, not deem it beneath its notice to throw the energy

of its influence against the unnatural system of Bearing-Reins.

III.— On the Hereditary Diseases of Cattle. By Fin lay Dun,

Jun., V.S., Lecturer on Materia Medica, cScc., at the Edinburgh

Veterinary College.

Prize Essay.

Cattle are not exposed to so many exciting causes of disease

as horses. They are seldom overworked, or exposed to sudden

and violent changes of temperature, and are consequently less

liable than the horse to affections of the chest and limbs. For
the same reason, their lie;:editary diseases are also less nu-
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merous. These manifest, however, the same general characters

as in the horse, and depend upon similar abnormal conditions of

form and texture. They often cronsist in a vitiated state of the

system, and are generally of a chronic character, aggravated in

their nature, didicult of treatment, and very uncertain of cure.

We shall here notice the more important hereditary diseases

of cattle, as diarrha>a, rheumatism, scrofula, consumption, dysen-

tery, malignant tumours, and the affections depending on a ple-

thoric state of body.

Undue heat, insufficient quantity and bad quality of food, are

the most common causes of diarrha'a ; but such causes affect

some animals more speedily and powerfully than others, showing

a variety of predisposition to the disease. The animals most

subject to it are generally distinguished by a narrow carcase,

weak loins, flat ribs, and a coarse appearance about the root of

the tail. In such subjects the intestines are very irritable :

purging is induced by the most trifling cause, and, once excited,

is arrested with difficulty. But diarrhoea, although often very

troublesome, is not a dangerous complaint ; it is, in most cases,

merely a natural efTort to dislodge and carry away some irritant

from the intestinal canal, to effect which a large quantity of fluid

is poured out from the mucous surface of the intestines, and the

peristaltic or worm-like motion of the canal increased, causing

evacuation of the faeces in a liquid fcwm and more frequently

than usu.-vl. But there is not necessarily any pain, straining, or

fever. Blood may sometimes be passed, but, unless this symp-
tom be accompanied by fever, there is no cause for alarm. In

simple diarrhoea the appetite and rumination are not impaired,

and circulation and respiration are perfectly normal.

The rheumatic diathesis is not uncommon amongst cattle. It

chiefly affects animals descended from stock which have been
affected by rheumatism, and will even appear in cattle carefully

protected from cold and damp and other exciting causes of the

disease ; thus affording sufficient proof of its hereditary nature.

The disease presents itself under several different forms. In
all, however, it manifests those general characters distinctive

of rheumatic inflammation which we have already noticed

Avhen treating of this class of diseases in the horse. It affects

fibrous and serous tissues, is very inconstant and migratory in

its seat, and is usually attended by a great degree of acute fever,

as evidenced by a full, hard, and resisting pulse. There are

some peculiarities which distinguish the rheumatism of horses

from that of cattle ; in the former it does not usually occur as an
idiopathic disease, but commonly as a sequel to other diseases

;

in the latter it often occurs independently of any other disease,

and, when so occurring, is usually very obstinate in its nature
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and protracted in its duration. In cattle, too, it is often attended

by suppuration—a circumstance never observed in tbe horse,

and but seldom in man. As in the horse, rheumatism some-
times attacks one part, sometimes another. When confined to

the fascize and tendons of the muscles of the back it constitutes

the " body-garget " or " chine-fellon " of the older cow-leeclies.

This form of rheumatism is indicated by soreness along the

course of the spine, general stiffness, arching of the back,

tucking up of the belly, a hard, unpliant state of the skin, and
a full, strong pulse. Sometimes the digestive functions are not

much impaired, but the bowels are usually constipated, and the

dung hard, caked, and dark-coloured. The blood contains an
excess of fibrinous materials, as indicated by the appearance of

the buffy coat on the surface of the newly drawn blood : an ap-

pearance which occurs in cattle only in this disease. This variety

of the disease is frequent in autumn, often occurring in connexion
with inflammation of the udder in cows in which the milk has

been dried up, and which have been turned out to feed on damp
pastures. The duration of rheumatism varies with its cause.

When traceable to simple exposure to cold, it is speedily and
easily removed ; but when depending upon constitutional causes,

it is very tedious and difficult of cure, and often involves the

pericardium and heart.

Many of the most aggravated and protracted cases of rheuma-
tism are those affecting the joints Avith their fibro-cartilaginous

pads, synovial bursae, and tendons. This variety is termed
" joint-fcllon," or, according to professional nomenclature, "arti-

cular rheumatism," Tlie tissues afiFected, although in health not

very sensitive, become when diseased exceedingly so ; the

slightest movement being, in consequence, attended by great

pain. The lameness induced appears at first to have no definite

seat, and to be accompanied by little or no swelling ; but after

the inflammation has been present for some time, a hard tense

swelling presents itself, generally in the neighbourhood of some of

the larger joints, not, however, confined to them, but extending

above and below them along the synovial bursal enclosing the

tendons. In some bad cases abscesses are formed, and caries

and necrosis of the bones occasionally ensue. Fortunately such

serious results are not very common, being generally confined to

those aggravated and obstinate cases in which the inflammation

and swelling have frequently shifted their position and repeatedly

returned to the same parts.

Acute rheumatism often passes into the chronic state, in which

the symptoms are less severe and of longer duration. Some of

these cases are so slight as scarcely to interfere with general

health, although extending over a period of some months and
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even years. In others, however, great pain is experienced, tlie

joints are rendered immoveable by large indurated swellings, and

caries of the bones occasionally supervenes.

Cattle subject to rheumatism arc also liable to be affected by

bustioa foul, a dcep-seatod inflammation of the foot and con-

tiguous parts, resulting not from local causes, but from those

affecting the svstem at large, usually attacking only one foot,

attended by a great amount of pain and swelling, leading to the

formation of sinuses involving the synovial bursze
;
very tardy in

the formation of abscess, usually accompanied by a great amount
of constitutional fever of the typhoid type, and terminating, in bad
cases, in caries of the bones and sloughing of the bursa?, liga-

ments, and sometimes of the hoofs.

In some districts the scrofulous diathesis is very prevalent and

fatal. It sometimes shows itself even in the unborn calf, occa-

sionally causing death of tlie foetus or abortion. In such cases

the lungs of the calf are generally studded with tubercles, and
purulent matter is found in the cervical and mesenteric glands,

in the larger joints, or underneath the muscles of the loins.

Calves inheriting a scrofulous diathesis are generally small and
weakly, and, although well nourished and housed, are continually

ailing. They are troubled with indigestion and acidity of the

stomach ; their appetites are capricious, their skins scurfy, their

legs rickety, and their joints swelled, and death generally results

from imperfect alimentation and the debilitating effects of irri-

tative fever. Hydrocephalus is also another indication of the

scrofulous habit occasionally met with in calves, and more fre-

quent in them than in colts. With good and nutritious food,

especially of an oleaginous nature, and due attention to regimen,

this morbid tendency may for a time be subdued : it can never,

however, be entirely removed, and animals which when young
have evinced symptoms of scrofula, generally become in later life

the victims of pulmonary consumption.

Consumption in cattle, as has been already remarked, has a
gi'eat analogy to glanders and farcy in the horse. Both occur in

subjects of depraved or debilitated constitution, often form tlie

sequaelae of similar diseases, are developed or aggravated by the

same depressing causes, and diminished in severity by the same
tonic and invigorating treatment ; both lead to disintegration of
parts whose integrity is essential to life, and both sooner or later

terminate fatally by exhausting the vital powers.
The usual symptoms of pulmonary consumption in cattle are

so familiar as scarcely to require notice here. As is the case in

many chronic affections of cattle, the first invasion of the disease

is generally unobserved, and always difficult of detection. Soon
however the animal loses condition, and has a general unthriving
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appearance. The skin is liaid and dry, and wants that soft

pliancy so characteristic of health ; the roots of the hair are

hidden by a dirty brown scurf. The appetite is caj)ricious, and
rumination irregular. In milk-cows the lacteal secretion is

diminished in quantity, and is "generally very thin and blue; a

cough soon appears, at first loud, free, and distinct, and per-

formed without much appearance of pain, but afterwards frequent,

hoarse, and indistinct, preceded by several quick deep inspira-

tions, and succeeded by blowing and panting ; and at a still later

stage rough gurgling, and very frequent, painful, and exhausting.

As the severity of the disease increases, the respirations become
more and more accelerated and laboured. After a time the pulse

is also quickened, being usually about seventy beats per minute,

but very soft and compressible. A speedy fatal termination is

usually indicated by an increase of the hectic fever, great debility, a

muco-purulent discharge from the nostrils, the appearance of

dropsical effusions in the limbs and tlie various dependent parts

of the body, and the existence of diarrhaa or dysentery. The
legs, ears, and mouth are alternately hot and cold, and the eyes

are sunk, glassy, white, and bloodless—this last appearance depend-

ing upon the diminished quantity and vitiated quality of the blood

in the system. These symptoms ofpulmonary consumption are the

external signs of certain internal changes to which we must now
briefly advert. The disease consists in the development in the

blood of tubercular matter, and its deposition in various parts of

the body, chiefly in the lungs. This tubercular matter, as at first

deposited, is of a cheesy, fibrinous, and gluey nature, consisting of

degenerated lymph and albumen. By and by part of the organic

matter is reabsorbed, but fresh deposits are also continually being

made, and these after a time contain more or less calcareous matter.

The tubercles so formed soon produce irritation and ulcerative

inflammation, thus giving rise to cough, fever, and occasionally to

secretion of pus, which however does not occur in cattle so com-
monly, or to such an extent, as in man. The tubercles are some-

times scattered over the whole substance of the lungs, sometimes
aggregated together. They are generally found in largest number
in the upper and posterior parts of the left lung, being exactly

the opposite of what obtains in the case of inflammation, which
attacks more frequently and with greater severity the lower por-

tions of the riglit lung. The lungs are more often, and to a

greater extent, the seat of tuberculous deposits than any other

part of the body. This results from every particle of the blood

passing through them, from the fineness of their capillary blood-

vessels, their soft and easily compressible structure, their (sup-

posed) function of elaborating the fibrine, and their exposure to

atmospheric influences of a deleterious nature. Other parts are,
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however, by no means exempt from the deposition of tubercle,

and even in phthisis occurrina;- in adults tubercular matter is often

found to a greater or less extent on the surface of the various

mucous membranes, in the liver, and in the mesenteric glands

and peritoneum.

When tuberculous disease occurs in early life, the matter is

chiefly deposited in tlie mesenteric glands, and affects the lungs

to a comparatively small extent—a form of the disease very

common amongst calves of stock in which the usual form of con-

sumption exists, and very liable to prove fatal shortly after birth,

or aljor.t the time of weaning. The presence of morbid matter

in these glands causes irritation, fever, and general derangement,

impairs digestion and assimilation, and sjieedily causes death by
arresting alimentation.

The malady known by the various names of dysentery, rotten-

ness, shooting, or bloody flux, is a hereditary disease resembling

in many respects consumption, and, like it, often occasioning

much loss to the farmer. It often appears in stocks predisposed

to consumption, in which it continues for perhaps one or two
generations, and then again gives place to consumption. The two
diseases also frequently co-exist in the same individual : thus

many cattle affected by phthisis are eventually carried off by a

dysenteric attack, while tubercles in the lungs and elsewhere are

commonly found on post-mortem examination of patients dying of

dysentery. The causes of the two maladies also appear the same,

the development of one or other depending upon the liability of

the bowels or the lungs to become the chief seat of the disease.

Both consist in a breaking up of the system, and both are attended

by fatal exhaustion and debility. The earliest symptoms of

dysentery often pass unobserved. The dung is liquid, and
evacuated with straining, and, if examined, is found to contain

considerable portions of hay, straw, or other food hurried thus

undigested through the alimentary canal, in consequence of its

impaired action and morbid irritability. The appetite, though at

first little affected, soon becomes entirely lost or very capricious,

the animal one day eating ravenously, and the next unable to eat

at all. There is a rapid falling off in condition. The general

staring and ragged appearance incidental to animals of a dysen-
teric diathesis is also greatly augmented. The skin is hard, bound,

to the ribs, and very scaly, especially about the belly and udder,
and wherever the hair is thin and silky, a circumstance which
depends upon the vitiated secretions of the skin and liver. The
pulse is full, but easily arrested by the pressure of the finger.

There is a good deal of fever, indicated in cattle by dryness of
the mouth and muzzle, alternate coldness and heat of the horns,

ears, and extremities, and impaired appetite and rumination. In
VOL. XV. G
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cows tiie milk is either entirely dried up, or is yielded in very

small quantity, and of a bad taste and odour. The animal is

uneasy, and frequently changes its posture, shifting its weight
from one li(nb to the other. The back is arched, tlie belly drawn
up, and the flanks hollow. As the severity of the disease

increases, the pulse becomes small and weak. The faeces are dark-

coloured and mixed with serum and blood, are expelled with
great force, and have, as well as the urine and breath, a strong

foetid odour. Although the appetite for food is entirely gone,

there is usually intense thirst. The legs, the dewlap, and the

submaxillary space become anasarcous. Tlie eyes are dim and
glazed, and, from the absorption of the fat lodged behind them,

become deeply sunk in their sockets. The post-mortem appear-

ances of dysentery vary according to the stage and intensity of the

disease. The coats of the intestines are much thickened and
infiltrated with serum

;
spots of inflammation and patches of

ulcers are scattered over the surface of the mucous coat, especially

of the small intestines. The intestinal and mesenteric glands,

the lungs, and the liver are all studded with tubercles. The gall-

bladder is filled with dark-coloured unhealthy bile, and, from the

debilitating nature of the disease, the abdominal organs, and often

the muscles, are frequently blanched.

A tendency to consumption and to dysentery is often indicated

by certain well-marked signs. In cattle the most obvious of

these are a thin and often apparently long carcase, narrow loins

and chest, flat ribs, undue length between the prominence of the

ilium and the last ribs, giving a hollow appearance to the flanks,

extreme thinness and fineness of the neck and withers, hollow-

ness behind the ears, fulness under the jaws, a small and narrow
muzzle, light colour of the hair and skin, especially about the

ears, eyes, and muzzle (except where this is a character of the

breed), hard unyielding skin (which on near inspection presents

a dirty, dark, and scurfy appearance), thin and dry hair, irregu-

larity in the changing of the coat, inaptitude for fattening, pro-

minence of the bones, especially about the haunch and tail, and
want of harmony amongst the different parts of the body, giving

the animal a coarse and ungainly look— appearances all indul^it-

ably hereditary, and indicative of a weak and vitiated constitu-

tion, and of a decided scrofulous diathesis. Hence, animals

possessed of these peculiarities should not be used for breeding

purposes, as they cannot fail to reproduce in their offspring the

morbid tendencies inherent to their own peculiar conformation.

But consumption and dysentery may be produced in cattle by
other means besides hereditary transmission, and any inherent

tendency to those diseases is always aggravated by their ordinary

exciting causes. Dysentery in cattle is not contagious, although
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tlie corrcsponcling disease in man is usually held to be so. Its

special exciting causes are the same as those of consumption,

and include bad food, insufficient shelter, and all other debili-

tating influences. Like consumption, it is also frequently de-

veloped by breeding in-and-in—a system which, unless very

carefully and judiciously practised, causes a speedy deterioration

of the stock, rendering them delicate and difficult to rear, often

inducing abortion in the female, and defective vigour and effem-

inacy in the male—the invariable consequences of the infringe-

ment of that natural law which forbids sexual connection between

animals too nearly related to each other.

3Jalir/iiant tumours affect cattle more frequently than any of

the other domesticated animals. They are common amongst

stock in badly-sheltered localities, and especially along those

parts of the island exposed to east winds, with their accompany-

ing damp and cold. But although such tumours were probably

caused in the first instance by external circumstances, and are

capal)le of being so induced in perfectly healthy stock, still

animals affected by them transmit to their offspring a strong

tendency to their development— a striking illustration of the

hereditary nature even of acquired peculiarities and diseases.

We know at present of several stocks which have been affected for

many generations by warts or angle-berries, in which it would be
difficult to discover an animal entirely free from such excres-

cences, or which had never been affected by them. We have
also met with other stocks in which tumours of a more serious

character are almost equally prevalent. It is a matter of popular

belief that those tumours known as chjers are hereditary ; and
we have found them particularly prevalent, and often fatal, in

many stocks which have come under our own observation. For
example, a friend very recently purchased a cow to all appear-

ance quite healthy, but which soon became affected with clyers

;

and, upon inquiring into the animal's pedigree, he discovered

that many of the stock from which it came had been seriously

affected by the same disease, and that it had prevailed amongst
them for several generations.

Tumours are divisible into two great classes, malignant and
non-malignant. The latter are mere excrescences, analogous to

the tissues of the body, and so far normal textures
;
they do

not vitiate or destroy the tissues in which they appear ; are

often contained in a cyst or sac, and when removed by exci-

sion they are not usually reproduced
;
and, being merely local

in their effects, they rarely cause constitutional disturbance : they
are also very rarely hereditary. Malignant tumours, on the other

hand, consist of materials in an abnormal condition
;
they, sooner

or later, run on to softening, and cause breaking up of the tissues

G 2
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from which they grow ; are not contained in any distinct sac,

and consequently rapidly extend themselves, and involve con-

tiguous parts. Being merely the local symptoms of a generally

depraved state of body, they are attended by great constitutional

disturbance, and Avhen cut out generally reapjicar, either in the

same or in some other part. Malignant tumours are composed of

nearly the same constituents as non-malignant tumours, but contain

these constituents in a very different condition, as well as in dif-

ferent proportions. Both sorts consist of fat, gelatine, and
albumen ; but this last is in excessive quantity in all malignant

tumours, and the proportion in which it is present affords a

tolerably fair criterion of the degree of the malignity of any par-

ticular case. A tendency to the production of malignant tumours

is hereditary. In cattle having this tendency a simple contusion

is apt to give rise to a swelling, which, after passing through

various intermediate stages, assumes the characters just described.

At first it may be circumscribed and surrounded by a membrane
preventing its extension

;
tolerably soft, yielding, and moveable

;

perfectly distinct from the surrounding parts ; not very painful

—

or, if pain be evinced, it is in the contiguous parts, and not

in the swelling itself. It may continue in this condition for a

considerable time, but the lymph of which it is composed is un-

healthy, and does not become properly organised. From some
local, or more often from some constitutional cause, the tumour
becomes inflamed and painful, increases in size, softens, and after

a variable time the skin ulcerates, and an unhealthy sanious dis-

charge is poured out, irritating the skin over which it flows.

Such are the characters of many tumours of a scrofulous kind

which particularly affect the lymphatic glands, especially those

about the throat, neck, and chest, and often impair deglutition

and threaten suffocation. The salivary glands sometimes become
involved. Similar tumours arc also occasionally found about the

udder and external organs of generation. Tliey often affect young
and rapidly-growing cattle when pastured in cold and elevated

districts. They may sometimes be removed, and the parts healed

up by the use of external stimulants, aided by equable pressure

;

but the more effectual practice is to dissect them out with the

knife, or, after making a free incision, to cauterize their internal

surface ; in all cases giving, during convalescence, tonics and sti-

mulants, with a nutritious diet and comfortable housing.

But there is another variety of tumour, resembling the scro-

fulous tumour, and often mistaken for it. This is the cancerous

tumour. It is malignant, and indeed almost impossible of cure
;

occurs only among animals of a depraved constitution, .and is

decidedly hereditary. It assumes various forms, of which the

schirrous is the most common among cattle. Schirrous tumours
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arc found in connexion witli tlic more vascular glands about the

head and neck, as the sublingual underneath the jaws, or the

parotid below the ears, and are generally known under the name
of dyers. As they arc at first hard, knotty, and painful, it is

diflicult, or impossible, to distinguish them from ordinary fibrous

tumours. After a variable time, liowever, they burst, and then

their true nature is fully evident. The abscesses formed are

unhealthy
;
they rapidly extend, and pour out matter consisting

of morbid pus and cancer-cells, which burrow into the surrounding

tissues, and find vent by various indurating but ulcerating orifices.

All distinct separation between tlie diseased and the healthy

tissues is lost. The tumour appears deeply and firmly rooted by
its broad base, is incorporated with the tissues, is vascular and
painful, and internally dense, hard, and resisting. It is also ac-

companied bv swelling of the absorbent vessels of the part, and
general prostration of the system.

Amongst the lower animals, medullary cancer is less common
than schirrous. As its name indicates, it is soft, white, and
pulpy, and resembles the tissues of the brain, both in appearance

and consistence. It contains a much smaller proportion of fibrous

matter than the schirrous variety, and a greater proportion of

large-sized cancer-cells. Some medullary tumours are very vas-

cular, and the vessels approach close to the surface, so that the

slightest touch causes bleeding. When in this state, they are

termedfungus hcematodes, or bleeding cancer. JVIedullary cancer

is not so common in the neck, as about the eyes, or in the uterus

and vagina. It is this variety of cancer which, in a somewhat
modified form, occasionally affects the penis of the horse.

Osteo-sarcomatous tumours are also hereditary. They usually

attack the maxillary or cheek-bones, consist in the growth of a
fungous or degenerate fleshy material, mixed with bony and calca-

reous matter, and are attended by a very copious, unhealthy, foetid

discharge, which usually makes its way to the surface by several

different orifices. The bones are often so destroyed by the dis-

ease that the teeth drop out. The progress of the disease is very

various, but often leads to a rapidly fatal termination. These
cancerous tumours, as well as the osteo-sarcomatous ones, must
not, like non-malignant tumours, be considered as local maladies.

They are but the symptoms of a diseased condition of the whole
system, and occur only in a vitiated state of the body. Inflamma-
tion, in such cases, is attended by effusion, not of healthy lymph,
but of materials which cannot be assimilated with the healthy

tissues, but are in part taken up again by the absorbent vessels,

and thus diffused more or less generally over all parts of the

body, destroying the integrity of the whole system. These
materials are arrested in their progress in various of the glands,
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especially where these are most numerous and most vascular.

Here irritation and inflammation of a morbi<l character are ex-

cited ; and the products of the disease being endowed with great

powers of self-reproduction, the tumour rapidly extends, and no
power is adequate thoroughly to remove it.

The congestive and puerperal fevers of cattle are not usually

considered hereditary. Tliey may justly, however, be viewed as

typical of those diseases forming the link between hereditary

and non-hereditary affections. Indeed, their most common and
powerful predisposing cause is a plethoric habit of body, which
is undoubtedly liereditary. Congestive or inflammatory fever

attacks young cattle, thriving rapidly, and in which a large amount
of highly nutritive blood is being manufactured. If, from any
cause, the balance of the circulation be disturbed in animals in

this plethoric state, the serum and red globules of the blood

become effused into the cellular tissue, especially of the loins and
extremities, causing the extensive crackling enlargements, con-

taining gas and bloody serum, which are so characteristic of the

disease. Tliat variety of puerperal fever, affecting the brain and
other nervous centres, may also be considered, to a certain extent,

hereditary, since it only affects animals in a plethoric state. This
state may sometimes be produced artificially, but is more com-
monly natural, especially in many of the more improved breeds

of cattle. Cows in high condition, that have previously produced
large C|uantities of milk, are especially subject to puerperal fever.

During gestation a large amount of blood is appropriated to the

nutriment of the fojtus ; but this drain on the system of the

mother ceases at parturition, and, if at this time anything occur

to arrest the secretion of milk, a large volume of blood soon ac-

cumulates in the system, especially of animals of a plethoric

constitution ; effusion speedily ensues, causing pressure on the

brain and nervous centres, and producing all the well-known
symptoms of puerperal fever.

We have noticed most of the diseases of cattle which assume
a hereditary type ; and it will not, we think, be out of place now
briefly to indicate those characters which it is desirable that

cattle should possess, in order that they may perpetuate in their

offspring a healthy and vigorous constitution, and an adaptation

for fattening and for dairy purposes. The head should be small

in proportion to the size of the animal, the muzzle fine and taper-

ing, the nostrils large and open, and the eyes full and lustrous

—

the two latter characters being Indicative of strength and vigour

of constitution. The horns, when present, should be fine, smootli,

and well turned, the ears small and not too thick, the head, as

breeders say, " well set on " the neck. The distance between

the ears and the angle of the jaw should be short, but the width
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behind the ears considerable—an important character in reLitlon

to health, as cattle with necks narrow and hollow behind the ears

are defective in vigour. A well-developed neck also indicates

vigour, and is especially necessary in the bull and in cattle in-

tended for feeding. Many good inilk-cows, however, have long fine

necks, and, on the other hand, no cow will ever be of much value

for the dairy with a short thick neck. The chest should be both

wide and deep, the girth taken immediately behind the shoulder

should closely correspond with the length from behind the ears to

the rise of the tail, while, in animals intended for fattening, the

dewlap can scarcely be too near tlic ground. Tlie carcase should

approximate as nearly as possible to the barrel shape, for a thin

flat-ribbed animal cats largely, tlirives badly, and is unusually

liable to diarrhoea and other derangements of the bowels. The
width over the loins should be ample. There should be little

space between the prominence of the hip and the last rib, or, in

technical language, the animal should be " well ribbed home."

The quarter should be large, as increasing the amount of those

parts most prized by the butcher, the measurement from the pro-

minence of the haunch backwards to the rise of the tail, and down-

wards to the hock, being as great as possible, and the lower part

of the haunch thick and broad. The tail should be fine and well

covered with hair, and placed nearly at a right angle to the spine,

to which it should be attached without coarseness. The shoulder

should be straight, the arm strong and thickly covered down to

the knee with well-developed muscle ; whilst the lower part of

the limb should be fine, small, and flat. Smallness of bone is a

sure indication of early maturity and aptitude for fattening, and a

distinguishing characteristic of all the improved breeds of cattle,

but when existing in too great degree it indicates weakness and

delicacy of constitution. The hind legs should be straight, neither

drawn too much under the belly, nor too closely approximating

each other. Above the hock the limb should be thick and fleshy,

below it fine and smooth. The hide should be soft and pliant,

with a mellow and oily feel depending upon the copious elabora-

tion of its natural secretions, the hair plentiful, smooth, and fine.

In cattle intended for milking, the udder should be large and
coming well forward, and the teats large and well separated from
each other.

These characters and qualities, besides constituting symmetry
and beauty of form, also indicate a due harmony amongst the

various functions of life, an aptitude for fatteniftg, the possession

of a vigorous and healthy constitution, and freedom from all in-

herent disease. But, as has been already stated, all these cha-

racters of external form are hereditary, and hence also all the

good qualities depending on these must be hereditary likewise.
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In concluding- tills report, I may give a brief rcsnmcoi tl;e more
important points advanced in this and in preceding papers. I

have shown the hereditary transmission of external form, of par-

ticular physical peculiarities, of disposition, of temperament, and

of general constitution—have cited the more important pheno-

mena presented by hereditary diseases, and endeavoured to prove

their dependence upon hereditary peculiarities of conformation,

structure, and texture.

In treating of the hereditary diseases of horses, I have con-

sidered those of a local, as well as those of a general character.

I have especially noticed—various affections of the limbs which
satisfactorily illustrate the production of disease from hereditary

peculiarity of form—chronic diseases, especially of the respiratory

apparatus, deep-seated or periodic ophthalmia, in all of which the

hereditary tendency is also distinctly ascribable to abnormal con-

ditions of the parts affected—diarrhoea and other derangements of

the digestive organs, and weed and grease, all of them occurring

most frequently and severely in horses of certain hereditary con-

formation, and in which there is a want of proportion between
the different parts of the system—and various diseases, accom-
panied by specific inflammation, and in which the hereditary

predisposition to the disease is a general debilitated and vitiated

state of body.

In treating of the hereditary diseases of cattle I have noticed

various affections of the digestive organs — various rheumatic

complaints—the several diseases occurring in animals of a scro-

fulous diathesis—the different sorts of malignant tumours—and

have also briefly pointed out those " good points " and special

qualities which form the distinctive characters of handsome,
symmetrical, and profitable cattle, and which indicate general

vigour, hardiness, and exemption from hereditary disease.

IV.— On Light-Land Farming, By John Haxton.

Prize Essay.

The term light land is one very generally applied by practical

farmers to a class of soils distinguished from all others by
certain physical or natural peculiarities, such as porosity, fria-

bility, looseness of texture, offering little resistance to the imple-

ments employed in cultivating it, and freedom from surface or

stagnant water. Tliese soils are therefore termed light in contra-

distinction to tliose of a clayey nature, which are called heavy

because of their closeness, cohesiveness, retentiveness, and the

greater amount of mechanical force required to work them. So
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far, however, as mere specific weight or jjravity is concerned,

these terms are misapplied, and oug-ht sometimes to be altogether

reversed, for we find that a given bulk of a sandy soil from

Norfolk, or any other district where such exists, is really heavier

than an equal bulk of clay taken from the heaviest specimens of

the weald, gault, or blue lias formations ;
but, on the other hand,

there are some light soils, such as the upper chalk, upper oolite,

and those composed principally of vegetable matter, as peat or

bog earth, which have less density than any of the varieties of

clay mentioned above. The propriety of the common phra-

seology is therefore the more apparent, as it indicates a general cha-

racteristic which all light soils possess, viz., looseness of texture,

and consequently requiring a less amount of force to cultivate

them than those of a clayey nature. Chemically considered,

however, there are greater differences of composition among
light soils than among those which are heavy, for, when resolved

into their proximate constituents, by the aid of the proper tests

and solvents, some are found to consist principally of silicious

or sandy matter (95 per cent, being present in some very

arenaceous specimens) ; others again are composed principally

of chalk or carbonate of lime ; and a third class of organic or

vegetable matter, such as decomposed peat. In the northern

part of Britain the farmers not unusually employ the terms

green crop or turnip land in speaking or writing about these soils,

and these names were at one time quite characteristic of the

class to which they were applied, inasmuch as turnips could

only be cultivated successfully upon land of a naturally dry
and friable nature ; but now the iDoundary line which formerly

separated green crop fallows from bare fallows is rapidly con-

tracting on the latter, and, in many cases, turnips are cultivated

with greater success on well-drained clays than on sandy or

chalky soils. The generic term light land is therefore gi'eatly

to be preferred to all others, as it describes correctly the physical
texture of the soils to which it refers

;
for, however much these

soils may differ from each other in chemical composition, they
are in a great measure analogous in respect to the mechanical
or animal force required to dig, plough, or harrow them.
The arrangement or classification of light soils according to

their geological derivation is even more difficult tlian that which
relates to physical texture or chemical constitution, for these soils

are to be found occupying some portion of almost every forma-
tion. Thus, for example, the clay soils of England, such as

those on the red sandstone and plastic clay, are associated with
tracts or patches of light land interspersed here and there
throughout them. On the red sandstone the soil is mostly of a
clayey nature, but there are also portions where the aluminous
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matter lias disappeared, and a light sandy soil is the result. So
also on the plastic formation there are heavy soils and light soils

in close juxtaposition, and often alternating with each other

within very limited areas. To give a description of the geo-

agricultural characteristics of all the different varieties of light

land throughout the kingdom is, however, more within the pro-

vince of the scientific than the practical writer, and is not,

therefore, necessary to the practical objects which this article

contemplates
; but, for the sake of rendering the subsequent

remarks more intelligible, a short description of the princi]\al

distinguishing features of the various kinds of light land will

not be out of place.

There are three kinds of light land which occupy a prominent
and extensive position, viz., those situated on the upper clialk,

the upper oolite, and the arenaceous deposits of the Hastings
sand and of various other formations. The soil of the upper
chalk is sometimes composed principally of carbonate of lime,

loose angular flints, sand and vegetable matter, with very small

quantities of phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, and the alkaline

salts of soda and potash—so small indeed as to be scarcely

appreciable by the most delicate tests of the laboratory. Tiie

surface soil is generally of a light brown colour, of a very loose

texture, covered with flints, and easily ploughed and cultivated.

The open nature of the subsoil keeps the surface dry by acting

incessantly as a natural drain to t!ie rain which falls upon the

surface. Chalk soils do not burn so soon as many sandy soils.

There is, however, a peculiarity both in these soils and on those

situated on some parts of the upper oolite, which is that, when
they are reduced to a very fine tilth late in spring, for turnips

for instance, each particle of earth seem.s to repel its neighbour,

so that even a heavy shower of rain falling on the surface does not

join them together, but falls through the soil as if it were a sieve.

Silicious soils, on the contrary, become closed up by rain, and

thus retain the moisture for a much longer period. The thin

chalky soils, when once closed and saturated with moisture, are

not so quickly burnt up by drought as those of a sandy nature,

but when the drought has once fairly penetrated through them,

then are they far more difficult to moisten than the latter, and

hence derive less advantage from the first rains which succeed a

long drought. This peculiarity has led farmers on their flinty

chalks, and the thin oolite stonebrash, to gi\e as little plough-

ing or cultivation as tliey can possibly do with in preparing

tlieir land for turnips, and hence the reason why so much ol this

kind of land is so full of couch grass and weeds. Most of the

farms on the upper chalk are of great extent, and they are gene-

rally elevated above the surrounding countrv
;
they are seldom
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steep, but are nearly flat or slightly undulating, so that they can

be cultivated by a small force of men and horses. The land is

of different degrees of fertility. Where the upper or brown soil

is only from nine inches to a foot deep, good crops can be raised

by cautious and prudent cultivation ; but where it thins out to a

few inches, it is kept as a sheep-walk, and produces a short

growtli of sweet grass which possesses excellent feeding qualities.

The light soils of the upper oolite are also composed of car-

bonate of lime, but it is in a much more hard and comj)act con-

dition than tliat of the upper chalk. On the lightest portions of

the oolite, known, as the Rathstone formation, there are two
varieties of soil, one of which is composed of a friable earth

ini.\.ed with a large proportion of small loose stones, composed
of carbonate of lime of an oviform texture ; while the other is

devoid of these stones, and consists of very minute particles of

brown earthy mattel", also containing carbonate of lime, but in a

minute state of subdivision. The former is known by the name
of rubhhj (Scotice chaddij) land, and is very free, coarse, and
dry ; and the latter is called dead or sleepy land, and is of a

soft, close texture, which easily runs together on the surface by
the actions of heavy rains, and an impervious crust is formed^

the air is excluded, the soil becomes inert, and vegetation is

checked. The term dead or sleepy applied to such a soil is

highly expressive of its agricultural character, which is at all

times slow and inactive in its vegetative powers. The rubbly

or stony land is capable of considerable improvement, and pro-

duces good crops of sainfoin, wheat, turnips, and barley when
properly cultivated ; but the dead, sleepy land, although, in ap-
pearance, of much better quality, is generally very worthless, and
requires great care in managing it, not merely in keeping it in

good condition, but also in cultivating it so as neither to have it

of too fine a tilth nor too open. The natural aspect of the land

on the upper oolite is that of an elevated table-land surrounded
by abrupt escarpments. The greater proportion is in general

very flat and easily worked, otiier portions are undulating, and
a smaller part steep and hilly. Tlie Cotswold hills in Glou-
cestershire are principally comprised of light oolite soil, which,
however, is also found to prevail to a considerable extent in

Dorsetshire, Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, and as far

north as Yorkshire, but beyond this point it is not to be found
in England, and is altogether unknown in Scotland.

The sandy or silicious soils of England are found scattered in

larger or smaller tracts or patches throughout the whole series of
formations, with the exception of the chalk and oolite, but they
are found in greatest extent in the Hastings or iron sand, on the

plastic clay or the red sandstones. In addition to these light
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soils tliero are several others situated in the millstone grit of

Yorkshire, and also on the magnesian limestone of the north of

England. The former is generally poor and high-lyitj<r, and
not of much value for arable cultivation, but the latter contains

some good grass and turnip land.

The composition of the light soil on the Hastings sand is

principally fine silicious matter, oxide of iron, small portions of

clay, little or no lime, and very minute quantities of phosphorus,
sulphur, and alkaline salts. Its agricultural character is a soft

easy brown or yellowish soil, mostly dry, but occasionally wet
where the rain-water is arrested in its descent by clay beds,

from which it is thrown out to the surface, and injures it when
not kept from spreading by draining. Its physical aspect is

undulating, and in some parts steep and hilly. From the want
of lime in the soil an application of this substance in some shape
or other is highly beneficial. •

The light soils of the plastic clay and neighbouring formations

occupy a much larger area than the Hastings sand. Tlie poorer

portions are composed of barren sand or flinty gravel, as in Dor-
setshire, and the better constitute the sandy loams of Norfolk and
Suffolk. The latter are sometimes wet and require to be drained,

and are capable of attaining great fertility by chalking or marl-

ing and sheep husbandry. The light land of the sandstone

formations is cither a mixture of gravel, sand, clay, marl,

peroxide of iron, vegetable matter, and the ordinary ingredients

of soils in smaller or greater proportions, or the gravel is absent,

and then the soil appears as a rich, red, friable, sandy loam.

These soils are very superior in natural fertility to any yet men-
tioned, and when drained, limed, and freed from couch-grass arc

easily kept clean and very productive of all kinds of corn and
roots.

The light soils, which prevail most in Scotland, are of a totally

different geological and chemical nature from those of England,

being mostly found in the older formations of the gvanite, gneiss,

trap, &c. There is no clialk similar to that of England, and
where tliere is any it consists of small beds lying under or in

the vicinity of peat bogs ; neither are there any oolite soils if we
except small and detached portions of the inferior oolite in

Sutherland and Morayshire, and which do not, properly speak-

ing, belong to a classification restricted altogether to soils of a

light description.

The light land on the granite formation of Scotland is thin

and poor, and its value is still further deteriorated by its position,

which is high-lying, not easily accessible, and situated jn a cold

bleak climate. The upper or higher lying soils are of no agri-

cultural value so far as the production of corn and roots is con-
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cernctl, and is covered with heather and coarse grass. Lower
down is situated the light arable land of the granite formation,

and farther down still we come to a better description of soil,

which, altliough of a clayey and cold-l)()ttonied nature, having

a better climate, produces, when drained and limed, licavy

crops of oats, turnips, and grass. The whole of the granite soils

are deficient in lime, and the first step towards their improve-

ment, after being drained, is to apply this substance in a hot or

caustic state. Where the climate is dry these soils are poor and

hun<rrv, and require a great deal of manure to make them even

ordinarily productive ; but in a damji atmosphere lying in grass

for several years is the cheapest and most effective method of

increasing their fertility.

The soils on the whinstone or trap rocks are nearly all of a

light description, with the exception of those derived from fels-

pathic and porph^ritic traps. Probably the most continuous

range of trap hills to be found in Britain is that which stretches

from tlie mouth of the river Tay along its southern bank, and

comprising the entire northern division of Fifeshire. This

range is continued, with slight interruptions of overlying por-

tions of the old red sandstone, through the south of Perthshire

into Stirlingshire, Renfrew, and Lanark, as far as the estuary of

the Clyde. The light land of this formation is of three kinds,

viz., tliat from the greenstone, the basalt, and the amygdaloid :

the soil of the former is of a thin, loose, rubbly nature ; the

upper portion, or surface soil, is composed of a loose, brownish-

coloured earth, abundantly intermixed with small stones, varying

from a few grains weight to several pounds. The under soil is

either a continuous bed of loose stones of a larger size than on
the surface, or the upper soil rests upon the bare rock, which is

full of fissures both vertically and horizontally, and consequently

the soil is dry, and it is only in the lower parts of fields that

water makes its appearance, generally in detached spouts or

springs, which are easily drained.

The light land on the amygdaloid, or "rotten rock," as it is locally

termed, is composed of a rough granular, brownish or blackish

sand, and the surface-soil is more free from stones than that of

the greenstone. It occupies only a small extent, comparatively

speaking, of the light land on the trap formation, and is generally

so much mixed up with the greenstone and basaltic soils that its

individual characteristics for the growth of corn or green crops

can seldom be studied. When the rock comes to the surface it

crumbles into a coarse gritty sand, which is sometimes used for

mixing with lime to form mortar for building purposes, espe-
cially where durability is more regarded than mere external

appearance. It is also employed occasionally as a manure for
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solt pealy soils, upon which it is found to give greater strength

to the straw of the grain grown upon them. Basaltic soils are

generally of a better quality than those on the greenstone
; they

are also not so elevated, and there is a greater accumulation of

soil which is less stony and of a blacker colour. From tlie

chaotic nature of the trap hills the greater proportion of the

land upon them, and in their vicinity, is composed of a mixture
of greenstone, rotten rock, and basalt in entlless variety. The
higher parts are mostly of a very light character, but are in

arable cultivation as far up the hill sides as 800 feet. In pro-

portion as we descend to lower elevations the soil becomes
blacker, thicker, and more fertile ; and in tlie bottoms of the

valleys it changes to a strong, fertile, black loam, but in some
cases to peat. The most of these soils are naturally fertile, or

can be easily made so by a small amount of good farming. All
kinds of manure, whether carbonaceous, ammoniacal, or mineral,

act with great rapidity upon them, and quickly develop their

natural capabilities : thev all contain lime combined with silica,

and the yield of grain is generally large in proportion to the

straw. Although, however, all trap soils have been proved to

contain lime in some form or other, still they are greatly bene-

fited by small doses of burnt lime, especially wherever they have
been subjected to a lengthened continuance in pasture and are

newly broken up, and also wherever the land has got into a foul

condition from the prevalence of couch grass. Some of the

tliinner soils are difficult to keep free from this weed, as it sends

down its stolons or roots into the crevices of the under-lying

rock, and as the plough and the harrow only succeed in breaking

these over, a new growth springs up from every joint that

remains anchored below. Upon the poorer soils turnips, barley,

pasture grass, and oats are cultivated ; and on the better portions

wheat, clover, beans, peas, and potatoes in addition.

The light soils of the sandstone and coal districts are similar

to those in England, and need not be particularized ; but we may
notice a species of very light land called links, which is found in

some of the littoral districts of the eastern coast of Scotland.

Tiiese links are flat tracks, or stripes of land, running along the

shores of the German Ocean and of the several firths which

empty their waters into it. They are composed of what to

appearance is nothing but pure sand, so light that whole fields

of it, when newly ridged up for turnips, are either completely

levelled again or much of it is blown away altogether by higli

winds ; and even when the turnip plants are so far advanced as

to have been singled out, those that are left are sometimes blown

out by the root. This sort of land is left as much as possible in

sheep pasture, and is seldom broken up except when it begins to
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get foul or the jjrass becomes tliin, and it is only retained under

the plough until it has been sufhciently cleaned and enriched by

turnip husbandry to be fit for producing good pasture.

Many of the light soils of Ireland are similar to those of

England and Scotland, but there are in that country some more
extensive developments of limestcme gravel and peat moss.

The light land of the mountain limestone is naturally fertile and

highly productive of grass roots and turnips. The whole of the

central part of Ireland is situated on this formation ; and although

much of the soil is strong and retentive, there is a considerable

proportion of light land well adapted for turnips. The aspect

of the formation is mostly level or gently undulating. The
lighter portions are composed of a brownish earth mixed with

small stones which are solid carbonate of lime, which however
do not readily moulder away ; and hence an application of hot

or burnt lime is necessary in order to bring out the fertility of

the soil. The light land on the limestone rock is not nearly so

easily injured by drouglit as that on the traps or sandstones : it is

therefore easily improved by pasturage after having been limed
and drained where necessary.

The only other light soil that remains to be noticed, without

carrying these remarks to an inconvenient length, is one very

extensively prevalent in Ireland, viz., that composed of bog-

earth. Similar soils are to be found in Scotland and England,

but not to the same extent as in the sister country. The fens of

Lincoln and several other counties, although originally of a peaty

nature, have been so much altered in their texture and agricul-

tural character by repeated doses of clay marl, that they have
not been considered as coming within the scope of an essay

specially devoted to light-land farming.

The peaty soils of Ireland vary in texture from the merest

congeries of vegetable fibre up through different stages of decom-
position and intermixture with other substances, to a soft black
mould, in which the decomposition is so complete as to have
caused the fibre to disappear and become blended with the soil.

The first step in the process of converting the former into the

latter is to remove all stagnant water ; the second is to get rid of
the surface-growth by paring and burning, or by taking a crop of
spade-cultivated potatoes ; the third is to apply a dose of lime;
and the fourth is to mix the surface-soil with clay or sand to

give it a proper consistency. There are few farms altogether

composed of peat, and if the other portions contain limestone,

gravel, or clay of any description, the improvement of the former
can be the more easily effected.

In contrasting and comparing the different soils brought under
review, there are certain points in which a strong resemblance,
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or family likeness, is apparent. Thus there is a similarity of

physical texture in the soils of the upper chalk and oolitic stone-

brash of England, and those on the greenstone traps and lime-

stone gravels of Scotland and Ireland. Tliey are all formed of

a light-brownish earth, abundantly intermixed with small stones.

In the chalk these stones are composed of pure silica or crystal-

line sand ; in the oolite, of carbonate of lime, with a texture like

the roe of a fish ; in the greenstone trap, of augite and Scotch

pebbles ; and in the mountain limestone, of solid carbonate of

lime. Wherever a soil exists, in which there are a great pro-

portion of small loose surface stones, it will generally be found
that there is a true yield of grain to the bulk of straw obtained,

Avhich is also of very superior quality. When sheep are folded

on turnips, the surface of the land is sometimes entirely covered

"with small stones
;
yet Avhatever may be the inconvenience ex-

perienced in ploughing, it is never advisable to remove them,

because these stones, especially on the greenstone trap, are slowly,

although imperceptibly, decomposing by the action of air and
moisture, and are thus adding continually to the fertility of tlie

soil.

Having tlms very cursorily enumerated the principal light

soils of the United Kingdom, and glanced at a few of their per-

vading and distinguishing characters, I shall now proceed to

the consideration of the more practical details connected with

their management and improvement.

Cultivation of Light Land on the Flinty Chalks of England.—
The common rotation on the thin flinty soils of the upper chalk

may be learned from the fact, that in all covenants between land-

lord and tenant there is a clause which stipulates that not more
than two corn or grain crops shall be taken in succession. There
is here no provision made for good farming, and it is not, there-

fore, to be wondered at that so much of the thin chalk soils are

so badly cultivated. Two white crops in succession may be
tolerated on the rich clays of the lower chalk, but they are ruinous

to all soils of an inferior nature wherever they may be situated.

A very common rotation on flinty-chalk land is, two years' seeds,

v/lieat, rye, and winter vetches ; wheat again, then barley or oats.

This plan of farming is said to produce from 24 to 25 bushels of

wheat, weighing 58 to 62 lbs, each. Another rotation is to

pare and burn the surface of the land after being pasture for

several years, then to sow wheat, followed by two or three crops

of barley or oats, and then lay down to grass. In this case the

clause in the agreements, referred to above, seems to have been

entirely omitted or disregarded, and anything more ruinous to

the interests of all concerned could scarcely be devised. A
better rotation than either of the foregoing is practised in the
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north of llampsliiic and in Berkshire, consisting of, 1st, clover
;

2nd, wheat ;
3rd, bai-ley

;
4th, turnips, ate off" early, and followed

by, 5th, wheat ;
6th, barley and seeds. All of these rotations

are faulty in this respect, that there is no provision made for

increasinsj^ tlie manure-making materials on the farm, and also

in having two corn crops in succession. The best rotation for

such land is that in which corn, green crops, and clover alternate

with each other, and yet at the same time each does not recur

too frequently on the same field. These desiderata are attained

by the following rotation :—1st, clover
;
2nd, wheat

;
3rd, tur-

nips ;
4th, oats ;

5th, vetches and rye, sown at five or six

different periods and fed off; 6tli, barley or oats
;
7th, mangold;

8th, wheat or barley with seeds. The grain crops can be varied

so as to suit the nature of the soil, thus : if of good quality

wheat may be grown twice or thrice during the rotation, and if

of inferior quality only once, and either barley or oats sub-

stituted. In the 5th year of the rotation, potatoes, cabbages, or

carrots may be substituted for part of the winter vetches and rye

—the two latter crops being consumed on the farm, and the

former sold off. By this arrangement it will be seen that in the

green crops the same family of plants do not follow each other

oftener than once every eight years, and consequently there is

the less danger to be apprehended from clover sickness, ovjingers

and toes in the turnip crop. The introduction of the eight-

course is easily accomplished on land which is tolerably clean

:

turnips can be grown after wheat, and all the other crops of the

rotation follow in their order ; but when the land is very foul,

and has lain several years in sainfoin or grass, the most expe-

ditious mode of getting it clean and converting it into arable

cultivation is to pare and burn the surface, then to spread the

ashes on the surface and plough them in with a light furrow,

not more than 3 inches deep, and, lastly, to roll it. In this state

the land remains all winter, and is sown with turnips the follow-

ing summer. If farm-yard manure is to be applied for the

turnip crop, whetlier after a pared and burnt grass or sainfoin

crop, or after a wheat eddish, it should be well made and
ploughed in with the winter furrow ; and if artificial manures
only are to be, they should be drilled along with the seed.

Having now noticed the general management to be adopted, I

shall proceed as briefly as possible to detail the management of

each crop in the eight-course, consisting of 1st, turnips
; 2nd,

barley or wheat, if on good land
;
3rd, vetches, carrots, cabbages,

and potatoes
;
4th, oats or barley

;
5th, mangold wurzel

;
6th,

barley or wheat
;
7th, clover ; and 8th, wheat. If the land is

very poor or in bad condition it will be as well to sow only
barley and oats for the first part of the rotation, and as the land

VOJ.. XV. II
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increases in fertility, to introduce wheat. The latter is not

essentially a more exhaustin? crop than the two former, but it

requires a higher state of fertility in the soil to make its cultiva-

tion profitable.

First Year.— Turnips.—As soon as the previous corn-crop

is removed, the stubble is gone over by the cultivator, with tlie

points fixed on the coulters, in the direction of the old ridges,

and loosening the surface about two inches deep. The points of

the cultivator are then taken off, and the broad shares substituted,

and tlie implement is drawn across the ridges, by which means
all the surface is shaved off to the depth of nearly two inclies.

When the land is in a proper state as to dryness, 4 acres can

be grubbed or scarified by each process daily by the Ducie cul-

tivator, drawn by 2 horses guided by 1 man, or 2 acres can be
both grubbed and scarified in the same time. If any couch-

grass appears on the surface, the land should be harrowed, and
the couch raked off and burnt or mixed into a compost with hot

lime, afterwards with earth, and may be used twelve months
after as a top-dressing ; but if no couch or root-weeds are pre-

sent the harrowing may be omitted, and the land allowed till

time can be got to cart manure upon it, which should be as early

in winter as possible. The manure is ploughed in with a light

furrow, and the land allowed to remain till February or March,
when the cultivator with the points is drawn across it so as to

mix the manure and soil intimately together, and also to destroy

any weeds which may have sprung up. If necessary this opera-

tion should again be performed some time after ; but as much
spring cultivation is injurious to the light dry soils of the upper
chalk, the less it receives the more retentive of moisture Avill it

be, which is an essential point in cultivating turnips on such

soils, situated as they generally are in an arid climate.

On a poor light farm in the neighbourhood of Southampton,

the manure is laid on for turnips in the way described above,

and, in addition to this, liquid manure, generally guano and
superpliosphate of lime diffused through a large quantity of

water, is applied at sowing-time by a machine which distributes

the manure and sows the seed in rows on the flat at distances

varying from 24 to 27 inches in the row as may be required :

very extraordinary crops of roots are raised in this way, as the

young plants are at once furnished with moisture from the liquid

manure with which the seed is in close contact. On this farm

there have been raised by this plan as much as 30 tons of roots

per acre in seasons when all the turnip-crops around have been

burnt up and destroyed by drought. The large crops raised by the

use of such liquid or semi-liquid manure are not perhaps wholly

caused by its use, although that has much to do with it, from the
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seed vegetating quickly, and the plants starting at once and send-

ing down their roots deeply into the moist subsoil, because the

land-is previously in good lieart ; still there can be no doubt that

whatever be the condition of the soil so treated, the crops ob-

tained will be greatly superior to those raised in the ordinary way.

It is particularly desirable to use the liquid-manure-distributing

machine in a dry seed-time, but when there is plenty of moisture

in the soil the artificial manures may be drilled in dry along

with, but not in close contact with, the seed.*

In growing turnij)s on thin, flinty chalks, the distance between

the rows may be varied from 20 to 27 inches, according to the con-

dition of the land. If in high condition and well manured, the

latter distance will be necessary to afford room for the tops ; but

if in inferior condition, a smaller distance should be adopted, in

order that the leaves may meet across and shade the land from

drought. The quantity of seed employed may also vary from

4 to G lbs. of swedes, and from 2 to 4 lbs. of common turnips.

In a moist seed-time the smaller quantities are quite enough, but

when dry the larger should be employed, in order to increase the

chances of a good braird. After the young plants are in the

rough leaf, the intervals between the rows are harrowed or

grubbed with the horse-hoe, which should have five grubber-

shaped tines, and which can be made to penetrate the ground 5 or

6 inches deep if required, and thus these intervals receive nearly

as good a stirring as could be attained by a bare summer fallow.

On thin, flinty soils, however, it is not desirable to cultivate so

deeply, as the drought thereby penetrates more easily into the

soil, and from 2 to 3 inches deep will be quite sufficient to

destroy all surface weeds. The plants are next set out in the

rows to distances varying from 9 to 15 inches, according to the

fertility and condition of the soil, and this is accomplished by
using a 7 or 10-inch hoe—dashing into the row and leaving a

bunch of plants between.f All the outside plants of the bunch
fall over and give room for the centre ones to grow, while at the

same time the latter are in some degree shelteied by the former.

About a week or ten days after, these bunches are thinned out

by the hand or hoe ; if swedes, the hand is to be preferred. A
second horse-hoeing and hand-hoeing are given some weeks after,

and further on still, when the leaves are too far spread to admit
of the hoes being used safely, the weeds are pulled out by the

hand. The whole of the manual labour of the turnip-crop may
be performed for 6s. %d. or 7^. Gc/. per acre.

* In a comparative trial already published there arose very great advantage
from the use of the water-drill, even when the soil was thoroughly moist.

—

Ph. Pose?.

t The use of the five-row horse-hoe drawn across the rows is now found to
answer the purpose more expeditiously. -Ph. P.

H 2
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Second Year.—Biirlej/.—As soon as the roots are all carted

off or consumed by sheep, or partly both, the land should be

ploughed with a light furrow, and afterwards the cultivator with
the points drawn across to mix the teatJi with the soil. The
seed is sown with a machine in rows at the distance of 6 to 8

inches apart, and at the rate of 2 to 2h bushels per acre, or even

less if the land is in good heart. On very dry, light soils, the

press-roller may be used witli advantage to consolidate the land

when ploughing, and to enable it to resist the drought in spring.

In this case the land is* lightly harrowed before sowing the seed

to prepare a smooth surface lor the drilling-machine.

TJiird Year.— Carrots, Cabbages, Potatoes, and Vetches.—The
preparation of the land after the removal of the barley-crop is much
the same as for turnips. The seed is sown by the common corn-

drill in rows 18 inches apart; it should, however, be mixed with

moist sand, ashes, or sawdust for some time before sowing in order

to start germination. The best way is to mix 5 lbs. of carrot-seed

with 1^ bushel of sand by passing both througli a sieve, and
then to spread the mixture on the barn floor ; then water it with

a common watering-pan so as to have the whole equally moistened.

It should be turned over every morning, and when the seed just

begins to germinate, it is ready for being sown. When the

plants are sutHciently far advanced they are thinned by the hand,

and set out to G inclies in the rows. It is a good plan to leave

the plants in tufls at first, and when these are further advanced

to leave tlie strongest plant by itself. The land must be kept

clean by hoeing with a heavy hacker or hoe between the rows,

and when fully grown lifted with forks, topped, stored, and used

for whatever purpose may be deemed most desirable.

For cabbages the land is laid out 3 feet apart, and the

cabbages planted on the top about 2i feet in a lineal direction,

and the planting should begin in May. In Lincolnshire, how-
ever, they plant in June.

The winter vetches are sown in September, October, and

November ; and in spring vetches are sown (a small piece of land

at a time) every two weeks until the 1st of June. By this means
a constant succession of food is obtained, which on poor flinty

soils should be mostly consumed on the ground by sheep, and to

manage this with least waste the vetches sliould be mown and
thrown over the hurdles, and these should be lifted forward fre-

quently, so as not to make the land too rich at one place.

The potato-crop is cultivated in the usual mode in drills ; but

where the soil and climate are very dry, it is a better plan to

plough in the seed every second or third furrow, that is, upon

the flat. The mode of doing so will afterwards be described

when treating of the cultivation of potatoes on light whinstone

soils.
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Fourth Year.— Oals.—The cultivation is the same as for

barley, and in plouj^hing the land should be well consolidated l)y

the press-roller. The best sorts of oats to sow on such soils as

we hav(> been treatin<j of are black and white Tartarian, and late

or common Scotch oats—such as the late Anj^us variety. Tlie

quantity of seed should be from 2 to 3 bushels drilled in G to 8

inch rows about the 1st of March.

Fifth Year.—Mangold fVurzcI.—Tlie land is prepared in

every respect as for turnips. The seed is j^enerally dibbled at

distances varying; from 12 to 18 inches. The horse and hand

hoeing are so much the same as for turnips that any detail would

be only a repetition of what has already been said. The crop

when ready is all pulled and stored either in tlie field or carted

home and stored as near the boxes as may be convenient. Those

left in the field are consumed by ewes and lambs, for which

purpose they are excellently adapted, as they are very productive

of milk. It is dangerous to give mangold to cattle in as large

quantities as they will eat until spring, as this root is apt to

produce colic and death when given in winter.

Sixth Year.—A Corn Crop soion doion icith Clover and Seeds.

—Cultivation the same as in the second and fourth years of the

rotation.

Seventh Year.— Clover and Rye-Grass.—As the object to be

sought after in the clover crop is not only a good swathe of grass

or hay, but also good pasture, a large quantity of seed should be

sown. The usual quantities sown are 8 lbs. of red clover, 4 lbs.

white, 2 lbs. yellow, and 2 bushels of Pacey's rye-grass ; but

some good farmers sow 12 lbs. of red, 8 lbs. of white, and 5 lbs.

of yellow clover, and consider that the extra expense is well

repaid by the earlier and thicker sward obtained. The quantity

of sheep wliich the Lincolnshire farmers put on their chalky soils

is 5 ewes with their lambs per acre, which keeps them from the

middle of April till the land is ploughed for wheat. If the clover

be good and the land in high condition, the ewes get little oil-cake,

but if the land is poor they get from ^ lb. to a whole lb. per day
each until the lambs are taken off. The plan pursued on Whit-
field experimental farm is, however, more profitable than this.

It consisted in mowing off the whole clover crop once, which
was consumed by cattle in boxes, except what was required for

hay. The land was pastured by sheep both before and after

being mown. Say that three fields were to be operated on, these

ewes and lambs were put on No. 1 at the 1st of April, giving

the ewes only a small portion of the field at one time, but letting

the lambs run over the whole of it, and taking care never to eat

the clover too close. When No. 1 was well gone over in this

way, the sheep were put in No. 2, which was treated in the same
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way. No. 3, which must be the best plant, was mowed off first

for the beasts in the boxes, generally beginning about the 1st or

10th of May, and when this field was finished. No. 1, which was
first pastured, was then mown, and so on to No. 2. As soon as

the aftermath of the first-mown field No. 3 was sufficiently far

advanced, the sheep were put on and folded, getting it part and
part every day. When the second crop of clover got too long
for being pastured on, it was mown for tliem and thrown over the

hurdles. By adopting this system, the clover crop was all mown
once and pastured twice during the spring and summer, which
was the only preparation needed to insure a good crop of wheat
afterwards. On their chalky soils this system may not be entirely

practicable, but wherever it can be adopted with any reasonable

amount of success, it is by far the most economical management,
as eight ewes with their lambs can be kept per acre on medium
land in good order.

Eighth Year.— IMieat.—In ploughing the clover land for wheat
the best time is about the end of September, or the first week of

October at latest. The ploughing is done with a skim plough,

which cuts off the clover or grass roots from the upper edge of

the furrow-slice, and throws it in the bottom of the previous

furrow, so that tliere is no vegetation of grass in the seams, even

although the land be not sown until the furrow is stale. It is

a good plan also, indeed an indispensable one in light soils, to

press-roll the land as it is being ploughed, in order to press the

furrows together and give a good firm seed-bed for the young
plants to get hold of. The seed may be sown broadcast, or what
is far better, the land may be lightly harrowed down to give a

proper surface, and the seed then drilled in 8 or 10 inch rows, at

the rate of busliel per acre, and covered with a light harrow-

ing. In spring, March generally, the land is hoed by the horse-

hoe, if not too stony or flinty, and if so the hand-hoe is substituted

and afterwards rolled with a heavy roller, and if annual weeds
make their appearance a second hoeing may be necessary.

The principles to be kept steadily in view in the cultivation of

light soils on the upper chalk, and also on the upper oolite, are to

keep them clean and rich by alternate crops of roots and grain,

and to use all available means to consolidate the surface so as to

prevent tlie drought from penetrating it. The straw-yard manure
should all be laid on in autumn or winter, and intimately mixed
with the soil ; for if laid on in spring, or in the early part of

summer, it will keep the land open, let in the drought, and either

greatly injure or perhaps utterly destroy the crop.

The rotation on the upper oolite, as practised by most farmers,

is to pare and burn two or three years' old sainfoin lea, after

which they adopt the following course :—1st, turnips
;

2nd,
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barley
;
3rd, seeds made into hay

;
4th, pasture ;

5th, wheat

;

6th, oats, and then sainfoin for several years. The yield of

wheat is computed at 17 bushels per acre, barley from 20 to 30

busiiels, oats from 40 to 50 bushels, but some farmers who apply

manure to their roots get better crops than these. Tlie present

mode of manuring the dead, sleepy land on the upper oolite is to

pare and burn sainfoin lea, then to take a crop or roots—often

without dung—to be consumed on the land, and thereafter to

sow barley with seeds, then wheat, roots again, then barley, and

lastly grass. The want of manure is tlie cause of the worthless

crops so often seen on this kind of land, and also on the stone-

brash of the same formation, and many of the farmers of the old

school, both on the oolite and upper chalk, give no manure to

their roots at all, except what is made by the sheep pasturing on

the ground previously. The superior advantage of superseding

these old-fashioned rotations by the right course is, that not only

are the root crops well dunged, but they are also eight years apart

;

and it also gives the opportunity of growing wheat every two

years, if the land is of the best quality, and, if not, barley and

oats can be substituted ; and further, by consuming a considerable

proportion of the clover and roots in house-feeding, there is ob-

tained with the straw as much manure as will go over one-half

the farm every year. As the upper chalks and oolites are so

much alike in many of their agricultural characteristics, it is

unnecessary to go into detail regarding the cultivation of the

different crops, as that has already been done when treating of

the former.

Cultivation of Trap on Whinstone Soils.—Fifty years ago the

light-trap soils of Scotland were almost in a state of nature. The
rotation, such as it was, consisted then of successive crops of

oats and barley, as long as the yield exceeded rent and expenses,

and when it failed to attain this it was thrown out of cultivation

and left to recruit itself by the natural agency of pasturage.

Occasionally a bare summer-fallow was given when a field became
completely overrun and matted together by couch-grass ; but in

general this w-eed was not viewed with the same detestation as it

is now, for after a field had borne several crops of oats without

any attempt at cleaning it became grass-prorid, and consequently

was the more easily laid down to natural pasture. The intro-

duction of bone-manure about 30 years ago gave the first impetus
to the improvement of the light soils of Scotland, and since then

they have all been brought into systematic and successful cul-

tivation, so that now oats and turnips are grown nearly a thou-

sand feet above the level of the sea, and indeed wherever as much
soil can be got as will cover the ploughshare.

By far the most general rotation pursued in all the light soils
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of Scotland is the five or Northumberland course, which consists

on the poorer soils of turnips, barley, two years' pasture, and
oats. On some of the better portions wheat is substituted for a

part of the barley. In some cases, however, where a portion of

a farm is high-lying and inaccessible, the pasture is continued for

four or even five years, after which two crops of oats are taken in

succession, followed by turnips, barley, and seeds.

On most light-land farms, especially on the trap hills, the

quality of the soil is very various—the higher fields being thin

and poor, while the lower ones are deep and fertile, and fit for

wlieat and clover. When this occurs the better is farmed some-
times in fives and sometimes in sixes. The former rotation is

not that mentioned in the previous paragraph, but consists of

potatoes, wheat, barley, clover, and oats, one of the most scourging

courses of husbandry that ever was devised. Some farmers

mitigate the evils of the rotation by substituting turnips for the

potatoes, and eating half the crop off with slicep ; but it is only by
heavy manuring and a very careful cultivation that the land is

kept clean and in good condition. The six course is far better

in every respect, for, although it requires liberal manuring, the

land is easily kept clean. It consists of turnips, barley, clover,

oats, potatoes, wheat. The best mode therefore of manuring a

farm composed of both descriptions of soil is to have the inferior

going in fives, and the good land in sixes, and if these are about

equally divided the arrangement of the crops on a farm of, say

480 acres, will be as follows :

—

Good Land. Acres. Inferior Land. Acres.

48

40 Grass (pastured) . 48

. 40 Ditto (second harvest) . . 48

Potatoes and beans . . 40

Wheat ....
240

240

By this arrangement there will be

88 acres of turnips,

216 corn.

40 ,, clover.

96 acres of pasture-grass.

20 beans.

20 ,, potatoes.

The only drawback to this combination of two rotations of

unequal periods is, that the same fields of the good and inferior

land cannot be systematically kept going together, or cultivated

with the same crops in the same year ; and it may therefore

happen that the farthest-off fields from the steading may all be in

green crops at the same time, and when this does occur the

labour of carting manure and roots is nearly doubled, whereas,
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were the rotation the same on both soils, i. e. either all the fives

or all the sixes, the green crops could be so arran2:ed as to have

one portion near the steading and another more distant from it

every yeai", and thus render the labour of carting roots and

manure more uniform throughout the whole rotation. The
situation of tlie steading, and the relative position of the fields

to one another and to the steading, must be taken into account

;

and wherever these are favourable to the adoption of a double

rotation of fives and sixes, it should be preferred, because each

of these is admirably fitted to the soil for which it is recom-

mended.
When the soil of a farm is all of a medium and inferior

quality, the five-course rotation is very commonly adopted, not

only on whinstone soils, but also on all others of a similar

quality and texture, whether situated on the granitic, gneiss,

greywacke, or sandstone formations. This is especially the case

in all inland districts where there are no conveniences for trans-

porting or sending potatoes to a good market. So general-

indeed is the five-course rotation in many of the border counties,

and the cultivation of turnips as the only green crop, that even

on very large farms there are seldom any more potatoes grown

than what is required for the use of the farmer's family and

servants. The five-course, as pursued in these districts, con-

sists of, 1st, turnips ; 2nd, barley and Avheat
;
3rd, grass partl}^

mown once
;
4th, grass all pastured ; and 5th, oats. From this

arrangement it will be seen that two-fifths of the land are in corn,

two-fifths in grass, and one-fifth in turnips, and consequently

that much of the rent-paying revenue of the farm must be raised

from the rearing or fattening of sheep and cattle. The rotation

is however a very economical one, because it requires little horse

and hand labour, in consequence of the small proportion of green

crop, and this all of one kind, which is worked at a season of

the year, from March to June, when a great deal of work can l>e

expeditiously performed, and also because one-fifth only of the

land is dunged annually. There are thus three years of restorative

treatment, and only two of an exhausting nature.

The management of the crops on a farm, cultivated according to

the foregoing rotation, is very systematic and easy, and the results

are exceedingly uniform, unless so far as they are affected by the

nature of the seasons. The force required for ploughing, har-

rowing, carting, &c., does not exceed one man and two horses

to every 90 acres where the land is moderately level, or

where it is steep to every 70 acres. Besides a man and pair of

horses to every 80 acres on an average, there will be required on
a large farm a steward, a shepherd with a boy to assist him,
and one woman or boy to every 8 or 10 acres of turnips, paid
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at the rate of 1^/. per hour for hoein;^ and pulling turnips,

spreading manure, weeding, and assisting at the threshing

machine. In harvest an additional force is required, and the

wages are then paid either by the day, week, acre, or so much
per shock of 12 to 14 sheaves, and in some cases the reapers

get so much for the whole harvest.

Having now given a general outline of the five-course, or

Northumberland rotation, as practised on the light soils in the

north of England and in Scotland, I shall sliortly describe

the details connected with the management and cultivation of

each crop ; and as turnips are the keystone of the system, will

take this crop first in order.

Cultivation of Tui'nips on Light Soils, situated in a Moist
Climate.—The land, an oat stubble, is ploughed in winter as

deeply as the staple of the soil will admit of. In spring, April
generally, it is cross-ploughed, and allowed to lie for a fortnight

;

after which, if the weather is dry, it is thoroughly liarrowed,

then rolled, and harrowed again. These operations reduce the

soil to a fine tilth, and if only moderately foul the whole of

the couch-grass will be lying on the surface, and can be easily

picked off. If common turnips are to be sown, the land should

receive another ploughing in May and be harrowed and rolled

as before, and if any foulness have been left after the first

working it will now be perfectly extirpated. When the land is

very clean at first the cross-ploughing may be delayed till May,
and one furrow and the necessary harrowing and rolling will

thus be quite sufficient to prepare it for being drilled. On the

other hand, when very foul, two cross-ploughings, two grubbings,

and the requisite amount of harrowing and rolling, will be re-

quired ; but the amount of work is entirely regulated by the

state of the land, and is greater or less according as the land is

full of, or free from, couch-grass, which is the principal pest of

light-land farms. This weed must be got rid of, whatever may be

the amount of labour required for the purpose, as this is the

only opportunity in a five-course rotation of making the land

clean, and of course the success of the other crops depends greatly

upon the cultivation which the land receives in preparing it for

green crops.

As a general rule, land, however clean it may be, cannot be

brought into a proper state for commencing to sow turnips on
under two cross-ploughings, or, at the very least, one cross-

ploughing and one grubbing ; but in all districts where the

climate is not too dry, a double cross-ploughing in spring is to

be preferred, because it not only gives a more thorough cultiva-

tion to the soil than is attained by the use of the grubber or

cultivator, but it also exposes the particles of soil more com-
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pletcly to the fertilizing and sweetening influences of the atmo-

sphere. On the contrary, all soils situated in an arid climate

should be entirely worked by the grubber, harrow, and roller

in spring, in order to retain the moisture, and thus secure a good

braird of turnip plants. Whatever may be the mode adopted in

preparing land for turnips, it is highly desirable to have it com-

pleted about ten days before commencing to sotv, and the land

should be left as smooth as possible in order to encourage a

thick growth of annual weeds, which, being destroyed by the

operation of drilling or ridging, tlius renders the after cultivation

of the crop a much more expeditious and effective process. The
best of the land should be first prepared in order to be ready in

time for sowing swedes, and the more inferior fields left last to

be sown with the different kinds of common turnip. About the

20th of May is the best time to commence sowing the former on
liglit land to the north of the Humber, and the operation should

be finished not later than the first week of June. The sowing
of the common sorts follows, and should be completed by the

20th of June—the whole period of sowing turnips thus ex-

tending to four weeks.

The operation oi drilling or ridging is the next process in turnip-

sowing. This is generally performed by a double-moulded plough,

but it can also be perfectly well accomplished by the common
plough. In the former case the ploughman commences at the

furtliest side of the field, and as soon as he has got a dozen drills

made the carts bring forward the manure, which is hauled out in

a continuous line of small heaps along every three drills. A boy
leads the horse steadily and slowly without stopping, and a man
pulls out the manure as regularly as possible, which is spread
evenly in the bottom of the drills, and from two to three cwts.

of guano and dissolved bones sown broadcast above it. Some
farmers, however, prefer sowing the artificial manure in a lineal

direction, so as to fall immediately on the top of the farmyard
dung. When these operations have been completed over six or

eight drills, another plough is set to work to split the drills and
cover up the manure, and as soon as these are sufficiently dry the

turnip-sower follows and deposits the seed in continuous lines

along the tops of the drills, and about an inch below the surface.

When the weather is very dry the seed should be sown rather

deeply, and if damp or rainy as near the surface as possible.

The reason for so doing is, that in dry weather the seed by bein
sown deep is nearer the moist manure, and away from the influ-

ence of sun and wind, and thus vegetates readily ; while in damp
weather, by being near the surface, it is less liable to be baked
over with a thick crust of earth. When the drills or ridges are

formed by the common plough, it is necessary first to make a
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dozen drills or so, then get on the dung, and, when the first

three drills are spread, the plough, or ploughs, split them in

going one way, and form new drills when returning—thus

working round and round every twelve drills, while at the same
time the manuring and spreading is going on within the last-

opened and tlie last-covered ones. In order to make the several

operations of drilling, splitting, and sowing simultaneous, it is

necessary to have four ploughs working after each other, by
which means there are four new drills opened every hout, and as

many split ; and as the turnip-sower is made to cover two drills

at once, the whole process goes on with the regularity of a piece

of machinery, provided there is a sufficient force of carts,

manure fillers, and spreaders, to carry on the other portions of

the work. It is only, however, on farms of not less than 480
acres that these operations can be carried on on such a syste-

matic and extensive scale ; and with such a force as that described

above 8 acres of land could easily be drilled, manured, and

sown every day. On smaller farms, where two ploughs only can

be kept at work, the sowing of the seed is necessarily inter-

rupted. Upon a farm of 480 acres there will generally be six

pairs of horses and an odd horse for extra work. There will

also be a steward, six ploughmen, one shepherd who sometimes

assists in filling manure, two labourers, two boys, and twelve

female workers. The arrangement will show at a glance the

disposition of the forces and the amount of work performed in

sowing turnips, supposing the manure to have been stored pre-

viously on the highest part of the field, so as to be convenient for

being carted.

4 men and 8 horses making: and splitting drills.

2 ,, and 4 carting and hauling out manure.

3 ,,
filling manure.

2 boys leading horses.

8 women spreading manure.

2 ,, sowing artificial manure.'

1 man and 1 horse sowing the seed,

Total . 22 workers and 13 horses finish 8 acres of turnip-sowing daily.

On very hilly farms it is found that the common practice of

laying manure in drills directly from the cart is attended by a

very serious disadvantage, viz., the treading and slipping of the

horses' feet, either in going up or down with the laden carts,

are apt to injure the raised portions of the drills so much as

sometimes to obliterate them entirely, so that there is no hollow

part in which to deposit the manure. To obviate this difficulty

several plans have been adopted— eitlier the manure is laid on in

winter, and ploughed under the stubble-furrow, or it is laid down
n small heaps on the surface and carried to the drills during the
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operations of making them. The former method need not be

detailed, but it may be mentioned in passing that farmyard

manure laid on in winter will seldom, in a moist climate, pro-

duce so good a crop of turnips as when laid in drills immediately

under the seed ; and if the former plan be adopted, it is necessary

U) apply guano or other light man\ne at sowing time, in order to

give the young plants a quick and vigorous start. The plan,

which consists in laying down the manure in heaps on the sur-

face, before commencing to make the ridges, is accomplished in

the following manner :—The field to be operated on is laid off

in ()-yard stctches by a single slight marking with a common
plough, one man lifting and setting the guide poles, and another

with a plough and pair of horses making the furrows. The
dung is then laid down in heaps along these furrows at 6 yards

distance from each other. The ploughs then commence opera-

tions on the further side of the field, and the spreadei's carry the

manure forward and deposit it in the bottoms of the drills as

fast as they are opened, and these are then split and the work
goes on exactly in the manner described in a former paragraph.

Supposing the length of the field to be 360 yards, then each

stetch of 6 yards broad will contain 60 heaps of manure ; and if

four ploughs are at work, these eight spreaders, having 7i heaps,

will be required to deposit the dung. There is no practical

difficulty in carrying out this plan, and little or no additional ex-

pense is incurred ; care must be taken, however, that the spreaders

do their duty, so as to have the whole line of heaps on each stetch

removed and deposited in the drills before the ploughs come
forward to them. The manure requires also to be rather long

and rank, otherwise it will be very difficult to lift ; and if very

short and well made, an additional force of spreaders should be
placed on the work, so as to have it well done. Two great ad-

vantages, however, are derived from adopting this plan on hilly

land. In the first place the raised drills are neither disturbed

nor consolidated by the treading of the horses' feet and the

weight of the carts, while, in tlie second place, the manure is

completely covered up as soon as it is spread.

VVhen special manures only are used for the turnip -crop, the

common plan is to make the drills rather shallower than when
farmyard dung is employed, and to sow these along the bottoms
of the drills by hand ; but many good farmers prefer broad-

casting, as being more expeditious and better adapted for

diffusing the manure through the soil. More recently an opinion

is gaining ground that it is wrong to make shallow drills for

such quick and powerful manures as guano and superphosphate
of lime, for it has been proved by a number of well-authenti-

cated experiments, that these may be applied with perfect success
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in drills of the ordinary depth. The braird is not so quick, but
the pLants are more robust afterwards, and carry on their growth
with greater vigour in autumn. With regard to bones, it has

been found that they produce the best crops on light land when
lying closely together in the drills and rather near the surface,

by which moans their decomposition is greatly hastened. '1 hey

are consequently either dibbled by a machine called a plumper,

or sown in shallow drills by the hand. When deposited by a

machine which sows the turnip-seed above, some farmers only

ridge once ; but a double ridging is always preferable, as loosening

the soil more effectually and producing a far better crop.

Since the general introduction and use of these special manures
in turnip husbandry, there is a much greater variety in the modes
of applying farmyard dung. Some farmers prefer to lay on the

latter in a full dose as far as tlie yards and boxes will afford,

and to use special manures only when these have been emptied.

Others, again, calculate the amount of manure which their farms

will supply, and distribute this over the whole green-crop break,

however thinly, and apply special manures along with it by way
of supplement. This is undoubtedly the best plan wherever the

land is not too steep or too distant from the farmyard ; but where
any portion of the turnip-irm/i is high-lying, the former mode is

practically the most convenient, the farm-yard dung being laid

on the nearest fields, and the purchased manures applied to those

further off. Whenever the turnip crop is raised by these manures
alone upon high-lying or distant fields, a large proportion of it

should be consumed on the spot, and a smaller proportion left on

those fields which have been dunged from the courts and boxes.

By adopting tliis plan on a hilly farm, labour will be lessened,

and an equality of fertility maintained over the whole of it.

The summer management of the turnip crop, on such soils as

we have been treating of in this section, consists in drill-hoeing

between the rows as soon as the plants are in the rough leaf,

then hand-hoeing or singling these to distances varying from 9
inches to a foot. A second hoeing is given some time after

this, after which the plants, now beginning to bulb, are again

hand-hoed and weeded ; and a third hoeing finishes the culti-

vation of the crop. From two to three women are calculated

to single an acre of turnips in a day of ten hours, and the same
number will do two acres at the second hoeing.

Second Year.— Cultivation of the Barleg Crop.—The land

should always be ploughed as soon after the turnips are con-

sumed as can be conveniently accomplished, for the purpose of

preserving tlie teath or droppings of the sheep from being wasted

by the air or washed off by rains. The furrow-slice should be

as thin and shallow as possible, in order to keep the manure
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near the surface. Very early ])lougliing is not considered

advantageous to the succeeding crop of barley, as the land is apt

to become hardened by long exposure to the drenching rains of

winter and the droughts of spring. To avoid this casualty, some
good farmers only half plough or rafter the early-fed land,

then harrow it thoroughly in spring, and plougii it into broad

stetches. Those who adopt the former method of clean-ploughing

at first, and sowing on the stale or winter furrow, contend that a

better quality of grain, and as much of it, are obtained than

when the land is softened by a spring-ploughing ; while on the

contrarv, those who practise the latter mode say, that a spring-

ploughing for barley is a better preparation for the subsequent

crop of grass. Both parties, however, agree that those portions

of the land which are folded and ploughed in spring, produce a

better crop than where these operations have been performed

early in winter. Another and a very good plan is to plough in

winter, scarifv or grub the land in spring, and then drill the seed

with a maciiine ; or the seed may be sown on the winter furrow

and then grubbed in. In either case a good tilth is obtained,

while at the same time, if the weather be droughty at the time

of sowing, the use of the grubber does not open up or dry the

land so much as a clean ploughing. When the seed is drilled,

8 or 10 pecks are sown ; and when scattered broadcast, from 3 to

4 bushels are employed ; and the produce will average on a

farm of medium quality of light land about 36 bushels per acre.

Grass seeds, consisting of perennial ryegrass, white and yellow

clovers, and sometimes a little cow-grass, are sown broadcast on
the surface after the barley has been harrowed in and a good
tilth obtained. It is a good plan to roll the land quite smooth
before small seeds, and to harrow with light harrows made for

the purpose. Tlie quantities of grass and clover seeds usually

sown to an acre are 1 to n bushel of ryegrass, 4 lbs. of white

clover, and 4 lbs. of yellow clover, for slieep pasture ; and for

cattle, the same quantity of ryegrass, with 5 lbs. of white clover

and 3 to 4 lbs. of cow-grass.

Third and Fourth Years.— Grass.—A portion of the first

year's grass on the best portions of the land is reserved for

cutting glass and hay, and the remainder, with all the second
year's grass, is pastured by sheep or cattle, or both. Where
sheep only are kept, the breeding ewes and young lambs are

put on the first year's grass, as being better for milk ; and the
rearing stock, consisting of hoggets, is pastured on the second
year's grass. Where cattle and sheep both are kept, the former
occupy the better portions, and the latter the higher and more
inferior fields. Six ewes with their lambs consume 2 acres of
grass, or 10 hoggets, or 1 two-year-old ox. Upon a farm of
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480 acres, farmed on the five-course shift, there will be 192
acres of grass. About 40 acres of the first year's grass are cut

once for hay and soiling, and about 150 acres pastured throughout

the season. VV here a breeding stock of ewes are kept, but no
cattle in summer, there will be grass for 240 ewes with their

lambs, and for 320 hoggets. The after-grass of the hay is

reserved for weaning the lambs on. The hoggets are put early

on turnips, and fed off before New Year. From this it will be

seen that the saleable produce from the flock of sheep consists

of 5C)0 fleeces and 320 fat sheep. Two or three score of the

best of the ewe hoggets are generally retained for breeding, but

as a corresponding number of old fat ewes go off, the results will

not be greatly different, although in our calculations we should

suppose the whole of the hoggets to be sold fat at New Year.

The stock of sheep at 1st October will consist of 240 ewes, 320
lambs weaned, and 320 hoggets ready to be put on turnips.

Fifth Year.— Oats.—This crop, which is sown after two-year-

old lea, completes the rotation. The lea is ploughed from

Christmas to the middle of February, and on very soft soils the

press-roller is employed to consolidate the land and bury the

sods more effectually. The seed is sown broadcast, about the

middle or end of March, and covered by five or six strokes of

the harrows, given in different directions, i.e., twice by the ridge,

twice transversely or obliquely, and once or twice by the ridge

again. The quantity of seed employed varies from 4 to 5 bushels

per acre, and the produce from 5 to 6 quarters in average seasons.

The annual produce and money value of a farm of 480 acres

of light land, farmed on the five-course rotation, is nearly as

follows. The turnip crop is supposed to be consumed one-half

in-doors by cattle, and one-half in the fields by sheep :

—

96 acres of turnips at 4?. per acre £384 0 0

9C ,, barley, 384 qrs. sold, or 4 qrs. per acre, after

deducting seed, 26s 499 4 0

150 ,, pasture grass, at 40s 300 0 0

42 ,, hay and cutting grass, at 80s 168 0 0

96 ,, oats at 5i qrs. per acre, after deducting seed,

or 528 quarters, at 20s 528 0 0
480

Total £1879 4 0

Credit is here given for the entire produce of the farm, both

tis regards stock and corn sold off, and also for the grass, corn,

and hay consumed by horses. We shall therefore place the whole

of the expenses against the produce, premising, however, that

90/. is the cost of paying and maintaining one man and a pair

of horses for a year. This sum includes deteriorated value of

horses, estimated at 3/. eacli annually, also smiths, saddlers, and

joiners' work in repairing ploughs, harness, carts, &c.
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Six pairs of horses and six plougliincn, at 90/. . . . £540 0 0

One steward or overseer 40 0 0

One shepherd 30 0 0

One cattle-man 30 0 0

Two lads _
. . 30 0 0

Female w orkers' wages tor spreading manure, hoeing and

pulling turnips, &c. ^ ^

Reaping 192 acres of corn, at 8s. . ...... 76 U> 0

Seeds jjurchased—clover, rye-grass, and turnip-seed
. ^2 ,^

^

Ten tons of guano, or an equivalent 97 10

Rent and taxes, 480 acres at 30s 720 0 0

Interest on capital and tenants' profit 214 18 0

£1879 4 0

On a farm of this description the quantity of manure made

annually depends entirely on the proportion of turnips drawn off

and consumed along with the straw. Where one-hall' of the crop

is so consumed, the manure-making materials will be as follow :

—

Tons. Cwts.

96 acres of barley, at 22^ cwts. straw jjcr acre, give : 107 15

96 „ oats, at 27^ ,, „ . . 132 0

30 „ hay, at 25"
., „ . . 37 10

12 „ grass soiled, at 100 ., ,. . . 60 0

48 ,, turnips, at 15 tons ,, . . 720 0

Total 1056 15

The consumption of these materials by cattle and horses, to

Avhich may be added the corn consumed by the latter, which
will amount to about 35 cwts. for each horse, or about 23 tons

for 13 horses, will produce 866 tons of manure, which will

furnish 9 tons per acre for the whole turnip crop ; and with the

aid of 2 cwts. of guano or its equivalent, the produce may be
safely calculated at 15 tons of roots per acre. By using oilcake

in feeding both cattle and sheep there will be no direct gain,

but the dung will be far richer, better crops will be the con-

sequence, which will by-and-bye tell upon the manure heap,

and instead of having only 9 tons per acre to apply to the turnip

crop, the quantity may be raised to 15 tons per acre, and then

the farm may be said to be almost self-supporting. If we can

grow 20 tons of roots and 30 cwts. of straw per acre, instead of

15 tons and 25 cwts. respectively, and also increase the clover

crop in a corresponding ratio, the amount of manure-making
materials on a farm of 480 acres would be raised to 1365 tons,

which would yield, when consumed as food and litter, 1092 tons

of dung, or more than 11 tons for every acre of green crop on the

farm. A geiierous outlay should be made in the first place for

extra manure, which, by forcing a bulky crop of turnips, affords

the means of enlarging the dung-heap ; and this, again, being
applied to the next crop, is itself productive of a still further

increase; so that really the first outlay for extra manure is not

VOL. XV. 1
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swallowed up by the crop to which it is applied, but appears
year after year in the farmyard dung made from the additional

bulk of straw and roots originally produced.
The evil in the five-course rotation is, on some soils, the pre-

valence of fingers and toes in the turnip crop : to obviate this, two
modes may be adopted ;—either the land must be limed every
second rotation, or the rotation itself must be changed. The
former plan is not always successful in curing the evil, although,

as is generally admitted, it will be greatly mitigated thereby.

The second mode is more effectual, but, as materially changing
the rotation of a farm is attended by great inconvenience, it is

not often adopted. The writer has succeeded in completely
preventing the disease by occasionally breaking up the grass

fields after they have lain only one year, and taking a crop of

potatoes instead of a second year's pasture: thus, 1st, grass

pasture; 2nd, potatoes; 3rd, either wheat or oats; 4th, turnips;

5th, barley. Tlie farm-yard manure which would otherwise
be applied to the turnip crop is laid on for potatoes, and the

turnip crop can be grown by artificial manure
;

say, 2 cwts. of

guano and 8 bushels of bones, producing a far better and
sounder crop than those fields where the ordinary management
of manuring had been observed. On many thin soils, long

farmed in fives, potatoes have probably never been grown in the

memory of man ; and this crop being new to the soil, a very

good produce is obtained of a very superior quality, and, from the

dryness and soundness of the soil, generally very free from
disease. By interpolating a potato crop into a five-course in

this way, both the turnip and grass crops are improved, and as

these are the restorers of fertility, the general good effect is

greatly increased. The same plan can be adopted on thin land

farmed in a six-course, by taking potatoes after the second

year's pasture.; and, as in this case there is generally a con-

siderable accumulation of sods or vegetable matter, large crops

can be raised with a small amount of manure. Of course, it is

not meant that upon a large farm of 500 acres, or so, the whole
of the grass would be broken up after having lain one year and

be cro])ped with potatoes, because this would occasion great

disturbance in the general economy of the farm ; but 20 or 25
acres could be so treated every year on such fields as had mani-

fested a tendency to produce fingers and toes in the turnip crop.

Wherever there is a market for the sale of potatoes this plan is

well worthy of being adopted, as the crop itself will generally be

remunortitive, and sometimes extraordinary
;
so, at the same time,

the additional outlay for artificial manures is exceedingly trifling,

when compared with the advantages derived both by the tarnips

and grass crops from thus varying the crops of the rotation.
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The Norfolk five-course sliift is not materially different from

that which is known as the Northumberland rotation. In the

former county wheat is better adapted to the climate than oats,

and hence we find the former taking the place of the latter after

two years' grass, while the other croj)s are exactly the same. This

rotation is not, however, so well adapted to dry soils situated in

an arid climate as it is for those where there is jilenty of moisture

in the air. In the former case the drought burns up the pasture,

vegetation is checked, and no accumulation of vegetable matter

takes place in the soil ; in the latter, the constant dampness of the

air keeps the grass green and growing, however bare it may be

cropj)ed ; and the formation of root-fibres beneath the surface

never being checked, the soil, after two years' pasture, wlien

ploughed up, presents a close network of vegetable fibres, whose
subsequent decomposition not only fertilises the soil but renders

it more attractive and retentive of moisture. The light lands on

the Norfolk sands do not improve in anything like the same
ratio by pasturage as those of the west of England or Scotland.

Thus the sand land of Cheshire, which is very similar to that of

Norfolk, and is also found resting upon marl as in Norfolk,

forms excellent grazing ground for dairy-cows
;
whereas, in the

eastern county, any attempt to convert this kind of land to the

same purpose would be ruinously abortive. Hence it is the dif-

ference of climate that has made the one a corn and root district,

while the other is mostly in grass. It may be asked why a

county like Norfolk, producing unimpeachable crops of turnips,

and enriched thereby, should only yield a small growth of pasture

grass, which is also considered by some to be rather exhausting

to the soil than otherwise ? The solution of the anomaly is to

be found in the fact that the turnip plant, when well manured,
rapidly developes a large area of leaves, which collect moisture

from the dews and morning mists even of a very dry atmo-
sphere, and store it up for use during the heat of the day ;

whereas the short spikelets of rye-grass and the small leaves of

the white clover not only collect a much smaller quantity of

moisture, but it is also much more rapidly evaporated than it is

Irom the leaves of the turnip or mangold wurzel. The practice

of agriculture on the light soils of Norfolk is plainly the result

of natural causes operating for generations in the observations

and experience of her farmers, and hence has arisen the four-

course, or Norfolk system of husbandry, so well known as to be
familiar to every farmer, however limited his researches may
have been into the agricultural literature of this county.

The Norfolk farmer wages a continual war with the natural

disadvantages of the climate : his rotation is, 1st, turnips,

heavily manured
; 2nd, barley

; 3rd, clover
;
4th, wheat. Half

I 2
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the turnips arc consumed on the soil and the other half in the

house ; but in addition to this, the cattle receive on an average

about 8 lbs. of oilcake per day ; and although the profit of this

system is not to be obtained from the cattle, it is found in the

richness of the manure, without which good crops of wheat,

barley, and clover could not be got in Norfolk. Tlie turnip crop

is at first a losing crop ; but being the principal manure maker,
this loss is paid back with interest by the succeeding crops, just

in proportion to the care, attention, and liberal cultivation be-

stowed on it. Other things being equal, a large crop of turnips

is looked upon as the sure harbinger of a sequence of good corn

and clover crops during the remainder of the rotation.

The four-course rotation has, however, its evils, especially

when applied to light soils, for both the turnip crops and clover

crops are repeated too closely. Marling has assisted the turnips,

but for the clover there is no help except in the substitution of

another crop, or in lengthening out the rotation by a new sequence

of crops. Tlie six-course might be advantageously tried, or

clover, wheat, mang(jld, oats, turnips, barley. By the four-course

a fourth of the land requires to be dunged annually, but on the

six-course one-third must be manured ; the latter is, however, a

more manure-making rotation, for we have one-third of the land

in roots, one-sixth only in clover, and one-half in corn, and in addi-

tion the turnips and clover crops would be greatly improved. The
two rotations, say, in a 480-acre farm, may be contrasted thus :

—

Four- Course. Xoni.

120 acres of turnips, 15 tons per acre, one-half drawn homo . 900
120 ,, barley, 2-21 cu ts, of straw 135

40 ,, clover mown, 30 cwt 90
120 ,, wheat, 25 cwt 150

Total 1275

Allowing 50 tons of straw for litter and fodder to horses, this

leaves 235 tons for fodder and litter to cattle, or 1 ton of straw

to every 3 tons 17 cwts. of roots nearly.

Six- Course. T^ng

40 acres turnips, consumed in-doors, 18 tons per acre . . . 720

40 ,, ditto consumed in ttie field

SO ,, Ijarley, straw 25 cwts. per acre 100

30 ,, clover, straw 40 cwts. „ GO

10 ,, ditto, soiled, straw 100 cwts. per acre 80

40 ditto, fed oti"

SO wheat, straw 27^ cwts. ])er acre 110

20 ,, vetches, sown at diH'ereiit times, and fed olf ,

20 ,, ])artridge i)eas, straw 30 cwts 30

40 „ mangold, 20 tons per acre 800

80 ,, oats or wheat, 27^ cwts. per acre 1 10

ToUd 2010
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Allowing 50 tons of straw, as before, for fodder and litter to

horses, there remain 300 tons of straw to be consumed alonf?

with 1520 tons of roots, or 1 t(m of straw to every 5 tons of roots,

or 20 lbs. of the one to 100 lbs. of the other, which is sufficient

with care and attention. The duns: made from these materials

will be nearly 1350 tons ; and if to tliis we add that of the horses,

estimated at 8 tons each for 12 horses = 96 tons, the whole

amount will be 1 44G tons, or upwards of 2000 cubic yards.

Comparing the money-value of the two systems, the result

will stand thus :—

•

Four- Course Rotation.

120 tons of turnips, after deducting seed, 4/. per acre £480 0 0

I'iO acres oC barley, at 4 qrs. per acre, 480 qrs. . . G3'J 0 0

40 ,, hay and for soilin<r, at 5/ 200 0 0

60 „ fed oti; 2/. . .

" 120 0 0

120 ,, wheat, 3i qrs., after deducting seed, at 45s. 877 10 0

£2309 10 0

Six- Course.

£384
80

1}
barley, at qrs. 3G0 qrs. 2Cs. 468

40
J) hay and soiling, 6/. 10s. Ad. 2()0

40
»)

120
80

)

»

wheat, 31 qrs. 280 qrs, 45s. 630
40 mangold, at hi. 10s 220
20

'J
100

20
)i

pease, at 3 qrs. per acre, 60 qrs.

90
80

?)
oats, 5^ qrs. 440 qrs. at 20s. , 440

£2712

No one who has tried the two systems will think that the com-
parison made above is too favourable to the six-course rotation.

It is possible that the produce may be estimated too high in

both ciises, but the relative proportions will be found on trial to

be tolerably correct. The great merits of the six-course are its

giving greater scope for making manure, and consequently a

greater fertility of soil, together with the longer period between
the crops of turnips and of clover, thus avoiding fingers and toes

in the former and sickness in the latter. The expense of culti-

vation is not greatly different, as in both cases we have the same
number of acres in root crops.

The cultivation of the different crops on sandy land need not

be detailed at any great length here, as these may be gathered

from what has already been said when treating of chalky and
whinstone soils. A few words, therefore, on each of the divisions

will be sufficient.

Turnip Crop.—On these sandy soils the greatest enemy we
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have to contend with is drought, and every means should there-

fore be taken to retain the moisture. If the land intended for

turnips is foul, it should be scarified after the grain crop is

removed, then well harrowed, and the stubble and couch carted

off and mixed with fermenting dung, which may be afterwards

applied to the turnip crop. The land is then ploughed about 5

inches deep and left till spring, when it is cross-ploughed,

harrowed, rolled, and further cleaned. All future cultivation

before sowing should be done with a grubber, in order to prevent

evaporation, which would be otherwise very rapid if the soil

were turned over by the plough. The seed is then sown on the

jBat, in-20 inch rows, along with, but not in contact with, a

mixture of guano and dissolved bones, taking the precaution,

however, to have a sprinkling of earth between the manure and
seed. When a sufficiency of farmyard manure cannot be got

to lay on the land in winter, the best plan to adopt is to have

it very well made, and to plough it down and mix thoroughly

with the soil before sowing ; and in order to keep out the drought

the land should be harrowed with light harrows and rolled as

the ploughing proceeds. The seed and light manure are then

sown as before. When it is desired to have all the manure in

rows under the seed, the following plan may be adopted :—The
dung is laid down in small heaps in parallel rows in the direc-

tion in which the land is to be ploughed. Two ploughs start

to work on one side of the field, and the manure is placed in

the open furrow behind the first plough, and this is covered

by the second one. The turnip sower goes behind, having a

coulter only on the offside, and set so as to drill the seed and light

manure exactly above the farmyard dung already placed in the

furrow, and which has been covered up by the second plough.

If the turnip-sower does not sow both seed and light manure at

the same time, the latter can be sown by the hand above the

dung. By this mode the land is ploughed, manured, and sown
simultaneously, and the plants when up will stand in rows equal

to tlie breadth of two furrows, or from 18 to 20 inches. It is

more adapted for small farms than for large ones. The after

management of the turnip crop need not be further detailed,

and we need only add that on all sandy soils where the fine

particles are apt to blow about with the wind and stick amongst
the leaves of the turnips, and thus be inadvertently eaten by

sheep, the best way is to pull the whole crop, top and tail them,

place that portion to be consumed on the land in two cartload-

heaps, cover with straw, and then with a slight covering of earth,

leaving, however, a small funnel at top and bottom to prevent

heating. This can be easily done by drawing out a wisp of the

straw.
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Barley Crop.—As fast as the land is teathod, it is lightly

ploughed into 12-yard stetches, and in spring it is grubbed or

scarified to mix the teatli thoroughly with the soil. The seed is

then drilled a(;ross or in the line of the first ploughing at the

rate of 2^ to 3 bushels per acre, then harrowed lightly, tlie seeds

sown broadcast, and covered by one turn of a set of grass-seed

harrows. Another mode of cultivation very suitable for liglit

soils is to scarify the land instead of ploughing it after the fold,

then to plough and press-roll it in spring, sowing the seed at the

same time by a machine attached to and drawn by the axle of

the presser ; or where such an apparatus is not attached, the seed

may be sown broadcast, and as the greater proportion of it falls

into the channels made by the presser-wheels, the young plants

will come up in rows the same as if the seed had been drilled in.

When the crop is ripe the usual way in the south is to mow
it with the scythe, but in the north it is thought much more
satisfactory to bind it into sheaves and set these up in stooks.

There is thus less chance of sprout and more conveniency for

carting, stacking, and threshing.

The subsequent clover crop is partly mown and partly fed off.

If there be plenty of litter through the summer, a large proportion

of the crop may be consumed in-doors by cattle, so as to increase

the manure heap, and the remainder fed off; but those propor-

tions will be regulated by the conveniences which each farmer

has in respect to accommodation and litter.

Wheat Crop.—That portion of the land where the clover has

been mown off should be manured with 8 to 10 cartloads of

dung per acre after harvest, and the whole clover break should

then be ploughed and press-rolled, and sown exactly as in the

case of the barley crop. Light land should not be much or

deeply ploughed, and one ploughing followed by a heavy press-

roller will make a finer and mellower seed-bed than can be at-

tained in any other way. The rows of wheat should be skim-hoed
in spring, and when the crop is ripe it may be either mown or
reaped, but in either case bound up in sheaves and placed in

stooks of 12 to 14 sheaves each, and when dry carried to the
yard and stacked in round stacks, as in the north of England and
Scotland. A round stack is more convenient for building and
pitching than the square or oblong one, because the builder is

always within reach of a sheaf pitched to the middle of the stack,

and at the same time always at equal distances from it, while
the man who pitches has a shorter distance to throw the sheaves
than on an oblong or square rick. This completes the work of
the four-course rotation, but if sixes be adopted then a mixed
crop of mangold, vetches, potatoes, or peas follows the wheat
crop.
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Mangold Crop.—Tlie land is scarified after harvest, and then

prepared the same as for turnips. If dunj^jed in winter, the

inanffold-secd is dibbled in April, in 27-inch rows, and from 12
to 13 inches apart in a lineal direction, at the rate of 7 lbs. to the

acre. If the land is dunged at sowing-time the farmyard

dung should be ploughed under every third furrow, and the seed

should be dibbled above it. When artificial manures are super-

added, they may, in the case of the land being dunged on the

stubble, be dibbled under the seed by making a hole with a gar-

dener's trowel, throwing in a pintful of guano, dissolved bones,

and fine mould, mixed together, then a little earth, and placing

2 or 3 seeds above it, and lightly covering it and pressing the

surface down with the foot. This is a tedious process, but it

produces the best crop. In those cases where the whole of the

manure is applied at sowing-time, the farmyard dung should be
very small, made so that it may not keep the soil too open and
thus admit the drought. It is ploughed under the third furrow,

and so also is the artificial manure, which is sown above the dung
by the hand. The seed is then dibbled exactly above the manure
about an inch from the surface, and the land should then be
rolled to compress the surface and keep out the drought. The
young plants when up are singled by the hand, and all blanks

filled up by dibbling tlie young plants as soon as they are drawn.

When the crop is matured the roots are pulled, denuded of their

leaves, and stored partly in clamps or banks in the field to be

consumed by sheep, or carted home, and housed or stored between

parallel rows of hurdles thatched above and also at the sides and
ends to keep out rain and frost. The leaves are given to store

sheep, milch cows, or young cattle. The roots stored in the

field are sliced down and given to sheep along with bean meal,

which prevents scouring.

Vetches and Rye.—This crop should be sown partly before

winter and partly in spring, at five or six different sowings, so

that there may be a succession of green food, which may either

l)e ate off or consumed in the house. It should always be sown
on the cleanest of the land, and, unless the land be quite free

from couch, it should not be sown with vetches at all. To
insure a good crop, a mixture of guano and superphosphate

should be drilled in along with, but not in close contact with,

the seed, as all leguminous seeds are easily injured by pungent
manures. The best way probably, in sowing spring vetches,

is to plough the land in winter with a close, neat furrow, then

harrow down in spring, sow the special manures broadcast, grub

in, and then drill the seed at eight inches. Winter vetches

should receive a dose of well-made farm-yard dung to carry

them pretty vigorous through the winter and to insure an early
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crop in sprinfr. As soon as tlio earliest portions of the crop are

fed off or mown the land should be scarified and sown with

rape or mustard for further keep for sheep ; and if both the vetch

and subsequent crop be ate off by sheep the land will be so

enriched as to be able to grow a crop of wheat—the second

during the rotation.

Potato Crop.—This crop is seldom grown in Norfolk, but in

many sandy districts may be cultivated very profitably. The best

mode of doing so in these dry sandy soils is as follows :—The
land is ploughed and half dunged in winter, cross-ploughed and

worked fine early in spring, then laid off into bh or 6 yard

stctches by single furrow lines
;
along these lines a half manuring,

say 6 tons of manure, are deposited in small heaps. The land is

then ploughed, and the dung and potato sets placed in every

third furrow. Three ploughs work after each other, 4 women,
having each an equal length of land, place the sets, and an equal

number, similarly placed, carry the manure from the heaps and
spread it above. The next bout of the ploughs covers all up,

and so the work proceeds with great regularity and expedition.

About a week before the plants are expected to come to the

surface the land is well harrowed, which loosens and kills all

surface weeds. The subsequent working consists in horse-hoeing,

hand-hoeing, and earthing up.

Pea Crop.—The cultivation of peas need not be particularised

here, as it consists in preparing the land as for vetches, and.

drilling the seed in 16-inch rows. As soon as the crop is

removed the land should be scarified and cleaned.

Oats.—If oats follow any part of the land after mangold,
potatoes, or peas, it is best to sow them after the latter. The
cultivation is the same as for barley, and the best sorts to sow
upon light sandy land in an arid climate are what are called

common or late oats by Scotch farmers. The best of these is

the late Angus variety, which yields a large bulk of straw and
has a large and rather coarse grain, very well adapted for

feeding horses with. Tartarian oats are much cultivated on
the light soils of England, but we prefer the late Avhite sorts,

Avhich are less affected by drought and do not easily shed their

seeds in high winds. This grain crop completes the six-course
rotation, and, if well managed, the land will both be clean and
in good condition. When that portion of it which was in
mangold, vetches, &c., comes round for the same crops again, the
mangold should be grown in that part occupied by the vetches,

&c., and vice versa. By this means, if one half of this division
only is in mangold, this crop Avill not recur oftcner than every
twelve years upon the same portion.

It is often very difficult to change a rotation from fours to
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sixes in consequence of the arrangement of the fields, except

by a great deal of cross-cropping, which is always injurious to

the land. A four-course farmer, therefore, who wishes to take

a longer course, can more easily adopt that of eight years than

six. Thus turnips, barley, clover, wheat, may be enlarged to

barley, clover, wheat, turnips, wheat or barley, vetches, oats.

By this rotation no disturbance of the relative crops will be

occasioned—all that is necessary being to divide each field into

two, so as to have eight divisions instead of four. The breadth

of clover is greatly curtailed, but instead of it there is one divi-

sion in vetches which will supply a large amount of green food,

while at the same time the clover, from being eight years apart,

will yield nearly a half more bulk than by the four-course

rotation.

Farming on Light Peaty Soils.—These soils are mostly found
in Ireland and Scotland, and although the fens of England may
be said to be of a kindred nature, still the practice of claying

has so much altered their texture, that they do not properly come
under that description of land which forms the subject of this

essay. A fortunate combination of circumstances, aided by

engineering and agricultural skill, have made our fens the

wonder and admiration of all who have seen the immense crops

every year produced upon them. Engineering skill has com-
pletely drained the lowest levels, and agricultural enterprise

and industry have altered the texture of the land by turning it

upside down and claying the surface. The good effects of these

operations have been greatly increased by the nature of the

climate, which is so dry as to render the cultivation of wheat
not only practicable but, in some seasons, highly profitable. It

is not therefore the wheat-growing fens of England but the light

peaty soils of Ireland and Scotland to which the following re-

marks must be held to refer.

These soils are of very different qualities and texture, and
vary from a poor light brown vegetable mould to a deep, rich,

black earth. The former is the product of the decomposition

of heather bogs which have been drained, and the latter, which
is of comparatively small extent, of water-fed grasses, rushes, &c.,

and generally situated in the bottoms of valleys, at the bottoms

of hills on the primitive formations. Heather bogs, on the

contrary, are frequently found forming large tracts of rather

elevated land, such as the bog of Allen in Ireland and Moss-
Mearn or Maren in Scotland. Much of these bogs are utterly

worthless for arable cultivation, but when drained and limed

they will produce a considerable quantity of coarse grass, which
will rear young cattle and horses. Those portions which are

near the outskirts of these bogs pass into a more earthy soil,
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towards its junction witli the clayey or gravelly land of the dis-

trict. On these better portions arable cultivation becomes prac-

ticable and profitable.

Rotation for Light Peaty Soils.—The best rotation in a moist

climate is, 1st, turnips; 2nd, rye; 3rd, 4th, and 5th, grass

pastured ; and 6th, oats. Before adopting any rotation, however,

it is necessary to get the vegetable matter into an advanced state

of decomposition. The land should therefore be drained, and if

very rough with heather, pared and burnt, and then limed.

These operations will occupy a whole year—the draining in

winter, the paring and burning in summer, and the liming in

autumn. The lime and ashes being spread over the surface, the

land is plouglied rather shallow, and left till spring, when it is

cross-ploughed and worked down to a fine tilth, and afterwards

ridged up and sown with yellow turnips, manured with a mixture

of bones and superphosphate at the rate of 12 bushels of the

former and 2^ cwt. of the latter per acre. The manure should

be sown broadcast over the drills, and covered by splitting these

witli a double-mould plough. The after cultivation of the crop

need not be detailed, as it has already been noticed, and is much
the same on all kinds of light land. Two-thirds at least of the

crop should be consumed on the ground by sheep. The land is

afterwards ploughed up shallow and press-rolled, and so left

till spring, when it is sown with Tartarian, sandy, and potato

oats. Next year the crop, after the oats, should be rape and

mustard sown at different times, c.~:d manured with a mixture cf

guano and superphosphate, and fed off during the latter end of

summer and autumn. The next crop is rye, which should be
dunged with farmyard manure to supply silica for the straw, or

if a gravel or sand-pit be near, the whole surface of the land

should be laid over with it. The rye is sown eariy in spring,

and a mixture of yellow and white clover, ryegrass, Timothy, and
meadow foxtail sown along with it. The lend then remains
three years in grass, pastured every year, and wnen broken up
the six-course rotation mentioned at the beginning of this section

may be adopted. If, however, the turnip crop should at any
time show symptoms of finger and toe, it should be omitted from
the rotation for one course, and rape and mustard substituted in

its place. No subsequent liming should be given for a very

long period, because it softens the land too much and renders

it unfit for oats, which is the principal grain-crop of the rota-

tion ; and when it is deemed necessary to apply lime in order to

aid in keeping the land clean, it should be laid on in very small

doses, and immediately after the oat-crop, and when preparing
for turnips. The reason why rye is recommended as the pre-
vious crop to the grass is, that it stands well, and allows the seed
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to vegetate freely and obtain a good liold of the ground before

the crop is cut.

On black rich boggy soils tlie system of cultivation does not

materially differ from that already detailed, only we may with
safety permit the grass to lie two years only. The writer has

found by a rather long and extensive experience that grain crops

even on rich peaty soils are greatly increased in quantity and
quality by an application of farmyard manure. The opinion

that this sort of treatment would render the straw soft and liable

to fall is very prevalent, but so far as the writer's experience goes
the very opposite is the result. One instance may be mentioned
as an illustration. A piece of deep black boggy land was sown
with vetches, which were manured with dissolved bones and
guano. The crop was a poor one, having been injured by hoar-

frost in the early part of summer. After the removal of the

vetches one portion of the land was top-dressed with rotten rock

—the rough brown sand of the amygdaloid rock of the trap for-

mation—at the rate of 500 loads per acre. Another portion was
manured with twelve loads of farmyard dung, and the whole was
sown with oats. The crop, after the rotten rock, was much root-

fallen, and the straw was soft, while that after the dung was tall,

stout, and yielded nearly twice as much grain. This is not men-
tioned to disparage the use of sand or gravel on peaty soils, as

in the above case the rotten rock had too short time to act, but

to show that an application of farmyard manure, instead of

softening the straw, had the effect of making it stiffer. On such

soils, therefore, it will be found highly advantageous to grow the

turnip crop with bones and guano, eat one-half of the crop off

by sheep, then sow oats or ryegrass seeds manured with ten

tons of well-made farmyard dung. The grain crop will be a

very large one, and the land will carry an abundant growth of

grass during the two following years.

The best means of improving the texture of peaty soils is

claying, but unfortunately clay-marl is not found to any extent

anywhere except in the English fen districts. The next best

material is sharp sand or gravel, which, when laid on the surface

of grass, has the effect of causing the white clover to spring up
with renewed vigour. As sand sinks very rapidly into peaty

soils, it should never be ploughed in, but merely harrowed, and

kept as near the surface as possible. The land should therefore

be ploughed very shallow for many years after an application of

sand, in order to keep it as long as possible near the surface.
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V.

—

On Finrjcr and Toe in Root Crops. By Jamks Euckman
F.Cr.S., F.L.S., Professor of Geology and Botany, Roya

Agricultural CoUegej Cirencester.

The so-calleil disease of Finger and Toe in root crops is a

subject wliicli has for a long tims occupied the attention of those

connected with agriculture, but apparently without at all settling

the questions as to its nature and origin, as we find that up to

the present time one section of practical men hold the opinion

that the malformation of the root, which has given rise to the

designation, is caused by uneven manuring
;

anotlier, that it is

due to the presence of stones, or a want of due pulverization of
tlie soil ; whilst a tliird attributes the whole matter to attacks of

insects.

Now this discrepancy of opuilon results from a variety of

causes, the most prominent of whicii is a want of agreement as

to the nature of the matter under investigation, inasmuch as "vve

find that it is not restricted to a designation of that peculiar

branching or growing of the roots in a digitate form, from which
the term finger-and-toe is derived ; but the excrescences caused

by the bulging out of the root around the larva? of insects,

cracking and splitting of the root, and blotting or rotting of its

parts, are all somehow or another included in the category of

finger-and-toe ; and though it is possible that most of these

may be found to operate under some of the circumstances by
Avhich the peculiarity of growth it is my present object to

describe is produced, yet the following remarks are meant to

apply only to an explanation of the facts connected with the

branching or forked method of growth of some roots, as parsnips,

carrots, and turnips (see accompanying drawings 1 and 2), as

distinguished from the smooth outline and unbranclied condition

which mai'k well-developed root crops.

As my conclusions upon this sulyect have been arrived at in

experimenting upon the growth of cultivated roots from wild

kinds, I shall, in illustrating the subject, describe

—

1st. Some experiments on the growth of Wild Roots, and the

conclusions I have been led to in consequence of my observa-

tions upon these.

2nd. I shall attempt to show that the historj/ of Root Crops

confirms the view of " Finger and Toe,^' to which such

experiments have led.

1st. Experiments ivith Wild Roots, Sfc.—In the spring of 1848
I planted two of my experimental plots with seeds of the

Fastinaca sativa (parsnip) and Daucus carota (carrot), both of

which grow spontaneously in the garden precincts ; the seeds
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were gathered in the previous summer from wild plants. On
being sown, both species came up well ; but as they advanced,

many of the specimens showed a disposition to run to seed the

Fig. 1.—FinRor and toe in cultiviited Wliitc Fig. 2.—Finger anil toe in <-ultivutoil

Cdriut, one liaU" natural size. I'arsnij), one half na^ll•al size.

first year ; and as seed from these would have been of no use in

my after experiments, which were designed to enal)le me to note

the effect of cultivation upon wild specimens, the plants in which
the running disposition sliowed itself were hoed out. An exami-

nation of the crop in the autumn showed, in the parsnips more
jiarticularly, some interesting results, the most prominent of
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Fig. 3. Wild Parsnips, two tliirds natural size.
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\

Fig. 4. A Suediug Carrot, one-half natural

which were, that, whilst most of

the specimens presented the dark

(jreen hairy leaves peculiar to the

wild plant, there were a few ex-

amples in whicli the foliage had
assumed the lifjlit green and
smooth aspect, devoid of hairs,

which characterizes the culti-

vated plant ; and amongst the

latter there were a few with larger

leaves and broader divisions or

leaf-lobes than the rest, the

leaves, too, all growing symme-
trically around one central bud,

whilst others showed a disposi-

tion to throw up more buds than

one. Here, then, it was evident

that the examples witli the single

central bud were best calculated

to carry on the experiments, and
consequently the remainder were
rooted out, when it was observed

that the roots were for the most
part more fleshy than those of

quite wild examples ; and while

they were as much forked as wild

roots (see drawing 3), the in-

creased Jiesliiness extended to the

J'orhs eiiualhj with the larger pari.

In the spring of 1849 the re-

served roots were taken out of the

ground with a view to trans-

plantation, for which purpose

only the best were put aside

;

these were rather more fleshy

than those just noted, and, though
forked, yet the ones less so than

others were replanted for seed.

Late in the summer of 1849
the seed was collected, and a

patch of it sown in a different

part of the garden in the spring

of 1850, the result of the second

sowing being that the leaves in

all indicated the advance to the

cultivated form. Some speci-
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mens, however, were much finer than others ; and in the autumn
of that year some examples were taken up for illustration in the

lecture-room, when it was remarked that those which had been

so chosen were of a good size and of tolerably smooth outline,

and, in short, showed a disposition to become " respectable roots"

(see drawing 6). Of this crop tlie best roots were reserved for

seed and treated as before, the seed of 1851 being planted once

more in a different portion of the garden. The result of the

roots of 1852, however, showed how futile was the attempt to

carry on an advance under the same circumstances, ofttimes re-

peated, of soil, situation, climate, and mode of cultivation, inas-

much as the whole crop evinced a disposition to retrogiade rather

than advance, the plants had a wilder aspect, and the roots

reverted to the form of the first year's cultivation instead of

improving upon the second. However, ttiis year the seed has

been saved, not with a view of continuing these experiments in

the college garden, but in places where all the circumstances

are as distinct from those under which the seed was grown as

possible.

Now, in order to render these experiments with the utmost

clearness, I have here repeated their results in the tabular form,

and shall again refer to them in the explanation which will

follow.

Result of Experiments in the growth of Wild Parsnips (Pastinaca

sativa) :

—

1st Crop.

1848. Spring—wild-seed sown . . Some of the plants had smoother

leaves of a light green colour.

Autumn—roots examined . . Their tissues increased, much forked.

1849. Roots cultivated for seed.

Summer—seed gathered.

2nd Crop.

1850. Spring—seed of 1849 sown . All the plants free from hairs.

Autumn—roots examined . Larger, and not so much forked.

1851. Roots cultivated for seed , . The plants presenting the stems and
foliage of cultivated examples.

Summer—seed gathered,

3rd Crop.

1852. Spring—seed of 1851 sown . 1 m j .

Autumn - roots examined .

^o advance m any stage upon he

1853. Roots cultivated for seed . . \
^^'^""'^ ^™P! f"ytl""g' ^

Summer-seed saved ... P"''^'"" '° retrograde.

As respects the carrots, which were cultivated in the same
manner, it may be remarked that the change effected in them
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was not near so great as tliat observed in tlie parsnip. Of the

first crop all the specimens manifested a disposition to send up
several heads from the crown and most of them ran to seed, the

roots were much forked, and but little inclined to increase tissue

;

however, the most likely ones were reserved for future growth,

and, as in the parsnips, the second crop was certainly improved,

the crowns of many displayed but one bud, and the roots, though

still forked, became more succulent and enlarged ; the third

year's growth, however, like that of the parsnip, was a reversion

to the wild state. Still the progress with the carrot as well as the

parsnip was quite sufficient to show that it is within any one's

power to renew both of these plants in a cultivated form from

wild specimens by acting in conformity with the physiology of

their growth ; in short, as will presently be shown, not by grow-

ing them in soil suitable for them as wild plants, but by con-

stantly surrounding them xcith circumstances as totally oj)j)osite as

possible.

But besides this, these experiments seemed to point out the

way to a solution of the mystery of finger-and-toe in root crops,

to which the parsnips and carrots of our garden culture have

always been peculiarly liable. Tlie time and mode of sow-

ing the seed would naturally tend to an enlargement of the roots

in the best examples of the resulting crop, inasmuch as spring

sowing induces a more determinate biennial character ; and as the

roots of the wild plants are always more or less branched, it is

but reasonable to suppose that the ramifications as well as the

main root would equally put on cellular tissue in the majority of

examples ; and it is only by putting aside the cleanest roots for

seeding

—

indeed, taking care to get your seed from plants winch

possess the qualities you require to the greatest possible extent—that

you are at all likely to be successful either in ameliorating wild

plants or in getting pure stock from acknowledged cultivated

varieties.

A tap-root {fusiform) with a clear and unhranched outline is

not natural to the parsnip or carrot, but can only be attained

from wild plants by careful cultivation. May we not then con-

clude that the branching in cultivated roots (finger-and-toe)

results from a reversion of these to a greater or less extent to their

original wild form ? In other words, inasmuch as in the passage

from the wild to the cultivated state the branching of the roots

becomes more conspicuous, may we not therefore conclude that,

as finger-and-toe is a mark of cultivation in wild plants, so this

deformity in cultivated plants is an evidence of reversion to

wildness ? These remarks, then, tend to show that the question

is one entirely belonging to the inquirer into Vegetable Physi-
ology ; and it is, therefore, no wonder that chemical analysis,

K 2
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either of soils or crops, should have done nothing towards its

elucidation.*

2nd. Notes on the Natural History of Root Crops in cultivation.

—In considering my second position, ramely, the confirmation

of my theory of the cause of finger-and-toe from observed facts

in reference to cultivated crops, it will be well to state that,

having as I thought become experimentally acquainted with the

nature and cause of the distortion during the progress of growth
of wild plants, I set to work diligently to inquire into the cir-

cumstances of the mischief as it affects cultivated crops, and both
from observation and inquiry I arrived at the following general

conclusions, which I shall state and comment upon seriatim.

Finger-and-toe ivill always be found to a greater or less extent

in every field of roots, whether of parsnips., carrots, or turnips.—
Now, if we consider that these, as crops, are at all times deriva-

tive—that is, that they are altered states of original wild ex-

amples from which they sprang—and that the change from the

wild state produces not only one form but several, which we
term varieties, and that these sorts are only to be maintained by
a rigid adherence to the circumstances which produced them, we
must ever expect a tendency to some change ; so that, though
the mass may be maintained in tolerable purity, others will show
a disposition to revert to the position from which they sprang, as

varieties cart never be absolutely permanent. In this case, tlien,

finger-and-toe marks degeneracy.

Finger-and-toe will always prevail ichere the croj) is derived

from seed brought from a rich to a poor soil.—Cultivation of roots

presupposes that manure has been employed, the result of which
is to cause a great increase in cellular tissue or succulency ;

hence then, as rich soil is an element in advance, so poverty of

land is equally a reason for retrogression ; it is, then, no wonder
that, as a general rule, there should be found more malformed
roots in a poor than in a rich soil.

The deformity is likely to result ivJiere seed lias been grown in the

district in which it is sownfor the crop.—In cultivating wild spe-

cimens our experiments showed clearly that constant growth,

under the same circumstances of seed and place, tends to dege-

neracy ; and this is a matter fully proved by the experience of

every one with every kind of crop : hence few venture to repeat

the sowing of their own seed-corn to any considerable extent.

On this subject a case has come before my own observation

during the last two years, which may not be without interest in

<nir present inquiry. A poor man in my own district cultivated

a ])atch of white globe turnips for seed, and in the summer of

* In confirmation of this see a papa." in the Transactions of the Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland for October, 1853.
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1852 he <rot so good a crop of seed as to induce him, on clearlna;'

off the first crop, immediately to try a second in the same ground.

During the past summer, 1853, he again got seed, but much
less in quantity, as the roots were all diseased. Now, as

I constantly watched this piece of about a quarter of an acre, I

am enabled to say that finger-and-toe was prevalent throughout

the whole patch, whilst many roots had a tendency to decay, so

that the flower-stalks dropped away for want of support. I have

had no further opportunity of tracing this seed, but nothing can

be clearer than that the second year's growth had degenerated

from that of the first ; and if, as is very probable, the seed be

used again in the district in a similar soil, one cannot wonder at

an unsatisfactory result.

Degeneracy innsf. always result where a whole patch or field is

indiscriminately jiut by for seed.—Amongst every crop there are

sure to be some examples unworthy of being progenitors ; and as,

with the continued cultivation of any sort, the constant want of

keeping up those circumstances of care and attention by which
original sorts may be produced necessarily ends in degeneracy,

it is no wonder that any kind which has for a long time been a

favourite in a particular district should ultimately lose caste.

For seeding, the best examples should always be chosen, and
these should be transplanted, for it is by these processes of cul-

ture that the impress of cultivation can be maintained. And
again, this transplantation should in all cases be as far from
other patches of the same tribe as possible, in order to prevent

the influence of hybridism.

Degeneracy is usually a result in districts where the original

species is a icild native.—The soil, climate, and situation which
are suitable for a plant in the wild state are by no means fit for

it in cultivation ; it is on this account that so many of our escu-

lents may be traced as natives of the sea-coast ; the complete
change of circumstances attendant upon their inland cultivation

are just those which necessitate such a change in the whole
growth of a plant as makes the sum of the difference between a

wild and a cultivated example
;
hence, as both parsnip and carrot

in the wild form are constant denizens of the neighbourhood of

Cirencester, neither of these roots can be cultivated twice with
us in the same soil without presenting finger-and-toe in an
aggravated form ; and if the seed employed be from a degenerate
crop, or cultivated at home, the evil is still more conspicuous.

This, however, is less apparent in garden than in field cul-

ture, as in the former the ground is always dug deeper, and there

is such a constant change of crop, mode of cultivation, seed, and
addition of manure, that the circumstances are widely different

from those in which the species grows wild ; beside this, as the
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quantity of seed required for the garden is less than that for tlie

field, it is uniformly cultivated from good specimens with the

greatest possible care ; but I have observed that in my College

vegetable-garden, where, until recently, the plan of cultivation

has been l)ut little in advance of that of the field,* finger-and-toe

is a prevailing complaint in the root crops, and from what
has Ijeen before advanced it will not be considered surprising,

seeing that wild parsnips and carrots are weeds in the more neg-

lected part of the garden.

Still tliere are circumstances in garden cultivation which strik-

ingly point out that malformed roots are the result of a retrograde

approximation to the wild state. If, for example, seed be sown
with a view to get turnips very early, the major part of them
frequently run to seed, and the bulbs of those that do not

are mostly ill-formed, woody, and quite devoid of that succulency

in which excellence consists. Now here, as the time of the

germination of the seed, and consequently the period for its

growth, approximate more nearly to that of wild nature, it is not

surprising that the crop should thereby assimilate to wild results.

All specimens of root crops that seed prematurely, thus showing
a tendency to annual growth, may be considered as degenerate,

and will present the concomitant of finger-and-toe in the root.

The accompanying drawing, No. 4, is an example of a seeding

carrot from the Royal Agricultural College Farm.
Late-sown roots are liable to produce a degenerate seed.—It is

sometimes the practice to let a patch of late-sown turnips remain

for seed; now, the fate of these is not to produce bulbs, and
hence some are often so sown purposely for greens. Here we
have the seed sown about the time that it is scattered from the

wild plants ; and it is no wonder that our result should resemble

the w ild plant in mode of growth, as in such cases we get a small

but woody root, which is more or less branched
;

as, therefore,

the object of the crop is the root, we must fail in this if we cul-

tivate a degenerate form.

Dijfei-ent degree of liahility to degeneracy in different species.—
My observations lead to the conclusion that the smaller the

amount of difference between the wild and the cultivated state of

a plant the greater the tendency to ramification in the roots,

unless the circumstances of the growth of the latter be widely

different from that of the wild state. Hence parsnips on the farm

of the Royal Agricultural College will not pay for cultivation

;

they are wild all around ; and as we have seen how great the

change by even two years' cultivation from the wild seed, so we

* The patch of ground forming the Vegetable Garden is for the most part situate

in a bed of clay, resting on the freestone of the great or Bath oolite, and is only

just getting into proper garden work.
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have seen the tcndencj' to reversion to their wild form rapidly

develop itself by a continuance of the same circumstances.

Carrots, however, in their cultivated form present a wider differ-

ence from their wild state than do parsnips ;
they take a greater

time to civilize, and consequently we should not expect them to

revert to their wild condition so readily, and indeed it will

generally be found that they die away if left to chance.*

As regards turnips it will be observed as a rule that any sorts

which have often been grown in the same land have a tendency

to degenerate ; hence finger-and-loe will in such cases prevail.

New varieties at first maintain their form much better. Swedish

turnips, in their hybrid nature being farther removed from the

wild type on the same ground, will be found to present less ten-

dency to finger-and-toe than the common turnips.

General Conclusions.—From the foregoing remarks it will be

seen that finger-and-toe in roots is not viewed by me as a disease,

in the strict sense of that term, but as a natural result of the early

stage of change from wildness to civilization. I'he enumerated

experiments seem to show that finger-and-toe is the midway from
wildness to cultivation ; and our observations upon the circum-

stances connected with cultivated root crops, that the malforma-

tion in them is the result of degeneration from cultivation to

wildness.

Cirencester, Nov. 23, 1853.

VI.— On the use of Toicn Sewage as 3Ianiire. By J. Thomas
Way, Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society

of England.

In the spring of last year (1853) I delivered before this Society

a lecture on the treatment of sewage matters and their appli-

cation as manure, and at the request of Mr. Pusey I now repro-

duce the subject of that lecture in a concise form for the present
Journal, with such additional information as I have been able to

obtain in the interval. The daily increasing desire of town popu-
lations to render their habitations more cleanly and more healthy,

and the necessity in which the agriculturist finds himself of
paying the utmost attention to the collection and utilising of

* There is on the College Farm, in a -waste place by a quarry, a patch of pars-
nips derived from a garden which once occupied the spot. I have watched them
from the time the cultivation ceased—now five years—and though they get wilder
year by year, having roots much forked, yet the leaves are still for the most part
without hairs.
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manure from every available source, has given to this subject

within the last few years an amount of interest and importance

wliich cannot easily be overstated. The question is, however,

surrounded with practical difficulties of no ordinary kind, and to

some extent the interests of the two great parties are antagonistic

;

that of the town population being, by an abundant use of water,

to obtain as effectually as possible the cleansing of their streets

and residences, whilst by this very means the difiiculties of

turning the refuse of towns to account in agriculture are very

greatly increased. It is only natural that, under such a condition

of things, a host of plans should be proposed with the view of

reconciling these embarrassments, and of uniting at once the

interests of health and comfort in the towns with those of fertility

and production in the country—that many of these should

originate in ignorance and speculation is not to be wondered at,

neither can we be surprised that the two parties interested, espe-

cially the town population, with whom delay in the matter is

disease and death, should gladly catch at any plan which pro-

mises a speedy solution of the difficult problem. Those who
look on |,witli sufficient knowledge of the subject to form an

opinion, and v/ith the impartiality due to an absence of all

personal interest, will not fail to see that the urgency of the

subject is powerfully contributing to the adoption of some im-

practicable schemes, and that arrangements are in progress in

several localities for the utilising of town sewage on plans which
betray a total ignorance of the nature of that sewage, and which

cannot fail to end in discomfiture and disappointment to all con-

cerned, and to none more than to the towns which shall be
unwise enough to adopt them. These were my grounds for

addressing the members of this Society, as I before mentioned,

and endeavouring, to the best of my abilities, conscientiously and
impartially, but fearlessly, to guard them from embarking in or

lending the force of their approbation to ill-advised schemes for

the attainment of objects which at present bafHe the exertion of

tliose most competent to grapple with them. I considered it my
duty to bring the subject before our members in the form I did,

but I expressed then, and now repeat my earnest wish, to avoid

doing injury to individuals who may, in perfect good faith, have

entered upon any plans of this sort ; and I confined myself to

pointing out the principles upon which the sewage was, or was
not, to be made available for agricultural use, leaving it to each

one to apply tliese principles to any case that might come under

his notice. In dealing with this subject I shall not weary the

reader with any great detail, but shall endeavour to take such a

broad, common-sense view of the question as may be readily

comprehended by those least acquainted with the composition of
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manures. It will simplify matters if we consider the subject

under two divisions, namely

—

1, The nature of sewaijc, and the circumstances affecting the

possibility of economically employing it in agriculture.

2. The plans proposed, and their prospects of success.

In order tliat tlie reader may, however, see, as he proceeds, the

object with whicli different points are brought forward, I would
simply say, at the risk of somewhat forestalling the result at

which I hope ultimately to arrive, that all plans for utilising town
sewage must resolve themselves into two classes : the first, that

of employing it in the natural state, conveyed by pipes or other-

wise into the country ; the second, that of obtaining from the

liquid, by particular methods of manufacture, a more or less dry

and portable manure for general distribution in the ordinary way.

With the first of these classes, namely, the plans for employing

liquid sewage, I do not intend, to any great extent, to meddle at

the present moment, not because I do not think it of the very

first importance,— for, indeed, I feel that no other than the liquid

method can finally satisfy all the necessities of the case,—but

because the desirableness of this system has been most ably

advocated by men whose opinions on such subjects are much
more worthy of attention than my own could be ; and because,

again, it is my intention, in the present paper, to guard against

what ought not to be done, rather than to point out what should

be attempted—to check error, rather than to propound truth. It

is one thing to say what will not succeed, and another to point to

courses certain of success. I feel competent to offer an opinion

on the first ; but I need not be ashamed to own, in common with

those best informed on the subject, that at present I do not see

my way very clearly in the other. I am not unaware that there

are those who consider the collection and utilisation, in the

liquid form, of town sewage on a great scale not only possible,

but readily practicable ; and its conveyance from the town would
not seem to offer insuperable difficulties. But there are always

two parties to a bargain ; and until the agricultural community
is prepared to use liquid sewage it is of no avail to offer it. I

have no doubt that that time will come shortly, but before com-
prehensive schemes in this direction can be brought to bear, ex-

aggerated ideas of the value of different processes for the manu-
facture of a solid manure from sewage must be corrected. This
it is my present object to attempt, at all events, in part, and for

these reasons I do not purpose to enter, to any extent, upon the

various plans for using liquid sewage, especially as all that a
chemist can contribute to the subject is to suggest the best

methods of deodorizing and preserving these matters.

The system of sewerage of a town is designed to remove from
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the midst of a dense population those matters which are useless

to the inhabitants, and which, if retained, would be destructive

to health and life ; and as solution or suspension in water is the

most convenient and economical method of removing them, it is

bj tlie means of water that their removal is effected. The
sewage of a town will, therefore, contain all that portion of the

refuse that is practicably removable by water ; and it will be
found that the principal matters which are not so removable
are the manure of the stables and cow-sheds, and the ashes and
refuse vegetable matter which it is the business of the dustman
to cart away from the houses. For obvious reasons I do not

include under the head of refuse those substances which are

found of sufficient value, either agriculturally or otherwise, to

induce their separate collection
;

as, for instance, bones, offal,

blood, and the various matters resulting fiom the trades of

tanning, glue-boiling, »Scc. These substances are either of too

great value to be thrown into the sewers, or, except in the cases

of blood, are of a nature to render their removal by such means
inadmissible. The substances which at present find their way
into the sewage of towns are the solid and liquid excrements of

the inhabitants, with that part of the urine of horses and cows
which is not absorbed by their litter, the soap used in washing,

the rain-fall of the town district, which, besides a certain portion

of the manure of horses derived from the streets, contains, as I

shall presently show, a considerable quantity of mineral salts

from the same source
;
and, lastly, the waste liquors of a few

manufactories, such as the spent liquor of tanners and bone-

boilers, and the gluten liquid of starch-makers. With regard

to the last-named matters, however, it must not be forgotten that

the march of agricultural improvement, which calls for an in-

quiry like that upon which we are engaged, holds out induce-

ment at the same time to the utmost economy of every other

source of manure. It cannot be supposed that whilst efforts

are being made to save the sewage of towns for agricultural use,

and whilst the possibility of doing so is still a matter for hope,

that the individual refuse matters produced by different manu-
factures, and suitable for manure, will be overlooked. The result

of an attention to these different refuse matters will be, that the

value of sewage will have a tendency to decrease rather than

otherwise. To take an example, blood has been for a long time

of value, when dried, to certain manufactures, more especially that

of the paint known as Prussian blue, but its use for that purpose

was limited, and the demand irregular, in consequence of wliich

much of the blood which the butchers can readily collect was

thrown into the sewers. Lately, however, attention has been

given to the manufacture of manure from blood, and there is
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little doubt that the attempt will be perfectly successful ; and it

may be taken for granted, that in every considerable town ar-

rangements will be made by the manufacturers of manure for the

collection of all the blood which is produced, and it will soon

cease to be a waste substance, in the true sense of the word, as

bones have long ceased to be.

I mention this merely to show that, in considering the nature

of sewage, we must take into account the circumstances which
are likely in course of time to influence that nature, and not

build upon those conditions which evidently cannot be per-

manent.

In considering the subject of town sewerage in its application

to agriculture we ought to take account only of those matters

which will, under the most perfect system of sewage and with

all the changes to which towns are being subjected, ultimately

be so discharged. I have already stated that the increased trade

in manures will (if no other use should be found for them),

sooner or later, intercept from the sewers all those refuse matters

which can be turned to any account in manure making. So of

other substances which now constitute part of the sewage—the

urine of cows kept in large towns will, of course, have hitherto

contributed to the agricultural value of sewer water ; but this

source of value is on the decline. In large towns, especially in

the metropolis, the source of supply of milk is gradually being

transferred from the unwholesome cow-yards of back lanes and
alleys to its proper place, in the country, from whence purer

milk can be sent by railroad with at least equal pecuniary advan-

tage. Even in those cases where the feeding of cows in large

towns is continued, it is quite probable that the urine will in

course of time be collected for concentration into a powerful
portable manure, of which it is well known to be capable.

The urine of horses whilst in the stable is largely absorbed in

their litter, and does not therefore much affect the composition
of the sewer water. Throwing out from our calculations these

various items, we shall find that the subject is very much nar-

rowed, and that sewage water will have to be viewed mainly as a

mixture of the solid and liquid excrements of a town population,

with the water supplied for domestic and general use, and the

rain-fall of the area washing the streets. No doubt other matters

are, and always will be, conveyed away by the sewers, and ought
strictly to be taken into account, but practically we should gain
nothing by entering upon their consideration. We shall, there-

fore, now direct our attention to the question of the excrementi-

tious matter of a population, and the water with which it is

removed. And first with regard to the quantity and value of

solid and liquid excrements in town sewage.
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It is stated by physiologists, as the result of numerous experi-

ments, that an adult healthy male, livinjj on mixed diet, pro-

duces in twenty-four hours from 1800 to 2700 grains of moist

faeces, which usually contain three-fourths of their weight of

moisture.*

It is obvious, however, that the average quantity would be
very much less than this, when proper allowance is made for the

smaller production of young persons and children ; and we
shall be perhaps tolerably correct if we adopt as a standard a

quarter of a pound (1750 grains) for the average of a mixed
population of all ages and ranks.

The quantity of urine voided in a given time by persons of

different ages has been made the subject of careful observations

by many physiologists and chemists. I give in a notef below a

few results, from which we may fairly deduce the fact that the

average quantity of urine voided by each member of a community
—men, women, and children—would be about 3 lbs. in every

24 hours.

We may then for the present assume that each individual of

a population will, in the course of 24 hours, contribute to

* Some few experiments have recently been made in my laboratory on this

subject. The following are the quantities of excrement voided by three healthy

males living on a full diet, and of the respective ages of 28, 19, and 17.

A, 28 years of age, voided in 7 successive days, at 5 times, the following weights
of excrement

—

1st day . . . 1534 grains.

2nd „ ... 2146 „
4th „ ... 2084 „
6th „ ... 1948 „
7th „ ... 2180 „

B, 19 years of age, voided on two days at an interval of 5 days

—

1st day . . .1419 grains.

2nd „ ... 1270 „

C, 1 7 years of age, at an interval of a week produced on two occasions

—

1st day . . . 1240 grains.

2nd „ ... 1156

The weighings in the case of B and C only refer of course to the separate occa-

sions on which the experiment was made, and do not include the fseces of the whole
interval mentioned ; but in the case of A, the quantities given are the entire solid

excrements of seven days, and they give consequently a mean for each day of 1413
grains.

The mean of the two experiments on B is 1344, and on C 1198.

t The following are the estimates of different observers as to the quantity of

urine voided in each 24 hours (Thomson's Chemistry of Animal Bodies) :

—

Haller states it at .... 3 '457 lbs. avoirdupois.

Prout „ .... 2-300 „
Bostock „ .... 2-822 „
Bayer „ .... 2-771 „
Lecanu ,, .... 2-795 „
Thomson „ .... 3-333

Mean 2- 913 or ntai ly 3 lbs.
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the scwaf2;c of a town i lb. of solid and 3 lbs. of liquid excre-

ment. Let us next endcavoui* to ascertain, approxirnatelj at

least, what the composition of these is likely to be.

The composition of the excrements of different individuals

varies even more widely than its quantity, beinjj; dependent upon
age, diet, occupation, and a variety of other circumstances. It

would be impossible, therefore, to fix with any degree of accuracy

the average composition in such very variable conditions. We
may, however, form a general notion sufficient for our purpose
from the facts which are known on this head.

Human fa'ces consist partly of the undigested food which has

been taken in excess over the necessities of the stomach and
system, and partly of those undigestihle portions, such as woody
fibre, which, being part and parcel of the food, are necessarily

taken into the stomach with it, but which pass unchanged out of

the body in the faeces. In addition to these substances, the

faeces contain a certain quantity of fatty matter and bile, but

these do not sensil)ly contribute to its value in relation to agri-

cultural applications.*

The most important constituent of human faeces in respect to

manure would undoubtedly be the nitrogenous matter contained

in it. We have no certain data for arriving at this point. In

three samples of excrements mentioned below I found respec-

tively a percentage of 1*44, 1"16, and 1"45 nitrogen
;
which,

* Many years ago the great Swedish chemist Berzelius made a very careful

examination of human fiEces. AVithout entering into details, the following may
be given as the general result of his analysis (Thomson's Animal Chemistry,

p. 544)

In 100 parts-

Water 73 "3

Vegetable and animal remains 7*0
Bile 0-9
Albumen 0-9
Peculiar and extractive matter 2*7
Salts 1-2
Slimy matter—consisting of biliary matter, peculiar
animal matter, and insoluble residue . . . . 14*0

100-00

I have lately determined the percentage of nitrogen in several samples of human
excrement. The following table contains the results, together with the propor-
tions of water and solid matter in the samples which have been already referred

Mean
Quantity
Voided.

Water. Dry Matter.
Nitrogen

in

the Wet.

Nitrogen
in

the Dry.

A
Grains.

1413
Per Cent.

74-27
Per Cent.

25-73
Per Cent.

1-44
Per Cent.

5-59

B 1344 73-24 26-76 1-16 4-34

C 1198 79-60 20-40 1-45 7-13
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when calculated on the dried mass, give the numbers 5"59, 4 34,

and 7'13 ; but it must be remembered that these results refer to

men in a middle station of life, whose excrements would pro-

bably be richer in nitrogen than those of a poorer popula-
tion. It is well known that, in addition to the food required for

the sustenance (strictly so called) of the animal body, a large

portion is required for the purposes of respiration. A given

amount of bulk in the food is also by habit, as well as function-

ally, a necessity of the stomach. With the poor, whose food is

principally vegetable, and whose necessities compel the use of a

minimum of nitrogenous food, the waste of nitrogen in the faeces

must be comparatively small. The elements of respiration and
the bulk of food necessary to fill the stomach are both in this

case derived from carbonaceous materials, as bread, potatoes,

&c. With the classes in easy circumstances, however, it is a

habit to consume a great deal more animal food than is strictly

necessary or indeed beneficial ; not being required for the pur-

poses of respiration, and being more than the system is capable

of assimilating in the form of blood, the nitrogen of this food is

discharged in the faeces, which are probably therefore much
richer in this element than that of the working community.

The solid excrements contain a certain quantity of phosphate

of lime and of alkaline compounds.* These are at all times small,

but still smaller when, as in the case of sewage, the soluble

matters have been washed out by abundant dilution with water.

I shall revert to this point again ; but in the meanwhile I will

pass on to the composition of urine.

* The following analysis of solid human excrement lately made in my labora-

tory will give a good idea of its value in relation to vegetation. It was collected

without exposure to any foreign matter. The first column shows the composition

of the ash—the second that of the dried excrement.

Analysis of Dried Human Flecks.

Composition of

the Ash.

Composition of
the Dried
Excrement.

88 52

12 79 1 48
4 66 0 54
14 98 1 72
13 48 1 55

37 17 4 27
2 10 0 24

10 40 1 19

2 83 0 31

None. None.
1 59 0 18

100 00 100 00
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Human urine varies in composition with every alteration in

the age and health. It would be next to impossible to give any

analysis to represent fairly the urine of a mixed population.

I liave presented in a note below * the mean result of a con-

siderable number of examinations of this fluid, by which we are

led to the conclusion that 1000 parts of urine contain usually

about 30 parts of solid matter, half of which quantity consists of

urea and uric acid, whicli are substances containing nitrogen

—

the other half being tolerably evenly divided between fixed or

mineral salts, such as alkaline and earthy phosphates, sulphates,

and muriates, and organic compounds destitute of nitrogen.t

Urea and uric acid are substances containing very large quan-

tities of nitrogen, which by their spontaneous decomposition

produce ammonia. Urea contains nearly 50 per cent, and uric

acid about 33 per cent, of nitrogen. These substances constitute

the chief but not the only value of human urine as a manure.

Phosphate of lime and alkaline phosphates are also important

* According to Becquerel, the composition of urine, taking the mean of males
and females, is in round numbers, in 1000 parts

—

Water
Solid constituents 29^ parts

Urea . . . • ,

Uric acid

Fixed salts ....
Organic salts .

1000 •

+ The following is an analysis of the solid matter of evaporated urine, the
sample being prepared from the mixed urine of several individuals voided at

difte»ent times :

—

Composition of
tlie Ash.

Composition of
the Dry Urine.

Organic Matters and Salts of Ammonia . 67 54
0 28 0 09
0 14 0 05
1 89 0 61

1 49 0 47
14 31 4 66
1 43 0 46
5 64 1 83
None. None.
16 65 5 41
58 17 18 88

100 00 100 00

Per Cent.

Nitrogen 19-43

Equal to Ammonia 23-60

970^

13^

H
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ingredients of urine. From a calculation given below,* it will

be seen that 1000 grains of urine contain about IJ grains of

phosplioric acid, wJiich is equal to about 2i grains of phosphate

of lime
;
but, as in the other cases, this quantity varies so ex-

tremely that the result is only to be taken as an approximation

to the truth. It is obvious that healthy urine contains, when first

voided, only matters in a state of solution. In certain diseases

there is, it is true, a deposit after a short time ; but such is the

exception, not tlie rule. The phosphoric acid of urine is in part

combined with soda, ammonia, &c., in the form of soluble salts.

Some of it, however, is in the form of phosphate of lime, itself

an insoluble salt, but retained in solution in fresh urine by organic

acids. But with this exception, all the salts of urine, the sul-

phates and muriates of potash, soda, and magnesia, are soluble

in water, and do not owe their solubility in fresh urine to its

acid character. These particulars it is important to bear in mind,

as they have an immediate bearing upon the question of the agri-

cultural employment of sewage, as we shall presently see.

With a general knowledge of what the constituents of urine

and faeces respectively are, let us see what relation in quantity

those that are most important in an agricultural point of view

bear to each other in the solid and liquid excrements.

We have adopted 1750 grains as the mean quantity of solid

excrement voided in 24 hours ; at a percentage of 1*5 of nitrogen

(see analysis in note, page 141), which is certainly above rather

than behiw the truth, we liave as the total nitrogen in this quantity

26t grains. The excrement contains l-4th of its weight of dry

matter, or 437t gi'ains.

In 21,000 grains (three pints) of urine voided in 24 hours, we
have, on the supposition that each 1000 grains contains 295- grains

of dry solid matter, 619^ grains of solid matter voided in tlie

same space of time. Of this quantity 261 is urea and 10 grains

uric acid, which will contain between them 125 grains of nitrogen.

It may serve to impress the mind with the full conviction of this

relation if these figures are placed in a tabular form :

—

Coiitaiuing

—

Dry Matter. Nitrogen.

SoHd excrement, voided \ 1750 srrs. „„,
in 24 hours . . ./ Ulb.

^^71 grs. 26^ grs.

Liquid excrement, voided) 21,000 fiioi ^nK
in 24 hours . . . i(3 pints)

^-^'^ " "

So that in reference to the solid matter and nitrogen of the faeces

* Thomson gives the quantity of phosphoric acid in lOUO parts of urine as

follows :

—

In the state of phosphates of soda, ammonia, &e. . 1 • 1.31

In the state of phosphate of lime . . . '150

Total . . . .1-281
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and nvino, supposing? our calculation of the quantity of these

voided in 24 hours to be correct, we find that ()-10ths of tlie dry

solid matter, and 5-6ths of the total nitrogen, are present in the

urine.

On tlie other hand, if we look to the relative proportion of

salts valuable in agriculture in tlie two forms of excrement, we
shall find that the advantage is still greatly in favour of the urine.

Thus, for instance, in the analysis of faeces by Berzelius, before

quoted, we find the quantity of salts to be stated as 1'2 per cent.,

so tliat the daily c{uantity (1750 grains) would contain 21 grains

of salts, whereas in urine the proportion of fixed salts is 7^ parts

in 1000, which in the three pints (21,000 grains) of urine amounts

to 158 grains.

So much for the distribution of manuring matter between the

solid and liquid excrements, when collected separately and unacted

on by water or any other agency. But in the actual sewage we
have further causes of transference of the valuable ingredients

from the solid to the liquid state. Solid human faeces naturally

contain incorporated with them all those salts of the food soluble

as well as insoluble which have not been absorbed into the circu-

lation in their passage through the stomach and intestines. Some
of these, and the most important of them, are soluble in water,

such as the alkaline phosphates and sulphates. Certain soluble

compounds of nitrogen, and possibly salts of ammonia, exist in

the mass of human excrements. Both of these classes of sub-

stances will, therefore, be washed out of the fa?ces when exposed
to water.

I have by actual experiment demonstrated the fact of the reduc-

tion of the percentage of nitrogen in faeces by washing in water.

Thus three samples of fresh human faeces from different indi-

viduals were examined in their natural state, and also after being

macerated in successive quantities of cold water, to remove soluble

matter ; the samples were of course dried in each case previous

to analysis. The results given are the actual percentages for the

dry weights, and, in the case of that portion which has been
washed, the corrected quantities for the natural condition.

Percentage of Nitrogen.

On the Dry Weight. On the Natural Weight.

Faeces in their natural

state ....
Ditto after being

washed with water .

ABC
5'81 4-95 6-00

4-61 4-71 4-21

ABC
1-36 1-34 1-49

1-08 1-27 1-05

In casting our eyes over these columns, which give the results

VOL. xv. L

#
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on the dry weight, we observe in two out of three cases a most
material reduction in the percentage of nitrogen by the solvent

action of water. In the sample B the alteration is very small,

but in A it amounts to 20 per cent., and in C to 30 per cent,

of the whole contents in nitrogen. It is obvious, therefore, that

where, as in the case of sewage, the solid faeces are subject to the

washing action of water, their ordinary composition must be
altered by the abstraction of all matters tliat are soluble in water.

It is hardly necessary to prove that this will be the case with

soluble alkaline salts to fully as great an extent as in the case of

nitrogen, and we may assume tliat when the solid excrements

are thoroughly mixed up and incorporated with abundance of

water, all that they contain of value in the soluble condition is

transferred to the liquid through which they are distributed.

Furthermore, in the course of a long transit to the outfall of a
sewer—more especially if from structure of that sewer the

escape of the matters is delayed— changes in the solid excre-

ment of a fermentative kind cannot fail to go on, which are con-

tinually transforming the nitrogenous portions of the solid

matter into a fluid state. I shall have occasion to revert to this

again, and will not therefore dwell upon the subject farther than

to observe, that in judging of the probable value of solid sewage

refuse, as collected by the simple means of subsidence or filtra-

tion without chemical agencies, we should deceive ourselves if

we were to compare such matter for an instant to the ordinary

solid human faeces—much more if we took for the standard of

its value night-soil which from open privies is the mixed solid

and liquid excrement unwashed and undiluted by water.

Such being the nature and relative proportion of the solid and
liquid excrements of a population, let us for an instant consider

what quantity of water is employed in their removal by the

sewers.

By the official returns of the different water-companies made
to the General Board of Health, it appears that the gross daily

quantity of water supplied to the metropolis amounts to

44,000,000 gallons.* The greater part of this, or about 90 per

* As illustrating the magnitude of the question of metropolitan sewerage, it

may not be out of place here to quote a few passages from the Eeport of the

General Board of Health on the Water-supply of the Metropolis :

—

" The gross daily quantity of water pumped into the metropolis amounts, ac-

cording to the preceding returns, to upwards of 44,000,000 gallons. In order to

give a conception of the quantity of water thus delivered, it may be stated that the

daily supply would exhaust a lake equal in extent to the area of St. James's Park,

30 inches in depth; that tlie annual supply exceeds the total rainfall of 27 inches

over the populated portion of the metropolis (25 square miles) by upwards of 50

per cent. ; and that it would cover an extent of area equal to that of the city (or

about one square mile) with upwards of 90 feet depth of water.
" The daily supply would, however, be delivered in tweuty-four hours by a
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cont., is supplied to private houses ; all other supplies, inclutl-

ine: larji;e consumers (in manufactories), flushing of the sewers,

road-watering, and fires, making up the other ten per cent. But
in whatever manner tliis water is distributed, it ultimately finds

its way into the sewers. The population of London is rather

more than 2} millions, and the daily water supply is therefore

in round numbers 20 gallons per head. There are those indeed

who believe that this quantity is unnecessarily great, and that

modifications in the system of sewerage, and aljove all the intro-

duction of tubular instead of brick draining, would tend materi-

ally to diminish the quantity of water necessary for town supply.

Taking, however, into account the quantity of water thrown
into the sewers by the rainfall, and which amounts to nearly half

as much as that supplied artificially, we are safe in assuming the

smallest quantity of water which is at any future time likely to

pass through the sewers of a town, at 20 gallons per head of the

population. It may be much more, but it cannot well be less.

Twenty gallons of water weigh of course 200 lbs. ; so that the

solid and liquid excrements of each person, containing altogether

only about 1000 grains of solid matter, more than half of which
is soluble, are distributed through 200 lbs. (1,400,000 grains)

of water. In other words, the solid matter of the urine and faeces

is mixed with 1400 times its weight of water.

Here is the great difficulty of the subject, and one which so

many people seem to forget. We have not to deal with ordinary

excrementitious matter, but with that matter diffused through an
enormous bulk of water ; to pick over the bundle of hay to find

the needle. If it be desired to separate by filtration the in-

soluble matter of the sewage, we have to filter nearly 3000 tons

(more than half a million gallons) to obtain from it one ton of
dry manuring matter.

This vast quantity of water, in relation to the excrementitious
substances of the sewage, has more influence in many respects

upon the question of its employment than would at first sight

be supposed. In the first place, whatever be the composition of
the water supplied, the effects of that composition must be felt

by the faecal matter. A great deal of water, perhaps the largest

portion of the water supplied to towns, contains carbonate of

brook 9 feet wide and 3 feet deep, running at the rate of 3 feet per second, or a
little more than 2 miles per hour ; and three sewers of 3 feet in diameter, and
of a proper fall, will suffice for the removal of the same volume of refuse or soil-
water. The total weight of this annual supply of water is nearly 72,000,000 tons.
The daily cost of raising the wljole quantity by engine-power 100 feet high
would be about 25Z., or about 9000Z. per annum. The average daily quantity
pumped into the districts, exclusive of the supplies to large consumers, and of the
quantity used for all public purposes, would, supposing it were equally distributed
for each house, occupy about fifty pailsful, and would weigh about 1 3 cwt."

L 2
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lime dissolved by an excess of carbonic acid. This carbonic

acid will undoubtedly affect the insoluble parts of the fa;ces,

especially the insoluble salts, such as phosphate of lime. In
any plan, too, that may be adopted for precipitating the sewage
by lime, the carbonic acid of the water must be first neutralized

by the lime before any result can be obtained : I shall return to

this subject presently. Then, again, the quantity of atmospheric

air in the water causes it to act very rapidly on such fermentative

bodies as urea in the urine, bringing about their speedy change.

Finally, the great bulk of water thrown into the sewers is greatly

opposed to the chance of separating and saving, by chemical

means, the soluble matters of the sewage. Such separation could

obviously be effected only by the production of new compounds
more or less insoluble, and capable of subsequent removal from
the liquid by mechanical means. But the term "insolubility

"

is, after all, only a comparative one, all compounds being more
or less soluble. It is plain, that if the quantity of water present

be sufficient to dissolve the new compound formed, no advantage

will have been obtained by its formation. To take an instance ;

the ammonia of sewage is one of its most important ingredients.

In the daily contribution of an individual we find 125 grains of

nitrogen equal to about 150 grains of ammonia : in whatever
way we may seek to render this ammonia insoluble, the com-
pound formed must be capable of resisting the solvent action of

200 lbs. of water, or nearly 10,000 times the weight of the

ammonia. An insolubility short of this will not suffice.

In addition to the water supplied artificially to a town, we
have further to consider the influence of the land and stieet

drainage. In London, and in most sewered towns, the sewers

serve the purpose not only of carrying off the refuse from the

houses, but also of land and street drainage ; and it is to be
presumed that in systems of sewerage that may be adopted for

the future the same will be the case, unless any very consider-

able benefits, commensurate with the increased expense, should

be anticipated from a separate service for these wants. The
rainfall of the district is, in many respects, a great advantage to

the working of the sewers, as it is a natural means of flushing

and keeping them clean, and without it the expense of flushing

arrangements, now very great, would be considerably enhanced.

I assume, therefore, that the sewers are charged with the duty

of land and street drainage, and it is desired to ascertain in what
wav, besides diluting it, these will modify the composition of

the sewage. With regard to the land drainage we can know
nothing—it will be what land drainage usually is, except so far

as the foulness of the substratum of a large town may influence

its character
;

although, indeed, very little of the local rain-
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fall in a large city finds its way into the soil as it passes directly

from the streets and houses into the sewers. There are some

curious facts, however, connected with street drainage which

are worth mentioning. Several years ago I examined some

samples of water collected in the gully-holes of the sewers of

London, and sent to me by the General Board of Health;

they were samples of rain-water which, having fallen in the

streets, had been intercepted in their passage to the sewers. They
were collected from streets of diflerent kinds, some being paved

with granite and others Macadamized. In some cases also the

traffic in the streets was considerable, in others very limited.

All these circumstances had, as the analyses show, a perceptible

influence on the quality of the waters. The mechanically

abraded matters of the streets were collected, as well as the waters

themselves. The following table shows the quantity of matter

both in solution and in the solid state, in an imperial gallon of

the different samples :
—

*

Street Water.

Number Quality
of

Quality
Eesidue in an Imperial Gallon.

of Name of Street. of

Bottle. Paving. Traffic.
Soluble. Insoluble. Both.

Grains. Grains. Grains.

1 Duke-Street, Man- Macadam Middling 92-80 105-95 198-75

chester-square.

7 Foley-street(upper
7 7

Little . 95-13 116-30 211-43
part)

Middling5 Gowerstreet Granite 126-00 168-30 294-30
12 Norton-street

5 7

Ballasted

Little . 123-87 3-00 126-87

3 Hampstead-road
(above the canal).

Great . 96-00 84-00 180-00

4 Ferdinand-street
)

)

Middling 44-00 48*30 92-30
2 Ferdinand-place

Granite

Little . 50-80 34-30 85-10
10 Oxford-street . Great . 276-23 537-10 813-33
6 f > Macadam Great • 194-62 390 30 584-92

11 5 > Wood . Great . 34'00 5-00 39-00

It will be seen by this table that the quantity of soluble salts

derived from some varieties of street pavement is very great; in

one case (No. 10), for instance, there being no less than 276
grains of such salts in a gallon of the water. I do not propose
entering at length upon this subject here, and it will be enough
to say that the nature of the pavement, and the greater or less

amount of traffic, evidently determine the quantity of soluble

matter in solution in the water.

Four samples of these waters were further analysed, and the
results are very interesting. Two samples were from granite,

and the other two from Macadamized roads.

* For full account of these experiments see Report of General Board of Health
on Metropolitan Water-supply, Appendix 3, page 140.
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Analysis of the Soluble Matter ix different specimens of
Strekt-Drainage Water.

Grains in an Imperial Gallon.

Great Traffic. Little Traffic.

_
Macadam, Granite, Macadam,

No. 10. Nu. G. No. 12. No. 7.

Water of combination and some 77-56 U / 22-72 13-73
soluble organic Matter.

0-51 2 81
15-84 12 23 None. None.

Sii I 'n nil i*inA/'in 36-49 38 23 46-48 34-08
6-65 13 38 25.90 16-10

None. 23 51 Trace. 3-50
Oxide of Iron and Alumina, witli 2-58 1 25

a little Phosphate of Lime.
Chloride of Potassium None. 10 99 None. 2-79

, , Sodium .... 53-84 44 88 18-44 19-70
82-76 18 27 8-75 5-23

1-58

276-23 194 62 123-87 95-13

It will be seen that the solul)le rricatters of these samples of

water consist of salts of potash, maijnesia, liine, and soda. The
sulphuric acid (in the state of sulphates of lime, potash, (Sec.)

owes its origin most probably to the lar^^e quantities of sulphur

daily thrown into the air from the coal burnt in the metropolis.

This sulphur, in whatever form it mif^ht orij^inally exist in the

air, would rapidly be oxidated and brought down by rain in the

street. The large quantities of potash in these waters—amount-
ing, in one instance, to 80 grains in the gallon—are due to the

disintegration of the granite by the united action of mechanical

friction and the sulphureous and carbonic acid of the London
air. In country towns, where the number of inhabitants and
the amount of traffic in the streets is, in relation to the area oc-

cupied, immensely smaller than in London, it may be a question

whetlier the admission of the rainfall and the land-drainage

waters into the sewers is advisable or not. But so far as Lon-
don is concerned, and considering only the composition of the

liquid which reaches the sewers in the time of rain from the

streets, it seems pretty certain that it would be as valuable in a

manuring point of view as the ordinary contents of the sewers.

There would seem no reason, therefore, to exclude such waters

on the ground of the dilution and deterioration of the sewage to

which they might be supposed to lead.

I have considered the sewage of a town in reference almost

exclusively to the liquid and solid excrements of the population

distributed through a given quantity of water. I know per-
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fectly well tliat tliere are various kinds of matter thrown into tlio

sewers which, in a rigid theoretical examination of tlie composi-

tion of sewage, should be taken into account, but I am convinced

tliat the one which I have adopted is the practical common-sense
view of the question The supplementary ingredients are, in

relation to the fa?cal matters, quite insignificant in quantity,^

and, as I before observed, they w'ill necessarily be on the de-

crease, since it is absurd to suppose, in the presence of a

growing demand for artificial manures (for which at present the

supply is quite inadequate), that concentrated liquids (as cows'

urine for instance) will be permanently allowed to escape into

the sewers and get diluted, to an enormous extent, only to

undergo in the sequel expensive chemical processes for their

separation.

If any arrangements should finally be carried out for the

use of the tohole sewage in agriculture, then no doubt there will

be less object in keeping out of the sewers the substances in

question ; but if the sewage is to be subjected to operations to

separate the fertilizing matters from the water with which they

are mixed, the sewers will ultimately receive only those matters

which either cannot be profitably employed in the direct manu-
facture of manure, or which a due regard to public health and

decency will not permit to be so employed.
We have dwelt thus long on what is likeh/ to be the compo-

sition of sewage in accordance with our knowledge of the mate-
rials which enter into it, because it is next to impossible to

determine that composition by direct examination. The nature

of the sewage not only varies with the population of the district

from which it is derived, but is different at every hour in the

day. To ascertain with any amount of precision the actual

composition of sewer water, we must take samples from many
different sewers, and on repeated occasions. A satisfactory

result could only be obtained by an amount of labour and ex-

pense which it would hardly repay, and which no private indi-

vidual is likely to incur. There is only one other way by which
an approximation to the truth might be obtained, and that is by
a careful inquiry into the food of the population.* With the

caution that they only apply to particular samples and condi-

tions, I will shortly give the results of some examinations of

sewer-water which I have made.f

* I believe that Mr. Lawes has been at some pains to obtain the data for such
an estimate in the case of London ; and it is to be hoped that he will be induced,
at some early period, to give his results to the public.

t Examinations of the sewer-water of London have been made by Drs. Miller
and Playfair, by Professor Brande, and several other distinguished chemists. As,
however, my own analyses have been made with an exclusively agricultural object,
I may be pardoned for preferring them on this occasion.
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The appearance of London sewage-water, as it issues from

the mouths of the sewers into the Thames, is very different from

what most people imagine, and by no means so repulsive. The
great distance which it has, on the average, to flow over a rough

surface, the angles it has to turn, and the immense iriction

and agitation derived from these circumstances, form together

the most perfect means of its disintegration. So that, on its

arrival at the mouth of the sewers, no visible trace of its origin

is to be detected. A glass jar of London sewage at the outfall

is only a slightly turbid liquid, with a flocculent, slimy, fibrous

matter floating through it. It has a putrid smell, though by no

means so bad as would be expected,—the chief odour being that

of sulphuretted hydrogen. The great nuisance of all sewage
when thrown into rivers and watercourses (and I do not wish
to underrate it) is the accumulation of the solid matter which
takes place on the banks of such streams, and which, in its de-

composition, is always giving out noxious exhalations ; the

liquid itself, when mixed with a large body of water, is too

diluted to give off any very great smell.

London sewage has this in peculiar from that of most other

towns (except a few of those that most nearly approach it in

size), that it is in a very forward state of decomposition. It can

never be said of any samples collected at the mouth of the

sewers, that it is the product of tlie day or even the week before,

and for this reason, amongst others, that in the sewers immense
deposits of the solid matters are occurring, which remain there

a considerable time, and, by their decomposition, are always

more or less influencing the composition of the liquid which
flows over them. These deposits are sometimes on an enormous
scale, and as they cannot be economically removed from the

sewers by the ordinary process of " flushing," the solid soil is

dug out and removed.

Independently of this circumstance, the distance which the

sewage has to flow, as was before mentioned, tumbled about in

free contact with air— for the sewers are of a capacity much
greater than the average flow—precludes the possibility of the

materials reaching the outfall in anything like a fresh state.

To prevent the necessity of reference, I subjoin the analyses of

two samjiles of London sewer-water, which have already appeared

in the pages of this Journal. The samples were supplied to me
by the Commission of Sewers at the request of the General

Board of Health,—one of them being taken from a sewer in

Dorset-square and tlie other in a place called Barrett's-court :

—

The matter in suspension and that in solution were separately

analyzed—the following was the quantity of each in an imperial

gallon of the specimens :

—
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No. 1.— Seweu Water from Barrett's Court.

An imperial gallon contained

—

OF substances in solution . . . 243 -30 grains.

Of insoluble substances . , . , 248 "96 „

No. 2.

—

Sewer Water from Dorset Square.

The imperial gallon contained—
Of substances in solution , . . 109 "00 grains.

Of insoluble substances .... 100' 70 ,,

The following tables give the composition of the liquid and

solid matter of these specimens of sewer-water.

The insoluble and soluble matters are both capable of sup-

plying nitrogen or ammonia to vegetation. The solution contains

the nitrogen in the form of ammoniacal salts, and it is a circum-

stance of great interest and practical importance that all the

nitTogen in the liquid state seems to be in the form of ammoniacal

salts—the urea and other animal products having rapidly passed

into this condition. The insoluble matter contains, of course, no

ammoniacal salts, its nitrogen being referable to unchanged
animal matters. The quantity of ammonia in the soluble and
insoluble state in a gallon of sewer-water, calculating the nitrogen

of the solid matter £is if it had passed into ammonia, is as

follows :

—

Ammonia in a gallon

—

In the soluble state . . , 36*72 grains.

In the insoluble state , . , 4"56

Analysis of Sewer Water.—No. 1. From Barrett's Court.

An Imperial Gallon contains (in grains
and tenths)—

Solu ble. Insoluble. Both.

Organic Matter and Salts of Ammonia 121 •50 180 •32 301 82
Sand and detritus of the Granite from the) *1 39 19 30 20 69

1 •57 10 94 12 51

7 •71 2 73 10 44
10 71 4 02 14- 73
11 62 3 97 15 59

50 17 03 24 53
2 87 Traces. 2 87

Peroxide of Iron and Alumina .... Traces. 6 20 6 20
46 91 1 22 14 13

1 51 1- 51

31 52 1 72 33 24

243 30 248 96 492 26

* This is some small proportion of insoluble matter escaping the linen filter,

and properly belonging to the other column.
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Analysis or Sewek Water.—No. 2. From Dorset Square.

An Imperial Gallon contains (in gi ains
and tenths)—

Soluble. Insoluble. Both.

Organic iVlatter <inu osilts ol Aininonia. • • 57 32 23 00 80- 32
SciDd and detritus of the Granite from tliel

0 44 50 2878 45

1 16 12 09 13 25-

2 53 1 64 4 17

0 28 3 63 3 91

10 58 1 99 12 57

7 40 8 37 15 77
07 Trace. 07

Peroxide of Iron and Alumina . • . . Trace. 2 66 2 66

2 60 0 72 3 32

27 27 2 •10 9 37

109 •00 100 •70 209 70

Ammonia :

In the soluble state . ... 15' 16 grains.

To be formed from the insoluble matter . 2-80
,,

It will be observed that the water from Dorset-square con-

tains less than one-half the quantity of soluble and insoluble

matters found in the other specimens, and the quantities of

ammonia and phosphoric acid are in the same proportion. The
first sample, however, contains a wonderful excess of potash—

a

circumstance in great measure due to the influx of water from

the streets, which is, as I have already stated, highly charged

with salts of potash derived from the granite.

On the whole these analyses bear out the anticipation which
we should form upon theoretical grounds, namely, that the

principal part of the matters important to vegetation—the

ammonia, the phosphoric acid, and the alkaline salts— are to be
looked for chiefly in the solution. I do not wish for a moment
to let it be supposed that nothing of value exists in the solid

matters of sewaofe, or that these matters would be of no use as

manure. It is simply stated—and this is my first proposition—
that in n(>glecting tiie liquid we lose by far the largest propor-

tion of manuring matter ; and I think it possible to show, as my
second proposition, that the collection of the solid matter will

not, at the price which the product is agriculturally worth, be a

vaying speculation.

Reverting to these analyses, we find that in the first case 89 per

cent, and in the second 84 per cent, of the total ammonia (nitrogen)

in the sewage exists in the soluble state. There is no doubt,
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indeed, tliat in considering' the question of the distribution of

nitrogen between the solid and liquid, we take a very favourable

view for the former when we compare them in the fresli state.

Except in small towns, or under a very perfect system of drainage

in large cities, there cannot be such a thing as fresh sewage.
Fajcal matters begin to decompose immediately they are voided,

and during this change the nitrogenous matters are being rapidly

converted into soluble ammoniacal compounds, whilst the inso-

luble organic matter that escapes decomposition is more and
more assimilated to woody fibre, a substance of comparatively

little value.

Tlirough the kindness of Mr. Ranger and Mr. Rammell, two
of the inspecting engineers of the General Board of Health, I

have had the opportunity of examining samples of sewage-water
from the outfalls of the sewers at Croydon and Rugby. These
towns have been sewered under the improved system of tubular

pipes, in which the sewage is very rapidly brought away.
Owing to the quantity of water used in these towns, and to the

fact that the solid matter is brought down bodily at particular

times of the day, giving much more visible evidence of its origin

than in the case of London sewage, the quantity of the suspended
matter was not sufficient for examination. I found the Croydon
sewage taken in the middle of the day, when filtered through
paper, to contain, in the imperial gallon, upon evaporation, of

solid residue, 53 grains, containing

—

Organic matter and salts of
ammonia 22 "63 grains

Phosphoric acid . . . 1'54 ,, = 3 -SSgrs. phosphate of lime.

Soda 1-33
,,

Potash 2-17 „

The 22 • 63 grains of organic matter and salts of ammonia con-
tained 2 • 96 grains of ammonia.

Tlie analysis was not carried further. The samples from
Rugby were, at Mr. Rammell's suggestion, collected at two
periods of the day ; the first (at 11 a.m.) when filtered gave, on
evaporation, 42 • 32 grains of solid matter in the gallon, contain-
ing 2 41 of ammonia; tlie second sample (collected at 5 p.m.)

gave, when filtered and evaporated, 61 grains of solid residue in

the gallon, containing

—

Organic matter . . . 14*19 grains.

Phosphoric acid . . . "73 „ = 1 '50 grs. phosphate of lime.
Soda 5-19 „
Potash 7-04

,,

The organic matter contained 0-92 grains of ammonia.
I am informed that, in the pipe-sewered towns, it is princi-

pally in the morning and evening, when the working-classes and
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meclianics are in the houses, that the great bulk of fa?cal matter
comes down. This is especially the case between eight and ten
o'clock in the morning, at which time its collection is easily

effected. I should observe in passing tluit the sewage of these

towns on the pipe system is essentially different from that of

London. The matters are in a very much more fresh and natural

condition. A quantity of the solid matter was collected at the

mouth of the Croydon sewer by means of a flannel bag ; it was
allowed to drain as much as it would, and afterwards dried, with
all the necessary precautions, for analysis.

The following is the composition of the dry material :

—

Composition of Composition of

the Asli. the Dry Matter.

Organic matter 77*42
Insoluble silieious matter . . . . 59'72 13'49
Oxide of iron 8-62 1-95

Lime 11-32 2-56
Magnesia 3-04 0-69
Phosphoric acid 12-11 2*73
Sulphuric acid 1"12 2'25
Potash None None
Soda None None
Chloride of ])otassiuni .... 2*79 0"63
Chloride of sodium 1-28 0-28

100-00 100-00

Nitrogen 3 27 per cent. : equal to ammonia 3-94 per cent.

I consider this material as the type of the best result that can

be obtained by the mere mechanical filtration of sewage and the

preservation of the solid product for manure. The change from
the solid to the liquid state of the nitrogenous matters, of which
mention has so often been made, has not yet occurred, and the

substance may be taken to represent pure night-soil, washed, as

it always will be, with abundance of water. But how stands the

case? We have here a percentage of only 3 "27 nitrogen, equal

to 3-94 per cent, of ammonia, on the absolutely dry product.

This result is what we should have anticipated, and nearly

accords with the analyses of washed excrements before given.

That a more favourable result might sometimes be obtained,

especially when the sewage of a rich population is operated on,

there is every reason to believe
;

l>ut, on the average, I feel cer-

tain that better results are not likely to be got—that is to say,

by mere mechanical filtration. But it seems to be acknowledged

as a practical impossibility to fdter the sewage for the retention

of the solid matter without the use of some material, such as

charcoal, be adopted
;
and, even supposing it were possible, some

subsequent addition would be necessary to facilitate the economical

drying of the product ; for to dry off the water from the faecal pulp
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directly and I)y artificial heat would be plainly out of tlic ques-

tion. Now the substance so used must be agriculturally ol less

value than the dry faecal matter, or of more—if less, then the pro-

duct would have a less value than is shown in the analysis above
;

if more, then we are diluting^ the material of higher value by the

addition of that of less—in other words, we are giving to the

sewage manure a value which it does not intrinsically possess,

by a costly addition—which is a commercial absurdity, unless it

can be shown that the product obtained by the union of tlie two

substances is better worth than either separately.

Tliere is, however, still another point to be considered, and
that is, can we by any chemical treatment retain a portion, or the

whole, of the valuable matter which in the case of mere mecha-
nical filtration passes ofiF in the liquid, and thus raise the standard

of the solid products ? Can we stop the ammonia, the potash,

and the pliosphoric acid, and add them to our stock in trade ?

It is evident that the promoters of the plans which have been
proposed, and many of those who, having no direct interest in

them, are still on public grounds anxious for their success, think

that this can be done, for we constantly hear that by such and
such a process the ammonia and valuable alkaline compounds of

the sewage are " fixed," and incorporated in the manure in a dry

and portable shape ; and this brings us to consider—which, with-

out disrespect to the subject, for it is very important, we shall

do very briefly—the various substances that have been proposed
for employment in the collection of sewage.

These are the various forms of charcoal, lime, gypsum, clay,

burnt and unburnt, salts of alumina, salts of zinc, of iron, and
of magnesia, and certain compounds of silica. These have been
proposed for use in some cases separately, in others two or

more of them have been associated together in the process.

And first, of charcoal, of which there are several forms. Bone
or animal charcoal is made by burning bones in a close retort

;

it is an excellent substance for deodorizing offensive matters,

but too costly for use in this way. The supply is limited, and
the price from 12/. to 13/. per ton ; its principal use is in sugar
refining. Peat charcoal is also a good deodorizing substance ;

it may be produced, as is well known, in large quantities in

Ireland, in Yorkshire, Devonshire, in fact wherever large tracts

of peat land occur. It would be very cheap, but for the fact

that when first dry the peat contains a very large proportion of
water. Even when dry the weight is of course much reduced by
the destruction of the organic matter and its conversion into

charcoal. For every ton of charcoal produced, many tons of the
original peat have to be dug and moved, and much of the cost
is due to this circumstance. Peat charcoal is, however, supplied
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in London at a price varying, I believe, from 21. to 3/. per ton.

Wood charcoal is a more expensive and much less effective

variety ; its deodorizing properties are smaller than those of
peat charcoal, and I am not aware that it has been employed in

any practical operations as a deodorizer.

Other forms of charcoal have lately come into use for the

purpose of preparing sewage manure. Tlicy are made by
charring night-soil, or in some cases sewage matter itself pre-

viously collected. The charcoal obtained by the distillation of
bituminous shale has also been employed for the same purpose.

In considering tlie effect of cliarcoal as a deodorizer, we must
carefully discriminate between the different circumstances in

which it is to be employed.
Great misconception exists in regard to the powers of charcoal.

Charcoal is known to liave the power of absorbing ammonia
and other gases, and that to a very considerable extent ; it is

taken for granted, therefore, that this power exists equally under
all circumstances, but such is not the case. It absorbs ammonia
by virtue principally of its great porosity—by a kind of surface

attraction—an attraction possessed by all solids for gases, and
having relation of course to the quantity of surface—hence
charcoal, in common with all porous bodies offering in a given

weight a large amount of surface, has a great absorptive power
for gases. But this property is also possessed in an eminent
degree by water—more especially is this the case where gases,

largely soluble in water, are in question. When, therefore, we
treat charcoal, saturated with ammoniacal gas, with water, the

superior attraction of the water comes into play, and the am-
monia is transferred from the charcoal to the solution. In the

opposite case, that is to say, when a solution of ammonia is

filtered through charcoal, its strength cannot be sensibly dimi-

nished. Indeed this fact has been experimentally demonstrated

by Dr. Anderson, who published a series of trials, proving the

want of power in charcoal to remove ammonia from solution,

and I have myself made many experiments of the same kind

with a like result. It is, therefore, an entire mistake to suppose

that the property of charcoal to absorb ammonia from an atmo-

sphere containing it, extends also to the separation of this alkali

and its salts from liquids.

Charcoal has the property of separating some organic sub-

stances from solution, and it might be thought that it would at

least have this effect on the organic matter contained in sevvage.

This particular power of charcoal is very limited, and only

applies to a small class of substances. For instance in the opera-

tions of the sugar-refiner a solution of brown sugar is filtered

through animal charcoal. The colouring matter is removed, but
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the sugar remains in solution ; and even the quantity of colouring

matter that is thus removed is very small. In the case of sewage,

even supposing it to be fresh, we could not expect charcoal to

remove the urea, which is the soluble organic matter of most
value, because charcoal is actually used to purify coloured

solutions of urea, the latter remaining in solution.

Charcoal is used in two ways in the preparation of sewage
manure. In the first, it forms a filter-bed through which the

sewage is passed. In the second, it is mixed either with the

liquid in tanks—the whole being mechanically filtered—or the

sewage is first filtered through wire gauze, perforated zinc, or

coarse clotlis, and the charcoal is added to the pulpy mass, to

deodorize it and facilitate its drying. The first of these has the

advantage of employing it both as a deodorizer and a mechanical

filter; but in whatever way it is used, it must be clearly under-

stood that charcoal removes nothing worthy of notice from actual

solution, and its functions are confined to the separation and
preservation in a portable shape of the solid matter in suspension.

The next substance which we have to consider in its applica-

tion to sewage manure is lime. Sewage-water, especially as we
find it in London sewers, filters with great difficulty, and it

becomes very necessary to find some means of causing a ready

separation of the liquid and solid parts. Lime to a considerable

extent effects this, and its use has been made the subject of

several patents. The lime acts in coagulating the sewage,

probably by neutralizing carbonic acid, which abounds in

fermented sewer-water, and which holds in solution carbonate and
phosphate of lime and other salts. A precipitate is thus formed,

which encloses in it the light, floating organic matter, which
would not otherwise subside. The operation, in fact, is strictly

analogous to the clearing of beer or coffee by isinglass. The
isinglass (gelatine) combines with the tannin of these liquids,

and the flocculent precipitate encloses as in a net the floating

particles in the liquid.

It is obvious that lime when added to sewer-water will

separate from solution all those substances which are held

dissolved by acids. It has therefore the power to precipitate

phosphate of lime, and to separate phosphoric acid from its other

soluble combinations ; it also separates from solution certain

organic matters with which it forms compounds, and the advo-
cates of the use of lime in treating sewage have laid great stress

on this property ; but in truth the quantity of material of any
value to agriculture so precipitated is very small, and any advan-
tage supposed to be gained by it is far more than counterbalanced

by the large quantity of lime that comes to be present in the

manure produced. I have examined, from time to time, many
samples of the manure made from sewage by the addition of
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lime, and I have found in most cases from 30 to 40, and in

some nearly 60 per cent, of carbonate of lime. The presence

of tliis quantity of useless matter is not attributable to the undue
application of the lime, because even if clear lime-water be
employed the result is the same. It is a necessity of the

employment of lime in any way for this purpose.

I have already said that before lime can produce any effect

in coagulating the sewage, indeed in the act of producing that

effect, lime neutralizes the free carbonic acid of the sewer-water.

This carbonic acid is produced in very large quantity by tlie

fermentation of the sewage ; but even supposing that it were not

so, the quantity contained in the water supplied to towns would
materially affect the question.

Thus the water of London contains, per imperial gallon, in

round numbers, 15 grains of carbonate of lime dissolved in

carbonic acid. The addition of free lime to this water in

neutralizing the carbonic acid produces just 15 grains additional

of carbonate, so that each gallon of water furnishes a precipitate

of 30 grains of chalk.

I have calculated that the excrements of each person in

London are diluted with or distributed through 20 gallons of

water, and as when the sewage is precipitated by lime each

gallon of water furnishes 30 grains of chalk, Ave have 600 grains

of chalk as the quantity which is added to 437J grains (see page

144) of solid excrement. So that the manure produced would,

on this showing, contain nearly 60 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

This is a startling fact, and one that is well worthy the con-

sideration of those who are advocating the process.

I have before stated that Lhave examined many samples of

manure so prepared. Some of these I do not feel at liberty to

publish, but in others no such difficulty exists, and the analyses

of two or three samples are given in a note.*

* The following are analyses of samples of manure made from London sewage
hy precipitation with lime ; I am not aware of the price at which the samples

were offered for sale :

—

Moisture
Charcoal and organic matter

Sand, &c
Oxide of iron and alumina .

Phosphate of lime .

Carbonate of lime with a little

\

carbonate of magnesia
Sulphate of lime

Allsaline sulphates and chlorides

Nitrogen . •

Equal to ammonia

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

4-29 4-93 4'75
36-58 30-18 24-37
9*88 7'75 19-44
1-86 1'62 3-51
5-51 4-85 3-73

32-92 43-70 37-55

8-18 6-30 5-56
0-78 0-67 1-09

100-00 100-00 100-00

1-52 1-21

1-91 1-93 1 -47

The
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It is almost unnecessary to say that lime can in no way help

in the preservation of the ammoniacal salts of the sewage.

I pass on now to gypsum,—the office and properties of which

are generally just as much misconceived as those of charcoal.

Gypsum is, as is well known, a compound of sulphuric acid

and lime. When this salt is brought in contact with the volatile

carbonate of ammonia in the air, a cliange takes place, and sul-

phate of ammonia (a non-\o\a.\.\\e salt) and carbonate of lime are

produced. This is the way in which it acts when used to

remove the ammoniacal vaj)oursof stables, and it is said to the

ammonia. But the sulphate of ammonia is a soluble salt, like

the carbonate or any other of its compounds, and water will

wash it away with equal certainty. If then I filter sewage-

water through a bed of gypsum, in the hope of stopping tlie

ammonia, I do but deceive myself. I am at the most only con-

verting one soluble salt of ammonia into another equally soluble,

and not a portion of it is left behind. Gypsum, like charcoal,

is a good substance to use as a deodorizer for the ultimate

manure, but it cannot, in the smallest degree, increase its value

by retaining the soluble ammoniacal compounds of the sewage.

Gypsum, when added to undiluted urine, produces a preci-

pitate containing a large quantity of phosphates, and, no doubt,

of considerable value as manure. In this case the phosphates

of soda, ammonia, &c., contained in urine are converted into

insoluble phosphate of lime ; in the case of sewage, however, it

is to be anticipated that the large quantity of carbonic acid present

would effectually prevent the precipitation of phosphate of lime

by the use of gypsum.
Clays, burnt and unburnt, have been proposed as filters for

sewage, and the researches which I have had the pleasure of

publishing in this Journal on the absorptive properties of these

substances have been quoted as justifying their use; but my
experiments in no way warrant such a conclusion, and, in fact,

especial pains were taken to prevent them from being so under-

The following is the composition of manure made from London sewage by
precipitated sulphate of alumina, lime, and charcoal :

—

Moisture 36*20
Organic matter, charcoal, &c. . . . 19' 6.5

Sand and other siliceous matter . . . 10*47
Oxide of iron and alumina .... 4"31
Phosphate of lime 2*63
Hydrated sulphate of lime .... 5'89
Carbonate of lime 20 '3.5

Alkaline sulphates and muriates . . . 0-50

100*00

Nitrogen 0-62
Equal to ammonia 0-75

VOL. XV. JI
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stood. Clay, indeed, has the power to remove from solution

almost every ingredient which is of any value in agriculture.

But to what extent does this power reach ? Take, for instance,

one ingredient of the sewer-water as before—the ammonia. In
the experiments referred to, 1000 grains of a soil were found to

separate from solution 3 grains of ammonia, or 3-lOtlis per cent.

This was as favourable a result as any obtained. But of M'hat

use would it be in the manufacture of manure ? In this case

the misconception is one of quantity. The power of the soil

to absorb manure is all-important in the circumstances under
which it is naturally brought into play, that is to say, in the land

itself, because there we have hundreds of tons of soil charged
with the duty of retaining a few hundredweights of manure ; but
it is quite another thing when we have to make a portable

manure which shall be rich in all the elements of fertility. A
soil fully charged with the soluble ingredients of sewage would
of course, when brought to a proper state of dryness, be ex-

tremely rich for all the purposes of vegetation, but it could not

act as a manure unless it was put on at the rate of 20 or 30 tons

an acre. I have indeed examined fertile soils containing as

much as 3-lOths per cent, of ammonia, but no person would
think of digging such earth to send it away for manure.

It must be remembered that these remarks apply only to the

effect of clay or soils, whether burnt or otherwise, on the soluble

matters of sewage. If it is wished to use them as a mechanical

filter, so be it
;
but, except for absolutely local purposes, better

substances are at our disposal.

In the case of town sewage the employment of such means is

clearly out of the question, for the carriage to and fro would
cost far more than the value of the manure produced.

The salts of alumina have been proposed for use in preparing

sewage manure. They act solely in causing the coagulation of

the sewer-water, and rendering its filtration possible. I would
not, however, undervalue this effect, for in practice it is very

important, if not indispensable ; the salts of alumina are perhaps

the best that, with our present knowledge, can be employed for

this purpose. When, to a quantity of London sewage, a small

portion of lime is first added, and afterwards another small

portion of sulphate of alumina, a flocculent precipitate is formed

which quickly subsides, carrying down with it all suspended

matter, and the liquid soon becomes bright and clear ; the sepa-

ration by filtration is now an easy matter. I repeat that the

salts of alumina, however valuable as an adjunct to filtration,

are nothing more
;

tliey do not practically separate ammonia or

other fertilizing matters from solution.

The salts of zinc and of iron have been largely used as deo-
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tlorizers, and for this purpose tlioy are very excellent. It is to

be remembered that decomposing animal and vegetable matters,

in addition to the peculiar odours which distinguisli the putre-

faction of each kind of substanc^e, evolve two general products

—

sulphuretted hydrogen and ammonia—generally in combination

with each other. Sulphuretted hydrogen is itself a highly

offensive and injurious gas, but ammonia when pure is by no

means disagreeable ; but it would appear that ammoniacal
vapours have a singular tendency to act as vehicles or carriers

of putrid odours, and the escape of ammonia is intimately con-

nected with the offensive character of such effluvia. We have

seen that many substances have the property, by virtue of the

acid they contain, of arresting the escape of ammonia, and there-

fore of materially diminishing putrid smells—such are gypsum
and sulphuric acid. But ttie salts of zinc and iron not only com-
bine with ammonia by their acid, but at the same time their other

ingredient, the iron or zinc, effectually removes all smell of

sulphuretted hydrogen by forming with it insoluble sulphurets.

These salts are therefore very effective deodorizers, but they do
not any more than the other agents of which we have spoken
retain the ammoniacal compounds in solution in sewage.

The use of compounds of magnesia in the preparation of

sewage manure stands upon a different, and, theoretically, a

much more favourable basis, than those which have been pre-

viously mentioned ; and it is this : magnesia enters into the

composition of one of the very few insoluble, or comparatively

insoluble, compounds of ammonia with which chemistry has

made us acquainted. The sulphate, muriate, nitrate, carbonate,

and so on, of ammonia, are all soluble salts ; it is, therefore,

of no use to produce tliem by any addition of the sewage
;

they flow away in the water and cannot be retained by mecha-
nical filtration. But ammonia forms with phosphoric acid and
magnesia a salt of comparatively small solubility ; and as the

two latter ingredients exist in all forms of liquid manure, the

addition of magnesia would seem an excellent method of securing
both of these valuable elements at once. Some years since it

was proposed (I believe by Dr. Angus Smith) to add a cheap
salt of magnesia to putrid urine, which contains, as we have
seen, ammonia in large quantity and soluble phosphates a

precijiitate of phosphate of magnesia is produced, and there is

little doubt that by this means a most valuable manure may be
obtained.

Very lately a patent has been taken for the use of burnt mag-
nesian limestone in the manufacture of sewag-e manure. This
variety of limestone occurs abundantly in the north and west of
England, and would therefore not be an expensive material. It

M 2
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is proposed to break up the burnt limestone into a suitable form
to serve either by itself or mixed with charcoal, &c., as a filter for

the sewage, the ammonia and phosphoric acid of which it is

expected to retain in the insoluble form. I am very unwilling

to express a decided opinion on this process : originated by a

chemist of ability, it possesses the advantage of correct principle,

to which none of the other methods can lay claim. In all those

plans which have previously engaged our attention there is an

absence of any effective cause for the retention of the soluble

ammoniacal compounds : but in this process the deficiency is,

theoretically at all events, supplied. I say theoretically, because

there are circumstances which, it is to be feared, will seriously

interfere with its success. To mention only one or two : phos-
phate of ammonia and magnesia is not absolutely an insoluble

salt; and it has already been shown that for eveiy part of am-
monia present in sewage we have to encounter the solvent

action of 10,000 parts of water, containing all sorts of other

salts ; whether under these circumstances the insolubility of the

compound produced will l)e sufficient to preserve it from being

washed away, is matter of doubt. But further, this compound
will have to encounter the formidable action of that universal

solvent, the carbonic acid, contained in the sewage. It is true

that this may be neutralized by a free use of the magnesian lime-

stone, but not without the attendant disadvantage of introducing

into the manure large quantities of useless carbonate of lime, as

was before shown in the case of ordinary lime.

But whatever may be the difficulties attending it, this process

deserves consideration, and it is much to be wished that it may
be worked out successfully.

The last method to which the reader's attention will be directed

is one suggested by myself, and open to many of the same diffi-

culties as the otliers. It consists in the use of certain compounds
of silica. My researches have established, as the readers of this

Journal may remember, the existence of certain double silicates

of alumina and of another base which may be either ammonia,
potash, soda, magnesia, or lime. These double silicates are all

more or less insoluble in water. The lime compound is decom-
posed by salts of all the other alkalies and alkaline earths—for

instance, double silicate of alumina and lime, when digested with

sulphate of ammonia or sulphate of potash, is converted into a

corresponding and sparingly soluble compound of ammonia or

potash, whilst sulphate of lime remains in solution. The lime

compound would, therefore, remove from solution substances of

great agricultural value.

The expense of these compounds would hitherto have pre-

cluded their use for such a purpose ; but it happens fortunately
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that their discovery has been coincident with that of a new source

of silica, which greatly facilitates the manufacture of all the salts

of tliis acid. Tlie beds of soluble silica, at the base of the chalk

hills, may ultimately indeed be of considerable importance in an

agricultural point of view.

.^\t would seem possible to employ one or other of the compounds
mentioned above in such a manner that the ammonia and potash

of the sewage might be retained in the solid state. 1 hus, for

instance, double silicate of alumina and lime, when so used,

would become a corresponding salt of potash or ammonia. The
same difficulties would, however, attend the use of these salts as

that of the magnesian lime, before discussed, and it is very

doubtful whether they could be used to practical advantage.

We may recapitulate very shortly the conclusions to which we
have been led by an examination of this subject. We learn that

of the fertilizing matters of sewage, by far the largest portion

exists in the liquid state ; that the solid portion has not even the

agricultural value of ordinary excrement, far less that of night

soil, to which we are unthinkingly in the habit of comparing it

;

that the liquid is so largely diluted with water, that any attempt

to concentrate it is totally out of the question ; that the greater

number of plans that have been proposed for the production of a

solid manure from sewage are only so far valuable that they assist

in the separation and filtration of the matter in suspension, which,

as well as the liquid, they deodorize and render manageable.

Thus we have seen that charcoal does not retain the ammoniacal
or alkaline salts, and in no way adds to the value of the solid

refuse except in rendering it inofiFensive and in assisting its desic-

cation ; that lime is merely useful in the filtration and deodorizing

of the sewage, whilst on the other hand it introduces into the

solid manure a large proportion of useless matter ; that the salts

of alumina, iron, and zinc, deodorize and coagulate, but nothing

more ; and finally, that the processes which really are adapted to

the separation of the soluble fertilizing matters of the sewage,

namely, tliose in which salts of magnesia and compounds of silica

are employed, may altogether fail of success on' account of the

diluted character of the liquid and its other solvent properties.

But there is a further difficulty, and one which may prove
insurmountable. The manufacture of solid manure from sewage,

to be successful, must furnish an article of such value as to bear

the expense of carriage to a considerable distance. It is not in

the immediate neighbourhood of towns, where stable manure and
other fertilizing matters are abundantly available, that the pro-

duct of the servers is most wanted, or would be most appre-
ciated. The market-gardens in the neighbourhood of London
and other large towns will always have the command of abund-
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ance of manure, which is obtained at a very low cost and with

little or no expense of carriage, being brought by the market-
carts in their return journey. The market for sewage manure
ought to be found in a wider zone. 1 feel persuaded that clieap

manures—that is to say, manures of small value, at an equally

small price—are a mistake, and every step that we take now is

in the opposite direction, namely, in the concentration of ferti-

lizing qualities. If, then, in the act of producing sewage manure
in the solid state a low percentage of manuring ingredients is

obtained—the great bulk of the manure being useless to vegeta-

tion—such a result is a failure, not a success, however much of

the manure may be produced.

It may be asked, is there then no plan by which a solid ma-
nure of sufficient value can be prepared from sewage ? My own
conviction is that, as yet, no plan has been suggested which,

with a due regard to the farmer's interests, unites the prospect

of a paying speculation. Of course I speak now of a manufac-
ture in which sewage is the staple law article. It is quite possi-

ble to mix other matters, such as the refuse substances of large

towns, with the solid deposit of sewage so as to make a good
manure, at a fair or even a low price ; but in this the merit lies

with the substances added, not with the sewage itself ; and
such a manufacture is obviously very partial and limited in its

application.

It has always appeared to me that this question of sewage-

water is regarded in a wrong light. A most exaggerated opinion

of the prospects of manufacturing manure from it is entertained

by local Boards of Health and town corporations. Not content

with making arrangements by which the removal of the refuse

and the cleansing of their watercourses is to be obtained, they

in many cases stipulate for a rental for the right of taking the

sewage matter. I do not doubt that if the liquid seicage could

be properly distributed over the extent of surface which it is

capable of fertilizing, a revenue would be forthcoming towards

the reduction of the town-rates. But, in the absence of arrange-

ments for liquid distribution, and unless we should discover

some process far better than any we possess for the solidification

of the sewage, I am convinced that the results must be all the

other way : that is to say, the towns must be content to pay
towards the operation, instead of looking to it as a source of

income. The question is indeed a compound one—sanitary and
agricultural. It is of the utmost importance to the town popula-

tions to remove their refuse matter without polluting the neigh-

bouring streams. By the aid of existing processes this object

can be satisfactorily accomplished ; and the water supplied to a

town may be restored to the watercourses in a comparatively
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unobjectionable form. But the manure so produced cannot be

sold at a profit—unless, indeed, the fanner, by giving move than

its value, is made to pay for the sanitary imj)rovement of the

towns. It is useless to urge that a manure made in this way can

be sold, and has been sold, largely at an amply remunerative

rate. No one who is acquainted with the nature of farming

operations, and witli the difficulty of estimating and tracing to

their true source the effects of manure, will doubt that for a time

even the very poorest manures may have a sale, particularly if

the price is temptingly low. But this state of things does not

last : and the price at which the solid sewage manure will ulti-

mately find buyers will be below the cost of its production.

The true policy of towns is to take this matter, in some shape

or other, into their own hands. Their primary concern should

be to effect the sanitary objects thoroughly, looking to the manure
as a set off", greater or less, against the expenses incurred in

securing the increased health and cleanliness of their populations.

VII.

—

On the Species of j^gilops of the Sotith of France, and their

Transformation into Cultivated Wlieat. By M, Esprit Fabke,

of Agde. (Translated from the French.)

Three kinds of iEgilops are frequently met with in the south of

France and in other parts of the Mediterranean district, viz.

yFji/ilops triuncialis, L. ;
ovata, L. ; and jE. triaristata, Willd.

M. Requien has stated that there is a fourth, which he calls JE.tri-

ticoidcs, but this, as will be shown hereafter, is only a peculiar

form of yE. ovata and triaristata, both of which produce it.

1. triuncialis is distinguished from the others by its more
slender and elongated cylindrical ears. The glume consists of

2 equal valves, one with 3, the other with 2, awns. The nerves

of the valves are 7 to 10 in number, and are, like the awns
themselves, covered with asperities. The valves of the florets

{palecB), also 2 in number, are membranous and ciliated at their

edge ; one of them is terminated by 3 abortive awns.

The flowering stems are from 35 to 40 centim.* high ; the

leaves are never so long as the spike.

The ear itself is from 10 to 12 centim. in length, and is

composed of from 5 to 7 spikelets, of which the 3 lowest are

fertile, and the rest sterile. The glumes of the spikelets present

projecting whitish ribs, varying in number with that of the awns
which terminate them. When the number of these awns is 2,

* 1 millimetre = 0*039 inch, or less than half aline.

1 centimetre == 0'393 inch, or nearly 4-10th8 of an inch.
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the number of the ribs of the glume is G or 7 ; when the glume
has 3 awns, the number of ribs is commonly 10, 5 strong alter-

nating with 5 slender. The asperities which have already been
stated to cover the sides of the glume and the awns render both

rough to the toucli.

The seed or grains of this species are 1 ccntim. in length,

horny, slender, not being more than 3 millim. in circumference

at their largest part. Their upper end is terminated by a tuft

of whitish silky hair. Tliese grains are of a fine yellow colour,

and become brown when dried
;
they are a little floury when

broken. When germinating, only 2 radicles are usually pro-

duced ; 3 are rare.

The plant is glaucous all over. Of all the species we shall

have to notice this is capable of being the most highly developed.

It never produces varieties.

2. ^(jilops ovata, L. The glume of this species is composed
of 2 equal valves, each of which is terminated by 4 awns. The
valves are marked with 10 or 11 projecting nerves, of which 6

or 7 are strong, and the others alternating are weak and often

incomplete ; all are glabrous, or are furnished with very short

hairs ; the spikelets which they cover are strongly convex.

Of the 2 membranous valves or palece which compose the

floret, one is terminated by 3 sliort awns, and the other has no
beard, but is slightly ciliated at its apex.

The flowering stems are from 20 to 25 centim. in height.

The upper leaves never reach the first tooth of the axis of the

ear. The ear, including the awn, is 4 centim. long ; the

end of the awn is violet-coloured. These awns spread so as to

form nearly a right angle with the axis of the ear. The spikelets

are 4 in number, and the 2 lower ones alone are fertile.

The ears of this species are shorter than those of any other.

The fruit or grains are much shorter than those oi triwicialis.

Some are yellow and floury when broken, the others are black and
horny. Three radicles are produced when the seeds germinate.

The whole plant is glaucous in appearance, and is thus easily

distinguished at a glance from the other species.

3. JEgilops triaristata, Willd., difi'ers from the 2 species just

described in the following particulars : the 2 valves of the glume
are equal as before, but they are almost always terminated by 3

awns, very rarely by 2. The ridges and nerves of the valves are

less numerous than in jE. ovata. The valves of the floret, or

palecc, are membranous, as in the other two species ; but one

is ciliated at its edges, and is terminated by 2 short awns, whilst

the other has no awn, and is ciliated at its apex. The awns are

nearly vertical.

The flowering stems of this species are much more erect and
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taller than those of ovata ; they arc 30 to 35 centiin. in

heif^ht. The upper leaves are lono^cr, and almost reach the first

tooth of the axis. The ears, including the awns, are 5 to 6

centim. in length, and are composed of from 4 to 6 spikelets,

of which 2, and sometimes 3, are fertile. The nerves of the

valves of the glumes are tliickly covered with short thick hairs,

and are consequently very rough to the touch. This species

differs from the two preceding

—

1. By tlie green colour of all the parts of the plant.

2. By the breadth of the valves of the glumes.

3. By the very dark colour which the ears assume when
ripening.

4. By the larger size of its corn ; and

5. By the surface of the corn, which is covered with a sort

of brown silk.

The colour of the grains varies ; some are yellow, and otliers

are dark brown, or nearly black.

The grains, when germinating, produce three radicles. They
are floury, but harder than those of ovata.

4. j3^(/iIops triticoides, Req. This plant was first described by

M. Bertoloni. His description is of the plant found by Requien
in the environs of Avignon and Nimes, in 1824, and named by
him triticoides. In his herbarium there are specimens of the

plant, and accompanying them are the following characters,

which he assigned to it:—
Leaves glabrous

;
grains pubescent. Ear composed of 4 or

5 spikelets ; this ear is oblong, cylindrical, of the same length

as that of triuncialis, and of the same size as the ear of

triaristata. The spikelets are 4-flowered and glaucous. The
valves of the glume are nearly glabrous, furrowed, with ribs

rough to the touch
;
they are truncated, and have 2 unequal awns,

with 1 intermediate tooth. The exterior valve of the floret is

terminated by an awn nearly as long as, equal to, or sometimes
longer than, that of the glume. There ends the description.

Now this jE. triticoides of Requien, which is by its appear-
ance so easy to distinguish from the other species, and is so

cle.arly characterised, is not a distinct species : it is only a par-

ticular form assumed, under certain circumstances, by the two
other well-known species described above, under the names of

ovata, L., and 2E. triaristata, Willd.

I have clearly ascertained that this is the case by the fol-

lowing observations, which can be easily verified by any one
who will visit Agde in the month of May. It is very likely that

they may be also verified in the environs of Nimes and Avignon,
where M. Requien found his yE. triticoides, and indeed wherever
this foi-m is met with.
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The cars of iI*]gilops are coriaceous, and remain entire

year after year without being decomposed
;
they merely become

black as they get old. The grains of these ears do not fall

from tlieir envelopes, but, when arrived at maturity, the ears

break off from the top of the stem, fall upon the ground, and
produce the next year new plants which spring from the whole
ear; the spikelets do not separate from the latter, nor do the

grains droj) out from the spikelets. This may be seen from the

specimens represented in fig. 1, A.
The ^^gilops are quick-growing plants

;
they germinate with

the first showers in autumn, and emit, as we have said, 3 radicles

from beneath the cotyledon.

When the ears begin to appear, it may be easily seen that

the grains enclosed in the spikelets of the old ear on the

ground produce two kinds of plants {see fig. 1, A.) : the one kind
terminating in shorter and more compact ears, and the other in

ears which are much larger and of a very different form. The
first are y3J. ovata, and the second jE. triticoides.

The spikelets whose grains exhibit this phenomenon are in-

serted on the same axis, and are consequently part of the same
ear and belong to the same individual plant. Tlie roots of the

young plants shoot into the same soil, whence they obtain the

same alimentary matters
;

nevertheless, the individuals called

triticoides become the most highly developed, and assume dif-

ferent forms in all their parts.

All the parts mentioned above are represented in fig. J , A.

It is clear from these observations that the grains of ovata,

L., yield two sets of plants, viz. those described under the name
of jE. ovata, and those which Requien and Bertoloni thought a

distinct species, and named triticoides.

This is not all. Another species of ^gilops, yE. triaris-

tata, Willd., also yields the triticoid form, distinguishable, how-
ever, from that produced by ovata. The ears of yE. tri-

ticoides obtained from yS. oiiata are glaucous and many-flowered

in their spikelets, have more flowers, and are packed closer to

each other ; whilst the ears of yE. triticoides, yielded by y£^. tri-

aristata, are yellow, sometimes become blackish brown, and are

besides alternate-flowered, and are formed of spikelets with fewer

flowers, tolerably distant from each other, and so arranged that

their alternation is very distinct.

The species of vEgilops are common in the south of Europe,

and probably in the whole basin of the Mediterranean. They
inhabit flat, hot, dry plains. I found some of ovata presenting

at the same time both the form characteristic of this species and

that of the triticoides, in an uncultivated volcanic soil, with a

subsoil consisting entirely of porous lava ; it is the hottest and
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driest soil of the country, and is known by tlie name of Rocher de

Rif/aud ; around it ^vov/ some very weak vines.

The triaristata presented the same phenomena as the yE.

ovata in a very barren gravelly soil covered with pebbles.

The remarkable fact that, under certain circumstances, plants

approaching Triticum, or wheat, are })roduced from the two per-

fectly distinct species of ^gilops, leads to the supposition that,

as has often been presumed, these .^gilops are the wild repre-

sentatives of cultivated corn, and that consequently wheat is

nothing more than iEgilops modified by the influence of soil

and climate.

It may moreover be supposed that the varieties of Triticum

or wlieat produced by JE. ovata, are those with glabrous ears

and fine grains, known to agriculturists by the name of Seissette,

Touzelle, glabrous or bearded, &c., and which varieties were long

since united by M. Dunal into one great class called Touzelle,

and so adopted by M. Seringe in his excellent work on cereals.

It may also be presumed that the coarse corn with hairy spikes,

known in Languedoc by the name of Fourmen, including Triti-

cum turgidum and compositum, and forming the group called

Petanielle by M. Dunal, arise from ^E. triaristata, Willd. It

would result from this, that the two species of yFgilops which
are transformed into triticoides give rise to two series of distinct

varieties, each consisting of one of the known groups, races, or

varieties of cultivated wheat.

Before I had ascertained by observation that yE. triaristata

presented the same phenomenon as ovata, that is to say,

yielded plants like Triticum, I was induced to cultivate

triticoides derived from ovata in the hope of obtaining cultivated

wheat, or at least some analogous variety. The next chapter is an
account of my experiments with this view.

Chapter II.

—

Cultivation of JEgilops triticoides obtained from
JEi. ovata.—When I made the experiments of which I am about
to give an account, I was not acquainted with yE. triaristata,

which is not in De Candolle's ' Plore Frangaise,' the only book
I then had at hand. I was consequently not then aware that this

species, like jFi. ovata, became transformed into triticoides ;

had it been otherwise, I should have cultivated triticoides

obtained from j^. triaristata, Willd., together with triticoides

obtained from JE. ovata. Unfortunately, however, I was com-
pelled to confine my experiments to the cultivation of jFl. triti-

coides produced from jE. ovata.

First gear of cultivation, 1839.—The plants were sown for the

first time in 1838. In 1839 the flowering stems attained a
height of from 70 to 80 centim. The plants ripened from the 15th
to the 20th July

;
they had but few fertile spikelets, each con-
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talnino^ only one or two grains, which ripened late ; all the other

spikelets were sterile by abortion. As a result, I obtained five

grains for one, and the grains were close, concave, and very hairy

at the top. Tlie ears were deciduous, that is to say, they

broke and fell off as soon as ripe. Each valve of the glume had
only two .awns, of which one was shorter than the other. In

one plant, one of these awns became abortive, and there only

remained one to each valve of the glume. On others there were
some glumes with a long and some with a short beard. More-
over, these plants had exactly the appearance of Touzelle wheat.

In all of them the angles of the rachis were strongly ciliated.

Second year, 1840.—In 1839 there was a second sowing. In

1840, at harvest time, the spikelets were more numerous than

before, and contained two grains. The valves of the glume ter-

minated in two awns, of which one was four or five times

shorter than the other, and was sometimes reduced to a mere
tooth. The fruit (grains) was less compact, less concave, and

less hairy at the end. The angles of the rachis were less ciliated,

and the ears less deciduous, i.e. they fell off less easily. The grains

contained much more flour than those of the preceding year.

Third year, 1841.-—-The seeds sown in the autumn of 1840
gave in 1841 plants with ears like those of Triticum, and with

scarcely any sterile spikelets ; the spikelets generally contained

two grains, sometimes three, less compact, less concave, and less

hairy than those of the preceding year.

The valves of the glume had two awns, one of whidi was very

long, and the other so completely abortive as almost to justify a

statement that the awns were single. The plants became more
and more like Triticum in appearance.

Fourth year, 1842.—The seeds sown in 1841 yielded plants

which were attacked by rust. The ears of these plants were

remarkable for the small development of the awn, which gave

them the appearance of beardless Touzelle. There were twenty

ears which did not yield a single grain.

Those plants which did not suffer from the attack of rust pro-

duced deciduous ears, the awns of which were less abortive: there

were as many as three flowers in the same spikelct, and they

yielded two or three good grains, hairy, but slightly, at their apex.

Fiftli year, 1843.—In 1843 the plants, from the seed sown in

1842, attained the height of a yard. One of the two awns of the

valves of the glume was so short and rudimentary, that these

valves may be said to have had but one awn.

In each spikelet were two fertile flowers at least, sometimes

three. The corn or grains were so well developed that they were

partly exposed through the valves of the florets. The ears were

less fragile. The plants were exactly like wheat in appearance.
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One of these plants, kept carefully clear of weeds, yielded 380
for one, and another 450. These p;rains, better developed, pro-

truded throun-h their coverings, and did not remain completely

enclosed as did those of tiie preceding years.

Sixth year, 1844.—All the spikelets of the plants obtained this

year from the seeds sown in the autumn of 1843 were fertile, and

a tolerable quantity of them contained 3 grains. Tliese grains,

which were visible through their envelopes, were still concave on

one side. The ears remained deciduous. The valves of the glume
had only 1 awn, with an excessively short rudiment of another.

Seventh year, 1845.—The plants gathered in 1845 were very

like wheat. Tlieir valves had only 1 awn, accompanied by a mere
tooth, the rudiment of the other. The glume enclosed 4 or 5

flowers, of which 3 were fertile, as in good corn. These plants

may be regarded as truly Trilicmn.

The experiments which led to the results just detailed, and
which were conducted during 7 successive years, were made in

an enclosure surrounded by high walls, far from any place where
cereals were cultivated, and in which there was no other grami-

neous plant.

Eighth year, 1846.—Cultivation in open field. Thinking that

1 had brought the jEyilops triticoides to its greatest perfection,

and that I had ultimately obtained a true Triticum, or wheat, I

determined to cultivate my plants in the open fields, and to sow
them broad-cast in the ordinary way. Accordingly in 1845 I

sowed some seeds in this manner in a field near the road to Mar-
seillan, in a soil like what is called in the country souberbe, and
enclosed on all sides by vineyards. Care was taken to avoid the

open fields in which corn was cultivated, in order to prevent any
pollen from it falling on the Triticum ojjtained from j^^gilops.

For 4 years successively this was continued, and in each autumn
I obtained produce similar to that yielded by common wheat grown
in soils of a like nature : the yield was from 6 to 8 times the

quantity of seed, varying with the year.

The plants obtained in 1850 had the following characters :

—

The stems were straight, not bent, from 60 to 70 centim. in height,

and full of pith. The valves of the glume terminated in a single

awn, the rudiment of the other being scarcely visible. They
were very slightly striated, and almost liairless. The 2 valves of
the florets were membranous, as in ^gilops, but the exterior

one had only a single awn, and the other had none. The
ears were composed of from 8 to 12 spikelets, having 2 or 3
fertile flowers, and each consequently ])roducing 2 or 3 grains

:

these grains were very floury and very little concave.

Tlie yield of 1850 was inferior both in quantity and in quality

to that of the 3 preceding years ; but this was evidently the
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result of atmospheric influences. The excessive dryness which
in that year prevailed from March until the autumn had a very
prejudicial effect on cereals.

For 12 consecutive years I have thus cultivated ^gilops
triticoides and its products ; I have seen them gradually attain

perfection, and become at last true wheat
( Triticum), and I have

never seen a single plant reassume its primitive form, that of

j^Lgilops ovata, L. This form never reappeared.

Let us now recapitulate the series of modifications by which
jT^. ovata became transformed into a sort of Triticum sativum
(cultivated wheat).

yE. ovata, as generally met with in a wild state, is glaucous in

all its parts. Its flowering stems never exceed 20 or 25 centim. in

height ; its upper leaves never reach the first tooth of the rachis

of the ear ; the last is short and oval, has only 4 spikelets, and
of these the 2 lower ones are alone fertile.

Even in a wild state the grains of ovata give rise to the

variety called triticoide.s, in which 1 or 2 of the awns of ovata

disappear, so that the valves of the glume of the greater part of

the spikelets have only 2 long awns instead of 4 in the lower

spikelets. The outer membranous valve of the floret, instead of

terminating in 3 awns, has only 1, at the base of which may be

seen the 2 rudiments of those which are wanting. The other

membranous valve is without a beard, and is ciliated at its apex.

The ears are formed, like those of JE. ovata, of 3 or 4 spikelets,

generally sterile, rarely fertile. The florets are herniapluodite,

and enclose 3 stamens around a pistil, ending in 2 long silky

stigmas. These florets are often sterile, in consequence of the

abortion of the pistil. The fruit (grains) of those which are fertile

is elongated, angular, very concave, and sometimes flattened on

one side ; its colour is yellow, approaching blackness, like that

of ovata, but is much longer, and is silky at the top.

These grains, sown and cultivated for the first time, yielded

plants 3 or 4 times as high ; their ears were cylindrical and
much more elongated than those of the parent plant, and the valves

of their glumes had only 2 awns, of which 1 was shorter than

the other, and occasionally 1 was almost entirely absent, so that

each glume had but 1 awn, as is the case with corn. Further, as

in Triticum, the awns of the glumes of some of the plants were

very long, whilst those of others were short. The plants moreover

had the appearance of Triticum, and assumed its characters more
and more. The spikelets, more numerous than those of the

parent plant, were often sterile, and the few which were not had
only 1 or 2 fertile flowers, so that the fertile spikelets only yielded

1 or 2 grains. These grains, being sown, produced tlie next year

more perfect plants. Their spikelets were more numerous than
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before, ami almost all of them (ontained 2 fertile flowers, and

thus yielded 2 grains. Tlie awns of the glume were always 2 in

number, but tlie abortion of one was in every case carried further

than previously, and was often complete. The grains were less

compact, less concave, less hairy at their extremity. The ears,

when ripe, separated less easily from the axis, and the grains were

much more floury than in former years. A third year produced

plants similar to those of the year before, but more perfect. They
had scarcely any sterile spikelets, each of which yielded 2 and
sometimes 3 grains, more developed, less concave, and less hairy.

The next, being the 4th year, produced no notable change. A
year later the stems attained the height of a yard ; the grains were
sufficiently developed to separate the valves of the floret and to

be wholly exposed when ripe. The mature ears separated less

easily from the stems.

The year following all the spikelets were fertile, although the

ears separated with ease.

The next year the ears did not break off easily ; all the

spikelets were fertile, and occasionally enclosed 3 well developed

grains. It is clear that a true Triticum was then obtained, for a

cultivation in the open fields for 4 successive years did not cause

any change in its form, and it yielded produce similar to that of

the other corn of the country.

[The foregoing observations show that ovata, L., is

capable of being extremely modified under certain circum-
stances. Whilst its floral envelopes lose their width and some
of their awns, and thus become like those of Triticum, their stems,

leaves, and ears become more and more developed, and at length

acquire all tlie characters of wheat. The necessary inference is

that some, if not all, cultivated Tritica are peculiar forms of

j^fjilops, and ought to be regarded as races of this species.

If this be admitted, it is easy to reconcile the accounts given
of the origin of wheat. It has been said both in ancient and in

modern times that wheat was wild in Babylonia, Persia, and
Sicily. In all these countries y3^c/ilops is common, and it is not
surprising that some of its species may have accidentally acquired
a wheat-like form, and have been afterwards improved and pro-
pagated by cultivation. Thus to M. Esprit Fabre is due the
merit of having ascertained the true origin of cultivated wheat.
Its origin had, it is true, been suspected and vaguely pointed out
by several persons ; but the honour of a discovery is really due
not to the authors of a surmise, but to him who has established
the fact by observation, experiment, or reasoning, leaving no
room for further doubt.

—

Note by Professor Dunal.]



Less than natural size.

Fig. 1.—A, ^gilops ovata, 6, producing Ai. triticoides, c; a, the original ear from which they pro-

ceeded. B, spikelet of JE. ovata, with each glume bearing 4 awns. C, the same forced open,
exhibiting 2 sessile florets, a rndmientary stalke<l fioret, and 2 yet smaller rudiments. D,
spikelet of M. triticoides forcibly opened ; its 2 glumes each with 2 unequal awns, a pair of
sessile florets, and a stalked floret in ihe middle. K, a floret of JE. triticoides forced open, with
2 valves or palea;, of which one has an awn and a fragment. F, a floret of JE. ovata, forced
open, with 2 valves or palea;, one of which has 2 awns.
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VIII.

—

Description of Hollow Brick Roofs, as constructed on the

Estate of Earl Grey, at Hoicick, Sj-c., and as purtlij illustrated

in the accompamjing Sketches. By Robert Dunx.

A ROOF of tliis kind is formed hy simply throwing an arch of

holh)\v bricks over the building ta bo covered. Such roofs have

been used for ordinary farm buiUlin<>^s for the sake of their

economy and durability. An arch of ordinary bricks or of stone

would of course equally answer to cover a building of moderate

width, but would be so heavy that, much expense would have to

be incurred in building the side walls strong enough to support

the weight, and resist the outward thrust. Common walls built

of common materials are strong enough to support the weight of

a hollow brick arch, and its outward thrust can be effectually

resisted by iron tie-rods, costing very little.

In the accompanying sketch, the tie-rods will be seen secured

to both stone and cast-iron springers ; the one or the other may
be used, according to circumstances. The iron springers are

cast of the form shown in the drawing
;
they are merely a cast-

iron box, about 4 inches deep, with a web or network formed

inside (as shown bv the drawing). The web inside the box, and
the outer edges, all stand the same height from the bottom ; and
the whole, bottom and all included, are thin cast iron, varying

from l-4th to 3-8ths of an inch in thickness, and are so contrived

that each springer shall not weigh more than fifty-six pounds. It

will be seen that the portion of the web against which the nut

of the tie-rod acts is made a little stronger, and upon the prin-

ciple of the arch, in order to secure strength with lightness.

The principle of the construction of the iron springer is such,

that it would be impossible to injure it but by a power sufficient

to break it to atoms ; while its dovetail or tapering outline gives

it a position on the walls exceedingly difficult to change. The
inside or hollow portion of the springer, alter the tie has been
secured, is carefully packed with masonry, and its position on
the walls depends very much upon the care with which it is

packed outside with the materials of which the wall is formed.

Where stone springers are employed, they are formed, as

regards outline of plan, similar to the cast iron, only (should

stones of sufficient size be available) they may be made the full

thickness of the wall, as shown by the section of stone springing.

There are various modes of securing the ends of the tie-rods

to the springers. When the springers are of stone, an eye is

made on each end of the rods, passing over a bolt cut deep into

the stonework, and secured from rising with a small pin ; the

opening made in the top of the stone, into which the tie and
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bolt have been placed, being carefully filled up with Portland

cement. This is the mode shown on the following sketch.

Another and a simpler mode is to form the ends of the tie-

rods into a dovetail or triangle (.see cut at top of page 183), and
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cutting tlicm deep into the slone springers, and bedding them
in the same with Portland ce-

ment ; tlie opening made in the

stone should fit correctly the

external outline of the triangle

on the end of the tie-rods. The
tie-rods may be placed from 6

to 10 feet apart, according to

circumstances.

In the section of arch with

stone springing, thb parapet and inside gutters are dispensed
with, and may be so with stone ; but with the cast-iron spring-
ing, the parapets and inside gutters are indispensable.

The gutters inside the parapets are formed with Portland
cement, and made with a fall of 6 inches to the outlet. A fall

of 6 inches might suffice for a length of from 40 to 50 feet,

wliicli would require only one down-pipe for the water, for from
80 to 100 feet.

mi

Mi

1.0N(;iTUUINAI, SECTION.

Twelve incliCB long.

SECTIONS OF HOLI,OW BRICKS.
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The arches are iormed, as shown, with hollow brick, set in

good stone lime mortar ; and to render the arch water-tio;ht, and
prevent absorption by the bricks, they require a coating of

cement, paint, or pitch—the two former are the most manage-
able, and calculated to give least trouble. This must be done
with great care, or heavy rain will come through the roof.

I append a statement of the cost of a hollow brick roof as

compared with roofs of timber and slates as used in common
farm buildings. The following estimate is for one square of

roofing, or 100 feet superficial :

—

£. s. d.

Cost of 200 bricks, at 50«. ])er 1000 0 10 0
Labour in setting arch, &c 056
Lime mortar required 020
Iron spring-ers placed 8 feet apart on the building 0 5 0
Iron tie-rods, including fixing, &c 0-3 0
Cost of forming parapets for gutters, including all materials ..030
Stone coping to parapets, or hollow bricks set in cement . . .040
Forming gutters with Portland cement, including labour, &c. ..028
Securing the outside of arch from wet, with ])aint 0 3 0

£1 18 2

Common roof with Baltic timber, per square 1 10 0
Welsh slating, per square 140
Stone coping to ridge 040

£2 18 0

In the above calculations the prices actually paid have been

given, and the most costly mode of constructing the arched roof

yet adopted has been taken ; for instance, to use lioUow-brick

coping set in Portland cement for the parapets would reduce the

item of coping one-lialf. I may also observe, that in districts

where freestone is plentiful, the adoption of the stone springers,

instead of the cast-iron ones with parapets and gutters behind,

might reduce the whole amount very considerably. Tlie hollow

bricks are made with an ordinary pipe-tile machine. No charge

has been inserted for carriage, as this varies so much in different

places, and the comparative cost of the two descriptions of roof

would be materially altered if the building to be covered were

at any considerable distance from a yard where hollow bricks

can be made.
Robert Dunn.

Howick, \2th June, 1854.
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1 X.

—

Eicperiment ivith Nitrate of Soda and Guano on a Peat Bocj.

By James Dyce Nicol.

The land on vvliicli the following experiment was made, was a

peat bog reclaimed in 1850, thoroughly drained, and 6 inches

of clay applied over the whole surface ; the only crops raised

upon it had been oats, turnips, and again oats sown out with

grass. In March last I sowed on one portion of the new grass

2 cwt. of nitrate of soda, with 1 cwt. of salt ; on another portion

4 cwt. of guano ; and on the remainder of the field no manure
was applied.

£. s. d.

The nitrate gave per imperial acre 300 stones of hay, at

9(Z. per stone of 22 lbs 11 5 0

Guano gave 270 stones, value . . . . . 10 2 G

Nothing gave 140 ,, 5 5 0

Independently of the increase of weight of hay from nitrate,

I prefer that manure for either new or old grass, as it appears to

require little moisture to put it down to the roots of the plants.

A strong dew in the course of one night appeared sufficient for

that purpose, and in about 36 hours after its application the

grass turned to a luxuriant dark green colour, whereas the guano
requires a good shower of rain to put it down ; unless it gets

such fall of rain it does little good.

My trial of nitrate on oats and barley last year leads me to

prefer guano for these crops. T applied 1^ cwt. of nitrate on
one portion and 3 cwt. of guano on another, but the oats top-

dressed with nitrate kept a blueish sort of colour throughout
the season, and did not ripen equally, and the ear soft ; while
those which had guano ripened equally, had a harder, crisper ear,

and weighed better. The land upon which that experiment was
made had not been previously cropped, and was of a mossy loam
with a mixture of clay.

Badentoy, Kincardineshire, N.B., March, 1854.

I have been unable to ascertain satisfactorily the reason why
the nitrated corn did not ripen properly in this particular case.

It may have been either the want of sufficient salt accompanying
the application, or the absence of phosphorus, which in other

soils previously cultivated, if not naturally in sufficient abundance,
is usually supplied by the remains of former dressings. At any
rate, we know that the comparative failure is unusual, if not

unique.

—

Ph. Pusey.
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X.

—

On the Farming of Oxfordshire. By Clare Sewell Read.

Prize Report.

The soil of Oxfordshire is so diversified, .and its systems of

farming so various, that, in attempting to detail them, care will

be necessary to confine these remarks within reasonable limits.

As the writer desires to avoid, as far as possible, particularising

persons or places, it must be understood tiiat the observations

apply generally, not individually. Many things may be better,

and some a little worse, than the cases mentioned
;
yet the truth

of the remark must be sought for in the district at large, not in a

particular parish or farm.

This county contains the city of Oxford, and the market-towns

of Banbury, Bicester, Burford, Charlbury, Chipping Norton,

Deddington, Henley, Thame, Watlington, Witney, and Wood-
stock. It is divided into 14 hundreds, 278 parishes, and contains

479,267 square acres. The extreme length of the county is

nearly fifty miles. From its irregular form the breadth varies

much. Near Oxford it is only 7 miles across. The greatest

diameter in the northern portion is 38 miles, in the southern

12 miles. The population of the county amounted in 1851 to

170,439. In 1801 it was 111,977. England in the last fifty

years has more than doubled its population, while this county

has only increased 62 per cent. But the increase is about the

same as in the other Midland counties. For instance, Bucks
had a population in 1801 of 108,138, and in 1851 of 163,723;
Berks in 1801 had 110,480, and has now 170,065. In tliis

county there are 2*8 acres to a person
;
throughout England the

proportion is 1*9 acres. Of the present number 27,843 are

located in the city of Oxford, 27,405 in the seven largest towns,

the rest are scattered over the several villages.

Oxford has a poor corn-market
;
considering its central posi-

tion, and facilities of railway communication, this is surprising.

The corn-market is held in an open space at the back of the

town hall. Recently a large portion of it has been built up,

and then the farmers clustered about the streets to transact busi-

ness. Most towns encourage their markets, and endeavour to

afford convenience for the sale of corn. The city of Oxford
furnishes an exception to this rule. The town council invited

the corn-dealers to hold the market in the confined spot alluded

to, though not fit for that purpose, and, when it was found unfit

for the purpose, a committee of that body suggested that the

police should prevent the farmers from congregating in the streets

round the Carfax. Tliere is a good cattle-market held the second
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Wednesday in each month, at which much business is trans-

acted.*

A great number of the parishes are divided into hamlets, each
hamlet repairing its own roads ; but the poor and church rates

are undivided. The parishes at the northern edge of the Chiltern

district are often very long and narrow. The churches and villages

are at the foot of the hills, while the parish embraces a long
strip of the up-hill country and woodland. Thus the parish of

Pyrton contains 4735 acres, and is 1 I. miles in length ; and of
many others tlie configuration is equally bad. Of course the

duties of the parish officers in collecting the rates are very
(merous, and the distance of the church and school is plainly

manifested in the half savage manners and wretched appearance
of the up-hill poor.

The climate of Oxfordshire is certainly cold, especially at its

extremities ; in the north from its openness and in the south

from its elevation. The Chiltern district is also suliject to dense

fogs, which hang very heavily upon the hills and woodlands.
At the foot of the chalk range there is a constant current of air,

and the frost takes effect sooner, and lingers longer than it does

on the summit of the hills, or at a distance from them. It

appears from the following meteorological returns from the

RadclifFe observatory, as compared with those taken in the

neighbourhood of London (which has the same latitude as the

southern limit of the county), that the amount of rain in Oxford
considerably exceeds that of London, while the range of the

thermometer is nearly one degree lower.

* Of the other markets, Banbury is excellent for fat and lean stock, and its

monthly fair is well supplied. Since the opening of the railroad to Birmingham
there has been a good sale for all sorts of corn, and it is the most business-like,

thriving town in the county. Henley was formerly the best market in Oxford-
shire. Latterly it has much declined, but is still noted for a ready sale of first-

class barleys at extreme quotations. Thame is a bad corn-market, but is well

supplied with fat stock from the Vale of Aylesbury during the summer months
and in the autumn. A vast number of calves are brought from the dairy-grounds,

and disposed of for suckling and rearing. Chipping-Norton and Bicester are well

supplied with com, and have monthly cattle-markets. Some of the other markets
are fairly attended in the autumn, but fall off as spring advances; while in the

rest of the towns the market consists only of a social gathering of farmers in the

evening. Most of the corn gi'own in the south-western portion of the county is

sold at Wallingford and Reading. In a few markets it is common to pitch the Imlk,

and the corn is sold from a sack, but the greater portion is disposed of by sample.

In common with other counties, Oxfordshire has its provincial weights and
measures. Corn is sometimes sold by the quarter, but more frequently by ihe

I ad of 40 bushels. Meat is disposed of by the 8lb. stone; but bacon pigs by
the score of iOlbs. In unenclosed parishes the field-acre contains somewhere
about 3 roods ; and the length of the rod or pole for measuring draining and

ditching varies throughout the county ; but when mentioned in this Report is sup-

posed to contain 1 6 feet 6 inches.
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Amount of Rain in Inches.

1851. 1852. 1853.

Oxford 20-33 40-4 27 2

London .... 18-31 27-98 21-76

Altlioug;h the amount of rain in 1852 was so large, there were

many more cloudy and rainy days in 1853, which may account

for the circumstance that last year is generally considered by

farmers to have been as wet as its predecessor. The average

annual fall of rain at Oxford for 25 years is 23 inches. The
following is the mean temperature of the air in 1853 :

—

I;ady-(iay Mid.sunimer Mich.ielmas Christmas
quarter. quarter. quarter. quarter.

Oxford ... 37° 7' 54° 7' 58 M' 42° 3'

London ... 37° 8' 52° 34' 59° 46' 43= 33'

Mean Temperature.

Oxford 47° 45'

London 48° 24'

The amount of rain registered at Bicester in 1853 was 23'5

in. ; the mean range of the thermometer for the year was 47 97°.

The two first subjects named by the Society are so intimately

connected that it is thought desirable to consider them under

one head. The geological strata of the county of Oxford are

such as to give it a direct agricultural character, none of the

strata yielding any of those mineral productions which are

turned to the purposes of manufacture, with exception of its clay

used for bricks, its ochre, and its stone, which last is quarried

for building purposes. As classified by geologists, the strata

are confined within those termed the secondary series, including

also a small portion of the lower beds of the tertiary. All these

strata, varying in their constituents, generally exhibit an alter-

nation of clay and stratified rock or sand, and give rise to that

numberless variety of soils which mark the county. Yet the

theory that " the surface of the earth partakes of the nature

and colour of the subsoil on which it rests," cannot be rigidly

applied to this county ; as a great part of its agricultural condi-

tion is due to the various deposits of gravel, which cover the

strata and form a soil the very opposite in many instances of that

presented by the denuded surface of the stratum on which they

rest. The geological features of the county embrace the chalk,

greensand, gault, Kimmeridge clay, coral rag, Oxford clay,

oolite, and lias. The agricultural divisions are the Chiltern hills,

the gravelly and sandy loams and clay soils south of the great

oolite ; then the large stone-brash district ; and lastly, the red
soils in the northern portion of the county.

Beginning with the southern extremity of Oxfordshire, partly

bounded by the river Thames and the county of Bucks, between
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Stokenchurch and Goring, the chalk, which is the substratum of
this district, is partly covered with that portion of the tertiary

series, known as the plastic clay formation. The best marked
developments of this clay, with its subjacent sand, are confined to

the highest ridges, sucli as Nettlebed, 820 feet above the level of

the sea. Here the plastic clay, which is extensively used in

making pottery, is from 10 to 30 feet deep, and the vein of white

sand, which underlies it, varies from 10 to 20 feet. Wherever the

plastic clay occurs in this locality there exist great facilities for

the manufacture of bricks. The clay is near the surface, and the

sand close at hand, while after digging through the clay chalk is

found, which is burned into lime. The extensive commons,
woods, and waste lands on the top of the hills afford cheap fuel

for the kilns. The clay of this formation is composed of clay

and silex, with iron as a colouring matter. The sand is made up
of minute particles of siliceous substances, and both sand and
clay contain little or no calcareous matter. The amalgamation

of the clay and sand at the out-crop of these beds forms a friable

soil of superior quality, differing in its character from the more
tenacious clay on the summit of the ridge. Nothing improves
this clay land so much as chalking. This is frequently done by
sinking shafts or wells through the subsoil into the chalk, which
is filled into a basket and drawn up by a wheel. If the chalk is

near the surface it is dug from a pit at the end of the field.

Much good has also resulted from applying the clay to the chalky

soils, but this is l)y no means extensively practised.

Most of the chalk range is covered with an argillaceous and

sandy gravel, consisting, as it seems, of the washing of the

plastic clay and broken chalk flints. Where this superficial

deposit is about a yard thick on the chalk there is some useful

strong land which will carry sheep, and grow wheat, beans, and

oats. This soil is generally under arable cultivation, or covered

with beech woods, which are the characteristic natural produc-

tions of this portion of the country. The chalk escarpment

forms a bold range of hills, which, though abrupt, ai'e smooth
and rounded. In some parts the hills are so steep as to forbid

arable cultivation, yet in most places the natural down or sheep-

walk has yielded to the plough. The true soil of the upper

chalk is composed of angular fragments of chalk, mixed with

vegetable sandy mould, and is all more or less covered with

flints. This is the soil on the sides of the hills which have been

sheep-walks for ages, while at tlie liottom is found a deep dry

chalky loam, called " white land." The depth of soil is usually

greater on the north side of the hills ; and wherever the light

hazel loam abounds, there chalking does much good : its calcareous

properties stir the inert vegetable matter into activity. The
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cluilk itself contains 97 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and will

crumble into fragments on exposure to the atmosphere.

The soil naturally produces short jjrass of <jood quality for

sheep, and thousjh poor and lij^ht, is grateful, and when well farmed

under arable cultivation, will grow good crops of wheat, barley,

sainfoin, and turnips. Corn is not easily lodged on the chalk soil,

and if there is a full crop of straw there is generally a good yield

of corn of excellent quality. The extent of the upper clialk,

which forms the Chiltern district, has been computed at 65,000
acres. This formation is of considerable thickness. At VVat-

lington Park it has been pierced to the depth of 390 feet ; and at

Swyncombe the well is 216 feet deep. There are no springs in the

chalk hills, as the numerous open partings give the formation a

dry and pervious character. There is consequently a scarcity of

water, and tanks and ponds are constructed to secure a supply.

Some springs at the foot of the hills burst out in wet seasons,

and flow witii gi'eat rapidity for months, and are not seen again

for years. The spring at Assenden, after having been dry since

1842, sent forth a very considerable stream during the chief part

of last year. The seasons ai'e much earlier in the chalk range

in Norfolk than in Oxfordshire. Not only in this district much
more elevated, but wherever the plastic clays exist to any depth,

the soil is cold, backward, and difficult to cultivate. It will,

when highly manured, produce good red wheat, but the chief

grain sown is the Tartar oat. This is naturally slow of growth,

and requires a long time for ripening ; and during the past year

failed to arrive at maturity at all. The harvest was tlie most
lingering within the memory of man, and on some farms ex-

tended over a period of thirteen weeks. There was a very large

extent of corn still in the field at Michaelmas (O. S.), most of
which was seriously damaged by the continuous rains.

On this high tract, in late or wet harvests, it is questionable
whether placing the sheaves in shocks is the best way of j)re-

serving tlie corn. It would be well for the occupiers of land in

this locality to consider if the introduction of mows— little stacks,

shaped like a decanter—containing about 100 sheaves, wliich

are common in damp climates, might not with benefit be occa-
sionally used in their harvest fields. An illustration of one
appears in the Society's Journal, vol. x. p. 492.
At Maple Durham and Whitchurch, the chalk hills terminate

abruptly on the banks of the Thames, leaving only a narrow strip

of meadows between them and the river ; but from Caversham to

Henley the hills are not so derided, and recede to a considerable
distance from the stream, leaving at their base a tract of gravellj
loam, some of which is of excellent quality, while there are
numerous Aveak spots which speedily burn. This soil requires

VOL. XV. o
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to be well but cautiously farmed. In dry summers it wants a

good supply of manure ; but if over-stimulated in wet seasons, the

corn lodges at a very early period, and is entirely spoiled.

Desc ending into the vale, at the foot of the chalk ridge Avhich

runs north-east and south-west, from the foot of Stokenchurch
hill to Goring, the lower chalk, marked by the absence of beds
or bands of flints, forms low undulating hills, intersected bj
brooks arising from the flowing out of the springs at the lower
level. This water contains a large quantity of carbonate of lime,,

and is consequently good for water-meadows, of which a few are

to be fouird in this district. The soil of this formation is

richer than the upper chalk, and more tenacious ; the alumina
or clay of the lower chalk being more thoroughly disintegrated

by frosts and atmospheric agencies. It forms a deep strong grey

loam, provincially called ' malm ;' it is not so kind for turnips as

for wlieat, clover, and beans ; and when trodden by sheep, or

ploughed in the wet, is a very ol)stinate soil to work. If managed
between wet and dry it comes to pieces easily. A gicat portion

of lower chalk is covered with a bed of the harsh flinty gravel

before spoken of. This forms a dry friable soil, of a very superior

description, and well calculated to produce turnips and carry

sheep. This coating of gravel may be traced from Ewelme,
through the Stokes, to Gatehampton. At the foot of these hills,

reaching from Chinnor to Goring, is a tract of fruitful land,

celebrated for growing good qualities of white wheat. The straw

is also much sought after for bonnet making ; and this year large

quantities have been sold at prices varying from 8Z. to 10/.

per ton.

• The same gravel is spread over most of the junction of the out-

cropping chalk with the upper greensand beneath, and forms no

striking geological or agricultural feature. Indeed the upper green-

sand, in its position and chemical character, is a continuation of the

superincumbent chalk strata, and has no connexion but in name

with the lower greensand. The upper greensand is distinguished

])y a soft kind of grey rock, which contains much green earth, or

chlorite, the main nature of this formation. Being so blended

with the chalk it contains much calcareous matter, and though the

veins of this formation in other districts are rich in phosphate

of lime and soluble silica, yet for all farming purposes the soil

in Oxfordsliire might be described as good malmy or rubbly

ground. But as the greensand approaches its junction with the

gault-clay beneath, or at the division of this series where the

rubble beds of the upper greensand join the subjacent gault, a

ridge or escarpment of the former overhangs the latter, and, as

at Easington, is marked by the characteristic greensand which

may be traced to Brightwell and Stoke Talmage very distinctly.
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The extraordinary luxuriance of the wild hop seems to indicate

that it is the natural soil of that plant, and peculiarly adapted for

its firowth.

Descendinjif this second ridjje tlie gault-clay presents a con-

siderable surface, and, where it is not covered over by thin beds
of gravel, it is for the most part under grass. Such are the dairy

grounds of Tetswortb, Clare, and Ciolder. In other spots, such
as are the lower parts of Chalgrove Field, there is a slight

admixture of gravel which fits it for arable cultivation. Some
detached portions of this formation are seen at Nuneham Park,

where the gault caps the lower greensand in the same way as

the chalk is capped by the plastic clay. This clay is of a bluish

grey colour, though sometimes it is of a yellow hue. It is an
impervious mass of clay, wet from surface water and the water
that flows over it from the greensand. It contains no springs,

and has been penetrated to the depth of a hundred feet without
finding any water. Near the surface are seen angular rolled

flints, but below is nothing but a bed of black or blue clay.

The meadows are generally poor and wet, growing coarse, back-
ward herbage, and covered with a great quantity of ant-hills and
hassock grass {^Aira cccspitosd).

Passing from the gault, the lower greensand rises in a low
undulating ridge as seen near Hazeley Court, and, with more or

less development, extends to the limit of the county at Nuneham
and Culham. Though interrupted and broken off at various

points, it is to be traced again as covering the heights of Shotover

and Forest Hill. This formation embraces soils of the most
variable quality. On it are found the fertile loams of Water-
stock and Latchford, and the sterile sands of Horsepath. The
colour also varies. In some parts the soil is brown, in others

red, and in some spots it is a yellow sand. This formation being

of a loose and porous nature may be considered dry, yet in many
places where the surface is flat, or where the clay beneath forces

up springs, draining is required. The outcropping of this

stratum is marked by the disease in the root-crops called "fingers

and toes and near Oxford is celebrated as producing large

quantities of ochre. Although the lower greensand is greatly

deficient in calcareous matter, the gravel which covers a large

portion of it has been found to contain 50 per cent, of lime, and
the road scrapings when applied to the soil in sufficient quan-
tities will cure the prevailing club-root in turnips. This gravel,

with which part of the gault-clay as well as the lower greensand

is covered, is of a character entirely different from that before

spoken of as consisting of broken chalk, flints, &c. These beds,

which extend to the north of Oxford, are formed of the breaking

up of various strata, and consist of broken shells, teeth, bones,

o 2
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limestone, sandstone, and pliosphatic nodules. The composition

of this gravel has formed the subject of much discussion and
remark among geologists

;
but, as forming an agricultural soil, it

is of a light and friable character, though somewhat hot, and
liable to burn. It bears good turnips and barley, and is well

known as sheep land. Such is a large portion of Dorchester
field and the neighbourhood.

Beneath the greensand is a partial development of Portland

oolite, especially at Hazeley, Cuddesden, and Garsington. It

there produces a thin shelly and gritty stone, and the partings of

the rock are fdled with siliceous and calcareous sand. This
Portland or Aylesbury stone is found in isolated spots, rising-

above the lower ground, which is mostly pasture, and marked by
the development of the Kimmeridge clay beneath. The Port-

land oolite forms but a small surface, and is covered in many
places with the upper greensand, as at Shotover and Baldon.

It is frequently accompanied by a hard sandstone, and in some
parts by a white driftsand.

The Kimmeridge clay which lies immediately under the Port-

land stone can be seen at Cuddesden, and from thence to Milton,

where it forms the meadows on the Thame stream, and also below
the escarpment of the greensand to the north of Nuneham, The
Kimmei'idge clay much resembles the gault in its composition,

but the meadows are generally good
;
indeed, where the Kim-

meridge clay is cased with greensand, the grass land, as at

Waterperry, is of a very superior and fertile description.

The coral rag succeeds the Kimmeridge clay, and stretches

from Littlemore and liHey to Holton, where it ceases, and its

absence is marked by the Kimmeridge clay above and the Oxford
clay beneath running insensibly into each otlier. The northern

or more sandy portion of the coral rag is termed calcareous grit,

and is accompanied in some places with a coarse sandstone

which may be seen on Headington Hill ; but for farming pur-

poses the coral rag, calcareous grit, and Portland stone produce

one description of land. All the members are calcareous, and
often form a thin hungry soil, though in many spf)ts it improves

to a rich sandy loam. Most of this formation is in tillage, and
when left in pasture produces jioor, benty herbage, or, if wet,

nothing but carnation grass. The soil is soon affected by drought,

but' when well farmed in moderately damp seasons produces

large crops of grain and turnips, but is by no means good
yielding land. The soil is easily tilled, and is well adapted to

the consumption of green and root crops on the ground by sheep.

The coral-rag group forms a low range of hills, and where quar-

ried the rock docs not exceed 48 feet ; it consists in the upper
part of oolitic freestcme, resting on hard shelly limestone.
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With the exception of <i few isolated patches such as Islip,

which is a protuberance of the great oolite, a large portion of the

ground around Oxford is occupied by the Oxford clay. The
city itself stands upon a bed of gravel, which is about ten feet

thick, and from it is derived the supply of spring water, as the

rain which soaks into the gravel is retained by the subjacent

clay. Tliis gravel, though it differs very little, if at all, from

that before mentioned as regards its agricultural character, par-

takes more of the nature of the northern strata, and extends to

Marston, Summeistown, and Wolvercot. The Oxford clay is

first found south of the city, in the meadows of Sandford, and
stretches as far north as Bicester, where the dairy grounds ex-

hibit a fair specimen of sheer Oxford clay. Although it is a most
stubborn soil to work, yet frost reduces it to a powder, and it is

so loose and dusty in the spring that young wheats and clovers

are in danger of being blown out. There are many beds of

gravel with quartz pebbles, sometimes amalgamated together.

Here the soil is more friable and produces fair crops, is easily

tilled, and will carry sheep. This is also the case where the

sand of the calcareous grit washes over the clay, as at Holton.

Most of this formation is in grass ; and there are some rich pro-

ductive pastures, especially where the alluvial deposits occur, as

the grazing grounds about Water Eaton will show. Again,
there are others producing a little poor rough grass, and covered

with ant-hills. This formation is mostly flat, but attains to a

considerable elevation at Stowe Wood. At Oxford, which is

one of its lowest points, it is 265 feet in depth. In digging

deeply in many parts of this stratum a bituminous shale is

found, and at Eynsham Heath and other spots some persons

were misled into the persuasion that coal was close by, and in-

volved themselves in unprofitable speculations in the search of

that mineral : one instance among many which might be cited

of the false impressions which a very superficial knowledge of

geological facts, and the laws deducible from them, would have
shown to be from the first utterly groundless and chimerical.

The whole of the country stretching from the Chiltern Hills to

the northern boundaries of the Oxford clay was classed by
Arthur Young as " miscellaneous loams," and contains 1GG,400
acres.

The region north of the Oxford clav is occupied by the great

oolite, and forms that extensive portion of the county known as

the Stoncbrash district; it is flat table-land, with a broken edge,

and is distinguished by its large fields and stone walls. This
stratum is formed of various beds of oolitic shelly stone, some
so thin that they produce Stonesfield slates ; while others are of

considerable thickness, and form a compact building stone.
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Just under tlie surface is often found a tliin bed of stony rubble,

and then comes 6 or 8 feet of clay resting on a limestone rock.

The surface soil, which varies in depth from 3 inches to a foot,

is generally composed of fragments of the rock well reduced, and
is a dry, stony, friable loam, with naturally little vegetable

matter. The sides of the hills are wet from clay partings in the

rocks, and when these partings of clay become extensive and
form beds, they produce a wet, tenacious, calcareous soil. Some
good stonebrash land is found in the neighbourhood of Chipping
Norton and Burford, but about the Bartons, the Enstones, the

Astons, and Sandford the soil varies from a cold and weak sand
to a stiff ungrateful clay. The chief part of the stonebrash is in

arable cultivation, and is well adapted for the four-field or

Norfolk system of farming ; it mostly carries sheep well, and
will produce good crops of barley, wheat, turnips, and sainfoin.

The stonebrash is best on the flat table-land, and, where the rock

is tolerably near the surface, it is very kind for barley, turnips,

and sheep. The soil is thin, or wet and poor on the declivities.

The formation reaches from the north side of Bicester to the

south of Deddington ; its greatest width is estimated at 12 miles,

and its extent at 1 G4,000 acres.

It is a matter of great difficulty to define nicely the geology of

the northern extremity of the county. About Chipping Norton
the tops or ridges of the hills consist of stonebrash or sand,

resting on limestone or sandstone, and the slopes are generally

clay, and in many cases require draining. The valleys are lias

clay, with here and there patches of useful red land. Passing in

a north-easterly direction towards Great Tew, the red land, which
indicates the presence of the inferior oolite, occupies a large

space of that part of the county, and extends to Bloxham, Adder-
bury, and north of Banbury. The inferior oolite forms a range

of rounded hills overhioking the table-land of the great oolite,

and the valleys of the lias. This formation, we are told, is com-
posed of " calcareous, siliceous, micaceous, and ferruginous sub-

stances." Sometimes the rock is within a few inches of the

surface, but mostly there is a good depth of soil, which varies

from red sand to a strong loam. This is, no doubt, some of the

best land in Oxfordshire; it is called by Arthur Young "the

glory of the county." It is deep, sound, and friable, yet capable

of tenacity. The reddest land contains most sand, is loose, open,

and porous; and, as at Alkerton, Horley Hanwell, and Drayton,

is well adapted for the growth of barley and turnips. But in

parts of Hook Norton, Tadmarton, Sibford, and Epwell the in-

lerior oolite desrenerates into a blowing sand. W hen the red soil

is mixed with calcareous earth it is sufficiently retentive to grow
any crop, and is extremely fertile. Excellent land is found in
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the neifjhbourhood of Adderbury, Deddington, Hempton, Clifton,

and VVroxton. Very much of tliis district is under grass. The
pasturage is of superior quality, some strong enough for grazing

cattle, and also kind for sheep. The blue lias forms the northern

portion of the valleys of the Windrush, Evenlode, and Chcrwell,

and also the base of the hills, which are capped with the inferior

oolite. When the lias crops out, as it sometimes does at a con-

siderable distance up the sides of the hills, it is wet from its own
density, and also from the water of the inferior oolite which flows

over it. The lias is a large mass of blue clay, and at 8 or 10 feet

deep has thin bands of argillaceous limestone of the thickness of

not more than 12 or 16 inches ; it is naturally a sour, calcareous

clay, but, wlien drained and highly cultivated, becomes useful

land ; and where it has been long pastured, and so supplied with

vegetable matter, it makes very excellent meadow ground. The
red land and its valleys of lias are computed to extend over

80,000 acres.

Besides the tracts of gravel before mentioned, there are large

alluvial deposits along the principal streams which water the

county. The valley of the Tliames, which may be said in

Oxfordshire to extend from Lechlade to Henley, a distance of 70
miles, is chiefly covered with the gravelly wreck of several

formations. The meadows form quick, useful grass-land, but

are not strong enough for grazing, though some are very fertile,

and cut beautiful hay. The herbage is considered richer and
better below Oxford, but this may result from the greater liability

of the upper portion of the valley to the injurious action of floods.

There is an interesting particular connected with this stream,

which, though not an agricultural featui-e, may deserve mention.

In frosts that are severe enough to affect rivers, the Thames com-
mences freezing /roHZ the bottom. The ice rises to the surface in

small flakes, similar to snow, and then congeals into a mass of
ice upon the surface. The meadows of the Thame stream are

stronger and more feeding than those along the Thames. This
river rises in Bucks, and, flowing through the fertile vale of
Aylesbury, produces a i-ich deposit, which at Thame, Wheatly,
and Drayton, rests on the Kimmeridge clay. The valley of the
Evenlode, extending from Cassington to Blenheim and Charlbury,
is covered with erratic deposits containing pebbles of the Lickey
quartz rock. This tract of gravel, which not only covers the

low lands, but forms accumulations on the highest summit of
Whichwood Forest, has evidently crossed the oolitic ridge, as it

is similar to the gravel found so plentifully in Staffordshire. In
t!ie same way the Warwickshire gravel can be traced along the

Cherwell from Banbury through Deddington and Kidlington to

Oxford, where it is mixed with chalk flints and slightly rolled
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oolitic detritus. The meadows alonj? both sides of these rivers

are naturally good, producing a fair amount of herbage of excellent

quality. The grass-lands bordering on the Windrush (which
enters the county at Burford, and flows through Witney into the

Thames at Standlake) are of an inferior descripticm. The sub-

soil is a hungry clay, and the gravel here is all of a local cha-

racter, as the river rises in the Cotswold range, and there is no
opening in the stonebrasli escarpment through which the drift

of the northern counties could enter.

This is a brief description of the Geology of Oxfordshire, and
Avith the assistance of the map and the sections, may be tolerably

plain to those conversant with the county. But farmers want
maps which show the superficial accumulations and alluvial

deposits. This is the geology—the geology of the surface, that

is most useful to agriculture. It can be of little benefit for an
occupier of the Thames meadows to look at a geological map
and see his land described as Oxford clay, or for the proprietor

of tlie barren heights of Shotover to know that his land rests on
the Portland oolite. In one case 10 feet of gravel, in the other

20 feet of ferruginous sand, must exert such direct influence on
the nature of the soil that it matters little what deposit is buried

below. Therefore, admitting that the rock formations define by
their mineral character the general agricultural features of a

district, the superficial deposits produce those numerous varia-

tions of soils found in tliat district. It is to be hoped that

geologists will pay the same attention to the surface of the soil

as they have devoted to the substrata. Then the farmer will be
as much benefited by their able researches as the miner, and,

receiving a fair share of assistance, will place a higher value on
their important discoveries.

Perhaps at no period within the last ten years could a more
unfavourable time have been selected for viewing the agriculture

of Oxfordshire. A long season of the most apj)alling distress

was followed by two remarkably wet years. The farmer on a

flay soil had his capital reduced, his energies paralysed, and his

means so straitened, that when a few cheering rays of returning

prosperity illumined the agricultural horizon, antl gave him tlie

means of regaining lost ground, his increased activity was of no

avail against wet and uncongenial seasons. He had emj)loyed

less labour, postponed improvements, and contracted all his out-

goings in order to meet his payments in these altered times, and

of course tlue land is now feeling the effects of that parsimonious

treatment, which as yet time lias not sufficed to rectify. Tiie

consequence is, there is more foul ground throughout the county

than has been known for years.

It niay be as well to remark at this early stage, that in con-
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sidering the average produce of corn, the crops of this year, espe-

cially the wheat, are not taken into consideration. The yield of

wheat is so miserably deficient, that no increase in price can

give a good return per acre. Owing to the continuous rains in

the autumn of 1852, some farmers sowed no wheat, and many
others not more than half the usual quantity. In one parish

containing 1100 acres, the area sown with wheat was no more
than 40 acres, which produced little above 40 quarters. To
men so situated, the present high prices are of no avail : many
have little wheat to sell, while some have even to buy their seed-

corn. The crops of spring grain are a fair average, but none of

them yield so largely as was anticipated.

The vear just passed has been an unfavourable and expen-

sive season to the agriculturists of this county. A cold and

backward spring retarded the growth of green crops, and many
lambs then suffered from an insufficiency of food. The hay
season was wet and tiresome in the extreme, a large amount
of labour being expended with no adequate result, the hay being

damaged in quality, and a great part of it eventually washed
away. Fallows just ploughed speedily presented the appearance

of a meadow. The turnips are not a heavy crop, and were with

great difficulty and at a heavy cost only half cleaned, after

repeated hoeings, while the harvest was wet and most protracted,

a large portion of the com being carted in wretched condition.

There has been a good supply of grass since June, and dairies

have produced a large quantity of butter ; but now the cows have
to subsist on the w^ashed and badly-harvested hay, the milk
falls off. and little butter is being made this winter.

It is by no means an easy task to give a concise or general

view of the course of cropping adopted throughout Oxfordshire.

There is no particular svstem of agriculture in the county, and
several different rotations may be found in the same parish and
also on the same farm. One gentleman when asked w hat was
his system of cropping, answered, " Anything but regularity."

Nor is this irregular system to be condemned. AMicn land

varies so much and so rapidlv as it does in Oxfordsliire, it is

absurd to prescribe one course for an estate, or even for a large

mixed soil farm. An intelligent and responsible farmer should

be allowed considerable licence in the management of his land,

and be permitted to fairly crop it as seasons and circumstances

dictate. In counties like Norfolk, where the four-course is

almost universal, and where there is always a winter fallow for

turnips, there a regular system might always be adopted. But
in some parts of this county, on the sandy and gravelly loams for

instance, and where green crops are taken before turnips, and
mustard and stubble turnips are extensively grown, there is more
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activity required, less time for cleaning the land, and gi'eater

advantages offered for cross-cropping than in other localities. If

a crop of vetches is fed off with sheep, and the turnips which
follow are also consumed on the land, the ground may be too

highly dressed for barley, and oats are taken instead. Then
after clover or beans the land is manured for wheat, and in the

following August or September is planted witli mustard or

turnips, and penned off. Tlie wheat stubble will then produce
far better barley than if taken in the regular course. But this

system cannot always be relied on ; the season may be late, the

land may be foul, the stubble turnips may fail, or other hindrances

may occur. Hence arises an irregularity of cropping, which is

no proof of bad farming, but the contrary. It is the perfection

of agriculture to improve the land while making it produce the

most corn and meat in the shortest time, and at the most moderate

expense. On some warm soils the four-course is too slow a

machine to produce this, and the great men of the east may
graft into their system a very useful sprig of green cropping from

tlieir Oxfordshire brethren.

The cropping in the Ciiiltern district is usually the four-course :

turnips, barley or oats, seeds, and wheat. Occasionally oats

follow wheat, but if this may be tolerated on some good lands,

on this poor soil it cannot be too strongly reprobated. This
remark does not apply to the gravelly soils near the Thames, nor

to some of the more fertile valleys, but to the chalks and poor

clays which form the main features of the distiict. Perhaps it

would be difficult to find a hill farm more advantageously culti-

vated than at Assenden, where oats or barley succeed wheat.

The swedes are grown with a liberal allowance of superphosphate

and ashes in addition to farmyard manure. The other turnips

are preceded by vetches or rye, all of which are consumed by

sheep, eating a large quantity of beans. A portion of the turnip

crop is removed to the wheat-stubbles, which are all folded over,

])efore being ploughed for the next corn crop. A few early

turnips are fed oft in time for wheat, which may be followed

either by barley or by clover. There is a great extent of sainfoin

on the liills, and in some parts wheat is sown after a naked

fallow. Beans are planted instead of clover, while oats are

gi-own after the seeds, which occasionally lie two years.

On the mixed soils extending from the foot of the chalk hills

to the north of Oxford, the Norfolk rotation, or a modification of

it, is most common. Yet in many parts a five-course is prac-

tised, oats or barley succeeding wlieat. When this is the case,

the wheat-stubble receives some dressing, mostly from ewes being

folded on it at night : or it may be ploughed up immediately

after harvest, and something sown on it to make a little feed, which
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is eaten off ; the sheep probably receiving an allowance of hay

in addition. On one farm at Dorchester half of the land that

comes for fallow is planted witli peas and oats, which are re-

moved in time to sow stubble turnips. These are penned off

and followed by barley—thus making a four-course, and gaining

an extra crop on one-eighth of the land every year. In cases

where swedes are kept until May for the sheep, the season for

sowing spring corn is passed before the swedes are cleared

:

then forward turnips are sown and fed off in the autumn. The
land is planted with wheat and succeeded by a crop of barley,

which is always of good quality. Other slight variations are to be
met with, but, generally speaking, the friable soils are cropped
as follows—l-4th wheat, l-4th barley, l-4th turnips, l-8th clover,

l-8th beans. Care is taken to reverse the beans so that clover

comes but once in eight years. This is the course on the

majority of soils, and with moderate farming is decidedly the

best, and one which finds great favour with landlords, being
mostly inserted in the tenants' yearly agreements. In some of

the uninclosed parishes the following abominable three-field

system is adopted :—First, wheat
;

secondly, oats
;

thirdly,

beans or clover, and then wheat again, There are no turnips in

this rotation, and no fallow unless the land is so foul that it can

grow corn no longer, and then the beans are omitted, and the

land is cleaned. It is needless to add that when fields are en-

closed, such a barbarous course is qviickly altered, but it is one
of the evils of open lands, that parishes are cropped by tradition,

and all farmers are bound to follow the custom, however absurd
or antiquated it may be. On some clay soils the old course is

still adliered to, of two crops and a fallow, viz., first fallow, then
wheat, thirdly beans. In other places the beans are followed

by oats, or wheat may be planted after the beans, and oats suc-

ceed the fallow, in which case clover is sown with the oats and
ploughed up for wheat next year. On a very considerable

extent of Oxfordshire clays, there is nothing but naked fallows

for wheat. If any green crop is attempted it is mostly vetches.

A few turnips and a small patch of mangolds are all the roots

grown.

On the stonebrash one-tenth of the arable land may be con-
sidered to be in sainfoin, while' the rest of the ploughed ground
is one-fifth wheat, one-fifth turnips, one-fifth barley, and two-fifths

grass. In a few instances oats or peas follow the wheat, but the

land without extra dressings is too weak to bear this, and after

two years' grass is sure to become full of couch. On the better

land the seeds lie one year instead of two, and with moderately
good farming, this is long enough. Very few beans are grown,
and little red clover. The seeds are a mixture of trefoil, Dutch
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clover, and rye-grass, mown the first year and depastured the
second. Now and then a field of seeds the second year is once
ploughed, and sown with rape or turnips as a preparation for

wheat.

On the red soils in the north of the county, two white straw

crops in succession are common, and the barley after the wheat
is usually as much in quantity as well as better in quality than
when following turnips. This fertile land can well afford an
extra crop, and when expertly cultivated, as most of it is, shows
the practicability and advantage of the system.

As turnips are the most important crop, laying the foundation

of the rotation, the cultivation of green and root crops may be
first described.

On stock lands directly the wheat is cut the land between the

rows of shocks is frequently ploughed, and the sheaves may even
be removed to the ploughed ground, so that all the land be
turned over and ready for the turnips the moment the wheat is

carted. Should the ground have been manured for the wheat

crop no further dressing is applied, but, if not, guano or super-

phosphate is sown with the seed. There are several varieties of

stubble turnips ; the Early Stone, Matson's Green Globe, Sutton's

Six Weeks, and the Orange Jelly being the favourites. The
latter is a pretty little turnip, but the bad quality of the seed

supplied by the introducer has this year caused much disappoint-

ment. These stubble turnips will require horse-hoeing, and
should be set out with narrow hoes, as of course there is not

much time for them to grow to any great size. This season has

been much against the production of stubble turnips, almost all

the crop throughout the country being destroyed by the slug
;

but in most years very pretty little ci'ops are grown, and these

may be fed off to be followed by barley or oats, or they may
remain till late in the spring for the ewes and lambs, when the

succeeding crop will probably be swedes. As it is the object

of farmers to procure a constant and varying supply of green

crops for the stock in the summer, they select a clean piece of

wheat stubble in which they sow Trifolium incarnatum for feed-

ing off". This is best done in August, certainly not later than

in September, and should be drilled in the stubble, without

being j)loughed, at the rate of 20 lbs. per acre, and then twice

harrowed. Some simply sow the seed broad-cast, and drive the

sheep over the stubble to trample it in. If trifolium is sown
late, it is sure to be partially, if not entirely, devoured by slugs.

Should the crop be intended for seed, it may produce from 5

to 10 cwt. per acre, and is mostly cleared oft" in time for late

turnips. Trifolium is often sown on defective clover leys to fill

up the blank places which may die off, or have been killed by
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tlie com lodgin":. Trefoil is somotimes sown in April on the

wheat crop : this is fed off the following s})rin<^ after the tri-

folium is ended, and on most soils turnips succeed both ; the

land being ploughed once, twice, or thrice, and manured ac-

cording as time, the weather, and the foulness or poverty of soil

may dictate. As soon as the stubble turnips and trifolium are

sown, rye is the next crop that claims attention ; this is not ex-

tensively cultivated, as it is good for feeding only about ten

days, yet is often very useful, being the first green meat in the

spring. Next come the vetches, which are sown in different

patches and at certain intervals from September to December,
and tlien a few again from February to April. The quantity of

seed planted is 2^^ or 3 bushels. The first sowing is mixed with

a little rye, the next with refuse wheat or winter oats, but beans

are considered best of all, as the old sheep eat them : they hold

the vetches up well, and both ripen together if saved for seed.

The land destined for vetches is generally ploughed but once,

but for the later sowing in the autumn and also in tlie spring

;

the ground, if foul, is skim-ploughed or scarified, harrowed,

cleaned, and sometimes manured before receiving the seed furrow.

These are eaten by sheep, confined in hurdles from May
to August. At first they consume the vetches on the ground, but

when the food becomes long or old it is cut and placed in little

wicker cages, which are used for hay in the winter. Sheep,

when on rye, always require water, and in hot weather will drink

a large quantity when hurdled on vetches. Fat sheep and lambs,

in addition to the green crop, receive an allowance of corn,

pollard, malt-dust, or cake, but more generally they are supplied

with beans. Many first-rate farmers in other counties contend

that vetches are an exliausting crop : most certainly if they are

removed from the land in a green state, or saved for seed. So is

any other great crop, of mangolds, or even turnips, if taken clean

off the ground ; but when vetches, which frequently weigh 5 cwt.

per perch, or say half that quantity, 20 tons per acre, when tliis

mass of vegetable matter is consumed on the land, there can be
no doubt that it acts as a powerful fertilizer. As soon as the

Vetches are off, the land receives from one to three ploughings for

turnips, and may be dressed with manure or artificials. Most
commonly the ground is ploughed twice, and not manured at

all, the droppings from the sheep being sufficient to produce
good roots. Tlie early vetches are off in time for swedes, while
turnips follow the others. Tlie late or spring vetches are mostly
grown on such land as is unfit for turnips, and which is after-

wards prepared for a corn crop ; there are thus many vetches
grown on clay lands, or the fallows intended for wheat or oats.

Perhaps some persons may assert that it is impossible to grow
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two good crops in one year : but not only is this constantly

done, but in the present season at Rofford three very good crops

have been produced. The first was vetches fed off, then a crop

of mustard, which, when folded, was as high as the hurdles, and
there is now a famous field of turnips which is being consumed
by sheep, and the land will be planted with oats. Of course the

droppings of the sheep and their treading give a richness and
solidity essential on such warm soils for the production of future

grain crops. In the course at Dorchester, before mentioned,
where one-half of the fallow-ground is first planted with oats

and peas, the wheat stubbles are skimmed with a common plough
directly after or during harvest, antl the couch is all forked out

by hand. Parkes' cast-steel digging forks are the best for this

purpose, but the great obstacle to their adoption into general

use is the serious trouble of mending them when broken.

The land being thus cleansed from root weeds, the annuals

are allowed to vegetate, and the ground is perhaps dunged, and
the peas and oats sown in February and March; these being

cleaned off in August tlie ground is ploughed and drilled with

turnips. Of course the most incessant war is waged against

weeds of every kind ; the horse and hand hoes are kept con-

stantly at work, and the amount paid for manual labour on farms

which contain a good proportion of meadow-land is little short

of 5O5. per acre. Of course there is not a very large tract of

land that will bear with any certainty a green crop and a root

crop in the same year. The stonebrash district is light, but

mostly appears too cold, and not quick enough for this double

culture. There are also a great many excellent stock farms,

where- the land is a little too retentive to be kind for turnips

after the vetches are fed off. On such soils, in attempting to

grow two crops, both are frequently inferior to a good field of

swedes. But on the gravels of the Oxford clays, as at Eynsham,
and on the sandy soils as at Cuddesden, Milton, and Ascott, or the

gravelly loams at Ewelme, Dorchester, and the Stokes—there this

double cropping may be seen carried out in a manner which
reflects the highest credit on the enlightened husbandmen of

those localities. There is never any fear of having annual weeds
with a good crop of vetches, as everything is smothered, but if

the vetches are thin and weak the land will be sure to be full of
" filth and trumpery." While upon the subject of weeds it may
be observed that Oxfordshire is so well supplied with them that

they constantly weary and vex the careful farmer. All over the

country, but especially on the chalky soils, the field charlock

(^Sinapis arvensis) is a dreadful plague, appearing in some
seasons in incredible quantities. Some sandy soils are much
overrun with the wild radish { Raphanus rajjhanistrum), provin-
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cially called " rump," while the clays are swarmed with starve-

acre (^Ranunculus arvensis), and the clivers or burrs [Galium
aparine), which are very troublesome to separate from the grain

when winnowed.
When no green crop is taken before turnips the stublile is

commonly ploughed up between Michaelmas and Christmas,

and may be stirred twice in the spring before it receives the

seed-earth. Tliere is nothing peculiar in the method of cleaning

the fallows: if foul, they receive the usual number of draggings,

harrovvings, and rollings. Sometimes the couch is carted off,

and formed into a compost with lime, but more generally burned
on the land. In the south of the county, where it is usual to

manure for wheat, little farmyard dung is applied for turnips

;

and the dressings of artificial manure are by no means heavy,

the cost rarely exceeding 1/. per acre : 1 cwt. of guano, 1 to

2 sacks of bones, and 2 cwt. of superphosphate, mixed with 10
or 20 bushels of ashes, is the proportion most frequently given.

Some turnips are grown with ashes alone, and very often a fair

crop of swedes is attained without any dressing, natural or

artificial : this is on land in high condition, and naturally fertile

and of good staple. Some farmers have ploughed their land

when clean only once, and that very deeply, in the autumn, and,

after well scarifying in the spring, drill their seed with some
artificial. Some good farmers manure their land intended for

swedes in the winter with 10 or 12 loads of long dung, and then

drill in with the seed 2 cwt. of superphosphate and 15 bushels

of ashes. On the stonebrash the land is ploughed rather deeply

before winter, and twice across in the spring. The manure is

carted from the yards at convenient seasons into heaps, turned

over, and applied to the land in May or June. The bones,

superphosphate, and ashes are often added when the seed is

sown. Throughout the Cotswold range, the banks, roadsides,

and borders are constantly pared for ashes. Similar treatment is

used to prepare the land for white turnips : these are mostly
grown after corn or green crops, except those that are intended

to be fed off early for wheat, and these are sown in May. In

consequence of early swedes being so subject to mildew, it is not

often that they are drilled before June, the first three weeks of

that month being considered the best of the season. Most of

the turnip crop is drilled on the flat from 16 to 22 inches apart,

a few extendins: the distance to 24 inches.

Baulking or ridging is practised in some instances, but there

is still some extent of turnips soion broadcast, though for what
reason it is difficult to conjecture. Ridging is practised to

a large extent in the neighbourhood of Chipping Norton and on
the red soils of the north. The ridges are 27 inches apart, and the
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cultivation of the root crops on many farms is very commendable.
The intelligent farmers of those localities prefer ridging to the

flat, as the turnip derives tlie full benefit of the manures, the

crops can be horse-hoed directly they are up, and the practice

can be continued longer than on flat work. They also assert

that their crops are heavier, and the ground is better cultivated

when ridged up. The turnips are horse-hoed as soon as possible,

and hand-hoed mostly twice, occasionally three times. The
setting out and the singling are performed at one and the same
time, not cut out in bunches and singled afterwards. On the

flat, when turnips are horse-hoed, hand-hoeing twice costs 75.

;

three times ditto, IO5. 6rf. ; twice hoeing without the horse-hoe

is 95. The Liverpool swedes are most extensively grown, but

some think them coarse and necky, and prefer Matson's Purple-top

and the Golden Melon. Wiiite swedes are most common on the

stonebrasli
;
they are harder, and produce more milk. Early

clamping or placing is not much practised, the swedes growing
till they are required for consumption. It is a good plan, espe-

cially with the white swedes, when they take the first shoot in the

spring, to heap them up, and so prevent them from drawing the

land ; and if checked at this early period they will remain dormant
for a long period before shooting again. Very few swedes are re-

moved from the field, and those are for the pigs and oxen. Most
frequently the entire crop is eaten on the spot by sheep.

Mangold wurzel is not very common, yet there are ten acres

grown now of this valuable root where one only was grown some
few years ago. It is common to manure for mangolds in the

winter, and drill the seed with artificial manure in the middle
of April. At Ascott the mangolds are sown in the bean quarter.

After receiving a deep furrow in the autumn, 20 loads of farm-

yard dung are applied during fine weather and ploughed in.

Tlie land is not ploughed again, and the seed drilled on the flat

without further dressing. After the roots are stored, the leaves

are folded on the ground, which is then planted with wheat.

Some farmers prefer ploughing the fresh tops in. Mangolds
are chiefly used to feed pigs ; l)ut some give them to cows, fat

cattle, and ewes and lambs. They are considered to be much
more exhaustive than swedes, but when all the mangolds are

removed, and all the swedes consumed on the land, the com-
parison is hardly a fair one. A few white Silesian beet are

grown.

Before the disease appeared in 1845 a large breadth of potatoes

was planted for pigs. Hardly any are grown now, and those

only for the table : York regents are the kind most in favour,

and early planting, if possible in February, answers best.

Carrots flourish best on sandy and light ground, and will
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repay for subsoiling. The white Belgians produce the g^-eafest

weight, but the red are best in quality. The seed is mixed with

ashes and drilled in rows about a loot apart in the middle of

April ; and the plants are set out at a distance of 4 or 5 inches.

Carrots, like white turnips, can be grown too large, but the

greatest swedes are invariably the most nutritious.

Rape is sown broadcast in May or June, and should be ready

for folding in 8 or 10 weeks : where mixed with vetches, and
sown early in May, it makes capital food for weaning lambs. It

is an excellent preparation for wheat on clay soils, but is seldom
grown on light land.

Mustard is sometimes grown on wheat stubble, directly after

harvest, to be folded off or ploughed in as a preparation for

another corn crop. It may follow vetches when too late to

venture on turnips, or it is occasionally sown on a fallow fcT

wheat. It is useful as producing a large quantity of vegetable

matter in an incredibly short time, as in six weeks from the time

of sowing it will sometimes be as high as the hurdles. Though
the sheep occasionally eat it with avidity, it docs not seem to do
them much good. About a peck per acre is sown broadcast, anji

it is never saved for seed in this county.

Cabbages might be grown to a greater extent on the heavy land

than they are at present. Drumheads are the kind mostly culti-

vated. There are two seasons for sowinj; the cabbaijes in the

seed-bed : in Aur/ust, in which case they are transplanted to the
land in the end of October, and serve for sheep-feed in the

following May and June ; or in February, in which case thej

are set out from Mav to July, and can be consumed at any period

of the winter. This latter sowing is the most useful, and most
generally adopted. Cabbages require a liberal application o-f

dung—15 or If! loads per acre. Ttie plants are taken from the

seed-bed, the strongest being pulled out first, and are planted a

yard apart : nearly 5000 plants are required lor an acre. Cab-
bages will commonly weigh 10 or 12 lbs., but several of those

grown at Eynsham this season reached 24 lbs.

As the various fallow crops are under consideration, the culti-

vation of the naked summer fallows on the clay lands must he
glanced at. At some period of the autumn or winter the stubble

ground receives the first ploughing, but sometimes the operatio.n

is deferred to May. After the spring corn is planted the fallows

are cross-ploughed, and then may be harrowed and rolled ; hui
the ground is not finely pulverized, as, should wet set in, the
land is apt to run together and form a compact mass. It is not
heeded how rough the fallow may be, the object being to let the
sun and air into the land, and keep the ground hollow. After a

few weeks the clods crumble down and the land may be -worked y.-

VOL. XV. P
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but too often the destruction of couch and other weeds is left to

the sun entirely, and however energetic that luminary may be in

scorching up all exposed fibres, those that remain inclosed in the

clods frequently escape his fiercest rays. In seasons of drought
the fallows are fairly cleaned, but in wet years the case is

far otherwise. The ground before harvest receives the third

ploughing, and should be worked tolerably fine for annuals and
root-weeds to die or be picked off. The land is now ready for

the manure, which is mostly applied in an unfermented state,

being carted direct from the yards. A dressing of 10 to 16
cart-loads is usual, and after the manure is spread, the seed-

furrow is given, of course in the direction of the ridges, the lands

being laid up and the furrow cleaned out, for the winter.

The usual preparation for wheat on clay land in Oxfordshire

is a summer-fallow. Wheat also succeeds beans, pulse, clover,

and grass seeds. Not much is sown after turnips, though there

are sown little patches all over _the county. In consequence of

wheat having been the least remunerative crop for the last five

years, the extent sown has most certainly diminished. The
fallow, as has just been observed, is dunged, ploughed once, and
the wheat sown on the top ; but on some runny ground it is best

ploughed in. When the seed is ploughed in, the land is not

harrowed but left rough for the winter's frost. Bean stubbles

are mostly manured and ploughed once, but it is found a good
plan on light land to scarify well and drill the seed without

ploughing. The cultivator should have on the broad shares, and
if not done effectually at one turn, another grubbing across should

be given. Clover and other grass-seeds are ploughed once ; the

skim-coulter is used, and on all ley-ground great care is taken to

consolidate the land. In the south of the county wheel-presses,

or drill-rolls, are used : some are large, and are drawn by four

horses after the field is all ploughed, while others take only two
furrows at a time, and these follow the ploughs, pressing down
the furrows as soon as they are turned. Clod-crushers for press-

ing wheat land are common, and it is found best to pass them
over the land after the wheat is drilled. On certain light soils

sheep are folded after the wheat is sown : on some very steep

hills, where rollers cannot work, sheep are driven over the land,

and even horses, without drawing anything, are employed to

stamp it firm. It was common in the days of Arthur Young to

sow wheat in the Chiltem or Cotswold districts as early as July^

and the seed-time was frequently over before harvest commenced.
These localities are still forward in sowing wheat, but it is not

planted now before the middle of September. As the land be-

comes better farmed the later is the wheat sown ; and on other

soils the favourite season is from Old Michaelmas to the middle

of November.
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Seven or eight pecks of seed are first sown, and, as the season

advances, the quantity is increased to ten. It is commonly
prepared with a solution of blue vitriol. One pound of

vitriol, of which the cost is dt?. or 5rf., is amply sufficient for a

sack, and sometimes that quantity serves for a quarter. The
vitriol is first dissolved in a little hot water, to which is added
two gallons cold ; it is then sprinkled over the wheat from a

watering-pot. The wheat should be turned two or three times that

all may be wetted, and will soon be sufficiently dry for sowing.

The application is not dangerous, and is a certain preventive of

the smut and pepper-brand. The weeds that appear in the wheat
crop are cut up in the spring, but regular hoeing is not practised

to any extent. Red wheat is grown on the stonebrash and chalk

hills : the favourite sorts are the Red Lammas and the Spaldings,

the latter being more of a farmer's wheat than a miller's. In

the Cotswold district a famous quality of red wheat is grown on
the two-years' ley : the produce of this tract may average 24
bushels per acre ; on the chalk 20 bushels is a fair crop. On
the other soils of the country most white wheat is grown, the red

sorts being planted on the coldest and worst lands.

The varieties of white wheat are many, but the most extensively

grown are the Trump, Suffolk, Hopetoun, Rough-chaff, Scotch,

Dantzic, Australian, and Red-chaff white. Malaga and Talavera
are similar wheats, and are sown in the spring. Good wheat
lands may yield from 32 to 36 bushels per acre ; the gravels

from 28 to 32. Arthur Young calculated the average yield of
the county at 24 bushels per acre : perhaps the average of the

last few years would not exceed 26 bushels ; but then it must be
remembered that a much larger extent of ground is under culti-

vation for wheat than at the beginning of the present century

;

and that all the best land for the production of wheat was sown
then, and the poorer and uncertain soils have since been added.
Moreover, it appears that wheat will not bear forcing so well as

other grain, and if over-stimulated by high farming is sure to be
lodged or attacked by disease. The most common enemies of
the wheat crop in this country are the slug, the blight or mildew,
and that little devastator, the wheat midge. This troublesome
insect most frequently destroys the kernel of early wheats, while
mildew is more common in thin, late-sown, and highly-manured
crops. White wheats are more liable to mildew than the har-
dier red, especially when planted in the spring. Even before
the blade appears above the ground it is often attacked by slugs.

They have been particularly active this autumn, and are common
in bean-stubble wheats in most seasons. Some farmers feed
the slugs by scattering turnip-leaves over the young wheats,
others apply salt, but the best cure for these destructive creatures

p 2
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is a good dressing of fresh-slaked lime. The moment the hot

lime touches the slug he throws off his outer skin, and the next
particle that reaches him destroys life.

The blight, or, more properly, the mildew, is a parasitic fungus,

which is known by producing black spots on the straw. The
minute sporules, or seeds of the fungi, which float imperceptibly
in the air, are supposed to be taken in by the stomata, or pores

of the wheat plant, by which it imbibes moisture. These
sporules germinate and live upon the juices that should bring

the grain to maturity. They also prey upon the tissues of the

plant, so that it will never properly ripen. Therefore it is a good
plan to cut the wheat, however green, when it is seen to be so

affected, and stop its further ravages. So far the commonly
received theory and the experience of farmers agree. But how,
it may be asked, does it happen that mildew is more prevalent

on light lands than on claj's, and more frequently appears in

changeable than in dry summers ? The pores of the wheat plant

in bright and dry weather are in active exhalation ; in wet and
gloomy seasons they inhale powerfully. But a continuation of

damp weather does not often produce mildew ; and the sporules

of the fungi are present in almost everything, and in any season,

yet they do not germinate unless they find food suitable for

them. The sporules of the mushroom do not vegetate unless

placed in a substance congenial to their development. The ques-

tion naturally arises, has not the root something to do with it ?

When wheat is in ear, the roots have descended from 3 to 4 feet,

and when the land is parched on the surface in a dry summer,
the nourishment is mostly derived from these deep rootlets. By
a long drought the covering of the capillary vessels becomes weak
and elastic, and on a sudden glut of rain, the moisture is too

eagerly taken up, and is propelled with extraordinary velocity

through the plant. This produces exudation in the roots and an

excess of watery matter in the plant, which causes the inhaled

sporules of the fungi at once to vegetate. This will explain why
light soils are more subject to mildew, and assign the reason for its

appearing partial in the same field. Tlie subsoil may be diversified,

though the surface appears even. The substratum that is reten-

tive of moisture in long seasons of drought furnishes a supply of

moisture to the wheat plant ; while the beds of gravel and sand

being parched up cause the roots to seek more eagerly for mois-

ture. If light soils be highly manured, the roots are taxed to a

double extent to maintain the artificial luxuriance of the blade.

When dry weather continues the roots remain healthy, and sup-

port tlie plant to maturity ; but should deluges of rain set in, tlie

sudden change is too much for the over-distended roots, and

mildew is the consequence. The blight of 1852 probably resulted
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from the tropical heat of July being followed by many very

heavy thunder showers. When such variety of opinion prevails

as to the causes of mildew, of course the remedies also must be

tentative and conjectural. However, the advice not to manure
highly for wheat in soils subject to mildew, and so to avoid

causing too much luxuriance in early growth, and to sow the seed

thick and moderately early, may be safely acted on.

If mildew was bad in 1852, not less destructive last year was
the wheat-midge. Doubtless the w^heats all blossomed in a

wretched season. There was either Avind or rain, or both com-
bined throughout June and July, and the blossom in many fields

was hardly visible ; but on many evenings in last June the

attentive observer might have seen on the early wheats myriads

of these tiny gnats busily engaged in laying their eggs in the

blossom of the ears. The eggs produce little yellow maggots,

which prey upon the young grain, and may easily be found in

the ears by pulling back the chaff-scales. A good account of

this little parasite (to which entomologists have given the name
of cecidomyia tritici) is found in the second part of the sixth

volume of the Society's Journal. The damage caused by the

midge last year is something fearful, and, were it not for ich-

neumon and other flies that prey upon it, would be most dis-

astrous. But man can also assist in its destruction. The little

yellow maggot may be seen in the chaff-dust, and it appears that

they must enter the ground before they assume the chrysalis

condition. All wheat-chaff that is given to stock should for their

benefit be freed from its dust by riddling, and this dust, instead

of being thrown in some corner, should be burned, and thus some
of the larvae of this little pest would be destroyed.

The harvest operations are often more protracted than in the

east of England, as the late oats and spring beans are usually
behind the other corn in coming to maturity. Men are not hired

by the harvest, but the cutting is performed by the acre, and
the carrying by the day. Men receive from 2s. to 2s. %d. per
day ; a large allowance of beer being also given. The wheat in
the south of the county is all fagged. The straw is cut close to
the ground with a fagging hook, and the sheaves are neatly
made. Fagging costs from 8s. to 10s. per acre, and the reaping,
which is common north of Oxford, is sometimes done for Is. less

per acre. When hand-reaped a long stubble is left, which is

afterwards mown or beaten down with long poles, raked up, and
carried into the yards. Oats are generally fagged ; and although
some are mown, most of these are afterwards tied up. Beans
are likewise cut with a fagging hook for 8s, or 9s., and some
farmers fag a large quantity of barley

;
this, as well as oats, costs

8s. or 10s. an acre, but it is carted with much less trouble than
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loose corn. Mowing oats and barley is done at 25. 6c?. or Zs. an
acre.

The corn is removed from the field on waggons in the usual

way, and placed in beautifully formed ricks. The wheat is mostly
placed on staddles, which are conveniently arranged close to the

barn. The rick-stands are supported by nine or more stones,

about two feet high, square at the base, and tapering towards the

top. On these stones are placed cappings of the same material,

20 inches wide, and the framework of the staddle is made of

wood. The wheat ricks are particularly worthy of admiration,

as they are built with a regularity and neatness which cannot be
excelled. The same degree of taste is not evinced in the con-

struction of barley and other ricks, as they are mostly placed on
the ground. Since the threshing of corn in the field by steam-

power has become common, ricks are not unfrequently placed at

a distance from the homestead, but the greater portion of the

corn is still brought at once to the rick-yard.

Most of the wheat is threshed by horse or steam power. Very
little is now done by the flail. Wheat has recently yielded so

badly to the amount of straw that threshing by hand has cost

from 4s. to 6s. a quarter : it is certainly wonderful that farmers

continue to give such prices, when wheat can be threshed by
steam-power for 2s. or 2s. 6cZ. per quarter. Threshing barley is

quite another question. Some maltsters object to machine-
threshed corn, when they know that it has been so treated.

There are many labourers who must be employed in winter ; and
the straw and fodder is regularly supplied to the stock, and made
the most of, every day. Threshing barley by flail is nearly as

cheap as steam, as the prices given have been from Is. 6rf. to 2s.

per quarter. Oats and beans are also threshed by hand ; the

former at Is. and Is. 6rf., the latter, as well as pulse, at Is. 4(/. and
Is. %d. per quarter. It is not common for these prices to include

winnowing, as that is done by the day. There is then no danger

of samples being spoiled by having the winnowing too hastily

performed.

In describing the general system of cropping, barley and oats,

as succeeding turnips, must now be considered. The land that

was first cleared of the root-crop receives two ploughings, while

that which was not fed off till the spring has but one. The
barley is sown or drilled at the rate of 2 or 3 bushels per acre,

from the 1st of March to the last week in April. The Clievallier

is the most extensively sown, but the Early Nottingham and

American are also favourites. The quality of the stonebrash

barley is only second-rate, and the yield 30 to 36 bushels per

acre. The best samples are grown on the gravels and chalky

land, and these may produce from 40 to 50 bushels. The
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average yield of the county may be taken at 36 bushels. On
the adhesive soils that are unkind for barley, and when land is

in a high state of cultivation, oats are taken instead of barley.

The oats stand up better, and if they do lodge are not so much
damaged. Oats are also planted after beans and wheat, and on

a clover ley on poor soils. There are two classes of this grain

;

the potato oats, which are called Dutch ; and the Tartarian oats,

kno\vn as black and white Tartars. The Tartars are sown on

the hills and on the strong lands, the Dutch on the lighter

loams. Not many oats are sown on the stonebrash, and still

fewer about Banbury. The yield of the short oats may average

56 bushels ; Tartars one-fourth more. Indeed, some wonde-rful

crops of Tartars are grown: 12 to 15 quarters are occasionally

heard of, while in one instance a yield of 17 quarters per acre

was produced. It is common to sow a sack of oats, but on the

stonebrash thicker seeding is general. The season for planting

white Tartars is from February to April, and the Dutch and

black Tartars from March to the middle of May.
One-eighth of the land is sown with broad or red clover. Its

return only once in eight years does not on light soils guarantee

a crop ; and to ensure a plant, some excellent farmers drill the

seed instead of sowing it. The clover is deposited with a Suffolk

drill, having the turnip-seed barrel, the coulters being 6 inches

apart. It is best done across the barley when it is up, and is

afterwards rolled in. On most soils the clover is sown alone,

without any mixture of rye-grass, and from 12 to 20 lbs. of seed

are used. The clover is most commonly mown the first time,

and afterwards penned off. Better crops of wheat are frequently

grown after the clover has been twice mown. The clover roots

increase in size much more than when fed, and so afford greater

nourishment for the wheat. Sometimes the second crop is seeded;

but if seed is grown, the clover should be fed first, or cut very

early, and then shut up for seeding. The second crop is apt to

blight, and comes too late to be saved with any certainty. A
good crop of clover-hay may average 30 cwt., and the second

crop seldom amounts to a ton per acre. Trefoil and Dutch
clover are grown principally for sheep feed, and are mixed with
rye-grass to form the hay seeds on the stonebrash. Italian rye-

grass is extensively planted for feeding on black and heathy
land. The quantity of seed sown is about 2 bushels. On one
or two farms a very large amount of Italian rye-grass has been
grown for seed ; the yield is from 3 to 5 quarters. Rye-grass
being a cereal is but a poor preparation for wheat.

Since the last Report, a most important improvement has been
introduced in the cultivation of leguminous crops by the adoption
of the winter bean. It was first grown about 15 years ago in
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t';e neighbourhoocl of Watlington, and is now very common all

<,'ver the county. As it ripens early in August, the crop is

cleared in ample time for any preparation the stubble may
require for wheat. Although the winter beans may not produce
t'le large crops sometimes obtained from those sown in spring,

on the average of years it is certainly more, as they are not so
liable to be attacked by the aphis and other insects, as they
blossom before those pests commence depredations on a large

scale. The old-fashioned plan of dibbling across the ridges is

still extensively practised on clay soils. The operation is per-

.Cjrmed mostly by women, who, having a short wooden dibble,

punch the hole between the furi'ow with one hand, and drop the

seed with tlie other. A line is placed across the ridge to make
a straight row, and before it is removed the dibble or foot is

scratched across the holes ; and the land sometimes receives a

harrowing. About 2 or 3 bushels of winter beans are used for

seed, and 3 or 4 bushels in the spring. The usual cost of

dibbling is bs. per acre, but many are set by the bushel. When
drilled, the rows are from 16 to 24 inches apart. They are

horse and hand hoed ; and not unfrequently after the last hoeing,

turnips or rape are sown from a little hand-drill, to which a

small harrow is attached to cover the seed. Directly the beans
are cut, the turnips are hoed, and may be intended for autumn
feed, to be followed by wheat, or are saved for the spring, to be

succeeded by barley or oats. It is also a good plan to sow
trefoil with beans on light land ; it makes a little sheep-feed,

and renders the land more solid for wheat. Winter beans are

sown in October and November, and yield 4 or 5 charters per

acre. Spring beans are planted in February and March ; their

produce varies from 3 to 6 quarters. A singular disease, similar

to the potato blight, attacked some of the winter beans in 1852.

The leaves and haulm turned quite black, and many acres were
ploughed up. Those that were left nearly recovered the attack,

and the loss was not half so serious as was at first imagined.

Beans and peas are sometimes planted together, and called

" pulse." The peas attach themselves to the beans as to sticks ; and

if a peck of peas is sown with a sack of beans the increase of the

peas will amount to an eighth of the whole. Tliis is considered

the proper proportion of pulse : but on light lands the quantity

(vf peas sown is greater. Should the peas blight, then the produce

of pulse is small
;
yet 4 or 5 quarters is about an average crop.

Pulse are always sown in tlie spring, but vetches are often

planted in the same way with beans in the autumn, and produce

a much larger yield than if sown separately. The vetches being

so much smaller, are easily separated from the beans when win-

nowed ; but should a few remain, it is not objected to for seed.
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Of course a considerable extent of vetches is grown to supply

seed for the next year's green crops. Peas are not extensively

sown; thej are reckoned a "casuaUj" crop, and unless well

attended to, fill the land with all sorts of " beggary." White
boilers are the favourites ; l)ut grey and maple peas are grown
alone, and also mixed with beans.

There is not any flax cultivated in the south of the county,

but about Eynsham, and on the lands in hand at Blenheim, a

large extent is grown. Flax is usually planted after wheat, and
is taken instead of beans to be followed by barley. About
2j pecks of flax are sown from the seed-barrow in the last week
of March or first of April. The crop requires hand-weeding,

and in July is pulled before it is quite ripe, and tied in small

sheaves of 6 inches in diameter. This costs 12s. or 14s. an acre;

and the flax requires about ten days groundage befoi'e it is carried.

It is threshed with a flat beater, at 9J. to Is. per bushel, and
the straw tied up in large bundles, six of the smaller sheaves

making one bundle. The straw is steeped under water for 14 or

20 days, and is then ready for the scutching, which can be per-

formed by the hand, but is a tedious operation as well as expensive.

Coombe Mills, on the Evenlode, are now being fitted with
machinery for preparing the flax for market. As the steeping

of the straw takes place in the farmer's busy season of May, the

flax is often " dew-retted," by being thinly spread over the

young clovers for five or six weeks in February and March. It

protects the seeds from late frosts, and after turning will be
ready for scutching. The yield of seed may average 24 bushels

per acre, and sells at 7s. to 8s. per bushel. An acre of straw

will produce 5 or 6 cwt. of dressed flax, and about 1 cwt. of tow.

The flax is worth from bd. to 8fZ. per lb., and the tow about Zd.

A very large quantity of sainfoin is grown in this county. On
the stonebrash and the chalk it flourishes well, a calcareous

subsoil being favourable to its growth. In the Chiltern district

there is no regularity as to the quantity sown, or length of time
during which it remains down. On some farms there is a great

extent, on others none at all. Some let it lie as long as it will

produce a ton of hay per acre ; others plough it up in three

years. It is the general rule with good farmers on the stone-

brash to have one-tenth of their land in sainfoin, which continues

down five or six years. There is a notion, surely an erroneous

one, that sainfoin is best laid down after tico white straw crops.

It is contended that the natural grasses are not so plentiful as

when sown in barley succeeding turnips. This last is the stipu-

lated course in some agreements. Four bushels of sainfoin

seed are usually drilled across the barley, and 4 lbs. of trefoil

added. The dreadful failure in the yield of all seeds last year,
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but especially sainfoin, has caused so extravagant a rise in the

prices demanded, that there cannot be a large extent sown this

spring. It is the common opinion that old sainfoin seed will not

grow, but, if freed from its husk, it will vegetate nearly as well

as new. The sainfoin is often seeded the first year, and for

three or four subsequent seasons it is grown for hay, and the

aftermath is fed off by lambs, which do remarkably well on it.

In the last year it is not mown. The hay is of first-rate quality,

and sometimes very large crops are produced ; a good average

may reach 35 cwt. per acre. When the sainfoin is worn out

the ground is generally pared and burnt for swedes or turnips.

This operation takes place in March or April, costing about

20s. per acre. It not only supplies a great quantity of ashes,

but also kills the wire-worm, grubs, and the larvae of insects,

which are sure to abound in old sainfoin ley. The ground is

afterwards rise-baulked, i. e. half ploughed, so that the ashes

may not be buried too deeply. It then receives a clean earth

across, and the turnips are drilled. Some cultivators on the

stonebrash, and nearly all on the chalk hills, plough the old

turf once and sow it with oats or wheat. At May's farm, near

Wallingford, the sainfoin forms a regular rotation, 20 acres being

sown every year and 20 acres broken up. The land selected is

generally a field of trefoil, sown with the barley after turnips.

When the trefoil hay is cut the land is ploughed, and a crop of

mustard sown and penned off. The land is again ploughed,

and another crop of mustard is taken, which is similarly treated.

The ground is then planted with wheat in the autumn, and in

the early spring the sainfoin is drilled across the wheat and
the seed harrowed in. For two years the first crop is mown,
and the second fed, and in the third year, directly after the hay

is carted, the land is rise-baulked or rafter-ploughed. After a

time this is repeated at right angles to the first ploughing. By
Michaelmas the sward is well rotted, and the land is all ploughed

deeply and a crop of wheat grown which then comes in for

turnips. The residue of the land being cultivated on a four

course system, the sainfoin takes up a part of the rotation, and,

as it only lies three years, it could be repeated on the same
land, if necessary, after the expiration of four. On the stone-

brash, where it remains down longer, a repetition oftener than

eight years is not desirable. The old-fashioned sainfoin is

mostly sown, for, though the giant produces a great bulk of pro-

vender, it is chiefly grown in small patches for soiling.

There is nothing very remarkable to commend in the manage-

ment of the grass lands. It too often happens that the meadows
are constantly mown and never manured ; and sheep are fed

on them and removed to the arable land at night. The grass
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lands of the county are not so prolific as formerly, but the dete-

rioration is not to be all attributed to niggardly treatment, but to

other agencies. Most meadows are damaged by constant flooding.

Some again are worse since the enclosures. The low-lymg

grass lands used to receive the washings from the arable lands

above ; but now that the latter is under-drained, and a fence

and ditch separate the two, the meadows do not grow so much
grass as formerly. A good many useful meadows are injured

by being heavily stocked with sheep. Although sheep may be

considered to enrich the land, yet it is well known that they

gnaw out all fine grasses, and so give the coarser sorts power to

extend. Another serious detriment to wet land is being poached
and puddled by heavy stock during the entire winter. There
are some good meadows that are constantly mown twice a year

;

and it is a singular fact that, if a second crop is fed, next year

the hay will not be so abundant. The hay is made in a neat

and economical manner. There are large numbers of hay-

shakers, or tedding-machines, and care is taken not to expose

the grass too long to the sun. The principal error in hay-making
is in neglecting to form large and well-shaped cocks. When
hay is nearly ready to cart, and is left till the following morning,

it should be put up in such cocks as will resist a good shower.

But clover, as well as meadow hay, is thrown into small, ill-

shaped lumps, which a slight dash of rain is sure to wet through.

All the grass lands contiguous to the principal rivers are

subject to extensive inundations. The Thames meadows, west
of Oxford, are most seriously affected by floods. The water

stagnates for a length of time, and it was computed that 6000
acres on the Oxfordshire side of the Thames were under water
from September to February 1853. In the spring these grass

grounds resembled fallow fields from the sand and filth deposited

by the floods. There are summer as well as winter floods. If

the water passes over the grass while standing, it taints it and
makes it so gritty that it is unfit for hay. If the overflow takes

place during the hay-harvest vast quantities are washed away or

entirely spoiled. All the lands that are flooded in the summer
are unsafe for sheep in the following autumn, being sure to cause
rot. Much of the low lands not covered by the waters becomes
thoroughly soaked. The ditches are full and the under-drains

stopped. The long continuance of floods kills the finer grasses,

and rushes and other aquatic weeds take their place. There
are many artificial hindrances to the free passage of the water.

The locks, pounds, and weirs are in a most defective state of
repair, and the water-ways of many are much too narrow. The
weirs being private property are mostly preserved for fishing

purposes. Thus, for a few baskets of fish the water is constantly
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dammed up above its natural level, to the serious injury of

many hundred acres of meadows. Very few boats ply on the

river above Oxford, and the deposits of mud consequently are

on the increase. When the railroads, now in process of con-

struction, come into active operation, the traffic on the river will

be still more reduced. Notwithstanding the dilapidated con-

dition of the locks a toll is levied for their use upon all boats,

and even contributions exacted in one instance where the struc-

ture itself has perished, and a heap of stones, which impedes the

navigation, is all that remains to mark the site of the weir.

Large banks, with quickset hedges, are planted at right angles •

with the course of the river ; these hold back much water at

times of flood. The progress of the water is also much retarded

by raised causeways or roads crossing the level meadows.
Railways also dam up the waters and prevent the subsidence of

floods. Willow trees droop their branches into the river, and
every available spot afforded by alluvial accumulations and
deposits is turned to account for the growth of osiers. Should
an islet or sand-bank be thrown up, its extension is encouraged,

to the serious impediment of the current ; and there appears to

be no system pursued for clearing its course of the obstruction

of weeds and rushes.

In consequence of the long prevailing floods of last season a

committee of gentlemen was appointed at Oxford last March to

consider the state of the lands adjoining the Thames. After

several meetings they published a concise and interesting report,

to which was subjoined an appendix containing much useful in-

formation. A proposition emanated from good authority, which
had for its object the relief of the meadow grounds near Oxford
from the exposure to frequent inundations. The means by which
it was sought to be achieved was the construction of a new cut,

to commence at Sandford, a point where the course of the river

is seriously impeded by a mill which has not been worked for

years, and proceeding from thence by various branches to

Whytham. The estimated cost was 14,000/., a sum far exceed-

ing the amount which it would be practicable to raise ; and there

is consequently not the remotest prospect of its realisation. The
committee proposed widening the watercourse of two of the

locks, and of eighteen weirs
;

enlarging bridges and sluices,

which would cost about 4000/. They estimate that the land

which would be directly benefited by these improvements, com-

prises an area of 12,000 acres, and that an outlay of 7s. per acre,

" made once for all," would be far less in amount tlian the

damage sustained during the last twelve months. In addition

to this the high-water mark of the weirs should be lowered, and

arches should be pierced through the causeways and railroads.
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Willow boughs should be lopped off, alluvial deposits removed,

and the encroachments of osier beds reclaimed. Gaps in banks

and hedges should be levelled, and stout rails substituted in their

room. Where the sinuosities of the stream are excessive the

course should be made direct, and the convex bends of the river

rounded off. The weeds growing in the bed of the stream and

the flags and rushes on the banks should be cut twice in the

year. Tliere can be no doubt that under-draining has much to

do in causing flood. When rain descended on land not drained,

the ground was thoroughly soaked before the water was thrown

off, and on a vast extent of the clay soils it was only dispelled

by evaporation ; but in the present state of the country, when a

heavy fall of rain occurs, the immediate consequence ensues

that the water is expelled tln-ough thousands of under-di-ains, and

speedily finds its way into the nearest brook. As much water

is thrown off in a day as was formei'ly discharged in a week.

When it is considered that the water passing through

Oxford is drained from 850,000 acres of land, it is time that

the weirs on the Thames, which have now only a water way of

thirty feet, should have double that space; for the evil of floods

is a growing one, and the more extensively land is under-drained,

the more rapidly will the water be poured into the valleys, and
the greater should be the facilities devised for its speedy out-

fall by a proper system of arterial drainage. Lower down the

Thames, from Wallingford to Henley, the floods do little

damage as they seldom occur in the summer. The traffic is

considerable, and the locks, being under the superintendence of

the Thames Commissioners, are kept in excellent order. Moderate
winter floods are even beneficial. In passing rapidly over the

land the water leaves a deposit equivalent to a coat of manure.
A higli level of the river is also desirable. TheTliames meadows
chiefly rest on gravel, and through this porous subsoil the water
percolates, and by capillary attraction supplies nourishment to

the roots of the grass in seasons of drought.

The Thame stream is in a dreadful state ; in some parts the

river is nearly silted up. A good rain is sure to send the waters
out. There have been seventeen floods in twelve months, and a
third of the hay this season lias been waslted away. Many years ago
a commission was appointed, and the bed of the river was cleared

out ; a rate being levied on the landowners to provide for the
necessary outlay. This measure needs to be repeated ; and the

occupiers of the meadows would gladly submit to an annual charge
of 5 per cent, on the cost. The banks of the river are planted with
Avillows, and weeds and rushes for the most part enjoy unmolested
security. W^aterstock and Waterperry are exceptions, and at

those parts all impediments to the free course of the water are
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carefully removed. If all proprietors of land intersected bj this

river would adopt the same plan the destructive summer floods

would become less frequent.

The waters of the Cherwell are soon out, and soon off : they
rise with astonishing rapidity, and last July full threefourths of
the hay was swept away by the floods. In addition to the im-
pediments already adverted to, the numerous mills on this stream
considerably aufiraent the mischief, and the same may be said

of those on the Evenlode and VVindrush.

There are not many water-meadows in the county. At the
foot of Blenheim Park are 70 acres on the Evenlode ; these are

well shaped and highly productive. The soil of the Thames
meadows is well adapted for irrigation. At all the mills and
locks on the river there is sufficiency of fall to water at a
small expense a large tract of meadows below. There are a
few patches of catch-meadows at the foot of the chalk hills

;

some growing an abundance of grass : the most extensive are at

Shirburn, where about 50 acres of the park are irrigated. A very
well contrived catch-meadow has recently been formed on a hilly

piece of ground at Chadlington, which shows how easily streams
can be diverted for purposes of irrigation,

Oxfordshire is by no means a grazing county. Such stock as

are kept are for the most part maintained for dairy purposes.

It will perhaps render this part of the report less complicated
if the cattle are treated of under two heads : those kept on arable

farms and those on the grass and dairy lands. It is the common
practice of the arable farmers in the south of Oxfordshire to

keep no bullocks, but to buy in a few dry cows, or young stock,

to tread down the straw in the yards : these generally receive an
allowance of hay and corn chaff and caving, and are sometimes
permitted to taste a few swedes and a little oilcake, but this is

not often. The cows are sold in the spring ; those that are in

calf to the dairymen in the neighbourhood, and the barren cows
chiefly go to be grazed on the good pastures of Buckingham-
shire. The farmers of the Cotswold district, who keep two or

three cows, contrive now to rear some cattle in a district where
thirty years ago it was considered impossible to do so ; these are

principally Herefords or cross-bred cattle. On a farm of 300
or 400 acres, ten or fifteen are annually brought up : some of

these cattle at 2 years old are broken in and worked till 5
years old, when they are disposed of in store order at the various

fairs and markets. Of course there are some farmers who stall-

feed cattle, but they are not numerous. A few gentlemen and
yeomen turn out excellent cattle. At Eynsham are grazed 50
worked Hereford oxen, useful butcher's bullocks and heavy

weighers ; these are cleared out at Christmas, and their places
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filled up by younger and smaller Herefords, which arc disposed

of in April and May. All the cattle are fed on swedes (or

mjingokls as the season advances), hay, and a mixture of meal

;

this mixture is composed of equal portions of beans, barley, and
linseed. The flax-seed is crushed and steeped, and this mucilage

is mixed with the other meal, which is dry, and then given in

hay-chaff for the cattle. The allowance to each ox per day

is from half a peck at first to a peck. The cattle at Ascott are

also Herefords. This year fifty superb animals were tied up :

the first thirty that were sold averaged 34/. each, and were ex-

cellent in every point
;
being good for the feeder, the butcher,

and the public. This successful grazier purchases his steers at

the Hereford October fair, winters them in a dry grass field, with

an allowance of hay, or in a yard with straw, hay-chaff, and a

little oil-cake ; he then places them in some good pastures during

the summer, and after Michaelmas they are tied up, fed on oil-

cake, hay, and swedes, till Christmas, when they are all sold.

At Overy farm, in the parish of Dorchester, the very com-
mendable system of rearing stock and selling them fat at 2 years

old is carried out with perseverance and success. Six cows are

kept, and these cows annually rear forty calves : each cow, when
fresh in milk, suckles two or three calves at a time, which are

weaned at 10 or 12 weeks old. The calves are first supplied

with hay, swedes, and green crop, and when they are being

weaned are allowed a little meal, and not unfrequently old beans.

The beans are given whole, and at first the calves nibble and
play with them, and they improve rapidly while eating a few
beans. The calves, all steers, are bought from the dealers, who
furnish them when a week or ten days old, at from 25s. to 35*.

each : if practicable, the calves are not turned out, but supplied
with green food in the summer, and hay and roots in winter.

There are three sheds, besides the pen for the calves. As they

progress they are promoted to the upper shed, where alone meal
is used, and then never more than a gallon to each steer per day.

The meal is composed of two sacks of seconds barley and one of

beans. This Christmas two very nice steers, 23 months old,

realised 50/., and the others are sold at 2 years old, at prices

varying from 16/. to 18/. each.

The cattle maintained in the county are for the most part

cows and young stock to replenish the dairies ; the cows are

almost all short-horns. There is still a dairy of Alderneys at

Wormsley, and herds of fine and well-bred Herefords at Water-
perry and Middle Aston. At Blenheim there are a lot of Dutch,
certainly no acquisition to any locality. There may be found a
considerable dash of the old long-horns in some herds, while in

other districts a good deal of Alderney blood is infused into the
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cow-stock. It is also common to see a pure Aklerney cow or two in

each dairy ;
still, speaking; g:enerally, the cows are short-horns :

a useful animal for the milk-pail, not over well-brecl, but carrying

fair points in a large frame. The best blood in the county is

to be found at Sarsden, where are some splendid animals, de-

scended from the purest breeds in the kingdom. The cattle at

Water Eaton are very commendable : they possess excellent

points, are ready feeders, and yet good milkers. The foundation

of this stock was laid from the celebrated Fawsley herd, and one

bull and his offspring alone has carried off twenty-two prizes.

Indeed, the greater number of premiums at provincial shows for

cattle are awarded to stock from Water Eaton or its immediate

neighbourhood. A well-selected herd of short-horns was till

last Michaelmas kept at Little Hazeley. Bulls from this stock

have been much sought after, and have greatly improved the breed

of cattle in the south of the county. There are hardly any exten-

sive dairies in the Cotswold or Chiltern hills ; the principal are

found on the Oxford, Kimmeridge, or gault clays. There are

a few dairies on the red soils of the north, but it is chiefly

grazing land there
;
and, besides cattle, a large quantity of sheep

are fattened on the grass land of that district. There are a few

pasture farms on which some Hereford and cross-bred cattle are

reared ; these are sold at two years old in Banbury market.

Dairy farms should always have some arable land with them,

since, where this is not the case, straw is gi'eatly needed for

litter and for thatch. Three acres of fair land will support a

cow winter and summer ; thus a farmer with 150 acres of good

grass-land may keep 40 cows and his young stock. The cows

in milk are kept entirely on grass and hay
;
they are fed in

the winter with some hay when being milked in the cowhouse,

and are also foddered with the same in small quantities strewed

about the grass-ground. The in-calf cows that are dry are

kept in the strawyard, and fed on straw and caving, being

allow"ed hay for a month before calving. The cows lodge in the

meadows all the winter, as there are hardly any yards or sheds for

their accommodation. From January to May all cows should

be kept in; not only do they consume more hay when out, but

they cause serious injury to the meadows by treading; they

also crop off every sprig of young grass, and so damage the hay

crop and retard an early bite in the spring. The milking is

performed entirely by men : an expert hand can milk twelve cows

in an hour, but eight is about the average. The cow-sheds are

often at a distance from the house, and the milk is taken to the

dairy in carts or large buckets. The milk is skimmed five

times, beginning at twelve hours after it is brought in, and re-

peating the skimming at intervals of twelve hours till the five
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times are completed. In very hot weather the milk cannot be

skimmed more than once or twice : this is a great loss to the

dairy, but a gain to the pigs, which consequently thrive much
better in summer than in the winter. It is usual to churn twice

in the week, and in large dairies there is always a horse-churn

holding from 100 to 140 lbs. of buttei\ Tlie butter is principally

sent to London; tlie cost of carriage and selling is lid. per

dozen lbs., the carrier finding hampers and cloths. The butter

is generally transmitted by waggon, as there so many trans-

ferences on the railroad, and the companies' servants are not over

careful in handling it
;
by the other conveyance it goes direct

from the dairy to the market. No cheese is made in the county.

A good cow when fresh in milk will give twenty quarts per

day : some will produce twelve pounds of butter per week for a

month after calving, but 5 lbs. for nine months is a good average.

In winters like this, when the hay is so inferior, and, indeed, in all

years, it would answer tlie purpose to add some nourishing food

to the poor hay which now furnishes all the provender of cows
in full milk. Turnips are objectionable as tainting the butter;

but a few mangolds with a little oil-cake, or bean and oat meal,.

will considerably increase the supply of butter and milk. Much
inconvenience and loss are experienced from cows not breeding-

regularly. Frequently some of the best and youngest cows are

barren, in which case they are sold to be fatted. And on some
dairy farms, where there is a good stock and rich pasture, the

barren cows are grazed on grass, or if not quite beef, are tied up
for a few weeks in the autumn, and polished off with some roots

and oil-cake. Cows are considered in good season which calve
from Christmas to Lady-day ; but it is better for the supjily of

butter to have a fresh coav every now and then—in fact, to have
calves all the year round. The best time for rearing calves is

fi'oni November to April, but some prefer the summer months
as there is then plenty of milk. The calves suck the cows for a
week or ten days, and then are taught to drink. The bull calves
are sold, the heifers mostly kept. At first they have tlie milk
half new and half flat, or skimmed only once, but afterwards
they are supplied with hard skimmed milk for eight or ten
weeks ; each calf is allowed two gallons per day. The milk is

given just warm. The calves are allowed hay and swedes, and
are very fond of nibbling wheat straw. In weaning late or
summer calves, when the milk will not bear heating, it is found
a good plan to add wheat and linseed meal. A pint of meal is

put into a gallon of Avater and boiled till it becomes a gruel ; a
quart of this in a Avarm state is added to a gallon of skim milk,
and answers admirably. When there is little milk, calves are
weaned on pounded oil-cake mixed in a similar manner.

VOL. XV. o
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Calves are generally kept in loose pens till May, the early

ones turned out then, the weaker ones as soon as they are strong

enough. Some well-informed men prefer tying the calves up
to leaving them loose

;
they cannot then suck each other, which

they invariably do when at liberty ; more can be kept in the

same space, and each calf has its proper sliare of food. Late
calves should never be turned out in the sunmier, but fed with
grass and under cover : they are seldom quiet in the field during

the day, and are so worried by flies and exhausted by their

playful gambols, that they soon become miserably thin. Good
farmers who have the requisite accommodation take up their

calves between Michaelmas and Christmas, and feed them on
roots and hay during the Avinter. Others let them pick up what
they can in the grass-fields, and there throw them a little hay.

Heifers are generally bulled at 18 months old.

On some of the grazing lands steers and oxen are fed, but

barren cows are more common. Tliese are purchased from

January to May, and at four or five years old cost about 12/. each.

They are sold out of the grass-grounds from July to October,

and have this last year sold at from 16/. to 20/. per head.

It is the duty as well as the interest of every large proprietor

to improve the breeds of stock on his estate : he can easily do
this by keeping a well-bred bull, a superior boar, and a good
entire cart-horse. Tlie charge for the use of these animals to

tenants and neighbours should be moderate. On the Sarsden

property the liberal landlord allows each tenant (free of costj to

send two cows to his best bull, which is a thorough bred and
most beautiful creature. But in some instances, when a land-

lord has a first-class male animal, he fixes too high a price on

liis services : this does not only curtail the benefit to the neigh-

bourhood, but too frequently defeats its own ends. The use of a

bull at 2.>. 6f/. and a boar at Is., in this county, where breed is

little cared for, would yield a larger return than where a charge

is made of 1/. for one, and 5s. for the other.

When Arthur Young made his report the county was cele-

brated for the prodiiction of veal. Suckling is now confined to

a few farmers, as the manufacture of butter, though more trouble-

some, has of late years been found more profitable. The calves

for suckling are bought in at a week old, at from 20s. to 30s.

each, and in 10 or 12 weeks will weigh from 20 to 25 stone (of

8 lbs,). The calves are always tied up in little stalls, and fed

early in the morning and about 5 o'cloc k at night. A man can

attend to the suckling of 15 or 16 calves, and then go to plough

or other work during the rest of the day ; so that the trouble and

expense of labour is not great. A cow will fatten 3 calves in a

year, and will furnish plenty of milk for one when fresh ; but
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whon setting dry, a good sized calf will tako all the milk of

2 cows.

The Sheep kept on the stonehrash are principally Cotswolds.

These sheep are sometimes called Glo'sters and New Oxfords,

but they are only different names for the same sort of sheep.

There are a few half-breds, which appear rather on the increase

in some localities, and there is a sprinkling of the Leicester

blood around Banbury. The Cotswolds are a hardy, heavy, and

most useful race of sheep
;
they are gradually and most de-

servedly rising in public estimation. Tlie improvement which
has been effected in these sheep within tlie last 20 years is surpris-

ing : tliey may be indebted to the delicate Leicesters for dimi-

nishing their coarseness, producing more aptitude to fatten, and

rendering the fleece of finer quality. But they have not lost their

gigantic size or hardiness, which so fits them for cold and elevated

situations. As a farmer's sheep they are much superior to any
other long-wools, producing a great weight of mutton and heavy

fleece at a very early age. Tegs, at 14 months old, will com-
monly weigh 10 stone, or 80 lbs., per sheep, and clip 8 or 9 lljs.

of wool. Numerous instances might be cited of much heavier

weights, but the above may be taken as a fair average. The
weight on record of some Cotswolds appears almost fabulous : 2

rams killed in one year from Middle Aston weighed 84 Ihs. per

quarter ; and last Christmas, 3 ewes from the same flock were
slaughtered at Boston, and the lot only missed 3 lbs. of averaging

60 lbs. per quarter. The principal fault with the Cotswolds is,

that their meat gives too much to the grease-pot and too little to

the table ; the mutton is a penny per lb. less in value than that

of Downs, but the extra weight compensates for that deficiency.

Perhaps the best Cotswold blood may be found at Sarsden,

Middle Aston, Bury-Barns, Signet, Minster Lovell, Alverscott

Downs, Hook Norton, and Drayton. From most of tliese flocks

a quantity of rams are saved, which are disposed of as yearlings

by private contract or at annual sales by auction : the prices

average from 6Z. to 14/. a-head. Some breeders dispose of a
great many sheep. At Middle Astern last season 140 rams Avere

let or sold.

Of Southdowns not many are kept, and those principal Iv

by the nobility and gentry. Tliere are some good sheep at

Blenheim, and a fine flock at Middleton Stoney, and again at

Swyncombe: the latter are particularly good, being of great

size and very pure blood. There are several good Hampsliii-e-

down sheep on the edge of the Chiltern Hills ; tliose at Preston
Crowmarsh, Ewelme, Brightwell, and Newenham Murren, may
be reckoned among the first of the neighbourhood. Till within
the last few vears the Hampshire-downs were the principal breed

Q 2
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kept south of the Cotswold district
;
they cut a heavier fleece

than the Southdowns, and produce a greater weight of equally

good mutton in a shorter time ; but they are apt to run hairy in

the wool, big in the bone, and sour in the head—sure indications

of a coarse and unthrifty animal. A great many of the ewes
that are now kept of this breed are put to a Cotswold or half-

bred ram. There are comparatively few Down lambs bred.

The flock at Preston Crowmarsh, which consists of GOO ewes, is

admirably managed, and 130 rams were sold or let last year

:

tlie spirited proprietor gave 50 guineas for the hire of a Soutli-

down ram, which has much improved his flock. The Hamp-
shires at Newenham Murren are remarkable for their great size

;

and most of this sort found in Oxfordshire are a very useful style

of sheep. The tegs when fat at 14 months old will weigh about

8^ stone (68 lbs.), and shear a fleece varying from 5 to 7 lbs.

But the present " glory of the county "—the most profitable

sheep to the producer, the butcher, and the consumer, are the

Half-breds. Yet this is not a well-defined a])pellation, as tiie

names of animals ought to convey a description of their properties.

Now, a cross between the Ryland and Welsh, or Cheviot and
Highland sheep are half-breds, but they are not the half-breds of

Oxfordshire. A more intelligible name for this cLass of sheep,

and one which might be generally used, would be the " Down-
Cotswold." The Down-Cotswold sheep of this county Mere
originally a cross between tlie Cotswold ram and Hampshire-down
ewe ; but the cross, having been bred from for nearly 20 years

without the infusion of any fresh blood, has hecome a distinct

breed of sheep : quite as distinct and quite as jiure as the sort

called Shropshire-Doxmis. In fact these two varieties resemble

each other so much that, when classed together at Gloucester,

many considered them one kind of sheep. The Shropshires are

very useful, and a credit to any county, yet there is little doubt

that they were originally formed by a mixture of long and short-

woolled blood. The sui)eri()rity of the Down-Cotswold sheep

consists in their retaining the excellences of those celebrated

breeds without their defects. Tims they combine the early ma-
turity, heavy carcase, and ample fleece of tlie Cotswold, with the

fine wool and mutton of the Downs. Tliey do not indeed, in meat

or fleece, come up to the full weiglit of the Cotswold, but in monicd
value there is little difference. The half-bred tegs may average

9 stone, and clip 7 or 8 lbs. of wool : they will bear harder fold-

ing, and fatten with less food than the Cotswold. If a farmer

kept 100 Cotsvvolds, he could maintain 115 Down-Cotswolds, the

same number of Ham])sliires, and 120 Southdowns on the same
food. The farmers on the stonebrash seldom keep more than

75 sheep to 100 acres, while the occupiers of the light loams
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about Oxford generally have double that number, and sometimes

as many as 2 sheep to an acre. The Cotswold sheeji during the

summer are laid about in little lots on the seeds and sainfoin leys,

while the Half-breds are confined in hurdles consuming green

crops, and so laying the foundation for a large produce of grain.

As compared with Short-wools, on tlie other hand, one gen-

tleman, who had formerly kept Downs, assigned the following

reason for exchanging them for Down-Cotswolds. Eight years

ago he had 100 lambs of each sort ; the lots cost exactly the same

price, were folded side by side, on turnips, tluough the winter,

and both were fed exactly alike. In the spring the cross-breds

sold for 12s. per head more than the Downs. In feeding these

two sorts of sheep on dirty land, the Downs with short close

coats do not keep themselves so clean ns the half-I)reds. The
Down is constantly moving about, and will amble round a turnip,

and walk about his fold, while his less active neighbour will eat

his fill and quietly lie down. The Downs may have a better

quality of mutton, but the excellence of Down mutton is not

appreciated when young. A Down-Cotswold sheep at 15

months old will produce as good a quality of meat as a Down
of the same age, to say nothing of extra weight. Certainly, if

Downs are kept till two years' old they make splendid sheep and
are much in request, but there are not many farmers who can

afford to keep Down sheep 24 months, when they can fatten

others in almost half the time. Where there are extensive downs,
and sheep are valued for their manure more than for their mutton,
and can be kept at a small cost till they are a year old or more,

there Downs are best ; but for consuming crops on arable land

in hurdles, and for producing a great and rapid supply of the

best meat and wool (and this is not only an agricultural but a
national advantage), the half-bred sheep stand unrivalled.

Some will contend that the Leicesters and Southdowns are a

better cross, but both breeds are too fine, and will not produce the

size of the Oxfordshire half-breds. Although the farmers of this

county possess the advantage of having their two favourite pure
breeds of sheep within easy distances (the Hampshire Downs
swarming at Illesley fair, in the adjoining county of Berks, and
the Cotswold being abundant north of Oxford), yet many prefer

breeding from half-bred sheep to producing the first cross them-
selves. They may well prefer breeding their own ewes, which
is incompatible with keeping to the first cross ; arid as few
farmers sell their best ewes, it is almost impossible to keep up a
good breeding flock by purchasing. Tiie old ewes are fatted or

sold to the Buckinghamshire men, who take one lamb and then
graze them. Whether fed oflF or sold lean, the half-breds make
the most money.
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The produce of good and well selected cross-bred ewes and rams
are now more uniform in colour and size than sheep bred from
Down motliers and Cotswold sires. There formerly existed

much difficulty in keeping a newly formed half-bred flock to one
character. The first cross and their produce will be dissimilar

:

some will partake too much of the long-wool, while others are

too small and short-coated. The owner formerly divided his

flock into three parts, putting a half-bred ram to the ewes that

were about right—a Cotswold to the small ones and a Down to

the coarser sheep. By constant attention to these points a flock

may be bi'ought to some degree of uniformity ; but the breeder

frequently found that if the fleece was a little too short or the

face rather too white, by using pure Cotswold or Down rams he
rushed into the other extreme, the produce too much resembling

their sires. There is now no need of running back to the pure
breeds, as there are numerous Down-Cotswold rams to be found

varying in size, colour, and wool, according to the fancy of the

breeder, which will meet the deficiencies of any half-bred flock.

Some farmers have failed in preserving the true character of the

Down-Cotswold, from using inferior rams. Because the eWes
were mongrels they thought any cross-bred sheep with a grey

face would do. No such thing : the less distinct the breed of

ewes the more pure and well-bred should be the ram ; conse-

quently a sheep should be procured from the oldest and best

Down-Cotswold breeders. The lambs would be more like the

ram, and so produce a more even lot of sheep than if he had been

put to any true-bred flock.

The most celebrated Down-Cotswold flocks are at South

Leigh, Eynsham, Brize Norton, and Little Milton. They have

eacii their peculiar merits, and it is a difficult task to say which is

the best. Those at South Leigh are admired for their uniformity

of size and colour ; at Eynsham for their great weight and gene-

ral usefulness ; at Brize Norton for length of fleece and aptitude

to fatten ; while those at Little Milton are celebrated for their

symmetry and early maturity.*

The Down-Cotswolds at South Leigh have been bred by their

proprietor for 20 years, and during that period he has never used

any but cross-bred ewes and rams. These sheep have been very

successful at Birmingham shows.

* The -writer, having been requested by the President to give the names of the

principal ram-breeders in the county, mentions the following as the most cele-

brated Of Down-Cotswolds: Mr. Wm. Gillett, of South Leigh; the Messrs.

Druce, of Plynsliam ; Mr. .7. Gillett, of Hrize Norton
;
and Mr. J. liitchman, erf

Little Milton. Of Cotswolds: Mr. Cother, of Middle Aston
;
Mr. J. Gillett, of

iNIinster Lovell ; Mr. J. Hill, of Alverscot Downs ; Mr. Thomas Gillett, of Kil-

kenny Farm ; Mr. Humphrey Tuckwell, of Signet ; the Messrs. Batemijn, of

Astlmll ; and Mr. Allen Faulkner, of Bury Barnes. Mr. W. Newton, of Crow-

Biaisli, is the chief breeder of Hampshire-down rams.
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The Eynsham flock has also been in existence for nearly 20
years, and from the time of its formation to the present day

there has been no return to the original breeds. The yearling

sheep attain to a great size, and some at 22 months old have

weighed 44 lbs. per quarter. These sheep have been fortunate

in obtaining several premiums, and a splendid pen this Christ-

mas carried off the prize as the best pen of cross-bred sheep in

the Smithfield Show. Thirty or forty rams are bred which are

sold as shear-hogs, and average above 8/. each.

The proprietor of the Brize Norton flock founded it 16 years

ago, putting a Cotswold ram to some half-bred Sussex and
Hamsphire-down ewes. This may in a measure account for

the good quality of mutton and large fleece these sheep produce.

One ram as a shearling clipped 14 lbs. of wool, and next year

12 lbs. Ewe tegs, which are kept as stores, each yield 7 or 8 lbs.

A ram from this flock gained the first prize at the Society's

Meeting at Gloucester. The rams are sold by auction ; 61 were
disposed of this year, 52 by sale and 9 on hire. The average

•was above 12/., a fair indication of the high position these sheep

hold in public opinion.

The Down-Cotswolds at Little Milton have been bred there

nearly 20 years, and have achieved great success at Smithfield,

having for five successive years obtained the first prize. The
foot disease sadly crippled the flock, and for a time they were
not successful, but they again appeared this year as winner of

the second prize and medal for extra stock. The worthy owner
of this flock disposes of his rams Avhen they are lambs, and the

price this season averaged 11. per head.

In addition to these crack flocks there are some less noted,

but not less meritorious, breeders. The half-breds at Elsfield,

Cuddesden, and Ewelme are in every way worthy of the highest

commendation : while througliout the county are seen flocks

of a very useful and uniform character.

The county of Oxford is second to none in the management of

its sheep. Many lambs are born and fatted as tegs at 15 months
old which have not received any corn or cake, and which have
never been outside a hurdle till leaving the farm. The constant

supply and proper succession of food for sheep on arable land

requires much steady foresight and calculation. The subject

has been recently discussed in the Society's Journal by one of

the best farmers in the kingdom, but it is so distinguished a

feature in the agriculture of this county, that no apology is

offered for again bringing it forward. The following Table will

show the food that is mostly provided for the sheep on arable

lands during each month of the year :

—
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January , Swedes. July . . Clover, summer vetches.

February. Ditto. Aus^ust . Ditto Ditto.

Mareli . Ditto. September Rape, clover, early tur-

Ajjril . . Ditto and mangold. nips.

May . . Mangold, rye, trifolium, October . White turnijjs.

vetches. ! November Ditto.

June . . Vetches, trifolium,
\
December Ditto and Swedes.

The sheep may be classified under the head of ewes, whose
produce are to be fattened immediately or kept for tegs, and dry

sheep which are being made into mutton or kept in store con-

dition. The first fat lambs begin to be dropped about Christ-

mas, and of course at that inclement season require great care

and attention. The ewes yean in a yard or standing pen, which
is cheaply constructed of hurdles roofed with loose straw. They
are supplied with swedes and with long hay, given them in little

wicker cages placed on the ground. The lambs obtain their

share of this provender, and have access to the troughs contain-

ing the corn, which is either peas or old split beans. As the

weather becomes milder, and the lambs stronger, they are

driven to a fold of turnips in the day, but return to tlie yard at

night. Tlie lambs speedily begin to eat corn, and will consume
from half a })int to a pint per day, or a bushel in their short

lives. When Lady-day arrives lambs are in season : some of them
are sent alive by rail to London, but most are slaughtered and
forwarded to town. When from 12 to 16 weeks old lambs fetch

from 30s. to 355. per head. The second lot of fat lambs are yeaned

in February, or later, and do not receive any corn : they are

bountifully supplied with swedes and hay, and then turned into

the grass-grounds, from whence they are sold in July, &c., at

285. and 3O5. each. The ewes speedily fatten after they have

lost their lambs, and are disposed of to the country butchers

from August to October.

Down lambs unquestionably command more money per lb.

than the half-breds, but of course do not weigh so heavily. At
Ascott a horned W^iltshirc ram is used, as the produce at a very

early age come to a large size and are very fat. During the last

few years, when stock lambs have sold so well, the advantage of

fatting lambs is very questionable. There is certainly a quick

return, and a chance offered of making off the ewes at grass,

but the expense and risk of fatting lambs is very great, and in

many instances the feeders have to give as much for store lamlis

in the autumn as they sold their fat lambs for in the summer.

The second lot of fat lambs causing less trouble and little extra

cost, frequently pay better than the early ones, but these can

only be successfully grazed by those who have a large extent

of rich meadow land.
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The stock lambs, or those kept as stores, fall in January,

February, and March, the time beinjj regulated by the larmer's

means of keeping them. Early lambs are uncjuestionably best,

and if provided with good living care not for the cold. The
lambs born in March have frec^uently in their first days to

contend with more wet and uncomfortable weather than the

earlier ones. The Cotswold lambs principally fall in March.

The ewes in the fall of the year feed on the stubbles in the

day and are folded on some mustard, rape, or fallow ground at

night. It is considered a bad plan to give the ewes many turnips

before lambing. As winter apjiroaches, they go into the straw-

yard in the morning, have some pickings on the stubbles, or

some rough grass in the meadow, before getting a few turnips in

the fold. Should ewes be confined to turnips they are always

supplied with a good lot of ha}-. The quantity of hay consumed
by sheep is very great, usually a ton to the acre ; it is mostly

given long to ewes, but for young and fat sheep it is becoming
very general to chaff it. The swedes which are reserved for the

ewes and lambs are eaten whole ; the lambs having a fold set

forward into which they run and crop off the greens ; sometimes
troughs containing ground swedes are placed in tliis pen, and
occasionally the lambs may be allowed a little artificial food,

and the ewes with twins supplied with a few oats. The rye and
vetches are consumed in a similar manner, and when the lambs
are about 20 weeks old they are weaned. Old sainfoin, young
vetches, rape, and fresh seeds, are good things for recently-

weaned lambs, and it is the object of the flockmastcr to supply
them with nutritious and palatable food which is not too succu-
lent. It is a good plan to separate the lambs, giving the wethers
which are to be fatted the best of the food, and making the ewe
lambs which are intended for stock eat the inferior. The
wethers, as the winter progresses, receive a little artificial food
with the hay-chaff, but it is considered that half-bred tegs, with
plenty of cut swedes and good hay, ought to be fat by May-day
without any extra food. Swedes are mostly cut for young
sheep

;
they go much farther, are eaten much cleaner, and do

more good. An intelligent farmer asserts that tec/s with sliced

sicedes did better without corn than some which had corn and
uncut swedes. Old sheep eat unground swedes well on dry
soils

;
discontented, craving, old ewes, who are never happy

unless eating, are perhaps well employed in nibbling whole tur-

nips and clearing up dirty morsels ; but in most instances swedes
have been found to repay amply the trivial cost of grinding.
The Cotswold and half-bred tegs are mostly sold fat in the
spring. Now and then some splendid lots of Hampshire-downs
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are seen at. fairs of tliat age, but the two-tooth, or shearling,

sheep that are fatted are mostly Downs.
The few sheep found on the arable clay farms are ewes, which

are kept in the yard during the winter, and as spring advances
are turned out with their lambs to consume some green meat
The dairy farms usually have a few ewes which remain on the

pastures all the year round. On much heavy land the farmers
keep no sheep, but a man called a "joist " shepherd brings his

flock, and has the run of the stubbles and other food given him
for folding his sheep on the fallows at night. This was a very
general custom in days gone by, l)ut is now nearly obsolete.

The epizootic epidemic is still troublesome, but especially among
fat sheep and young lambs. The most serious losses have tiiis

year been sustained from the rot : not only have tlie flooded

meadows produced rot, but many apparently sound pastures, as

well as undrained arable land, have rotted sheep this wet season.

It is difficult to form a correct estimate of the extent of this

disorder, but it has been computed on good authority that on
the grass-lands of the county fully one-half of the sheep were
rotted.

The artificial food principally given to sheep is beans ; com-
paratively little of anything else is used. In districts where
beans are not very plentiful, peas, oats, oil-cake, malt-dust, and
pollard may be used ; but the favourite food is beans, for lambs
as well as lor old sheep. Many persons say that a pound of

beans is more than equivalent to a pound of oil-cake : for certain

purposes it is ; it may produce more muscle, but certainly not so

much fat. Tlie Oxford farmers are all for beans, while the

Norfolk men as much prefer oil-cake : each use their own
favourite food indiscriminately, whereas a judicious mixture, or

giving the beans to growing stock and the cake to fatting animals,

would be better. A gentleman who has repeatedly tried experi-

ments with beans and cake, states it to be his opinion that a ton

of oil-cake is equal in value to a load (5 quarters) of old beans.

Consequently when cake is at 8Z. per ton, beans should be pur-

chased at 32s. per quarter, or they are not so cheap as good oil-

cake : now that old beans are worth from 50s. to 60s. per quarter

they are the most costly feed that can be purchased ; but till

this year beans have been bought more reasonably than cake.

Spring beans are always considered better feed than winter ones,

and old beans are reckoned to be worth from 6s. to 8s. per

quarter more than new. Too liberal an allowance of beans

makes the meat hard and tough, and severe losses are frequently

experienced when sheep are highly fed on them. The Cotswold

men about Christmas allow their tegs half a pint of beans a-day.
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and this is afterwards increased to a pint. Beans are high in

favour there, for they increase the lean, and give a firm handling

to that naturally fat and flabby mutton. But when the swedes,

late in the spring, become hard and dry, beans are certainly not

the most feeding, nor the most economical food. Oil-cake is

more generally given to cattle than sheep : it is usually broken

in knobs, but at Sarsden it is ground in a mill. The swedes are

grated quite small, and are mixed with the cake, meal, and hay-

chaff, and so given to the cattle. A large quantity of damaged
foreign wheat has recently been purchased as food for pigs.

The Beikshire pigs are most common in Oxfordshire. About
Banbury there are some of the Tamworth breed, and all over

the country may be found a few white pigs, which are reared

for porkers. The Berkshire hog is a very useful animal ; as a

store -pig he is superior to any other ; and, although not a very

fast feeder, his flesh is prized on account of the large mixture

of the lean with the fat. There is a great difference in the

Berkshires. Some are fine bred and kind doers, while others

are coarse and slow feeders. A cross with the Essex has been
very beneficial. It increases the aptitude to fatten, and does

not materially diminish the size. The Eynsham pigs, which
are thus bred, have weighed 18 scores (of 20 lbs.) under 12
months old. There are more pigs kept as stores than fatted in

this county. On the dairy-farms a good quantity of bacon is

made, and, generally, the pigs are bred, reared, and fatted on
the farm. But a vast number of pigs are bred on the arable

lamls of Berkshire, stored in Oxfordshire, and fatted in Bucks.
Pigs perform a very important part in making the farm-yard

manure. On arable lands, where they are kept as stores, they
are generally bought in twice a year, say in January and June.

The first lot cost 25s. each, the latter can be had commonly for

a pound. From 20 to 40 pigs are kept in a straw-yard, and are

supplied with swedes or mangolds and 1 pint of old beans daily.

At first the beans, as well as the roots, are scattered all over the

yard, and the pigs, being thin and active, root over the straw,

and thus improve the manure ; but as they become fatter and
less active the beans are thrown on a clear spot. Sometimes
instead of beans the refuse corn is ground and mixed with wash
for them. The pigs that are bought in January will be ready
to go away in May, and the summer ones will be cleared out at

Christmas. Both lots make from 40s. to 45s. each. Thus they
pay far better than sheep in proportion to the expenditure on
food. For a teg bought at 30s. will often not sell for as much,
after 5 or 6 months' feeding as a pig which cost 20s.

On the dairy farms, where pigs are fatted, when worth from
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30s. to AOs. each they are put in a sty, and fed with boiled

roots and a little meal. The quantity of meal is increased till

it amounts to a bushel a week. In about ten weeks the pig is

ready to be killed. The meal is composed of barley, peas, and
seconds wheat. The roots now used are carrots and swedes in

the winter, with mangolds in the spring. Potatoes were for-

merly the staple food, and were always steamed ; and these are

much better food than any other root ; one peck of meal with
potatoes will go as far as a bushel with swedes. Pigs do not

thrive well with all swedes, and this is particularly the case

with young pigs. The roots are all washed, cut with Moody's or

Gardner's machine, and well boiled : they are then, by a mill,

reduced to a pulp and mixed with milk and meal, and pressed

into a cistern. The boiling is repeated every other day, and
the food is always given warm. In many instances where roots

are not plentiful, the meal and milk are simply mixed together.

During the summer it is customary to give pigs whole beans,

to allow them to run in a grass field, and supply them with milk
in a sty. The large hogs are killed for bacon, and weigh from
12 to 14 score. The hair is always burned off, and the pigs

are mostly killed on the farm, weighed, and taken by the pur-

chaser to Oxford or the nearest country town. There is a very

considerable bacon trade carried on at Oxford, from 200 to 300
large hogs being taken tliither every week during tlie six winter

months of the year. The little pigs, mostly wliite ones, when
killed are scalded and sent to London. From 60 to 60 lbs. is

considered a nice weight for a porker.

Except some fine specimens of Aylesbury ducks, the pjoultry

possess no particular feature worthy of commendation. The
Cochin China fowls have come rapidly into fashion, and seem as

rapidly going out
;
they have only the recommendation of being

prolific layers to compensate for their frightful appearance,

unsaleable make, voracious appetite, and tardy maturity. They
may become useful as a cross with the common barn-door fowl,

which throughout the country is decidedly small.

{To he concluded in the next Part f the Journal.)
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Farming of Oxfordshire. By Claue Sewell Read.

Prize Eeport,—Part II.

• The farm-lioises of this county are generally inferior animals.

A stranger may not be unfavourably impressed with the appear-

ance of the horse stock. Most farmers have a road-team—fat

and well-favoured, and four of these horses proceed to market

with an insignificant load of corn. Thirty years ago there were
many more of these lusty, good horses here than in the present

day. Tlie plough teams, which are left at home, will not bear

inspection, as most of the horses have great heads, big hairy

legs, and no length of carcass
;
they have a dull heavy tread,

no pluck, and little strength. The horses all the year round go
to work at 7 and leave off at 3. This is a bad practice ; the

evil doubtless oiiginated in having open field lands so far from
home. And it must be confessed that many farm steadings are

so badly situated, being in the village at one end of the occupa-

tion, that the outside land is sometimes two miles distant from
the stable. In the short days of winter, with dark mornings and
evenings, it may be ver};^ Avell not to stop to bait. Horses are

seldom overworked at that time of the year, and may perform
their easy tasks with comfort ; but in the hot days of summer,
and in tlie busy season of seed-time, when the strength of a

horse is taxed to the uttermost, it is surely necessary to divide

the hours of labour. We are told in the Society's Journal that

6 hours is too long for horses to work without food. If 6 hours
be too long surely 8 is worse. The small stomach of the

horse is evidently not adapted nor intended for protracted fasts.

When at liberty he will spend more than three-fourths of his

time in eating. Some humane persons may think it quite as

objectionable that the carters and boys should be so long without
food ; but the ploughmen, about 11 o'clock, pause for lunch,

and, while work is intermitted for a quarter of an hour, the horses

stand shivering in the wintry wind or broiling in the summer
sun, as the case may be. If no obvious injury is produced by
this system as its immediate consequence, its tendency and its

ulterior effects are pernicious, inasmuch as it predisposes the
constitution to disease and accelerates the period of old age.

The amount of corn allowed to cart-horses in winter varies with
the work they have to perform. Most commonly it is a bushel
of oats with a little hay, and abundance of corn-chaff. Some
good farmers allow their horses no hay at all in the dead months

VOL. XV. R
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of the year, but supply them with chaff and caving ; others add
half a bushel of oats more, or one or two pedes of beans, while
some give carrots or a few swedes. When the spring work
comes on the corn is increased, and one bushel of oats with
green food is mostly given is summer. A great quantity of the

corn-chaff is given in a chisty state; this is highly injurious to

horses, and not so nourishing as sweet oat straAV chopped up.

Horses are often crowded together in low, dark, and badly ven-w

tilated stables. Some horses lodge in the straw yard at night,

and during the summer are fed there on a green crop : many
are turned out into the meadows and grass lands at night. On
the Sarsden property the loose boxes, v/hich are filled with cattle

in the winter, make very comfortable quarters for the horses in

summer. The cart-horses are shod in the stable. This is poor
economy ; the smith, instead of altering the shoe to adapt it to

the foot, must cut the foot to fit the shoe. Very often too many
horses are kept for tlie size of the farm ; five horses to lOO
acres of strong lands, and four to the same quantity of light soil, is

about the usual number. The Suffolk blood lias much improved
the horses on the Blenheim estate, but Clydesdales and Cleve-
lands appear greater favourites there.

Ploughing is mostly performed with three, four, or five

horses ; the horses following in line in the furrow, and driven

by a boy, the carter holding the plough. Pair-horse ploughs with

reins, though much more common than formerly, are certainly

not yet 'in the majority. On many soils the deep winter's

ploughing may require 3 or 4 horses, while the summer's culture

can be done with two, But the man who contends that all the

land of the county can at all times be ploughed with a pair of
horses is more fit to tenant Littlemore Asylum than a clay farm.

Most provincial customs are founded on right principles ; it is

only when applied indiscriminately, and under circumstances

different from those which gave rise to their adoption, that they

deserve the name of prejudice. The farmer of the old school

delights to see his " five horses elaborately doing the work of

two ;" and points with exultation to the instances in which men
who started with pair-horse ploughing have failed of success.

No doubt strangers, ignorant of the nature of the soil, who came
into the county with preconceived opinions which they deemed
to be all right, while the customs of the county were all wrong,

on making the attempt to plough heavy ground with a pair of

half-fed cobs, failed of their object. They started on the wrong-

soil, with the wrong horses, and wrong feeding for pair-horse

ploughing. On a great portion of Oxfordshire land two strong

horses are enough in a plough, but they must be active and well

fed. On the stonebrash may be seen three or four horses
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crawling over three quarters of an acre in the day—while on

the other side of the hedge two horses are ploughing their acre

with ease. When farmers are asked why they hang four or five

horses to a plough, they say the land is so stiff, it requires great

strength to pull it up, that there is a colt or two in the team
Avhich must be exercised, and as the land can only be worked
in dry weather, a large amount of horse-flesh must be kept to

help through the busy season. On stiff soils it is desirable not

to tread the land, and horses should walk in the furrow, but

when the ground is perfectly dry there can be no reason why
the horses should not be yoked doubled, so as to make the most
of the strength. To lay down a rule to suit all soils and all

seasons is impossible ; but there is, doubtless, a wasteful expen-

diture of horse-power in this county. It is usual to plough
most soils shallow. The stone-brash is seldom stirred more
than three or four inches deep, while much deeper ploughing

might be given, and so render the soil less liable to burn ; and
clay-lands, when intended for fallow, should receive a very deep
furrow for the winter's plough. Nothing pays better than breed-

ing good cart colts. A very excellent farmer always rears

enough to supply his cart-stable, and sells all his horses at

7 years old. He thus has 4 years work out of them, and is never

encumbered with old and useless horses.

On the Cotswold hills, and in other parts of the county, many
oxen are worked, principally Herefords. The general rule is to

break them in at two or three years old, and work them two
years. They are then sold to the Buckingham graziers, and
Banbury market is always well supplied with laige worked
cattle. Three or four oxen go in a plough and work like the

horses, from seven to three o'clock. On a farm on the stone-

brash, of 400 acies, it is usual to keep two teams of working
bullocks. The advocates of oxen and the friends of horses are
constantly drawing invidious comparisons between these useful
animals as beasts of draught. There can be no doubt that on
large light-land farms, and even on heavy arable land, a bullock
team or two is very useful ; but to expect that oxen will supersede
horses is ridiculous. Oxen require less attention, and can be
fed at less expense ; are subject to less risk, and employ less
capital than horses ; but as to their growing into money while
horses grow out, to such an assertion there is the obvious reply,
that if horses were bought at three years old and sold at six,
they would often pay as much per head as the oxen.
A very great improvement is still required in the manage-

ment of farmyard manures. The manure in Oxfordshire is
mostly made by horses, sheep, and pigs. Fat cattle have not
half so much to do with its manufacture as in other counties

R 2
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Very little is made under cover, and hardly any buildings are

spouted. The yards are also irregularly shaped and unevenly
laid. Half-a-dozen pigs, and two or three dry cows, occupy a

space that should contain twenty beasts. On most arable farms
the question is, not how to make the most of the straio, hut hoiv

the straw is to be trodden down. Coiisequently the yards are

constantly littered with a most liberal allowance of straw, and
the few animals that tenant the enclosure are almost hidden from
view. The straw is enriched with little dung, and not being
consolidated by heavy treading, the few soluble properties it

possesses are easily evaporated or drained off'. The farm-

buildings being too often situated at one end of the occupation,

the cartage of manure is a very costly affair. It would be far

cheaper and better on clay lands to reap the corn knee-high, and
plough the stubble in, than to take the trouble of cutting it close

to the ground and carting it home, thrashing it, throwing it into

the yaixl, and bringing it back to the same field again a little

darker in colour but no richer in nitrogen than when it left.

Covered homesteads, loose boxes, or splined boards, are not

required on the arable farms of Oxfordshire ; but on the pasture

and dairy lands they would be very serviceable. It is not neces-

sary to fatten cattle in order to make good manure. As stall-

feeding in the majority of years does not pay, it becomes a

question whether ai'tificial food is not dearer than artificial

manure, or a ton of oil-cake, which passes through a bullock, is

not a worse investment than a like value of guano or bones. But
the Oxfordshire farmer need not become a wholesale winter

grazier ; he may in his own way much improve the farmyard
manure. There are now hardly any turnips removed from the

land that will carry sheep, all the roots being consumed where
they grow. The few cattle that occupy the yard subsist on the
" straw, chaff, and caving " which the barn supplies. When only

a few head of stock have to « nibble over a great extent of straw,

they may find a sufficient quantity of sweet morsels to pick up a

tolerable living. But if the manure is to be worth anything,

then four times the number of cattle ought to be kept, and of

course more nourishing food provided. Now if young stock,

barren cows, or working oxen, were supplied with a bushel of

roots a day, the consumption would not be very great ; or if the

land was too poor to spare the turnips, or too distant to admit of

carting at a reasonable cost, a daily allowance of 4 lbs. of oil-

cake would be found to answer well, improving the cattle and

enriching the manure. With the great facilities of always pro-

curing a sup])ly of well-bred calves, young stock might be more

extensively reared. In weaning calves, a liberal allowance of

meal or oil-cake will make up for deficiency of milk. And
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should a farmer have no grass-land for his cows, he might
venture to stall two or three during the summer, and steal for

them and the calves a little grocn food from the well-supplied

sheep. Though young stock afford less trouble Avhere there are

plentv of meadows, on arable farms they need never be turned

out till they are fit for the butcher. Should the farmer's heart

fail when he contemplates the expenses of stall-feeding, he will

find nothing more selling than a carefully selected lot of young
stock.

There are some agriculturists who manifest a great deal of

judgment in the manufacture of their farmyard manure without

going to any heavy expense in keeping oxen. The yard is well

littered every morning with barley, oat, or bean straw, and from

nine to twelve is occupied by ewes. When they leave, a lot of

pigs, which have been confined in styes, are fed with roots or

corn strewed over the ground, and of course the straw is then

well rooted over. The dung from the stables and styes is care-

fully spread, and by this means a very useful lot of manure is

produced. When tlie manure is taken from tlie yard and laid in

heaps, if not required for immediate use, the carts should pass

over the heap, and the whole be covered with chalk, mould,

road- scrapings, or some heavy material. On all clay soil, long

unfermented dung is best, as then it acts mechanically as well as

chemically. The power of such soils to absorb and retain manure
having been fully proved, will dispel the natural apprehension
that much of the goodness of - the autumn manuring is washed
away By the winter rains. In the north of Oxfordshire the farm-
yard manure is mostly applied for the root-crops, vetches, and
beans. In the south principally for wheat. It would be better

to dung for the preceding crops of beans and clover. By
dressing the young seeds a larger amount of hay is produced,
and the clover roots much enlarged, which will be sure to benefit

the following wheat crop.

Very often there is the common waste of liquid manure. The
drainage from the yard first forms a pond, and then escapes to

the nearest ditch. On many farms, especially where pigs are

fed, the liquid manure is collected in tanks, and applied with
great effect to the grass-grounds. In other cases the drainage
flows over a little bit of pasture by the homestead ; but on many
farms the liquid manure might be made with little trouble to

irrigate a considerable piece of ground. A successful instance

of this may be seen at Twelve Acre Farm, Eynsnam, where a
Bickford meadow has recently been formed, and is watered by
the drainage from the yards without the assistance of a stream or

spring of water.

It will be gleaned from what has been already stated that the
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chief artificial manures in use in Oxfordshire are guano, bones,

and superphosphate of lime. Wherever genuine guano has been
tried for corn, roots, or grass, it has invariably succeeded

;
yet

there is one singular instance of its entire failure. The cele-

brated Peruvian agent gave a quantity to his spirited tenant at

Clifton, which was applied to turnips, but neither in them nor in

the succeeding corn crop could the slightest benefit be found.

Cases have often occurred in which too large a dose has killed

the turnips, but the next year's crop showed the efficacy of the

manure. When abundantly applied for turnips a portion is best

sown broad-cast, and some drilled below the seed : when used
for wheat it is either ploughed or harrowed in at seed time, or

sown as a top dressing in the spring. The effects of guano on
grass this last year were very marked : it should always be
damped previously to sowing with the hand, but a manure dis-

tributor is almost necessary to ensure a perfectly even applica-

tion. Guano is mostly used on cold loamy soils and clay lands,

and is applied at the rate of 2 cwt. per acre.

Bones succeed on most dry soils, but appear to do little good
on clays : the same remark applies to superphosphate. Some
idea of the extent to which bones are used may be gathered from
the fact that two mills, Crowmarsh and Oseney, grind annually

more than 1200 quarters. On the Tew estate the tenants have

a mill which crushes 800 quarters a year. Tliere are several

mills that prepare smaller quantities, and many bones are had
from Lcmdon ready ground. Some farmers dissolve the bones
with sulphuric acid, and others decompose them by placing the

bones in heaps, covering them with ashes, and saturating them
with liquid manure. But a good many half-inch bones are

drilled without further preparation. A quarter is the common
allowance, but in one instance this year 4 quarters were applied

per acre. Tlie general price of bones last year was 18s. to 22s.

per quarter. Some farmers use only a sack per acre. Bones

have been tried on the lower chalk or malm, both on pasture

and arable land, without any good result. This may be ac-

counted for, as the malm contains 1"82 per cent, of phosphoric

acid, equal to 3 75 of hone earth. Tlie upper chalk, on the

other hand, has but '26 of phosphate of lime, and therefore bones

supply the deficiency. Rich nitrogenous manures answer best

on the malm.
The following remarks fiom the highly respectable and very

intelligent manufacturer of superphosphate at Goring show how
tlie use of this manure is increasing :

—

" The farmers of Oxon have proved themselves ready to take

advantage of the introduction of artificial manures, and in none

more so than by the use of superphosphate of lime. By my
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own manufactuie I am ready to prove this. My sales have in-

creased during the last three years at the rate of 200 tons per

annum ; and when it is taken into consideration that those years

have been seasons of depression from the low prices attending

tlie transition from protective duties to Free Trade, it speaks

volumes for the energy and resolution with Avhich the farmers

of this county have met their difiiculties. My sales last year

reached nearly lOOO tons." Superpliosphate is used with mucli

advantage on stonebrash and red land, but on the chalk

hills its effects are almost magical. Many of the light chalk

soils, on which a few years ago it was impossible to grow turnips,

now produce a crop with the aid of superphosphate with almost cer-

tainty.

The very low cost of this manure is among its recommendations :

3 cwt. are generally used on an acre, which, at ()s. 6d. per cwt.,

gives the cost at less than 20s. per acre. This is actuaUi/ less

than the cost of cartage of farmyard manure to many of the

chalk hills. The general method of application is to mix from
2 to 4 cwt. per acre with IQ or 12 bushels of earth or ashes to

ensure its regular distribution with the manure drill. Althougli

the consulting chemist of the Society recommends artificial

manures to be applied broad-cast, experience is decidedly against

that practice in the case of superphosphate.. A medium course

might be adopted. The gentleman above quoted says :
—" This

season, not being able to command a turnip-drill just at the time

my land was ready for sowing, I adopted a plan which may be
considered rather a clumsy one, yet proved most effectual, and
one that would be within the reach of every farmer, who, like

myself, had no turnip-drill at his disposal. I adjusted the tines

of the common scarifier to the width of 20 inches, which left a
mark similar to that made by a drill. A man followed with a
turnip barrow, the holes of which were so stopped that the seed
should fall only into the places marked. Two men with seed-

cots deposited the superphosphate by hand on the top of the

seed, but along the drills. By this plan I could get over S
acres well in a day, and at considerably less expense than the

hire of a manure-drill and cost of ashes. I also tested this

method against drilling and broad-cast on the same piece of
land, but the growth of the plants was so much superior that in

future I shall adopt it in preference to any other plan." Another
method of drilling superphosphate and other artificial manures
has been recently introduced by the invention of the liquid

manure-drill. Where water is handy, or the too frequently

wasted drainage of the farmyard could be collected for the pur-
pose, the plan would be most effectual, particularly in dry
seasons. Two or three cwt. of superphosphate, diluted with
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300 gallons of M ater or liquid manure, are applied per acre :

the superphosphate, being thoroughly saturated by the action of

the drill, deposits with the seed a milky fluid, which, coming
in contact with it in a soluble form, vegetation is rapidly forced,

and the plant in quick turnip soils makes its appearance in three

or four (lays. Such is the rapidity of its growth in its early

stage, that in ten days or a fortnight it is generally fit for the

hoe. Water being a heavy material for cartage will be against

the method Ijecoming general, particularly in hilly districts.

The l)est crop of swedes in the county last year v/as grown at

Sarsden, the superphosphate and seed being deposited with one
of Hornsby's drop-drills.

Woollen rags are not so much used as formerly : they were
chiefly applied to wheat and tares on light gravels, but their

tendency to produce a blight, when used too often, has rendered

them unpopular. It is difficult now to procure them with many
woollen pieces, their composition being principally stuffs or

cottons.

Woollen refuse, which is prociyed from the blanket manu-
facturers of Witney and its vicinity, is applied with success to

wheat crops on light land : it is also beneficial to grass. The
cost is 30.V. per ton, and 10 cwt. is considered a good dressing.

A sample, on being analysed, was found to contain 47" per cent,

of mineral matter, and 3'371 of nitrogen. As this is equal

to nearly 4 per cent, of ammonia, this manure is well worth 305.

per ton.

Gypsum has been tried for clover, and has mostly succeeded.

It produced no benefit when applied on the gault clay, but this

may arise from the presence of crystallized sulphate of lime in

this clay.

Nitrate of soda is applied at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre for

corn crop and li cwt. to grasses. It is considered a very power-

ful fertilizer.

Salt is sown broad-cast on wheats in the spring at the rate of

6 cwt. per acre. It strengthens the straw and keeps it bright,

and also improves the sample of wheat. Manure salt in the

north of the county costs 16s. per ton.

The following experiment was last year tried on the Sarsden

Lodge farm, A field of clean wheat stubble was designed for

barley : a portion was sown without any dressing, and ])roduced

a small crop ; some had a coating of well-rotted farmyard

manure, this did no good ; another portion had 1 cwt. of nitrate

of soda, this was rather too large a crop ; the next division had

2 cwt. of guano ; the barley here was lodged and spoiled, while

1 cwt. of guano produced a very excellent standing-up crop.

Some good farmers take the richest portion of the pig manure,
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and, after packing it over (under cover) till tlie straw is sufll-

cicntlj decomposed, mix it with ashes and drill it for turnips.

Wiiere many pigeons, or much poultry is kept, tlieir dung is

carefully collected, and is either mixed with other manure or

witli ashes, and used for the turnip crop.

There are many farms in so high a state of cultivation

that artificial manures are not needed. By keeping a large

quantity of sheep, and feeding them on cake or corn, and con-

suming green and root crops on the ground, th^ corn is stimu-

lated to such a degree that in wet seasons it is sure to lodge.

Artificial dressings, unless a more severe rotation of crops be

pursued, will only augment the evil.

Ashes, though mostly employed in conjunction with other

manures, are also separately employed as a dressing to the land.

Wood ashes are sought after and sown on clover, sainfoin, and
lucerne : these ashes are plentiful in the Chiltern district, and

command Qid. per bushel. Coal ashes vary in price from 6s. to

125. per waggon load. In almost all towns night soil is mixed
with coal ashes, and retailed out by the collectors to the farmers

in the surrounding localities at the rate of 6f/. and Id. per

bushel.

Lime is used on ground recently broken up and on peaty soils,

and also on the light red lands ; but it is principally applied as

a dressing to cure the " club root," and " fingers and toes " in

turnips. Some land requires 10 quarters of lime every eight or

twelve years before roots can be grown with any certainty. Not
only do turnips suffer, but the club root even attacks mustard
and rape. Lime, when delivered 4 or 5 miles, costs 45. 3fZ. to

45. 6'/. per quarter. As soon as it is "slaked, while yet hot it is

applied to the land : a man follows the plough sowing the lime

from a seed-cot at the bottom of the furrow, which is covered

over by the next turn of the plough to the depth of 3 or 4 inches.

If applied in this manner it is a certain cure for this troublesome
disease, and has been never /mown to fail. Stone lime is much
more powerful than that made from chalk. If chalk lime is

used the dressing must be repeated every four, or at the utmost
every eight years. Almost all the stonebrash will burn into

lime, but most of it has too much sand in its composition to

make first-rate lime. Lime is sometimes mixed witli road-

scrapings, couch, or mud, and so applied to the land.

The ploughs mostly used on the clialk hills are the old Wilt-
shire, with rampant beam resting on standards : these ploughs
are liked for this uneven ground, as they are steady and light of
draught. Having two wheels to the standard they are not adapted
for working horses in line ; but that is of no consequence, for

though the hills are generally ploughed with three horses they
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are yoked in unicorn fasliion. The hills are celebrated for good
ploughmen and very bad seedsmen. On some of the steepest

declivities the land is ploughed down-hill, and the plough is

drawn up without taking a furrow : it is a good plan to plough
sidling ground in a circle. In the north of the county are some
double ploughs which plough two furrows at a time. The
common foot-plough used on the light and flat lands of Oxford-
shire, has the beam and handles of wood, one wheel, and a short,

abrupt mould-bbard or turn-furrow. On clay soils a very long
swing-plough, with a wooden mould-board, is used. The first of

these, known by the name of the Watlington plough, tears up
the furrows and sadly breaks clover leys ; while the latter cuts

through the soil like a wedge, without turning the furrow-slice

over. The advocates of this primitive implement contend that

the clay soil slips off the wooden mould-board better than from
iron ; that wheels speedily clog, and are therefore useless ; and
that the rougher the soil is left the better, and that it does not

require to be pressed down by a long mould-board. On light

land, and even on stiff ground, Howard's iron-ploughs are becom-
ing general: they certainly possess many advantages, but have
too many joints, and nuts, and screws about them. They are so

steady that if properly started at the land's end they will go
across a field without tlie handles being touched : they also per-

form their work admirably, cutting a clean square furrow and
turning it completely over without breaking it. With a steel

breast the mould w ill slip off as well as from wood ; with proper

scrapers wheels will not clog ; and if it is objected that a plough
turns the furrow-slice over, an implement that will not do so

is no better than a grubber.

The harrows are rectangular and made of wood ; three are

usually employed at once : tliere is no gang of whippletrees,

but each horse pulls his own harrow, A boy drives the horses

and the carter walks behind, or not unfrequently, on clean land

where the harrows do not clog, lies under thefence a rjreat part

of the day. A sort of giant drag harrow, about 5 feet square, is

often used instead of a scarifier.

The Oxfordshire or Woodstock waggons are light and well-

constructed. A harvest waggon does not weigh above 16 or 18

cwt., and will carry as much corn as can be laid on at harvest

cart, and 25 sacks of barley on the road. A new waggon, with

all good materials and workmanship, costs about 30 guineas.

One-horse carts are used by many of the gentry, but are by no

means common. Whatever praise be awarded to the waggons,

nothing can be said in favour of the dung-carts : ill shaped,

clumsy, and absurdly heavy, they are when empty a good load for

any horse ; a better formed and lighter cart is coming into vogue.
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Besides the first-class cultiv.ators and Bentall's broadshare,

there is one called the " Oxfonlshire drag, or cat's claw :" it has

a rectangular wooden frame. There are four bars of wood across,

and in each of these are fixed three semicircular teeth. It is a

nice implement to bring couch to the surface when land has been
well stirred, and it is easily emptied, but it is of no use as a scarifier

to pull up hard ground. The horse-rake is not often used, yet

the corn that it would save on passing over the stubbles of a large

farm would pay for it tlie first year, to say nothing of its advan-

tages in the hay season. Horse-hoes are still not so common as

their well known efficacy deserves, though of course .they are

much more numerous than in the days of Arthur Young, who
only saw two specimens of this implement in his progress

through the county.

The northern part of Oxfordshire has furnished its share of

useful or original agricultural implements, viz., Gardner's

turnip-cutter, Newberry's dibbler, Samuelson's digging-machine,

and Huckvale's liquid-manure diill and turnip-thinner.

The drill is not so much in favour as in other counties : al-

thougli the use of it has very much inci'eased since the time of

the last report, there is a vast deal—perhaps in the south of
the county the larger portion of the corn—still sown by hand.

On the chalk hills the uneven nature of the ground in some
localities forbids the general use of the drill. When a nicely

ploughed ley is well pressed, the seed falls into the indentations

of the presser, and springs up like a drilled crop ; but in dry
spring seasons, when the ground is at all rough, the sown grain

being deposited at various depths does not all vegetate at the

same time, and an uneven growth is the consequence. It is a

common practice to have drills let out on hire : the farmer finds

horses and gives the drillman 25. per day and his dinner, and
pays Is. per acre for the hire of the drill. If the drill is well

employed the proprietor makes a good income ; and it is won-
derful, that some extensive farmers in three or four years pay
the cost of a drill, and yet do not secure the advantage of having
the implement at command when most required. V ery large

drills, requiring 5 horses, are mostly used, it being the object

of the drillman to go over as much ground in the day as possible

without regard to the amount of horse-power employed. Hand-
dibbling wheat is almost unknown, but there are a few dibbling
machines used for setting wheat on light lands, and also for

planting barley and oats.

Till within the last 3 or 4 years steam threshing-machines
were hardly known in Oxfordshire ; now they are becoming
common, as many as 20 steam-engines being in use in different

parts of the county. As there are very few larms large enough
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to employ an en<yine constantly, the threshing'-maclunes are

mostly portable. The common practice is to hire one for the

day, the proprietors finding stoker and feeder, and charging

from 20s. to 255. per day. Clayton and Shuttlcworth's engines

are most deseryedly the fayonrites, but Hart's threshing-machine

is preferred : it separates the chaff from the caving, and saves a

hand or two in the \vinnowing process. The greatest incon-

venience in Avorking portable engines is that the strap is apt to

break, twist, or Hy off the pulley. Another objecti(m is, that

most engines and machines are too large : they require more
hands to work them than a small farmer can command

;
they get

over more work than can be veatly executed ; and some ma-
chinery, if well supplied, will thresh a small rickyard in two
days. This is not often wanted. Three-horse engines and
smaller barn works, less lofty and cumbrous, would be more
suited to the wants of the small farmers in Oxfordshire. Sta-

tionary engines have many advantages over portable ones
;
they

are less expensive, require less fuel, and are less liable to want
repairs ; but with occupations in their present state, and with

farm buildings badly situated, there is no probability that they

will become general in the south of the county. Hardly any
threshing-machines are propelled by water-power : there is one

at Tracey farm, on the Tew estate, and the stream which is

diverted for that purpose irrigates 7 acres of grass land.

The greatest iuipiovements that have taken place in Oxford-

shire farming, since the last report, are those produced by the

extension of inclosures. The only wonder is, that tlie advantages

being so manifest, any parish should be left uninclosed through-

out tlie county. Persons living at a distance cannot comprehend
tlie miseries of common field. They could hardly credit that a

parish containing 1000 acres should be cut up into 1200 or 1300
strips, that the whole parish must be cropped on one course, and
that the meadows belong to one individual from the 1st of

May to the 1st August, and are afterwards commonable to the

whole of the parish. Then there is the loss by trotting from one
piece of land to another ; the trouble occasioned to the farmer

in overlooking a small farm ; the certainty of distemper, such as

the pleuro-pneumonia in cattle, or the foot-disease in sheep,

being disseminated, if once, introduced, over the whole parish :

tlie impossibility of draining detached half-acres, and the con-

stant source of quarrels from trespassing and ploughing on
another's land. In souie open-field parishes the lands are large

and the meadows not Lammas ground. Here the benefits deriv-

able from inclosing are not so great, yet numerous advantages

would well repay the trouble and cost of an allotment.

Very frequently, on an inclosure taking place, fences are not
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made, except by roads and the boundaries of properties. Wlien
tlie land is dry, and requires no ditches, outside fences only are

necessary to each farm. Sheep are kept in hurdles, or attended

by a shepherd and dog' when loose.

The valuer, under the inclosure, sets out the roads and fences:

these fences have usually two rows of whitethorn quick planted

very nearly on the surface. There is only a little ditch 18 inches

deep, the earth from which is placed over the quickset. Of
course these little hollows, called ditches, are of no use as water

courses, and it would effect a saving of land, and be less expen-

sive, to plant the quick upright on the flat where the soil is dry.

Elm or beech posts and rails are generally erected against the

new fence, which, if properly attended to, will last four or five

years, by which time the quicks will be able to dispense with
their protection. A fence with double rows of rails, to be kept

in repair for four years, costs 75. per pole, with single rails 55,,

and quicksets planted without rails \s. 6rf. per pole.

Tiie expenses of the inclosure are mostly defrayed by the

sale of some of the waste or common, but where no such land

exists the cost of inclosing is charged on the several proprietors.

There is not now so much trouble or expense in the legal part

of the business. The several parishes to be inclosed in the year

are grouped in one bill under the General Inclosure Act, and
passed in the same Session of Parliament. The entire cost may
amount to 30s. per acre, but where no roads are made the expenses

have sometimes been as low as 10s.

The arable land of the county, for the most part, lies in large

fields, and there are very few districts—Middle Aston and Tew
excepted—where much damage is done by hedges and timber.

In these unfortunate exceptions it appears as if all the trees from
the open parts of the county had been transplanted to these small

inclosures, to the utter destruction, for agricultural purposes, of

one-fourth of the land. A very barbai'ous custom prevails in

some parts of Oxfordshire of lopping off all the boughs from the

tall hedgerow timber, and leaving only a few sprigs at the top,

thus injuring the timber and destroying its beauty of appearance.

Dry stone walls are common in the north-west of the county.

The fences by the side of the principal roads are neatly

trimmed : a hook fastened in a long handle is used in preference

to shears. In addition to the work being done more expedi-
tiously, there is this advantage, that the young wood is not

bruised, and consequently does not become knotty as when shears

are used. The shears may be necessary in cropping a few refrac-

tory sprigs along the sharp-pointed top of the fence. When once
the hedge is formed, an expert hand can earn very good wages at

trimming fences, and make the work look well at ^d. per pole.
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Cutting and laying fences is neatly and substantially per-

formed. All the large wood of the old hedge is cut out, and
the young sprays only left, which aie cleverly braided on live

stakes, left from 18 inches to 4 feet high, according to the

strength required. By laying all the rough ends of the bushes
on the land side, cattle cannot browse on the young shoots, so no
dead fence is required, while the other side is protected by the

ditch. The young wood is all laid in one direction, at an angle

of 45°, and is secured from flying up by briars twisted on the

top of the stakes. A better way for fencing against horned
cattle is to braid the live-wood crosswise like a net which re-

quires no " withs" or binding at the top.

The praise which is awarded to hedging cannot be extended

to ditching. From one end of the county to the other there is

sad neglect of the state of the ditches. On light arable land

ditches are of no service and are best ploughed in, but on all

stiff soils, and around all meadows and pastures ditches are in-

dispensable. The ditches which do exist have been in most
instances defectively made at first in respect of depth and width,

and when hedges are cut the utmost that is done is merely to

trim the sides and clear the bottom. For the next eight or ten

years, till the fence wants laying, they are seldom or never

touched. In some game-preserving districts of Norfolk, whei'e

tenants are too neat, clauses in the leases are inserted to the effect

that ditches shall not be trimmed more than once in four years :

in this county, where every agreement directs that ditches and
water-courses are to be well cleansed every year, the operation is

performed about once in eight years. Half of the ditches now
are choked with rubbish, or trodden nearly full by cattle. The
water that may trickle into them has no chance of escape, and of

course saturates and poisons the surrounding land. There is no
doubt that at little cost an immense amount of benefit would
accrue to stiff meadow lands, by proper atttention paid to ditches.

In the first place they 'should be cut much deeper, wider at the

top, and sloping, so as to form a narrow channel at the bottom.

If scoured out every year, and proper means taken to convey
the surface-water from the furroM S rapidly into the ditch, much
land, now excessively wet, would be made comparatively dry

icithout the exjiense of under-draining

.

Few things conduce so much to the neatness of a farm as

good gates. In this particular the county of Oxford is generally-

deficient. Larch, ash, or willow poles split, or sawn down the

middle, serve as rails. The head and heel, called here the
" liar," are usually made of elm. Of course little strength is

required to protect arable fields, but gates thus constructed are

very unsightly and soon fall to pieces. The usual fastening toa
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is very inartificial. A staple is fixed into the post thus, and a

large mortice (having a spike run through the top) is

cut in the head of the gate to receive it. When the

gate is properly shut tlie spike in the mortice hitches

itself over the notch in the staple. At the best the

gate has to be lifted before it can be opened, besides

which a large mortice weakens the head of the gate ; but should

a gate made of such materials escape warping, it is sure in

time to sink ; it then becomes quite a business to shut it,

and to open it on horseback is next to impossible. The
wooden latches, commonly in use north of Oxford, or a chain

with a hasp, form a much better fastening than this, but an

iron spring is better still. Most of the gates by the grass

grounds are made too low. Cattle lean their heavy shoulders

against them and smash the top rail. If the gates were a foot

higher they would be careful not to hurt their throats by pushing.

The head, heel, and top rail of a gate should be of oak, the

other rails and ledges may be Memel deal. When well painted

such a gate will last out four of the common sort. It is surprising

that in a country where wood is so plentiful, where stone walls

are so well built, and hedges often so nicely trimmed, niore

neatness should not be displayed in the construction and sightly

appearance of field-gates.

The only large wastes noticed by Arthur Young were Otmoor
and Wychwood. Otmoor was inclosed, and the award signed in

1829. It contained about 2500 acres, and no less than seven

parishes had common rights on the moor. It appears that the

Act was obtained in a clandestine and surreptitious manner, and
was so unpopular, that after the land had been allotted, a large

body of commoners, the lord of the manor concurring, pulled

down the rails repeatedly and levelled the fences. Resistance

was carried to such an extent that it was deemed necessary to

call in the aid of the military. The rioters were indicted at the

Assizes, and acquitted on the ground that the Commissioners
had exceeded the powers accorded to them by the Act. Like
most undertakings destitute of an honest foundation, this inrlosure

did not prosper ; and although the land is divided, it still pre-
sents the appearance of a common, and carries very little stock.

During the winter months a great portion of the moor is under
water. A new cut was made for the river Ray, but it is nearly

choked up. Whenever the Cherwell overflows, it pounds back
the waters of the Ray, and Otmoor is immediately flooded.

Nothing but a well-arranged system of steam drainage could
provide against this liability. Otmoor rests on the Oxford clay,

and though in its present state it is very unproductive, it might,
if it could be kept dry, make some useful dairy land.
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The forest of Wycliwood is computed to contain 3735 acres,

of which 1841 acres are used as coppice, 1741 acres are open
ridinsjs, plains, woods, and waste, 127 acres are occupied by
the two principal lodges and three keepers' lodges, and the

remaining part (about 26 acres) is detaclied land lying in adjoin-

ing parishes. The underwood in the coppice is cut at stated

periods (of 18 or 21 years), and then fetches about 5/. per acre.

The coppice is closed for the first eight years, and is afterwards

thrown open for the deer and commonable cattle until the next
cutting. The soil of the forest is variable ; a considerable

portion is the stonebrash of tlic neighbourhood, and some is a

stiffer loam. The land is well adapted for cultivation. There
are other woods around the forest, being purlieus thereof, such
as the Baron's coppice, the woods of Hailey, Crowley, Minster
Lovell, &c., amounting probably to 2000 acres. The coppice,

as well as the open land, grows timber, chiefly oak, which is

occasionally sold by auction, the best being first selected for the

uses of the Navy, which is sent at great cost of carriage to the

dockyards. There is some ash, elm, and other timber, but
forming no great proportion of the whole. After deducting all

expenses, tlie forest has usually produced for the country, as its

clear annual return, the magnificent sum of 100/. per annum.
An Act was passed in February 1853, disafforesting the forest

of VVychwood, and is to be carried into execution by three

commissioners. It provides that land be set apart in suitable

situations for commonable cattle, and sheep belonging to those

who formerly possessed rights of common in the forest. The
deer are to be removed in the space of two years from the date

of passing the Act. The forest is to be made a parish, a church
is to be erected, and a perpetual curacy established. The award
is to be made in the space of three years, and power is given to

cut down timber and sell underwood and land to defray the

expense of making roads, fencing, iS:c. The changes which must
needs take place by the disafforesting will be a great boon to

the neighbourhood, and one which has long been desirable.

Many will doubtless regret the loss of so fine a tract of wild

forest land to the country, which has been a source of much
pleasure and delight to the dwellers in its vicinity. But these

considerations are of small weight compared with the advantages

to be derived from the inclosure and cultivation of the land, the

clearance from the neighbourhood of poachers and thieves, and
the improvement in the morals of the people. Before the matter

can be completed, a la])se of some years must necessarily intervene

;

and the commoners inust not anticipate great gain in exchange

for their forestal rights after the land has been deducted which

is required to meet the dues of the Crown, the ranger, and those
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arising^ from the inclosure itself. Additional powers to those

conveyed by the Act will be necessary before the rights of

common over the woods and coppices adjoining the forest can

be disposed of and commuted. Tliese, although of no great

value in themselves, operate, so long as they exist, as an impedi-

ment to the owner of land adjoining them from making improve-

ments by cultivation. The disafforesting Act is, at all events,

a step in the right direction ; and there is no reason to doubt

that the power of the Commissioners will be extended to the

carrying out of further improvements, and divesting such lands

of embarrassing conditions of tenure.

The other wastes in the county are inconsiderable, and are

chiefly situated in the Chiltern district, covered with furze and

brushwood. The uninclosed parishes have frequently a common,

on which each farmer turns a certain restricted number of cows

or sheep.

The Chiltern Hills are covered with large tracts of beech

woods. Here and there, where clay is abundant, may be found

a good sprinkling of oak ; but generally there is little besides

beech, which flourishes well on the chalk. Beech may be felled

at from twenty to forty years' growth ; and a wood requires thin-

ning over once in five or ten years, according to the rapidity of

its growth. It is a good plan to draw a beech wood frequently,

and keep it thin ; also to trim off all the lower branches of the

trees that the young seedlings may have a chance of getting up.

The young stocks spring from the beech-mast, or nuts, not from
old stools, which are best grubbed up. A good beech wood
does not now pay much more than 8s. an acre per annum ; and
the price per load (of 25 feet) varies from 85. to 145. In 1809
it was worth 24s. All the beech woods on the Chiltern Hills

are free from poor-rates. Hardly any land is bought so dearly

as beech woods. When the ground is purchased, it is not half

paid for. Suppose the soil cost from 14/. to 16/. per acre, a

good stock of beech, if all valued, will come to 24/. or 26/. per
acre, and thus raises the price to 40/., which pays about 1 per
cent. A large portion of beech woods have been grubbed, but
frequently the woods are on such abrupt declivities that the land
is good for little in any other form. The rough portions of the
beech are consumed for fuel, but the greatest portion of the
timber is employed in chair-making. The chair-makers do not
require large beech ; three trees to a load is considered a good
size. Beech is little used on a farm except for making barn
floors, axle-trees, and felloes for narrow wheels. There are some
very extensive woods and coppices in other parts of Oxfordshire.
Waterperry, Stowe, Forest Hill, and other parishes to the east

of Oxford, contain some thousands of acres. These woods chiefly

VOL. XV. s
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produce underwood, which is cut at from eight to twelve years

growth, and fetches from 4/. to 8/. an acre. The underwood is

principally employed in the manufacture of split hurdles, while
the smaller sprays are used for wicker or flake hurdles, hay-

cages, thatcher's stuff, faggots, and kindlers. Oak is the prin-

cipal timber grown in conjunction with the underwood.
In the Chiltern district where flints abound, the roads are

mostly kept in famous repair, but between the gravel beds at the

foot of the hills and Oxford, the materials for making roads are

very inferior. The coral rag when applied for road-making
soon resolves itself into dust or white paste. Indeed two roads

that enter Oxford from the south-east are a disgrace to any city.

One is actually unsafe, and the other is full of holes. Such
roads might have served A^ery well in the times of Boadicea, but

we look for something rather better in the days of Queen
Victoria. North of the city, the quartz pebbles that are found

in the elevated beds of the Oxford clay, when broken, make
excellent roads ; but when thrown in without breaking, they roll

about all the summer, as their spherical form unfits them for

binding. A mixture of these pebbles with the hardest sorts of

live stone does very well. In the stonebrash districts the roads

are generally wide and open, and therefore soon dry. Thus the

stone has a better chance than if the roads were narrower, or

more enclosed. About Banbury, the inferior oolite produces

such wretched materials for road mal.ing, that the turapikes are

repaired with granite or Hartshill stone. On some clay farms

remote from public highways, the field-roads are always bad,

and at times impassable. A hard road up to a farm is noTvery
common, while the state of the drifts to the fields is something

fearful. It would be next to impossible to cart any i"oot-crops

to tlie steading in the winter. The gateways between fields, or

leading to the cow-houses, on some clay meadow grounds, are so

bad, that occasionally cows are stranded in their passage, and

have to be hauled out of their miry bed by a team of horses.

A well arranged and convenient farm-steading is quite a

wonder in Oxfordshire. Tiie buildings, for the most part, are

grouped in the most admired confusion round an irregular

enclosed space called a yard. It would appear, from an inspec-

tion of many of the homesteads, that our ancestors thought a

yard was not complete without a pond in it to catch the drainings

from the manure, that a cart-shed must open into a straw-yard,

that pigsties should face to the north, that barns should be

placed on the south, and thus throw their dull shadoAV over a

yard not boasting of a single open shed for cattle. Nor are

these evils easily got rid of. There are the buildings, and rear-

ing new ones is an expensive affair. It seldom happens that
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they are all so old, and so far gone in decay, as not to be worth

•repair; and conflagrations, though too frequent, do not often

occur. But, unless something of this kind happen, the farm-

stead is patched up, and the great evil of bad arrangement is

only alleviated and not properly remedied. There is generally

plenty of barns, in some cases more than is needed : more

shedding and less barn-room would be an improvement. In the

south of the county, Avliere wood is plentiful and stone scarce,

farms arc generally built of quartering and weather boarding.

The quarters which form the frame-work of the sides and ends

are cased with thin elm or beech boards.

Though most parts of the county are well off for building ma-
terials, and some good farm-buildings are to be found in various

.parts of the county, these are more frequently in the occupation of

the landlord than enjoyed by the tenant. However, on the Sarsden

estate, in addition to the well arranged steading in the occupa-

tion of the liberal proprietor, all the farms are well supplied

with suitiible and substantial farm-buildings, and six of them
have stationary steam-engines. These engines, with the

requisite machinery, are mostly supplied and erected by the

landlord, who only chai'ges the very moderate interest of four

per cent, on the outlay. The home farm at Blenheim is justly

noted for its excellent buildings, and there are some very good
ones recently erected at Bladon, which is also farmed by the

noble owner. On these farms are two fixed steam-threshing

machines, very cheaply and efficiently constructed by Riddle
and Son of Tweedmouth. At Brize Norton is some wide and
newTy-built shedding 400 feet .long. These sheds open into

small yards, and make very comfortable lodging for cattle. In

some other parts of the north of the county are neat and sub-
stantial farm-buildings. Among them are those at Eynsham,
which, in addition to their convenience, are supplied with all

the machinery for profitably carrying on a large and well-regu-

lated occupation. South of Oxford may be seen a noble range
of barns at Fivefield, all under one roof, and forming two sides

of a large yard. This extensive building is 140 yards long,

and is furnished with six threshing floors. There are some
good buildings and nice machinery at Swyncombe. At Shir-

burn Castle one of Clayton and Shuttleworth's portable engines
drives a corn, malt, and beanmill, chaff-cutter, circular saws,

and threshing-machine. Tiie saws go well, and are of great

importance on an estate where so much of the farm-buildings is

cased with weather-boarding. At Lobb farm there is a recently

erected covered homestead 100 feet long, 75 feet wide, and the

walls 12 feet high. Tiie barns occupy nearly the whole of the

north side, the stable is towards the west, while the root-house,

s 2
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pigsties, &c., are at the other end. It all opens to the south,

the building being supported by iron pillars fixed in stone.

The interior of the yard is chiefly fitted up for cows, as a large

portion of the farm is pasture. The roof consists of thiee spans,

and is boarded under the slates ; the timber used is deal, and
the walls are built of the Portland stone of the neighbourhood.
The outlay was calculated at 600/.

The farms of Oxfordshire are generally small ; between 200
and 300 acres is considered a good sized holding. On the

stonebrash the farms are larger ; for instance, at Blackbourton
the parish contains 2200 acres, and is divided into three occu-

pations ; but for the most part the farms are too small. The
larger occupations are usually the best cultivated. There are

certainly more tenants with slender capital than there are

wealthy farmers, and perhaps a small occupation may let for a

trifle more per acre than a large tract of land, but a small farm
always requires more buildings in proportion than a large one. All
arable farms, to be carried on successfully, .should be of -sufficient

extent to emploj/ superior machines and improved implements.

It may be argued that the leviathan farmer will take more land

than his capital would warrant. But the same observation more
generally applies to small tenants, who now and then take farms

with hardly any capital. Industry, without capital to back it,

is of little avail, and the man who enters a farm with little cash,

stands a good chance of quitting it a beggar. A man to enter

on a heavy land occupation, should have at least a capital of

8/. per acre, but, if he possesses that amount oi money, he will

consider before setting himself fast in the adhesive mire of the

Oxford clays. There has been no difficulty, even in the de-

sponding periods of tlie last few years, in finding respectable

tenants for stock farms at a fair rent. But even now clay lands,

if undrained or out of condition, are very difficult to let. This

is natural, for, since the time of the last report, the average

price of the produce of stock farms has considerably increased,

while the staple produce of clay lands has retrograded in value.

Foreign competition cannot very seriously affect perishable arti-

cles. But the difference in price is not solely attributable to this

cause ; we must look for it in the different modes of living our

increased prosperity has engendered. The average annual con-

sumption of our population amounts to 9/. 10s. for meat, butter,

and milk, the produce of a stock farm ; while it is little more

than 22s. per head for wheat, the staple produce of clay land.

Barley, the only corn crop that has maintained its value, is not

a necessary, and even this grain the clay farmer cannot produce

in perfection. With increased charges, and diminished prices,

the men of capital are induced to shun the heavy lands, as the
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cultivation is expensive and unprofitable, and there is only the

bare chance of making a scanty and thankless living.

The largest estate in the county contains about 20,000 acres.

Another property extends to 14,000 or 15,000. A few estates

vary from 4000 to 6000, while the rest of the land is in the

hands of small proprietors.

The noble owner of Blenheim has turned the sword of his

illustrious ancestor into a most extensive ploughshare, his Grace
being at this time one of the most extensive farmers in the

kingdom, occupying nearly 7000 acres of his own land. The
noble Duke farms in first rate style, using the best animals and
most approved implements, and employing very active and

clever bailiffs. Tlie improvements are carried on vigorously

and well, and no amount of tiouble or expense is spared to bring

the land into a good state of cultivation. New buildings are

erected, wet soils drained, hedge-rows grubljed, and useless

timber felled. Tiie same impi'ovements should of course be

extended over the whole property.

It is computed that nearly one-sixth of the income of the land

of this county, i. e. rent and tithes, belongs to the Oxford col-

leges and other religious bodies. Speaking generally, the pro-

perty of the university is badly managed. Ttie master and
fellows of a college have no permanent interest in the estates,

and it is not often that the bursar is a man of business habits, or

conversant with the management of land. The greater part of

the college property is let on leases of 21 years, renewable every

seven years. If a lease is to be granted, a capitalist overlooks

the estate, and pays down to the college twelve or fourteen

years' purchase on the net income. The college receives an
annual rent of 5 or 10 per cent., which payment varies with the

price of corn. Once in every seven years the lessee pays a fine

which is something less than one year's income. The college

has the power of increasing the fine, and may renew the lease or

not at option. When the lease is not renewed after the first

seven years, it of course expires at the end of the next fourteen,

and the estate is given up to the lessors. When the lessee is the

actual occupier of the land, and a man of sufficient capital, then

these leases are often beneficial, the lands well tilled, and the

holding kept in good order. But should the estate be leased to

a middleman, who underlets the farm, and who took the lease

simply with a view of making a good per-cenfage of his money,
then the estate presents a most wretched and dilapidated appear-

ance. The lessee is supposed to keep the buildings in repair,

and is only allowed by the college such timber as grows on the

estate. He cares nothing about the condition of the premises

or the land. If he added to the buildings, or drained and im-
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proved the soil, he might have to pay an exorbitant fine. These
leases are therefore unsatislactory to the lessee and the lessors,

and are a dead loss to the country, as they are a barrier to all

improvement. Colleges are very wisely taking up their bad
leases, and, when the lands fall in, will probably let them to

respectable tenants at a rat k rental. But they should exercise

a sound discretion, and where their lessees are men of honesty
and of sufficient capital, and manage their land with as much
care as if it were their own freehold, then it would be unfair, if

not unjust, to inflict heavy fines or refuse to renew the lease.

But the creation of fresh leasehold property is not desirable,

neither is it in accordance with the progressive improvement of

the age. The college may for the moment be the richer for the

premium paid, and have immunity from the trouble of attending

to the outgoings of the estate, but in the long run it will in-

variably suffer.

Farm-leases are the exception, not the rule ; one may here

and there be found, but almost all the land is held from year to

year, subject to a six months' notice to quit. Landlords do not

like granting leases
;
they still argue as they did in the days of

Arthur Young : " To grant leases is to give away your estate
;

it is to bind yourself, and leave your tenant free : it gives him a
knowledge of the exact time at which he can begin to depreciate

without injury to himself." But it may be asked where are

gigantic and permanent improvements to be found ?—in Oxford-
shire, or the Lothians ? Which estates have been most improved
by the tenantry—Blenheim or Holkham ?

It is easy to say that a farmer with a lease can begin to

exhaust his land with impunity. Under the year-to-year

system, he seldom put his land into a condition that will

admit of exhaustion. The clay lands of the county are in much
the same state as they were a century ago. It is still frequently-

said that in Oxfordshire " great improvements are rarely wanted,

and that for common farming neither a great degree of confidence

nor the security of a lease is required." The first assertion

cannot be true. On the poor cLalk hills, the hungry green-

sands, and the thin stonebrash, high farming is as necessary as

in West Norfolk. And on all the clays a heavy expenditure in

the shape of ditching and draining is required. There is surely

a considerable degree of confidence requisite for tenants to under-

take this. " The only true and systematic incentive to improve-

ment is the certainty of profit in the expenditure of capital."'

Every agriculturist must know the great difference between a.

farm where good and expensive management is exerted and

another in which the main object is to do as little as possible.

Some of the tenants of this county follow the latter course, for
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they ]<now that in six months' time it is possible for them to be

removed, and another will tlicn enjoy the benefit of their im-

provements if they have made any. " Without the certainty of

occupying his farm for such a time as he may reaj) the advantage

of his outlay, no man can be justified in investing his capital or

borrowing money to improve the estate of another." Arthur

Young says in his Report, " The year-to-year system retains

great power in the hands of the landlord, but it is the most ex-

pensive folly they can be guilty of." Leases granted without

discrimination may injure the landlord, and the land be none the

better. It is quite possible to secure all the disadvantages ol long

leases and reap none of the benefits. A bad tenant with a lease

is a great burden on an estate : he is like the dog in the manger
;

his lease keeps others out who would do something, while he
himself does nothing. But if leases are discarded as objection-

able, compensation clauses for unexhausted improvements might
be appended to every agreement. Proper covenants of this

nature and twelve months' notice to quit are perhaps better than

long leases. There are in Oxfordshire many instances where
tenants have lived under good landlords all their lives. Some
families have rented land for generations, especially under col-

leges. In the south of the county the name of a most respect-

able and worthy yeoman can be traced in the parish to the days

of the Norman conquest. These are beautiful instances in which
honourable men have confidence in each other more binding than

any law ; but in very many parts of the county this mutual con-

fidence does not exist.

Too many of the estates of the country are managed by law-

yers, who, having no knowledge of farming, bind the tenantry

with antiquated and stringent conditions, injurious to them
without any compensating benefit to the proprietor. But there

is also much land under the stewardship of agents, themselves

excellent farmers, and who for integrity and practical ability

cannot be surpassed. On these estates the able management of

such men promotes confidence and good feeling between the

landlord and the tenant ; and while enterprising farmers are left

unembarrassed by absurd restrictions, the true interests of the

landlord are never lost sight of.

Tenancies usually commence on New Michaelmas-day. The
covenants between the out-going and in-coming tenants are by
no means satisfactory. Tlie outgoing tenant may enter on the

wheat-lands in August, and has half the stable from that date :

but at Michaelmas, when the new tenant airives, the old occu-

pant gives up only half the house. He retains the other moiety,

a portion of the stable, all the barns, sheds, and yards till the

following May or June. The out-going tenant of course threshes
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and delivers his corn himself. He also spends the " straw, chaff,

and cavinjr" in the yards, leaving the manure for the new tenant.

Can anything be more wretched, or more conducive to ill-feeling

between the out-going and in-coming tenant than the early entry

of the one and the deferred departure of the other ? How much
better are the covenants where the out-going tenant gives up pos-

session of everything at Michaelmas ; the incoming tenant threshing

and delivering the crop, taking the straw, &c., for his trouble.

In Oxfordshire the usual covenants are that the out-going tenant

should be paid for all operations of husbandry performed in the

preparation of the ground for root-crops or fallows. The turnips,

&c., are valued by tlie number of ploughings, hoeings, and cost of

manuring, and not by the worth of the crop. Fallows are paid
for in a similar way, and thus the land is often ploughed in wet
weather, and little attempt is made to clean it, as the price

depends more upon what has been done than on the manner in

which it has been performed. The price allowed for ploughing

of course varies on different soils. It may be as low as '6s. or

as high as 12s., and even 14s., per acre. The in-coming tenant

takes to all, or only half, the hay and wheat-straw at a spending

price, and the out-going tenant retains the rest of the produce.

The consumer, of course, crams a lot of half-starved cattle into

the yards, and the poor things to sustain life devour almost every

blade of straw, reducing the quantity of manure without im-
proving its quality.

When a suivey of the English counties was made in 1770,

the rental of Oxfordshire was put down at 19*. 6c?. per acre.

In 1809, after seasons of scarcity and war-prices, Arthur Young
calculated the average rental of land at 22s. The rental of the

county may now be reckoned between 285. and 30s. per acre.

The rich red land in the north of Oxfordshire lets at from 30s.

to 45s. per acre ; the stonebrash from 18s. to 25s. ; the clay

farms from 20s. to 25s. ; the sands and gravelly loams at about

30s. ; and the Chiltern district may average 18s. per acre. The
rent of clay farms, as before observed, has not advanced in pro-

portion to the other soils
;
indeed, within tlie last few years the

annual value of such land has decreased. Neither has the meadow-
land participated at all equally in the advance of rent. Some
rich grass-lands are mentioned by Arthur Y oung as letting for

60s. an acre ; and though some few meadows still command
that sum, the general rent varies from 30s. to 50s. per acre.

The production of sainfoin, green-crops, and root-crops, renders

the farmer less dependent on the meadows for the support of his

stock, and much of the grass-land, for reasons already stated, is

less productive than formerly.

Tlie great and small tithes of a farm amount to about a
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fourth of the rent. The vicarial tithes are often very light, not

more than Gd. or Is. per acre. It is becoming a general plan with

landlords to pay the tithes and let their land free of all rent

charges. The Tithe Commutation Act does not apply to more
than half the parishes in Oxfordshire. When parishes were
enclosed there was generally an allotment of land to the tithe-

owner in lieu of his rights. In some cases there was a certain

annual p<ayment, or corn-rent, awarded in lieu of tithes, the

amount of which is regulated by the prices of corn in the county,

on an average of f^e 7 or 14 years last preceding. The unfair-

ness of these corn-rents, and indeed of all commuted tithes is,

that heavy clay lands pay a larger sum per acre than stock farms.

When wheat averaged 80s. per quarter and mutton 4c?. per lb.,

the present charges might have been just ; but now these pro-

portions are reversed, the strong lands have much the worst

of it.

From the last annual return it appears that the poor-rates of

Oxfordshire amounted to 81,725/. bs. The following are the

sums collected for the poor's rate in each Union :

—

Banbury £15,925 8 0
Bicester 7,372 19 0
Chippiny: Norton 8,214 3 0

Ilcadington 5,572 5 0
Ilonley 11,444 6 0
Oxtonl (city) 4,988 8 0
Tluuiie . . . . , 11,579 19 0
Witney 10,660 3 0
Woodstock 8,068 1 0

£83,825 10 0

Several parishes comprised in these Unions are not in the

county
;

so, after deducting them from this total, the sum first

recorded represents the rate in Oxfordshire in 1852.

It will be seen by the following comparison that the amount
of poor-rate has recently been very considerably diminished :

—

In 1803, Arthur Young states the rates to be . . £103,559
In 1834, the last year of the old law, they were . 150,335

^ In 1852, the date of tlic last return 81,725

Whatever may be the defects of the New Poor Law, it is

certainly a great improvement on the old one, for the amount of

pauperism and imposition under the old system was something
fearful. Every labourer, whose family exceeded a certain num-
ber, had a loaf of bread allowed weekly for each extra child.

The surplus labourers were employed in turns by tlie farmers,

each occupier keeping the men a certain number of days
according to the size of the farm : these odd hands were called
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" rounds-men." The farmers employed them at a certain sum
per day, receiving afterwards from the poor-rate half of the
wages so paid.

The County Rates, which increased from 2,020/., in 1809, to

11,478/., in 1844, were in the last year reduced to 9,489/. The
expenditure is managed with the strictest regard to economy
consistent with the decent and efficient administration of justice.

Indeed the important duties of the magistracy are performed in

a most exemplary manner
;
and, if Justices of the Peace Avere

elected by the people, there is no doubt tliat tlie choice in

Oxfordshire would fall on the most active of those gentlemen
who now compose the bench.

Oxfordshire is burdened with a very heavy land-tax. The
assessment of real property is 999,138/. 2>s. 6f/., and the land-tax

paid is 37,404/. 2s. t>\d., Avhich is about 8|f/. in the pound

;

besides there is the large annual sum of 14,922/. 16s. 2ft/.

redeemed. While this county pays 8fr/. on its assessment, the

county of Cumberland pays id., and Lancashire only ^d. in the

pound. The parish of Sliirburn, with an assessment of

2,878/. 7s. 6i/., pays 168/. 19s. 8f/. for land-tax, whicli is Is. 2d.

in the pound. Liverpool, Avith a rental of 1,619,155/., is charged
only 188/. 13s. lOf/.— not trventy pounds more than SJdrburn.

Consequently, Shirburn pays, in proportion to its rental, fve
hundred and sixty-two times more land-tax than Liverpool.

Many gentlemen in this county hf^ve as good a knowledge of
practical farming as their tenants. The landlords are, Avith few
exceptions, just and considerate men. The ravages caused by
game upon farmers' crops, Avhich 10 or 20 years ago Avere most
appalling, are now happily confined to the immediate vicinity of

a few parks and coverts.

Tlie large farmers are, for the most part, enterprising, intelli-

gent, and industrious
;
they have a sound theoretical knoAvledge

of agriculture, and give a constant and careful attention to the

business of their farms. Though not so spirited or progressive

as the tenantry of some other counties, they calculate more
closely, practise more perfectly, and farm more judiciously than

their "go-a-head"' brethren. Though not given to much change,

they can appreciate new inventions and adopt useful improve-

ments : they certainly display a degree of irritability Avhen

lectured by theoretical Quixotes, but are not slow in appropriat-

ing any practical and paying part even of visionary schemes.

They very properly value a new system by the proft Avhich it

yields, and Avhen convinced tliat it pays they carry out the ira~

proA'cnient Avith perseverance and success. But on the sinaller

farms is often found a race of yeomen less Avealtliy and less

intelligent ; these fail to discriminate between fanciful specula-
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tions and useful improvements, and consider all pro2jess to be
" stuff," and all inventions to be " nonsense ;" they crawl on in

the same track their ancestors jogged over a century ago. Jjut

if they inherit the prejudices of tlie "good old times," they also

retain their sterling qualities, for they are a hospitable, hard-

working, and kind-hearted race of men.
The labourers of Oxfordsldre are upon a par Avith the rural

populati(m of the midland counties in general : they are not

remarkable for energy or great activity, nor do they display

much tact or ability in performing the common work upon a

farm. The woodmen are distinguished for the dexterity with

which they handle the axe, and are as good timber-fellers as can

be found in any part of the kingdom. Common labourers begin

work at 6 in summer, and at 9 take half an hour for breakfast

;

they stop only an hour, from 1 to 2, for dinner, and leave off

work at 6. It would ba easier for the overlooker, as well as for

the men, if tliey took two hours for dinner; say, from 11 to 1,

and breakfasted Ijefore coming to work. The half hour for

breakfast is a great nuisance : when allowed in the short days of

winter, the men have scarcely arrived before they are olF again

for breakfast. Ten hours is sufficient time for a man to work in

a usual way, and though the Oxfordshire labourers pretend to be
on the farm longer, the extra half-hour is nearly lost in the many
divisions of the day. Fencing, rick-building, thatching, and
harvest-work, are neatly performed. Task-work is not very

common, and, when undertaken, is quite as dear as in other dis-

tricts where daily labour is higher. Mowing grass-seeds and
meadows for hay is usually dearly paid for : clover last year cost

from 2s. 6ff. to 45., and permanent grass from 35. 6rf. to 45. 6(/.

Turnip hoeing is not well understood, and is executed slowlyand
inefficiently. The carters and ploughboys are frequently hired

by the year, and a young carter or two is sometimes lodged by
the master. Lads of the ages of 15 to 18 years who go to

plough, receive from 45- to 65. a week and 3/. at Michaelmas,
Female domestic servants as well as plougliboys are hired at the

various fairs which are held about Michaelmas.
There are not many Avomen employed in the field except at

hay' and corn harvest. The occupation of the poor women in the

south of Oxfordshire is principally lace-making : it has the

advantage of keeping the mother at home with her family, but is

an unhealthy and miserably-paid employment. Since the intro-

duction of machinery and manufacture of so much cheap lace by
means of it, a woman must be a skilful hand, and work Aery
hard for many hours at her pilloAV, to make even 6f/. per day.

A great many poor Avomen and children are employed at Witney
in the manufacture of blankets, and in the neighbourhood of
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Woodstock in making gloves and other articles in leather for

which that town is famous.

The wages of the common labourer are now 10s. or lis. per
week, carters and shepherds receive 12s. or i3s. Although the

wages are recently advanced, great privations are endured at this

inclement season by the poor from tlie high price of all the

necessaries of life. The weekly pay is nearly all consumed by a

large family in bread alone. The Scotch system of paying
labourers in kind is worthy of the attention of employers. On
the Eynsham-Hall farm it is partially adopted, the men receiving

for the winter half-year 2 quarters of wheat and 1 of barley, 1

ton of coals delivered, and 5/. in cash. Tlie 16 bushels of wheat
(red) was valued at 11. ; the barley, which is for the pig, at 36s.

;

and the coals at 20s. : these, together with the money payment,
cost the farmer lis. per week, but to the labourer are fully

equivalent to 13s.

Fuel commands high prices almost all over the county. In

the .north there is little fire-wood, and in the south, from the

absence of canals and railways, coals are very dear. No district,

Avithin the like distance of London, is so badly off for railway

accommodation as the south of Oxfordshire, 'i'here is a rich

agricultural country, 30 miles in width, between the Great
Western and North Western Railways : both companies express

a great desire to form a direct Oxford line ; but the general im-
pression is, that Ijetween these two august bodies the scheme will

tail to the ground.

Perliaps in no county of England is the love of beer among
the labouring poor so general or so extravagant as in Oxfordshire.

If anything out of the common routine on a farm is to be done,
" a drop of beer" is wanted to make it go off pleasantly. It is

a usual thing for men at some easy job by the day to club to-

gether for beer, and so spend 2d. or ?>d. of their wages before

they have earned it. There are many operations of agriculture

in which beer is doubtless of much service to the labourer; it

washes down the dust, quenches the thirst, cheers him, and
stimulates his flagging energies. A moderate quantity will do
all this, while an excess makes him drowsy and unfit for work.

Men, when mowing by the acre, generally allow themselves a
gallon of strong beer a day. At harvest cart the beer is handed
round every two hours. Some excellent farmers give their men
Is. per day instead of beer : this is a good plan, but it shows the

inordinate quantity that is commonly allowed. Most unfortu-

nately, the rage for beer when at work is only second to the

love of it at the alehouse. This miserable infatuation produces

wretchedness, poverty, and crime.

The cottages in this county are as commodious and well
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arranged as in most agricultural districts ; but it must not be
supposed that much may not yet be done in the way of im-
provement, or that cottages are nearly perfect. Far otherwise.

One great hindrance to the elevation of our labouring poor is the

defective accommodation in cottages, many of which have only

one bed-room. So long as this is the case ministers may preach,

and the legislature pass sanitary measures, but the moral and
physical contagion will be unchecked. Parents and children,

grown boys and girls, are huddled together in the same room,

nay, sometimes in the same bed—a state of things destructive of

all sense of decency and self-respect. It is very well for cholera

committees to abolish noisome cesspools and filthy pigsties, but

a more prolific source of infection is found in every overcrowded

bed-room. This evil is chiefly felt in the small towns and open
villages. For this we have to thank the law of settlement.

Noblemen and gentlemen who take interest in, and are very kind

to, the villagers on their own estates, are often quite unmindful of

the condition of those unfortunate poor who belong to their parish

but do not live in it ; and many landlords, while very good and
charitable towards their cottagers, are also very strict with them.

Should a man be a drunkard, or a single woman become a

mother, both are sent off to the next town. It may answer one
purpose—of furnishing a warning to those who remain— but it is a

very questionable means of reforming the guilty to transfer them
to the very focus of temptation. One cannot blame a small

capitalist, who has built a cottage out of his hard-earned savings,

for requiring a good per-centage on his money, and thus asking

a high rent for his cottage. A poor man single-handed cannot
afford such a rent. It is not surprising that, to eke out his

scanty means, he should introduce a lodger into his cottage,

already over-crowded. Every estate should have cottages suffi-

cient to accommodate the labourers employed on it ; but it is

the unfortunate policy of the settlement law to offer inducements
to the demolishing cottages where they are urgently required,

and the congregating them where they are not. Even farmers

are so short-sighted as to object to cottages on or near their farm,

because they fear an augmentation of the poor-rate. But let

the rate-payer consider how much of the labourer's strength he
loses when the latter has to walk 3 miles to his daily work. His
journey of 6 miles adds 2 hours to his day's work. Of course a

man whose strength is thus taxed must be less able to perform
his daily labour than one living on the spot,

Garden allotments are common and have been found to be of
much service to the poor. Their value, however, greatly de-

pends on their extent and situation. If above a quarter of an
acre, more time is required for attending to it than a labouring
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man has at his disposal ; and if tlie allotments are remote from
tlie village, the time and the exertion of walking thither and
back after a hard day's work is more than a garden is worth.

Since the failure of the potatoes allotments have not been so

profitable, nor are they so eagerly sought after by the labourers

as formerly. The rent of garden allotments varies from 405. to

80s. per acre, the pioprietor paying all outgoings. A cottage

and small garden is let on large estates at from 40s. to 52s. per
annum. In the little towns and open villages the rent is 4/. and
upwards.

The under-draining of Oxfordshire, till within the last few-

years, was performed with stones, turf, and bushes. Horseshoe
tiles have been employed extensively, and in some stiff clays

were used without soles. Such drains do not answer for any
length of time, for however hard the clay, water will soften it,

the tile sinks, and the passage is obstructed. On the top of the

Ciiiltern range there has been some attempt to impi'ove the

plastic davs by draining; but the depth and extent of clay veins

is so variable that hardly any regular system is carried out. On
the coral rag and stonebrash many springs have been tapped,

and by cutting very deep drains above the water a large extent

of land has been drained. To such an extent has this deep
draining been carried, that at Sarsden some of the drains are

above 20 feet deep, and have dried springs at the distance of
half a mile. In draining meadows there is often a difficulty in

attaining a good fall ; and on the same estate one drain is made
a mile long in order to find a proper outlet. On the stonebrash,

where stones are plentiful, they are still used in draining.

Very many drains will produce a sufficient quantity of stones to

form a permanent passage for the water. Wliere stones can be
had from the drain, or are quarried on the spot, they jnay be the

best materials, but if they have to be fetched any distance, say

a mile, tiles are very much cheaper. Circular draining pipes

are now invariably used, and 1^-inch bore is the usual size for

single drains. Smaller sizes are not considered safe, and one
proprietor, who has drained most of his large estate, employs
none of less tlian 2-inch diameter. In many parts of the stone-

brash, nay, on almost all farms, are beds of clay which want
draining. The depth of draining such land was formerly 18
inches, but it is now found that a depth of 36 inches or 48 inc hes

answers better. Shallow drains are apt to be blocked up by the

roots of mangold and other plants, but a peculiar instance of a
deep under-drain being choked occurred last year at Milton. A
pieie of loamy clay was drained with 1^-inch pipes, at a depth
of 4 feet. The land was sown with vetches, which were followed

by a crop of turnips. In the winter a few of the drains ceased
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to act. Some of the pipes were taken up and found to be com-
pletely filled with the fibres of the turnip root.

The clay deposits of the county are wet from the rain falling

on them, and also at their conjunction with other strata from

the water which has percolated through more porous soils. As
all the clay land is formed into ridges, varying in height from 18

inches to 4 feet, and in width from 8 to 12 yards, there is usually

no choice but to place the drains in the furrows, which direction

is usually tlie line of descent. In cutting across the lands there

is much more soil to move, and it is also less efficacious. Some
land which has been drained under high authority in this manner
has disappointed the expectations of those who recommended it,

and has since been newly drained in the furrows : the depth of

such drains is from 3 to 4 feet, which is much greater than was
usual twenty years ago. This depth is found to answer best on
clays, but in the argillaceous chalky soils, where a bed of com-
pact rock is often within 2 or 3 feet of the surface, it is of no
use pounding into that stubborn mass deeper than to bury the

pipe in the rock. Cross draining, wliere the malm is rubbly,

and also on the upper greensand, may often answer by catching

the water of the land-springs ; but as a rule it is safer, and in the

end cheaper, to thorough drain all land of that description. It

is difficult to say what is the proper depth to drain clays, but
while thousands of acres that had been drained at 18 inches and
2 feet have since been redrained at a greater depth, there is

hardly an instance where a well executed system of sufficiently

close 4 feet furrow draining has failed. A system of cluy

draining^ without the use of pipes, stones, or bushes, has been
for many years successfully practised at Middle-Aston and its

immediate neighbourhood. After the drain is properly shaped,

a piece of wood about 6 feet long, 10 inches deep, and 4 inches

wide at the top, but tapering to 1^ at the lower end, is placed

in the bottom of the drain ; a coating of well tempered clay is

thrown on it and tightly rammed down ; by means of a lever the

plug is pulled forward, and so leaves a channel, which is very
durable. Some land has been thus drained more than twenty

years ago, and still runs well. The drains on pastures are not more
than 2 feet, and on the arable land 30 inches deep, but both are

perfectly dry. To prevent the entry of rabbits, moles, and rats,

several pipes are laid at the mouth, in one of which a grating

is fixed : the parallel drains empty into the main drain which
runs along the headland. The labour of this sort of draining
generally exceeds the cost of the common plan by a penny per
pole, but the saving of pipes and other mq,terials is of course
very considerable.*

* It does not appear essential for this plug-draining that the land should be a
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The success which has so uniformly attended the proper
drainage of arable ground, has been only partial when applied to

grass land. The meadow before perhaps produced an abundance
of coarse herbage ; the removal of water destroj's the food of

these semi-aquatic grasses, and years elapse before the finer sorts

muster in sufficient force to supply their place. Pastures that

are wet in winter, and will not bear treading, seldom want
draining so much as the being cleared of stock ; and if this were"

done, and facilities afforded for the rapid passage of the rain-

water, many meadows would be vastly improved without the

expense of draining. If rushes and other water grasses grow,

then there is no doubt that draining is requisite. Light and
gravelly pastures have sometimes been drained too muck. A
few drains in such ground are better than a multiplicity. A glut

of water is injurious and should be removed, but a fair quantity

of moisture in the subsoil is beliefcial, and should be retained.

In late years large sums have been borrowed from Government
by the landed proprietors of Oxfordsliire for draining. By
paying per cent, for 21 years, the capital spent is refunded.

Some landlords make their tenants pay all this charge, thus

reaping the benefit at tlie end of the term without having con-

tributed a farthing. Other landlords drain the land themselves

and charge the tenants 5 per cent., and on some estates it is

customary for the landlord to find pipes and the tenant to per-

form the labour of the under-draining.

Tliese observations have been protracted to so great a length

that the consideiation of the few remaining heads must be as con-

cise as possible.

The princijoal improvements which have been effected, since

the Repcjrt of Arthur Young, are to be found on the stock-farms

of the county. Sheep are now fatted at an age much earlier

than was then ever attempted ; the number kept has increased

exceedingly, and the general management has wonderfully im-
proved. 'I'he extension of green crops has greatly enhanced the

value of light lands. Roots are also much more cultivated. In

1809 the swede, under the name of " ruta baga," was just in-

troduced, and the advantage of the new plant over the white

turnip was very warmly controverted. The discovery of artificial

manure has been a mine of wealth to the chalk hills and poor

sands of the county, while the numerous advantages derived from

inclosures, the new poor law, the use of lime, chalk, and im-

ver\f stiff clay, for on a retentive loam it succeeds very well. Some drains in a

hilly pasture ma.die fifteen years ago were opened in the presence of the writer, and
appeared as perfect as wljen first made. Should any person question these state-

ments, or require further information on the subject, he is referred to Mr. Cother

of Middle-Aston, who will doubtless dispel all misgivings and give every ex-

planation that is necessary.
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proved breeds of cattle and sheep, together with many minor

improvements, may be gathered from a perusal of the foregoing

pages.

The improvements still required are both numerous and im-

portant : tlie principal are of such magnitude that they can only

be originated by the landlords. Throughout the county there

is great need of better situated, more extensive, and more con-

venient farm-buildings ; also the formation of good farm roads,

the extension of an improved system of drainage, the speedy

adoption of some effectual means of obviating summer inunda-

tions, and giving the occupiers of land increased security of

tenure.

Tiie tenantry should continue to give increased attention to

the growth of green and root crops, and, when necessary, apply

liberal doses of artificial manure. They should keep a heavier

stock of cattle, and devote more care to the formation and pre-

servation of farmyard manure. They should also dispense with

all superfluous horse-labour, use better implements, and more
machinery, and cultivate most of the soils more deeply. The
pasture land ought to receive more generous treatment, and the

ditches and water-courses should receive constant attention.

Many of these improvements are already carried out on some
good farms, and most of the suggestions apply with especial

force to the corn lands of the county.

It may be remarked that little has yet been said about the
" best method of treating the heavy clay land known as the

Oxford clay." Let us suppose a too common case : a field of

clay land, wet, foul, and poor. It must be drained, cleaned,

and manured before it can produce a good crop. The remedies

though simple are expensive. Before that field should again be

planted with corn, above 6/. per acre should be expended on it

;

and then much must depend on the weather, that the work may
be accomplished effectually. The plastic, gault, Kimmeridge,
and Oxford clays, as well as the stiff, chalky loams, may all be

treated under one head. Varying as they do in tenacity and in

composition, all may be considered heavy land ; and though
there are differences between them, differences equally great

exist on the same formation, and often in the same parish.

Before attempting to suggest a better method of treating the

heavy clay lands of the county, it will be well to consider the

causes of their defective progress and present barrenness. All
good soils have a naturally porous subsoil. The Oxfordshire
clays have not. The high semicircular ridges and open furrows

are an attempt to let off the rain-water ; but if the water does not
stand on the surface, it stagnates between the soil and subsoil,

and every particle is thoroughly saturated. The soluble manures
VOL. XV, T
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are washed away or rendered useless by water taking the place
of air, and the earth is either as soft as mud or as hard as a
brickbat. The soil must be deepened and dried by the subsoil-

plough and draining.

The ridges or lands on the clay soils are generally 8 or 10
yards wide, and are laid with a slight curve along the line of

descent. Where broader ridges are found, tlie land is usually

dryer and better. In under-draining there can be little hesitation

about distance, for the inutility of draining across lands has else-

where been shown. Soon after Michaelmas the land should be-

drained. Let the furrows be opened deeply with a common
plough, and a drain dug 3^ feet deep. This may not be con-

sidered deep enough, but as the height of the ridges may be
gradually reduced from 24 to 12 inches, in a very little time the

pipe will be 4 feet under ground. After the pipes have been
carefully laid, and a little of the upper soil placed over them,

the drain can be filled in ; and this is often done with a plough.

In draining some lands, the lias for instance, the last spit is

often a rich blue clay. This should not be returned to the drain,

but spread over the land, and will thus be productive of much
good. Supposing the drains to be 30 feet apart, it will require

1200 pipes to drain an acre. The 1^^ inch cost 18*-. per tliousand,

and allowing a few for breakage, and larger ones used in the

main drains, may be calculated at 24.9. an acre. There will be
72 poles (of 5i yards) of draining on the acre, which, at Qd. a

pole, gives 3t3.s., thus making the cost of under-draining just 3/.

per acre. The cartage must of course depend on the distance

of the kiln, but as a thousand l^-inch pipes generally weigh
less than a ton, this expenditure need not be very heavy.

When the draining is finished, the land should be deeply

ploughed in the direction of the ridges, and laid up with clear

furrows for tlie winter. Should the draining not be performed

till the spring, the land should be ploughed first and drained

afterwards. The pipes can be carted on during frosty weather.

By allowing fallow land to lie till May or June, which some
farmers still think best, the weeds have- taken fast hold of the

ground ; and in tearing it up at that season, the couch will be

broken into numerous pieces, each one of which being full of

vigour will begin to grow. Such stubborn soils ought to be

ploughed in November to be well pulverised by the frost, and

the second ploughing be given early in the spring. This plough-

ing should be across the ridges. The land being mellowed by

the winter, and made friable by the second ploughing, the

grubber, roll, drag, and harrow should be set to work, and the

root-weeds pulled out, gathered up, burned, or carried off.

Though under-draining is common, subsoil ploughing is so
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rare in this county, there can be no reason for surprise at the

circumstance that draininoj often proves insufficient and fails to

achieve its object. Let any one think when he sees five great

horses in a line ploughing a heavy clay, how well those ponderous

feet knead and pound the waxy subsoil. No wonder, when such

land is never ploughed more than 4 inches deep, that the subsoil"

is impervious, and that the surface tliough soon wet, is also

easily affected by drought. Subsoiling should be added to

drainage, and on the clays of this county is more indispensably

necessary. One without the other is comparatively useless

;

both combined seldom fail to ensure complete success. It is

only in the summer that the subsoil plough should be used.

The land may be ploughed deeply the third time again across

the ridges and drains, the common plough being followed by the

subsoiler. This should not turn the subsoil over, but merely

stir it, as the quality is seldom good enough to mix with the top

soil. All this must be done in dry weather, as the subsoil

plough should tear up the soil, not cut through it. After a turn

or two with a scarifier and harrows, the field in a fine season

ought to be clean and dry. It has been supposed that the land

is in poor heart, and probably this will be the only ground fit

for wheat on the farm. It should receive a good dressing of

long farmyard manure, and after this has been lightly ploughed
in, two bushels of wheat may be drilled. The wheat may be
followed by clover or beans, or come in for a green crop, as the

circumstances of the farm dictate. It must be borne in mind
that all the operations just described must be done in fine weather.

No clay' land, however well drained, should be ploughed, carted

on, or trodden when wet. The soil is puddled, and the drains

almost cease to act. Although it may be very easy to write

directions for cleaning stiff soils, nothing can be done properly in

a summer like that of 1852 or 1853.

Tiie object of a summer's fallow is to clear the land of annual

and perennial weeds, to rest it when over-cropped, to pulverise

it by exposing it to the sun and air, and to alter its condition by
chalking, burning, or manuring it. When land is made fine,

rain displaces the air held in the soil ; and when the moisture is

all gone, it receives a fresh supply of air. This increases the

power of the soil to absorb and retain moisture, which assists in

decomposing its animal and vegetable matter. The soluble

potash of pure clays is speedily removed by crops that grow on
it. Fallowing is resorted to, and by exposing fresh and minute
particles of the soil to the action of the atmosphere, a new supply
of soda and potash is obtained. By stifle-burning the clay the

same change is effected in a feio hours that takes months of
fallowing to produce. There is nothing like a summer's fallow

T 2
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to restore poor worn-out clays, and if well cleaned and dressed

Avith long:, unfermented dung, they will be impioved for some
time. The plastic clay may be rendered permanently friable by
dressings of the chalk which lies just below. In other clay

districts, lime rubbish, road dirt, sand, ashes, &c., may be applied

with great advantage, while a large quantity of light soils in the

county might be greatly benefited by the application of clay.

The four-course is the system of cropping recommended for

the clays of Oxfordshire : thus—one-fourth fallow, one-fourth

oats, one-fourth beans and clover, and one-fourth wheat. The
wheat is best preceded by clover and beans, as an oat-stubble

fallow is never kind for wheat. After land is once well drained

and cleaned there can be no reason why the stiffest clay-soils

should require a naked fallow ; such soils with care and judicious

cropping will not be much troubled with couch. Of course it

IS not recommended to grow all turnips, or indeed to try very

many of them. There are numerous green crops suitable to

heavy lands, and for the keep of sheep in the summer. The first

among these is rye ; then vetches may be sown in September,

October, and November. Some might be planted in the spring,

and rape grown in May and June. Then a portion of the wheat
ought to have been sown with trefoil in the preceding April, and
a clean stubble drilled with trifolium in August. All these,

the rye, winter vetches, trifolium, trefoil, spring vetches, and
rape, as they come in rotation, may be fed with sheep in hurdles,

and the land afterwards fallowed for oats. After the green crop

some of the cleanest fields might be sown with mustard, to be

folded off or ploughed in. No farming will be found profitable

without sheep. They not only pay very well themselves, but

they lay a foundation for future corn crops, and by growing

green-crops, and feeding them on the land, the clay-soils will be

supplied with that vegetable matter of which they stand so much
in need.

Having provided, with the assistance of clover, for the keeping

a flock on the arable land in the summer, there must be also

something found for them during the winter months. The best

crop for heavy land is mangold wurtzel. The chief difficulty in

cultivating this root is gaining a plant. But, as a matter of

course, a fine tilth necessary for the vegetation of the seed is more
difficult to obtain on heavy land. The following mode of growing

mangolds and swedes on clay-soils has been tried with success.

Immediately after harvest the land is deeply broken up with

Biddell's scarifier, or Hart's cultivator, having the points on
;

next the broadshares are added, and the scarifying repeated across.

It is then in a perfectly hollow state, and in a very short time

will harrow well, and the land is cleaned, and the root-weeds
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removed. This autumn cleaning is well practised on the light

lands of the county, and is applicable to all soils. It cannot be

too higlily commended. At harvest the couch and other weeds

are not deep in the ground ; the roots are strong, and not so apt

to break as when they have put forth tender shoots ; but when
the corn is removed, the couch is stimulated with fresh supplies

of oxygen, and it begins to send out its roots in all directions. If

the earth is loosened, its winter progress is checked. Therefore

in wet seasons simply to scarify the ground is better than

nothing. If the couch is ploughed in very deeply in this state, on

moderately stiff soils, the chances are that it will never be seen

alive again.

But to return to the cultivation of the clay fallow. The land

being cleaned in the autumn is then drawn in ridges or baulks,

27 inches wide, with a double mould-board plough, and is so

left till the first frost. Then 20 loads of unfermented manure
are carted on and spread on the ridges. When the frost is gone

and the land sufficiently dry, the ridges are split and the manure
covered. Then it is left till April, when, after a light rolling,

4 or 5 lbs. of mangold seed, steeped 48 hours, are dibbled in

the top of the ridges, 16 inches apart. If the ridges are objected

to on account of the lands being rounded or uneven, ploughing

on the flat may do nearly as well, taking care that the last

ploughing which covers the dung shall be performed in sufficient

time to have the furrow-slice well pulverised before it is planted.

The same plan may be adopted for swedes and early turnips.

The dressing of dung need not be above half as large ; but some
guano or other artificial manure ought to be drilled with the seed.

Of course horse and hand hoeing must be repeated as often as

required ; and it is a good plan to subsoil between the rows of

turnips, especially when the land becomes too hard to allow of
the free use of the hoes.

In addition to the mangolds, swedes, and turnips, the more
extended cultivation of the cabbage on clag soils is especiallg re-

commended. They are Avell adapted for such lands, and furnish

a very heavy crop of nutritious food. It is a good and cheap,
but less expeditious, way of restoring fertility to arable clay lands,

to lay tliem down with grass-seeds and depasture with sheep con-
fined in hurdles for two or three years. The land is then broken
up for oats.

Alter the sheep have finished the second crop of clover there

will be some feed on the stubbles, and then they might be folded

at night on rape and early turnips. But whenever wet sets in,

the sheep must be removed to a yard or standing-pen, and be
supplied with roots, &c., till the winds of March or sunshine of
April dry the ground, when they may venture out to consume
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the swedes that remain. Mangolds should last till the latter part

of May, when the green crops will be ready.

When a clay pasture is deficient in vegetable matter, the earth

adheres together in wet weather, and forms a cold, sterile soil,

producing rushes, hassocks, and carnation grass. Such ground is

difficult of improvement, but it should not be broken up unless

there is a certainty --that its permanent productiveness will be
thereby increased. Its cost under tillage would be great, and
the return perhaps not equal to the additional expense. But the

case is not hopeless. First, deepen all the ditches, and open
water furrows for the more immediate passage of heavy rains

from the surface. Then well under-drain every other furrow

three feet deep. Have all the ant-hills and hassocks mattocked up
and formed into a compost with the admixture of lime, mould,

&c. Let these be packed over, and when well rotted set about

the grass. A mixture of perennial rye-grass, Dutch clover, &c.,

may be sown, and afterwards the pasture should be well harrowed
or bushed. Lastly, let 2 cwt. of Peruvian guano per acre be
mixed with damp ashes, and carefully sown over the field in

March or April. Afterwards the ground should be fed with
sheep and young stock for several years, and nothing should on
any account he removed from the field at night. A poor clay

pasture thus treated will soon improve, and the decaying vege-

table matter and fibrous roots will form a porous soil of sufficient

depth for the water to sink into the subsoil, and run off by the

furrow-drains. Cows fed on such a pasture will then give more
butter and cheese than if fed on a sandy soil of better quality.

It wonderfully improves poor grass-grounds to remove some of

the turnips from the arable land to the pastures and fold the

sheep with them. All the droppings from the cattle should be

knocked about, and not allowed to remain on one spot. If the

manure is all dropped in a corner, it is better removed, and taken

to the yard or compost heap. From want of better attention to

this, large patches of coarse grass are common. The best way to

get rid of such spots is to mow the rough herbage and scatter a

little salt on it ; when it becomes withered the cattle will eat it

greedily, though they would not touch it while growing.

The want of some statistical information, with such fluctuating

markets, was more than ever felt tliis year. One intelligent

person said he thought throughout the county of Oxford one-

eifjfhth of the land in course for wheat was not sown in 1852.

Another well-informed man said he was sure there was 7iot half.

Perhaps both were right as regarded their respective localities,

so apt are we to judge of a large district by what we see around

us. And if so much discrepancy existed in the opinion of prac-

tical men as to what was the extent of the wheat crop in their
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own county, who can possibly guess with accuracy the produce

of the United Kingdom ? There can be no great difficulty, with

proper machinery, in obtaining correct information. Statistics

of much greater intricacy and involving greater expense are ob-

tained in matters of less vital importance.

With a little trouble stock might be classified, and thus data

would be furnished for tlie construction of tables giving a useful

estimate of agricultural progression. Possibly a sulky open-field

farmer might object to give the information, an enthusiastic

experimentalist might exaggerate his crop, or some grumbling

old yeoman underrate his produce ; but generally information

would be cheerfully and accurately given. Most probably

a return of this nature would check useless and gambling

speculations, and gradually enhance the value of corn, when
there was really the prospect of a bad crop. Wild speculations

are always productive of much misery, and on the other hand
the farmer would reap the benefit of a legitimate rise, which is

now generally pocketed by the wealthy merchant.

In conclusion it may be observed that any person in running

through a county is apt to be deceived and draw erroneous in-

ferences from the facts which come before him. No one is more
sensible of his inability to do justice to the task he has under-

taken than the writer of this Report. He much wishes that

abler hands had been employed to follow the great and talented

Arthur Young, and trusts that no invidious comparison may be
drawn between his most insignificant production and the last

carefully written and elaborate Report. He also regrets that the

nature of his employment has not permitted him to devote more
time to its careful consideration. He hopes that if any great

omission or serious blunder has occurred it may be leniently

dealt with. Should a remark have been made of such a nature

as to wound the feelings of any person, it should not be imputed
lo any intention to offend, and it should be borne in mind, that in

endeavouring to deal even-handed justice, it is impossible to

avoid displeasing some. If the indifference of some landlords

has been mentioned, the carelessness and apathy of many tenants

have not been spared. These are painful sores that must be
probed, however unpleasant to the operator or harrowing to the

patient. It is the earnest hope of the writer that rigorous land-

lords and slovenly tenants may become extinct before another

Report is made. The authors of future Reports will then have a
more pleasing and comparatively easy task.

P.S.— As names are not mentioned, some may imagine that the information

is gathered from insufficient authorities. To assure all such that the intelli-

gence has been gleaned from informants of the greatest practical experience
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in the county, the names of the following gentlemen are subjoined, to whom
the writer tenders his mo^^t sincere and cordial thanks, not only lor the useful

information they have imparted, l)ut for the unreserved and courteous manner
in which it was communicated. The Messrs. Druce, of Eynsham, Mr. Frank-
lin, of Ascott, Mr. Cother, of Middle Aston, Mr. Savidge, of Sarsden Lodge,
Mr. Clinch, of Minster Lovell, Mr. Huckvale, of Choice-Ilill, Mr. Hiitt, of

Water-Eaton, Messrs. Gale and C'hillingworth, of Cuddesden, and Mr. Mark
Taylor, of Goring, are a few of the many gentlemen who have largely con-

tributed the materials for this Report. One of the sections of the strata

is furnished by the kindness of the Rev. A. D. Stacpoole ; and the writer is

particularly indebted to the Rev. Jas. Clutterbuck for his very valuable geo-

logical assistance.

—

February, 1854.

XI.

—

On the Teeth of the Ox, Sheep, and Pig, as indicative of the

Age of the Animal; being the substance of two Lectures delivered

before the Royal Agricultural Society of England. By James

Beart Simonds, Professor of Cattle Pathology in the Royal

Veterinary College.

In directing the Society's attention to " the formation and struc-

ture of the teeth, and the means which they afford in the pro-

gress of their development of ascertaining the age of the Ox,
Sheep, and Pig," I may first observe that the teeth belong to the

system of organs termed the digestive.

This system is an essential part of the organism of every

animal, no matter how low may be the position assigned to it

in the scale of animated nature. It is through the digestive

organs that materials altogether extern to an animal, but contain-

ing the elements necessary for its support, are made to contribute

to the maintenance of its life. Hence we have an explanation of

the fact, that a digestive system, more or less complex, exists

where we can detect no trace of the organs of either respira-

tion, circulation, or even sensation. Endowed with that myste-

rious principle, life, the impress of the great Crkator, the

monad and the man alike require sustenance for their continuance.

Mere animal life is a common property bestowed equally on all

creatures, and therefore dependent on the same laws for its

existence.

The invisible world of wonders revealed by the microscope

discloses hundreds of creatures, of various forms, in a few drops

of water, going hither and thither in search of their food. Some
of these Infusoria, as they are called, from the numerous globular

cells within them supposed to perform the office of digestion,

have been named Polygastrica (many-stomached). Others, of

the class, have not only stomachs for the digestion, but organs

similar to the gizzard of the bird for the reduction, of their food,
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while many of them are furnished witli a distinct dental apparatus

for the like purpose. We may select as examples of the latter

the RoTiFERA, those cre.iturcs, the peculiar movements of whose

cilia in the collection of their food have ohtained for them the

common name of the wheel animalcules.

We may ascend the scale to a far greater height, and still find

creatures without respiratory or circulatory organs. Take as an

illustration the Entozoa—those parasitic creatures that live within

the bodies of other animals. Select from among these the liver-

fluke, the well-known entozoon which abounds in the gall-ducts

of sheep affected with the rot, and here we have, as a type of the

class, a creature whose systems of digestion and generation are

perfect, without any traces of those of respiration and circulation.

Self-support seems in the entozoa to be only secondary ; the

great end of their existence appears to be the extension of their

species. They live for this. Their own sustenance, and the per-

fection of their ova, are alike derived from the elements taken

in through their digestive organs. Hence the entire creature

seems to be but a generative and a digestive system mingled
together, and confined within a certain boundary by an external

skin, which gives form and outline to its body. To come to

animals still higher in the scale, did the occasion require, it

could be shown how system after system of organs is superadded

to those alluded to, until at last we arrive at the Vertebrata,
where all are perfected.

Teeth, or the organs for the bruising and comminution of the

food, will be found to occupy different situations among vertebrate

animals. One rule, however, obtains throughout, namely, that in

these ci'eatures they are always placed anterior to the true digestive

organ, the stomach. In the Invertebrata, on the contrary, we have
many examples of teeth being situated within the stomach. The
most familiar of these are the crab and the lobster. The " lady of

the lobster" is the true dental apparatus of this creature. The
food, on being swallowed, is carried at once to the stomach to be
subjected simultaneously to the action of these gastric teeth and
of the digestive fluid. Here it is bruised, ground, and finely

divided, that it may at the same time be the more easily digested.

In birds we have a provision, somewhat analogous to these

gastric teeth of the Crustacea, in the development of a

peculiar organ, termed the gizzard. In birds there are no
teeth properly so considered, although the beaks of many serve

a similar office. The carnivorous birds, which tear their food,

and the granivorous, as the parrot, which bruise the seeds of

plants, offer us some of the best illustrations of this fact. In the

grain leeding birds the gizzard reaches its highest development.
In some of these the bills are serrated, and in the mixed feeders
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often laminated, but still in neither can it be said that true

teeth are present.

Tlie gizzard of the bird is beautifully adapted to the office it

has to perform. It is a hollow cavity, the walls of which are

composed of two powerful but short muscles, with smaller ones
superadded. These muscles are remarkably thick in proportion
to their length, and with then- tendons are so arranged as to

give a grinding or partial rotatory motion to the whole organ.

The inner surface of the gizzard is lined with a very dense
cuticular membrane, which is thrown into ridges, the better to

act mechanically upon the food.

In addition to this arrangement the bird is led instinctively to

swallow numerous small pebbles to further assist in the reduc-

tion of its aliment. If deprived of these earthy matters, as is

well known, the health of the creature will soon suffer, because it

cannot extract the same amount of nutriment from its food. It

would appear that there is even a greater exercise of the instinc-

tive faculty in the selection of these earthy materials than

we might at first suppose. Dr. Crisp, who has dissected nume-
rous birds at the Zoological Gardens, informs me that he has

very frequently found one pebble much larger than the others,

forming a kind of fulcrum for the smaller to move upon, and
thus greatly increasing the mechanical or grinding power of the

gizzard.

The food which is swallowed by the bird first enters the crop,

Avhere it is retained a short time to be softened by the secretions

of this organ. From this receptacle it goes to the gizzard,

passing through the proventriculus, a short canal which connects

the two cavities together, and where the true digestive fluid,

{/antric juice, is produced. Within the gizzard the food is ground
down and mixed at the same time with the gastric juice which
enters the organ from the proventriculus above. After being

sufficiently digested and comminuted, it passes onwards into

the intestinal canal.

Such, in a few words, is an explanation of the digestive

process as we find it in the bird. The gizzard has sometimes
been compared to a mill, and the crop to the hopper from which
it receives the supply.

It is evident from the preceding remarks that the teeth belong

to the membrane lining the digestive canal rather than to the

skeleton or Ijony parts of the frame. To further elucidate this

part of my subject, however, I will add a few observations, of a

very general nature, on the teeth of fishes. In tliis tribe we find

for the most part that the teeth are located either upon the mem-
brane of the mouth or at the commencement of the gullet. They
are produced by the membrane, and are not, as in mammals, im-
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planted by roots or fan<;s into distinct sockets in the jaws. When
attached to the bones beneath the membrane, as they are some-

times found to be, they are so attached by distinct ossification of

their expanded bases. Occasionally these teeth are fcAV in num-
ber, but often they are so numerous as to thickly stud the greater

part of the surface of the mouth. As in the mammalian class,

the teeth of fishes present many varieties of form, each being

suited to the kind of food on which these creatures live. In

most fishes the teeth are shed and renewed several times

during life. In this respect fishes differ greatly from mammals,
as in them there are but two sets, the temporary and the perma-
nent. If torn away, fresh teeth soon arise from the membrane of
the mouth of the fish.

Their formation may be thus briefly described

:

Projections or j)ajnU(v spring from the membrane, they become
very vascular, increase in size, secrete a layer of osseous matter

upon their free surfaces, and are thus converted into true teeth.

This plan is only slightly modified in the formation of the teeth

of mammals. These are likewise produced from papillae which
arise from the mucous membrane, and hav^ at first no connexion

with the bones. The several stages of their development will

hereafter be entered upon. It is svifhcient therefore merely to

allude to the fact in this place, in order to show the close identity

of the two processes.

Many other illustrations in various animals, showing that the

teeth belong to the mucous membrane as an internal skin, and not

to the skeleton, or bony parts of the frame, might be given. Such,

however, are not now required. It must, nevertheless, be stated in

explanation that the membrane which lines the digestive and the

other canals of the body is but a modified form of tiie external skin.

Vascular and sensitive papillae are developed on both, and these

are protected in either situation by a dense and insensible epider-

moid or cuticular covering. The sides of the mouth of the ox and
sheep afford striking examples of papilla* growing from a mucous
membrane. Long conical shaped papillae thickly beset these
parts, and also the tongue of the ox

;
having here a covering so

dense as to approach the character of soft horn. On the tongues
of the feline tribe the papillae have true horny sheaths. In the

mouths of fishes they have bony, or modified bony coverings,

becoming thereby, as before explained, the teeth of these crea-

tures. These gradations are few and easily understood.

Thus we see that teeth, whether situated in the stomach, as

in the Crustacea ; in the gullet, as in fishes ; or in bony sockets,

as in the jaws of the higher order of animals, are essentially the

same in belonging to the membranous parts of the body. The
practical bearing of these prefatory observations will be ren-
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dered evident when the succession of the first and second sets of

the teeth of the ox, &c., is explained.

I now pass on to make some general remarks upon the three

kinds of teeth of the Mammalian class, namely—incisors, tushes,

and molars.

The names given by anatomists to the teeth are determined
more by their situation and function than by tlieir size or form.

These names are therefore equally applicable to the first or

deciduous, as to the second or permanent set. Several of the

illustrations given in these pages will show these different kinds

of teeth and likewise their relative positions. We may select

fig. 56, as an example.

The teeth designated incisors are always placed in the front

of the mouth, and their situation here admirably adapts them
for seizing the food. In the domestic herbivora, as our most
familiar examples of the great family of the graminivora, we see

that each animal, more or less, employs the incisors to lay hold of

the herbage and to separate it from the roots by a clipping mo-
tion of the jaws. Tlie lips and tongue, as well as the teeth, are

used for this })urpose, and consequently more or less are also

organs of preliension. The horse, when grazing, grasps the

herbage Avith the lips, and thus conducts it between the incisors,

which he now employs for the purpose of both holding and
detaching it from the roots—the latter action being assisted

by a peculiar twitch of the head. The sheep gathers his food

in a similar manner. This animal is enabled however to bring

his cutting-teeth much nearer to the roots of the plants in con-

sequence of a partial cleavage of the upper lip. Hence the adage,

that the " sheep will fatten where the ox will starve." The
upper lip of the sheep, from its peculiar formation, is likewise

endowed with considerable mobility, although to a far less extent

than tliat of the horse. It is thin compared witli many other

animals, and protected from injury to some extent by a covering

of hair, existing everywhere except at the place of its cleavage.

Like the ox, also, a large amount of fluid is poured from its

glandular follicles which thickly beset the hairless parts ; and
thus, by the moisture with which it is bedewed, it is further

guarded from injury.

The ox chiefly uses his tongue in the collection of his food. In

him the upper lip is thick and hairless, and has a very limited

action. Most ruminants possess a great freedom of movement of

the tongue : this is well seen while the ox is grazing on luxuriant

herbage. The organ, being protruded from the mouth, is so directed

as to encircle a small bundle of grass, which it conducts between

the incisor teeth and the dental pad. Here it is cut asunder by the

.action of the incisor teeth, assisted, as in other animals, with a
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twitching movement of the head. These several actions of the lips,

tongue, and teeth, in taking hold of the food and conveying it into

the mouth, are variously modified, being, as we have seen, even

more marked in some of our domesticated animals than in others.

The incisor teeth, although always placed in the front of

the mouth, are differently arranged in different animals. In the

horse and also in the pig these teeth are twelve in number—six

being placed in the upper and six in the lower jaw, so that in the

act of biting, their faces or wearing surfaces oppose each other.

In the ox and sheep, on the contrary, the incisors, which are eight

in each of these animals, are all placed in the lower jaw. They are

opposed by a dense yet somewhat elastic cushion attached to the

upper jaw, which has been named the dental pad (see d. p., fig.

35). The power of resisting the pressure of the incisors is given

to the pad from its being chiefly composed of white fibrous tissue :

mingled, however, with this is some yellow or elastic tissue, which
gives to it that small amount of yielding to the force employed,

which it likewise possesses. Upon the surface of these struc-

tures a capillary network of blood-vessels is laid for the purpose

of forming that dense cuticular membrane which is observed to

cover the pad in common with the whole of the inner surface of

the mouth. This membrane, v/liile it protects the sensible parts

within, by resisting, like the cuticle of the true skin, the effects of

attrition from without, gives increased firmness to the dental pad.

The existence of this elastic cushion in the place of the upper
teeth is rendered the more necessary in ruminating animals from
the peculiar form of their incisors. In common language these teeth

may be said to be chisel-shaped in the ox and sheep, especially

when first protruding from the gum (see fig. 1). Besides having

broad crowns which are flattened from before to behind, taper-

ing to a sharp cutting edge above (fig. 1, a), the incisors of these

animals have also rounded and comparatively small fangs for

their size (fig. 1, c). Their fangs are likewise rather loosely

implanted in their respective sockets, so that a degree of mobility

exists between each tooth and its socket. These peculiarities

consequently require a modification of the structures which oppose
the incisors in their action. If, as in the horse, they were met
witli an equal number of teeth firmly attached to the jaw by
their fangs, then it is evident that they would be exposed to dis-

placement and early removal from their sockets. In grasping the

herbage and detaching it from its roots, the ox can employ just

that amount of compression which is needed, and this with per-

fect safety to the teeth, as both they and the pad yield slightly to

the force imparted.

Other peculiarities of these incisors, and the changes which
they undergo at different periods of an animal's life, will be
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explained liereaftei- when the subject of dentition is considered.

It may be here added, however, that the incisors are the same in

number, whether we regard the temporary, or milk set as it is

sometimes called, or the permanent which succeed them.

Connected with the collection of the food we also see further

evidence of design in the arrangement of the parts which are more
or less employed in the act. Various plants are known not only

to differ with reference to the quantity of their nutrient matters,

but to possess properties which are prejudicial to animal life.

Such plants as these are, as a rule, instinctively avoided. In the

springing up, however, of these noxious plants with a luxuriant

herbage, an animal cannot always avoid receiving them with the

morsel. Essentially it is the office of the sense of taste to cause

the ejection of such matters from the mouth, that they may not

enter the system and exert their baneful influences.

Substances, however, vary considerably in the impressions

they produce on the sense of taste, some being nearly insipid,

although prejudicial to the animal economy. The sense of taste is

intimately connected with that of touch and no less so with that of

smell. Dr. Carpenter, writing of the sense of smell, observes,

that

—

" A considerable part of the impression produced by many substances taken
ii\to the mouth, is received through the sense of smell rather than through that

of taste. Of this any one may easily satisfy himself, by closing the nostrils

and breathing through the mouth only, whilst holding in his mouth, or even
rubbing between his tongue and his ])alate, some aromatic substance ; its taste

is then scarcely recognised, although it is immediately perceived when the

nasal passages are re-opened, and its effluvia are drawn into them. There are

many substances, however, which have no aromatic or volatile character, and
whose taste, though not in the least dependent upon the action of the nose, is

nevertheless of a powerful character. Some of these produce, by irritating

the mucous membrane, a sense ])im(jcncy, allied to that which the same sub-

stances (mustard, for instance) will produce when applied to the skin for a

sufficient length of time, especially if the epidermis have been removed. Such
sensations, therefore, are evidently of the same kind with those of touch, dif-

fering from them only in the dc<ji ee of sensibility of the organ through which
they are received. But there are others which produce sensations entirely dif-

ferent from any that can be received through the skin, and which are properly

distinguished, therefore, as yvstative ; such are common salt, which may be
considered as a type of the saline taste

;
sugar, the ty[)e of the saccharine

;

quinine, of the bitter
;
tannin, of the astringent; and citric acid, of the sour.

AH such substances, therefore, are said to possess Hupkl properties, exciting

distinctive tastes, quite irrespectively of any aromatic or odoriferous proper-

ties which they may also possess, as well as of their stimulating action on the

skill." *

It is evident that while plants are being compressed between

the teeth and the dental pad of a ruminant, their odoriferous as

well as their other properties, affecting either touch or taste,

* Carpenter's Manual of Physiology, second edition, p. 581.
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would be most likely to be recognised. If insipid, the poisonous

plant might be swallowed. Such plants, however, are not

wanting both in smell and taste. To provide therefore for their

odoriferous particles reaching the seat of smell, is one of the

offices, at least, of certain ducts which we find forming a commu-
nication between the mouth and the nostrils of the ox and sheep,

as well as in some other animals. Tliese ducts, which are two in

number, have been called the Stenonian, after Steno their dis-

coverer. They pass from the mouth into the nostrils, one on
either side of the median line of the palate, having between
their oral openings a peculiar shaped elevation of the mucous
membrane. The form and also the size of tliis body are found to

vary in our domesticated animals. In the ox it is lozenge-shaped,

but in the sheep it has a triangular form, the base of which may be
said to rest upon the dental pad, and its apex to extend backwards
towards the soft palate. Thus the Stenonian ducts opening very

near to the bearing of the incisor teeth upon the dental pad,

thereby effectually secure the passage of such odours into the

nostrils as belong to the several plants on which the animal may
be feeding. I am not aware that any anatomist has described

similar openings as existing in the pig ; theie are, however, com-
munications equally direct between the mouth and nostrils in the

pig as in the ox and sheep.*

The pig is doubtless a filthy feeder, but that he is less so
than is generally supposed will be apparent from the following

statement of Youatt in his Work on the Pig :—
" Eoots and fruits are the natural food of the hoor, in a wild as well as in a

domesticated state; and it is evident that, however omnivorous this animal may
occasionally appear, its palate is by no means insensible to the diti'crence of

eatables, for whenever it finds variety it will be found to select the best with
as much cleverness as other quadrupeds." " In the peach-tree orchards of North
America," says Pennant, "where hogs have plenty of delicious food, they have
been observed to neglect the fruit that has lain a few hours upon the ground,"

and patiently wait a considerable time a fresh windfall."
" According to Linnoeus, the hog is moru nice in the selection of his vege-

table diet than any of our other doinesticated animals. They are gifted with
an exquisite sense of smell as well as touch, residing in the snout, and this en-
ables them to discover roots, acorns, earth-nuts, or other delicacies suitable to

their palates, which may be buried in the ground. In some parts of Italy

swine are employed in hunting for truffles that grow some inches below the sur-

face of the soil, and form those pickles and sauces so highly esteemed by epi-

cures. A pig is driven into a field and there suffered to pursue his own course.

Wherever he stops and begins to root with his nose, truffles will invariably be
found." t

With these remarks on the uses of the incisors in the col-

The ducts of Steno are connected with cul cle sacs, called sometimes Jacobson's

organs; but these it is not now necessary for me to describe,

t The Pig, p. 24.
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lection of the food, I pass to the tushes, placed immediately
behind the incisors and in front of the molars. More or less

space exists between the incisors and the tushes, as also between
them and the molars. This interruption to the regular order of

the series may be taken as a characteristic of_ the inferior animals.

In man tlie row is continuous, besides which the canine teeth are

so reduced in size as not to stand above the level of the others.

In the monkey tribe, though approaching nearer in the general

development of their organs to man than any other creatures, these

canine teeth are largely developed and rise considerably above the

incisors and molars. This is even the case with the adult Chim-
panzee, an animal standing at the head of the Quadrumana.
The tushes are always large in the flesh-feeding animals, and

are evidently here used for lacerating and tearing the prey.

Upon the whole, however, these teeth serve but little in either

the collection or reduction of the food, and consequently we must
regard them chiefly as weapons of offence and defence. As in

some creatures they are developed to a greater extent than

in others, so, as we should expect, seeing the infinity of both

the number and variety of the mammalian order of animals,

many are entirely destitute of these teeth. This is the case with
the ox and sheep, and with ruminating animals as a family or

tribe. Tliere are however some notable exceptions to this rule.

One of these is the camel, in whose skull, now before me, we find

in front of the lower jaw eight teeth standing tolerably close to each

other. Six of these have wide, spreading crowns and contracted

fangs, which give to them a character not very unlike that of the

incisors of the ox and other ruminants. Two, however, the most
posterior placed of the series, and which are removed a short dis-

tance from the others, agree in shape with the tushes of the horse.

According to the definition of modern anatomists these teeth are

true tushes. This arrangement gives the camel but six incisors

in the lower jaw instead of eight, the typical number of the

order Ruminantia. If we look to the anterior part of the upper
jaw of this animal, which is toothless for the most part in rumi-

nants, Ave also find two well developed tushes. Besides these

there are two other teeth, whose situation claims for them the

appellation of incisors, being in front of the tushes, in fact occupy-

ing the very position of the corner incisor teeth of other animals.

Placed in the long spaces between the molars and the tushes we
find in addition a tooth on either side, which is the analogue of

the supernumerary molar of the ox and sheep. The camel thus

offers a remarkable difference in its dentition from other domes-

ticated animals.*

* In proof of the correctness of the names given to these separate teeth, I may
remark, iu the language of Professor Owen, that " those teeth which are implanted
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Besides the camels, the llamas and musk deer have also canine

teeth in the upper jaw. In the Memina musk deer and others of

the same class the tnshes are so long as to protrude from the

mouth, curving downwards and backwards with an elegant sweep.

In one variety, an animal called by Cuvier the Kanchil, proverbial

both for its swiftness and cunningness, it is said, " that when
closely pursued by dogs the creature will sometimes make a

bound upwards, hook itself on a branch of a tree by means of its

crooked tusks, and there remain suspended till the dogs have

passed beneath."*

To return to the animals of whose dentition I have principally

to speak :—In the pig we find the tushes, when fully grown, to

be of large size. These teeth, however, vary considerably in

their development in different animals of the same species, per-

haps quite as much as in animals of different species. Among
the modifying causes of the magnitude of the tush as we find them
in the pig, I may mention breed. The larger and coarser the

breed, and the fewer the attempts that have been made to im-
prove it, the greater will be the size of the tush. Although
these things will come more especially before us when the

dentition of the pig is entered upon, it may be here added,

that few causes have more influence over the dimension of this

tooth than sex. Compare the tush of a sow with that of a boar

when it has reached its full extent in both animals, and it will be
seen that in the sow the tooth is but a miniature portrait of the

other.j As would be supposed from this, it is in entire animals

that we meet with the largest tushes. Castration checks their

growth, bringing the tooth of the male pig to a size more cor-

respondent with that of the female. The influence of sex upon
this tooth is such that the males alone in some classes possess it.

We may take the horse as an example. Persons, who profess to

a great deal of horse knowledge, will often tell you that they
can distinguish the sex of this animal by going to the head in the

dark. This judgment is drawn from the existence or otherwise
of the tush. They are not, however, absolutely correct in saying
that the mare is without this tooth ; as a rule she wants it, but
there are numerous exceptions : when present, the tush is

always small in the mare. In the horse also we find another
exception with regard to the tushes, namely, that they are not

in the premaxillary bones (see fig. 46, f. i., upper jaw), and in the corresponding
part of the lower jaw, are called incisors, whatever be their shape or size. The
tooth in the maxillary bone, which is situated at or near to the suture with the
premaxillary, is the canine (f. i., upper jaw, fig. 46); as is also that tooth in the
lower jaw which, in opposing it, passes in front of its crown when the mouth is

closed."— Ci/i lopccdia of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. iv., p. 903.
* Animal Kingdom, vol. iv., p. GH.

t Fig. 50 gives a representation of the tushes of a boar of full size.

VOL. XV. ' U
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preceded by deciduous teeth. Appearing above the gums, usu-

ally between the fourth and fifth years of his age, should they

fall by accident they are not renewed.

Tlie part of the tush which protrudes above the gum is more
or less cone-shaped in all animals. Sometimes it terminates in

a tolerably sharp point, at others its apex is rounded, as is more
particularly- the case with the upper tush of the pig. The em-
bedded portion frequently is but a continuation of the pro-

truding ar, to form, and consequently vi^hen the tooth is fully

developed, its larsrest part is that which is embraced by tlie

gum. In the pig and his congeners, the greater portion of the tush

which is implanted in the jaw is but a prolongation of the base

of the cone.* The deeper or further the tooth extends, until its

final length is nearly acquired, the larger does it become. When
its dimensions, however, have been fully reached, we have then a

slight diminution of the end of the fang, approaching again the

conical form. The height of the protruding part Avill often give

but a very imperfect idea of the entire length of the tush. In a

specimen now before me, from a pig of ten months of age, the

tooth measures more than three inches and a half long, while the

portion which had penetrated the gum is less than half an inch

in length. This explains how it is tliat the tush in time so far

exceeds the otlier teeth in the height it attains. It is also to be

remembered that, long after the period of the animal's life which

has been named, the tush continues to grow, from its persistent

dentinal pulp. To provide for this increasing length, the tooth

is curved so as to form the segment of a circle, having its em-
bedded part lying below the fangs of the anterior molar teeth,

and occupying thereby far less space in the jaw than otlierwise it

would do. 1 pass to a general description of the molar teeth.

The molars, or, as they are commonly called, the grinders, are

placed at the back part of the mouth. In the ox and sheep, the

permanent molars, when completed, are 24, as in most animals,

arranged in sets of six on either side of the upper and lower

jaws, as seen in fig. 35.t The temporary molars are only 12 ;

they occupy a like situation, giving place in due time to an equal

number of permanent teeth, 12 being added to complete the set.

Occasionally, in all animals, supernumerary molars are present.

These are always placed, one on either side, in front of their re-

spective rows, and are very small compared with the other teeth.

So frequently do these additional teeth exist in both jaws of the

* It is necessary to state that these remarks apply especially to the tushes of the

t This figure is referred to simply to show the relative position of the molar

teeth. It represents the skull of a three months old lamb, and as such, but four

molars are seen above and below.
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pig, that we are in the habit of speaking of this animal as having
"28 molars.

Tlie molar teeth of the ox, sheep, and pig increase in bulk from
before backwards, while, on the contrary, in the horse they

diminish in the same direction. This is especially seen in the

molars of the lower jaw. The last permanent molar in the lower

jaw of botli the ox and sheep differs from the others in having

three lobes or principal parts united together in the place of two.

These peculiarities will be fully described hereafter. In the

upper jaw this difference is not observed, the tooth not varying

essentially in its form from those that stand before it. In the

pig, the last molar teeth in both jaws are similarly formed, being

trilobular, and far exceeding in size any of the others.

The office of the molar teeth is that of reducing the food

to a pulpy mass by grinding it between their faces. It is this

process which is called mastication. The aliment, being received

into the mouth, is conducted, by the movements of the tongue,

upon the molar teeth, and while being ground down, is mixed
with the saliva and with other fluids found in the mouth : in

other words, it is both masticated and insalivated, each of these

processes being of the first importance to healthy digestion and
consequently to the well-being of the animal. It is, however,

only in the vegetable feeders, the herbivora, that we see the per-

fection of the grinding movement. In the omnivora the action

is very limited, while in the carnivora it does not exist at all,

the molar teeth being in this class used simply for crushing.

This different action of the molars upon the food in different

animals mainly depends upon the manner in which the lower jaw
is united to the upjier. The joint forming the union is modified

in the herbivora so as to allow of a side movement of this jaw.

It is a less restricted hinge joint than in the flesh feeding class.

Even among vegetable feeders the movements vary, as we may
see in comparing the ox with the horse. In the ox, the mouth
being slightly opened, the lower jaw is first moved to one side, next
elevated so as to approximate the faces of the upper and lower row
of molars, and then carried in the opposite direction, bruising the

food between them. Should this action, which depends on the will

of the animal, be so commenced as to carry the jaw from right to

left, it will be thus continued, or vice versa. In the horse, on the
contrary, the jaws are not separated from each other to the same
extent as in the ox, and the food is ground down by an alternate

movement of the lower jaw from side to side.

To secure an irregular surface upon the face of the molars,
which is necessary for the complete grinding of the food of
herbivorous animals, we find that the three constituents of a
tooth, enamel, dentine, and crusta, are so arranged as to enter

u 2
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into the interior of the organ and so be all exposed to wear at the

same time. These constituents differ, as will be hereafter shown,

in the amount of their relative hardness, and therefore in their

power to resist attrition. Here we see a simjile hut most ejfectual

provision for mainlaininfj the row/heried surface of teeth. Such
teeth are called compound, to distinguish them from tliose which
have enamel on their external surfaces only. In a carnivorous ani-

mal, as the dog, and an omnivorous one, as the pig, we find simple

teeth ; but in grass-eaters, as the ox, compound teeth, so far at least

as the molars. The most familiar example of a simple tootli is an

incisor of the ox or sheep. The molar teeth of tlie pig might,

perhaps, from their size and irregular wearing surfaces, be thought

to be compound
;
they are, however, of the same description as

its incisors and tushes. The peculiarities of each kind, in so far

as they have a practical bearing on the subject of dentition, will

be hereafter explained.

Each tooth of itself is divided into different parts. The
annexed engraving, fc/. 1, gives a view of a perfectly-formed

permanent incisor of an ox, removed from the jaw just as it was
about to be cut; the "chisel form" of which, as a whole, is

very apparent.

The several parts of a tooth are the croion, neck, and fang.
These are well seen in the example

^* before us. Tlie crown is the broad or

expanded portion above, marked a. It

is that part Avhich is exposed to wear.

Sometimes it is called the body of the

tooth, from its constituting, in many
animals, the main bulk of the organ. It

will be observed that the crown gets

thicker and narrower as we approach the

neck—a circumstance which explains

the alteration in the shape and size of a

worn incisor of the ox, when compared
Avith one recently cut. The neck is the

contracted part marked B. It is the

point of junction between the crown
and the fang. In no teeth that 1 am

familiar with is the neck so well marked as in the incisors of

the ox.

Usually, when a tooth is fully up, the gum is said to embrace

its neck, and thus to assist in keeping it in its place. In the pro-

gress of a tooth rising from its socket, the gum, however, will

A

—

* Fig. 1. A perfectly developed permanent incisor of an ox. a, the crown;
B, neck

;
c, fang. Natural size.
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encircle dlfTerent portions of it. Thus, in the case before us,

when the tooth is first cut, the gum embraces the crown ; when
further advanced, it sunounds tlic neck ; still further, and we find

it around the upper part of the fang.

The lower portion of a tooth, as has just been explained, is

called its fang ; marked c in the figure. It is that part which is

implanted in the socket {alveolus), and by which the tooth is

mainly held in its situation. The fangs of teeth vary consider-

ably. In some cnses they are single, in others double, not unfre-

quently treble. We see these varied forms chiefly in the fangs

of molar teeth. The incisors and the tushes have single fangs as

a rule
;
occasionally we find, however, the fangs of a tush bifid,

as in the upper one of the pig.

The firmness of a tooth is much influenced by the form as well

as by the number of its fangs. The incisors of the ox are so

loosely imbedded, that, as I have said, some motion can always

be detected between the tooth and its socket, and the same thing

is observed in the sheep. This looseness increases with age from
the circumstance that the tooth is less deeply imbedded, and also

that the lower part of the fang is rounder than the upper. This
is not the case with the pig, the fangs of the incisors being both

square in form, and deeply inserted in the jaws. The implanta-
tion of a tooth in its socket, being similar to that of a nail

in a piece of wood, has been called a union by gompJiosis (from
yop(,(pos, a nail).

After all, the division of a tooth into crown, neck, and fang,

is to a considerable extent arbitrary, as well as the statement of

the crown being alcove or without the socket and the fang within

it. Tlu'ee-fourths of the body of a molar tootti of the horse, ox,

and sheep are often imbedded in the socket. Some of these mo-
lar teeth are all but fangless, although perhaps they may be from
one to two inches long, even in an animal as small as the sheep.

This great length is in fact produced by their body, and such
teeth cannot strictly speaking be said to have any neck, certainly

none where they are embraced by the gum. The incisors of the

horse and the pig, more particularly those of the lower jaw, are

similar examples of teeUi wanting necks. (See figs. 2 and 45.)

This observation will likewise apply to the tushes.

Three kinds of structure unite to form the solid part of a tooth,

whether it belongs to the division called simple or to that termed
compound. Tliese structures, which partake more or less of the

character of bone, arc designated enaviel, dentine, and crusta or

cement. They vary considerably in hardness and consequently in

their power to resist attrition. Enamel is by far the hardest, and
therefore we find it as a kind of cap to a simple tooth, but enter-

ing more or less deeply into the body and flanking the sides of a
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Fig. 2 *

compound one. (See figs. 3, 13, 14, and 19.) Dentine holds the

second place in the order of hardness, Crusta the last. The
cause oi this difference of density and the advantages springing
therefrom will appear by-and-by.

In fig. 2, which represents a vertical section of an incisor

of the horse, I have exhibited the relative

amount as well as tlie situation of each of

these constituents. The enamel is marked
E ; the dentine, D ; and the crusta, c. This
tooth is, truly speakinjf, a compound one, in

as much as the enamel, besides forming the

lateral boundary to the dentine, descends in

a cup-like form into the upper part of this

structure. The crusta is found filling this

enamel cup, and when discoloured by the

secretions of the mouth and the juices of the

plants on which the animal feeds, it cqpsti-

tutes " the mark " by which the age of the

horse is partly ascertained. Professor Owen,
in his description of the incisor of the horse,

says that " a lai/er of cement is reflected into

the deep central depression of the crown,

and that a coloured mass of tartar and ^ja;--

ticles offood, which fill up the cavity, form
' the mark ' of the horsedealer." f It is,

however, blackened crusta, and not tartar,

which produces the mark, as has been just explained.

A similar thing is observed in the molars oi the ox and sheep;
these teeth being almost always blackened on their sides above
the gum, where a layer of crusta exists.

The central portion of a tooth (a, fig. 2) is holloAved out to receive

the pulp from which the organ chiefly derives its nourishment.

The size of this cavity depends upon the age of the tooth. It is

always large in a young tooth, becoming gradually smaller as age

advances. The pulp cavity is bounded by the dentine, D, which
makes up the chief part of the organ. Before, however, directing

further attention to this cavity, I shall describe the special cha-

racters of the hard parts of a tooth. First, of the enamel :

On inspecting an incisor tooth of an ox, as an example,

we observe a white incrustation, bearing in the young subject

more or less a pearly appearance, covering the crown of the

* Fig. 2. Vertical section of an incisor tootli of the horse, a, pulp cavity; d, .

dentine
;
e, enamel

;
c*, enamel cup ; c, crusta filling the cup

;
e*, crusta covering the

enamel. Natural size.

t Cyclopa-dia of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. iv. p. 8G7. The italics in the

extract are our own.
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tooth. This is the enamel. If the tooth has been recently put

up, this substance forms also its cuttinj^ edge. It is thicker on

the front surface of the crown than on the back, an arrangement

which tends to keep up a sharp edge to the tooth. It extends

also downwards to the neck, where it suddenly ceases. It is

harder and more compact than the dentine, and has as much,

according to the statements of our most celebrated chemists, as 96

or 98 parts of earthy matter in every 100. The enamel not only

covers the exposed surface of a tootli, but in some teetli it enters

deeply into their interior. It matters not what may be the shape

or size of a tooth, or how numerous its projections, the whole of

these are originally covered with a

layer of enamel. In many teeth these Fig. 3*

projections, technically called cus])S,

are very numerous. They are seen

most to advantage in teeth which
have been recently cut. Fig. 3 gives

a view of a cap of enamel as removed
from the sixth molar of a pig on the

eve of its appearing through the gum.
Its irregular suiface admirably adapts

it lor the comminution of tlie food.

When viewed microscopically with a magnifying power of

400 to 500 linear, enamel is found to consist of an assemblage

of rods or bars lying side by side, and piled also in layers the

one above the other proportionate to the thickness of the S})ecimen,

These rods, which have been named the enamel prisms or

fibres, are evidently the structures upon which the hardness of the

substance depends. In different parts of a tooth the fibres are

somewhat differently arranged, but they are always placed end-

ways upon the surface of the dentine on which they rest. On
the apex of the crown the prisms proceed directly upwards, but
on its sides they incline a little, becoming more and more
oblique as they approach the neck of the tooth.j Between each
bar, and running parallel with its course, a minute canal can be
detected in very recently-formed enamel, seemingly produced by
the memi)ranous Avails of elongated cells which have coalesced

* Fig. 3. Enamel cap of the sixth molar of a pig removed from the jaw
just prior to the tooth being cut. Natural size.

t It should be added that their course outwards is not perfectly straight, but
slightly -waving, as shown in fig. 4 a. I am inclined to think that the separate
layers of enamel at times decussate, and that this explains the well-known cir-

cumstance, that brown spots of irregular outline are observed in this structure
when examined with a low magnifying power. The hexagonal appearance
(fig. 4, b), which is only seen here and there in thin sections of enamel, I have
also thought might depend on an oblique cutting of a superimposed layer of the
prisms, or perhaps upon the decussation of these layers.
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Fig. 4."

to form the prism. The shape of eacli prism has been differently

described by anatomists, but the commonly-received opinion

appears to be that they are hexagonal. The figures added to

assist this description show that form, tliough after I'epeatcd in-

vestigations, I have by no means satisfied myself of its positive

correctness. They seem to me rectangular in shape, and slightly

flattened.

Fi^. 4, A, siiows tlie prisms as a single layer; and it will be
observed that, besides the minute canals between them, each prism
is crossed by lines in some places double, representing connecting
cross passages. In our best works on structural anatomy, these

lines also are said to be produced
by the walls of united cells. This
point, however, requires further in-

vestigation. I have often examined
enamel v/hich has been very re-

cently deposited on a. forminfj tooth,

and have then failed to see any
crossings on the separated bars,

altliough tliese are to be observed

in the structure when viewed in sec-

tion after the ordinary manner.

It may naturally be asked what is the use of the minute canals

existing between the prisms ? A solution of this query is

probably found in looking to the situation of the enamel in com-
pound teeth. In them, as has been stated, this structure dips

inwards, forming cups of greater or less depth in different teeth,

which are always filled with Crusta (see figs. 2, 9, and 19). On
the slightest reflection we perceive that tiie Onista here placed can

only receive the fluid necessary for its support, tlirough the layer

of enamel which is intei'posed between it and the dentinal tubes

(fig. 9), and there seems to be no reason to doubt that the tulies,

from the boundary of tlie Dentine, may extend to the canals be-

tween the prisms, and thus supply the materials of nutrition to

the Crusta within the cup.-f-

* Fig. 4. Structure of enamel after Retzius, somewhat modified, a, vertical

section showinj^ the enamel prisms with their interposed canals, n, transverse

section showing the si'ppusrd hexagonal form of the prisms with tlie openings

of the canals. Magnified .500 diameters.

+ Mr. Tomes many years since drew attention to the fact that dentinal tubes

passed in great numbers into the enamel in the kangaroo, and other animals of this

class. From my own examinations I can also say that tlic dentinal tubes penetrate

the enamel in the herbivora ; and it is more than probable that in coiixdliihfcd

enamel the passages referred to are united with these dentinal tubes, and thus

become continuous with them. In this view I am supported by Todd and Bow-
man, who remark, in their work on Physiological Anatomy, tliat the enamel

prisms " are arranged in the most suitable manner for percolation by the fluids
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To proceed to the structure of the dentine. This substance

makes up the great bulk of both the body and fangs of a tooth.

It is that which gives form and size to the organ, and upon
which its hardness mainly depends. In the interior of the dentine

we meet with a cavity of large size compared with the dimensions

of the tooth, and more particularly of one recently formed. From
containing a red and pulpy mass, composed chiefly ol blood-vessels

and nerves, interposed with cells and fdamentous tissue, de-

signated the tooth pulp, this cavity has been called the pulp cavity.

It is from the pulp that the tooth receives sensation as well as its

greatest supply of fluids, which are derived from the blood, for

its nourishment. Entering the cavity from below and being

bounded on all sides with dentine, the pulp is secured from

injury. Thus rude pressure can be borne by a tooth without

the pulp being damaged : a simple but effectual provision

to maintain the vitality of the organ. (See A, figs. 2, 13,

and 14.)

Dentine approaches very near to Enamel in density ; and che-

mical analysis shows little difference between these structures..

According to Berzelius and Bibra, human Dentine consists of

-28 parts of animal, and 72 of earthy matter, the latter being

somewhat less proportionally than in Enamel.* Under the mi-
croscope Dentine is seen to be composed of an intertubular sub-

stance, and of numerous tubes which radiate from the pulp cavity

derived from the dentinal tubuli. These tubuli indeed may be seen to communi-
cate directly with the interstitial passages of the enamel."

—

I'liysiuloijical Anatomy,
Part iii. p. 172.

In tlie annexed engraving (fig. 5) is given a representation of the dentine and
enamel, i.i which it is evident that tubes are permeating the latter, and that

they are connected with those in the dentine. The illustration was taken from
the tooth of a liorse, and the part here sliown is magnified 2(J0 diameters. In the

figure the dentinal tubes, marked n, are seen to be passing to the dentinal hwmur,
D,* (small hollow spaces), which have other tubes, !>*, arising from them and
running into e, the enamel.

* Quain and Sharpey's Anatomy, vol. ii. p. 974.

t Fig. 5. Section of enamel and dentine, magnified 200 diameters. D, dentinal
tubes; d*, dentinal lacunsD; d**, tubes extending from the lacuna: into e, the
enamel.
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towards the periphery of the structure. In fig. 6 we have a view
of these tubes magnified 400 diameters, which, like many other

illustrations contained in these pages, has been taken from the

Fig. 6 *

tooth of a sheep. In fig. 7, A represents the tubes, similarly

magnified, as imbedded in the intertubular substance, and cut

transversely
;
and, b, when they are cut obliquely. Examined

with transmitted light, these tubes always appear of a dark colour,

a circumstance which has been variously accounted for. Some
suppose that it depends merely on their walls being more opaque
than the surrounding intertubular substance.

Fig. 7 A.f Fig. 7 B.I

In this particular these dentinal tubes agree with hair, which
has usually a dark central line running from the root to the point,

and marking the seat of its inner tubular or cellular portion. It

should be observed, however, that all the hairs even of the same
animal are not cellular. Some are without this structure, and as

such they are naturally transparent ; while others possessing it

are on the conti-ary opaque. These latter named hairs can how-
ever be rendered transparent by immersion in fluids which will

penetrate the walls of the cells composing their tubular portion.

The true tubular character of dentine is likewise shown by im-

* Fig. 6. Dentinal tubes ending in lacunae, sheep, magnified 400 diameters,

t Fig. 7 A. Transverse section of dentine magnified 400 diameters, showing the
tubes and tlie intertubular structure. After Todd and Bowman, slightly modified.

X B. Oblique sectiou of dentinal tubes magnified 400 diameters. After Hassall.
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mersion in different fluids, which can be seen passing along the

tubes displacing any air they contain, and removing their opacity.

The dentinal tubes, at their openings from the pulp cavity, are

larger than elsewhere ; and according to Retzius, their average

diameter near to the cavity is tt'od of an inch. The distance

between each of them, at tlie same place, is about twice that of
their diameter. Their direction varies much in different parts

of the tooth. Those which come immediately from the superior

part of the cavity take a vertical course ; those which arise a
little removed from the apex pass obliquely upwards, terminating

on the borders of the structure with a gentle curve outwards and
downwards ; those springing from the sides and lower parts have
a direction almost horizontal ; while in some teeth tlie tubes pro-

ceeding from the most inferior part of the pulp cavity are seen
to pass immediately downwards.
Towards the terminal portion of the fang the dentinal tubes, in

some animals, of which the sheep is an example, are often collected

into little bundles, liaving between them a comparatively large

space, which is occupied with the intertubular structure. The
tubes thus compacted together run towards the periphery of the

dentine, before reaching which, however, they suddenly disperse,

pursue their course at regular distances from each other, and end
in the ordinary manner. As this is only seen in some teeth, it may
depend on an interruption to the regular formation of the dentine
from eitlier local or constitutional causes.

In their course the dentinal tubes always describe two or three
bends or curves ; besides which each tube is more or less wavy of
itself. The former of these bendings have been called the primary,
and the latter the secondary curvatures, by Professor Owen and
other writers on the structure of the teeth. Besides this, it has to

be remarked, that each tube splits into several branches. Usually,
its first division is into two. These by further separation become
exceedingly numerous, their size diminishing with each division,
till at length many of them terminate in immeasurably fine and
inosculating branches. In some animals, however, as seen in the
annexed figure of a section of dentine and enamel from the
sheep, the tubes for tlie most part end in minute cavities {lacunas).

From these cavities tidmli, as previously stated, pass into the
enamel or the crusta, whichever of these structures may happen
to be the covering to that particular part of the dentine. The
whole of this arrangement is beautifully adapted to carry nutrition
to every part of the tooth. In the illustration (fig. 8) the den-
tinal tubes are marked d ; the lacunae, d *

; and the enamel, e.

The intertubular substance is tolerably transparent, and accord-
ing to Mr. Tomes is finely granular. Both it and the walls of
the tubes contain the earthy matter of the dentine.
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I proceed to speak of the Crusta, the third constituent of a
tooth. This substance approaches nearer to ordinary bone in

the arrangement of its component
i'''S-8-* parts than does either tlie Dentine or

Knamel. It also resembles bone
both in its chemical composition
and in its density, and hence it is

frequently designated the bone of
the tooth. The proportionate quan-
tity of Crusta to the other consti-

tuents depends upon the kind rather

than upon the size of the tooth. For
example, in a simple tooth very little

is present, but on the contrary in a

compound one, a good deal of crusta

exists. Tiiis difference arises from
the circumstante that the Crusta, in

a simple tooth, is met with chiefly

on its fang, while in the other variety

it not only covers the fang, but dips

deeply with the Tmamel into the interior of the organ.

Existing on the fangs of the tooth, and being covered here by
a membrane which also lines the socket in which it is placed,

the Crusta helps to retain the tooth in its situation. When ex-

amined microscopically the arrangement of the component parts

of tlie Crusta is observed to differ considerably from that of the

Dentine or Enamel. It is more or less thickly filled with bone
cells (Jacunre) from which radiate minute canals, called therefore

the caiialic7iU. (See fig. 11.) Besides these canaliculi the Crusta

has, in our domesticated animals particularly, numerous passages

opening on its external border in contact with the lining mem-
brane of the socket, like the opening of the dentinal tubes into

the pulp cavity. This arrangement is well seen in sections even

of young teeth, particularly those of the horse and pig, and dis-

tinctly proves that a tooth, even at that time, derives some of its

nourishment from the surrounding parts of its socket. In young
teeth these external tubes are situated principally about the

upper part of the fang, as it is here that the Crusta, from the

greater thickness of tlie Dentine, is furthest removed from the

pulp cavity, and consequently ffom tlie more common source of
nourishment. These things will have to be referred to again.

In addition to the lacuna", their canaliculi, and the external

order of tubes, the Crusta has also numerous passages v;ithin it of

* Fig. 8. Section of dentine and enamel, fiom an incisor of a sheep, magnified
100 diameters, showing the tubes ending iu lacunsc. u, dentinal tubes; D*, lacuna;;

E, the enamel.
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larger size, and analogous in every respect to those which have
been called the Haversian canals in ordinary bone. Fig. 9 gives

a view of the crnsta within the enamel cup of the incisor of the

horse, in which such canals abound. The illustration also shows
the terminations of the dentinal tubes around tlie cup. The letter

c applies to the crusta as a whole ; c** to the Haversian canals
;

and c* to a series of cells which are in direct contact with the

enamel ; d to the dentine ; d* to the dentinal lacuna? ; and K to

the enamel, which it will be noticed is thickly travei'sed with

tubes passing from the dentinal lacunae to the cells in the crusta.

It is a somewhat singular circumstance that the crusta filling:

these enamel cups, invariably has more numerous Haversian
canals and fewer canaliculi than that covering the fangs. Com-
pare fig. 9 with fig. 11.

Fig. 9*

c.

* Fig. 9. Vertical section of the enamel cup of the incisor of the horse, filled with
crusta and bounded by the dentinal tubes ending in lacunse, from which tubuli are
seen to pass through the enamel to the crusta. c, crusta; c**, Haversian canals
in the crusta

;
c*, cells lying in apposition with the enamel

;
D, dentine

;
D*, dentinal

lacuna;; e, the enamel. Magnified 100 diameters.
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in Avhich it derives its nutrition, I venture to detain the reader by
some further remarks on the crusta. It need hardly be stated

that according to the due supply of nutritive materials to the

teeth, will their integrity be preserved, and their fitness for their

important office.

If teeth die in their sockets, they must greatly impair the

health of the animal, from his incapability of properly masticating

the food, as also from the suffering he will endure. The diseases

of the teeth of animals and the causes leading- to them have cer-

tainly not as yet received all the attention which the importance
of the subject merits.

To return to the Crusta. On the fangs of teeth recently

cut, but little of this substance is met with, when compared
with that existing on old teeth. As age advances, however, the

Crusta increases. Hereafter it will be shown how this and the

other structures are originally produced. It may, nevertheless,

be now asked how the increased quantity upon an old tooth is

accounted for ? Is the crusta always added to from the original

source of its production, or can it be otherwise augmented? I

answer that it frequently receives an addition altogether inde-

pendent of its original source. As this is a novel view of the

subject, in order to show its correctness, I must direct the reader's

attention to two illustrations, figs, 10 and 11, taken from speci-

mens in my possession.

I may preface the explanation of this matter by stating that

anatomists are generally agreed that after a given time the pulp
ceases to produce any more dentine, and becomes converted by
ossification into a substance which Professor Owen has designated

osteo-dentine. This substance therefore would now fill the pulp
cavity of the tooth. Now, however true this statement may be
of man or of many species of animals, it does not appear to be
positively correct when applied to, our domesticated Herbivora.

In the horse, as an example, obliteration of the cavity is gra-

dually effected by the pidp continuing toform dentine. This, as its

normal action, goes on and is not supplanted by an mJnormal or

diseased one, as it would be were the pulp to become ossified. As
the producing organ of the dentine, the pulp simply gives way to

its own product, which ultimately is thus made to occupy its

place in the cavity. In proportion as the pulp diminishes so is the

supply of nutriment to the tooth lessened, and at length entirely

cut off from the interior. To provide for the vitality of

the tooth under these circumstances, the Crusta increases in

quantity on the fang at the expense of the peifecthj formed
dentine which is lying in immediate contact with its inner surface.

Through the medium of the canals in the Crusta, which open
on its borders, the tooth now draws its nourishment from the
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blood-vessels of the socket, and thus it continues, long after

the obliteration of its pulp cavity, to serve all its purposes as a

part of the living organism. Fig. 10 shows in transverse section

the fang of an incisor of an old horse magnified two diameters.

Its pulp cavity, a, is barely visible, the encroachment inwards of

the dentine, d, having nearly closed it. On its outer boundary,

the dentine, which had originally extended to about as far as the

line marked, b, has become changed to Crusta, c. Sections of

teeth of this kind, even when viewed without any magnifying

power, have a peculiar

white appearance of the

more recently formed den-

tine in their centre, which
exceeds in opacity the

other parts. From this

circumstance it might be
thought that the structure

here existing was not the

same as the surrounding
dentine. The microscope
however at once dismisses the doubt. When viewed with an

inch object-glass only, this whiteness is seen to depend on closely

compacted dentinal tubes, and nowhere can be detected that

arrangement of the structures which has led to the opinion of

the canal being filled with osteo-dentine.

The precise way in which the Dentine at its periphery changes
into Crusta has yet to be ascertained. It seems that the dentinal la-

cuna3 undergo dilation and thus become identical with the hollow

spaces or cells in the Crusta. All the dentinal tubes however do not

end in lacunae, but many of them, as has been explained, terminate

in very fine branches, and it is worthy of note that in this Crusta
bundles of such dentinal tubes are preserved, as if they had
passed in unchanged. In further confirmation of the opinion that

the transition is thus effected, in part at least, is the circumstance
that the cells in the crusta lying near to the border of the dentine
are circularly arranged row above row. Another feature has
likewise to be named, which is that a true Haversian system, in-

dependent of scattered Haversian canals, exists in such Crusta.

These several things are depicted in the following engraving,

fig. 11, which gives a magnified view of a small portion of the

tooth from which fig. 10 was taken. In it, d represents the den-
tinal tubes, D* the dentinal lacunae, c the Crusta with bundles of

* Fig. 10. A transverse section of an incisor of an old horse, magnified two
diameters, showing the conversion of the dentine into crusta. a, pulp cavity; d,
dentine; c, crusta; b, a line drawn for the purpose of denoting tlie original extent
of the dentine.

Fig. 10.*
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Fig. n.*

D--

tubes interspersed in its structure, and c* the Haversian system,
which is so perfect in places as to lead to the Crusta being

readily mistaken by a casual

examination for true bone.

The simplicity as well as

the beauty of this provision

of nature for a maintenance
of the vitality of old teeth

is so self-apparent that no
necessity exists for further

observations on the point.

From the explanation of
the structure of a tooth, I

proceed to speak of the

manner in which teeth are

formed, confining, for ob-
vious reasons, my remarks
to those animals which are

the chief subjects of these

pages. The development of

teeth has of late years been
studied with much advant-

age, and we are now enabled

to describe the successive

stages of the process with

far greater confidence than

formerly. In a work of this

kind it is not required that

I should enter very minutely into the subject, but merely give a
general outline of it, so that the reader may the better under-

stand how a second set of teeth, the permanent, spring up to

supply the place of the temporary, after they have served their

purpose.

Besides the order of eruption of the teeth in two sets, which
is the practical part of my subject, I may observe, in the lan-

guage of Professors Quain and Sharpey, that " the develop-

ment of the teeth includes a description of their origin and
growth as distinct organs, and also the formation of their com-
ponent tissues, the dentine, enamel, and cement."t The annexed
diagram, altered from Prof. Goodsir's, will be found materially

to assist the description ; and first, it must be observed that the

process of formation, as a whole, has been divided into four

w.s

* Fig. 11. Conversion of the dentine into crusta.

lacuna; ; c, crusta with its tubes and cells
;

c*, Haversian system in crusta

nified 200 diameters.

t Elements of Anatomy, vol. ii., p. 981.

D, dentinal tubes; d*, dentinal

Mag-
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separate stages, the papillary, the follicular, the saccular, and

the eruptive.

Fig. 12*

In the prececUng diagram, which represents sections made
across the jaw in the several stages of the process, the first of

these stages is shown by the numerals 2 and 3 ; the second by 4
and 5 ; the third by G, 7, and 8 ; and the fourth by 9.

It is during the early existence of fcEtal life that the formation

of the teeth, in common with the other parts of the body, com-
mences. Provision is also made at this time for the permanent
teeth which are to succeed the temporary. According to the

observations of Professor Goodsir, it is as early as the sixth week
that the process begins in the human foetus. At that time a

groove appears along the border of the future jaws which has

been called the primitive dental groove. This groove is lined by
the membrane of the mouth—a circumstance to be kept in mind
for the better understanding of the subject ; and also that this

membrane, as an " internal skin," is composed of two layers in

chief, analogous to the dermis and epidermis of the external or true

skin. Fig. 12— 1 shows the groove as it appears when the jaw
is cut across.

At the bottom of " the dental groove," projections, /ja/)z7Z«, spring

* Diagram representing the successive stages of the development of the teeth
;

altered from Goodsir.

VOL. XV. X
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up, corresponding in number with the temporary set of teeth. For
example, in the ox there would be eight of these representing tlie

eight temporary incisors, and twelve representing the number of
the temporary molars, three of the latter being placed on either

side of the upper and lower jaws. I may here say that, for the

sake of perspicuity, my account will be confined to the teeth

of the lower jaw—incisors and molars.

These papilla? gradually increase in size, and acquire the shape
of the future teeth. While this is going on, partitions are formed
across the groove between the papillae, by which they become
separated from each other. Tiiese partitions subsequently form
part of the bony sockets, as existing between the teeth when
they are fully developed. The rising and growth of the papillae

constitute the first or papillary stage (2, 3, fig. 12).

By the formation of the partitions each papilla is placed in a

separate cavity of a square shape, called a follicle ; and thus

we see that the follicular stage now exists (4, 5, fig. 12). Con-
currently with the formation of the follicle, small growths also

take place from the membrane just as it dips into the cavity.

These, as lids to the follicle, l)y their further enlargement cover in

the papilla, and by their subsequent union place it in a closed

sac or bag. This is the saccular stage (6, 7, and 8, fig. 12).

The formation of the different component parts of the tooth now
goes on with greater rapidity, and after a certain state of com-
pleteness, the young tooth grows upwards, and penetrates both

its sac and the gum which by this time also covers it, constituting

thereby the eruptive stage, commonly known as the cutting of

the tooth. (9, fig. 12.)

Returning to the diagram : fig. 4 shows a slight folding in-

wards of the membrane of the primitive dental groove near to

the lid on the right side ; this is made more apparent in fig. 5.

In fig. 6 it is marked e, and also in fig. 9, where we observe

that the folded membrane considerably altered in form, as also

increased in size, having a projection from its bottom part

—

the papilla destined for the production of the permanent tooth,

is detached from the follicle. The intermediate figs., 7 and 8,

show the progressive advance and separation of this fold of

membrane from that which lines the original groove. As one

of these folds belongs to each follicle, so they are equal in number

with the temporary teeth ; and thus each temporary tooth, while

being formed, lays the foundation for its permanent successor.

These have been called by Professor Goodsir "cavities of reserve,

as they furnish delicate mucous membranes for tlie future forma-

tion of the permanent teeth.""* As to the permanent molar teeth,

* Todd and Bowman's Physiological Anatomy, pai t iii., p. 179.
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which are thi-ce standing behind the temporary in each row : the

first of these is developed from a papilla which rises in the

lengthened primitive groove, behind the last temporary molar

;

and from cavities of reserve, with a slight modification of the

plan, the two last are subsequently formed. Thus the additional

permanent teeth of mammals are, like the temporary and their

successors, productions from tlie membrane of the mouth, as

had previously been seen to be the case with the teeth of fishes,

&c. The implantation of the teeth in bony sockets in animals

is only to give them a greater hold of the jaw, the better to

serve their important offices.

Passing now from this general description of the formation of

the teeth to the structures of which they consist, let us consider

first the Dentine, the substance making up the bulk of a tooth.

All observers agree that Dentine is a product of the parts enter-

ing into the composition of the papilla which rises in the dental

groove, but they differ materially in their explanation of the

process of its formation. When fully develojied, the papilla is

chiefly composed of numerous microscopic cells, held together

by a netw(nk of very delicate fibres, and receiving its blood from
vessels which enter at its base.*

It is sufficient to state that recent observations have fully

proved that the Dentine is first produced upon the apex of the

papilla, and that from this point it extends downwards upon its

sides, and thus encloses it as with a cap. This may be the better

understood by supposing one's finger to be covered with a thumb-
stall, and looking to the finger as the papilla and the thumbstall

as the dentine. The papilla, thus capped by dentine, is now
called the tooth pulp. This layer of Dentine is at first very thin,

but by fresh depositions added from the pulp within, its thickness

is daily increased. Hence a gradual decrease in the size both of
the pulp and of the cavity in Avhich it is placed. The ultimate

consequences of this diminution, with regard to the nutrition of
the tooth as derived from the pulp, has been already shown.
The continuous lessening of the cavity is nicely seen in a trans-

verse section of the fang of an incisor of the ox. Even to the
unassisted eye a preparation of this description shows concentric
lines, one within the other, marking fresh deposits of dentine.

* The precise manner in which the dentinal tubes and the inter-tubular structure
is formed out of these elements of the papilla, is still a question for future inves-
tigators. It may be that Schwan's view of the tubes being produced by the
elongation of the cells and their union endways, and of the intertubular structure
becoming solidified by a deposition of earthy materials, is correct. To describe
the minutia? of the process, however, as given by other authorities equal with
Scliwan, but who differ from his views, would be scarcely suited to a work of this
kind were I to attempt their explanation, and which, for the above reason, I shall
refrain from doing.

x2
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The varying sizes of these rings, and the sudden cui'vatures of

the dentinal tubes in these places, would seem to indicate an
irregularity in the rate of formation.

In a tooth with more than one fang, as for example the molar
of a pig, when the sides of the pulp are covered with dentine,

a horizontal projection of this substance shoots across the base of

the pulp. By this means one fang becomes separated from the

other, and the same process of conversion goes on in each lower

division of tlie pulp until the final length of the fangs is accom-
plished. Tliis circumstance explains how it is that in a molar tooth,

in particular, a section, made in a vertical direction through its

middle, exposes a cavity of a similar shape to the tooth itself.

The irregularities on the face of a tooth forming its points

or cusps are simply caused by the papilla assuming that form,

before any dentine is produced upon its surface. This brings me
to the f^uestion of the formation of compound teeth, as in them
we find deep depressions in the dentine into which the enamel
dips. These depressions are effected by a kind of cleavage of the

upper part of the papilla or tooth pulp to a depth corresponding

with that of the hollow. Thus, supposing a tooth to have two
principal cusps with an enamel cup between them, the substance

of the papilla recedes from the centre and forms two apices.

Each of these becomes first capped with a layer of dentine, as

seen in the subjoined engraving, fig. 13, and next covered with a

Fig. 13.* Fig. 14.f

layer of enamel. The "enamel membrane," hereafter to be more
particularly described, is present in these hollows, because in the

* Fig. 13. Vertical section of a molar tootli of a young calf while being
developed, showing tlie formation of the enamel cup. a, the pulp cavity

;
B, the

enamel cup still open at the bottom
; », the dentine ; e, the enamel.

t Fig. 14 also represents a vertical section of a similar tooth, and shows that the

enamel cup is now closed at the bottom by a further production of dentine, a, the

pulp cavity ; b, the enamel cup
;
d, the dentine ; and e, the enamel.
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separation of the substance of the papilla to produce the form of

the future tooth, this membrane, as its original covering, is not

cleft, but merely adapted to the altered shape of the pulpy mass.

The process of development goes on, and after a time the two
caps of dentine unite at the bottom of the hollow, and thus

form a cup, in which enamel, is afterwards produced by its mem-
brane, lining the cavity throughout. Compare figs. 13 and 14.

The preceding illustrations are taken from the molar teeth of a

calf during their development. Tiieyare both vertical sections made
across the teeth, at their opposite ends. The same letters apply

to each figure
;

a, the pulp cavity
;
b, the enamel cup, which is

still unclosed at the bottom in fig. 13, but closed in fig. 14 by a

coalescence of the forming plates of Dentine
;

n, the dentine, and
E, the enamel. The depth to which these cups extend, and also

the peculiar arrangement of the enamel in these compound teeth,

are correctly depicted in fig. 19, which represents a vertical sec-

tion of the posterior half of a sheep's molar tooth.

A question of some importance arises at this stage of our in-

quiry on the proper solution of which depends the correctness of

all which has further to be explained with regard to the formation

and arrangement of the other structures of the teeth,— enamel and
crusta. It is whether the Dentine, described as being formed
originally on the apex of the papilla, is in reality produced beneath

the membrane which covers the papilla ? or otherwise, whether
this membrane is or is not the nucleus of the formation ? Under
the supposition that the membrane gives rise to the first produc-
tion of the Dentine, and is itself obliterated by the process, it has

been called the pe/foi'inative membrane of the dental papilla.*

* Without presuming to decide this vexed question, I must say that, after

repeated investigations, I agree in opinion with those who state that the membrane
<\oes not become obliterated, but that the dentine is formed altogether beneath it.

The mcinhrnnc )-eiiuiiiis upon the cup of dentine, but in consequence of the altered
circumstances under which it is now placed, and especially with regard to the
natui'e of the structure immediately beneath it, and having also an important part
to play in the production of the other constituents of the tooth, its original
character is greatly changed.

To the circumstance of this membrane, as an ordiuaiy inflection of the mucous
membrane of the mouth, being covered with an ejiithelitim, which is analogous to

the epidermis of the skin, special attention has been already called. A reference
to figs. 4, 5, and (j in the diagram, will show that when the young tooth becomes
sacculated, the^ac itself is merely lined with a continuation of the same membrane
which is reflected upon the papilla. Under these circumstances the epithelium of
the lining of the sac, and likewise that of the coveriiuj of the papilla, is changed
into a pulpy mass, which has been called the outer or enamel jm/p, from the belief

that the enamel was directly produced from it. These several things are rendered
very clear in fig. G of the diagi'ani, where a represents the papilla

;
n, the mem-

brane which covers it, or rather that part of the membrane which answers to the
true skin deprived of its epidermis : c, the altered epithelium of the membranous
lining of the sac and the covering of the papilla, called now the outer pulp ; and
D, the " true skin " or vascular portion of the membrane of the sac. e is the germ
of the permanent tooth, and f the gum. These several symbols also apply to the
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In concluding this portion of my subject, I will merely observe
—1st, Tliat, for reasons adduced in a note, it appears to me
that the Dentine is formed beneath the original membranous
covering of the papilla

;
2ndly, That this membrane is the true

same parts in fig. 9 of the diagram, which represents the young tooth as cutting
through its sac and the gum.
Having now shown that the membrane remains as a covering to the papilla, its '

office has next to be inquired into. This is, I believe, to form the enamel, for it

appears to me tliat the ho-called performative membrane of the dentine is identical
with the mlarri'diliue membrane of the enamel; that, in fact, there are not two
membranes, but only one.

The general received opinion seems to be that the outer pulp produces the
enamel, and the inucr surface of the sac, that is, the tooth capsule, tlie crusta
which lies both upon the faugs of the tooth and also upon the surface of the enamel,
where it covers the dentine. This opinion is negatived, however, by the fact that

the capsule is not reflected into the enamel cups of compound tcel/i, although these are
always filled with crusta, and therefore it is evident that this crusta has some
other source, and this I am inclined to believe is the outer pulp. If this pulp
produces the crusta in one part, it necessarily would do so in another. If within
the enamel cups, then on the outer surface of the enamel, and also on the fangs of
the teeth. Further confirmation of tliis opinion will be presently given.

Although tlie formation of tlie crusta succeeds that of the enamel, the two are
so intimately bound together that it is with difficulty their developments can be
separately described, and especially in a popular account, where one has to abstain
as much as possible from an undue employment of scientific terms.

First, of the enamel membrane, as I propose to call the original covering of the
papilla in its now altered condition. If a permanent molar tooth of a lamb,,

sufficiently developed to have a thin layer of euamel on its body, be removed from
the jaw with its capsule entire and dissected under water, a membrane, wliich is

interposed lietween the outer pulp and tlie forming enamel, can be readily floated

from the surface of the latter. This, the enamel membrane, firmly adheres to the
tooth at that part from which the fangs arise—in short, as far down as the enamel
extends. The fonninj fnmjs are rnated v ith the outer j)'dj>, whicli nowhere else,

from the interposition of the membrane, can come in contact with the dentine.

See fig. 9 of tlie diagrauj. The pulp existing here, as the formative organ of the
crusta, depends on the circumstance that the capsule is continued, independent of
the enamel membrane, to the end of the develoj^imj fang, by adhering firmly to the
lowermost part of the papilla.

Todd and Bowman, in describing the development of a simple tooth, state that

which is perfectly correct, namely, " tliat the reflection of the original mucous
membrane of the follicle on to the papilla takes place at a line corresponding

nearly to the neck of the future tooth, and tliat the original papilla answers to the

crown or body of the tooth, and not to the root. The latter is a subsequent
formation, and is laid down gradnallj' after a certain amount of ossification has
already taken place in the crown, and after the enamel has been calcified."

—

Fliysiological Aunlomg, part iii., p. 177.

The enamel menibrane also, on the ujiper part of the young compound tooth, is

reflected, after the manner of an inverted finger of a glove, into the enamel cup
(b, figs. 13 and 14), because it is not divided, as before explained, in the

cleavage of the papilla, to produce this variety of tooth. The inverted portion of
the membrane has between its folds some of the outer pulp, and thus the crusta is

ultimately produced within the cup.

Examined under a low magnifying power the surface of this membrane, which
is in contact with the newly deposited enamel, and which has undergone a change
equal with its outer or original epithelial surface, seems to be merely linear in its

arrangement ; but when magnified 2(K1 diameters, columns or elongated prismatic

cells of forming enamel are readily detected upon it. In the annexed engraving

these prismatic cells (a, fig. 15) are represented in situ as they would be seen in a

vertical section of the pulp, n, shows the enamel membrane by which they are
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producing organ of tlie enamel, and identical with both the per-

formative and the adamantine membranes, these being, not two,

but one
;

3rdly, That the pulpy mass lying external to the

enamel membrane is the matrix of the crusta ; and 4thly, That

produced ;
c, the outer pulp with its vascular net-work of vessels ramifying

amidst cells in a reticuled menibiane ; and d, the capsule. The close resemblance

of this figure to one given by Todd and Bowman
iu their J'/njsiologictd Anutomij, cannot escape the

notice of the scientific reader. It is said by them
that " the structiu-e of this thick pulpy mass is

very beautiful and peculiar. It consists of a mesh
of short fibres, meeting in numberless points, and
at each point of junction a transparent clear nu-

cleus is visible. It is elastic, spongy, loaded with

fluid albumen, but destitute of vessels, and it seems
perfectly distinct from that columnar structure

which appears to be afterwards converted into

enamel."

—

P/ii/sioloijical Anatomij, part iii., p. 175

ct acq. What this " mesh of short fibres, meeting
in numberless points," the " stellated bodies " of

other observers, so accurately described by Todd
and Bowman, may be, I do not presume to decide.

Probably they are cells in a transition state from
the ordinary epithelium of the mucous membrane
to the cells of true crusta.

With reference, however, to the pulpy mass being "destitute of vessels," much
of the correctness of this depends on the stage of development when the examina-
tion is made. Todd and Bowman could not detect any vessels ramifying in the

pulp of a human /^e^us five months old, but they saw, even at that early date, loops

of vessels descending from the membrane of the capsule upon the outer surface of
this pulpy mass. In my description, and also in the accompanying figure, I have
drawn attention to numerous vessels permeating the mass, but then it must be
stated that my examinations were made on the permanent molar teeth of calves

whose ages ranged from two to six months. It is the vascularity of the outer

pulp, and which appears to be perfected in the latter stages only of the developing
process, that alters the general character of the mass, and leads to its i\ltimate

conversion into crusta.

This view of the formation of the three structures will explain another well-
known circumstance, namely, that the cnnen of a simple tootli, and likewise the
cusps of a compound one, have upon them a mere ;film of crusta. By the time
these parts are sufficiently covered with enamel the tooth is so far developed as to

rise towards the under-surface of the gum. The resistance to its advance through
this structure forces the outer pulp downwards towards the middle part of the
body and also the fang. Under these circumstances the upper part of the capsule,
through which the tooth is passing, adheres to the enamel membrane on the inner
side, and to the gum on the outer. (See fig. 9 in the diagram, page 3ul.) The
source of the supply of crusta, always the last formed of the three structures, is

thus somewhat exhausted and hence a mere film of it, if any, is found on this part
of the tooth. At first sight, this explanation may seem to be negatived by the
fact that the enamel cups are filled with crusta, but a little reflection will at once
remove the doubt.
To render this more clear, I insert a figure representing a molar tooth in the

act of cutting.

Here it will be seen that although the enamel cmps, f, f, have penetrated the
gum c, c, the latter is still pressing on the upper part of the enamel cups. This

* Fig. 15. Vertical section of the capsule, pulp and enamel membrane, a, enamel
prisms in the process of formation; b, the enamel membrane; c, the outer pulp;
D, the capsule.

Fig. 15.*
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the capsule becomes the periodental membrane or covering to the

tooth, and the peiiosteal lining of the bony socket in which it is

placed—these being also but one.*

In the pieceding pages reference has more than once been made
to compound teeth, and to the advantages which result from the

several constituents of a molar tooth being so arranged as for all

of them to meet on its wearing surface. From this it might be
supposed that the dentine, enamel, and crusta,were all brought into

pressure retains the still existing portion of the outer pulp, which with the

enamel membrane had been reflected into the cups, in its place. The supply of

blood to it is kept up by the vessels

which pass inwards from both the

capsule and the gum, securely lodged
in the grooves upon the edge of the

cusps and likewise in the hollows

between them. Thus, while the

tooth is cutting, the process of fill-

ing the enamel cup with crusta goes

on.

The somewhat altered circum-

stances under which this crusta is

formed may possibly account for the

difference observed in the arrange-

ment of its several parts when com-
pared with the crusta on the fang.

Attention was called to this fact

when the microscopic characters of

the dentine, enamel, and crusta

were described.

The other references to fig. IGare:

—

a, the capsule, reflected back from one-lialf

of the tooth, which has also been cut away to show e, an enamel cup
;

b, the

entire half of the tootli covered by the other portion of the capsule, which is seen

to join the gum above, and to extend downwards to the cud of the forming fang;

and D, the dentinal pulp cavit}'.

After a tooth is fully cut, and the crusta upon its imbedded portion also per-

fected, then the capsule becomes a bond of union betw een the tooth and its socket.

In this position it is to be viewed both as the pcriuJontal covering to the tooth and
the periosteal lining of the socket. Much more might be added in further expla-

nation of these phenomena, but it is unnecessary in a work of this kind.
* This view of the question of the formation of a tooth has at least simplicity

for its basis
;
for, after all, it is little more than a layer of mucous membrane,

which is reflected inwards, changed partly in the arrangement of its primitive

elements, and then reflected outwards again. That portion of the mucous mem-
brane of the mouth which originally flanked the sides of the dental groove remains
behind as the lining to the socket of the tooth, while the portion which was reflected

over the primitive dental papilla again comes to the surface as a covering of
enamel—the two having now between them a third substance, the crusta, and
which has been formed by the clianges that each in jii:i-t has undergone. These
views of the development of the dental tissues will be made the more apparent if

the series of objects in the diagram (fig. 12) are attentively examined.

f Fig. IG represents a molar tooth of a calf in the act of cutting the gum—dis-

sected to show the retention of the matrix of the crusta (the pulp) in the enamel cup.

A, a portion of the capsule of the tooth reflected backwards
;

li, the remaining part

of the capsule covering one half of the tooth
;

i;, an enamel cup ; v f, the cusps pene-

trating the gum ; c c the gum pressing upon and covering the openings of the

enamel cups.

Fig. IG.f
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wear immediately upon such a tooth being cut. Such, however, is

not the case. In fig. 17, which gives a representation of the third

temporary molar of a calf,

taken from out of its

socket a few days after it

was cut, it will he seen

that the cusps a, a, a, are

very pointed, and that no
other structure, except

that which covers the

body of the tooth and
these projections, is as

yet apparent. The cusps
of molar teeth, as well as

the edge of the incisors,

are cased with enamel, as

was shown when speak-

ing of the formation of this

structure. The hardness of the enamel combined with the irregu-

larity of the shape of the cusps is sufficient for all the purposes

needed at the first by the young tooth, as a grinding organ. Con-
tinuous use, however, soon wears away these projections, and after

a time the caps of enamel are completely cut tlirough.

It will also be remembered that the enamel passes from the outer

surface of the body of a tooth, as a covering to the dentine into deep

hollows, which are originally produced by a separation of the pa-

pilla, and that it lines them throughout. The wisdom of nature's

arrangement in thus blending the several structures together now
becomes more evident. By the wearing away of the enamel caps

the outer reflection of this structure is separated from the inner,

and thus, instead of there being fewer points of resistance to attri-

tion, there is a positive multiplication of them. Between the

separated layers of enamel, the dentine is exposed, and as the

enamel cups are filled with crusta, so we see that all three struc-

tures are now in wear together. The tooth will therefore present

on its surface the appearances depicted in fig. 18, which may
be supposed to represent the preceding tooth (fig. 17) after its

upper part had been removed by continuous use. The irregularity

also of the wearing surface by the blending together of the

structures is very nicely shown in the engraving, where K repre-

sents the outer layer of enamel, and E*, the inner; c, the crusta;

and D, the dentine.

In speaking of the production of the Dentine it was observed

* Fig. 17. The third temporary molar of the calf sho%\ ing its general form, and
likewise that its cusps, a, a, a, are covered with enamel v/hen first brought into
use.
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Fig. n

that its situation upon the tooth pulp might be compared to
one's finger as covered by a thumbstall. A similar figure may be
employed to elucidate the arrangements of the structures in a
molar tooth of an Herbivorous animal. Thus, suppose two fingers

when held up to represent a cleft tooth pulp. Cover these first

with two leather caps, say of a yellow colour (this is the dentine),
place over them two other caps of a white colour (this is the
enamel), put over these two more caps of a brown colour (this

is the crusta). Now unite the brown caps by approximating
the fingers ; and supposing these several coverings to be all

joined together, and tiiick enough to have a horizontal section

carried through them, we shall find in reckoning from outside

to outside, first brown
(crusta), then white (ena-

mel), next yellow (den-

tine), then white again,

next brown, and after-

wards white, yellow,

white and brown. Like
most similes, objections

can easily be taken to

this, but still it is suf-

ficient to show the com-
mingling of the several structures ; and as they all differ in

density, we see how a roughened surface is maintained upon the

exposed part of a compound tootli.

As these molar teeth wear away so do they rise in their

sockets, and consequently they always stand at about the same
height in the mouth, and the incessant wear occasions such
an arrangement of the dentine, enamel, and crusta, that the tooth

of the old animal, when worn nearly to its fangs, may be as efTec-

tive an instrument for sjrindino' the food as it had been when the

animal was young. Provision is made for this, by elongatmg
the bodies of these molars at the expense of their fangs. The
body of the last molar of the ox is not less than two incites long,

and that of the same tooth of the sheep an inch and a half long ;

Mobile the bodies of several of the permanent molars of the horse

are often from three to three inches and a half long, although little

more than a quarter of an inch of these teeth may appear above

the gum. This great length of body of all the horse's molars

renders them nearly fangless, and the same is the case with
the fifth molar in particular of the sheep, as seen in the fol-

* Fig. 18. Face of the third teinporavy molar of a calf, natural size, showing
that the exposure of the dentine and isolation of the central from the outer enamel
is caused by the wearing away of tlie original enamel cusps, e, outer layer of
enamel

; e*, inner ditto forming the cup
;

c, crusta ; d, dentine.
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Fig. 10*

lowing engraving, fig. 19. This figure, which has been drawn

a size larger than natural to make the several parts of the tooth

more apparent, sliows the depth to

which the enamel cup descends, and

also the extent of the outer layers of

the same substance. The pulp ca-

vity, which can be traced to nearly

the top of the tooth, is marked a, at

its bottom part, and h, where it is

about to close, above; the crusta has

the letter c, and the dentine, d; the

enamel cup is distinguished by e*,

and the outer layer of this substance

by e.

In fig. 20 we have a view of a

transverse section of the upper part

of a permanent molar, also of a sheep,

magnified two diameters. It shows
that the J^ulp cavity, b, is nearly

closed in the part where the section

is made by the dentine, D, the radi-

ating lines in which map out the

size of the original cavity from which
they spring. The external layer of

enamel, as in many other of these

illustrations, is marked E*, the crusta,

c ; and the inner enamel, as filled

with the crusta, e.
^

From these explanations of the arrangement of the structures

in compound teeth, I pass to the changes the teeth undergo when
brought into daily use. It has been shown that in all animals,

with which we are familiar, there are two sets of teeth ; the

temporary and the permanent. Tlie temporary set in the ox
and sheep consists of twenty teeth

;
eight being incisors and

twelve molars ; fourteen of this number, that is, the eight in-

cisors and six molars, are placed in the lower jaw, the remain-
ing six occupying the upper jaw. The number of temj)orari/

teeth in the pig is twenty-eight, namely, twelve incisors, four

tushes, and twelve molars ; a moiety of each being located in

either jaw. It may be also necessary to repeat that it is while
the temporary teeth are being formed that nature provides for

* Fig. 19. A vertical section of the posterior half of the //rt molar of a sheep in

its short diameter, showing the gi-eat depth of the enamel cup and that it is

filled with crusta. a, the inferior part of the pulp cavity; h, its superior portion

which is being closed; c, the crusta in the enamel cup; d, tlie dentine; e*, the
outer layer of enamel ; e, the inner layer of the same substance, forming the cup.
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the development of tlie permanent, which are to replace them,
as well as for those molars which, in due time, are put up and
add to their number.
The order in which the two sets succeed each other, together

Avith the cutting of the additional permanent molar teeth, consti-

Fig. 20.«

tutes dentition. To tliese phenomena, as they occur in the ox,

sheep, and pig, I have now to direct the reader's atterition, as a
means by whicli we can determine the age of these animals. Their
value for such a purpose will become apparent as we proceed.

This may be called the more practical part of my subject. As
such it will necessarily require fidl investigation, and I shall

direct attention, firstly, to the Dentition of the Ox.

DENTITION OF THE OX.

The causes of the fall of the temporary teeth, and the way in

which that is effected, will at the outset require our notice.

Three principal causes are in operation together to produce the

fall of the temporary incisors ; these are, wear, greater width
of the animal's jaw from increasing years, and the pressure of

the advancing teeth ; to these some minor things might be
added.

That the fall of the temporary teeth, as a general principle,

depends more upon the rate of the development of the permanent
beneath them than upon either their own wear or the spread of

the animal's jaw, seems however to be evident. As the perma-
nent teeth grov/, so do they press upon the fangs of the temporary,

* Fig. 20. Transverse section of the upper part of a permanent molar of
a sheep magnified with a lens only to show the arrangement of its several

constituents, u, the pulp cavity slightly open
;

c, the crusta
; v, dentine ; e,

enamel.
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and produce an absorption of these projections, with, of necessity,

a daily diminishing firmness of tlieir attachment to the jaw.

It is hardly necessary to enter at any length into an explanation

of the manner in which the absorption of a tooth is effected.

Pressure is its great promoter. The permanent tooth imbedded in

tr.e socket, interferes more or less, by its pressure upon the pulp,

with the nutrition of the temporary tooth, and thus predisposes

its elementary matters to undergo a change. Besides this the

temporary tooth having served its purpose, the balance of nutrition

is turned against it. On the other hand, the developing process

is steadily going on in the permanent tooth, and thus its power
as an expeller daily increases.

Absorption necessarily implies previous solution, but how
the solid parts of a tooth, or indeed of any part of the body,

become fluid, is not well understood. With the theories of

this change we have nothing to do. It appears that in propor-

tion to the quantity of the animal matter in the several structures

of a tooth, so is the rapidity of their absorption : thus Crusta

is observed to give way quicker than Dentine, and Dentine
quicker than the Enamel. This difference in the rate of the

absorption of the constituents is well seen on a close inspection

of the crowns of the temporary teeth which have fallen from
absorption. An advantage arises from this : the enamel which
covers the tooth will be found to project from the edges, and thus

to hold its connexion with the gum when the whole of the middle
part of the tooth has been hollowed out as if with a chisel.

Premature removal is thus very often prevented.

Tlie influence of absorption over the fall of the temporary

teeth will necessarily be in proportion as the pressure to their

fangs is direct. In the horse and pig the permanent incisors come
up more within the original sockets of the temporary than in

the ox or sheep, and this seems to be of itself almost sufficient

to produce the removal of the temporary teeth of those animals.

In the ox and sheep, on the contrary, from the disproportion

which exists in the size of the two kinds of teeth, and also from
the greater readiness with which the surrounding bone gives way
to the pressure, it generally happens that the permanent incisors

come up rather without than within the sockets which are occupied
by the temporary. The temporary teeth are therefore very often

pushed aside instead of being expelled. The liability to this dis-

placement is increased by the loose connexion which at this time
exists between these teeth and their sockets. These several cir-

cumstances now and then lead to a persistency of the temporary
incisors, by their retaining a hold of the surrounding paits. An
instance of this kind is exhibited in the following engraving,

fig. 21, where we observe that the second pair of temporary
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incisors is still standing between the first and second pairs of

the permanent. In addition to this, one of the third pair is also

in situ, the corresponding temporary incisor of the opposite side

liaving given way to the permanent tooth, producing thereby

an inequality in the relative number of each set.

rig. 21 .»

It is a circumstance worthy of a passing remark, that these

temporary teeth are not unfrequently hollow, their pulp cavity

being opened from above by the decaying process they are slowly

undergoing. The adage that " Nature gives nothing in vain

is beautifully exemplified in the fact before us. These teeth

have but a temporary purpose to serve, and therefore, although

dentine is gradually added from the pulp to keep their wearing

surfaces solid while attrition is daily going on, their cavity is not

perfectly obliterated by a conversion of the pulp into dentine, as

it is in the teeth of old animals. Had this been tlie case, the

Crusta, to a certain extent, would have taken the place of the

Dentine, in order that the tooth might still be nourished as a

perfect organ. Out of its proper situation, however, the socket,

* Fig. 21. lu this figure the second pair and one of the third pair of the tem-
porary incisors are represented as having become persistent from their being
pushed aside by the permanent. Engraved from a specimen in the author's
possession.
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and liaving served its purpose, the temporary tooth scarcely

obtains from the surrounding vessels sufticient nutrient matter

to maintain its vitality. Decay consequently results, not unfre-

quently leading also to a diseased state of the gums. These
displaced teeth, likewise, from projecting forwards out of the

line of the jaw, occasionally produce abrasion of the lips,

which will now and then interfere with the capability of the

animal to collect his food. Tliese are among the things, there-

fore, to which we should direct our attention when wc observe

some slight impairment of the power of grazing.

To return to the causes of the shedding of the teeth. The
removal of a temporary tooth, as an impediment to the advance
of a fully-developed permanent one, doubtless favours the

process. It should be observed, however, that these teeth

are often, in one animal at least, intentionally removed, and as

such their fall is premature. I allude to the well-known circum-

stance that persons are accustomed to draw the temporary
"corner" teeth of the horse, to give this animal an apparent age

beyond his real one. Whether such a procedure does in reality

exert any considerable quit kening process upon the permanent
teeth is somewhat questionable. There are those in the Veteri-

nary profession, eminent for the extent of their practical know-
ledge, who hold that the cutting of these teeth is not in the

least facilitated by such an act. That the taking out of a

temporary tooth, upon the near approach to the surface of a per-

manent one, may hasten the process, can be readily supposed

;

but the premature removal of such a tooth acting as a ])ro-

moter to the development of the permanent is quite another

thing.

The accidental removal of the incisors of the ox and sheep,

especially of the latter when pastured amid heath plants, is a
common occurrence. Whether the permanent incisors of these
animals are put up earlier from such an accident becomes a
question in deciding upon age, and even extensive breeders of
sheep differ materially on this point ; on the whole, however,
there seems little ground for tlie opinion that the cutting of the
permanent incisors is hastened by such removal.

In competing for prizes it is hardly to be supposed that any
person would interfere with the teething of his animals, because
such proceedings would but defeat the object had in view. Still,

with such a precedent before us as the celebrated " Running-
rein case," it is possible that the accidental loss of the temporary
teeth might be assigned as the cause of the too early exist-

ence of the permanent. We often hear of the " bishoping

"

of old horses to deceive an unwary purchaser ; but I know of
means which would give to the teeth of the ox or sheep an
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appearance of youtbfulness which in reality did not belong to

them.
The tushes of pigs are sometimes cut off, and their stumps

brought by a file to an unnatural sharpness, with a view
to impose on persons who are not conversant with the

ages of these animals. These things, however, notwithstand-

ing the care with which they are often done, can be easily

detected.

There are few questions which have a more direct influence

upon the success of agricultural exhibitions than that of a prize

being obtained by an animal of proper age. The information

which we have hitlierto possessed upon the subject of dentition

has availed us but little in disputed cases. Practice here has not

harmonised with theory. Several years since I became satisfied

that nothing which had hecn written upon the dentition of either

the ox or sheep in this country could be relied upon, and I

resolved, by an extensive examination of animals of all breeds

and under all circumstances, to ascertain what the facts were
which belonged to the process. My position in the Royal
Veterinary College first required this, for, being ever desirous of

imparting -practical information, I felt the want of this knoAV-

ledge Avhen speaking to the class year after year on dentition.

Though my examinations had extended over a considerable time

and were numerous, still from uncertainty with respect to the

exact ages of the animals examined, 1 believed them insufficient

to found correct conclusions upon.

On the honour being conferred upon me by the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of electing me as its " Veterinary Inspector," this

subject assumed a more important aspect. Forthwith I deter-

mined to examine all the animals brought together at the annual
exhibitions and make records of the facts relating to their denti-

tion. This was done to some extent at the Windsor meeting,

but at Lewes and Gloucester it was fully carried out. Note-book
in hand I went from stall to stall and I'ecorded the condition of

the animal's teeth without reference at that time to its stated

age. Subsequently the two things were compared and I have now^

before me the notes of upwards of 800 oxen of certified age, the

condition of the teeth of each standing on the opposite page to that

which gives the age, breed, and sex of the animal. Tiie data thus

obtained are embodied in a tabular form for more easy reference,

and will be given hereafter.

Much might be said to show that many of the rules laid

down in previous Avorks, and even in the work on Cattle by
the late Mr. Youatt,* are rather the result of imagination

* ' Cattle, their Breeds, Management, and Diseases' p. 318 et seq.
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than of practical investigation, notwithstanding the confi-

dence with which the author appeals to the experience of

the breeders of cattle. I refrain, however, from this task, being

far more desirous to lay before the Society the facts as I have

found them myself.

To commence with the birth of the calf. The condition of

the teeth at birth is subject to ^reat variation. It not unfrequently

happens that as many as six of the temporary incisors have thrust

their edges through the gums, while in other cases none as yet have

made their appearance. These differences probably depend
rather on the variations in the periods of utero-gestation than on
any other circumstance. The offspring, it is true, inherits the

qualities of its parents, and among them may be an aptitude

to arrive early at maturity ; but it is stretching the point

to infer that such a power is the true cause of the cutting

of the teeth while the foetus is in utero. This ground
might probably be defended by some ; but when we see the

great differences there are in the times of gestation, it appears

to me that here is sufficient to account for all the variations we
observe.

The prevalent notion among breeders, that a cow carries a bull-

calf longer than a cow-calf, received singular confirmation by the

experiments of the late Earl Spencer, who also showed that the

male parent influences to some extent the duration of the period

of pregnancy. If forty weeks is the average time of utero-gestation^

and some cows exceed and others fall short of it by ten days each
way, we can easily see that this very common occurrence will ex-

plain the teeth Ijeing cut or not when the calf is born. In this par-

ticular, therefore, niy opinion accords with the author of the work
on Cattle, when he says that " the mouth of the newly-born
calf presents an uncertain appearance, depending on the mother
having exceeded or fallen short of the average period of utero-

gestation."

The presence of four incisors at birth is, I believe, the rule ;

more or less being an exceptional number. At this time, also, the

outline of the other teeth, as ready to cut the gum, is distinctly

visible beneath the tissue. The third pair is usually through by
the twelfth or fourteenth day ; but the corner or fourth pair
seldom penetrates the gum until about the end of the third or be-
ginning of the fourth week. By the time the calf is about a
month old, all the incisors will therefore be in situ. Thus we
find that the statements of the author of the above work do not
agree with nature's proceedings. Indeed the account he has
given is fanciful in the extreme, and is rendered the more so
by the illustrations which accompany his descriptions. We have
figures of the mouth at birth, and at the second, third, and fourth

VOL. XV. y
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week, but it is not until the last named date that we can trace even;

an outline of tioo teeth or more, oi four and oi six, all of which,
however, Nature exhibits of

full size in orderly succes-

sion at birth, in the second
and in the third week re-

spectively.

The eight temporary inci-

sors of the calf are in all re-

spects, excepting size, the

counterparts of the perma-
nent by which they will be
succeeded. The first or

middle pair is the largest of

the set, and the corner pair

the smallest, a gradual de-

crease taking place fiom the

one to the other. These
teeth by the end of the fourth

Aveek, owing to the growth
of the maxillary bone, are

less crowded together than

when first cut, although

they are still observed to be
partially overlapping each
other.

Not only are the incisors

all up by this time, but the

temporary molars are also in

their place. It may be again

necessary to state, that these

are twelve in number, three

occupying each side of both
jaws (upper and lower). The
engraving (fig. 22) of the

lower jaw of the calf at a

month old, gives the general

form as well as position and
size of the incisors and mo-
lars.

The temporary molars

have many peculiarities, the

chief of which must be

* Fig. 22. Lower jaw of a calf one month old, natural size, showing that

the eight incisors and the three temporary molars ou each side of the jaw are in

situ.
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named, as these teeth likewise furnish important evidence of

age during the early period of the animal's life. At birth

none of the molars have cut the gum, and it is not until the

calf is a month old that they are well developed. Like the

incisors, they follow no special order of eruption, but more fre-

quently than otherwise the first in position is the last to be cut.

The first and second of the temporary molars in either jaw
do not differ essentially in form from the permanent, by which
they are succeeded. If we compare, however, the teeth of the

upper jaw with those belonging to the lower, it will be found

that the two anterior molars in the lower jaw are much smaller

than the corresponding ones of the upper, still these points are

of less practical import than others which have to be named.
The tkird in position of the temporary molars in the lower jaw

varies considerably from all the others, as also from its permanent
successor. It differs likewise as greatly from the fourth in situa-

tion, the first permanent which is put up, and with which it can
scarcely be confounded even in a casual examination, if the fol-

lowing particulars are borne in mind. It is the last of all the

temporary molars which, as a rule, is renewed, and consequently

throughout it furnishes much assistance in determining a Cj[ues-

tion of age. Figures 22 and 23 show it occupying a space in the

jaw equal to or even greater than both other molars together

which stand before it^ in consequence of its increased width
from front to back, more correctly called its long diameter. It

is composed of three main parts or lobes of a semi-cylin-

drical form, having in the hollows between them, on the outer
side, two smaller portions which also rise into asperities or

cusps. The latter, when the tooth is somewhat worn down, add
both to the strength of its body and the irregularity of its

grinding surface.

Each of the three principal lobes likewise rises into cusps,
an inner and an outer, of which the inner are always the highest.
In fig. 17, a representation of this molar, as removed from the
jaw, is inserted. The description there given shows how the
roughness of the face of the tooth is added to by the wearing
away of the cusps. This tooth being of triple form, might, for
brevity's sake, be called a tri-cuspid tooth ; but this, critically

speaking, is far from being correct, for originally, as Ave have
seen, it has six principal with two minor projections or cusps.

These particulars suffice to distinguish the third temporary
molar so well, that in examinations of the mouth it is quickly
recognized. By merely bearing in mind that this tooth has three
lobes, while both the fourth and the fifth molars have but two,
and that when it falls it is replaced by a tooth similar in size and
form to them, we recognize immediately both the number and the

Y 2
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Fig. 23. *

kind of molars v.liich occupy the mouth. It may be added that

the form of this tooth beautifully adapts it to its oflTice, for in the

act of mastication its pro-

jections intersect those of

the corresponding inolar

in the upper jaw, and thus

effectually grind down the

food which is submitted
to their action.

The putting up of the

temporary incisors and
molars at al)out a month,
completes " first denti-

tion," and as there are

now a given number of

teeth, so any addition to

them will mark an import-

ant stage in the further

process of teething. When
this addition takes place,

the temporary teeth,

merely by their number,
cannot avail in our inqui-

ries, nor can they be said

materially to do so up to

that period by the slight

wear they may have un-
dergone. The general ap-

pearance of the young
animal, for the first few
months, suffices to foi'm

a fair estimate of its age.

As the temporary inci-

sors agree in number with
the permanent, but the

temporary molars are but
a moiety of the whole, of

these teeth, so the addi-

tion is necessai'ily made
to the latter. Inquirers

into the age of the ox
have assigned very differ-

ent dates for the appear-

* Fig. 23. Side view of one half of the lower jaw of a six-mouths-old calf,

showing that the fourth molar tooth, 4 P. M., is cut. Reduced one fourth from the

natural size.
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ance of the first permanent molars. Most of our authorities

concur in sajing that these teeth arc cut when the animal is about

a year old. These statements, however, aie far from being- correct,

for these teeth are put up when the calf is six months old.

In fi". 23, I have represented a side view of one half of the

lower jaw of a calf, reduced one fourth from its natural size ;

and it will be seen that the fourth Permanent Molar, marked
4 p. M., is in its place. I have found, as a rule, that this molar

in the lower jaw is usually a little more forward than its fellow

in the upper, and now and then appears even before the sixth

month. This tooth, it will be remembered, is of less length than

the third molar, as measured from front to bac k, but wider from
side to side, gaining thereby a more proportionate outline. In
about three months the fourth molars attain an equal height with

the others.

The next important stage in dentition is the cutting of the fifth
molar in situation, the second permanent. This takes place at

fifteen months ; but as in the interim well marked changes have

come on in the temporary incisors, it is necessary to direct atten-

tion in the first instance to these.

From six to nine or ten months, the edges of the incisors, which
at the former date were rather blunted, have been gradually giving

way to attrition : this perhaps would be scarcely recognised in an

ordinai-y examination. After the latter period, however, it becomes
more and more apparent, and when the animal is a year old, the

four centrally-placed teeth, in particular, Avill be worn rather flat on
their crowns. These teeth also are now beginning to show spaces

between their fangs.

These changes are re-

gulated partly by the

system of management
the young animal has

received, and the kind

of food on which it

has been kept—partly

by the natural width of

the lower jaw. If the

food has been coarse

and the jaw be a wide
one, the incisors will

be more flat and the

distance between them
greater than otherwise.

In the preceding illustration, fig. 24, is represented the more

* Fig. 24. Front part of tlie lower jaw of a year-old ox, showing the wear of
the incisors and their separation somewhat from each other. Natural size.

Fig. 24.*
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usual state of the incisors at a year old.

Fig. 25.*

The engraving is of na-

tural size, that the pecu-

liarities may be the better

recognised.

From one year we pass

to fifteen months, when,

as before stated, the fifth

molar tooth is put up.

This tooth does not es-

sentially differ from the

fourth in its shape or

dimensions. Its cut-

ting, however, at fifteen

months, when the incisors

offer no satisfactory evi-

dence of precise age, is

a jioint of some utility

to an investigator. For
the periods of appearance

of the permanent molars

are pretty uniform. The
fourth, as we have seen, is

cut at six, and the fifth at

fifteen months : the sixth

follows at two years

—

an
interval of nine months

elapsing between each.

Tills gradation is easily

remembered. Fig. 25
shows the fifth molar in

the act of being cut. The
engraving represents one-

half of the lower jaAV at

fifteen months old, re-

duced one-third from its

natural size ; this tooth

being marked 5 p. m., to

distinguish it from the

fourth molar, 4 p. m. Like
the fourth molar, t'lis

tooth also acquires its full

height in the jaw about
three months from the

time of its cutting.

* Fig. 25. One half of the lower jaw of an ox 15 months old, two-thirds the

natural size, representing the fifth molar as being cut. The fourth in situation

(first permanent) is marked 4 P. M. ; the fifth, 5 P. si.
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Attention must now be directed to the state of the incisor teeth

tit eis^hteen months. In fig. 24 it was shown that at a year old

the four middle-placed incisors, in particular, gave indications of

wear, by the loss of their sharp edges and increasing flatness of

their crowns. By eighteen months this flatness has considerably

increased ; it is not now, however, confined to the teeth placed in

the centre of tlie mouth, but has extended to all. The jaw of the

animal has also grown wider, thus increasing the spaces between

the teeth, so as to leave not merely their fangs apart, but likewise

their crowns. To compensate, in part, for their diminished length,

the teeth have likewise risen in their sockets ; and as some of

them are soon to be renewed by the permanent incisors, the pro-

cess of absorption has commenced in their fangs. These various

causes, more or less modified in different animals, give to the

mouth an appearance which is quickly recognised.

To these indications of age have to be added a diminished
whiteness of the teeth, the part of their crowns which is exposed
being that which is covered by a thin layer of enamel ; the exist-

ence also of yellowish lines on their wearing surfaces, which indi-

cate the outline of the once open pulp cavities ; and the discoloured

state of their fangs from the action of the food and secretions of

the mouth upon the crusta.

Fig. 26 will convey many of these things to the mind of the

reader. It repre-

sents the front part

of the lower jaw at

eighteen months.
With increasing

evidence of a speedy
fall of the middle
incisors, we arrive

at one year and nine

months. At this

time the central

incisors are often

replaced by the

permanent. This
change is generally

observed in animals
whose vigour of con-

stitution a)id potcer

of arriving at early

maturity has been

uided by a liberal

* Fig. 2G. The front part of the lower jaw at IS mouths, exhibiting the
dimmished size of the bodies of the incisors, and the increased space between their
fangs. Natural size.
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diet. It is, therefore, that we see it principally among; our

competing breeds of Short-horns, Herefords and Devons. Such
cases, however, are met with in other breeds, and even more
frequently than is generally supposed.

In the preparation of the tables which accompany this description,

this date has been taken as one of the standards of comparison by
which the limits of the range of dentition may be ascertained.

Many oxen, however, do not put up the first pair of permanent
incisors until they have passed their second year ; a fact which
at once shows that a single average table would have been next

to useless in assisting our decisions in doubtful cases of age.

Fig. 27.*

UTT I N G S'

Very soon after penetrating the gums, these two central teeth ac-

quire a heiglit equal to that represented in fig. 27. At first they

press somewhat against each other for want of space, but this soon

yields to the altered position they take when tiieir broad chisel-

shaped crowns are clear of the jaw and their fangs properly

located within their sockets. The thinness of the bony partitions

between the sockets and the spongy nature of the bone, as a

whole, often leads to the permanent incisors pressing the fangs

of the temporary closer together, so that these teeth will have

a more compact appearance than before the permanent were cut.

* Fig. 27. Front view of the lower jaw of an ox at one year and ten mouths old,

showing that the ceutralpair of permanent incisors, 1,1, are well up. Natural size.
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These things are more clearly marked in oxen with a comparative
narrow jaw, such as the Dcvons.
The general condition of the mouth at this time is shown in

the preceding figure. It represents a front view of the lower
jaw of an Hereford ox at one year and ten months old.

The permanent incisors, 1, 1, are as yet not fully up, so

that the gum is embracing rather the lower part of their
• crowns than their necks. Although the observation will apply
generally to all the permanent incisors, this will be a proper
place to state that the conclusions which are arrived at with re-

spect to age, must be always regulated by the amount of the ^ro-

ti'usion of these teeth from the gum, as well as by their number.
At two years oi age the last addition to the number of the

molar teeth is made by the cutting of the sixth in situation.

This tooth follows, as has been previously explained, the fifth

molar, after an interval of nine months. Its being in the mouth
at two years, although not fully developed, is a circumstance to

be kept in mind in our investigations of age.

The sixth permanent molar in the lower jaiv has many of the

special characters of the third temporary molar. Its long dia-

meter exceeds that of the fourth or fifth, but its short diameter

is only equal to theirs at its front pai t, decreasing gradually from
before backwards. The tooth is therefore thicker at its front than

at its hinder part. It is also tri-lobular, like the third temporary

;

but its lobes are scarcely so perfectly formed, or so distinct from
each other. The hindermost one, not being of equal height with
the others, is not unfrequently concealed by the gum long after

the tooth is cut. Differing, however, as it does in so many par-

ticulars, the sixth molar cannot be confounded with the others,

and therefore its existence in the mouth is quickly detected.

The general condition of all the teeth about this time is de-

picted in fig. 28. We have here one-half of the lower jaw dis-

sected in order to show the number and position of both tem-
porary and permanent sets of incisors and molars. The three

temporary molars are still in situ, but lying beneath their fangs

are the corresponding permanent teeth 1, 2, 3, contained within
their capsules. From the central part of each temporary tooth a

portion of membrane contracted into the form of a small band ex-

tends to the capsule below, supporting it as by a pedicle. These
elongated portions of membrane have been designated the giiber-

nacula, the guides or directors of the teeth into the proper passage.

Todd and Bowman, describing the wisdom of design, which is

observable in every stage of the process of development of the

teeth, very truly observe

—

" It has been supposed that the elongated productions of the cavities of re-

serve, which have been carried down from the surface with the permanent
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tooth sacs, serve to re-direct

them to their proper places as

they rise through tlie gum. But
it may be asked, what served

previously to carry down the

tooth pulps aright and to form
these guheniuculu ? It is ma-
nifest we must ascend to a

higher secondary law, to which
to refer these wonderful phe-
nomena of life."*

To return to figure 28.

Behind the temporary are

seen the fourth and fifth

permanent molars, both

in a state of perfect de-

velopment. Immediately
posterior to the fifth, the

crown of the sixth is ob-

served coming through

the gum, its body and
fangs as yet covered by
the capsule, now called

the periodontal membrane.
This tooth is fully up,

namely, on a level with

the others, by the time
the animal is two years

and a quarter old.

In this illustration three

also of the incisor teeth

are seen to be temporary,

having their permanent
successors imbedded in

the jaw beneath them,

within their respective

capsules. One of these

is in a state of great for-

wasdness compared with

the others, as it is soon to

be cut. The tooth marked

1, is a permanent incisor,

very recently put up.

The great natural size of

the jaw has required that

* Physiological Anatomy, part iii., p. 180.

t Fig. 28. One 1 .IT of the lower jaw of an ox at about two years old, dissected

to show the condition of both the temporary and permanent teeth. Incisors : 1, per-
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the engravins: should be reduced one-half, which prevents many
of the peculiarities being depicted so clearly as otherwise they

might have been.

Attention must again be directed to the fiont part of the

mouth. In fig. 29, we have a representation of the incisors at

tivo years and four months, in a case of early dentition. The
crowns of the second pair are as yet encircled by the gum at

their lower part. In most cases these teeth will crowd upon the

first pair, and overlap their outer edges. As time steals on,

however, by further rising from their sockets they will stand more

easy in the jaw.

Fig. 29.*

(JTTING

The temporary incisors are now much diminished. After

the animal has completed the second year of his age, they get

rapidly smaller, chiefly because the thin covering of enamel

about their neck is unable to withstand the daily attrition they

undergo. My note-book furnishes so many cases of the second

pair of incisors being cut at two years and a quarter, especially in

Short-hom and Flereford bulls, that I have taken this date in the

preparation of the table of early dentition, as the time of the cutting

of these teeth. In our Devon cattle there are fewer instances of

manent, 2, 3, 4 temporary, having the permanent beneath them enclosed in their

capsules. Molars ; 1, 2, 3 permanent contained within their capsules beneath the
fangs of the corresponding temporary; 4, 5, permanent molars full developed; 6,
permanent molar cutting. Reduced one half from natural size.

* Fig. 29. Front part of the lower jaw at two years and four months, showing
the second pair of permanent incisors, 2, 2. The temporary incisors are worn to
their necks. Natural size.
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this, but both they and our other breeds furnish some cases of the

same kind. I have only met with about half a dozen cases where
the second pair of incisors was cut before two years and tliree

months, and tliese were in animals certified to be tico years and
two months old.

More prizes are now offered than formerly for the best

bulls and heifers under two years old, and it is therefore of
great importance to ascertain what is the state of the mouth
at two, and a little after it ;—the limit in fact which belongs
to the cutting of these teeth. At a recent Agricultural

meeting a heifer was exhibited in this class, to which an
objection was taken. The examination sliowed that there

were four incisors, all well up. Satisfactory proof of the cor-

rectness of the certificate was therefore called for, which having
failed to be given, the animal Avas disqualified. According
to the authority quoted in these pages, and the prevailing opinion
of Agriculturists, this animal's mouth indicated three years of
age, whereas she was probably but two and a quarter. An
animal three months over age miglit be sent to compete in the

"young class," but this cannot be supposed of a three-years-old.

The existence of four permanent incisors, as a general rule,

may be said to indicate two years and a half old, tliere being,

however, some oxen that do not cut the second pair until after this

time. Such animals come under our second table of dentition,

which gives the average periods of the changes, when breed and
other ?i;davourable causes are in operation. The case just cited,

when contrasted with the latter named fact, not only confirms the

propriety of classifying dentition under two heads, but proves
the absolute necessity for so doing.

At about txco years and a half the two anterior molars are also

shed, and their places occupied by the permanent. These two
teeth vary as to the order of their fall

;
occasionally the

first in position is changed before the second, but generally the

second gives place to its permanent successor before the first.

This irregularity of renewal is even greater in the sheep than in

the ox, for in that animal, as will be hereafter explained, the third

temj^orary molar will sometimes be the first to disappear.

From two and a half to three years, the third molar of the ox
falls, and the permanent one fills its place, thus completing the

series of changes in these teeth.

Annexed we have two illustrations of the molar teeth, the

first of which, fig. 30, shows that the third temporary molar is

unchanged at two years and a half, Avhen the first and second

permanent are in their place, the second, fig. 31, that at three years

the third permanent molar is also in situ.

The difference in general form between the third permanent
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molar and the temporary is so well shown in the illustrations,

that any special description of this tooth beyond that which has
been already given, is rendered unnecessary.

From the preceding remarks respecting the molar teeth, we find

that, during some of the periods most difficult for correct ascer-

tainment of the age of an ox by his incisors, the molars afford the

very assistance wlilch is required, so that, if these teeth as well as

the incisors are carefully studied, few errors can be made by an
investigator. The importance of the subject may justify my re-

peating, that the fourth molar is cut at about six months, the fifth

at fifteen, and the sixth at two years, and that each attains its level

in the jaw in three months after these respective dates : that at

two years and a half the two anterior temporary molars give place

to the permanent, as likewise does the third before the animal

has attained the third year of his age.

To return again to the incisors. At two years and three

quarters, the third pair of incisors is frequently cut, and that

date is therefore assigned to these teeth in the early table. The
variations in the putting up of tlie third pair being similar to

the others, 1 have selected for my illustration the mouth of a three-

ycars-old animal, fig. 32. In this engraving these teeth are marked

Fig. 32 *

* Fig. 32. Front part of the lower jaw at three years, showing the third pair

of permanent incisors in situ. Natural size.
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3, 3. They arc smaller in size even when fully developed than the

second pair, but laro^er, as will be seen by-and-by, than the fourth

or corner pcrnianent teeth. Besides there being six " broad teeth"

in tlie mouth .at three years, those first put up will now begin to

show slight wear. Their enamel edge will be cut through, ex-

posing the dentine and forming thereby a slight hollow imme-
diately behind the reflection of enamel which covers the front

surface of the tooth. The colour of this hollow contrasts with
that of the enamel, being of a darker shade. Its depth and size

mark the amount of wear. The two temporary teeth which are

still standing are often so reduced in size, from absorption and
attrition, as to be overlooked when the mouth is hurriedly ex-

amined.

From this date we pass to three years and a quarter, when, in

animals of early maturity, the fourth pair of incisors will occupy
the places of the temporary, and will tlius complete the dentition

of the ox. These teeth, as we might expect, will offer most
variations as to the time of their cutting. By far the larger

number of oxen will not put them up till after three years and a
quarter, and I have repeatedly examined animals whose ages
ranged from three and three quarters to four years and found
these teeth in the act of cutting. On the other hand, I have
occasionally seen them in Short-horn bulls, fairly through the

gum at three years and a month. These things should guide the

opinion of an examiner. If an animal is certified to be three

years old, or wanting that time by a week or two, and all the

incisors are permanent ones, it most certainly is a proper case

for investigation, so few are the exceptions of these teeth being
cut before three years and a quarter. Fig. 33 gives an illustra-

tion of a " full mouth " at three years and a quarter ; so called

because the teeth are all permanent.

In cases of early dentition the judgment will often be assisted

by the examiner noting the amount of the overlapping of the in-

cisors, wliich is best seen on their upper surface. Thus the

outer edges of the middle teeth are partially covered by the inner

edges of the second, the second by the third, and the third by the
fourth or corner incisors. This overlapping of the edges of these

teeth arises from their broad and flat crowns being at their height
of development when they penetrate the gums, and from the rapi-

dity with which one pair has succeeded another, while the jaw
has not yet fully adapted itself to their larger size. These things

are nicely shown in the illustration of the mouth of the three

years and a quarter old ox.

In judging of age, the fulness also, and redness of the gums
combined with the extent of protrusion of the incisors last cut is

to be considered. In about two months from the appearance of
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Fig. 33*

the edges of either the first, second, or third pair, these teeth will

have acquired their full development, the second pair becoming
nearly level with the first, or the third with the second, as the

case may be. The corner incisors, howevei", although they more
quickly acquire their full size after being cut, rarely gain the pro-

portionate level of the others.

When dentition is completed, any opinion which is given of

age, must be drawn from the general appearance of the animal,

rather than from the condition exclusively of the teeth. Never-
theless the changes they gradually undergo will assist in the

inquiry. At four years old the edges will be worn off both the

second and third pairs of incisors, which will now present a

similar appearance to that described as denoting the attrition of

the central pair at three years. From four to five years the hol-

lows on the wearing surface of all the incisois will increase, and
by five years they will have lost the broad chisel form they had
when young, and there will be no longer any overlapping of their

edges. Fig. 34 gives a very good representation of the teeth at

five years old, and is inserted to fix these things more firmly upon
the memory.

Increasing age after five years is indicated by a diminished
height, a flat or broad wearing surface, a less conical shape of the

crowns of the incisors, discoloration of the enamel, and spaces

between each tooth.

Fig. 33. Front of the lower jaw at three years and a quarter, showing that

the incisors are all permanent. Natural size.
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Fig. 31.*

UTTINC.^

I may now, in concluding this part of my subject, direct the

reader's attention to the tables to which reference has been made
in the course of this description, as in them the foregoing state-

ments are embodied in a form the most easy for reference.

Dentition of the Ox.

TABLE OF EARLY AVERAGE.

The Breed aud other Causes favouring Develop-
mcut.

TABLE OF LATE AVERAGE.

The Breed and oilier Causes retarding Develop-
ment.

Years. Months. Years. Months.

1 9 Two permanent Incisors. 2 3 Two permanent Incisors.

2 3 Four , , ,

,

2 9 Four , , ,

,

2 9 Six ,, ., 3 3 Six ,, ,,

3 3 Eight ,, ,, 1

1

3 9 Eight ,,

* Fig. 34. Incisors of a five-year-old ox, showing their flattened wearing surface
and diminution of size from attrition. Natural size.

VOL. XV. Z
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By the preceding tabular arrangement it will be seen that, as

a rule, even under unfavourable circumstances, the dentition of

the ox is completed before the fourth year of his age ; a fact

which contrasts greatly with the statements of all our authors, as

also with the opinions that are generally entertained by breeders

of cattle. The author of the work on the Management and
Diseases of Cattle, which has been before alluded to, thus wi'ites :—" At the commencement of the fifth year the eight permanent
incisors will be up, but the corner ones will be small ; so that

the beast cannot be said to be ^full mouthed'— i. e., all the

incisors up—until it is six years old."

On the present occasion I shall make no attempt to reconcile

these conflicting statements with the conclusions to which I have
arrived. It is necessary, liowever, to remark in this place that

although the examples of both early and late dentition are

selected from among our improved breeds of oxen, still the

results of the examinations have been confirmed by the investi-

gations of the ages of other breeds. In proof of this I may
observe tliat the Sussex cattle which were exhibited in large

numbers at the Lewes meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society

were not found to offer more exceptions to the rules laid down
than either the Short-horns, Herefords, or Devons. The same
may be said of our other ?mimproved breeds.

Among anomalies met with in the teething of oxen, the cutting

of one tooth of a given pair, 4 or 5 weeks before the other, is

the most frequent. The tooth thus put up out of regular order

is likely to lead to an error with reference to the animal's age.

My own observations go to show that in most instances it is a

premature cutting of the one, and not a delay in the coming up of

the other tooth, which produces the anomaly. I have noticed that

this irregularity occurs far more frequently in the third and
fourth pairs than in either the first or second. An example of

this abnormal number is given in fig. 21, where we also find a

persistency of the temporary incisors, which sometimes pro-

duces an impairment in the collection of the food. These things,

however, having been already explained, I pass on to the denti-

tion of Sheep.

DENTITION OF THE SHEEP.

The lamb is usually born before any of the temporary teeth

—

incisors or molars—have penetrated the gums. In the calf some
of the incisors are commonly cut at birth, as has been already

explained ; and, as we shall see hereafter, the young pig inva-
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riably has a given number of teeth when born. Generally, how-
ever, the first and second pairs of temporary incisors, the four

teeth most centrally situated, arc cut by the time the lamb is a

week old. By tlie ninth or tenth day the third pair usually

comes through, but the fourth or last pair is rarely put up until

about the end of the fourth or beginning- of the fifth week. The
temporary molars, three in number on either side of the upper
and lower jaws, though uncut at birth, are fairly through the

gums by the third week of the animal's age.

A marked difference exists with regard to the relative sizes of

the different pairs of incisors. The central teeth are broader

and longer than the second pair, which also exceeds the third, as

the third does the fourth. In these particulars as in several

others, the temporary incisors are the counterparts of the per-

manent, which succeed them. They are however very much
smaller than the permanent.

The number of both the temporary and permanent sets of

teeth of the sheeji is the same as in the ox. The temporary
incisors are eight, the temporary molars twelve, and when den-

tition is perfected by the changing of these teeth and tlie putting

up of twelve more molars, the total number in both animals is

thirty-two
;
namely, eight incisors, and twenty-four molars. The

temporary molars are likewise similar in form to the permanent,

altliough smaller, excepting the third molar of the lov/er jaw,

which, like the corresponding temporary tooth of the ox and pig,

is composed of three principal parts or lobes blended together.

About the third week of the lamb's age, both incisors and molars

are so well developed as to enable the young animal to crop the

grass and live comparatively independent of its dam. Hence the

pi-opriety of so arranging the sheepfold, as is now done by most
farmers, that the lambs can pass in and out at will and cull the

herbage before the ewes are allowed, by the shifting of the fold,

to come upon the same ground.

Before proceeding further in the description of the dentition

of the sheep, I may remark that but little has been written on this

subject which is trustworthy. The account given by authors of

the teething of this animal does not differ in any essential parti-

cular from the following, which is quoted from the work entitled

' Sheep :'

—

" The mouth of the lamb newly dropped," says the author (Mr. Youatt),
" is cithei- without incisor teeth or it has two. The teeth rapidly succeed to each
other, and before the animal is a month old he has the whole eight. They
continue to grow with his growth until he is about fourteen or sixteen months
old. . . . Then with the same previous process of diminution which was
described in Cattle, or carried to a still greater degree, the two central

teeth are shed and attain their full growth when the sheep is two years old.

. . . Between two and three years old the two next incisors are shed, and

z 2
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when the sheep is actually three years old the four central teeth are fully

grown. At four years old he has six teeth fully grown, and at five years old all

the teeth are perfectly developed. This is one year before the horse or the ox
can be said to be full-mouthed. The sheep is a much shorter lived animal than
the horse, and does not often attain the usual age of the ox." *

These statements have generally passed as correct, but are

erroneous in many respects. For example, it is well known that

sheep, even if they have not been well kept, or do not belong to

the breeds celebrated for arriving at early maturity, have two
" broad teeth " well developed long before the animal is two
years old. Other inaccuracies in this account will become ap-
parent as we proceed. Nothing can better demonstrate the

necessity of a correct knowledge of this subject than the preced-

ing example, and the importance of protecting the rights of our

A gricultural Societies, as well as of the exhibitors, with reference

to this animal and others, becomes so self-evident as to need no
comment.
To proceed. From one month till about three months no

change of consequence takes place in either the incisors or

the molars. At this time, rather before than afterwards, the

lamb cuts lis first jpermancnt molar teeth—the fourth in situation.

These teeth, as in the calf, are usually more forward in the lower

than in the upper jaw, and, possessing but two lobes, are scarcely

so long from front to back in the lower jaw as the temporary
molars which stand before them. By this addition the lamb has

now sixteen molars, which is about three months before the calf

has a similar number. In the illustration (fig. 35), representing

the skull of a lamb three months old, these molar teeth are marked
4 p. M., the temporary being distinguished by the symbols 1, 2, 3,

T. M. Four incisors are also seen occupying their place on the

site of the lower jaw. In this animal, as well as the ox, the place

of the incisors in the upper jaw is supplied by the dental pad;
also represented in the engraving, and marked d. p.

The next important stage in the process of teething in the

sheep is the cutting of the molars fifth in position. This takes

place when the animal has reached his ninth month, and forms,

consequently, a useful criterion to assist us in determining a ques-

tion of age, both before and after this date. The molars are now
twenty, which, added to the incisors, gives a total of twenty-

eight teeth.

At nine months the incisors offer but few facilities for ascer-

taining the animal's age. In most cases, they will have reached

their acme of development ; and in some few, where the sheep

have been kept on heath land, will begin to give evidence of slight

* Sheep, their Breeds, Management, and Diseases, p. 5.
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Fig. 36*

wear. Much of their condition, therefore, at this time, will dc-

j)cnd on the food and management of the animals.

Although the fifth molar does not differ in any essential particu-

lar from the fourth, I have thought it right to insert an engraving

representing the cutting of this tooth, that each stage in the pro-

gress of dentition may be recorded in the way best suited to

im])ress the facts on the memory.
Both the fourth and fifth . molar teeth consist of two main

parts or lobes blended together, as seen in fig. 36. Each tooth,

therefore, when first cut, has four cusps of enamel, of which
the inner are always the highest in the loiocr teeth, and the

outer in the upper. It is, however, to be remembered that the

points of these cusps are soon

worn away, and that consequently

each of them is thus made to form

two ridges of enamel, and thereby

to give to the tooth eight instead

of four elevations of this sub-

stance, of varying height. It is

somewhat necessary that these

things should be repeated in this

place, because the degree of wear

of the teeth is one of the means
by which the judgment is often

assisted ; and this is shown by

the distance which intervenes be-

tween the external and the central

ridges of enamel. The value of

this fact will be seen the more
when I state that the animal now
passes nine months of his lile

without any addition being made
to the number of his teeth, the sixtlt

molar not coming up until he is

eif/hteen months old.

From about ten months, a close

inspection shows that changes are

being wrought in the incisor teeth.

Some of them have pretty well

served their purpose. The jaws

of the animal have grown wider,

and room is thereljy made for the

permanent teeth to come up. The
fangs of the central pair are be-

ginning to be absorbed from the

Fig. 30. Lower jaw of a lamb nine months old, showing the fifth molar cut-

ting. 4 and 5 are permanent molars ; 1, 2, 3, temporary.
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pressure of the bodies of the permanent beneath them, and they

have consequently a less firm hold of their sockets than before.

Tlie crowns of all the teeth are diminished from attrition, Avhich

gives them an appearance of standinj^ wide apart, but far less so

than in the ox when his temporary incisors are about to fall.

The indications of advancing age gradually increase, so that by
the time the animal is a year old the mouth will have the ap-

pearance seen in fig. 37.

I may repeat here that which was stated with reference to this

condition of the temporary incisors of the

ox, namely, that the gradual advance up-
r:,„ i.*

wards of the incisors to maintain their ori-

ginal height leads to the fangs being ex-

posed, and is, therefore, among the causes

of the width existing between these teeth.

An attentive examination w ill often show,

in sheep of this age, a space between each

fang, while the faces of the teeth may be

in close contact with each other.

At a year old, even greater changes than

those just named will occur in some sheep,

as they will now cut the first pair ofjwma-
nciit incisors. These are unquestionably cases of early teething,

but are far from being unfrequent. It is of great practical import
to de'cide, if possible, whether any of the established breeds of

sheep are likely to cut the first or central pair of teeth earlier

than others, and what other causes besides breed may hasten the

process. As to the former question, it may be affirmed that Cots-

wold sheep, as a rule, have their first permanent teeth before

either Southdowns, Shropshire, or Hampshire-downs. Leicesters

tread so closely on the heels of Cotswolds, that it is only by com-
paring numbers any decision can be come to with regard to them

;

but when this is done, Cotswolds are found the earliest in their

dentition. An opinion prevails pretty generally among sheep-
breeders that ram lambs cut their first pair of permanent teeth

before ewe lambs. In our examinations this should be borne in

mind, and allowance always made in cases where the point to be
decided is a nice one, as it frequently happens to be at this par-
ticular period of the animal's life. It must be observed, however,
that sex has not so great an influence as is commonly supposed.
I find, in comparing Southdown ewe with ram hoggets bred and
reared on the same farm, that there is but a very slight difference

in favour of the young rams.

* Fig. 37. Front part of the lower jaw of a sheep at a year old, showing that
the iacisors are worn flat, and that spaces exist between each of their fangs, although
their crowns are still in contact with each other. Natural size ; seen from above.
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An engraving (fig. 38) of the front part of the jaw of a ycar-

okl sheep from a specimen of early teething, exhibits the central

^
p,air of incisors, marked 1, 1, giving evi-

' dence, when compared with the height
i i and size of the temporary teeth, of having

been very recently put up. The frequency

of the cutting of the first pair of per-

I

manent incisors at a year old, by sheep

of all breeds, has led to my taking this as

one of the standards of comparison in the

table of carhj dentition which is attached

hereto.

It will be found that the majority of sheep

do not cut these teeth till they are about

fifteen months old. The chief object of a

tabular arrangement would, however, have
been defeated, even if fourteen months

had been fixed upon as the average time. The judge at a cattle-

show might hesitate to award the prize, if he found a twelve or

thirteen months' old sheep with two " broad teeth." The varia-

tions in the teething of sheep, as in the ox, have required that

they should be reduced to two standards of comparison rather

than one, and therefoi'e in the first table the times of the earliest

dentition are given as I have found them, taking one breed with

another.

At fifteen months, Avhen, as just remarked, the greater number
of sheep cut their first permanent incisors, it must be remem-
bered that the animal has five molars on either side of the jaws,

and that tico of these are permanent. As this is an important

period in the history of the dentition of the sheep, I add, as with

the ox and pig, a view of one half of the lower jaw, dissected to

show the true condition of both incisors and molars. In this

illustration one of the first pair of permanent incisors (marked 1,

fig. 39) is well up, and one of the second pair, 2, so far developed

as to Ije soon cut. The other two incisors are as yet very small,

and are situated, as seen in the figure, a little above the second

incisor. The three anterior permanent molars are lying in their

capsules at the roots of the corrcs])onding temporary teeth, each

occupying about" the same height in the jaw ; a circumstance

Avhich explains the fact that the temporary molars, as in sorne

other animals, are changed nearly all together. 4 and 5 are per-

manent teeth ; the first of them was cut at three months, and the

second at nine. At this time (fifteen months) they greatly ex-

ceed the others in size, but when the anterior molars are fully

* Fig. 38. Front part of the lower jaw of a sheep, one year old, showing two
permanent incisors, 1,1. Natural size, seen from above.
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developed this diffbrencc will be less observable,

molar, also contained in its capside and in a state

wardness, as it will be cut in about

three months from this date.

Allusion may here very properly be

made to Mr. Youatt's account before

quoted. Pie says that the incisors

of the sheep " grow with his growth

until the animal is about fourteen

or sixteen months old. Then, with

the same previous process of diminu-

tion which was described in cattle,

or carried to a still greater degree,

the two central teeth are shed and
attain their full growth when the

sheep is two years old."

By way of contrast to this, it

may be observed that many sheep at

eic/htcen months old will have cut the

second pair of permanent incisors.

Before, however, I proceed to ex-

emplify this, it is right to quote

again from Mr. Youatt, as it seems
that the writings of other persons

obliged him to qualify the preceding

statements, and therefore he adds
that which is perfectly correct :

—

" In examining a flock of sheep there will

often be very considerable differences in the

teeth of the hogs or the one-shears ; in some
measure to be accounted for by a difference

in the time of lambing, and likewise by the

general health and vigour of the animal.

There will also be a material diti'ercnce in

flocks, attributable to the good or bad keep
they have had. Those fed on good land, or

otherwise well kept, will take the start of

others that have been half starved, and re-

new their teeth some months sooner than

those," lie continues— " There are, how-
ever, exceptions to this ; Mr. Price t sa3 s

that a llomney JMarsh hog was exhibited at

the show fair at Ashford weighing fifteen

* Fig. 39. One half of the lower jaw of a sheep 15 months old, dissected to
show the condition of both the incisors and molars at this date. 1, permanent
incisor cut; 2, permanent incisor in its capsule

; 1, 2, 3, temporary molars with the
permanent beneath them in their capsules; 4 and 5, permanent molars up; G, the
last molar enclosed by its capsule. Natural size.

t Price on Slieep Grazing, p. 84.
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stones of 1-i lbs. each, the largest over shown there of that breed, and that he

had not one of his jjcrmancnt teeth. There are also irregularities in the times

of renewing the teeth, not to be accounted for by either of these circumstances
;

in fact, not to be accounted for by any known circumstances relating to the

breed or the keeping of the sheep."

Mr. Youatt follows up these remarks by quoting some cases of

irregular dentition ; but to comment on them would draw me
Pi„ 45 , too far from my subject. At

eighteen months most slipep

will cut the sixth molar tooth,

another important stage in den-

tition. Many animals, however,

at this date are still without the

second pair of permanent inci-

sors. If, on the contrary, these

teeth should be in the mouth
and nearly on a level with the

first pair, and the sixth molar

not cutting but well up, such

would be a proper case for in-

vestigation, if the animal were

certified to be only eighteen

months old. Figure 40 repre-

sents the cutting of the sixth

molar, and also the general state

of the mouth at this time in a

case of early dentition. It will

•be noticed that the second pair

of permanent incisors is of

small size, and the anterior

molar teeth all temporary ones.

As with the first pair of

" broad teeth," so with the se-

cond, many sheep do not put

tht-m up until three months
after others. A year and three

quarters is the average time

when sheep will cut their se-

cond pair of permanent inci-

sors. But instances are not

wanting of sheep being nearly

two years old before these teeth

are in the mouth. In fig. 41

is shown the appeai'ance of the

teeth under ordinary circum-

* Fig. 40. One half of the lower jaw at 18 months, representing the cutting of

the last molar tooth. Natural size,.
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Fiji. 41.'

stances at a year and three quarters old, the second pair of per-

manent incisors 2, 2, being up, but not as yet fully developed.

We now come again to the molars.

Our last illustration of these teeth (fig.

40) showed the sixth molar cuttiiif/ at

eighteen months. This tooth attains

its proper height by the time the sh»ep

is two years old. After its cutting the

three temporary molars are replaced

by the permanent nearly all together,

and not following any definite order in

giving place to their successors. Fre-

quently the second falls before the first,

but the third is rarely changed before

either of the other two. In figure 42

I have exhibited one-half of the lower

jaw of a sheep at two years of age.

Here tlie sixth molar has gained the level of the others, and the

two anterior temporary ones are replaced by the permanent. The
third temporary molar is in the act of giving place to its suc-

cessor. The central part of its body has been absorbed by the one

beneath it, but upon this tooth its crown still adheres, confined

in that situation chiefly by the hold it still has with the gum.

Subsequent to these changes being perfected, usually by two years

and a quarter, the molar teeth can only assist our judgment by the

amount of wear they have undergone, as shown by the comparative

flatness of their surface, and the width between the outer and

inner reflections of the enamel.

From two years we pass to tivo and a quarter, when the earliest

cases of six permanent incisors are found. The third pair of per-

manent teeth, does not, even in sheep of car/i/ dentition, succeed

the second in the same time as those teeth did the first ; there

being six months only between the cutting of the first and the

second pair, but nine between the second and third. It is some-
what difficult to account for this difference. It may be that the

small size of the jaw of the animal, and great amount of room
required by the perfecting so quickly of the first and second

pairs, together with the concentration of the developing process

in them, retard the growth- of the third pair, and that thus the

break in the regularity is produced. In sheep of late dentition,

as has been explained, the second pair of permanent incisors is

not in the mouth till two years ; and in these same animals the

third pair is sometimes not cut till about two years and three

* Fig. 41. Front part of the lower jaw of a sheep one year and three quarters

old. showiug the second pair of permanent incisors, 2, 2, in situ. Natural size.
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Fig. 42."

quarters— adding to the difficulty of forming a correct opinion

upon a few examinations, and without standards of comparison.

Fig. 43 shows the front of the lower jaw of a sheep at two

years and a half old, the intermediate period between the dates

cited. Six permanent incisors are

here seen well up ; the relative

size of each of the three pairs is

also nicely depicted.

Another nine months will some-
times elapse between the cutting

of the third and the fourth pair.

During this period, from daily

attrition, the four central teeth

will give increased evidence of

wear. They will in many in-

stances be flat on their surface, or

it may be that this is worn into

hollows. The amount of this

change will necessarily be regu-

lated by the management pursued,

and the food upon which the ani-

mals have been kept. Even in

manger-fed sheep, wear will be
apparent, and not unfrequently

an open space will exist between
the fangs of the central pair in

particular, from the rising of the

incisors in their sockets to com-
pensate for their diminished

length.

In many districts, as on the

heath lands of Norfolk, it often

happens that long before the per-

manent corner incisors are put up,

the centrally - placed teeth are

broken across their bodies, by
the rough plants on which the

sheep graze. Such animals are

called " crones." The Norfolk

heath-land farmer has to look well

to his flock, and draft such sheep,

as they daily lose condition and

* Fig. 42. Side view of the lower jaw of a sheep at two years old; showing the last

molar on a level with the others, the two anterior temporary molars replaced by

permanent, and the third in the act of being changed, part of its body still adhering

to the cum and capping the upper surface of the permanent tooth. Natural size.
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Fig. iZ*

value. When removed into other districts where they can live on

good grass-land, and have " manger food," these animals are how-
ever profitable both for breeding and

other purposes. They nevertheless

require great care
; but, imtli care,

"broken-mouthed" ewes are not un-

frequently kejit for breeding purposes

until they become ten, twelve, or

fifteen years old, in Leicestershire and
other counties. There is this important

difference, however, between the old

sheep of Leicestershire and the ^' crones^'

of Norfolk, namely, that in the one in-

stance the incisors have been gradually

worn away, while in the other they have
been prematurely forced out or broken

off, and broken incisor often leads to

displacement of the other teeth near it, sometimes too lacerating

the dental pad, and even working its way through the substance

of this pad to the bone. Such things require the especial attention

of the purchaser of Norfolk " crones."

To return to the cutting of the fourth pair of permanent inci-

sors. These teeth succeed the third pair at an interval of about
nine months, which brings the sheep of early dentition to three

years, and of late dentition to three years and six months. The
following figure gives the appearance
of the mouth at any intermediate

period, say three years and a quarter.

All the permanent teeth are now in

their place, the pair last cut being
marked 4, 4 (fig. 44). It is not,

however, to be supposed that all

sheep will be "full mouthed" even
at three years and a half. There
are some exceptions, for greater ir-

regularity attends the time of cutting

the fourth than any of the other

pairs. Still allowing for occasional

cases where these teeth are not in the

mouth until four years of age, we
see that even with these late excep- °

^°

* Fig. 43. Front view of the lower jaw at two years and a half, showing tliat

the third pair of permanent teeth, 3, 3, are in situ. Natural size.

_t
Fig- 4^- Front view of lower jaw at three years and a quarter, the fourth

pair of incisors, 4, 4, being cut, thus completing dentition. The central pair give
evidence of slight wear, and from rising in the socliets an open space is seen
between their fangs. Natural size.

Fig. 44 .t
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tions, which do not affect the interests of our Agricultural shows
to the same extent as the instances of early teething, the denti-

tion of the sheep is completed a year before it is said so to be by
our authors. Mr, Youatt writes, as we have seen, "that at four
years old the sheep has six teeth fully grown, and atj^ye years old

all the teeth are perfectly developed."

In conclusion, it should be stated that the foregoing account

of the teething of the sheep is the result of long investigation

of the subject, and has not been arrived at from prize animals

exclusively. These sheep fortunately have furnished correct

dates of age as well as facts of dentition, while other animals

of all breeds, and under all circumstances of keep, have furnished

facts with an approximation only to age.

To assist the inquirer into this subject I close the dentition

of the sheep by inserting the two tables to which reference has

been so frequently made in the course of this exposition.

Dentition of the Sheep.

TACLK OF ICArJA' DENTITIOX. TABLE OF LATE DENTITION.

Years. Months. Years. Months.

1 0 Central pair of temporary

Incisors replaced by
1 4 Two permanent Incisors.

permanent. 2 0 Four ,,

1 G Second pair ,, ,,

2 3 Third , , , , ,

,

2 9 Six ,, ,,

3 0 Fourth ,, ,, ,, 3 G Eight

I now proceed to the teething of the animal of which I have
lastly to speak, namely, the Pig.

DENTITION OF THE PIG.

The importance of a knowledge of the teething of Pigs is but

little, if any, less than of the Ox or Sheep. Perhaps we should

not be far wrong in stating, that in several respects it is even of

greater moment the agricultural public should be well informed

respecting the evidences which the teeth of the pig afford in

determining the age of the animal : for the paucity of precise

information upon the dentition of the pig, has doubtless hitherto

led to many of these animals ])eing exhibited at Agricultural

shov/s, whose correct age, if known, would justly have led to their

disqualification, and from the same cause it has also happened.
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that many pigs have been objected to and excluded from com-

peting for prizes for which they could have legitimately con-

tended. Opinions of their age have been based almost entirely

on the amount of the development of the tushes, and when these

teeth have happened to be either large or early formed, the

animals have been put aside as being above the age stated in the

owner's certificate.

The improvement of our several breeds of pigs has of late

received very properly much attention, and the result has been

that we now possess several breeds which not only vie with

each other in the rapidity with which they arrive at maturity,

but also in beauty of form, and aptitude for early fattening.

We have therefore, as in cattle, to investigate these causes of im-

provement, with a view to determine tlieir effects on the dentition

of the pig—or rather, perhaps, to master the facts which apper-

tain to the teething of our established breeds. There exists, as

we have seen, amid great diversity of opinion, but little on which
we can rely

;
still, however, it is necessary to give the statements

of other writers upon this interesting subject.

The most lengthy description of the dentition of this animal

with which I am acquainted—but nevertheless, from its numerous
errors, a very unsatisfactory one—is the one given by Mr.
Youatt. He says, in hjs work on 'The Pig,' quoting from
Girard's ' Traite de I'Age du Cochon,'

*' Tliat the hog is born with two molars on cacli side of the jaw. By the time

he is three or four months old, he is provided with his incisive milk teeth and
the tushes ; the sujiernumerary molars protrude between the fifth and seventh

month, as does the first back molar; the second back molar is cut at the age
of about ten months ;

and the third generally not until the animal is three years

old. The upper corner teeth are shed at about six or eight months, and the

lower ones at about seven, nine, or ten months old, and replaced by the per-

manent ones. The milk tushes are also shed and replaced between six and ten

months old. The age of twenty months, and from that to two years, is

denoted by the shedding and replacement of the middle incisors, ot pincers, in

both jaws, and the formation of a black circle at the base of each of the tushes.

At about two years and a half or three years ol' age, the adult middle teeth in

both jaws protrude, and the pincers are becoming black and rounded at the
ends. After three years the age may be computed by the grovi th of the tushes

;

about four years, or rather before, the upper tushes begin to raise the lip
;

at five i\\ey protrude through the lips ; at six years of age the tushes of the

lower jaw begin to show themselves out of the mouth, and assume a s])iral form.

These acquire a prodigious length in old animals, and particularly in uncastrated

boars, and as they increase in size they become curved backwards and outwards,
and at length arc so crooked as to interfere with the motion of the jaws to such
a degree that it is necessary to cut oft" these projecting teeth, which is done
with the file or with nippers." *

Such is the history of the dentition of the pig in the principal

work we possess on this animal, which with the opinions of

* Youatt on the Pig, p. 71.
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those who may have examined a few pigs, of their own breeding

or otherwise, constitutes nearly all the information we have on
the subject. To point out the numerous errors, even in the fore-

going extract, would draw too much on the reader's patience, and
therefore I proceed to more important matter.

First, I may observe, that finding so little to guide my in-

vestigations on which reliance could be placed, I resolved to

study the teething of this animal from its birth onwards until

the permanent set of teeth should be completed, and to mark
the changes these organs might afterwards undergo, depending
either on wear or increasing age. In carrying out this resolve I

have availed myself of the opportunities afforded me of examin-
ing these animals at the meetings of the Royal Agricultural

Society, and of comparing the state of their dentition with their

certified ages. Besides this I have from time to time inspected

the herds of several of the principal exhibitors at our annual

cattle shows, and who, as such, have kept projierly arranged

entries of the births of their animals. In addition I have

also collected a mass of interesting facts by repeated attend-

ance at the slaughter-houses of the metropolis, and have pro-

cured from this and other sources specimens of the skulls of

pigs from birth to a very advanced age. . Upon the whole the

conclusions arrived at with regard to the dentition of the pig, as

an evidence of its age, have been drawn from the examination of

upwards of 500 animals of attested ages, which will probably be

considered as a sufficient basis on which to found opinions.

The incisors of the pig, when perfected, differ more from each

other in shape and size than do those of any other domesticated

animal. Their position also in the upper and lower jaws is

varied ; those in the upper jaw are placed vertically, while those

in the lower have a procumbent direction. Fig. 45 represents

the permanent incisors as removed from their sockets in a two-

years' old pig : the teeth in the upper row belong to the corre-

sponding jaw, as do those in the lower row. The letter M denotes

the two middle or centrally-placed pairs, l the lateral, and c the

corner. A simple inspection of the illustration is sufficient to

point out the great differences in the form and dimensions of

these teeth, rendering therefore a further description of them
unnecessary in this place.

Unlike both the ox and sheep, the' pig is born with a given

number of teeth which have cut the gums. These are always eight,

and are well developed: four in each jaw. They have very

much the appearance of small tushes—a fact which fig. 46
very correctly represents. These teeth, which I have named the

f(£tal incisors and tushes, partly from the circumstance that tlie

place of the former is subsequently occupied by the corner
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incisors and that of the latter by the permanent tushes, are

situated by the sides of the mouth, and consequently do not

Fig. 45.*

injure the nipple of the sow when grasped by the young animal
in the act of sucking. In connexion with the position of these
teeth is an interesting fact with regard to the tongue of the

young pig. Most persons are aware that Avhen the pig lays hold
of the nipjile, he is with some difficulty removed, and that even
when the sow rises, the young creature will often be found hang-
ing to the teat. This is partly explained by the circumstance
that the tongue is fringed upon its border, and as, in the act of
sucking, the organ is doubled along its middle, these fringes

* Fig- "15. Permanent incisors of the pig, removed from their sockets, m m,
the middle pair of the upper and lower jaw ; l l, the lateral, and c c the corner,

VOL. XV. 2 A
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are thus brought into such a position that they partially overlap
the nipple and exert the grasping power alluded to. It is pro-
bable that by this peculiar condition of the tongue the teats of the

sow are further protected against injury from these pointed teeth.

Fi^-. -IC

At one month important additions are made to the foetal teeth.

The young animal about this time puts up four incisors, situated

directly in the front of the jaws, two above and two below.

These belong to the temporary set, and are miniature portraits

of those teeth which will succeed them.
In fig. 47, which gives a side view of the skull at a month

old, two of these incisors are seen, one in either jaw—upper and
lower. They arc marked M. i., denoting middle incisors. Al-
though placed in front, these teeth are at first so little developed
that no injury to tlie teat of the sow is likely to be done by them.
Within a few weeks their increase of size enables the young ani-

mal, by collecting its own food, to live comparatively independent
of its dam, and hence young pigs can safely be weaned when
about six or seven weeks old.

Besides tlie cutting of the central incisors at this period, the

young pig has now three temporary molars on either side of each

jaw, T. M., fig. 47. The first of these in situation is generally less

forward than the others, and not unfrequently at a month old has

hardly cut the gum. Tlie third deciduous molar of the lower jaw
agrees in form with tlie corresponding tooth of the ox and sliecp,

having three 'semi-cylindrical lobes.' In the illustration it is

seen to occupy a space greater than that possessed by the other

two molars, and it will be observed how beautifully this increase

* Fig. 4G. Skull of the pig at birth, seen on the left side. f. i. denote the

foetal incisor, and f. t. the fcetal or temporary tush. This and all the suc-

ceeding figures are of natural size.
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of size adapts its cusps to fit between those of the upper molar

teeth.
Fig. -IV.*

Fig. 48.t

At three months two more temporary incisors are added to

mch jaw, making, exclusive of the fecial corner teeth, four in the

loicer jaw, as represented in fig. 48, wherp these teeth are marked
L. I., signifying lateral incisors. The full number of temporary in-

cisors is now complete, and the jaws
when examined seem to be fairly filled

with teeth. The middle incisors, as

well as the foetal corner teeth, and also

the temporary tushes and molars, are

by this time sufficiently grown, and the

young animal can be safely left to

" shift for himself." No difficulty can

exist in judging of the age of the pig at

this date :
' first dentition,' as it has

been called in medical language, being

perfected.

From three to six months the size

of the teeth increases with increasing

age. At about six months the temporary
incisors of the lower jaw, which are always longer but nai-rower

than those in the upper jaw (see fig. 45), will likewise have at-

tained their greatest length. After this period the incisors will

begin sensibly to diminish in length from daily attrition. The

* Fig. 47. Skull of the pig, one month old, showing, in addition to the foetal

teeth H. I., the middle incisors ; and t. m,, the temporary molars.

t Fig. 48. The anterior part of the lower jaw of a three months' old pig,

showing the fcetal and the temporary teeth. M. i., middle ; L. I., lateral incisors,

2 A 2
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Fig. i9.*

ultimate amount of this diminution, as well as the rate of its

progress, will much depend on the management of the animal and
the food on which he is kept. The coarser the food and the

more the pig has to shift for himself, the greater will be the

wear of these teeth, and the shorter consequently will they

become. The other changes marking the attainment of six

months of age belong to the molar teeth, but in a practical

point of they are of the first importance.

About this time, in most animals, but not in all, a small tooth

comes up on either side of the lower jaw behind the temporary
tushes, between them and the molars, and in the upper jaw
directly infront of the molars. These teeth have a very pointed

appearance (see p. m., fig. 49),

and have in consequence not

unfrequently been mistaken for

the permanent tushes, especi-

ally in the lower jaw. Tlie pig
has therefore been thought to

be older than he really is, and
objections have been taken to

the correctness of the owner's

certificate. An error of this

kind is more likely should the

temporary tushes be either

broken off near the gum or

worn away—circumstances of

very common occurrence in

pigs of this age.

Many persons who call them-
selves practical have asserted

that the pig cuts his tush at six

months. Such, however, is not

the case. As we have seen,

it is these premolars which
have been mistaken for the

tushes.

Other interesting particulars

likewise belong to these teeth.

Professor Owen has applied

the term premolars to the teeth

wliich succeed the temporary

molars. He limits the ordinary

* Fig. 49 gives a lateral view of the lower jaw of a pig six months old. P. M.,

the premolar ; 4 M. the fourth molar iu situation, but the first permanent which

is put up.
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word molar to those teeth which are not preceded by similar

ones. The term premolar is therefore intended to signify

the j9?'e-existence of otlier teeth in the situation of these molars.

After describing the temporary incisors of tlie pig, he thus

writes : " The other teeth of the first set are the deciduous

molars, the teeth which displace and succeed them vertically are

the premolars, the more posterior teeth which are not displaced

by vertical successors are the molars properly so called."* Now
the teeth of the six months' old pig, to which the reader's attention

has been es])ecially drawn, arc not renewed. They may therefore be

correctly called permanent teeth, and as such they are true molars.

In the horse we have the analogues of the premolars, called in

this animal ' the wolf's teeth.' It is probable that this name has

been given them from their being small in size and tush-like

in form ; the tush being designated the canine (dog's) tooth.

The ox and sheep will also now and then be found to possess

similar teeth, adding to the normal number, and hence termed

in tliese animals the supernumerary molars. The existence of

these teeth, however, in the horse, ox, and sheep is an exception,

but in the pig it is the rule, there being comparatively few pigs

in which they are not found. The premolars of the pig, icolf^s

teeth of the horse, supjemumerary molars of the ox and sheep, are

never renewed in any of these animals, if they should be removed
naturally or be surgically extracted, thus agreeing in this par-

ticular with the permanent teeth.

It will be observed that, although not strictly correct according

to Professor Owen's definition, I have retained the term, premolars

for these teeth, which I have been induced to do because they

stand in the front of or before the other molars. I have likewise

adopted our usual veterinary nomenclature in designating the

other molars temporary and permanent. Something like this

arrangement was required, it being necessary to mark in an
especial manner tliese particular teeth from the importance which
evidently belongs to the period of their cutting.

Another fact will likewise assist an investigator into the age

of pigs, namely, the putting up of the first permanent molar at

the age of six months. This tooth is marked 4 p. m. in fig. 49,
because it is the fourth in situation. As one of these teeth

exists now on either side of both the upper and lower jaws, an
addition of four teeth is evidently made at this period. At nine

months old, or very near this date, the pig has other important
changes taking place in his teeth. The foetal incisors and tushes,

which rarely fall before this period, notwithstanding they be
worn to the gums, now give place to the permanent incisors and

Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. iv. p. 903.
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tushes. The first permanent incisor is a corner tooth ; the pig
differinf^ altogether from our other domesticated animals in the

renewal of the corner teeth before the others. This no doubt
depends somewliat on the circumstance that the teeth displaced

were earlier tlirough the gums than the middle or the lateral

incisors. Besides this change of the incisors, the permanent
tushes, as has been just remarked, also supplant the temporary.

These peculiarities are depicted in fig. 50, representing the front

of the lower jaw at nine months. The permanent incisors are

marked p. i., and the permanent tushes p. t. It will also be seen

that the temporary incisors are short Avhen compared with the

figures representing other ages. This diminished length has

been before alluded to. It has been going on since these teeth

at six months of the pig's age had nearly acquired their full

length, and assists the in-
' quirer in his researches

into the age of the ani-

mal. I may add that, in

pigs " hard kept," it often

happens that by the time

they are ten months old,

the "lower incisor teeth

are so worn away, that

on a slight inspection of

the front part of the

mouth, the animals seem
nearly toothless. A re-

markable instance of this

kind was brought to my
notice when examining
the pigs of Mr. Majori-

banks, of Bushy Grove,

Watford. The subject was a young boar, aged ten months,

bought to cross with the stock, which we judged to have been

kept on coarse food, or have been turned into the fields to seek

his own living. Notwithstanding this state of the mouth, the

animal was in fair condition, and showed no incapability in

collecting the food on which he was then living.

As to the cutting of the permanent tushes, which as Ave have

seen takes place at about nine months, it may be here repeated,

that tliese teeth are subject to more variations in their develop-

ment than either the incisors or molars. Breed, sex, character

of food, system of management, castration, &c., all exert more

* Fig. 50 represents the cutting at nine months of age of the corner incisors and
the permanent tushes, p. i. incisors ; r. T. tushes.

\
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or less influence over their size and form. In pigs of "small

breed," and especially wlien great care has been exercised to

improve all their good and profitable points, and to lessen the

amount of their " offal," the tush is always small. On the

contrary, in our "large breeds," with long heads and coarse

frames, this tooth acquires considerable dimensions. In the

male of any breed it is larger than in the female. Castration

invariably restricts the size of the tush, often rendering it even

smaller in the castrated pig at

eighteen months than in the entire

male at twelve. The upper tush,

too, is always shorter and broader

than the lower, and when fully

developed takes a different posi-

tion from the lower, passing out-

wards from t!ie jaw, with a gentle

sweep backwards. See fig. 56.

Besides the changes spoken of

as marking nine months of the

pig's age, an addition is made
about this period to the number of

the molars, by the cutting of the

ffth tooth in position, or second

permanent molar. To render the

description more clear, I have
added, as for the ox and slieep, an

engraving of a dissected jav/,

showing the condition of all the

teeth—temporary and permanent
—at ten months of age. This is

the more required, as at the ages

above stated many pigs are for-

warded to our agricultural shows
to compete for prizes.

The letters m. i., and l. i., fig.

51, denote the middle and lateral

permanent incisors, which, Jjeing

as yet uncut, are depicted as im-
bedded in the jaAv, and covered by
their membranous capsules. The
corresponding temporary incisors

are seen above them, protruding

from their sockets and shortened

* Fig. 51. One half of the lower jaw of a pig ten months old dissected to show
tlie couditioa of the temporary and permanent teeth at that age.
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by wear. By the side of the lateral incisor is seen the corner perma-
mnt tooth c. t. Behind this appears the permanent tush p. t., and
between this and the molar teeth, the /;?rmolar (p. M.). Beneath
the three anterior molars, which are temporary, ai'c seen the per-

manent molars 1, 2, 3, contained in tlieir capsules. The numerals

4 and 5 also represent the corresponding permanent molars

—

the latter of these just cutting the gum ; a fact which materially

assists us in arriving at a correct opinion of the animal's age.

Behind the fifth molar, the sixth or last (G, fig. 51) is seen,

being, like the three anterior permanent molars, covered by
its capsule and also deeply imbedded in the jaw.

To pass to twelve months. At this date the most important

change is the fall of the middle temporary incisors and the occu-

])ation of their site by the permanent teeth. The tushes also

are now Avell grown (see fig. 52). The permanent incisors, m. i.,

Fig. 52.'

M . 1.

differ less from the temporary than perhaps might be expected.

Still an attentive examination will show that, being recently

put up, they are of a whiter colour than the others. They are

also a little broader and flatter in form. Their chief difference,

however, consists in the existence, on their upper or inner sur-

* Fig. 52 represents the front part of the lower jaw at one year old.
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face, of a well-marked ridge running parallel with tlicir long

axis, and bounded on either side by a dcopish hollow. In the

recenthj-cut incisor these hollows unite at the apex of the tooth,

giving a pointed extremity to the ridge just described. It

should be observed that these remarks apply especially to the

lower jaw. If these particulars are borne in mind, the permanent

incisors cannot possibly

be confounded with the

temporary. Most of them
are rendered sufficiently

apparent in the annexed
engraving to prevent such

a mistake.

From the preceding

remarks it is evident that

a person, instead of judg-

ing of the age of a pig

from the size of the tush

alone, must also consider

the state of the incisor

teeth, and particularly

when he is examining an

animal said to be a year

old. The lower tushes are

often at this time fully

three quarters of an inch

long ; but by themselves,

these teeth possess hardly

any value in determining

the cjuestlon of age. In

combination with the in-

cisors they are of value,

and the condition of both

incisors and tushes must

be taken together or not

taken at all. From the

corner permanent incisors

being put up at nine

months, and the middle

at twelve, the pig will

now have but two tempo-

rary incisors, the lateral,

in either jaw. Another

* Fig. 53. Lo-H-er jaw of a pig fifteen months old, showing the increased length

of the tushes and incisors, and the putting up of the three anterior permanent
molars— I, 2, 3, m.
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important change also marks the completion of the year, namely,

the shedding of the deciduous and their replacement by the per-

manent molars. The two anterior teeth are generally the first

to fall, and are presently followed by the third.

By the time the animal is fifteen months old these permanent
molars will have acquired nearly, if not quite, the level of the

others. Fig. 53 gives a side-view of the lower jaw at this age.

The teeth I am now describing give evidence, fiom the sharpness

of their points, of having been recently cut. They stand in front

of the other molars, and are indicated by the numerals 1, 2, 3.

The other changes effected between twelve and fifteen months
relate chielly to the growth of the teeth. The permanent inci-

sors, occupying the front of the lower jaw, have now attained

their full length. The tushes are grown to a still greater extent,

and are taking, as segments of a circle, a gentle sweep upwards
and backwards. The corner teeth are likewise large, and the

lateral temporary incisors still in situ.

At eighteen months, or thereabouts, the dentition of the. pig

may be said to be completed by the cutting of the lateral incisors

and of the last or sixth molar. Fig. 54 represents, as before, the

front of the lower jaw. The teeth just cut are marked l. i. It

Fis. 54.*

* Fig. 54. Front view of the lower jaw at 18 months, l. i.. the lateral, /le;-

manent. incisors are represented as being recently cut and not yet ou a level with

the middle pair.
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will be noticed that, having recently displaced the temporary,

these incisors are not yet i,ig 55

,

on a level with the middle

pair. A short time how-
ever will suffice to effect

this, and usually by the

second year of the pig's

age they are not only level

with the others, but will

give evidence in common
with them of slight wear.

It may here be re-

marked that the cutting

of either pair of the per-

manent incisors above or

below is occasionally de-

layed by an abnormal

position of the temporary

teeth, sometimes depend-
ing on an unequal breadth

of the two jaws. In a

specimen of this kind now
before me, the putting

up of the middle incisors

in the upper jaw has

driven the coiTesponding

temporary teeth of the

lower jaw aside, effecting

a distance of more than

an inch between them.

Other causes, too, will

alter the bearing of the

upper and lower teeth on
each other, and so inter-

fere with the regularity of

teething.

Such circumstances

now and then lead to a

persistency of one or more
of the incisors, giving the

animal art' increased num-
ber of these teeth, as has
been shown to be the case

occasionally in the ox,

* Fig. 55. Lower jaw of an 1 8-months-old pig, showing that dentition is com-
pleted ; all the teeth being now permanent.
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but they cannot mislead if clue attention be given, being so self-

apparent as easily to be detected.

Fig. 55 relates to the eighteen-months-old pig. It gives a
representation of the sixth or last molar, and shows also the
condition of all the teeth of tlie lower jaw when dentition is

perfected. The sixth molar tooth greatly exceeds the others in

size, and cannot be mistaken for any of them. It is composed of
three principal parts blended together as in the third temporary
molar of the lower jaw. Each portion rises separately to form
two principal cusps, which in the cutting tooth are beautifully

intersected with depressions of various depths, forming altogether

a minute rockwork, as it were, of enamel. This condition,

however, of the crown after it has penetrated the gum and been
brought into use is soon effaced by daily attrition. Its superior

size is nevertheless its distinguishing and permanent feature.

Fig. 3 shows the cap of enamel which crowns this tooth just

prior to its protrusion from its socket. In fig. 55, also, some of

the molars will be observed to give evidence already of wear,

particularly the fourth and fifth, arising from their having come
early into use. Tiie first named of these teeth, it will be remem-
bered, was cut when the animal was six months old, the second
when about nine.

Between one year and a half, and a year and three quarters, the

permanent incisor teeth reach their fullest development ; after

this period their length, in the lower jaw particularly, begins to

lessen. We are only enabled to judge the age of the female

after this time by the wear the teeth as a whole have undergone,

and her general appearance. In the perfect male, however, the

tushes will not as yet have acquired their greatest size, and will

therefore afford us some further assistance. The length to which
they will grow, and the elegant sweep in an upward and backward
direction which the lower one takes, and the outward and
backward course of the upper, are correctly represented in fig. 56,

a sketch taken from a specimen forwarded by Mr. Robinson, V.S.,

of Tamworth, to whose kindness I am likewise indebted for others

which have materially assisted my investigations. With regard,

however, to this full development of the tushes, it must not be

forgotten tliat their position being subject to slight variation,

will likewise influence the amount of their wear, and consequently

give them a somewhat stunted appearance, earlier in some ani-

mals than in others. Some boars too are addicted to champing,

which action of the jaws when the tushes are so placed as to rub

each other will quickly reduce both the length and size of these

teeth.

I will now, as with the ox and sheep, attempt to embody, in a

tabular form, the chief facts of the dentition of the pig. The
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variations not being so numerous as in the ox or sheep, and
being also confined within more restricted limits, I have been

enabled to reduce the facts to one standard of comparison. The
following table, Avhich for obvious reasons applies only to the

incisors and tushes, gives the result we require.

Dentition of the Pig.

At
Birth.

One Month. Three Months. Nine Slouths.
Twelve
Months.

Eighteen
Months.

Cliicisors

Foetal \
(Tusks

4

4

4

4

4

4

Temporary Incisors 4 central 8 central &
lateral

8 central &
lateral

4 lateral

Permanent Incisors 4 corner 8 central

& corner
12 central,

lateral,

& corner

Permanent Tusks •• 4 (cutting.') 4 4

Total in both jaws 12 IG IG 16 IG
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From numeious cases which might be selected in proof of

the value of these data, I shall take but two, chosen because

they are among the more recent submitted to my opinion. A
gentleman much interested in the subject of the dentition of this

animal sent me the jaws of two pigs which he had bred. After

examining the first jaw (which I have now before me) I remarked
that were my opinion asked on this case, as one in dispute, I

should state that the appearances indicated the animal to be about
nine months of age. The other (also before me) was then examined,
and the conclusion arrived at was that the animal was a year old.

The statement given by the gentleman sending them was to

the following effect :—" No. 1. The jaw-bones of a male pig,

farrowed on the 30th of April, 1852, killed on the 15th of

February, 1853 : nine months and 15 days old.—No. 2. The
jaw-bones of a female pig, farrowed on the 22nd of December,
1852, killed on the 2nd of January, 1854: one year and 11

days old." It will be seen that the opinion I had given, and
which Avas formed entirely on the state of the teeth, without,

therefore, that assistance which the growth and general appear-

ance of a living animal affoids, approached the exact age within

11 days in one case and 15 in the other.

I will merely observe in conclusion, that if in our improved
breeds of cattle, sheep, and pigs, dentition be perfected earlier

than is generally supposed, we are nevertheless in a position,

from the information which has been obtained at the shows of

this Society in particular, to do justice in cases of disputed age.

That variations exist to some extent in the teething of animals

is sufficiently exemplified by the general description hei'ein

given, as also by the tables prepared for the elucidation of this

subject. Still it is to be hoped that the conclusions arrived at,

being, as before said, based on upwards of two thousand cases

of attested ages, further experience will only tend to their con-

firmation, and much will be gained if only a spirit of inquiry be
awakened on this important subject.
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XII.

—

Report on tke Exhibition of Implements at the Lincoln

Meeting of the Society, 1854. By Anthony Hamond.

In writing the Report of the Lincoln Meeting, it shall be my
endeavour to give an outline of the improvements which have
been effected in the last few years, l)y the exhibition and trials

of implements, at the annual meetings of the Royal Agricultural

Society. Precisely as we measure the progress of civilisation by
the increased luxury and requirements of the people, so may we
measure the progress of agriculture by the increased desire on
the part of cultivators of land for improved implements and
agricultural machinery. So much has this desire increased, that

a new class of manufacturers has sprung up—a class second to

none in intelligence, perseverance, and skill,—whose inventive

powers are severely taxed to keep pace with the requirements of

their customers. The increase of the number and value of

implements exhibited will be shown by the following figures :

—

Date. Place. Ko. of Exhibitors. Xo. of Articles. Value.

£. s. d.

1839 .. Oxford ..23 .. — .. —
1852 .. Lewes .. 103 .. 1722 .. 19,121 5 8

1853 .. Gloucester .. 121 .. 1803 .. 24,112 4 10
1854 .. Lincoln .. 130 .. 1897 .. 28,878 14 9

The difference between the implements exhibited at the first

Meeting at Oxford, and those exhibited at Lincoln, was very
striking. At the former, we had articles exhibited which not

only puzzled the Judges who had to try them, but the ex-

hibitors themselves were puzzled to say for what purpose they

were made ; at the latter, on the contrary, it was scarcely possible

to point out one implement without some merit peculiar to itself,

or which was not a favourite in some particular district.

It was to the plough, I think, that the attention of the imple-
ment-makers was first called by this Society. If we look at our
past prize-lists, we find the names of Ball, Busby, Howard,
and Ransome (I place them alphabetically), one or other of
whom invariably takes a premium.

In drills, Garrett, Hornsby, and Smith of Peasenhall, have
arrived at that perfection, that the only suggestion I can make
is that they should be lighter and less expensive. With regard
to the improvements which have taken place in the machinery
for threshing and dressing corn, the Report of the Engineers and
Judges fully establishes the fact that the labours of tlie Agricul-
tural Society have been eminently successful. Indeed, I may
here observe that iinprovements— I do not say inventions—are, for

the most part, suggested by the failures which occur when
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machinery and implements are brought to the severe test of a

public trial.

Our field trials commenced with deep ploughing on the heavy
land. These trials fully proved the absurdity of ploughing up at

one time so large a mass of inert stubborn clay. The only advice

I could give the occupiers of the field in answer to the question

of "Now, Sir, what am I to do with this land? " was, " Plough
it back again if you can."

Our first trial was of the ))loughs " adapted for ploughing more than 10
inches deep:" this took place on a field of very heavy and adhesive clay soil,

and resulted in ])roving most decidedly the value and adaptation of the ploughs
for this ]>ur|)ose. Six i)loughs competed in this class, four of which number
were speedily seen to Ijc incapable of standing the severe test to wliicli they
were subjected ; still tlie anxiety of their exhibitors to prove their cajjabilitics

was so great, that ultimately eight very powerful horses were attached to each
plough, and the ploughing, if we may so term it, became interestingly absurd

;

ibr, in addition to the horses, four or five leaders were to be observed with

them, and a similar number in holding and riding upon the ploughs to ])revent

them being thrown out of work by the tenacity of the soil, and to force them
to turn over such an unexam))led furrow-slice, frequently compi'ising a depth of

12 inches by IG. This could answer no other good purpose than to tost

strength ; and it is but justice to say, that the ploughs passed through this

severe test without injury, whilst at the same time it proved utter destruction

to whi[>|)letrees and plough-harness; and had we not been favoured with the

admirable truss-whippletrccs and chain-traces so effectually arranged for

heavy draughts by Messrs. Ransome and Sims, this trial could not have taken

place. As respects four of these ploughs, we report that those of Messrs.

Busby, Balls, and AVilliams, showed sufficient capability to effect such deep
ploughing, but at too great a cost ; and Mr. Barker withdrew his from com-
petition. Of the remaining two we have more to say. Botli ploughs pet-

formed their work well
;
and, notwithstanding their being put to the severest

test by eight selected horses, they both passed steadily through their work,

and made a fair and tolerable furrow of 10 inches by 15 through an almost

impervious clay-soil, and were ultimately selected to try their final powers in

another and milder portion of the field at a less depth, and with four hurses

and one driver. Tiiis trial took place subsequently, and obtained considerable

interest. Both ])loughs were directed to plough not less than 7 inches in

depth, after the fifth round, the soil very strong adhesive clay. In the seventh

round six horses were a[)plied, 8 inches were attained, and a good furrow

turned by both ])loughs, being 8 inches by 12. The work made by Howard's
])lough appeared to us the cleanest cut, and, as a whole, most etfcctually turned

and laid uj), less falling back into the furrow, a somewhat broader furrow-sole

was left, and the draught, so fur as we could observe, no greater than the com-
peting plough belonging to llansomes and Sims

;
consequently wc awarded

the i)rize to Messrs. Howard of Bedford. Plough, article No. 3, stand 46,

price 5/. 15s.

General Purpose Ploughs.—These trials were most satisfactory,

and the work excellent.

Plov(jh best adaptedfor General Purposes.—The next and most important

of the ti ials committed to our care was to prove which was the best plough

for general jjurposes, and in this department we at once resolved to give the

fullest and clearest tests that it was possible for us to ])roposc to ourselves.

It was no easy task to decide upon the merits of the ditterent ploughmen, for
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better work was never seen since the Society lias been in existence ; but tiiat

we f'ouiui infinitely easier than to decide upon the ploughs themselves. We
laid this down as the test

—

to (jive the prize to the plough that, running upright

and steadih) on thefurrow-sole, without j)itching, tilting, or swerving from
such upright pmsition, should cut and turn its work in the best manner, and la>/

it up in the bestform with the lightest draught ; the plough itself to be simple

in its construction, freefrom complication, can be kept in order at the least

expense, and the original cost fair and moderate—on these and some minor

points rested our decision. Fifteen jjloiighs entered for competition in the

heavy-land field. The work was trying in the e.xtremo ; it was soon per-

ceptible that the wood ploughs, good as they undoubtedly were, had but

little chance in such a trial with the firmly-constructed iron ones; and how-
ever well qualified they might be for light-land ploughing, it was evident to

us that here tiiey had but little chance. However, such was the excellency of

the work performed by Cook's plough, that it was ordered to the light land

\\\th those belonging to Messrs. Halls, Ransome, Barker, Downs, Howard,
Busby, and Williams, in ail eight. The work on the heavy land was per-

formed with four horses at a depth of not less than 7 inches, and some good
work was achieved. We would honourably mention the work done by the

ploughs of Messrs. Howard. Ransome, Busby, Downs, and Cook, nujre par-

'ticularly; and of Williams, 13arker, and Balls as the next in our estimation.

The plough of White and Harris is a good specimen of a wood plough.

Archer's is a good iron plough, the work rather flat.

Our next trial was on the light-land field (seeds). Here the soil was about

7 inches in average depth, mingled with stone, and in some places the stone

nearly cropped out to the surface, but not fixed, the ploughs with some diffi-

culty passing throngh it. The plots being chosen by lot, the ploughs started,

and the performance of the eleven workmen made the task of decision tenfold

more difficult. Still there were difl'erences, but not the difference of bad
implements against good ones. All were good—proved to be good—our task

to decide as to the best amongst so many good ones ; we were ultimately

enabled to satisfy ourselves that the palm lay between the ploughs of Messrs.

Howard and Ransome. These we resolved to put to a further test, and to

give justly-earned commendations to Busby's, Balls', and Williams's ploughs

respectively. The reaping-machines having cleared suflicient space in the
rye-field, vve resolved to try them on the loose work of the old ploughed land.

Again the work was so excellent, and so evenly did these two ploughs perform
their work in everg particular and under everi/ circumstance of obstruction or
difficulty, as to render it impossible to decide between the merits of the two.
No work was ever better done, and even the adjudging of the ploughing alone
would have been diflScult ; but the ploughs themselves we decided to leave to

the indications of the d3'namometer, for so evenly in our estimation were their

respective merits balanced, that we thoroughly agreed in opinion that to

recommend one at the expense of the other would be doing the other an
injustice. A dynamometer of acknowledged repute was obtained from
Messrs. Cottam and Hallen, and by its aid, on the following morning, we were
enabled to discover that the ])lough of Messrs. Ransome and Sims had a slight

advantage (and it was but slight) over the plough of the Messrs. Howard.
We then gave them a further trial in the seed-land upon which they had pre-
viously worked. We then changed Ransome's to Howard's land, which was
on one side of the field, and Howard's to Ransome's, which was on the other
side of the field, strictly and most carefully guarding against giving an advantage
or disadvantage in ground to either plough. In each case the result was about
the same

;
consequently we awarded the prize of 5/. to Ransome and Sims'

plough. Price 41. lOs.

R. W. Baker.
J. Clarke.

VOL. x\'. 2 B
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Cultivators.—The land, from recent rain, was not in a fit state

to try these implements. They all appeared to require more
horse-power than was equivalent to the work done.

Scarifiers.—These implements were tried upon land in the
state to wliicli they are peculiarly adapted, viz. a freshly cleared

stubble. Bentall's and also Coleman's did their work satisfactorily.

Hoes.—In the hoes, Garrett's maintained its reputation. I

should stronffly recommend a fore steerage to these hoes, as well
as to the drills if required of a lar<fe size. We had two turnip-

sing-ling machines, Huckvale's and Martin's. These should never

be used except the plant of turnips is a full one, and with good
husbandry, plenty of seed, and some superphosphate, nineteen

times out of twenty a good plant may be secured. Such imple-
ments are not made for bad. farmers, and are not wanted by
small ones.

The objection made to Martin's hoe arises from an imperfect <

acquaintance with its working. The force with which it strikes the

turnips, and tosses them into tlie air like a liaymaker, effectually

prevents their setting in wet weather. I hoed 150 acres with it

last year, and this year nearly the same quantity.

Mr. Huckvale's little simple implement (stand 21, article 23, price 6/.) is a

very ingenious invention, and does its work admiruhly. The setting out the

turnip crop requires jndgmint, which of course is not a qualification of any
implement; this one, however, allows the workmen scope, for it is so con-

structed that it can readily be elevated above the row, and thus prevented

cutting where not i-equircd. In this respect it is prefeiable to Mr. Martin's

novel and unique machine (price 31A 10s.). We can imagine many fields of

turnips to be in such a state that Mr. Martin's machine would make sad havoc

in passing through them
;
many ridges are clay, and set; we think the sudden

chop of this machine would in such case clear too much space at once, thus

leaving wide gaps, while the more gradual cut of the former would pass

through without injury.

Cofgreaves Plough.—The great novelty in field implements
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was Cotgreave's plough. Its tliroe operations of ploughing,

lifting, and subsolling, leave the land as if It liad been dug or

forked over—an excellent preparation for planting. But there

is another operation which 1 think it would perforin admirably

—

that of bringing again to the surface the day which has subsided.

I allude more particularly to the Fen districts, where clay is

applied in large quantities, and sinks below the reach of the

plough in a few years, when the land has to be clayed afresh

at an expense of from 2/. to 5/. per acre. To this implement was
awarded a silver medal.

Reapers.—These Implements are decidedly improving, and
will ere long be much used in large occupations, or where labour

is scarce. Let me have a reaper that will cut a good stout crop

of standing corn, and I will find other means of cutting the laid.

I have seen corn so beaten down and twisted that the scythe has

been obliged to give way to the sickle.

Dean and Dray's improved Hussey, with tlpplng-board and
skeleton knife (very material improvements), appeared the most
manageable, and performed Its work well : it has this advantage,

that in cutting a stout crop you may lessen the breadth of the cut

by keeping the horses a little further from the standing corn.

We had also M'Cormick's exhil^ited by Garrett.

The Automaton by Ransome and Sims.

One by Mr. Harke that would not steer.

A French reaper, by Marie Pierre A. F. Mazier, of L'Aigle

(Orne), compact and worked by one horse. This machine with

some improvements may become a favourite.

The side delivery of Bell, exhibited by Crosskill, is a great

desideratum, but requires too much horse-power, which might be
remedied by lessening the breadth of cut, without at all lessening

the quantity of work done In eight hours by 2 horses.

Fowler''s Draining Plough was subjected to a severe trial ; it

laid the tiles with admirable precision. The drain was opened
in several places, and the remark of an Intelligent farmer was,
" If I stood by my drainers from morning till night I could not
get it better done."

This plougli has been much improved. We were glad to perceive all

reasonable obstacles oveiconie, and to testify by our especial commendation
and the aivard of a Silver 3Iedal our liigh approval of the implement, because
it proved its adaptation to drain land 3 feet 6 inches deep with facility ; and
we trust that its usefulness will soon be abundantly proved in every part of
the kingdom. The cost of such deep draining at 8 yards apart will be about
305. per acre

; the soil appears to move about from 'j. to 3 feet on either side
as the plough passes along. The cost of the plough is great, probably 400/. or
500?., including the engine, which however may be used for other farm
purposes,

2 B 2
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A Engine.

a Large drum.

Small drum.

13 B I Snatch blocks.

C Anchor.

f Large rope.

S Pulley attached to plough.

P Draining plough.

G Small rope.

H Anchor and sheave for small rope.

STEAM DRAINING APPARATUS.

The engine A, a six-horse, is anchored in one corner of tlic field to be
drained, and usually on the liighcst side, in a parallel line with the hedge, at

the to]) of the field. Attached to the engine, and turned by it by means of
cog-gear, arc two drums A A" to which two ropes are fastened, as shown in

the drawing. These ropes, each 500 yards long, are carried singly along the
headland, and round the snatch-blocks B B', fastened to the anchor C, set

opposite the line of drain to be laid. The ropes arc from thence taken down
the field, the larger one / being carried round the pulley S attached to the

front of the |)!ough P, and the end brought back to the anchor C. The
smaller rope G is also run down the field, and round another sheave anchored
at II, and the end fastened to the back of the {)lough P. The plough, as will

be seen from the drawing, commences work at the opposite corner of the field

to the engine. When stuck in the ground, and ready for work, the larger

rope/ is wound up, and draws the plough u]) to the anchor C, at the same
time unwinding the rope G. When one drain is com])leted the smaller rope

G is wound up by the engine, and takes back the plough to the anchor H,
which is the position required for the next drain, at the same time unwinding
the rope/. The snatch-blocks B B' are then moved to an anchor fixed at

the head of the next drain, and the same operation repeated.

Attached to the plough is a new principle of adjusting the coulter to the

inequalities of the surface of the land. The motion of the front wheel of the

plough is used for raising and lowering the coulter, and the S])ced is regulated

by passing this power through a ])air of cones, the position of the strap on
these cones regulating the speed, and the proper ])Osition of the strap on the

cones being indicated by a pendulum hung upon the plough. The draining-
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plough exhibited by Dray did not work ; the tube through which the tiles were

dropped oflPering too great resistance in its passage through the soil, though

worked only at the depth of 2 feet. The pipes many of them nearly stood on

end.

The trial of these immense implements could not fail to awaken much
interest in our minds. A small (i-liorse engine with coui])arativc ease per-

formed the work of 150 horses, drawing so regularly that no oscillation was

observable. " Surely," was our remark, " this power can be applied to more

general purposes." We earnestly commend this idea to our engineers and

mechanists.
R. W. B.

J. C.

Portable and Fixed Thrashing Machines.—The recent improve-

ments in these machines liave far outstripped the expectations of

the most sanguine, and in the short space of three years they

have attained a high degree of perfection.

Not long since the farmer was satisfied to tlirash an increased

quantity of corn by the application of steam-power to the old

thrashing-box. Soon he finds he must have his corn partially

dressed ; but noio he must have it finished, sacked, and weighed

for market.

For these last improvements we are much indebted to Messrs,

Clayton and Shuttleworth ; and here I must remark that they were

rather in advance of the Society, for they brought out their

finishing machine at Lewes previously to a prize being offered.

PoKTABLE Machinks not exceeding Six-IIorse Power, with Horse Works.

Perfect Work represented by 12 8 40

1 i 1
3 o X

o c
o ^ e = >

1
a
o Price

Name -11 O « o

of Exhibitor.
13
c ^ s O o rt >.

'i t

^ & No.

0

tions

1

engin Time
Horse

consu
riiras Jlinul

Clean State State
£ »

o a

£. s. d.
Hornsby and Son 4 11G2 10-104 40-416 20 11 8 39 75 0 0
Barrett and Co. . 2 1814 15-77 31-54 20 12 7 39 40 17 0

4 16S2 14-02 58-48 20 6 4 30 56 0 0
Garrett and Son . 4 1519 13-56 54-24 20 9 5 34 CI 0 0
Maggs ....
Ransome and Co.

4 1032 8-97 35-88 18 12 6 36 56 0 0
4 1303 11 -33 45-32 20 8 5 33 85 0 0
4 1514 12-16 48-64 20 11 8 39 55 0 0

The prize of lOZ. was awarded to Messrs. Hornsby. By the above table it

will be seen that the quality of the work was the same in three machines in

this class. Mr. Goucher's, however, was made to be driven by three horses
only, but when tried with that power was a failure. Four-horse power was
then given it, and it thrashed very well. The quality of the work done by
Barrett and Co.'s was also equal to the prize machine, but the time consumed
was about one-third more, and as theirs requires nearly the same number of
hands to work it, the cost of thrashing with it would be greater. It is, how-
ever, unique in construction, of eas,y draught, and cheap, and in these respects
deserving commendation. The machines of Garrett and Son, and Ransome
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and Sims, were exceedingly well made ; and that of Mr. Maggs soon arranged
for working and very portable.

Portable Thrashing -Maciiikes not exceeding Eight-Horse Power, with
Straw-Sliaker, Kiddle, and Winnower, that will best prepare the Corn for

the finishing Dressing-Machine to be driven by Steam.

Perfect Work represented by 20 15 15 15 12 85

Name
a;

o
(U

W

3 O X
^•^^
S « o 1 liaken.

o
VM •
**- C

SB

from
ibroken.

nbroken.

p
(u

S °
It

Price.

of Exhibitor. a p. O c .5
g iT^-s -

ai tx oCO D rt ^

Nomi Horse
Real

powe
TimJThra^ siieav

^ S « c
Clean Clean Chavi

from
Corn. jCorn Straw

1
Comp

I
merit

£. d.

Humpliries . . 6 3-38 19-fi5 G6-49 20 15 15 15 10 8 83 75 0 0
Hart .... 6 9-54 60-18 18 G 15 15 10 5 69 95 0 0
Clayton and Co. G G-4S 11-18 72-4fi 15 14 15 15 12 6 77 100 0 0
Barrett and Co. 5 5M4 12-7.5 69-36 18 2 2 5 10 6 43 88 0 0
Hornsby & Son . 7 8 76 12'83 111-24 18 14 15 14 10 78 100 0 0
Crosskill . . . 6 6-95 15.9 110-5 12 14 G 5 8 5 50 95 0 0
Garrett . . , 6 5-78 15-7 90-7 20 14 15 15 12 5 81 85 10 0
Tuxford . . . 6 503 14-48 72 S3 18 15 14 15 10 7 79 100 0 0
Holmes . . . C 6-204 12-18 75-57 16 14 6 10 10 6 62 95 0 0
Garrett . . . 6-T05 14-29 95-81 20 14 15 15 10 5 79 no 0 0
Sparkes . . . 6 r)-87 8-75 60-18 17 14 14 12 8 5 70 61 0 0
Ransomes . . 6-C2 lO-M 70-436 20 10 10 10 9 66 110 0 0
Capper . . . 7•^'8 ]8-,79 148-34 18 13 12 2 2 6 53 80 0 0
Clayton and Co. 6 5*55 14-3'j 79-69 20 15 15 15 12 7 84 95 0 0

Trial with 100 Sheaves of Barley.

s. d.
Humphries . . 6 3 75 48 28-05 20 14 15 • 15

1
8 8 80 75 0 0

Clayton and Co. 6 5 35 8 44 45-15 20 15 15 15
1

11 8 S4 95 0 0
Hart .... 6 4 33 13 28 57-46 20 9 14

i-
8 G 71 95 0 0

Garrett . . . G 4 73 10 o9 49-17 20 14 15 la G 110 0 0
Tuxfonl . . . C 62 5 32 33 18 6 13 13 6 63 100 0 0
Ransome . . . G 3 86 8 8 34- 18 10 8 14 '

G 63 90 0 0
Horusby . . . 6 11 7 88 48-14 20 15 5 15

!

S 8 81 100 0 0

The prize of 20^. was awarded to Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, the

performances of whose machine were, on the whole, superior to any other,

and its construction inferior to none. The machines in this class were many
of them excellent, and the competition very close. With one or two excep-
tions the whole of them separated the chavings from the chaff, and by means
of elevators delivered the marketable corn into sacks. Most had barley-

horners, and two dressed the corn a second time—viz., Messrs. Clayton and
Co.'s, by means of a second blower, and Messrs. (larrett's, by passing it

through a revolving wire cylinder, into which the makers have introduced a

screw diviision, which causes the grain to pass over the entire internal surface,

a great desideratum, whereby the samples were very much improved and a

step gaijied—that of finisliing the corn ibr market. This last was furnished

with an intermediate shaft, from which the drum and working parts were
driven ; and had it not broken the corn and straw in the (rials, it would, from

its mechanical improvements, have stood well for the prize. The machine of

Messrs. Iliiiiipliries was specially commended, as its arrangements were simple,

its draught liglit, and, with the exception of damaging the barley, its perform-

ances very good; its price, too, moderate. Messrs. Humphries claim the merit

of dividing the vibrating trough so that the impetus of one part counteracts
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that of the other, and renders the machine much more steady when at work.

But u|)on this point the niacliiiie of" Messrs. Ilansoine and Sims was superior

to all others, as the working parts are rotary, and vibration completely

avoided. The shaking:, chaving', and dressing were ini[)erl'ectly performed.

The performances of the other machines, and the power consumed in driving

them, will be seen by the tables. All except the prize machines injured the

barley in some degree formatting, and even tliey were not quite faultless. This
is a point lo which the Judges attach the utmost importance, and on which they

hope to see considerable amendment. There is, however, no class of imple-

ments in which so rapid and decided improvements have been made as in the

combined thrashing-machines ; the Society has great reason to congratulate

itself on the results of its recent prizes, and may reasonably hope, at no distant

da}', to see a jiortablc thrashing and dressing machine that will perform all its

operations nearly, if not quite, equal to the present fixed barn-works.

The Best Fixed Thhashing-Machtke not exceeding Eight-Horse Power,
with Shaker, lliddle, and Winnower, that will best prepare the Corn for

Market, to be driven by Steam.

I'crfect Work represented by 20 13 13
1

13
1
12 8 85

Name
of Exhibitor. Horse-power

used.

Revolutions

of

Engine.

Time

Thrashing

20(1

Sheaves

of

Wheat.

Horse-power

for

I

Minute.

Clean

Thrashed.

jClean
Shaken.

|

Cliavings

free

I'rom

Corn.

a
2

i <=

— o Corn

Unbroken.

Straw

Unbroken,

j

Comparative

Merit.

Price.

Clayton & Co. 8 20-46 17-8 142-4 20 15 15 15 12 8 85
£. s. d.

150 0 0

Garrett & Co. 23-36 20-48 143-26 20 10 14 15 c 6 71 164 7 0

Trial with 100 Sheaves of Barley.

Clayton . . 10-34 8-99 62-93 20 15 15 15 12 8 85

Garrett . . . 6 10- IC 88-347 530-082
^
20 10 13 15 12 8 80

For the prize of 20/. there were two competitors
; and the table will show-

that the machine exhibited by Clayton and Shuttlcworth was decidedly su-
perior to that of Garrett and Son, especially in the trial with wheat. The
prize was therefore awarded to it ; and too much can scarcely be said in its

'

praise, for it is next to impossible for a machine to thrash and dress corn in a
better manner. There was neither tail corn amongst the best, nor best corn
amongst the tail ; and the latter was again separated into marketable, chicken
corn, whites, seeds, &c., each delivered into sacks from separate spouts.

Owen Wai.lis.
Tnos. Scott.

Broom Close, Jtipon.

ClIAFF-CUTTERS, &C.

Numerous as were the implements presented for (rial at Gloucester, the
number was far exceeded by those exhibited at the Lincoln Meeting.

' We
commence our trials with the Chuff-cutters worked hij Hand Power .-—
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Name.
Weight
of Chaff
cut.

Compara-
tive Tower
required by

each
Machine.

Price.
II

Remarks.

Burgess ami Key ....
Garrett and Son ....
Smith and Ashby ....

Bansome and Sims
Alcock

lbs.

11

ifii

1 j

17

Pi
15
II

14
12

23'; -3

i;)7-s

141-0
114-G
153-6

128 0
276-7
123-0
19G-1
132-5
202-6

£. t. d.

6 10 0

7 0 0

5 10 0

5 Jo 0

7 0 0

5 0 0
5 10 0
4 15 0

7 0 0

4 15 0
5 10 0

Unevfii, but bhort.

*iond \\ c^rk.

\'erv roui^'lilv cnt,

Ditto.

Good \\oik.

Very f^ood w ork.

\'cry rouyh work.
Excellent work.
Very irregularly cut.

Very «^ood work.
Fair work.

These machines were each worked lour minutes. The jirize we awarded
to Mr. C'ornes of Barbidgc, his machine maintaining its well-earned reputation.

C/iaff-ciittcrs worked by Steam Power.—The undermentioned being near
each other in the first trial, we considered it necessary to give ihem a second.

Name.
Weight
of Chair

Cut.

Compara-
tive Tower
required by

each
Machine.

Price. Bemarks.

lbs.

5ii
5-Ji

63i

-101

2s9
3G9

£. s. d.

15 0 0

14 0 0

15 0 0

Ver^' good wnri;,

J^^xcelleiit work.
Very <^ood work.
( Clicked in trial throu^'h the

\ carelessness of tlie feeder.

These machines were each worked two minutes. We awarded the prize to

Mr. Cornes, and consider comments totally uncalled for with resjiect to tiiese

implements.

Giindiiiff Mills.—Each mill was worked for five minutes. The results as

follows :

—

Name.
Kind of

Mill.

Quantity-

ground.
Comparative

Power.
Price. Remarks.

lbs. £. s. d.

Clayton and Shultleworth . Peak stone 21 174 48 0 0 Fine meaL

Peak stone 10 179 25 10 0 Ditto.

We awarded the prize to Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth.

LixsEED Axn Oat CnusiiERS.

There is no greater economy than crushing corn, particularly lor old and

young horses.

Name.

Time
Crusliing

14 lbs. of
Linseed.

Power
used

.

Time
Crnshinj;

' 7 lbs. of

1
Oats.

Power
used.

Price. Remarks.

Garrett and Son ....

Ransome and Sims . .

m. s.

7 45
3 46
5 0
7 25
7 29

24-33
17- 49
9-23
15-67
18-3S 1

m. s.

2 30
2 13

83
1 02

2- 54
3-83
2-86
2-49
2-73

if. s. d.

11 10 0

13 12 0

11 11 0

U 11 0

16 16 0
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We awarded tlic prize to Messrs. Turner and Co., of Ipswich. All these

machines did good work ; and we thought tliat of Mr. Stanley worthy of com-
mendation.

Crushers for every variety of Cake.

Name.
Quantity
Crushed.

Time.
Power
used.

Price. Remarks.

Garrett and Son

Hornsby antl Sou .

lbs.

f 41

\ 30
( 41

X 30

7.5

35
1- 6

I
•63 /

2- 22 1

82 )

£. s. d.

110 0

10 10 0

C Slicep

\ liuUocks
I Slieep

( Bullocks

We awarded the prize to Messrs. Garrett and Son. With regard to the

cake-crushers for hand-power, wc liiglily commended Mr. Nicholson's

machines.

TlTRXIP-CuTTERS.

Name.
Number
of Revo-
lutions.

Quantity
of Roots
Cut.

Compara-
tive

Power.
Price. Remarks.

llansome and Sims • .

Samuelson , . . ,

{ i;

17
C 23
( 44

i l5

2S
28
28
28
28
2S
28

95 1

158 J
127
115 >

212 J
68 \
96 S

£. s. d.

5 10 0

4 10 0

5 10 0

5 10 0

( Bullocks.

) .Sheep,

liiillocks and Sheep.
( Siieep.

) liullocks.

( Bullocks.

\ Siieep.

The prize we awarded to Mr. Samuelson of Banbury. We also commended
Carson's " Moody's Machine." A turnip-cutter of Mr. Pierce, attached to a

wheelbarrow for the convenience of cutting in the field or for home-feeding
purposes, we commended.

IIa^-d PuLnxG Machixes.

Name. Price. Remarks.

Barnard and Bishop , .

Simpson and Son ....

£. S. fi,

4 10 0
5 10 0
3 10 0

11 11 U

Sliced the roots.

Sliced the roots finer tlian the above.
Slired tlie roots.

Roots well broken, but not a perfect pulp.

We awarded Phillips's machine the prize, but consider there is still room ibr

improvement.

I'OXE ^ril.LS.

Name. Time. Quantity
power

'.round
required,

j

"
Price. Remarks.

Crosskill . .

Comes", ,

3-40

1

lOi
j

44
..

1

..

45 Excellent work.
Failed to w ork.

We awarded the prize to jNIessrs. Crosskill's eccentric mill, which reduced
unboiled bones nearly to powder.
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Flax Mill.

Eansome and Sims,

Flax Machine.—This machine removes the objection that

exists amongst farmers to the cultivation of flax, as it brings the

fibre into a marketable condition, without the troublesome process
of retting and hand-scutching : it was driven bj steam, and re-

quired but one-hoi"se power to work it.

We had only one machine to try for the purpose of breaking flax and sepa-
rating- the seed and fibre from the straw as soon as harvested. We consider it

capable of effecting those objects without steeping. We weighed out 7 lbs. of
straw, which produced 4j lbs. of rough flax for the scutching machine. After
the process of scutching we had 2 lbs. 9 oz. of marketable flax and tow ; 1 lb.

of the ibrmer, and 1 lb. 9 oz. of the latter : on the above grounds we had no
hesitation in awarding it a medal.

James Hall Nalder.
H. B. Caldwell.

Ste^ui-Engines.

The advantage of steam upon a farm is incalculable. It gives

speed to everything connected with it, smartens the intelligent

labourer, assists the hard-working, and keeps the lazy man to his

work. It enforces regularity, and compels punctuality.

The question whether fixed or moveable power is most advan-

tageous depends upon circumstances ; hut this I loould stronrjlif

impress—the great importance ofplenty ofpoiver.

Our portable engines had become too refined, and the Society

was obliged to make such regulations as ensured simplicity of

construction and easiness of access to their different parts. These
objects have been attained, without lessening the quality or

quantity of the work performed, as will appear by the Report of

Mr. Amos.

In making our trials and comparisons we have kept strictly in view the

conditions laid down by the Council in their instructions to exhibitors and
judges, and were glad to find that the engines were in general considerably

sim])lified in their arrangements and the workmanship improved over last year.

The Tables on p. 375 contain the results of the several engines tested.

Wc have to express our great gratification at the very complete arrangements

which were made by the Consulting Engineer to the Society for conducting

these tests, both as to the improvement in the construction and certainty in

the breaks, and the general arrangements lor changing the trials from one
engine to another, by which the time occupied was very materially reduced

and the results more satisfactory.
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PonTAiiLE Ekoines.

375

Name.
No. of p .

Horse-
_ Horse-power,
power. ^

Time of
getting up
Steam.

Coal Con-
sumed per
Horse-power
per Hour.

Hornsb)' and Co.
IJansome and Sims .

Clayton and Shuttleworth
Garrett and Son,
Tuxford and Sons .

Holmes and Sous
Allchin
Simpson
Peneston
Crosskill

Hart and Son

Sparke . . .

Bnrgess and Key

£.

31

32
3G 13

39 0
47 10

38 0
3.5 10

31 8
2.=) 0
36 13

23 2

d.

6

li
4
0
0
0
8

7

0
4

Minutes.

40

51i
39
48
33
39
4>

47
42
38

lbs.

4- 55
5- 1

5-19
5- 62
6- 42
8-46
8-55
12- 28
13'28
13- 5

J
'

f Trial failed in consequence of

(imperfections in driving pulley.

I i I

[ Trial failed, owing to the

1 6 ' 35 0 0 < breaking of the joint of slide

I I
(jacket in transit.

( Trial not commenced, the regulations of the Society

\not being complied with.

Fixed Exgixes.

Name.

Eansome and Sims
William Dray and C9.
Clayton and Shuttleworth
Tuxford and Sons

.

Turner and Co. . .

Garrett and Son

No. of

Horse-
power.

Price per
Florse-power.

Coal Con-
sumed per
Hoi-se-power
per Hour.

£. a. d. lbs.

8 24 7 6 6-15
6 27 10 0 7-84
6 29 3 4 8-94
6 29 3 4 9-13
4 30 0 0 10-25

8 26 5 0 12-74

Wm. Ovvkx.
JouN V. GoocH.

Drills.

The drills exhibited at this Meeting were numerous, and though present-

ing no striking novelty in constructiofi, several improvements had been made
in small details by which their efficiency was increased without adding to their

complexity, or increasing their cost.

Prize 5.—For the best drill for general purposes there were five competitors
;

the competition was mainly between Messrs. Hornsby and Son and Messrs.
Garrett ; the peribrmance of both drills was so good in all respects that it was
difficult to decide upon their comparative merits. The construction of Messrs.
Hornsby 's drill was considered the most substantial, and to them the prize was
awarded.
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Prize 6.—For the best corn and seed drill five were selected for trial ; the
prize was awarded to Messrs. Ilornsby and Son, although in this class Messrs,
Garrett were powerful competitors.

Prize 7.—For the best and most economical corn-drill for small occupations

there were four competitors ; the prize was awarded to Messrs. Smyth and
Sons, theirs being deemed the best drill, quality and price considered.

Prize 8.—For the best and most economical small-occupation seed and
manure drill for flat or ridged work there were five competitors.

Prize 9.— For the best turnip-drill on the flat with manure, Messrs.
Ilornsby and Son carried the prize against six competitor', although Messrs.
Garrett again came in the closest competition. These two drills were very
superior ; the delivering and covering of manure was perfect ; and though
tried with manure in a rough and damp state, the moveable front to the

manure-box prevented the smallest lodgment of manure.
Prize 10.—Messrs. Hornsby and Son also obtained the prize for the best

turnip-chill on the ridge, with manure, against three competitors
;
although

the drill exhibited by Messrs. Garrett in this class deserves the highest com-
mendation.

Prize 11.—The pi-ize for the best liquid-manuie or water-drill was awarded
to Mr. Hugh Carson, which was most eflicient in its work. Tlie drill ex-

hibited by Messrs. Tasker and Fovvle also performed well. But the separate

arrangement for drilling water, seed, and manure from distinct compartments
was not so much approved of.

Prize 12.—For the best manure-distributor the prize was awarded to Mr.
Thomas Chambers against lour competitors. This is a new implement, the

invention of a tenant-farmer. It is unqucstionabl}' the best machine yet

known for distributing highly-concentrated manures in small quantities. The
machine is of easy draught, simple in construction, not liable to derangement,
and capable of delivering with accuracy, and distributing evenly, as small a

quautity of manure as 3 bushels per acre.

J. Druce.
TlIOS. HtlSKINSON.

The Water-drill appears to be making its way in public estima-

tion. I have lieard of good results from its use this season, particu-

larly in bringing the mangold-vvurzel to the hoe.

Manure Distributors.—The use of manures for top-dressing

has become so important a feature in the cultivation of land, more
particularly in the light and chalk districts, that the means of

distributing, evenly and regularly, so small a quantity as from 3
to 5 bushels per acre, has been anxiously looked for by the Norfolk

and Wold farmer. I do not overstate when I say that from
1000 to 1200 tons of nitrate of soda, 3000 tons of Peruvian guano,

6000 tons of superphosphate, in addition to rape-cake and other

manures, were consumed, principally in West Norfolk, last year.

No wonder then that, of the four manure-distributors that were
exhibited, three came from that district.

Tlie prize machine by Mr. Chambers, the ingenious son of a

tenant farmer, distributed at the rate of 3 bushels per acre with

great regularity.
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Miscellaneous, &c.

The Miscellaneous dc|)artmcnt embraced a variety of improved and useful

articles wliieli can only be appreciated by a reference to the catalogue.

The first trial of articles Ibr wiiich premiums were offered was in the

Churns. Of these there were five selected for trial. The following tabular

form will show the result :—

•

Name of Exhibitor.

Quantity
of Cream
to eacli

Churn.

Time in

producinf^
Butter in

Minutes.

Weifjht
of Butter
from eacli

Churn.

Price.

Quarts. lbs. oz. £. s. d.

3 0-37 2 2 2 2 0

Burgess and Key 3 0-19 2 11 2 2 0
3 0-22 3 2 2 0 0
1 0-40 0 12 1 13 0

T. and E. Kansoine. 3 0-3G 3 2h- 2 2 0

The Judges, not being able to award the premium satisfactorily, withheld it

for several reasons. The chin-n producing the largest quantity of butter,

and iti nearly the least time, did not produce the best ; while the contrary

was the fact in other instances. This was owing to the difference in tiie

amount of manipulation given to the butter after churning. The buttermilk

remaining in the butter gave it additional weight, but did not improve the

quality, while it was clear the best butter in the trial was the least in quan-
tity, and not that produced in the least time.

In justice to Hancock (the principle of whose churn is better adapted for

large than small quantities) it is only right to state, that in the Gloucester

trial of last year, owing to a misprint, his churn did not look so well in the

tabular statement as it ought to have done ; instead of eight quarts of cream,
as given, he had only four.

Drain- Tile Machines.

There were four competitors, the principle of each machine nearly the

same, differing only in working details. In each the tilos were of the same
size, having been made by a 2-incli button, with external diameter of 2J inches.

Name.

Length

of

each

Pipe

in

Inches.
Revolutions

of

Test-

ing

Machine.

Weight

on

Balance

Lever.

Time

actually

at

Work

in

Minutes.

s.i

S S
Perfect

Pipes

made.

j
Imperfect

Pipes

made.

Length

of

Perfect

Pipes

in

Inches.

I
Length

of

Imperfect

Pipes

in

Inches.

Price.

lbs. £. s.

Burgess & Key . . 13i 160 m 5 li 56 46 811 509 17 17
\u 160 17 5 2 220 14 2994 li-9 16 0

Whitehead .... 160 Ui 5 n 2i7 34 3026 450 21 0
Armitage .... Withdrawn.
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Corn-Dressing 3Iachines.

Since the introduction of the combined steam-thrashing and dressing
machines into nearly general use, screening, blowing, and finishing are the

most important operations in a corn-dressing machine. The first separation

of the corn from the chaff and puise (usually called roughing) having already

been accomplished by steam, it only remains to finish the work and make
the corn ready for market. Eoughing is therefore only of a secondary cha-

" racter.

There were 19 machines entered for trial, the greater part being withdrawn
after the first work of roughing, so that it will only be necessary to give the

trials of a few, the result of which faii-ly established Messrs. Hornsby's claim

to the premium.

Name.

Weiglit

on

Lever

to

Balance

Power.

Tail

Corn,

1st

Dressing.

Revolutions

of

Testing:

Machine

in

2nd

Dressing.

Best

Corn..

Tail

Corn,

2nd

j
Dressing.

Price.

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. i'. s. d.

Garrett and Son .... 15 10 36 3bi 13i 8 10 0
Hi 36 65 151 29 12 0 0

Hornsby and .Son .... 15 12 60 173i l/i 13 10 0
IH 10 36 97 1 8 0 0.

Lucas and Wright . . . 9i 31 26 83 18 8 0 o;
14 29 90 206* 22 8 8 0'

11 Hi 58 11/1 8 8 0 0
17 49 1404 12 13 10 0

Wilson 7* 26 31 96 5i 8 10 0

Medals.

With regard to the prize Xo. 32, " for the invention of any new imple-

ment," &c., the Judges of the Miscellaneous venture respectfully to call the

attention of the Council to the claims of Mr. Balke, for his newly-in\%nted

hrmk for testing the jiower of fixed or portable steam-engines. The Judges,

therefore, guided by the consulting and other practical engineers, desire to

recommend the claims of Mr. Balke to a silver medal for his invention,

T. Jephson Rowley.
William Tindall.

A glance at the yard showed clearly a general improvement in the construc-

tion and workmanship of the implements. Makers are availing themselves of

the use of improved tools in their workshops, and are enabled to turnout better

work : this appeared very forcibly in the stands of some of the smaller

exhibitors, showing that they are fast " treading on the heels" of the larger

ones.

With reference to steam-engine?, the omission of expansion-slides and"

general simplification of parts, as recommended by the Society, has proved

advantageous, the consumption of fuel in the jirize engine of this year being

very little greater than in that of last year ; some sin)i)lification may possibly

be adopted in portable thrashing-machines with equal advantage ; a less

cumbrous implement of this kind is desiiivble.

Among the novelties exhibited at this Meeting may be mentioned Davey's
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flax machinery, exhibited by Ransome and Sims, as a highly ingenious com-
bination, and one that promises to be eminently useful.

Ransome and Sims* thrasliing-inachine exhibited, having all the motions

rotary, would appear to be a step in the right direction.

Garrett's wrouglit-iron drum is a well-made article.

Horton and Kcndrick's flue-boiler, as applied to Garrett's portable engine,

is a novelty ; time alone can determine whether it will be durable : the con-

struction of the fire-box gives increased heating surface, and ])robabiy this

fire-box, in connection with tubes in the usual manner, would form a better

boiler.

The new arrangement for admitting the public to the Trial Yard has, in my
opinion, been no impediment to the transaction of business, and doubtless many
scientific and intelligent visitors have been gratified with the opportunity of

being present during tlie experiments.

The increased facilities given by the Council for conducting the experiments

were attended with the best results, and must have greatly lessened the labours

of the Judges. More may be accomplished by increased facilities, if the

means of the Society will allow of it.

C. E. Amos.
Grove, South wark, lltJi Sepfemher, 1854.

I cannot close this Report without suggesting to the Council

that a letter of thanks should be written to Messrs. Ransome
and Sims for the use of the break invented by ]Mr. Balke, and
placed by them at the disposal of the Society. I should be

most happy to second the recommendation of the Judges to

award a Medal to Mr. Balke, were it not against the regulation

No. 8 in the prize-list ; but I would strongly recommend that

some notice should be taken by the Council of so valuable an
invention. This admirable invention is self-acting, and registers

the power of fixed and portable engines at different velocities.

It had also the rari merit of giving satisfaction to the Judges,

as well as to the successful and unsuccessful exhibitors.

A. Hamond.

XIII.

—

Report on the Exhibition of Live Stock at the Lincoln

Meeting of the Society, 1854. By Charles Barnett.

In making our Report, as stewards, of cattle, horses, sheep, pigs,

and poultry, we have, aided by the opinions of the Judges, which
they liave kindly afforded us, endeavoured to come to as correct

conclusions as lie in our power, as to the merit of the exhibition,

compared with former years, both as to the quality and number
of the animals exhibited.

We have no hesitation in stating, that it has been, if not the

best and most successful meeting the Society has ever held, cer-

tainly very far beyond an average one, and well calculated to

advance the character of the Society in the estimation of the
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public. No doubt this was to be expected from the locality in

which the meeting was held, and from the liberal and spirited

conduct of the Mayor of Lincoln, and the exertions of the local

committee, and their indefatigable chairman.

In alluding to the various classes, we shall of course follow

them as placed in the catalogue.

Short-horns.—Class 1 must certainly be called good ; at the

same time we may observe, that we should have liked to have
seen a few more bulls of first-rate pretensions.

Class 2. Very considerable merit : so many good animals
have rarely been exhibited.

Class 3. Did not come up to our expectations, and, beyond the

prize, and one or two other calves, did not possess much merit.

Class 4. Of this class it is impossible to speak in too high
terms ; indeed all the best judges in the yard allowed they never

had seen so superior a class of cows at any exhibition. It would
be lieyond the limits of this article to particularise many,
although deserving. In the two prize-cows it would indeed be
difficult to find a fault ; but had " Lady Barrington the Eiglith,"

the property of ISIr. J. S. Tangueray, been in equal condition

(which her having calved only a very short time prevented), the

judges would have had a still more difficult task to perform.

Class 5. Was much commended ; and many of the heifers,

besides those that obtained premiums, will make superior cows,

particularly those belonging to Lord Feversham and Mr. Stratton.

Class G. A very promising lot of heifers, and clearly prove

that the short-horns are not degenerating.

Herefords.—Very few in number, only nineteen being ex-

hibited, including the six classes ; but ceriainly the quality of

almost all was very superior.

Devons.—-Quite an average both in number and quality ; and
those exhibited by Mr. G. Turner, of which several took pre-

miums, evinced very marked type of the pure North Devon.
Classes 4 and 6 deserved, and received, particular attention, and
were very much admired.

Other Breeds.—Except a few long-horns, none Avere deserving

of notice ; and we venture to suggest to the Council, whether it

is expedient to continue this class.

Horses.—Class 1. Entry larger than usual ; about half the

class very superior animals, and tlie judges had great difficulty

in deciding—these horses combined so much size, bone, and
muscle, with great activity, which is perfection in the agricul-

tural horse.

Class 2. Tlie young stallions also showed great promise, being

exceedingly jjowerful, and likely to cojne out first-rate horses

next year.
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Class 3. Also very ijood.

Class 4. We consider inferior to the cart-horse classes,

although some useful animals amongst them ; and " Little

Tim," had he had rather less weiglit at the point of the

shoulder, would have been nearly perfection as a roadster or

liackney.

Class 5. A large entrv, but not quite as good as might have

been expected.

Class G. Quite made up for the deficiency in Class 5, and
were most superior fillies, commended generally by the judges,

and very much admired by the public. The filly that took the

first premium, belonging to Mr. Barthropp, was nearly perfection.

We must now more particulaily allude to the special prizes

offered by tlie spirited and munificent mayor of Lincoln, .J. S.

Tweed, Esq., and admirably adapted for the locality, where
some of the best hunters are not only bred, but afterwards cross

the country, following the best of packs of fox-hounds, those of

Lord Yarborough, Lord Henry Bentinck, and the South Wold.
The stallions a good class, and several of the horses well cal-

culated for the sires of hunters.

Class 2. Hunting geldings and fillies ; there were several of

great promise, and we have no doubt will make superior hunters,

and adapted to different countries. It was very interesting to

hear the remarks of various sportsmen who looked them over

;

and we could not but observe that their opinions depended much
upon the hunting country they were accustomed to, the grass-

country men preferring the taller horse ; those from the ploughs,

or provincials, the more compact, short-legged animal ; so good
was the class, that all tastes could be pleased.

Sheep.—Improved Lincolns.—Most of the sheep in this class

were very good, showing a decided improvement over the heavy
Lincolns of former days, noted only for their great weight and
loose fat. We, however, think that some improvement might
still be made, particularly in their legs of mutton.

Cotsicolds.—The whole of the sheep exhibited in these classes

were extraordinarily good, especially the tups, some of which,
notwithstanding their enormous weight, were nearly equal in

quality to Leicesters ; and we have no doubt this breed will

become much more general.

South Doiuns.—The numbers in this class were not so great as

usual
;
but, considering the district, and the circumstance of Mr.

Jonas Webb not exhibiting (and certainly his splendid South
Downs were much missed), as many were shown as could well

be expected, and some few of very good quality and symmetry.
Leicesters.—These sheep were of very superior quality, as

might be expected, the show being held in the neighbourhood
VOL. XV. 2 c
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of so many fii'st-rate breeders. The tups were particularly de-

serving of notice for their weight and quality.

Pigs.— The Small Breed was a very numerous class, and in-

cluded some very perfect animals of different sorts.

The Large Breed.—These animals may be termed the wonder of

the show ; some of them being of immense size, yet of good quality.

The stewards much regret having to call the attention of the

Council to the tricks attempted by some of the exhibitors of

pigs, by breaking off their teeth, then filing them up to a sharp

point, thereby deceiving a casual observer, and enabling them to

enter their pigs as many months younger than they really are.

After the judges had finished their inspection, the stewards re-

quested Professor Simonds to. examine all the pigs to which
prizes had been awarded to ascertain their ages ; when so gross

a case of fraud was discovered, that the stewards disqualified one
pig, and caused the judges' award to be amended.
We beg, in conclusion of our remarks upon the pig classes, to

suggest to the Council, that we think an improved classification

might be made : merely distinguishing them as large and small

breeds does not meet all that is required.

The Poultry.—The exhibition was numerous, but not so ex-

cellent as was expected ; and with the exception of the Dorking
classes, in which some superior and useful birds were shown, no
very particular merit existed, except in one or two pens of geese

and ducks
;
perhaps the season of the year may account for this

deficiency. The stewards do not wish to unnecessarily detract

from the merits of the poultry exhibition, as they think it very

attractive and useful.

Tlie stewards cannot bring this Report to a conclusion without

expressing their great regret at the absence of Mr. Pusey, the

president of the year, who, for obvious reasons, was so peculiarly

adapted to preside at Lincoln.

They also wish to signify the obligation they feel under to

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, the director of the yard, for his willing

and able co-operation at all times during the meeting.

Comparative Summary of the Gloucester and Lincoln Meeting.

s
o
.a

ô
Wj

Herefords.

j
Devons. Welsh

or

other

Breeds.

Leicesters.

Lincolns,

1

improved.

Long-wools.

j
Short-wools.

Shropshire.

j

Agricultural

I
Horses.

j
Roadsters.

Pigs.

Poultry.

Special

Prizes.

1
Horses.

Sheep.

Gloucester 75 43 55 17 HO 144 139 121 69 28 177 912

Lincoln . 111 19 33 17 136 G2» 167 115 12 15S 295 18

Pens.

* Some entered for Special Prizes.

f Some entered for Society a premium, therefore this numbur may not be correct.
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XIV.— On Parturient Fever in Ewes, ''Giddiness accompanying

Parturition." By Isaac Seaman.

Prize Essay.

Parturient fever in ewes (" giddiness accompanying parturi-

tion") forms a very interesting and important subject for

investigation, with the true nature of which the shepherd and

flockmaster cannot be too well acquainted. Of the value of

purely physiological knowledge, as assisting the practical

breeder, there can be no doubt, for in proportion as he is pos-

sessed of that knowledge so will mortality in his flock decrease

from endemic and epizootic diseases.

The term " giddiness " signifies stupor, sleepiness, delirium
;

and is universally applied by shepherds and flockmasters to

sheep suffering from hydatids, or water in the brain. Now, that

we may distinguish this so-called giddiness accompanying par-

turition in ewes from other diseases bearing the same name, I

propose to call it parturient fever ;
" for in calling different

ailments by the same name," as observed by an eminent writer

on Influenza in Horses, " our description of diseases becomes
involved in obscurity ; we never agree as to the treatment, and
investigation into their characters becomes more difficult than

nature intended." I call it parturient fever because fever it

really is, as the appearances before and after death will show

;

and it does not affect the ewe at any other tune than shortly

before and after lambing (parturition).

On undertaking to prepare this Essay I consulted many
eminent and extensive breeders in the counties of Cambridge-
shire and Essex for the result of their experience in sheep-
breeding ; also for their opinions as to cause and effects, pre-
vention and cure, of parturient fever : and to these gentlemen I

feel highly indebted for their kindness in furnishing me with
much practical and valuable information. I have also been
much assisted by notes of observation, collected by myself, of
the general character of the disease, as it affected many flocks

during the lambing seasons of 1852-53. It was then that I had
an opportunity of witnessing the disease in all its stages, and of
examining many bodies after death ; and statistics, so far as
ascertained from these sources, tend to demonstrate that the
breeder owes his success or non-success to his own peculiar
management, that management being in accordance or at variance
with the laws that govern the operations of the organs of repro-
duction during the latter stages of gestation. It is not mere
chance or luck that parturient fever or any other disease prevails
endemically

; there must be predisposing and exciting causes,

2 c 2
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such as want of stamina on the part of the nervous and vascular

systems, caused by withholding such food as tends to support
them, and thus preventing the organs of those systems from per-

forming the functions for which they were by nature destined.

Parturient fever is an affection of common occurrence, and was
attended with much fatality amongst the flocks in the counties

of Cambridgeshire and Essex during the lambing seasons of

1852-53. It is remarkable for the suddenness of its attack, the

rapidity with which it runs through its different stages, and its

general mortality to those affected by it. It is so violent in its

attack and rapid in its progress tliat it may prove fatal in twenty-

four hours, if not arrested by the most decisive means. It affects

most commonly ewes of a delicate constitution, such as the Sussex

Downs ; the more hardy Lincoln and Norfolk ewe are compara-
tively exempt from the disease. It manifests a more severe form
in aged ewes and ewes bearing twin-lambs.

Parturient fever may be defined a disease of low inflammatory

character, involving more or less extensively the organs of repro-

duction, digestion, and respiration ; the brain and spinal marrow
are also involved. There is generally a greater determination of

blood to some organs than to others
;
mostly the uterus is first

and principally affected, in some the bowels and lining mem-
brane of the abdomen (peritoneum), in others the lungs ; the

brain and spinal marrow are often very much affected. It shows
itself generally during the last twenty days' gestation, and within

the first six days after parturition : the average duration of the

disease is from seven to fourteen days ; some die in two days,

whilst others linger a month.

Causes.—Any circumstance or agency which depresses the

power of the system, insufficient or improper food, close fold-

ing, exposure to fatigue, to cold, and moisture, may be consi-

dered causes of the affection. I have repeatedly noticed, where

ewes about a month before lambing have been removed from a

sufficiency of wholesome food to otlier possessing less nutritive

qualities they have suffered greatly from parturient fever. Tlie

practice of fattening sheep and ewes, being fed upon the same piece

of turnips (the best parts of which are consumed by the former,

v/hilst the roots and other inferior parts are consumed by the

lattci-), ought to be abandoned ; a small fold, too—a circumstance

so essential to the development of fat in the one, whilst highly

injurious to the pregnant ewe, to whom exercise is of the greatest

importance for the maintenance of health. Moist and warm
seasons, vegetables growing luxuriantly, and the non-supply of

dry farinaceous food, are alike productive of the affection. Fat

condition is thought to be a grand cause of the disease. I cer-

tainly have noticed the Sussex Downs (a breed most disposed
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to collect fat) siifTor most; and, as I before stated, a delicate

sheep ; but losses have been sustained from the fact tliat the

breeder, thinkhiiz; thein too fat, a short time before the full period

of tjestation lessens the supply of food which is j)lentiful and

nutritious, and substitutes that of a poorer nature. 1 well recol-

lect the circumstance of an extensive breeder unknowinjily feeding

a number of pregnant ewes for the butcher, who did not discover

his ignorance until after sixteen weeks' gestation— the ewes at

this time were fat enough for slaughtering : alarmed with the

fear of losing them in lambing, he disposed of them to an expe-

rienced sheep-dealer ; the dealer did not think there was any

particular danger in lambing such ewes, and continued to feed

them upon the most nutritious diet, such as linseed-cake, oats,

hay, chaff, and turnips. He had not a case of parturient fever

;

and his losses otherwise were- not more than 2 per cent.

1 have said, insuflicient and improper food, close folding, ex-

posure to fatigue, to cold, and moisture, are causes of parturient

fever. The liistory of four Hocks of ewes, that suffered great

mortality in 1853, and which came under my own notice,- may
not be unintere^ing ; it will show that facts have been the

foundation of my assertions. The history of many other suffer-

ing Hocks might be added, but connected with which there would
be much similarity, and their insertion would only be supei'fluous

matter in the pages of this Essay.

Lot 1, Four hundred Sussex Downs. This flock occupied a

small fold, which allowed only limited exercise ; their bedding was
a chalky puddle, and they did not rest themselves in lying

down ; this circumstance exposed them to fatigue. Their fold

was previously occupied by fattening sheep, the refuse food from
which the ewes were obliged to eat ; here they were exposed to

insuflicient and improper food. Losses sustained, 15 per cent.

Lot 2, Sussex Downs, under similar circumstances to the pre-

ceding lot, and not until a loss of 18 per cent, had been sustained

were these poor animals removed to a situation more favourable

for them. They Avere removed to a dry part of the farm, soil

sandy, belter fed, largely folded, and allowed plenty of exercise
;

and the disease soon subsided.

Lot 3, Sussex Downs ; about a month before the full period of
gestation were driven a distance of 30 miles ; here this lot was
exposed to fatigue. They suffered a loss of 10 per cent.

Lot 4, Sussex Downs, under similar circumstances to Lots 1

and 2. Losses 10 per cent. Folding and feeding altered as in

Lot 2, and with the same results.

Symptoms.—The most early symptom that marks the com-
mencement of this disease— first the ewe suddenly leaves her
•food, twitches both hind legs and ears, and returns again to her
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food
;
during the next two or three days she eats but little, ap-

pears dull and stupid ; after this time there is a degree of

general weakness, loss of appetite, and giddiness, and a dis-

charge of dark colour from the vagina : whilst the flock is driven

from fold to fold the affected sheep loiters behind and staggers

in her gait, the head is carried downward, and the eyelids partly

closed. If parturition takes place during this stage of the dis-

ease, and the animal is kept warm and carefully nursed, recovery

will frequently take place in two or three days
;

if, on the con-

trary, no relief is afforded, symptoms of a typhoid* character

present themselves ; the animal is found in one corner of the

fold, the head down, and extremely uneasy, the body is fre-

quently struck with the hind feet, a dark-coloured fcetid dis-

charge continues to flow from the vagina, and there is great

prostration of strength. A pair of lambs are now often expelled

in a high state of putrefaction ; and the ewe down, and unable to

rise, the head is crouching upon the ground, and there is extreme

insensibility ; the skin may be punctured and the finger placed

under the eyelids without giving any evidence of pain ; the

animal now rapidly sinks and dies, often in tliree or four days

from the commencement of the attack. Ewes that recover suffer

afterwards for some time great weakness, and many parts of the

body become denuded of wool.

Treatment.—The ewe immediately noticed ill should be re-

moved from the flock to a warm fold apart from all other sheep,

and be fed with oatmeal gruel, bruised oats, and cut hay, with a

little linseed-cake. If in two or three days the patient continues

ill, is dull and iyeak, a dark-coloured foetid discharge from the

vagina, and apparently uneasy, an attempt to remove the lambs
should be made. The lambs in a great majority of cases at this

period are dead, and their decomposition (that is, giving off

putrid matter) is a frequent cause of giddiness and stupor in the

ewe. If the os uteri (the entrance into the uterus) is not suffi-

ciently dilated to admit of the hand of the operator, the vaginal

, cavity and os uteri should be smeared every three hours with the

extract of belladonna, and medicine as follows given :

—

Calomel viii grains.

Extract hyoscyainus i tlraeiim.

Oatmeal gruel viii ounces.

Mix, and give two tablespoonfuls twice a day.

Epsom salts viii ounces.

Nitre I ounce.

* Typhoid—a term frequently used in the medical science—is taken from a«

symptom that marks certain cases (viz. Ti/ipo,-, stupor). It is fever complicated
witli a detenniiiatiou of blood to tlic brain, and there is a degree of alteration in

the character and properties of the bloud.
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Carbonate of soda 2 ounces.

Water 1 pint.

Mix and give two wine-glasses full at the same time the

former mixture is given. Let both mixtures be kept in separate

bottles, and well shaken before given. The bowels being ope-

rated upon, omit both former prescriptions and give the follow-

ing :

—

Nitre h ounce.

Carbonate of soda i ounce.

Camphor i drachm.

Water viii ounces.

A wine-glass full to be given twice a day.

Feed the ewe principally upon gruel and milk, or linseed

porridge. Parturition having taken place, the uterus should be
injected with a solution of chloride of lime, in the proportion of

a drachm to a pint of warm water, and repeated twice a day
whilst any foetid discharge from the vagina remains.

Morbid Changes induced in various organs during the progress

of Parturient Fever.—The necessity of examining the changes

of structure produced by disease is so generally admitted, that it is

unnecessary for me to dwell upon it ; the reader, however, may be
desirous to know what are the morbid conditions of the different

organs most usually found in this affection by those who have

had an opportvmity of making such inquiries on a large scale.

I shall take the parts in the order in which they follow whilst

making post-mortem examinations, viz., the intestinal tube, liver,

uterus, lungs, brain, and spinal marrow.

Intestines.—On opening the body of an ewe in which partu-

rient fever has existed, and has been the cause of death, a great

variety of appearances are presented. In some cases a degree of

redness, varying from clear vermilion to a reddish brown, is

variously disposed over the coats of the intestines and lining

membrane of the abdomen (peritoneum) and the cavity of the

abdomen, invariably containing a great quantity of reddish

serum (red water).

The liver mottled, its structure soft, and the bile appearing

dark and viscid.

Uterus.—The cavity of the uterus containing much dark-

coloured putrid matter, emitting a most horrible stench, its

structure soft, thickened, and almost black.

Cireulatirig System.—The blood in the heart and large blood-

vessels frequently found black, would not coagulate, and destitute

of tenacity.

Lungs.—The lungs frequently found gorged with a reddish
serosity and of a deeply red or brown colour, and soft as pulp,
the cavity of the chest containing much red serum.
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Brain and Sjnnal JSfarroic.—Dark- coloured sjiots variously

disposed over the surface of the brain, and within the sheath of

the spinal marrow.

Prevention.—The most important feature connected with our
subject is the prevention of the disease, for it most interests the

breeder in a pecuniary point of view. I would recommend, as

most important during the last five or six weeks' gestation, regular

and nutritious feeding, regular exercise, dry and extensive fold-

ing. If turnips be the article of food, let there be given in ad-

dition a few oats, linseed cake, with hay and straw chaff ; let a

well-sheltered dry fold be arranged at a short distance from
where the ewes are fed during the day, wherein to lodge for the

night ; the driving to and from these folds will give exercise

—

a circumstance tending much to promote health in the pregnant

ewe : if the system of heath or pasture feeding is practised, night

folding is then equally necessary. The night fold in common
use—that formed by building straAV and stubble walls, with sheds

attached, the front of which a southern aspect—answers admii-
ably. Further explaining the comforts of the pregnant ewe, I will

add, in the words of the poet.

First with assiduous caro from winter keep,

Well foddered in the stalls, thy tender sheep

;

Then spread with straw tlie bedding of thy fold,

With fern beneath, to 'fend the bitter cold.

Parturient fever having shown itself, to prevent extension

of the disease, I would recommend that no time be lost in remov-
ing the affected sheep from the flock, and placing her in a fold

suitable for her. It is then necessary the breeder should inves-

tigate the cause of the affection. Has the flock been exposed to

cold and moisture—to insufficient and improper food—to close

and dirty folding ? If so, remove them to a dry part of the farm,

where sand, gravel, or rough pasture forms the surface ; or if

these cannot be provided, use the common straw-yard of the

farm, and give food of a mild but nutritious nature, such as

bruised oats, linseed cake, turnips, and hay chaff", with exercise

during tite day, and the immediate removal of an affected sheep.

I will now briefly state the conclusions at which I have arrived
;

these are seven in number :

—

First. That parturient fever (giddiness accompanying parturi-

tion) ought to have but one name—a name by which other

diseases are not known.
Second. That as the age of the ewe increases, so does the

susceptibility to attack of parturient fever increase.

Third. That seasons and soils influence the spread of parturient

fever ; the disease being most prevalent in cold and wet seasons

on chalk soils, and during the last twenty days' gestation.
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Fouitli. That dose folding, insufficient and improper food,

and wiint of exercise, are jjrand causes of the disease.

F'ifth. To sjuard ajjainst parturient fever, cidl from your flocks

ewes after three or four fecundations, fold on gravel and sandy

soils, use a well-sheltered night fold, the bedding of which
plentifully strew with straw or stubble.

Sixth. Divide the flock, the early-lambing ewes and those

likely to have twins, and give food as before directed, viz., in

addition to turnip and pasture feed, bruised oats, linseed cake

with hay cliaff.

Seventh. Let the breeder acquaint himself with purely phy-

siological knowledge, and employ shepherds unprejudiced in old

traditions, and I pledge myself in the statement that cases of

parturient fever will be rarely met with.

In compiling this Essay it has been my earnest endeavour to

gather from every trustworthy source such particulars concerning

parturient fever as admit of being styled matters of fact. I have
visited the flock and fold of the sick sheep ; there have I ob-

served and studied disease ; there have I found it in its true

character, freed from all vagueness and illusions of systems, and
there stripped of those false shades by which it is so frequently

disguised in books. Observation is the basis of the informa-

tion herein contained—and observation is the surest pledge of

the future improvement of the brute-healing art—the surest

pledge for the future improvement in the prevention of disease,

and the safest guide to those who practise it.

January, 1854.

XV.

—

Farming of Dorsetshire. By Louis H. Ruegg.

Prize Report.

There are but few fields of observation so rich in interest and
so varied as the geology of Dorsetshire. Other and adjoining

counties present, it is true, more extensive ranges of formation

;

but the ra])id occurrence of different strata, especially on the

southern sea-board, the richness of their fossils, and the varied

utility of their materials, invest with peculiar interest the geology
of this county. In one particular Dorset stands conspicuous
amongst the shires of England ; no other county possesses the

distinction of having imported three purely provincial affixes

into the orders of geology. Tiie Kimmeridge clay, the Portland
oolite, and the Purbeck stone of Dorset, are the types of their

several formations wherever these are found ; and thus three

Dorsetshire titles have been admitted into the geology of the
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kingdom. From the Bagshot sands down to the lias there is not

a member of the eocene, the cretaceous, the oolite, and the lias

series missing. The Bagsliot sands, the London tertiaries, the

chalk, the upper green sand, the gault, the Purbeck limestone,

the Portland oolite and sand, the Kimmeridge clay, the coral

rag, the Oxford clay, the cornbrash, the forest marble, the inferior

oolite, the marlstone overlying the lias, and the lias itself, have
all here a representative. These unbroken series supply in

abundant quantities materials of general usefulness. The quarries

of Portland (the refuse of which, under a genial system of prison

discipline, is providing a magnificent harbour of refuge for the

vessels of all nations) have given to the metropolis, as, indeed, is

well known, some of its finest edifices, of which St. Paul's

Cathedral, many of Queen Anne's churches. Goldsmiths' Hall,

and the Reform Club, may suffice for examples. The Purbeck
marble may be seen in the beautiful Temple Church, in

Salisbury Cathedral, the shafts and columns of which are com-
posed of it, and in many other ecclesiastical edifices, wherein it

has been used for columns, window-shafts, and monuments. The
limestone slate of Purbeck is in extensive use for marine works,

such as lighthouses, steps, and landing-places for quays, &c.

The freestone found in the coral rag at Marnhull has helped to

raise some of the neighbouring churches. The green sand of

Shaftesljury, Cerne Abbas, and other places, also affords an excel-

lent building material ; and the chert which lies on the sand-

stone supplies material for rougher purposes, and is excellent for

making roads, being tougher than flints. The clay pits between
Wareham and Corfe yield annually thousands of tons of fine

material to the manufacturers of Staffordshire and Scotland, and
even of Spain and Holland, the inferior clays being largely

employed in the manufacture of alum, rough delf, drain-pipes,

&c. The Smedmore shale of the Kimmeridge clay furnishes

botli naphtha for lamps and carbon for the disinfection of manure,

and its refuse has been tried with some effect, though not exten-

sively, upon the neighbouring turnip-crops. The lias furnishes

a good hydraulic cement ; the chalk the best of lime for building

purposes, and a useful manure for the farmer ; to which it is

hoped may some day be reported a supply of the soluble silicates

to which Professor Way has recently directed attention, and

which have already been traced in this county, though not in

sufficient quantities. But it is in the geologist's great glory—in

fossil remains, that the geology of Dorset stands most con-

spicuous. Passing over the smaller fossils of the chalk, we may
be permitted to name the Goniopliolis Crassidens—the Swanage
crocodile (the bones of which may be seen in the British

Museum), " a powerful carnivorous reptile, resembling in its
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habits existing crocodiles," and reaching to a length of 18 or 20
feet ; the Dapedius and other fine specimens •f fish, with which
the lias abounds ; the Briareus Pentacrites, an animal allied to

the existing order of star-fish, the numbers of bones in the fingers

and tentacula of which amount, according to Dr. Buckland's
calculations, to 100,000, presenting, with the addition of 50,000
for the ossicula of the side arms, 150,000 bones, with 300,000
fascicula of fibres, equivalent to muscles ; the Pterodactylus, a

flying reptile—bird, bat, and lizard
;
and, lastly, those great and

terrible monsters of the lias, the Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus,

the disjointed bones of which alone suffice to " confound the

ignorant, and amaze, indeed, the very faculties of eyes" and
thought

!

A peculiarly interesting geological district (for a description

of which my best thanks are due to John Mansel, Esq.) is the

so-called " Isle " of Purbeck. It is, strictly speaking, a peninsula,

being bounded on the north by the river Frome and Poole

Harbour, on the east and south by the Channel, and on the west

by two rivulets—Luckford Lake, which runs into the Frome,
near East Stoke, and Airish mill-stream, which empties itself

into the sea at Worborrow Bay. Between the sources of these

streams, a distance of half a mile, the "island" is joined to the

rest of tlie county. It comprises an inconceivable variety of

soil, occasioned by the rapitl change of strata in this narrow
district. The black shales of the Kimmeridge clay, which forms

a part of the coast line, give a sombre appearance to tlie cliffs,

which rise above the sea to a height of fiom 100 to 250 feet.

Near Corfe Castle and Creech are beds of pipeclay, charac-

teristic of the Bagshots. This clay is a source of great profit,

and affords employment to a large number of workmen in the

neighbourhood. It is conveyed to the Frome by means of a

tram-road, and from thence, by ship, into Staffordshire. The
following section of one of these clay pits is given in the Rev.
John Austin's monograph upon the geology of Purbeck :

—

Bed of lignite 10
Grey clay with carbonized leaves 2
Yellow sandy clay with leaves 2

Ferruginous sand a few inches.

White sand 30
Pipeclay 11 to 14

The leaves whose delicate impressions are preserved in the

clay belong mostly to the natural order Silicidse. Remains of

liymenopterous and coleopterous insects are also found in these

beds. In the Purbeck series arc discriminated no fewer than 130
beds, varying considerably in character, the fossils evidencing

changes from fresh to sea-water, and from sea-water to fresh,
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but the fiesh-water deposits prevail. These beds abound with

organic remains. Turtles, Lopidotii (a genus of extinct fresh-

water fish) have long been known among the former inhabitants

of these ancient seas ; but the discovery of insects was reserved

for a much later period. In the last four years remains of cole-

opterous and hymcnopterous insects have been found in great

abundance. An echinoderus, the only one of that genus hitherto

recognised as belonging to the Purbecks, was found by Pi'ofessor

E. Forbes about the same time. He has named it the Hemici-

daris Purbeckiensis : its locality is a narrow gore on the summit
of the cinder-bed, composed chiefly of Ostrea distorta. The
stone from these beds is shipped off to all parts of the country,

and is used for building, both for ornament and use. The
well known Purbeck marble, with which the lovers of ecclesias-

tical architecture are familiar as forming the elegant shafts and
columns of the Early English period, may be favourably exa-

mined in its original position near the Preventive Steps leading

to the shore of Durles'on Bay. Amongst the debris of locks at

Gadcliff, where the junction with the oolite occurs, lies a noble

specimen of a fossil tree, of the natural order of Cycadea?, which
has fallen from the overhanging cliff, and is evidently a member
of an extensive forest, of which others may be seen at Portland

and Lulworth. Tlie Cycadese require a more tropical climate

than is to be met with in these latitudes. The tree in question

is encased in a bed of limestone: the pith is discernible, sur-

rounded with fascia? or bundles of fibre, which formed its trunk

;

the bark too is well defined. In the clays are found bones and
vertebrae of the Iguanodon, and of more than one laige species of

Plesiosaurus, with those of large and small crocodiles. The
clays also contain lignite. The cliffs are productive of much
mineral wealth, the sliale of the Kimmeridge clay producing a

variety of valuable products. The base of these shales is alu-

mina
;
they contain a large proportion of organic matter, are

combustible, and when ignited burn with a bright flame
;
but,

owing to the large quantity of earthy matter contained in them,
they cannot be employed as fuel. Wlien heated to redness in

the open air the organic matter is slowly burned away with a
smoky flame ; a bulky ash remains, consisting principally of

alumina, with a small quantity of oxide of iron. The quantity

of alumina is so large, that some of the shale has been used as a

source of alum, and a former possessor of the property erected

works for this purpose. If, instead of being heated to redness in

the open air, tlie sliale be heated in a close vessel, such as a gas-
retort, the bituminous matter will be decomposed, and its ele-

ments resolved into a variety of gaseous or liquid compounds,
which may be distilled off and collected. The liquid portion
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consists of tav and water, impregnated with ammonia. If tlie

former be subjected to a second distillation in a cast-iron still,

it will furnish about 50 per cent, of a tliin volatile fluid, analo-

gous to naphtha obtained from coal-tar, and about 50 per cent, of

a dense oil, boiling at a A ery high temperature. The first of

these, rectified by distillation with water, yields a very fine

light oil, or spirit, quite colourless, extremely volatile, and suit-

able for the same purposes for which coal-naphtha is generally

employed. The dense oil, purified by successive distillations,

arrives at the consistency of sperm, and at a light amber colour.

It possesses extraordinary properties as a lubricant, particularly

for light and delicate machinery. It is probable also that it

might be rendered useful for burning in lamps. The residue of

shale is a porous kind of coke, consisting of alumina mixed with

finely-divided carbon. It is this which has been used, though
not by any means extensively, for manure. The following-

figures show the relative proportions of the products obtained in

the distillation of shale rich in bituminous matters :

—

Coke
I

earthy matter 61 G

carbon 7 7

Water C-4
Oil 14-5

Tar. Naphtha 9-8

100

The shale w'ill probably be ere long employed as a deodorizer

of foetid matters. Bands of limestone interspersed among the

shale are broken up and conveyed to the Isle of Wight, where it

is manufactured into cement.

Yet however interesting to the geological observer the county

of Dorset may be, Ave have to regard it in a purely utilitarian

point of view, and to look upon its various strata as containing

not simply the fossils of bygone ages, but chiefly tlie elements

Avhicli may produce subsistence for the present and future gene-

rations. The geological map and sections which accompany
this paper, and for Avhich I OAve my Avarmest thanks to my friend

Mr. H. B. Bristowe, of the Government Geological SurAey, by
Aviiom the county Avas recently surveyed, express Avith minute

accuracy the geological features of the county ; and if any one

Avho feels an interest in folloAving up this subject will but com-
pare the map at the head of this paper (reduced by Mr. BristoAve

from that published by the Government Survey) with the map
prefixed to ' Stevenson's Report on the Agriculture of Dorset in

1815,' or even with Dr. Buckland's famous BridgeAvater Treatise

—high authority as that is—he Avill note Avith Avhat care the

mapping of the geology of this county has now been effected.
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Dr, Buckland speaks of travelling from Lyme Re^Is to Whitby
in Yorkshire on the lias, and from Weymouth to the Humber
without once leaving the Oxford clay— feats which one would
have a difficulty in accomplishing now that modern geological

science has drawn its cordons of greensand, and coral rag, and
Kimmeridge clay around these positions. And yet even the

present careful survey leaves our rjeocultural requirements still

unsatisfied. It is with the rock only that the geologist cares to

deal : it is in the soil upon that rock that the agriculturist has

the chief concern. But the rocks and the soil above them are

often of opposite characters, and then the geology of the former

is useful only in connexion with what may be termed the geo-
culture of the latter. The depth of that soil, when composed of

drift or erratic tertiaries, often exceeds the greatest extent to

which for the purposes of agriculture we penetrate. " When
they are only 2 feet thick, they constitute in many cases both
soil and subsoil. When the depth extends to 7 feet, it is

greater than the deepest drains of the deepest drainers. There
are many places in which these deposits are several hundreds of

feet thick, and there the sub-strata can have no agricultural

value whatever, except from the fossil manures Avhich are fur-

nished by their exposure within accessible distances. In our
geological maps all these deposits are assumed as removed, and
that rock is exhibited as constituting the surface, which would
in that case be the surface." Here then the labours of the geo-
logist cease, and the chemist must take up his task, and, by
analyses of the soils lying on those rocks which it was the pro-
vince of the geologist to name and explain, must show to the

tiller of that soil its constituents and its properties. To this

stage it is agreed by all agricultural writers no county has yet
reached. I hope, therefore, to be excused for presenting the

geology of Dorset, as Mr. Trimmer (from whose able paper I

have taken the paragraph above) regards the geology of England—" rather as it ought to be, than as it is."

In the ' Map of the Soil ' prefixed to Stevenson's Report, the

surface is conveniently divided into chalk, stony chalk, sand,
clay, (Sec. Now that we see it striped and ringed like a " taw "

marble, with its belts of coral-rag, greensand, Kimmeridge clay,

&c., we shall naturally be anxious to discover how far the surface

soils correspond with the rocks on which they rest. Such an
examination even of one county would be the labour of a life.

We can only attempt to indicate a few features of difference.

The tops of the chalk-hills are covered in many places with an
accumulation of flint gravel, the remains of the denuded chalk,
sometimes, as on the down west of Buckland Newton, to the
depth of 20 feet. This is also the case in. the valleys, the

VOL, XV, 2 D
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sides of the hills being bare or nearly so. In some stiff clays

galls occur in the centre of a chalk-field, requiring the artificial

aid of the drainer, Avhilst the soil around is drained by nature.

In the vale of Blackmoor the clay in many places is bare of drift

—as at Bagber—but in other places there is a deep deposit. At
Marchfarm, west of Buckhorn Weston, the drift is derived from
the coral-rag, whilst in the river flat, west of Hodhill, there are

pits of flint-gravel. The diluvial gravel on the banks of the

Yeo is derived from the inferior oolite. The mineral characters

of the rocks themselves change as well as those of the drifts.

The limestone of the coral-rag, which is so well developed at

MarnhuU and Todbcr and the Stowers, dies out towards the

south, and is replaced by marls and clays, and occasionally rubbly

limestone. In the heath district the so.il is of the most variable

character, and here and there amidst much that is barren little

cultivated plots, like oases in a desert, indicate that varying con-

dition of soils of a common order which is to be observed in

this, as in every other county in the kingdom.
By far the most extensive formation in the county is the chalk,

which extends in an unbroken body from Woodyates to beyond
Evershot; having a pretty uniform breadth of about 10 miles.

On the south' this is bounded by a very large field of the ter-

tiaries, the greatest portion of which consists of Bagshot sands,

fringed with the plastic and London clays. Next the chalk, on
the north, divided by a narrow strip of greensand, lie the Kim-
meridge and Oxford days of the vale of Blackmoor, belted at

Stalbridge and Folke with corn-brash, anc? at Sherborne with
fuller's earth rock and inferior oolite. At the western end of

the chalk the inferior oolite crosses the country, and the marl-

stone, the lias clay, and the lias successively appear. A line

drawn here between the oolite and the chalk would leave the

larger portion of the county in three pretty equal and entire

divisions of chalk, sand, and clay—the three great constituents

of soils ; and these natural separations are the best that, avoiding

unnecessary minuteness, we can follow when we come to consider

the agricultural divisions of the county.

The section from Golden Cap, mid-way between Bridport and

Lyme, to Mosterton Hill, follows the line of the lias clay across

the vale of Marsliwood, meeting, at Leweston Hill, the marl-

stone, the outcropping of the inferior oolite above it, and a

crown of greensand on the hill. Crossing again the inferior

oolite, mucli broken by faults, and the fuller's earth, it at Mos-
terton Hill terminates in the greensand.

Tlie other and longer section passes from Portland to Sher-

borne, commencing in the Purbeck limest(me, and crossing the

Portland oolite and Kimmeridge clay. At Wyke and Wey-
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mouth it passes the coral-rag, and successively cuts the forest-

marble, corn-brash, Oxford clay, coral-ra<;, Kimmeridge clay,

and the Purbeck stone, in its passage to Black Down, where it

reaches the great chalk district. At Batcombe it runs across the

Oxford clay of the Blackinoor vale, and, passing through the

forest-marble, corn-brash, and fuller's earth, ends in the lime-

stone of the inferior oolite at Patson Hill on the borders of

Somersetshire.

Agricultural Divisions.—The county of Dorset has been hap-

pily divided into Felix, Petraea, and Deserta ; the first indicating

its fruitful vales ; the second, its oolites and other rocks ; the

last, its barren and forsaken heaths. If under the second term
we arrange the chalk formation, we have as clear a general

description of the county as we can well obtain
;
and, with a few

slight reservations, these three terins are convertible into the

three great classes of soils before referred to—the clays, the

chalks, and the sands. We must, however, except from the

category of " happy " vales the Marshwood country, the clays of

Kimmeridge, Broadway, Abbotsbury, and Burton Bradstock; and
in their stead rank, in the first division, the rich genial loams
that are to be found in the Bridport and Beaminster districts.

Upon the bleak chalk hills and barren downs the traveller will

smile at the extravagant eulogiums which the old topographical

writers bestowed upon the county. In at least four works it is

styled "the Garden of England;" and Mr. Bowen, who pub-
lished in 1747 " A complete System of Geography," declares

that it is, " both for rider and for abider, one of the pleasantest

counties in England." But in the west of Dorset this character

will appear not undeserved ; and it is probable that Charles II.

took a western aspect of the county when he declared, " on
returning from Plymouth, that he had never seen a finer country,

in England or out of it." The vale of Blackmoor, too, is a
" happy " vale—pre-eminently so ; for there Nature has been
most bountiful, and her operations have been least interfered

with.

First in importance, both for extent and the character of its

farming, stands the Chalk district. Dr. Maton, writing of it

many years ago, remarked, " We trod the rich soil of the vale

of Blackmoor until we came to Revel's Hill : before we searched

into the nature of the soil we were sufficiently instincted that it

had passed into the chalk by the altered aspect of vegetation

—

the most pleasing intermixture of wood and pasture was ex-

changed for open downs and unvaried barrenness." The modern
traveller would assign a similar reason for the " instinct," but in

a different sense. He would be inclined to agree with Dr. Buck-
2 D 2
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land that " where Nature has done much, man does little :" and
the " altered aspect of vegetation' ' would, certainly as regards

artificial crops, be pronounced largely in favour of the chalk

district. An eminent land-surveyor, who has had acquaintance

with nearly every county in England, and who has been more
engaged under the Enclosure Acts than any other person in the

county, declares, that from Woodyates to six miles beyond Dor-
chester (nearly the entire length of the chalk district) there is no
better farming in the kingdom. The soils on the chalk vary

greatly, as many as a dozen different qualities being discernible

in one field ; and a newly-ploughed hill side will exhibit every

tint, from chocolate colour to white.

The best land is usually managed upon the Norfolk four-

course ; the thinner and poorer soils being left two years in

grass. On a section of his farm, at Bryanstone, the Right Hon.
Lord Portman adopts the following shift :— 1, wheat

; 2, turnips

or mangold and swedes
; 3, barley or oats, with seeds sown

;

4, seeds, mown once, rape and turnips, fed for wheat. On the

larger and poorer portion, the rotation is, 1, wheat sown with

sainfoin
; 2, half roots, half sainfoin, mown

; 3, half oats or barley

and seeds, half sainfoin, mown
; 4, half seeds, half sainfoin,

mown
; 5, wheat after rape and turnips, fed off. On another

portion of the farm, chiefly grass, the arable, well-manured,

grows alternate root and grain crops ; the occasional change
of peas and late turnips instead of roots is found advan-

tageous. The point in which his Lordship's practice differs from
that of most of his neighbours, is his mode of managing his

downs
;
by regularly folding and manuring on the grass-land

when the arable is too wet for sheep, downs— which once
used to be let at 2s. Q>d. or 55. per acre, after sheep, fed with
oil-cake and corn, have been folded two seasons in succession

upon them—have made as good dry meadows as can be found,

and have occasionally been sufficiently productive of grass to

give a crop of hay, but generally they liave not been mown.
Another portion of the downs after enclosure has been manured
with farm-yard dung, and has afforded the means of keeping two-
year old heifers and cows where store-sheep only were kept. On
the meadow lands, his Lordship's practice is to mow two years

and feed one, dressing from time to time with farm-yard manure
all meadows not subject to floods. A portion of the meadows is

folded by sheep, and the portion more particularly appropriated

to dairy purposes is regularly manured by the milhiiif/ pound—

a

contrivance of his Lordship's that has been found to answer
extremely well. The " milking pound " is formed of a number of

larch frames, wattled with hazel and mounted on low wheels. It

is easily drawn from place to place by the dairyman's pony, by
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wliich means the place of milking is shifted, and the manure is

evenly distributed over the meadow. The steam-engine on the

farm is accounted the most efficient in the county : it has attached

to it a saw-mill, a bone-mill, chaff cutters, corn and cake crushers,

malt-mill, an apparatus to steam food with the waste steam,

threshing-machine, &c. &c. The cart-horses have each a loose

box : each sees his fellow, but cannot reach him. The space

between' each box is occupied by the harness, the corn-bins, and
all that the carter uses or requires. The horses improved very

fast when first removed into these loose boxes from a long stable

of the old fashion. A dormitory for 10 single men was occupied

for the first time this fall, and the arrangements promise to

conduce to the comfort of the men and the good of the farm.

James John Farquharson, Esq., of Langton, who holds in hand
no fewer than 4500 acres, managed by intelligent Scotch bailiffs,

has the advantage of having, under nearly all that extent of land,

a chalk subsoil, which performs without expense one of the most
necessary, but, in many parts of the county, perplexing offices of

good husbandry—drainage. This land is chiefly arable, and the

course followed is the five-field shifts, the clovers staying two
years, and red clover occuriing in the course once in ten years.

The turnips, as well as the mangold, are gi'own on the ridge, and
the clod-crusher is used to bind the wheatbands instead of the

fold, which was formerly used for that purpose. The horse-hoe

is kept actively at work amongst the turnips, about half the bulk
of which is drawn for stall-feeding. The roots to be fed off on
the land are left in double drills. A cart of the width of two
drills is used, so that the left turnips are not injured by the

wheels, whilst they are distributed evenly over the field. The
labourers are paid by " tut " work, the dung-put fillers being

paid by the square yard, and the spreaders and ploughmen by
the acre. A portion of the ley-ground is ploughed early in May
and sown to rape, Avhich is fed off previous to its taking the

wheat in the autumn. From 80 to 100 acres of Italian rye-grass

are sown, and sometimes French grasses, as a substitute for

broad clover. These are allowed to remain three years, and are

fed off, generally by lambs. The stall beasts are kept in the

vale during summer, and put up in sheds in October
;
they are

sujiplied with cut turnips, bruised barley, and linseed, the two
latter being made into " pudding," of which the beasts have half

a gallon a day. The breeding cribs are cemented to prevent the

intrusion of rats, and between every two cribs is a small trough,

which is kept always full of water from a tank regulated by a

ball-cock. Here is another excellent steam-engine, which works
a useful threshing-machine. The corn is threshed, Avinnowed,

sacked, and weighed, and the straw is cut into chaff when wanted
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concurrently with the threshing. By a simple but ingenious

contrivance a bell rings as soon as the sack reaches its pioper
weight. Newcastle coal having burnt out the bars of the furnace,

a vessel is freighted with coal from Scotland. About 6000 sheep,

all pure downs, are kept on the farms, as also from 40 to 50
fatting bullocks, and 60 working oxen, chiefly driven by reins in

pairs.

The tenantry on the estates of Henry Charles Sturt, Esq., of

Critchell, are said to have been the first who themselves bought
fixed engines for threshing, winnowing, &c. One of the first

fixed engines was erected by Mr. Ford, of Rushton Farm, whose
fat Hereford cattle occupy conspicuous places in the prize lists

at Christmas. The general system upon this portion of Mr.
Sturt's estates is live-field ; but the following course has been
found to answer well on the stiff soils :— 1, swedes, fed off late

in the spring
; 2, rape and turnips, or turnips alone, fed off in

following fall, and sown to, 3, wheat; 4, barley; 5, clover; 6,

old ley
; 7, wheat. One-half of the wheat stubs are brought into

barley, the other half into swedes or turnips : one-half of the

turnip land fed off is sown to barley, the late-fed land affording

another green crop. This course gives great advantages in the

working of the land in unfavourable springs.

On Mr. Sturt's home-farm there is a very perfect fixed steam-
engine, which, besides threshing, winnowing, chaff cutting,

breaking bones, cracking oats, beans, &c., and dressing flour,

pumps water for the supply of the house, stables, fai'm-yard, &c.,

and saws the wood for all buildings erected on the estate, cutting

up in a summer's day 1400 feet of oak or elm, or 1800 of fir

timber. The engine is equal to this and the grinding of barley,

at the same time : the boiler is tubular, and the consumption of

coal about 5 cwt. for 12 hours. Mangold is grown in this man-
ner :—During the winter long dung is carted out, spread and
ploughed in, a subsoil -plough following. In the spring the land

is found to work very freely, and it is again ploughed and worked
about until reduced to a fine tilth. A sack, or 6 bushels, of

bones mixed with ashes, droppings of fatting beasts, &c., are

sown broadcast, at the rate of 80 to 100 bushels per acre. The
plough follows close and throws up the land in ridges, about

2 feet apart. A very light roller is drawn along the ridges to

plane the surface, and men, women, and boys follow with the

seed in aprons, and dibble 3 or 4 seeds in at intervals of 12

inches. Another rolling completes the process. The plants

are singled by hand, horse-hoed two or three times, and the soil

between the plants is deeply hoed by hand. The crops have

always been excellent, without exception : the cost of putting in

the seed is 5s. an acre, exclusive of horse labour and carter's ;
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and last year the crop of mangold was about 42 tons per acre
;

swedes are sown on the flat. A flock of 350 ewes are kept, the

whole of the slieep sold being in a fat condition. The tups are

put out about 12tli Sept. The ewes seasoned in the first week
are marked No. 1 ; those of the second week, No. 2, and so on.

At the time of lambing they are taken into the yard in numerical

order, to be under the eye of the sliepherd ; and it has happened

invariably that since this plan has been followed—12 or 16 years

—at shearing time, a greater number of lambs were living than

there had been ewes put to tlie ram. As many as from 400 to

500 pigs are kept on the farm.

In the five-field course a portion of the ley ground is some-

times broken up and sown to rape and turnips. Mr. J. A.
Damen, who occupies a chalk farm near to the Bagshot sands at

Winfrith, says it is not unusual to let the sheep run over the

clover after the barley is off ; but it pulls up the plant, and
the clover is not half so good in the ear. Some sow it after the

barley, and give it a tine with the harrows ; but he thinks it best

to sow it with the barley, give it one tine and a rolling. Italian

rye is sometimes grown in this neighbourhood, instead of clover :

it comes very early in the spring, and the young lambs can be
put upon it a month before the clovers are ready for them. " We
very often," says Mr. Damen, " have lambs upon it in January
and February. I have fed it twice ; then cut it for hay ; then

seeded it, and had 40 bushels of seed per acre." A good deal

of fat beef and many sheep are grazed in this district, and it is

computed that where one bullock was grazed twenty years ago

there are now a score fattened. The consumption of oil-cake, is

very large ; and artificial manures are extensively applied.

Mr. Thomas Homer Saunders, of Watercombe, who gained
the 30/. cup this year for the largest number of stock and the

greatest quantity of corn of tlie best quality shown on the farm
before harv^est, pursues a system peculiar to himself, by which
he is enabled to keep a very large quantity of stock, and to take

three corn crops in six years. The foundation of his system is

keeping the ground constantly in action, and growing amazing
quantities of good food, whilst bringing the land into the best

possible condition for wheat. Mr. Saunders occupies about 900
acres of light land, 700 of which are chiefly on the chalk, and
the remainder are very poor heath.

Upon \V atercombe Farm the following course is observed

:

J. Wheat.
2. Barley (stubble sown v/ith vetches).

3. Turnips or swedes.

4. Barley with

5. Clover.

6. Clover.
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One third of the swedes is generally kept for feed till too late

for barley sowing, and the field is put into rape or early turnips.

Autumn wheat follows instead of spring corn, and in the spring

following the field is sown with clover and rye-grass
;
and, after

one year's ley, falls into wheat again in the regular course.

Where there is a tendency to c:lover sickness, a field is taken out

of the course and sown to sainfoin, coming to clover only once
in twelve years. The turnips required for late feeding are mown
when their greens are 6 or 8 inches high, and in this way a very

late crop of perfectly sound roots is obtained. A constant supply
of green food is thus kept up without the aid of water-meadows.
This practice of mowing turnips—not for their tops, but for the

preservation of the bulbs—besides its novelty, has such obvious

recommendations about it, that a few words of explanation re-

specting it may be useful. For early feed, Mr. Saunders finds

Skirving's swedes by far the best ;
they produce the most keep

of any swede for early feed, but if not housed or pitted before

frost they lose much of their quality. The sort grown for mid-

winter or spring is a very yellow-fleshed variety with a green

rind, commonly known as the " old green top ;" but there is a

great difFiculty in getting the right sort^ which will keep as good
out in the field all through the winter as in the house, no matter

how hard the frost may be. They will keep sound till May, and
in the spring will sustain more sheep per acre than Skirving's,

which appear double as large in the autumn ; for this variety is

not a large sort to look at, though it grows deeply underground.

Mr. Saunders has grown this sort twenty years, his attention

having been first called to it by observing, after a very hard
winter, that this was the only turnip not rotten. To use his

own phrase, " they saved the lives of his sheep " on that occasion.

They are sown in the early part of June, as fast as the green

crops are fed off : none are sown later than the first week in

July ; the common green I'ound-top being sown after that time.

As soon as the greens get up 6 or 8 inches high they are mown
down to within an inch of the bulb, and this is not found to

deteriorate their bulk, or the "proof" or quality of keeping.

Part of the second year's clover has one ploughing, and a crop

, of turnips is taken before wheat.

Upon VVarmwell Farm, Mr. Saunders adopts a seven-field

course, thus :

—

1. Swedes.

2. Barley (stubble sown with vetches or rye in the autumn,

fed off the following spring).

3. Turnips (fed off in autumn).

4. Wheat.
5. Clover upon the stubble (mown for hay, and clover heads

hurdled off).
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6. Old clover (fed till about June, then turnips, with one

ploughing—fed off).

7. Wheat.
A great deal of manure is made on the farm, and the expendi-

ture on artificial manures is considerable. The bulk is applied

to the turnip crop, the land being topped with 10 cart-loads of

put dung, and the seed drilled with 1 qr. of bones and 1 cwt. of

superphosphate, and 4 put loads of compost, chiefly made by
pigs, per acre. The land must be ploughed very thin when
turnips are grown on old ley, so tliat the old swath is not taken

up for wheat. The two year old leys are manured for wheat with

farm-yard dung ;
guano being sown broadcast upon the wheat in

spring, when necessary. The custom of the country is to sow
clovers with barley ; but Mr. Saunders finds they take much
better if harrowed-in, in April, on wheat, after turnips. Very
large ciops of clover are gained in this course, and " sickness " is

never known. From 14 to 16 acres of mangold are raised on the

farms every year. The land has six or eight loads of dung to

the acre ploughed-in, in the autumn, and is well ploughed and
worked in the spring, when it receives a second dressing of yard
manure, balked in ; 2 cwt. of guano being sown broadcast on the

open drills before the dung is covered. The horse-hoe is put

into the turnips when they are very young, to kill chickweed, to

which the farm is subject. Nearly every crop receives three

horse-hoeings, and after the hoeings small tines are fitted into the

hoe for rape. For this crop the land is well stirred to a depth
of 5 inches ; two drills are tined at a time, and a pony will get

over 5 acres a-day. The tines are brought as close up to the

plant as possible, and the eagerness with which the roots work
their way into the well pulverised soil is soon apparent in the

rapid growth of the plant. In manuring for turnips it has been
found that dung which has lain on the land is more efficacious

than dung ploughed in direct from the yard. Mr. Saunders has

always found chalking a remedy for clubfoot in turnips.

Italian rye-grass is found to furnish a better opportunity than
vetches afford for cleaning the ground Avell before swedes. This
kind of land, unless well attended to, is very subject to couch,

and ttie difficulty of keeping down this troublesome weed is

increased in Mr. Saunders's case by what are termed " launces "

—

the margins of glebe land, which exist all over his farms, and are

found such fruitful nurseries for couch and hindrances to clean

cultivation that a space of 3 feet on either side the " launce " is

left fallow when preparing for wheat ; the plough and the harrow
being continually at work upon it. These are the onl}- fallows

on the farm ; and it is to be regretted that, where such obstacles

to glean farming exist, a friendly exchange does not remove the
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evil. When riding over the farm in the autumn I was shown
two pieces of turnips where clean fallows had been tried against

turnips after vetches, and turnips after rye-grass. All the turnips

had been sown on the same day, and if there was a difference it

was certainly not in favour of the clean fallow. At the begin-

ning of this year (1854) a remarkable proof of the superiority of

the clean fallow was shown by these very turnips. They were
shown in competition for a silver cup offered for the best general

root crop. The competitors were good farmers, who had raised

their roots (mostly swedes) after a clean fallow, and on much
better turnip soils than Mr. Saunders. Yet, at the annual dinner

of the Winfrith Farmers' Club, held January 4th, the cup was
awarded to Mr. Saunders, who values it above all bis other

prizes as a testimony to the soundness of his principle in farm-

ing. It is arranged that a piece of turnips shall lay alongside a

piece of Italian rye, to be consumed together by the sheep, so

that in wet weather they may be drawn off the turnips on to the

grass. This seven-field course, Mr. Saunders considers, gives

a larger amount of green food than any other in practice in the

county, and allows of growing wheat twice in seven years : and,

besides avoiding clover sickness, it materially assists in the con-

solidation of the land for wheat. It also keeps an amazing
number of sheep. In sheep husbandry Mr. Saunders differs from

his neighbours in this respect : that, instead of selling his lambs
in the fall, they (suffering from scour, like all other flocks lying

near the coast) are run round till the second year, when the best

wethers are sold Avith the full-mouthed ewes. The best chilvers

are kept for the ram, and the culled wethers are kept till they

are four-teeths, when they are fatted and sent direct to the

London Christmas market. Prizes were taken at two of the

Agricultural Societies' meetings this year by the shepherd for

rearing 781 lambs from 652 Down ewes. Oxen are used for

farm purposes, and fattened off with oil-cake and swedes. About
150 pigs are fattened, and over 500 head of poultry kept on the

farm. The pigs tread down their litter in a kind of open loose

box in which the straw is piled in layers to a height of 6 feet.

In this way 620 loads of pigs' manure were made last year.

To prevent vermin, the mows when made in the fields are cut

hard in at their base, and rats are thrown back by the compactness

of the reed as they would be by a board set at an angle. This
has been found to answer most effectually. Mr. Saunders was
one of the first to use bones on their introduction into the county.

He strives hard to attain the character of a " clean " farmer

;

and, in addition to the frequent horse-hoeings mentioned, the

fields, before feeding off turnips, are gone over by an agricul-

tural " detective " armed Avith a three-pronged fork, who " tq,kes
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up " the youngest " blade " of couch that has intruded upon the

farm.

Mr. James Caines, of Cheselborne, occupying about 700 acres,

the greatest portion very thin soil, upon the chalk, maintains a

flock of about 700 ewes, and, by a liberal consumption of oil-

cake, fattens 200 wethers and 60 or 70 beasts. The grazing

sheep get about 1 lb. of oil-cake a day, and the beasts oil-cake

and swedes : the American barrel cake is found the best, " I

can in no way improve my thin farm," says Mr. Caines, " so

profitably as by a large use of linseed-cake. The sheep pays

you for tlie cake, and leaves a very rich manure, which does not

require to be carted." About 150 pigs are fattened every year

and sent to the London markets. The four-course shift is fol-

lowed, and about 80 acres of swedes are grown every year with

superphosphates and crushed bones.

Mr. Henry Fookes, of Whitchurch, who has carried off several

of the large cups offered for turnips, grows a good proportion of

giant sainfoin. This plant was introduced into the county about

six years ago from Berkshire. Mr. Farqaharson, Mr. Fookes, Mr.
House, and Mr. Burgess, purchased the first lot at the fancy price

of 255. a bushel. The expenditure has however never been re-

gretted, for according to the valuation of one of these gentlemen
10 acres of it are worth 20 acres of common sainfoin. It is now
grown extensively in the neighbourhood of Wimborne, Blandford,

Durweston, &c. It is sown in the spring with the Lent corn

and left till the summer following, when it is mown for hay,

affording one good feed afterwards. Mr. Fookes is a large

breeder of Cochin China fowls, which at the London periodical

poultry sales have realised on an averao^e 1/. a head. The
butter of a small dairy is made on the Devonshire principle,

and the scalding of the milk is found to take away all unplea-

sant taste from the butter, although the cows are allowed as

many swedes as- they like.

Edward St. Vincent Digby, Esq., of Minterne, has for the last

8 years grown on a portion of his farm \vheat and mangold
alternately, and, except in unfavourable seasons, he has found both
crops to yield remai'kably well, the wheat I'eturning as much as

11 sacks an acre in the most favourable year. Tlie roots are

grown on the balk, with 20 tons an acre of farmyard dung and 2
cwt. of superphosphate. Mr. Digby considers he can keep more
stock on an acre of mangold than on an acre of swedes. The
meadows sur^jounding the house are favourably situated for irri-

gation, and they receive the contents of a liquid manure tank
which promotes the growth of herbage greatly, and admits of
four feedings and a mowing a year.

The Right Hon. Lord Rivers, who possesses nearly 30,000
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acres of land in this county, and manifests a very warm interest

in its agriculture, has lately taken in hand two farms in the

neighbourhood of his residence, Rushmore Lodge. The Farn-
ham farm consists of about 400 acres, a great portion of which,
three years ago, was a common field, growing wheat, barley,

and— couch, the latter being pleasantly regarded as clover. The
condition of this land, both as regards poverty and foulness, it

would be impossible to exaggerate, although naturally of very

fine quality. About 297 acres are arable, 94 are almost entirely

covered with furze, and the remainder are very coarse down.
ToUard Farm, which is worked with it, consists of 188 acres arable,

but portions of it are so steep that they cannot be ploughed
upward, nor can the drill be used on it : 20 acres are moderate
grass land, and 179 are described as " the very worst down in

England." On the arable his Lordship follows a four-field shift,

catching a green crop after wheat and before turnips. On 4
acres of land cabbage plants are pricked in in March, and an

average produce of 50 tons an acre is obtained. The chief

points in his Lordship's farming are, deep ploughing (all the

arable land being ploughed with one of Lloward's implements at

least a foot deep), and his Pit si/stem of feeding pigs and pre-

paring manure. The farm buildings are arranged on a most
convenient plan, designed by his Lordship (see Plan), the

kitchen being placed in one of the angles so as to communicate,
right and left, with ranges of stalls, meal-stores, root-houses, &c.

In the centre of the yard a pit is formed 10 feet deep, and in

width and length 24 by 30 ; this is bricked and cemented, and
surmounted by a dwarf brick wall. The fatting houses open
conveniently to it, and the litter of the fatting beasts and horses

is, by means of a hand-barrow, thrown into it, the liquid manure
being caught on cemented floors and conveyed into the pit by
a pipe placed G inches under ground. Upon the litter a number
of young pigs run about in all weathers, treading the straw into

dung and providing for the arable the finest possible farmyard

manure. Every particle of solid manure and every drop of

urine are thus saved ; the ammonia is prevented from escaping

by the constant kneading by the pigs ; the yard is kept tidy
;

tlaere are no little streams of liquid manure running off to the

barton pond ; there are no sties to be cleansed, and no piggeries

to be built. As soon as a porcine youth becomes sufficiently

advanced in life to make his own way in the world, he is taken

from his dam and most unceremoniously tosse4 into the pit,

where he remains till tlie butcher claims him, making himself

happy on plenty of tailing l^arley, pollard, and steamed or

grated roots, and in severe weather " burrowing " into the litter

and making thatch for himself. According to critics his Lord-
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ship's pigs ought either to be drowned in liquid manure or

blinded by ammonia, or frozen to death in cold weather. None of

these things however happens. Open air exercise keeps the pigs

in health ; the ammonia is kept under ; and the liquid manure is

not in greater supply than the stiaw can entirely absorb, leaving

a dry surface for the pigs, which in winter can make for them-
selves from it a coverlet as thick as they please. We saw in the

midst of the severe weather of this winter some 40 or 50 of these

animals (70 is the " stock " of a pit), and we are bound to say

we never saw a happier or more thriving lot of porkers. In

this way fully 300 pigs are. fattened annually. A floc k of 620
ewes and 200 chilver lambs is maintained on the farms, and
about 35 beasts are fattened with oilcake at the rate of 8 lbs. a
day, and 96 lbs. of roots with straw, but no hay. The valuable

manure thus pitted and preserved is applied at the rate of 15 or

20 loads per acre, and is almost the sole manure used on the

farms.

This Report would be incomplete without a notice of the farms

of the Rev. Anthony Huxtable of Sutton Waldron, although the

notoriety which they have attracted will reduce our mention of

them to the condition of a " thrice-told tale." The Reverend
gentleman occupies two farms, on each of which steam power is

employed. His " hill farm" consists of some 250 acres, resting

upon the upper chalk, which is very hard and rubbly. The
greater portion was formerly sheep-drive of an inferior quality

;

50 acres were broken up out of Cranborne Chase, and about 70
acres were average down land. The " tall chimney " and the

extensive range of buildings stand in strong contrast to the sur-

rounding downs, and light up with sudden activity and ani-

mation a somewhat desolate district. The engine of 6-horse

power, besides driving a combined threshing, straw-shaking,

winnowing and sacking machine, cuts by one of Comes' imple-

ments most of the straw into chaff, whilst the rest of the straw is

propelled into a large dry covered shed close to the cattle stalls.

The same engine also is used for working two pair of mill

stones, a flour dressing machine, a large bone mill, and a bean
bruiser ; and after work at night the remaining steam cooks the

roots for the pigs. Above the boiler and engine is a large

drying-room where the surplus heat hardens the corn for grinding,

and in wet weather is found of great service. All the arrange-

ments for the stock are made with a view of saving the manure
from waste, whether by evaporation or leakage. The liquid

manure from all the stock is conveyed into one large tank con-

tiguous to covered receptacles for the dung, which is daily

watered with the urine, and the drainage of these pits is caught

in another tank and poured over ashes, sifted mould, and other
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absorbents which are collected and protected from weather under

the lengthened caves of the dung-roofs. About 40 or 50 beasts

are fattened every year, being purchased in the fall, and fed upon
swedes and oilcake, straw and bean-meal. The beasts are all tied

up, standing upon floors of brick covered with cement. The
swedes given them are cut into fine slices by Moody's turnip-

cutter and intimately mixed with chaff, the meal and cake being

strewed over this in a fine powder. During two seasons Mr.
Huxtable tried the steaming of straw for his cattle, but found the

practice injurious—the animals becoming relaxed, and the young
stock becoming very delicate and doing ill when turned out to

grass in the spring. Tlie process of steaming, however, it may
be useful to dairymen to know, was found beneficial in the pro-

duction of milk. The fatting sheep are now also tied
;
they

stand upon sparred floors through which the manure falls to be
removed daily, the urine flowing towards the tank. Formerly
the sheep were kept in boarded pens, as described in the Royal
Agricultural Journal, vol. vi., but after some years' experience

it has been found that the animals sicken when kept in this

fashion, it is believed from the exhalations from the pit-manure
beneath them. The present plan, which is Sir R. Simeon's of

Swainster, Isle of Wight, has for four years been found successful.

Mr. Huxtable employs the house only during the three or four

months of the winter, as he finds that even fatting sheep do
better upon the land. Oats are found to agree with the sheep
better than oilcake, though of course the manure is not so

valuable. The stock of sheep kept on this farm consist of a
breeding flock of 300 ewes. The pen lambs are sold in their

first year, and the old ewes are fattened. At the time of my
visit there were 750 sheep on the farm. A great number of pigs

are fattened. In summer they are kept in houses with boarded
floors, with a small airing yard attached to each pen— a plan
which is followed principally for the convenience of obtaining

strawless dung, Avhich, being mixed with ashes, is used in the drill

for turnips. From 900/. to 1000/. 'worth of pigs is sold off

annually.

The rotation is the five-field, the breadth of wheat having been
gradually diminished to 52 acres, on account of the severe

blights which have affected that crop, and which are ascribed to

the elevation at which it is grown, as at the " West farm,"
three miles off", at an elevation of 350 feet only, wheat has been
grown alternately for nine years with scarcely any blight, and
with an annual yield averaging 8 to 9 sacks per acre. The best
corn crop grown on the hill is oats. In chalking, the chalk
beneath the soil has produced no benefit, but much has been
derived from the chalk found 300 feet below the level of the
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farm. My attention was especially attracted by a large erection

used as a rick barn, which I learnt was found of great service

in " catching " harvest weather. This building, which was 40
feet long, 25 wide, and of considerable heiglit, was composed of

larch poles, wattled with furze, and roofed with half-inch boards

covered witli hroicn paper nailed on, and tarred and dusted with
gritty sand four times. The run of the roof was 3 inches in the

foot, and, notwithstanding the fragile nature of its covering, the

high winds, which here sweep along with great violence, could

not unroof it, nor could the rain penetrate it. When it is con-

sidered that 1 cwt. of the paper, at a cost of 42s., will cover

2590 square feet of roofing, the extreme cheapness of this

building may be easily estimated.

The West farm, which is principally clay, is under the same
management as the hill, the chief peculiarity of system being

the aiTangement for conveying liquid manure in underground
clay-pipes for distribution at various parts of the farm. Mr.
Huxtable mentioned the result of an experiment which seems
important. He carried on for six or seven years the practice of

keeping his dairy beasts in houses, only turning them out once

a-day for exercise. This at first was found profitable in many
respects, but ultimately the constitution of the cows and of their

progeny became so enfeebled, and the development of tubercles

in the lungs of the calves so marked, that two years ago the

practice was altogetlier abandoned, and now his breeding stock

and cows are kept principally in yards with sheds attached, their

food being taken to them. This practice has been found to

answer so well, that in future it will be wholly followed.

A great many oxen—fully as many again as there were twenty

years ago—are kept in the c halk district. In the neighbourhood of

Dorchester they are bought three years old, worked two years,

then grazed or sold out. A large number of young beasts are

bought and sold out as three-years old, with calves at their sides,

for the supply of the dairies, which generally do not breed

enough to keep their numbers intact.

The proportions of arable, meadow, and pasture, on a farm of

500 acres, which would be about the average area of a corn and
sheep farm, would in the clialk district be probably 300 acres in

tillage, 60 dry and watered meadow, 100 ewelease or sLeep

sleights (varying much in quality from the generally undulating

surfaces of this description of pasture), and the remaining 40 in

cowlease ground, home crofts or lambing closes, paddock, and

homestead. But on the larger farms, of 1200 or 1500 acres, a

much greate)' proportion of down land or sheep pastures will be

found, with perhaps a good breadth of coppice and woodland,

the convenience and value of which the farmer knows how to
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estimate who has to pay 5s. or Gs. a-dozcn for hurdles, besides

time, horses, and Labour.

The turnip husbandry of the chalk district is adiniraljl?, and

of late years it has made great advances under the stimulating-

influence of the large silver cups offered to the best turnip

growers by some of the local agricultural societies, as well as by

the increased attention given by the farmer both to his own
home-made manures and to artificials. Superphosphate was at

one time all the rage for this crop, but many farmers incline to

favour half-inch bones, v/hich are considered to be a medium for

conveying more continuous nourishment to the growing plant

than superphosphate, the rapid effects of which, in starting the

young plant into leaf, arc by no means lost sight of. Hence super-

phosphate is applied for the present nourishment of the crop, and

,bone3 and guano for its " second course." Many farmers now
prepare bones themselves. The pigs and horses are littered

with chaff, with which the crushed bones are af terwards mixed
and the heaji being covered with sand or fine earth to keep in the

heat, the bones arc soon sufficiently reduced to enable the rootlets

to extract from them a continued supply of nutriment. Upon,
the farm of Mr. Joseph Darby, of Lytchett, the writer saw a
very fine field of swedes grown entirely on manure prepai-ed in

this fashion, and topping an adjoining crop raised on super-

phosphate alone.

Tiie growth of sainfoin, tliough much in favour with the best

farmers, is not cultivated as it might and ought to be. Witii

some its expense, and with others its tendency to couch in the

latter years of the ley, are considered sufficient excuses for ex-

cluding it from their course, although em}>hatically the plant for

a calcareous soil. It is considered that it is grown in much less

quantities than on farms of the same characler in Wilts. Scarcely

any lucerne or Alsykc clover is grown, but Italian rye is culti-

vated with great success. Mr. Oram thinks t!ie dairy sometimes
suffers, where sheep and dairy farms are combined, by the sheep
being kept on the pastures too late in the spring. Consequent!}-,

dairies are often let at IZ. per cow less than in Somerset and
North Wilts. He suggests that this may be avoided by growing-

more mangold and using more corn in sheep-feeding. jNIangold.

is frequently dibbled. Charles Porclier, Esq., of Clyffe, had, at

the time the writer visited his farm, a fine piece of mangold
grown with charcoal urate, 5 cwt. to the acre, with 25 loads of

dung. The seeds had been dibbled in by boys, two of whom
Avould get in half an acre a-day, at a cost of 14(Z. Swedes are

almost always drilled, but for v/lieat the drill is getting into dis-

favour, especially on heavy soils. Mr. George Summers told

me that broadcasting is very prevalent in his neighbourhood
VOL, XV. 2 E
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(Houghton), and that the only seeds drilled in the parish last

year were oats and barley. Wheat, when sown broad-cast on
liijht soils, has the land-presser or the fold driven across it. At
Wimborne and Cranborne, Whitchurch and many parts of tlie

vale of Blackmoor, wheat has been sown broad-cast and ploughed

in ; and at Monckton, Mr. Henry Fookes has grown some very

good barley, got in in this fashion, which is favoured most on
unkindly soils, in wet seasons, when the drill will not work
freely. Wlieat is got in in this manner at Bere, where there are

a good many small holders of land, and the custom is for the

farmer to feed off the turnips, and, in return, to get in the wheat,

finding thatch for the next harvest. Tlie advantages which the

drill offers in the saving of seed, and in the opportunity of

cleaning the crop, are not lost sight of ; and there is no doubt
that it will be adopted by many who now advocate broad-

casting. The flail is used for threshing out clover seed where
no mills exist ; but at Clifton, near Sherborne, Mr. James Vin-
cent has erected a clover mill, which has been found a great

convenience to parties who formerly sent their clover seed into

East Somerset to be milled.

The coppices form no inconsiderable feature of the countv.

The system of management pursued is to cut the wood at periods

varying from ten to fourteen years, according to the quality and
growth of the Avood. In some parts they give rise to a regular

trade, and afford work for a class of men for three-fourths of the

year, the rest of their time being occupied in turnip hoeing.

After cutting, the wood is sorted into various qualities, the

best being used for hurdles, and the inferior going in sale

faggots, bush faggots, and nichecs, or small faggots used to light

fires. In Cranborne Cliase, before it was disforested, the woods
came into cutting after twenty years' growth ; now they are

cut after eight or ten years ; but many woods, which used to pay
14s. or 20s. an acre, now pay, some 10s., and some not more
than 6s. per acre per annum. Many of them might profitably

be turned to arable, and in some parts of the Chase this is being

done to a considerable extent. White-thorn fences grow kindly

in most of the hill districts, indicating a good soil for m.alting

barley.

To this district belong the water-meadows, which for years

have been a celebrated feature in the agriculture of the county.

In Mr. Claridge's ' General View ' of it, he declares that at that

time " the proportion of water-meadows was nowhere so great,

nor anywhere better managed." And although the growth of

roots and artificials has rendered irrigated meads less necessary

(not less acceptable) in sheep husbandry, the encomium which
was passed upon them sixty years ago may be repeated now.
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The remarks with which a most competent authority, Mr. John
Baveystock Knight, of A\"est Lodge, Piddletown, has favoured

me, so completely describe this part of my subject, that I cannot

do better than give them in that gentleman's words :

—

" Tliose iiieactows which are irrigated from waters having their springs or

sources in the chaliv hills are tiic n)ost productive and vakiable, and the vales

through which they descend are for the most part on warm subsoils, without

clay. There are two classes of waters, of which advantage is taken to irrigate

the meadows ti'aversed by them. The first is the waters of those rivers or

streams which are permanent or fluent all the year; the other class is that of

the Winterbournes, as they are provincially called, and which are dry from

May or June until the following November. The best water meadows on the

pci uiaiient streams arc those from Up Sydling to Grimstone, where the stream

joins the Froine ; those from Cerne Abbas to Charniinster, where also the

Cerne river joins the Frome ; those from Dulish to Athelhampton, where the

stream joins the Piddle river, and again i'rom Alton Tancras through Piddlc-

treniliido, Piddlehinton, VVatcrson, Piddletown, Athelhamjiton, Toljjiddle,

x\tf|)id<lle, Bryantspiddle, Turnerspiddle, and Chamberlain Ford, to Ware-
ham, where, on the conffuence of the Piddle and the Fiome, both rivers are

lost in the estuary forming Lytchctt bay and Poole harbour. To these must
be addeil the central and, as it may be termed, the main trunk line of the

Frome river, which, first assuming that character at Rainpisham from its

sources west of Evershot and Chelborough, i)asses Kingcombe and Wraxall,

C'athstock, Chilfroine, Maiden Newton, Frome Vauchurch, Fram))ton, Grim-
stone, Stratton, Bradford, Charniinster, Dorchestei-, Stafford, Woodslbrd,
Moreton, Woodbridge, East Stoke, Holme, and VVareham. The best of these

meadows commence about Maiden Newton, and from above that town on the

brook descending from the Tollers; and it is obser\able that the quality,

freshness, and jiroduce of these meadows, bear an exact ratio to the impregna-
tion of water derivable from chalk sources. Thus the junction of the Toller

stream at Maiden Newton improves the chari^ter of the water previously

<lrained from the peaty and tnoory district about Ranipisham, above Maiden
Newton. Receiving below Maiden Newton the ti'ibute of the Sydling and
Cerne rivers, both of which have their sources at the foot of precipitous chalk

hills, their value and goodness is still further augmented, until the maximum
quality is attained from Frampton to Stafford, below Dorchester—a series of

irrigated meadows probably not sur[)assed in any other county. It may not be
irrelevant to notice the fact, which all experience has established, of the
indication which the growth of trout in rivers affords of the quality of the

water with reference to irrigation, fish of this species, the natural produce
of Dorset streams in general, in chalk or soft water attaining a weight of 2,

3, or even 5 and 6 lbs., w hen those of equal age in moory or stained waters,

or that derived from clay sources, rarely exceed half a pound weight; but
these ti'ansferred to a chalkstream soon attain equality of weight and condition
with the natives. Not inferior in condition to the best Frome meadows are
those of the Cerne, Sydling, Dulish, and Piddli! rivers; but the valleys being
narrow, and the alluvial space contracted, they do not form so great a feature.

Below Stafford, the valley of the Frome, as it widens, becomes more debased
with large intermixtures of peaty or moorish soil in the meadows, which,
though affording heavy burdens of hay, produce a coarse quality of produce
more fitted for dairy cow stock : thus large dairies gradually take the place of
the large sheep stocks for which the chalk hills on the upper region of this

river were more congenial than the proximity of long tiacts of heath land,

which, from Woodsford to Wareham on both sides, preclude the yet more exten-
sive tracts of sterile heath extending to Poole and South Hants.

2 E 2
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" Next in imi)ortanco are the meadows on the course of the Bride river,

which has its source at Bridehead, in the pleasure grounds of Mr. Williams's

beautiful scat of that name, six miles west of Dorchester, passing Kingston
Russell, Longbredy, Litton Cheney, Swyre, and Burton Bradstock, where it

meets the sea. The quality of these meadows cannot perhaps be sur|)assed,

especially at Longbredy and Litton, at both which j)laccs the river receives

copious tributaries from chalk sources of the purest water, equalled only by the
beautiful spring, the source of the Wey at U|)we}', and, like that, the spring at

Litton turns a good mill within 400 yards of its source.
" The characteristics of the Stourarc not those of a water-meadow river ; the

formidable volume of water in flood would render it less manageable for irri-

gation purposes; neitlier is the predominance of a clay soil favourable, as

experience shows that on clay soils watered, although the ])roduce may be
augmented, the ])roof or quality of the hay is deteriorated, besides which its

course is principally through the dairy or fatting bullock country, the vale ot"
*

Blackmoor, where breeding flocks of sheep are not general.
" Of the Winterbourne waters the quality is not held to be so good as that

from permanent sources, and another disadvantage is the uncertainty of the

pel iod of the Sjjrings breaking, which in dry preceding summers is sotnetimcs

protracted until after Christmas, long before which all water meadows should

be in work. These streams are, that commencing at Houghton, and, j)assing

to Stickland, Whitchurch, Kingston, Auderton, Winterbourne Yelstone, and
Sturminster, joining the Stour at the latter place. Again, from Winterbourne
Abbas another descends to Stct'ijletoii, Martinstown, Asliton, Winterbourne
Monckton, Ilerringstone, and Carne, falling into the Fromc at Stafford. An-
other has its rise at Gun\ilie, called the Tarrent, and runs through Tarrent
llinton, Tarrent Lauuceston, Tari'cnt Monckton, Luton, llushton, Rawston,
and Keynston, falling into the Stour at Spetisbury

;
but this latter stream,

which gives the prefix of Tarrent to ail the places in its course, is permanent,

some two miles below Tarrent JNIonckton.

" These winter bournes, which annually burst at the heads of valleys enclosed

by chalk hills in this and the analogous tract of country extending over a

great part of Wiltshire, commonly afford the prefix of winter bourne to the

parishes where they occur. Thus in Wiltshire we have Winterbourne

Gunner, Winterbourne ]3auntsey, Winterbourne Stoke, Winterbourne Earles,

&c. &c., answering to our Winterbourne Stickland, Winterbourne Whitchurch,

Winterbourne Abbas, &c. &c. A curious i'act in relation to the annual

bursting of these springs is, that their ' breaking,' as it is termed, is always

accompanied with strong gales of wind gcnerall}' from the S.W. with rain,

but without a strong gale they never break, however wet the season. The
water-works for irrigation are generally renewed and restored after any de-

rangement of them in the preceding summer by tread of cattle, carting hay,

&c., as early as possible after the latter harvest, by trenching up and cleaning

the carriers and levelling the catch-work, so as to take advantage of the

autuiim floods. For this jiurjjosc a trained hand, called a waterman, is kept

for this particular occupation, as well as to regulate the supply and the draining

after a period of sufficient saturation."

Under this head, according to the order prescribed, we must

rank the isles of Portland and Purbeck, both remarkable for

their mineral features rather than for their agricultural produc-

tions In Portland wheat is followed by winter tares, barley,

clover. The wheat is hand-cut by women and bound by ir.en,

and the produce is estimated at, wlicat, 18 bushels ;
barley, 25 ;

oitc-.. 30. Only half the number of horned catde is k-pt in the
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island since the sale of its commons. Of the sheep we shall have

to speak by and by.

The cultivation of the stiff clays on the south of Puibcck de-

pends very much upon the season. A very wet seed-time and a

very dry summer are equally deprecated. The course is wheat,

barley or oats, clover ley, which is often ploughed up after

wheat-harvest, and is allowed to lie fallow until the following

autumn, when it is sown to wheat. Many farmers are now alter-

ing- the old system, and they find a crop of rape, vetches, or mus-
tard serviceable. The lighter soils are managed on the five-field

coui»e, admitting of the introduction of turnips among the shifts.

The second year's ley is ploughed up early in the spring, and a

crop of turnips taken before wheat. The land between South
Tyneham and Encombe is of most excellent quality, and is

capable of grazing. It is said that the clay when dug and
exposed to the air for a short time becomes covered with mus-
tard.

In quitting the chalk district for the clays, we leave a pretty

uniform system of farming to enter on a countiy where the

systems are even more diversified than the soils. On the stift'

unproductive clays near the coast no system is followed because

the seasons rule the systems. On the rich genial soils, such as

those of the marlstone in the vicinity of Bridport, no system is

followed, because, to use the words of a West Dorset farmer,

they " can grow anything." The most considerable portion of

the district on which we have entered is the Vale of Blackmoor,
a fine rich grazing country, which will rear oxen as bulky as the

red sandstone vales and alluvial marshes of Somerset, and grow
oaks of 120 cubic feet. This vale is mainly confined to the

rearing and grazing of beasts, and to dairy husbandry. Although
there are considerable farms in the vale, yet they are exceptions,

a considerable portion of it being in small portions on lifeholds

—one disadvantage of which is the multiplication of fences,

which of necessity where cow-stock is general must be broad
and occupy much valuable latid. But the greatest detriment
produced by the lifehold tenure (and which in the majority of
cases is expiring without hope of renewal) is the neglect of under
draining, which on soils so retentive of moisture as are most of
those of the vale is emphatically the one thing needful, and the
want of attention to which will in too many parts of this beauti-
ful vale attract the notice of a stranger. On most of the larger

properties either lately purchased from ancient owners or in
hand much of this necessary work has been done, and that scien-
tifically. It is satisfactory to report progress on this head, for
it is the cardinal improvement and general desideratum in the
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vale district. Beef is sent from this vale in considerable cjuan-

tities to the fortnightly markets of Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Stur-

minster, and Stalbridge, and is also sold to contractors and sent to

Poole, Portsmouth, &c., without passing through any market,

and it is computed that tliis district alone sends as many fat

pigs to the London markets as either of the counties of Somerset
or Devon, one dealer at Gillingham sending on an average 200
a-week. It is reckoned that the summer run of a beast should
pay the grazier 11, a-month, and that a stall-fed beast ought to

bring him 85. a-week for " board, lodging, and attendance ;"

the latter being most attentively rendered by the l)est grci?iers,

some of wliQm keep one hand entirely employed in looking after

the beasts in the stalls, cutting turnips for them, currycombing
them, &c. Messrs. Coate, Mr. Senior, Mr. R. R. Harvey, and
others, graze very heavily and contribute much to the neigh-

bouring show of fat stock, and on one occasion an ox weighing
upwards of 100 score was shown by one of the first-named gen-

tlemen at the annual exhibition of the Sturminster Agricultural

Society. The young beasts are not generally reared in the vale,

but bought by the dealers from the dairies of North Wilts, &c.,

but most dairy farmers raise sufficient stock to replace their

losses by barreners, &c. The general mode of fattening beasts

is to buy them (mostly barreners) at Candlemas and keep them
on hay or perhaps a few roots until May, when they are turned

on to the pastures. About the beginning of July the foremost

are fit for market, and if keep is plentiful more barreners are

bought to replace those sold. About the 1st of October hay is

given in the field, and by the 1st of November, if tlie grazier is

provided with roots and stall-room (which is not always the case),

they are taken into house and fed on hay, roots, and, in some
instances, corn and oil-cake for the (Christmas market. The
general time of stocking tire pastures is May the 12tli, or nearly

a fortnight later than the Somerset farmers stock the vale of

Taunton Deane. There are but few farms devoted entirely to

pasture, but where they are, they are taken better care of than

where the farmer's attention is divided between arable and

pasture. The want of straw is a great drawback on such farms,

and there is also in many instances a want of sufficient stall-

room in winter. Some dairy farmers mow the same land every

year, putting all the manure they can collect ujion it, mostly

during the winter frosts. Others mow and feed alternately. A
good deal of cider is made in the vale, chiefly of a rough kind

for home consumption.

The rotations on arable lands arc, as we have indicated, very

various. Some farmers grow wheat and roots alternately, the

roots being swedes ov mangolds for stall-fed beasts. Another
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course is wheat, barley, clover, roots ; a tliird, wheat, beans,

vetches, and red clover ; the vetciies followed by swedes, wliich are

drawn for stall-feedinj;, and the situation of the clover reversed

every third year. This rotation is very suitable for lands that

are too tenacious for growing barley of good quality, and is

practised with slight variations by some of the best farmers in

the vale. Another course is wheat, barley, grass, wheat, vetches

or stubble, turnips. A fifth, wheat, rape, wheat, clover ; and

a sixtii

—

1. Oats and stubble turnips j V'etches.

2. Mangold ITurnijjs and swedes.

3. ()at%or barley.

4. Wheat.

These are some of the rotations of the vale, but a large pro-

portion is managed without the slightest regard to anything like

regularity or a proper succession of crops.

The breed of the cattle* kept in the vale may be much im-
proved in purity, and the same remark applies to the dairy dis-

tricts. The true Dorset cow is a long - horn, white-backed,

with short dark stripes over the body, and is considered by
breeders as true to the county as the Devon is to the locality

whose name it bears. Tlie breed of pigs is noted for a great

tendency to fatten, and Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon, has so

much improved them, that his specimens have for some years

taken the gold medal or other prizes at Smithfield Cattle Show.
The animal is very compact, wide across the shoulders and over

the loins, deep in the back, heavy in the chop, short in the

muzzle, fine skinned, of a uniform black colour, and with an

amazing tendency to fatten. A 20 weeks' old pig will graze

7 score, and on the average they reach 20 score at 12 jnonths' age :

thev have been grazed to 29 score within the 12 months. The

* The cattle bred in this county should be somewhat regarded ; for although
there are uot many herds of any pure breed, there are several choice herds of
Devon, Hereford, AyTshire, and Alderney cattle, which may and do afford valu-

able animals to breeders elsewhere for a change of blood. The generality of the
herds are, I must admit, of mixed breed of some kind nsefuUy crossed perhaps
for the dair}-, but, as I believe, not so wisely crossed perhaps when the whole of
the purposes for which cattle are reared are considered. The old Dorset cow can
scai-cely be found pure, but often may be seen in some of her features in the
form of progeny whose sire has been either Devon, Hereford, or short-horn ; for

hulls of all breeds are used, as fancy may have suggested or opportunity may
have permitted ; and a.s in breeding horses, so in breeding cattle, the Dorset
farmer is too much accustomed to accept the service of the cheapest and nearest
horse or bull without regard to the probable defects that cannot fail to appear in
such ill-assorted nuptials. On this head I consider great improvements may be
made iu Dorsetshire, as I believe the best bred animal pays best when all

purposes are considered. In part of Dorsetshire, Devons prosper ; in other parts
Herefords are better suited to the fai-ms ; and in some parts the short-horns will
find lands good enough to promote the growth of their larger frames.

—

Portman.
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pigs sliown at Smithficld Show this jear Avere grazed in the

ordinary manner upon barley-meal and pollard mixed with
whey, and for the last month they were kept on bran and Avater,

as it was feared they were getting- too fat, and might be choked.
The breeding sows live only on grass in tlie summer, and in the

winter on grass and roots, excepting when they give suck, when
they are fed on good food. Tlie j oung ones are weaned wlion

about 8 weeks old, and are fed for the first two or three months
upon roots and a few dry beans or barley and Avhey ; afterwards

they take their chance Avith the store pigs. This breed, Avhich

has been named " the Improved Dorset," is said to haA C been
imported from Turkey, and to have been cross%l Avith choice

specimens of the old Dorset pig.

Tlie vale of Marshwood rests upon a cold lias clay, dis-

tinguished above all tlie clays in the county for its stiffness.

" A terrible rough country, sir," is the character Avhich an in-

quirer obtains of it. The A ale is principallA' tenanted by d.iiry-

farmers, and some of the best Dorset butter is supplied from
this ungenial locality. Tlie arable land has lately l)een drained :

it produces excellent Avheat, the produce being estimated at 4
quarters an acre on'the farm of J. Tatchell Bullen, Escj. " There
is not a stone in the Avhole vale," says a gentleman Avho knows
it well, "and tliey are obliged to send to Bothenhampton for

stones to mend their roads." The higher grounds are on the

upper member of the lias series ; the marlstone and the tops of

the hills around the A ale are inferior oolite limestone, the escarp-

ments being: inferior oolite sraid. The river Ciiar runs through

the lias clay of the A'ale. Pillcsden Pen and Leweston Hill are

upper greensand resting upon marlstone. Upon the light soils

-of this series the cultivator disregards all rotations, and groA'/s

just what he pleases, and practises not only Avith impunity but

Avith advantage the, in other localities, unprofitable succession

—

tAVo turnip-crops. It is, hoAve\'er, no use on these soils to soav

barley late ; it is soAvn after swedes, and then the field goes to

turnips and rape. Clover is soAvn Avith the wheat, the barley

being so lieaA'y in the straw that cloA'cr soAvn Avitli it is killecl.

Sometimes the cropping is in this order: Avheat, barley, three

years' grass. Th.e fold is driven across the Avheat-land, and
Mr. John Pitfield, of Heap, also fold-treads his turnip-land

before the seed is drilled ; 30 bushels of Avheat, and 35 or 36
bushels of barley, are thought an average. All his Avheat is flat-

hoed. The land is giAcn to couch if not turniped often, and if

he does not get it clean Avith one crop of roots turnips are soAA^n

again.

The timber found in the vale is of Large growth and excellent

C[uality, and there are perhaps fcAV districts in the kingdom
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wlicre onk timber tlnlvos more rapidly or returns a profit

sooner. Mitldlemarsh, Buckland, Mappowdcr, Melcombe, VFiiit-

ficld, Hermitaije, Hillficld, Batcombe, grow very fine oaks.

From Castle Hill as much as 12,000/. worth of timber has been
sold, and a " thinning " of the first-named estate yielded upwards
of 30,000/. Forty-five years ago, says a gentleman who had
then experience of the county, half a mile could be gone over in

Glanvills Wootton where every four trees you passed could for

many scores be counted at an average of 100/., or 25/. a tree. In the

parks of tlie Earl of llchestcr and in that of the Earl of Shaftes-

bury are noble oaks, and at Parnliain, near Beaminster, and at

Dulish, elms of superb growth. At West Woodyates is a

magnificent walnut-tree, planted more than a century ago by the

then Lord Londonderry. The tenant used to make 5/. a-year of

the W'alnuts, and he called it his hundred pound tree, as it yielded

him 5 per cent, interest. Tiio preponderance of oak limber over

the vale indicates the clay soil. Wherever elm-trees are of good
size and fresh growth, a limestone or gravel subsoil is usually to be
found. Plumber, the country round Sturminster, and the Oke-
fords, produce excellent timber, and coppice-wood for hurdles,

&c., from the steep sides of the chain of hills which overhang the

vale, and tlie lowlands furnish this material from excellent

willov/-bcds. Around Bridport very fine elm timber is grown,
some of v/hich is used in the sliipyards of Bridport and Lyme.
Asli is g]()wn to some extent, and made into butter casks.

Forty years ago the growth of flax was a feature of consider-

able importance in the faiuning of Dorset, from 4000 to 5000
acres being annually, according to Mr. Stevenson, devoted to

its culture. In the latter ])art of last century a Government
bovmty vras paid on every stone raised, amounting, on an average

of eleven years, to 450/. per annum. It was discontinued be-

cause, it is said, rents were increased on account of it, yet the

abolition of the bounty did not seem to have curtailed the growth
of it, as twenty years after the encouragement was withdrawn
there Avould .appear to have been four times as many acres

under cultivation as INIr. Claridge found. Within the last twenty
years the growth of this plant Las been gradually declining— (not

from lack of customers, for the manufacturers of Bridport could
purchase every stone of flax that could be gi'own in their vicinity)

—and now, instead of 4000, there are not 300 acres of it in the

whole county. The largest grower has 30 acres in flax ; he
assigned the lowness of price as his reason for curtailing the
growth, and thought that if it rose to 6/. per pack (from 4/.) it

would be generally grown : at the latter price it did not pay.
It is valued on the sandy loams of which we are speaking as a
most excellent preparative for wheat. If sown oftener than once
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in six or seven years the land sjets sick. Formerly the flax-

growers habitually "dew-ripened " it, an operation which some-
times lasted six weeks ; but all the flax around this district fin

other terms, all the flax in the county, for it is grown nowhere
else to any extent) is now taken from tlie field in the straw with-

out tlie seed by Mr. Baruch Fox, who works it up by Schunk's
and Pownall's processes in fifty or sixty hours. Several fields

are still known as "hemp fields," but there are not 5 acres of

hemp in the county : at the end of the last century there seems
to have been on the average nearly 250 acres.

Tlie heatii district, comprehends a considerable portion of the

country between Dorchester, VVimborne, and Corfe Castle.

Upon the lower Bagshot formation are Bere Heath, Wool Heath,

Moreton, Woodsford, Moreton Heath, Winfrith Heath, Knighton
Common, Gallon Heath, Woodsford Heath, Knighton Heath,

Warmwell Heath, Owre Heath, Mount Skippett. On the lower

London tertiaries are Yellowham Hill, Piddletown Heath, New
Bockhampton, Ilsington Heatli and Wood, Tinclefon Hang,
Southover Heath, Cliffe, AfFpuddle Heath, Culpepper's Ditch,

Brockhill, Briantspriddle, Pallington, Lewel Lodge, Warmwell,
Owre Moigne, the Fossils, Portway, a steep on the north of West
Lulworth, and outlying patches on Warren Hill, Roger's Hill,

near Milborne St. Andrews, the Blackdown Hills near Dor-
chester, Wood, East Lulworth, part of West Lulworth Park,

Lytchett Forest. Tiie round pebbly gravel and the red mottled

clay of which bricks are made at Redpool, near Bere, and at

Broadmayne, are in the plastic clay. Near Cranborne it is con-

verted into coarse brown ware. Between VVareham and Corfe

the potter's clay is dug in extensive quantities. Tliere is a

great variety of soils on this series. Plots of 20 and 30 acres

have been taken at nominal rents by small farmers for reclama-

tion. The land is broken up with large mattocks at a cost of

21. an acre ; the surface is either burnt or worked about until the

turf decomposes. The next process, chalking, is an exj)ensive

one. " I go," said a farmer, who has lately broken up some of

this land, " from three to five miles for my chalk, and though it

costs me at the pit only 6^^. a ton, its cost on the land is 3/. an

acre. If they had further than I have to fetch it, I think it

would hardly pay them to reclaim the heath. I have often

thought it miglit pay to sink a shaft, as they do in Hampshire."
Tlie general dressing is 20 tons an acre, but on sandy soils this

is thought too much. It is worked down with Crosskill's clod-

crusher and scarified, and put to turnips or rape. It is then

well dunged, and two or three good crops are taken from it, but

at a heavy cost. The green crop is eaten off, and very large
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crops of oats are obtained—as many as 60 or 70 bushels per

acre.

In this locality Mr. Joscpli Darby lias commenced the growth

of flax, his attention having been called to the plant by observing-

that it grew wild in the hedges. He had a very fair crop this

yejir. Guano was tried on one part and soot on another, the

manure being applied in the last harrowing, and the soot was
found most beneficial. Another farmer near here ploughed A'ery

deep, and fed off his clover twice with rape-cake, and it sur-

prised his neighbours to see how he brought the land into con-

dition. The farmers of Purbeck, where many sheep are reared,

send their flocks in the winter, when food is scarce at home, to

cat turnips at Lytchett, where a good many roots are grown for

the purpose. Tlie price paid is from 1/. to 5/. per acre, according

to quality and tlie season.

The dairy system (we are not now speaking of a particular

district, but of the whole county) is peculiar, the cows being,

for the most part, let out by the farmer to the dairyman at per

head, upon the conditions described in the Royal Agricultural

Society's Journal, XXXI., pp. 74, 75. But very few tenants

milk their own dairies. Amongst the few may be mentioned
Mr. Edward Pope, of Great Toller, whose practice is as

follows :—The cows are brought into the dairy at 3 years old,

and kept there, if all go right, for seven or eight years, and
those of the very best quality longer, for breeding purposes.

They calve from January to the end of April. Previous to

calving they are fed on straw and lbs. linseed cake per day,

and afterwards on hay in the stalls, being turned out by day into

grass provided from the autumn for that purpose. The calves

are taken from their mothers when about 10 days old, and
suckled with the skim-milk till the 12th of May, when they are

weaned and turned to grass, and cheese-making is commenced.
A cow produces about 14 dozen ll^s. of butter and If cwt. of
cheese during the year. The cows are kept in two dairies of

50 each, which are kept in every respect distinct, as a sort of
check the one on the other. Tlie expense of management is

estimated at Id. per cow per week. At the beginning of this

year (1854), Mr. Pope had about 50 calves, and was making
something like 260 lbs. of butter per week, which was sent

fresh to the London market.

Lord Portman and Mr. Pope are successful breeders of pure
North Devon cattle, and in another district (Sherborne) Mr.
Thomas Miller, of Castle Farm, has done much to improve this

favourite breed of stock, and has carried off from the surrounding
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cutUe-sliows move prizes than probably any other breoacr in the
county.

The produce of wheat throughout the county, taking the

average of the last 5 years, is estimated by a competent judge at

7 sacks an acre, the greatest amount being grown upon the chalk.

This estimate is supposed to be rather under wliat the yield might
]>e considered by many to be, and another estimate says wheat
30, barley 38, oats 50 l)ushcls per acre. A well-authenticated

case is told of 15 sacks of wheat per acre being once grown by one
of the best farmers in the county. Almost all the corn grown in

Dorset is sold at the local markets. Before the failure of the

potatoes a good deal of it was sent to Cornwall and sold in the

mining districts, and flour is still sent there from Poole and
other places, where it is largely manufactured. Dorset has
changed from an exporting to an importing county. The ex-

ports coastwise were considerable ; now large import trades are

carried on with the Baltic and the Black Sea, the latter trade

being of the most recent origin. Mr. Robert Damen, a consider-

able corn-dealer, imported within a month, this autumn, GOOO
quarters from the Black Sea into the porfs of Poole, Weymouth,
and Bridport. A still larger quantity is imported from the

Baltic. Nine-tenths of the wheat grown in Dorset is red. The
farmers are using more seed-wheat from other counties than

formerly, and they exchange seed-barley after growing for two
years. A good deal of red clover-seed is saved, and in the lower
parts of the county it is becoming quite an important article of

production. The average growth of this seed is put at 2 cwt. per
acre, but double that quantity has been saved by some. It

realizes about 40s. In the chalk district hop clover-seed is saved

to some extent. Trifolium incarnatum flourishes in the sandy
soils at the v/estern end of the county in a most remarkable man-
ner. At Netherbury they get 5 or 6 loads to the acre. In

Broadwinsor they cut it for horses all through the summer, and
find it most valualjle. On the chalk it has been tried by one of

the best farmers without success.

Indigenous liops are often found in old fences, and, it is re-

marked, quite free of mildew, lice, cScc, which are found so

pestiferous in cultivated ground. A gentleman now deceased,

JVIr. Mowlam, cultivated for some years hops on a field of his at

Mil bourne St. Andrews, and it is thought profitably; but the

estate being sold at his death, the experiment ceased. The pre-

valence of indigenous hops in Dorset indicates a congenial soil

for them, but whether to advantage is a question.

Wherever gorse or furze grows on the old pasture, profitable

barley and turnip land is indicated. Elm-trees growing kindly
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and largo on the pastures is a pledge of good dairy land and
butter of the best quality.

Drainiuf/.—The desideratum of a chalk subsoil—a natural

drain, nhich never chokes, and which charges no interest for

capital—is obtained, as we have seen, to a large extent in this

county, and to it is, doubtless, to be ascribed the high character

of the farming of the chalk district. The time and capital

occupied in draining stiff soils have been released in this lo-

cality and applied in other improvements. In addition to the

positive advantages conferred by a chalk subsoil, it is no slight

matter to Ije saved the inconvenience and annoyance of a stop-

page of drains, which in other parts of the county is becoming a

serious evil. Advantage has been taken of the porosity of the

chalk in cases where clay-galls overlie this substratum. Mr.
Damen of Winfrith in sucli cases sinks a well down to the chalk

4 or 5 feet wide, fills it with faggots, and brings the mouths of

his drain-pipes to the well, and the water gives him no further

trouble. In the vales t'.iere is still very much draining to be

done, yet the progress of this v/ork has of late years been consi-

derable. Tlie Kimmeridge clay of the Blackmoor Vale—where
there is a wide field waiting for the drainer—has been opened in

many places, and the retentive soil made available for its own
correction ; for this clay makes excellent drain pipes, which
are being manufactured by tens of thousands. In a small

radius round Shaftesbury three of these useful manufactories

have recently sprung up. Lord Rivers has opened clay-pits at

Okeford, and is expending large sums on this fundamental work.

Turf-draining—plug, wedge, and shoulder—was prevalent until

the introduction of pipes, and there are still many parts of the

county in which it is preferred. Lord Ilchestor has had much
plug-draining done both at Melbury and Abbotsbury, and where
done on strong soils, and done carefully, it has been Cjuite suc-

cessful ; but it has got out of order where the soil was not sufli-

ciently tenacious and persistent for this kind of Avork. Stone
drains his Lordship finds the best, but their expense is an obstacle

to their general application. Mr. Farqu'.iarson drained a few
meadows on the banks of the Stour about 12 years ago with turf-

tlrains 2 feet deep and 20 or 24 feet apart, and they lasted well

until the moles carried their draining operations alongside them.

Mr. Pitfield of Heap has found such drains enduring, and JNIr.

Edward Pope has had them hold good for 20 years, the original

cost of them being 6c?. a perch. In the neighbourhood of Yet-

minster also, where the conditions before referred to—a suffi-

ciently retentive soil and careful workmanship—have been ob-

talnc'l, turf-draining has answered in many places ; but this
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material work is in the hands of old and obstinate men, who will

not swerve from the directions of their forefathers, and who have

a most profound contempt for that modern innovator, the spirit-

level. I was told of one of these ancient worthies who cut his

trenches by no other guide than the one eye he possessed, and
who left in a trench with a 5-feet fall a " belly " of 5 inches.

When the error was shown him, he declared " it didn't a mossel
matter ; all that wei-e wanted was a fall, and that he'd a-got."

The Wilts and Somerset Railway has given some of the agricul-

turists of Dorset the opportunity of obtaining a little scientific

advice in these matters, and I know one farmer who has profited

so well by the hints he thus obtained, that he now takes Ids own
spirit-level, and himself sets out his drains and his water-meads

with all the success that could be desired for so good a pupil.

Tlie choking of pipe- drains has led some very good farmers

to doubt whether this description of drain will be found to

answer ultimately upon their farms. On the greensand, and
also on the heaths, the water is largely impregnated with oxide

of iron, a deposition of which often chokes the smaller pipes.

A remedy iov this has been often found in pipes of a larger

bore, and where the spring head has been boggy it has been cut

down into, and a large separate drain carried to the nearest out-

fall. On very light soils inconvenience Las been occasioned hy
the sand working its way between the pipe-joints. A plan l.as

been devised to remedy this by the aid of small pits sunk at

intervals under the joints, but it has not been long enough in

operation to enable those who have tried it to report definitively

on its efficiency. Mr. Saunders, in draining some barren heath-

land near Warmwell, finding a similar evil, applied the opposite

remedy, and stopped the mischief with thin parings of turf

placed over the joints where the run of sand was found. Mr,
Saunders finds his drains run the freer and the land dry mor.e

rapidly where a cross drain at the top of the field has admitted a

free current of air through all the pipes. In boggy patches a

hole is dug, filled with faggots, and brought into communication
with the line of drains on eitlier side ; the w ater rises up through

the faggots, and is drawn off through the drains, and thus circles

of land are dried. Serious stoppages of drains have been

occasioned by the penetration of masses of vegetable fibres,

which have been found matted together as hard as the limb of a

tree. About five years ago Mr. Digby had a large drain choked

in this way by a mass of roots " like a fox's tail," and Mr. Pope
had a similar occurrence in the pipe which conveyed water to

his house at Mapperton. In tlie former case the genus of the

intruder was not ascertained, but in the latter it was found to be

the root of a greengage tree.
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In 1849 the Lord Portman called the attention of the Royal
Agricultural Society, through the pages of its Journal, to a very

curious stoppage of drains on the property of John Goodden,

Esq., of Coiiipton. A chemical examination of the substance

taken from the drain, by Professor Way, showed that it con-

sisted chiefly of carbonate of lime, which was referred to the

circumstance of tlie drain being only partly filled with water, an

opj)ortunity being thus afforded for the escape of the carbonic

acid which held the carbonate of lime in solution, the result

being a crystalline deposit, which in time choked up the drain.

These drains have since been taken up and larger drains formed,

which Mr. Goodden informs me have not been subjected to

stoppage. The turf-drains at the sides are now, after forty years'

use, as good as ever.

A great desideratum seems to be the faculty of determining

l:ow little is necessary in works of drainage, for not unfrequently

hundreds of perches are cut under the idea of doing the work
completely, where a quarter of the labour and outlay applied

with judgment and skill would have been more effectual. This
is especially the case where springs, suffused from higher grounds,

saturate for a long way below the subsoils until the level at

which they break into day is attained. Interception at the head
is here the effectual remedy, at whatever depth it may be neces-

sary to go in order to reach the percolating substratum, when the

leading off the water thus collected becomes easy enough, and
the expense and necessity of a chequer of drains doing imperfect

duty is avoided.*

On some parts of the banks of the Stour sufficient outfall

cannot be obtained, owing to the penning back of the stream by
mills— a subject which naturally leads us to

Injuries injiicted hi/ Brooks and Rivers : which may be grouped
under three heads— 1. By floods to pastures; 2. By hindrances

to irrigation ; 3. By obstructing the outfalls of drains—and these

are mostly referable to the imperfect construction of mill- weirs;

to the sinuosity of the river course ; and to a neglect of scouring

and cleaning the bed of the river. If these impediments did not

* The draining in Dorsetshire is, like draining everj-nhere else, still a matter
of experiment. In many parts of the vale the plans, adopted by the landlord,

tenant, and surveyor, well selected to suit the locality, work well ; in other
parts, when executed under the orders and rigid rules of some surveyor (appointed
to see that money borrowed is not wasted) the drains have proved worthless, and
in a few years the tenant has been obliged to do the work over again. In
Dorsetshire examples abound where pipes succeed, where turf is best as m ell as

cheapest, where iron in the M'ater corrodes, and lime deposit forms a rock, and in
both cases stops the drains, where rabbits or moles spoil the turf drains, &c. &c.

;

and I would advise any drainer who wishes to expend his money with the least
risk to examine our varied success and failure.

—

Poutjiax.
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stand in the way of the rapid removal of water, floods, except at

liay-harvest time, would not be greatly regarded
; indeed, along

the Stour—the Dorsetshire Nile—they are necessary visitants to

grazing farms, and the rich silt which they leave behind them
assists in furnishing in March a cut of grass like a water-meadow
of the most " proofy " kind. It is in these meadows that the

heavy oxen of the Blackmoor Vale put on their meat preparatory

to house fattening. But if the water cannot be got off tlie land

until the pasture is soured, the benefit is changed to an unmiti-

gated evil. The whole subject is summed up in the words of

one who is a sufferer by floods, " We have no objection to see

the water on our land if Ave can only get it off again." In the

neighbourhood of Wimborne, where the Stour and the Allen
join and flood considerable areas, one occupant of a piece of
" accommodation " land assured me he had not been able to

enter his fields between Michaelmas and Lady-day. The very

sinuous brook, which, coming down from Toller, falls into the

Frome at Maiden Newton, will so completely flood the neigh-

bourhood after a seven or eight hours' rain, that tlie people of

the former place cannot leave the parish until it has subsided.

A summer's flood, besides carrying av, ay the hay, has completely

spoiled the aftermath, the sand brought down by the floods ren-

dering the grass so gritty that cattle rejected it. No doubt some
of this mischief could be cured by straightening the crooked
stream, but unfortunately it divides different properties, and an
alteration of the stream v/ould involve an interference with
different interests. Before the railway v/orks there, the neigh-

bourhoods of Chetnole, Yetminster, and Bradford were subject to

heavy floods, which rendered many roads impassable ; and a few
years since, in attempting to cross a fcjrd in this locality, a man,
boy, and horse Avere swept away by the current and drowned.
Improvements have been made by those who have had tlic con-

duct of the railway works, chiefly by Mr. Peniston, the resident

engineer, and many of the roads that were formerly impassable at

floodtimes can now be crossed with a dry foot : a bridge has also

been erected where the calamity occurred. If one were made at

Toller, the temporary imprisonment of its inhabitants might be
avoided. Mr. Farquharson is of opinion the floods in his neigh-

bourhood have been reduced chiefly by cleansing the bed and

sloping the banks of the river. On the branch of the Yeo, which
rises at Melbury, much damage is attributable to the insuffici-

ency of the weir at Bradford mill. A similar statement, varying

only in locality, might be repeated throughout the county upon
nearly every mill-weir. Upon the small stream from the scanty

sources of the Piddle river no fev/er than five mills occur within

four miles, where one, it is estimated, would answer the require-
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ments of the district. And in a moderately dry summer the

grindings have to be carried to the mills on the Cerne stream,

which never fails, and which is within four miles of tliese inter-

mittent machines. A gentleman, who is qualified to j)ronounce

an opinion on this subject, declares that a good windmill on the

hill above tliis bottom " would effectually and constantly meet
the wants of tlie immediate neighbourhood, whilst emancipating

a valuable portion of water-meadow from continual interruption.*'

Low lands adjacent to and flooded by mill streams have been
effectually drained in parts of the county by carrying a tunnel

under the bank and bed of the river to a lower level in the

stream's course, as in the following sketch:

—

A project for reclaiming many hundreds of acres of land
around Wareham Bay by means of tidal doors and a steam-engine
was at one time entertained. That engineering skill could effect

much to remedy the injuries from brooks and rivers, and that
there is in this county a wide field for engineering enterprise, no
one will be inclined to question. At Wimborne, probably, its

VOL. XV. 2 F
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advantages could be rendered most apparent. In the absence of
any large works much may be effected by individual landowners
and land occupiers by keeping the banks of streams in order
and scouring out the beds, and where weirs can be improved the
work of alteration becomes a public duty. In improving the

weir at Bvircombe the Duke of Bedford is said to have expended
nearly 500/.

From Wimborne upward the Stour rises rapidly towards the

hill country, but the Piddle is pretty level and runs sluggishly.

The general run of the country is a little above high water.

The difference between high and low water on tlie south coast is

but 11 feet; on the opposite coast of Somersetshire, in the

Bristol Channel, the difference between high and low water is

45 feet at the least.

Sheep.—A most prominent part of the farming of Dorset is its

sheep husbandry, and it is that which elicits the greatest amount
of commendation. Years ago the native sheep—the Dorset-horns

—prevailed ; but they have been gradually driven to the western

end of the county, where they are now chiefly located. Their
places in the chalk district are now supplied either with the

pure Sussex or Cambridge Down, or with the Sussex and Hamp-
shire cross. Opinions vary very much as to the comparative

advantages of these breeds, but lately a good deal more attention

has been paid to purity, and Mr. James Harding of Waterson,

with Ell man's pure Sussex, and Mr. Edward Pope of Toller,

with Jonas Webb's Cambridge Downs, have done much good
service in improving the down-sheep of the county. The former

has an annual ram sale and letting, which' is attended by farmers

from all parts of the county, and at which large prices are

realised. The latter is understood* to be about reviving his

annual ram lettings, which a change of flock compelled him to

abandon, though his rams let as high as 50 guineas. The pure

down, in comparison with the large and often coarse cross-bred,

was emphatically declared by a breeder to be " gentlemen's mut-

ton ;" and it is averred by those who favour the pure animal,

that as much money is realised for 10 stone of their meat as for

12 stone of cross-bred. When the cross-breds, or the Hamp-
shire-downs, as they are called, get particularly ungainly or

coarse, the flock is worked back again with a pure ram, and this

practice is gaining ground. The Dorset-horns are still the main

dependence of the dealers for the supply of early house-lamb to

the London market, the ewes of this breed lambing from No-
vember, and concluding the season soon after Christmas. Before

the old Dorsets were crossed with the Somerset-horns, which is

now almost universally the case for the purpose of obtaining

greater v/eight and size, they were still earlier, and it was not
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uncommon for many lambs to be yeaned on tlie road to VVeybill

in October, and with the very forward flocks not unusual to

send a light carriage for those dropped on the road. It is to be

regretted that this old breed has become very scarce, for they are

a neat and well-shaped as well as well-woolled sheep, very hardy,

and prompt to fat. Tlie only specimens of them now remaining

are found at Plush, in the possession of Mr. Michael Miller, who
has a flock of the pure breed ; in some parts of Purbeck ; and in

Portland, which latter, tliough boasting of a breed of its own,
* rears the genuine old Dorsets. " Portland mutton " is prized as

a delicacy by epicures, probably as much on account of the short-

ness of the supply and the diminutive size of the individual ani-

mal as for its " shortness " in eating. It will cut up sometimes
as small as 10 lbs. or 12 lbs. a quarter, and very fat, and is not

thought at maturity till 5 or 6 years old. Indeed a butcher who
kills a goodly number of these little dainties spoke to me with
complacency of one particularly delicate little ewe who had
attained her majority of 21 years before she was brought to the

slaughter. The description given of the ^jreed by a Portland

farmer is—" small size, black nose, yellow legs, mutton fine-

flavoured and short, wool fine." The number kept in the island

has somewhat diminished since the Government works have been
in operation, but the estimates of it vary so materially, that it

might mislead if figures were cpioted.

The Dorset-horns are three-fourths of them west of Toller

Down, the rest being chiefly scattered along the line of water

meadows. It is computed that not one in ten now keep horns

who kept them 30 years ago. They require better land, and a
down farmer will tell you he can keep three downs where only

two horns would live. It is somewhat curious, tliat whilst the

downs will fare better on poor land than the horns, on the stiff

clays and rich soils of the vales they fare worse than on what
seems to be their natural locality. Mr. Pope, having a flock of

pure downs at Toller, sent some of the best of them to his rich

land at Maperton, a horn country, and found that the poorest

downs on the thin land at Toller did better than the best downs
on the rich land of Maperton. The horns therefore seem now
to be in possession of their own country, from whence the downs
are not likely to eject them. In addition to early lambing, they

twin oftener than the downs. As lambs they fatten well, but as

hogs they do not progress with the downs. In the second year
they regain their position. Mr. Damen of Winfrith put up 300
horn and 300 down lambs, and after 18 months' run, found that

the horns had paid 75. a-head more than tlie downs, reckoning
them at 2s. a-head less cost, and at 5s. a-head more in sale. The
horn lambs were formerly kept till the autumn fairs, but now

2 F 2
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the greater portion of them are sent alive to the London market.

Wlien about three Aveeks old they are put up, and their dams
brouglit in twice or thrice a day to suckle them. With this

treatment, and with corn and cake, they will get up to 12 lbs. or

14 lbs. a quarter in four months, for the horned ewes add to their

other maternal qualities those of excellent nurses.

The losses by lambing are sometimes considerable. A farmer
who lambs 500 down ewes in the chalk district, says, " Some-
times I have lambed my flock without the loss of a single ewe, ^
and another year I have lost 50." Mr. Pope last year lost 100
«wes and 300 lambs out of a flock of 800, and attriljutes his loss

entirely to the constant use of turnips, upon which the ewes
were kept entirely before lambing. In the hill country sheds at

lambing time are advocated ; in more genial localities they tire

decried. Mr. T. H. Saunders has a useful contrivance, which
would reconcile both parties—a little thatch between a couple

of hurdles, half roofed—an open shed, in short, which, whilst

guarding the young lambs from the cold blasts, allows of the free

•circulation of fresh air throughout the fold. Tliese sheds are

very easily made, and with a piece of dry pasture before them
they have been found very successful.

A remarkable feature peculiar to J)orsetshire is the ewe leazes

of the hill-farms, as distinguished from the general run of the

down pastures of inferior equality, which, although devoted to

sheep pasturage as well, serve for the rising recruit of the ewe
flock, and are commonly distinguished by the term " hog leazes,"

being fed chiefly by the yearling or hog sheep, called in other

counties tegs.

On the chalk hills every acre of arable is considered to keep a

breeding ewe. The sale ewes, hogs, and lambs at certain times

make up 2^ sheep an acre.

" Dorset," says a large wool-broker, " has long been consi-

dered among our foremost counties in growing wool, and the

down sheep are there thought to have increased 30 per cent, in

number, and the fleece ^ lb., while tlie old Dorset horned breed

found in distant parts of the county, and feeding on pasture-

lands, have only increased from 15 to 20 per cent, in number,

and their fleece ^ lb. Within 40 years the total increase in

flocks is reported to have been equal to 100 jier cent., and the

weight of the down fleece on all liglit arable soils full Ijlbs., say

from 2i lbs. toS jlbs. On all dry soils the Dorset breed has

been supplanted by the downs, as the farmers are thus enabled

to keep a larger and more profitable kind of stock." The in-

crease in the fleece here spoken of is the index of the im})rove-

ment that has been effected in the jieriod named in the sheep

husbandry of the county. The general effect of high breeding
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and kcepinj^ in sheej) is to mako the wool longer but coarser, no

advantage being gained by the grower, inasmuch as he loses in

quality his gain in quantify. 'I he wool of the pure down is pre-

ferred above all others for its fiftfness. The liorn gives a coarser

and longer wool, but a buyer informed me tliat he was then (Sep-

tember) making a difference of only \d. a lb. in favour of down
wool. " Wherever we find a cross with the Hampshire," said

the same party, " we endeavour to avoid it. We make a differ-

ence of ^d. per lb. between down and cross-bred wools, and some
rough lots of tlie latter kind we reject altogether. On the down
land the wool is fine and sliort, but there has been so much down
broken up of late, and the farmers arc getting so much into the

use of turnips, that the cliaracter of tlie wool is altogether

changing." The weight of the Portland fleece has increased

since the enclosure of the commons. On an average it weighs

2 lbs., but the total produce of wool has decreased one-third.

The wools of this count}- are for the most part sent into the

manufacturing districts and used for flannels and worsteds, but

there are two or three mills where a large rouo-li g-veat-coat cloth

is manufactured. An attempt was, I believe, once made without

success to rear long wools in tlie county. Tliey are not bred now
by any one here ; but long-woolled sheep, fattened by Mr. Coate
of Hammoon, are not unfrequenfly seen in Sturminster market.

Before quitting this part of the farming of Dorset, a few word&
of observation are required upon a statement made by INIr. Caircl

in his notice of this count}'. That gentleman assumes that the

losses of our flock masters in lambing may in part be charged to

tlie practice of driving the sheep over the wheat-lands, and to the

other peripatetic uses to which the ewes are subject. Were this

the case, the remedy for the evil would soon be used, for there is

no want of mechanical means to effect the object desired, but it

is not so ; the treading of the land is not effected when the ewes
are heavy ; and on many farms the dry sheep, and not the lambing
ewes, perform this duty.

Artificial Manures used in the County.—The introduction of

bones as a manure into the county dates from about 25 years

back, prior to which bones used to be collected in the county
and sent into Yorkshire. Guano was introduced in 1835 or

1837, and superphosphate 8 or 9 years ago. The quantity of

the latter manure now used annually is computed by l^lv. Robert
Damen at 1000 tons, representing at 11. a ton a sum of 70007.

spent here in this manure alone. The whole supply is used in

the chalk district and along the seaboard. Of guano, the supply
from the dealers, independent of that obtained direct by some
of the largest landed proprietors, is computed at 450 or 500 tons

—its value, 4000Z. Of half-inch bones and bone-dust, about

4000 quarters, at 15.f.=3000/., are used, giving a total of 14,000Z.
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a year spent in the county for artificial manures ; and it must
not be overlooked that Barton manure is made in very large

quantities ; that pig-feeding is largely pursued ; and that con-

siderable numbers of sheep are kept upon the land and fed on
swedes to enrich it for wheat. \ery large quantities of oil-cake,

too, are used in fatting beasts ; and lentils and Egyptian beans

are purchased to a great extent for pig-feeding. Oil-cake is

mostly obtained from Southampton ; and the increased con-

sumption of it is shown in the following figures, of one firm :

—

Tons. Cwts. £
Aug:. 1, 1850, to Aug. 1, 1851 .. .. 304 7 2425

\, 1851 „ 1852 .. .. 466 13 3732

,, 1852 ,, 1853 .. .. 564 7 4944

,, 1853, to Nov. 12 2C0 0 1913

Nitrate of soda is partially used as a top-dressing ; but one of

the best farmers having overdone the dressing, others have been
discouraged from its use. It is by many regarded as an im-
poverisher of tlie land for the succeeding crop, and the opposite

virtues of guano are used as arguments against it. Mr. Far-

quharson, 15 years ago, applied 115 lbs. to the acre on wheat,

and he estimates his produce at 6 bushels more per acre on that

than on former occasions. He has grown as many as 14 sacks

to the acre by the application of saltpetre.

The great Imlk of the portable manures is used on the turnip

crop, but the (lover-leys get a good dressing of farm-yard manure
when in preparation for Avlieat. Bones at one time were used on
the pastures, but tliat app!i( ation of them (a most useful one)

has been discontinued, because it is found that only in peculiar

soils is it at all useful to apply bones to grass land. In Cheshire

it is found valual)le ; in the greater part of Dorsetshire it is of

no value. Lord Portman I as fried l)ones on various soils, and
has given up the practice on grass land.

Climate.—The materials for accurately determining the con-

dition of th.e climate of Dorset are not by any means abundant,

although attention was particularly called to the subject by Mr.
Stevenson, who pointed out that great service would undoubtedly

result from a regular and long-continued register of the weather.

Walter Parry Okeden, Esq., has, with commendable perseverance,

kept a register of temperature at Turnworth pretty regularly

since 1845, and a rain-gauge has been kept for tlie last two years

at West Lodge, by Mrs. Wyndliam ; but a complete congeries of

meteorological observations is wanting. I am, however, enabled,

by tlie kind courtesy of the eminent meteorologist Mr. Glaisher,

to add to this report his meteorological values for the county ol

Dorset. Thc^y are founded on observations made in adjoining

counties ; but iiy the method adojited by Mr. Glaisher, he is

enabled to compute the values very clcisely.
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Montldtj Fall of Rain for Dorset.

1852. 853.

January .«i'7 4-3
February 1'4 1-2
March O'G 1'2
April 0-9 2-9
May 2-6 2-1
June 4-8 2-7
July 1-0 2-4
August 4-9 2*2
September 5"1 2"l
October 6-5 6-1
November 7*7 1"6

December 4-9 0'8

Fall in the year .... 4G-1 29 -G

The gauge taken at West Lodge gave, for 1852, 57'33 ; for

1853 (to" Dec. 13), 35-42.

In a hilly and sea-coast county, like Dorset, observations taken

in different parts will be varied greatly by local circumstances,

such as elevation, shelter, i5cc. : such variations have already been
found practically to influence cultivation. Thus, whilst on his

vale-farm Mr. Huxtable grows wheat successfully, on his hill-

farm, distant scarcely three miles, but at an elevation of 600
feet, he has been compelled to limit the growth of this grain as

much as possible. The blight in wheat is a subject upon which
Ave hope soon to see the observations of the meteorologist brought

carefully to bear. To all cultivators of the soil the cause of

blight is a most interesting problem ; to none probaljly is it more
interesting than to the Dorsetshire farmer, whose high hills and
sea breezes expose him peculiarly to this infliction. All along

the coast, but chiefly from INIarch to May, this blight is felt ; the

corn crops are affected ; artificial grasses and pastures are some-
times rusted, and the lambs on them get a scour, which occa-

sionally is fatal. Near the sea, too, beans are cut up by the

wind, which leaves its track behind on the branches of the

stunted trees, all Avliich, near or within a few miles of the coast,

have a N.E. inclination. The sea blights are supposed to arise

from the saline breezes of the Atlantic, which, laden with A'apour,

sweep over the hills, in the colder air of which the vapours

become condensed, rolling into the adjoining valleys. This

view seems to have a stamp of jirobability upon it ; for in the

low lands, immediately exposed to the sea, the blight is said to be

unknown ; but if this be really the solution of the question,

similar results sliould be exliil)ited all round the coasts ; and we
have noticed, that at some distance in the interior of the county,

blight is also experienced. Whether the blight which affects the

wheat plant at Sutton Waldron is identical with, or different

from, that felt near the coast ; whether they proceed from fungi
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or insects, we know not ; but we have, it is hoped, said enough
to show tliat the incteoroh)gy of Dorset is invested with consider-

able importance, and that a fiehl of exploration of the most
interesting kind is open for any one u lio will diligontly note tlie

connection between the conditions of the atmosphere and the con-

ditions of vegetable growth.

Breaking up of Doiviis.—The extent to which the downs of

Dorset have been broken up may, without exaggeration, be set

at tliousands of acres, and every year great cpiantities of such

land are being converted into arable with infinite advantage alike

to the landlord and the tenant. In a county where three packs

of hounds are kept, and where much of the down is very hilly

and exposed to the sea breezes, the rapid breaking up of downs
speaks well for the enterprise of those connected with the soil.

That which in Mr. Claridge's day comprised two-thirds of the

acreage of the county, and formed its " most striking feature,"

has exchanged its " rough and coarse pastures" for swedes and
wheat, and barley and clover. The example was set in 182G by
Lord Portman with his " Shepherd Corner Farm," a very amply
detailed account of the improvement of which was published in

the pages of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal. The
result of his Lordship's undertaking is that land which then

Avas " the habitation of foxes and rabbits, producing furze, fern,

and a scanty portion of sheep-feed, Avith a return of 2s. 6d. an
acre," is now yielding 11. The face of the whole district between
Bryanstone and Milton Abbey has been changed, and the former

furze brakes and heaths are become as fine a district as the

county presents. Chesilborne—once a sheet of downs— lias been
brought into excellent cultivation under Lord Rivers. Between
Dorchester and Blandford there is scarcely a parish in which
downs have not been broken up. Upon one farm alone the

occupier said 300 acres had been turned over within his remem-
brance. In Strickland parish nearly 100 acres went last year,

and at Houghton about half that number of acres had been broken
up on one farm in the same period. In the neighbourhood of

the chalk hills of Cerne the r|uantlty of down land converted

within the last 10 years is put at 2000 acres, and land then worth
5^. has now become worth 21., and it is calculated that where
one shepherd's boy was kept five men are now employed. The
treatment Avliich doAvns receive would furnish another argument
for their conversion if one were needed. " We take," said a
very candid informant of mine, " all Ave can

qff^
the downs and

carry it on to our ai-ahle.'" And yet betAveen Bridport and Dor-
chester tliere is still down land bearing marks of the plough
and of ancient hedge-rows—^clear evidence that they have at one
time been enclosed and cultivated. Downs are still in faA'our
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with some as healthy airing grounds for the flock, but a had
down has an universal sentence of condemnation pronounced
against it. Breaking to tillage is generally commenced by thin

breast-ploughing tlie turf and burning it in March or April.

Rape on a light raftering is fed off for wheat, clovered, and the

third year the land, after being chalked, comes to turnips in

order for barley and tlie general arable course. Much benefit is

obtained by chalking those sheep sleights retained as permanent
pastures, the dressing for which is generally near. The quality

of the chalk here, as elsewhere, is various ; the best is soft or

even saponaceous, and readily sliivers with frost on a thaw.

Other chalks are harder to shiver, and when dry sound, on being

stirred, like shingle. This' sort is of little or no benefit as a

dressing, and is commonly that chalk which is the substratum

of the south side of a declivity, for in many cases the chalk pro-

curable on the north side of a ridge or hill exhibits a totally

opposite quality to that found on the south. For building pur-

poses the lower chalk, a dirty yellow stone, is the best. In the

railway works on the Wilts and Somerset line, some very careful

experiments were made to test the strength of lime made from

—

1. the lias of Lyme Regis; 2. lime from the oolite at Upway

;

and 3. lime from the chalk at Bincombe. Each of these were
subjected to three tests, and were worked into mortar in three

several Avays ; the proportions being, 1st, lime and sand equal

;

2ndly, 2 parts sand to 1 lime
;
3rdly, 3 of sand to 1 lime. The

tests were, 1st, by setting bricks, forming a beam, and applying

weights in the centre
;
2ndly, by clamping tv. o bricks together

against a wall, and weighting the outer brick ; and 3rdly, by
moulding the mortar into a small beam., clamping one end, and
applying a weight to the other. It would be tedious to go
through the minutiae of these trials— their general results were-

in favour of the mortar from the chalk at Bincombe.
Improvements since Stevenson s Report.—Although Mr. Steven-

son admits that " the rotatitm of crops followed is generally

founded on proper principles," still three corn crops and a

fallow formed the course of many who, nevertheless, "acknow-
ledged its impropriety." The Dorsetshire ploughman then, as in

Mr. Claridge's day, seemed still to be " remarkable for crooked

furrows." Drilling of wheat " was not much practised in the

county,"' and hoeing, even by hand, was as little followed. The
greatest part of the manure was laid on land intended for wheat.

Turnips were of " comparatively late introduction into the

county drilling of turnips was " not practised except in a very

small way," and the after cultivation of the root was altogether

neglected in some districts, for what was doubtless considered

a sufficient reason— that they were " liable to be stolen
!"
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" Some fanners of large property did not scruple to assert that

turnips were frequently better for not being hoed." " Many
others preferred small turnips to large ones," and instances

occurred " where the farmers preferred ploughing up a very

weedy crop and sowing the land anew rather than go to the

expense of hoeing it." If crops wanted thinning, " heavy harrows

or drags were applied in various directions till the crop was thin

enough." A scarifier is mentioned as not Ijeing entirely a rarity

because there was " a sort of scuffler" to keep it company. If

a chaff-cutter cut the straw " so regularly and perfectly as to

require no sifting," it was noted for its " rare merit." The
farmers were unwilling " to adopt and persevere in those prac-

tices and the use of those agricultural implements " which others

had found to answer. It was not to be wondered at, after all

this, that the land of the county in general was " not well

wrought," or that there were " very large tracts of foul land."

Tiie downs occupied "a large portion of the county." Cranborne
Chase was " a free warren, principally consisting of hazel wood."
There were " many mud-walled cottages composed of road

scrapings and chalk and straw." There were no clubs for the

labourer, and no agricultural societies for his employer. How
material an improvement has been effected in most of these

things the reader will have collected from what has been already

Avritten. We need hardly say, except in the way of recapitula-

tion, that the use of the !ioe, the drill, the scarifier, and indeed

of almos* every improved agricultural machine, is now as general

in Dorset as it was then singular ; that three corn crops and a

fallow have given place to the Norfolk system, which has been
abandoned only for a better ; that turnips are now sown without

fear of larceny (excepting on the part of four-footed delinquents),

are found all the better for the hoe, are grown as large as possible,

and are fed off in preference to being " ploughed up ;" that the

downs have been broken up ; and that instead of unwillingness

on the part of the farmers to adopt improved agricultural imple-

ments, no meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society passes off

without the presence of a goodly proportion of Dorsetshire

farmers. There are some other improvements which must be
noticed more in detail. Among them are the Enolosures of Waste
Lands, the erection of Cottages, the establishment of Farmers'

Clubs, and of various i\gritultural Societies, the formation of

a County Friendly Society, and of a Labourers' Friend Society,

and the extinction of the deer in Cranborne Chase.

The enclosiwe of icaste lanils has been in active operation

during the present century. Some trouble has been taken to

ascertain if possible the exac t number of acres that have been
enclosed, but the county records in the ofnce of the clerk of the
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peace are imperfect in this respect, and even the return with
which the Enclosure Commissioners have kindly furnished me
cannot supply all the deficiencies. We can however ajiprosi-

mate results. Speaking in round numbers, there would seem to

be records of the enclosure of some 12,000 or 14,000 acres prior

to .1800. Since then the rate of enclosure has been on the

average about 1000 acres a year, or 53,000 in the 53 years that

have elapsed. The following lists of enclosures were compiled,

the first and third from documents in the office of the clerk of

the peace, the second from the return referred to:—
Pate. Name of Enclosure. No. of

No. 1.— Acres.

1734 .. Buckland Newton .. .. ICOO
ITfil .. East Luhvoi-th 1500
17G4 .. Portisham 1200
1769 .. Monlen 391)

1772 .. AViiifrith 504
1785 .. West Knighton 1000

, , . . Kvei'shot 11)5

178G .. Winterborne 2G23
1796 .. West Staft'oril 600
1797 .. Ilinton Martel 14.32

,, .. Bradford Pevcrcll .... G40
.. Leigh

, , .. Fronie Hill 300

, , .. Mappowder 32G

No. 2.—
1801 .. TurnTTOod SCO
1803 .. West ChickercU .... 534

,, .. Ednionsham 715

, , . . East Stour 293

, , .. Spetisbury lOOO

1804 .. Beaniinster 526

1805 .. Canford 9000

,, .. Broadmaine 990
1807 .. Cattistock 1200

.. Stockland 2021

, , .. Bewley 680
.. Corfe 1700

; ,, .. Wiiiterborne, W 777

,, .. Winterljonie Down .. G20
1S09 .. Piniperue -.. ..

.. Conipton Vallance
. , , .. Abbotsbury 1500

.. Plush 359

,, .. AVest McllTfiry (Cann).. 217

,, .. Gillingliamand Motcombe 500

,
, .. Walditch 190

1810 .. Litton Cheney 780

Date.

1810

1812
1813

1815

1817

isig
1820
1824

1829
1830
1831

1S34

183G

1837

No. 3.-

1844

1845

1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1853

Name of Enclosui c.
Xo. of
Acres.

Shapwick ^. 1160
Stalbridge 500
Powerstock 322
Gnssage St. Michael ..1100
Rampisham 800
Tarrant Keynstone .. 169
Corscombe 140
Piddktrenthide
Dewlish 40O
Lytchett 2000
Up Loders 450
Sydling
ChilfVome 900
Burcombe 1300
Sturniiuster 488
Tarrant Hinton 2000
Ower Moigiie 1137
Charminster . . . .* . . . . 700
Jlaiden Newton 800
Piddlehinton IGOO
Dalwood 433
Upway 320
Godmanstone 550
Wool

Bagber 96
Chtsilborne 622
Stnrminster Marshall .. 1600
Canndle Marsh 40
Bere Regis 1825
Child Okeford 250
Iwerne Minster 700
Sherborne 57
Tollard Fratrum .... 150
Beerhackett 53

Fontmell Magna .. .. 441

For centuries prior to their enclosure these places were fed

to but little profit in common tenantry and stock, h\ motley

breeds, of every kind except the Ijcst. These are now replaced

by stock in number far greater than the old commons could

sustain, and of breed and rpiality in some instances equal to any
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in the kingdom. One beneficial effect of the enclosures is the

great improvement in cross-roads by the abolition of the

numerous gates. Twenty years ago, a drive between Poddle-

hinton and Lulworth, a distance of 14 miles, involved the

opening of twenty-two gates, where five now suHice.

Cottages.—Connected materially with the improvements to be

noticed, is the state of the dwellings of the labouring poor. For
some years the cottages of Dorset (whether justly or not, it is

not the writer's province to determine) were a byeword and
reproach. In 1843 the subject was brought under the notice of

a very influential meeting at Blandford, and a most animated
debate on the whole question arose. It is pleasant to look back
upon tlie serious charges then advanced against the cottages of

Dorset, because it places in strong and gratifying contrast their

present condition. The merit of the good example set in this

matter belongs chiefly to Henry Charles Sturt, Esq., of Critchell,

who, even at the period alluded to, was declared by Lord
Ashley " to have set an example which ought to be followed."

This gentleman commenced cottage building, not with reference

to existing numbers, but with reference to the increasing de-

mands of the poorer population, many years before the question

interested or was taken up by the public. He rebuilt the

village of Tincleton, placing two cottages, with three bedrooms
in each, in the middle of an acre of land, dividing it equally

between the two tenants, neither of whom trespasses on the land

of his neighbour. The cottages have a south aspect, and are

protected from the north wind by a row of apple-trees in the

rear. Mr. Sturt's property is scattered over the county, but liis

cottages are easily recognised by their comfortable and uniform
appearance. Aspect and dryness of position are always re-

garded as absolutely essential. Where necessary, the picturesque

is veiy pioperly sacrificed to actual convenience. The results

are that in the villages thus favoured there is not now a single

poacher, and that the labourers resident in these improved
dwellings take pride in the cultivation of the land, and carry off

the best prizes for vegetables from the Labourers' Friend
Society. One object which Mr. Sturt is Understood to have
had in view in attaching land to cottages Avas to engraft the

French system of holding land in small quantities on the con-

centrated system of England—that the labourer should have so

much as he could cultivate in odd hours with the assistance of
his wife and children, without interfering with his ordinary

labour. The occupiers are never disturbed on any pretext, as

long as their rents are paid, in order to encourage, as far as may
be, a feeling of ownership. Objection has been raised to the

expense of these buildings, though constructed without orna-
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ment, exceptinj^ a stone dressing over the windows. The cost

certainly exceeds the ability of a labourer to pay fair interest

for the outlay ; but Mr. Start's defence is, that the property at

large is increased in value by increasing the comforts of the

cultivators ; that the cottages contain nothing but what is requi-

site ; and that he had taken the requisites and not tlie cost into

consideration Avhen directing the erection of these dwellings.

One considerate provision deserves notice. In each village

houses are built on a ground-floor, for aged people. Mr. Sturt's

example has been largely followed, and the old nmd-walled and
thatched cottages are rapidly disappearing before neat and often

handsome erections of brick and stone. Lord Portman has built

good cottages at Pimperne and Durvveston. The Earl of Ilchester
' has built much at Evershot, Abbotsbury, &c., E. St. Vincent

Digbv, Esq., at Minterne, and the Duke of Bedford has en-

tirely rebuilt Swyre. Mr. Williams, of Bridehead, Lord Sliaftes-

bury, Sir R. P. Glynn, and otlicrs, may be ranked amongst

cottage improvers. I am anxious that the public, who liave

heard so much in years past of the cottages of Dorset, should

see for themselves the kind of dwelling now provided for the

Dorsetshire labourer, and annex two plans : the first, of some
of Mr. Sturt's cottages ; the second, of the Duke of Bedford's

erections at Swyre :

—

ELEVATION OF THE rRONT.
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ELEVATION OF THE ENDS.



PLAN OF COTTAGES ERECTED AT SWYRE, DORSET,
FOR II. G. THE DUKE OF BEDFORD.

TIIREt: BKDROOMS TO E.\CH COTTAGE.
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In some localities the labourer gets liis cottage rent free, with

fuel and potato-ground (generally 40 rods), and, where heaths

abound, the labourer cuts his sods, and the farmer carries them
in. The potato-ground is cleaned and ploughed and dunged by
the farmer, the seed being supplied by the labourer-. With these

adjuncts the condition of the labourer, even if he receive only

7*. a week in money wages, is far better than it stands in public

estimation. A county magistrate, who has paid much attention

to the subject, says of the Dorsetshire labourers, "a more civil,

obliging, and well-conducted peasantry does not exist in Eng-
land. They are indeed terribly addicted to beer, but intoxica-

tion is not very prevalent, though a mower will often drink two
gallons of beer a day.'" *

^ The establishment of various Agricultural Societies and of
Farmers' Clubs at ^yinfrith andBlandford has done good service

to agriculture of late years. At Dorchester, Blandford, Stur-

minster, Sherborne, Stalbridge, AVareham, annual meetings of
agricultural societies are hclcl, at which either prizes for stock

or rewards for industry, and in some cases both, are distributed.

Some of these associations have several meetings in the year,

when ploughing, reaping, mowing, shearing, hedging and

* Clothing Clubs for the labourers are very general in Dorsetshire, on the
penuy per week system ; and wives' clubs for providing against the day of travail
are to be found in many parishes, and are with the coal clubs of great value. To
render this system perfect, all that is needed is to establish the penny bank sj'stem

PORTJIAN.

VOL. X\ . 2 G
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ditching, and other species of agricultural labour form tlie

subjects of competition. The Blandford society, confining its

encouragements to the labourer, distributes an income of 200/. a

year, chiefly in clothing. In this district also penny clubs exist

in almost every parish, and it was calculated by one of the

founders of such societies that, at the present Christmas time,

2000/. was spent by these clubs in clothing. The Winfrith
Farmers' Club was established in 1847, " a social society for the

purposes of general information," and with such good effect that

it is recorded as the opinion of a practical farmer, that " since

the establishment of this club the Lulworth Castle estate has im-
proved 30 per cent." Its first rule provided that " we shall

meet eveiy Wednesday fortnight, at 5 o'clock, at the house of

each member successively, for the purposes of discussion." A
record of these discussions was kept

;
they were of an eminently

practical nature, and, as throwing some light upon the farming of

the district, some of the resolutions of the club may not be out of

place here. Resolved—That oats and vetches are the earliest anil

cheapest artificial food in preparation for the wheat crop, to be

followed by rape and tankard swedes, or, if too late, by mustard.

Two bushels dry bones, 1 cwt. Peruvian guano, and 60 bushels

ashes, were found an admirable dressing for turnips. Turnips
for stall-feeding are recommended to be taken up the latter end

of November or December ; and for sheep in the field, it was
recommended to cover them with two turns of the plough ; the

drag exposes them when wanted, and helps the land admirably.

Corn for horses is recommended to be bruised. The following

prices for labour are recommended : for mowing wheat, 2s. 2d.

per acre ; Lent corn, 2s. ; for chopping, tieing, and stacking

wheat, 8d. In sheep management, it is recommended to supply

ewes before lambing with a moderate quantity of turnips and a

plentiful supply of hay. After lanabing, turnips, mangel wurtzel,

rye, followed by winter tares, clover, and Italian rye-grass : that

the lambs be weaned the latter end of May or June, and be put

on French grass, young clovers, and winter vetches, a change of

each, where procurable, to be given each day. Rape is strongly

recommended, and cut swedes ; with injunctions to allow the use

of rock salt, and to feed often—the oftener the better. Upon
the question of the breaking up of downs, it was unanimously

resolved that poor pastures, and even pastures of moderate

quality, should be converted into arable. Mustard is recom-

mended as a good thing to be sown after tares on strong land,

when too late for turnips, to be always fed before it comes into

bloom. Barley is not considered good winter-feed for sheep,

unless steeped. American and Moldavian barleys are recom-

mended for quantity
;
Nottingham for light soils ; and it is recom-
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mended to plough the strong lands for barley in the fall, that

the frost may pulverise it. Superphosphate is recommended for

stimulating the turnip crop, and half-inch bones for permanently

sustaining it. Spalding wheat is considered most remunerative
;

white wheats are not considered sufficiently productive, and the

extra price obtained over reds is not considered sufficient to make
up for deficiency in yield. The saturation of bones with liquid

manure, covering them up with ashes for two months, is declared

to have been found equal to vitriol. Calves are recommended to

be taken from their dams when eight or twelve days old, and not

to be allowed with them later than January.

A Labourers^ Friend Society for the district of Dorchester,

Weymouth, and Cerne, was formed in 1846, and has worked
steadily and well in promoting the objects for which it Avas in-

stituted. The 87 premiums given are divided into 6 classes

—

1 for allotment cultivation, and garden produce, bread, bees,

&c.
; 2, for industrious service and economy

; 3, for home duties,

principally clean cottages
; 4, for school attendance

; 5, for

needlework
; 6, for skill in spade husbandry. To each prize-

man or woman a card is given, on which is stated the object for

which the reward was bestowed, and the cottagers hang them in

their dwellings instead of frightful pictures of Blue Beard
and the Big Mail of the Woods. There is a marked improve-
ment in tlie cultivation of the gardens and in the cleanliness of

the cottages. More honey is produced, the school attendance is

more regular, the specimens of needlework and knitting yearly

improve, and no doubt the labourer's condition is enhanced by
this society. In six years of its existence it has distributed

388/. 13s. 6rf. net among the labourers, or 64/. 155. 7c?. per year.

There is also an excellent County Friendly Society, in which
labourers may secure sick pay, maintenance in old age, &c., and
which has extended its ramifications throughout the county.

Both these estimable societies have been mainly promoted by
Cliarles Porcher, Esq., of ClyfFe, whose services in the cause of

the labourer deserve to be especially recorded.

Forty years ago in one of the leases then in force, it was made a
condition that " an additional rent of 50/. per acre be paid for

meadow or pasture broken without leave." The 15th of the
" Tenant Security Rules '"' between Henry Charles Sturt, Esq.,

and his tenants, stands in striking: and amusino; contrast :
" For

conversion of all pasture land into arable the out-going tenant be

allowed 15s. in the pound for paring and burning before the first

corn or pulse crop is taken." Leases are not so general in the

county as to prevent all complaint on that head, and some tenants
point to them as among the " improvements still required."

The "security rules " of Mr. Stmt's property provide a scale of

2 G 2
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compensation to tenants for unexhausted improvements, extend-

ing in the case of liming to the seventh year, and in the case of

draining to the eighth year. These liberal arrangements have
given great satisfaction to the tenantry. Lord Portman has

granted his tenants very long leases, half the rent being fixed at

a money price, and the other half regulated bv tlie price of

liarley and wheat, taken on the average of the kingdom as re-

turned by the London Gazette. Lord Orford adopted the prin-

ciple of corn rents some short time since, but has now aban-

doned it.

In farm-buildings some of the most spirited landowners have
expended very large sums. " If," said a practical farmer with
whom I conversed on this point, " the good example of a few land-

owners. Lord Portman, Lord Rivers, Mr. Stint, Lord West-
minster, &c., was generally followed, and landlords erected good
buildings and granted long leases, every other improvement
would follow, and you would see no bad farming." The Duke
of Bedford has erected a most commodious set of farm-buildings

at Kingston Russell, of which I am enabled, tlirough the kind-

ness of Mr. Henry Barnes, the architect, to give the plan.

The use of steam power is another feature of improvement to

be noted. Upon less than 500 acres (upon two farms) the Rev.

A. Huxtable has two steam-engines ; Lord Portman has one,

so has Mr. Sturt, so has Mr. Farquharson, so has Lord Rivers
;

Mr. Putter has one at Winterborne Came, Mr. Rossiter one at

Critchell, Mr. Monckton one at Sutton, Mr. Ford one at Rush-
ton, Mr. Burdge one at Forston ; Mr, Harvey at Hemswortli
and Mr. Mitchell at Deane's Lodge have one ; and there are

three or four portable steam thrashing-machines used in the

county.

The extinction of the deer in Cranborne Chase is the crowning

improvement since Stevenson's Report. The Cranborne Chase
Award (1828) recites that " the number of deer ranging over the

property of the different proprietors of land within the limits of

the chase amounts to upwards of tivelve tlioiLsand ! and is a great

hindrance to the cultivation of such lands, tending greatly to

demoralise the habits of the labouring classes." It is reckoned

that no fewer than 14 parishes in Dorset—Handley, Farnham,

Chettle, Ashmoor, Melbury, Fontmell, Sutton, Iwcrne, Ranston,

Steepleton, Pimperne, Guinville, Gussage, and Critchell (to say

nothing of Wilts)—were emancipated by this Act
;
which, besides

the removal of actual trespassers, encouraged the breaking up of

downs, commons, and coppices, of whi( h the landowners have

up to this time availed themselves to the extent of nearly 4000
acres. The chase coppices have been improved 2-r)ths by the

disfranchisement— 1st, in tlie uninterrupted growth of the wood;
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PLAN STALLS FOR SLKTY-KOUR COWS, &c., ERKCTEU AT KINGSTON RUSSKLL,

DORSET. FOR U. (S. TUE DUKE OF BEDFORD.

2ndly, in the removal of the necessity for expensive deer-fences,

six feet in height, which had formerly to be maintained^
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The Improvements still required are those which, with one or

two exceptions, are general to almost all counties. To use the

words of Mr. Pusey, speaking, at the Smithfield Club dinner, of

agriculture generally, " There is a great deal of discovery to be
made, and a great deal to be done for the diffusion of the dis-

coveries to be made ; there are still large quantities of land to

be drained ; there are a great many hedges to be removed or re-

duced; and a great deal of couch to be rooted out." We may
add to this—there is the good example of Mr. Sturt in providing

cottage accommodation to be more extensively foUowed, and that

not only for the comfort of the labourer, but for the advantage

of the farmer ; for the want of cottages is at present in many
parts of the county a crying evil. Tliere are the farm-buildings

of Lord Portman, Lord Westminster, Lord Rivers, and others, to

be copied ; there are restrictions as to cultivation to be removed.
" If allowed," observes a leading tenant-farmer, who holds under
a kind and indulgent landlord, and who therefore must have had
the subject forced on his attention, or lie never would have
pointed to it as an " improvement still required,"—" if allowed

lo vary our course and to sow two turnip crops in succession on
l-3rd the land, it would insure keep for our stock, and by allowing

barley after wheat we should get good malting barley," The best

blood of the stocks of the best breeders, and the best rams of the

best flockmasters, may be more extensively patronized. Judi-

cious planting of coppices on steep acclivities, which at pi-esent

afford little sustenance 'for sheep, but which, enclosed and
trenched (without which any planting is labour lost), would
grow good hazel and ash hurdles, might be adopted for the

double advantage of profit and shelter. And in the vale the

management of dry copses would be imi)roved by making them
wholly subservient to the production of timber only, or of copse-

wood only—both being at present raised together, to the detri-

ment of each. In our dairies, if the reputation of Dorset butter

is to be maintained against the increasing fame of Holstein and
Holland, more attention must be paid to making butter that will

keep. An excellent agriculturist who has had an opportunity of

comparing the Holstein manufacture of butter with ours, declares

that the mass of summer butter made in Dorset is in course of

rapid decomposition two days after it is made. Without endors-

ing so sweeping a condemnation, we may remark that it is in

some degree supported by the reports of the Dorset butter-mar-

ket, which continually record, in the summer months, large

quantities of butter ''gone to (jreaseV The great secret of butter

making is the expression of all moisture, and this the Holsteiners

so well understand that there is one farmer in that small duchy
who alone sends during the early summer months 1200 lbs. of
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butter a-week to the London market. Dorset butter, well made
and quickly to hand, stands deservedly high ; but roughly made,

and badly packed in shaky casks, it is reduced to a level far

below its value. How far the system of letting dairies which

generally exists in this county, and which interposes between

the owner of the cow and the purchaser of the butter, first, the

dairyman ; next the butter factor ; then the butter salesman ; and

then the shopkeeper, maintains the character of Dorset butter

;

or how far it deteriorates it by conflicting the interest of the

farmer, who has to care only for his cow, and the interest of the

dairyman, who has to care only for his butter, we do not here

inquire ; but it is certain that the Dorsetshire dairyman is occa-

sionally surprised by reading that in London and in the large

towns butter is 16rf. and \%d. a lb. when he is realising for it only

9c/. or Idd. The custom of disposing of the make of a dairy for a
•' season" at a given price deprives the dairyman of the stimulus

which the fluctuations of the market would have upon him : and

there is a very prevalent custom in the county Avhich certainly

does not improve the quality of its butter. Every tub sold to a

factor after being filled is stript, genei'ally at the cooper's ; the

butter is turned out into the scale, weighed, and turned in again.

It is not pretended that the operation improves the contents of

the cask, nor is any merit claimed for it on the scores of clean-

liness, convenience, or economy. The only defence offered for

it is that by this process both parties know the exact weight of

butter sent to market. It seems strange that between persons

who bargain to the amount of hundreds of pounds in a year, and
from whom considerable confidence is demanded in other respects,

the common commercial rule of allowing for " tare " should not

be recognised, and the present inconvenient practice cease. The
custom of exposing manure heaps at the sides of roads, allow-

ing -their soluble contents to be washed into the adjoining

gutters, or, worse still, into the neighbouring barton pond, whilst

the escape of ammonia is facilitated by the occasional turning

of the heap, may be improved on, where it cannot be avoided,

by placing a layer of fine earth at top and bottom, and build-

ing up the heap of alternate layers of earth and dung. There is

an urgent need of railway accommodation for the greater part of

this county—a need felt more especially by the poorer classes in

regard to fuel, of which the hedges, coppices, furze, and fre-

quently the farmers' hurdles, constitute to many their chief

supply. To meet a considerable evil of this kind Lord Portman,
in 1824, established in the villages on his estates near Blandford
a fuel-house, which was supplied by the woodman, who served out

wood to the poor at the cost of cartage. Tliis, with the deter-

mination oi the magistrates not to punish merely for hedge-
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breaking u lierc a supj)ly of fuel was not obtainable, put a stop

to the offonce, and paved the way in these districts for the modern
coal clubs. There are still many thousands of acres of down to

be broken up and of commons to be inclosed,* and many common
fields to be improved—among them Fordington field, a splendid

extent of 3500 acres of the finest corn land, close to th.e county

town, and witliin sight of the terminus of the only railway that

has yet entered the county. Some years ago the Council of the

Duchy of Cornwall offered to arrange with the life leaseholders,

and to inclose tliis field, but the tenants rejected the scheme.

Fordington field is famous for its wheat, barley, and

—

cliarloch,

which latter, to use tlie words of old Salmon, " in a corn or

hemp field makes a mighty and glorious show, though much to

the owner's disprofit."

In ranging also under the head of " Improvements still to be

effected" the collection of agricultural statistics, we are sensible

of treading on tlie verge of general and perhaps debateable

ground ; but a circumstance which occurred in the course of the

compilation of this paper may be adduced as an apology, if one

be needed. There was placed in the hands of the writer of this

article by Lord Portman a rare and singular document, which
has so peculiar a bearing upon the question of agricultural

statistics that not to allude to it in connection with them would
seem a neglect of duty. Tlie document, which is in MS., is " a

general view of the whole number of the inhabitants within the

county of Dorset, exclusive of the militia, taken 30th April,

1798," in prospect of an invasion. Not only does this specify

the number of men between 15 and 60, actually engaged, willing

or capable of bearing arms ; of tlie incapables, the aliens, the

Quakers ; of those who from age and infirmity were incapable of

maintaining themselves ; of the waggons and carts ; of oxen,

cows, young cattle and colts, sheep and goats, pigs, horses, riding

and draft : but also the quantity of wheat, barley, oats, beans,

and peas, hay, straw, potatoes, flour, and malt then in the county,

even to a half-quarter of wheat, atul barle\j, and hca)is ; and to half

a load of haij ! And that this precise enumeration did not pro-

ceed from an affectation of minuteness on the part of any one

enumerator is apparent in the fact that these half numbers arc

returned from several divisions. In the face of these accurate

returns the writer of this paper felt that he would not be justified

in writing in round numbers, as his predecessor^ have done, of

the quantity of sheep kept in the county, or the number of acres

in pasturage or tillage, 6cc. Without minute accuracy such kind

* Tlie returns to Parliament, dated 184-3, set out39j66(j uiK'ncloscd agics, of
which scarcely the 6Gfi acres have been since enclosed,
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ol inforniiitign would be valueless, and might do niischiel ; and
minute accuracy is only to be obtained by careful enumeration.

The chief field of improvement in this county is its heaths,

hundreds of acres of which answer precisely iiv the present day
to every description of them heretofore written. They chiefly

lie between Dorchester and Cranbornc, and consist of lower

Bagshot sands. AVhere the heath only grows, reclamation is

seldom tried ; but where furze, or fern, or holly indicates a better

soil, little tracts liave been, and are still occasicmally taken in.

Upon this subject the opinions of the majority of agriculturists

are most discouraging. The soil is said to be of the most barren

kind, ami to have below it at a few inches from the surface an
iron pan, a formidable opponent to draining, in their estimation.

Mr. Damen, of Winfrith, broke up 30 acres of this heath-land

about eight years ago ; it was ploughed, fallowed, and dressed

with bones and superphosjihate for turnips. He had a beautiful

plant after they were hoed out, but in a week or two after there

was not a sound turnip in the field. In the next year a very few

oats—about five sacks an acre—were grown. It was then tur-

niped again, with 2 cwt, guano and 5 sacks of burnt lime to the

acre drilled in with compost. The turnips failed as much as

before, and since then the land has been given up to the labourers,

who have grown on it very bad crops of potatoes. It seems,

however, to be overlooked that the heaths have been even worse
treated than the downs

;
they are robbed outrageously

;
they get

no return whatever ; there is a continued exhaustive drain upon
them ; not the slightest particle of manure, except what they

receive from heaven, falls upon them ; and their remorseless

plunderers, after robbing them of all their possessions, steal tlieir

tiliins. After furze has ceased to grow the surface is pared for

turf. If the ashes were returned to tlie soil there would be no
great harm done, but not only is the turf carted off with fre-

quently the little soil beneath, but the "paring" process is jier-

formcd on them, and the " burning " process in the labourer's

cottage. There are no sheep or cattle, as on the downs, to

give them an occasional top-dressing, and the little help they

receive from tlie elements is more than counterbalanced by the

injury done by the rains which stagnate upon their surface. The
heaths, therefore, require a most indulgent treatment and a long-

nursing before they can be said to have recovered from the

effects of the ill treatment they have received, and to have re-

gained their original constitution. The ^process may be long

and tedious ; it may even in the long run appear unprofit-

able, after the ordinary valuation of such lands; but that they

would not prove ungrateful for considerate and generous treat-

ment those who have noted how sorely they have been tried
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will scarcely permit themselves to doubt. Mr. T. H. Saunders
has broken up about eighty acres of this land with very good
effect. It was first thoroughly drained, then pared and burnt.

The first crop taken was turnips, for which the land received

1 quarter of bones, a little guano and superph< sphate. Upon
these sands the turnip is subject to the club-f.H>t, and the land
after the first year was fallowed to prevent it. 12 or 15 dung-
put loads of chalk per acre were afforded it, but it was found
that the land would not grow corn. Cereal crops progressed

well till they got into ear, when they dwindled away to a mere
nothing. The remedy for this was found to be lime, which,
besides improving the wheat crop, produces good turnips ; and
now the heath, which formerly grew only heath and furze, pro-

duces good rye, Avheat, and Dutch clover.

Under VVareliam Heath lie the rich clay pits which supply the

Staffordshire merchants with the materials for their wares. The
top clay is cast upon the heath in large heaps as worthless.

Upon these clays and sands look down chalk hills ; the three

great constituents of the most fertile soils here meet, and yet this

is one of the most barren spots in the county. The Dorchester

and Southampton Railway skirts the heath, and a tramway used

for the conveyance of the clay traverses a considerable portion of

it
;
and, that nothing in the shape of incitement to reclamation

might be wanting, in the village of Stowbarrow that old-fashioned

and almost extinct disease tlie ague is very prevalent.

That the reclamation of heaths and other " improvements still

to be effected" will be permitted long to remain works unde-

signed, the progress of the county in the past forty years forbids

us to doubt. If in that pleasing retrospect our thoughts rest

only on that part of the county where the poacher and the deer

have given place to the honest labourer and the peaceful flock
;

where out of tlie forest and the waste there has sprung up the

tall chimney of an experimental farm, which has engaged the

attention of tlie whole country—we may surely find even here

sufficient to satisfy us that the history of the past may be our

hope and confidence for the future.
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XVI.— Prize Plan of Douhh Cottages for Farm Labourers, with

Specifications, S^'c. By George Arnold, Dolton, Crediton.

The plans for these cottages, to which the prize was awarded by

the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society, include

internal sections, carefully drawn; also plan, elevation, and section

of out-buildings.

The arrangements adopted are simple, needless valleys in the

roofs being avoided.

The separation of the sexes is provided for in the bed-rooms,

the ascent to which is direct from the living rooms, in order to

give more warmth up stairs.

There is a fireplace in the parents' bed-room, an important

point in case of sickness, as well as for general ventilation, which

is further secured by the position of the front and back windows.

The outer and inner porches are intended to secure the living

room from draughts.

Cottages have been erected by the Rev. W. II. Karslake, of

Meshaw, according to these plans, at a cost within the estimate
;

and he has been kindly pleased to express his satisfaction at the

completion of the work, as well as the comfort now enjoyed by

the occupiers of them.

General Specification^Work to he done in Erecting a Pair ofLabourers'

Cottages, adapted to Agricultural Districts, according to the accompanijing

Plans.

Excavator.—To excavate the trenches of a sufficient depth and width, to a

good firm foundation, as sliown on the Sections. Excavate for the drains,

privies, and rnanure-jjits, and do all other requisite digging, filling, &c.,

required for the ground-floors. All rubbish to be cleared away on the com-
pletion of the building.

Mason and Brichlayer.—To build all the walls, shown by the dark red tint

on the plans, with stone, in random courses of rubble masonry, no course to

exceed 1 ft. in depth. The stone to be properly laid and bedded in strong

mortal-, of good well-burnt lime, and sand or road-grit, of proper proportions

of one-third lime to two-thirds sand, to be neatly pointed in as the work
proceeds. The footings of all walls to be composed of stones laid transversely

in the thickness of the walls, and their joints to be well broken by the next

course. The walls to be 1 ft. 10 in. in thickness (unless otherwise shown by
the figured dimensions on the plan) to the plinth, to be then diminished in

thickness by 2 in., so as to form a neat plinth. The walls afterwards to be
1 ft. 8 in. in thickness to their full height. To form all breaks, splay quoins,

chimney jambs, &c., as shown on the plans ; bed and fix all bond timbers,

lintels, wall-plates, &c. ; turn over all ground-floor and other oi)enings flat

relieving arches externally (with wood lintels internally) of stone (or of 4^ in.

brick) ; trimmer arches of brick to be turned for the hearth slabs to the bed-
room chimneys ; form brick or stone reveals against the window and door
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ii'anics. Carry up tlie flues of" brick for living-room cliimneys of 13 in. by
14 in., iiitrniiil size, and those of tlie bcd-rooni of 9 in. by 14 in., internal size

—the flues to bo carricil up without any sudden or abrupt angle, and to be
pro])erly jjargetcd throughout. To put to the ground floor doorways Dollon
or other stone, solid tooled step?, with mortice holes for receiving the tenon
ends of the door-])osts. To ])rovi(lo and fix to the windows Dolton stone

tooled sills, properly sunk and weathered. Co])e the dwarf walls round the

manure pits with stones set on their edge, in strong lime and sand-niortar.

Beaiu-fill all the walls to the slate. Bed and ])roperly fix the ovens. All the
ground jmrtitions to be brick-nogged 4 ft. in height.

Pitch and neatly ])ave with well-selected river or other stones the hearth-

places ; sculleries and ])rivies to be grouted in with fluid lime and .sand. The
pigsties to be jiaved w ith strong- paving stone, to have an inclination or fall

towards the manure pits. Lay and set in the kitchens, ))antries, and the iin)er

])orches, lime and sand floors, 22 in. thick, on a bed of loose rubble stone, and
thoroughly well beat and leave the same smooth and hard when finished, and
lay the outer jjorches w ith flag stones roughly tooled.

Plastcier.— Lath, ])laster, float, set and whiten the ceilings and partitions
;

j)laster, float, set, and whiten all the internal walls of the cottages, except those

of the back kitchens or sculleries. Flush, point, and lime-whiten the walls

of the sculleries and ])rivies. Plaster the roofs of the outer jiorches between tlie

rafters with white mortar. The lime used in the ])lastering to be finely silted,

and made up at the least two months before use. The two first coats to be of

lime and earth mortar, and the last to be of lime and hair, white mortar.

Slater.—To cover the roofs with stout Delabole slate of 18 in. by 9 in., to

be securely fixed to the battens with galvanized iron nails, two to each slate.

'J'he bond or lap of each slate to be 3-^ in, over the second slate below. The
eaves to be laid double, and the ridge covered with the best glazed roll tile set

in lime and sand mortar. The undei' sides of the slates to be pointed.

Carpenter and Joiner.—All the timber to bo free from sap shakes, large

loose or dead knots, and to measure the full scantle when fixed.

Roofs.—Cottage roofs to have one pair of principals to each, as the cios.^-

scction. Principals, 8 in. by 3 in. oak or red deal
;
collar-beams, G in. by 3 in.

do. do.
;

purlins, 4 in. by 5 in. red deal; rafters, 2^^ in. by 3 in. of yellow

pine, to be placed 15 in. a])art from middle to middle
;
ridge piece, 8 in. by 2 in.

of red deal ; wall plates, 7 in. by 2 in. oak
;
king posts, 7 in. by 3 in. do.

;

struts, 3 in. by 3J in. do. ; slate battens, 2 in. by ^ i'l- yellow ]ilne. The
king jiosts to be sectu'cd to the collar-beams by an iron bolt ; iron bands, of

1 in. in depth by 2 ft. in length each, to pass round the backs of the principals

and to be securely fixed to the collar-beam by an iron bolt. Roof over pig-

sties, &c., to be constructed as the c.oss section— jjurlins of oak, 4 in. by

3j in. ; wall plate, G in. by 2 in., oak
;

rafters, 2 in. by 25- in. ; slate battens,

2 in. by 5-8ths. in.
;
ridge to have feathered capping and lacing boards of red

deal of 1 in. by 8 in. Porch roofs rafters 2 in. by 2^ in., nailed to wall

])lates of 4 in. by 2 in., a beaded moulding to be struck on each of the angles

of the under sides of rafters. Cottage gables to have facing' and caj)])ing'

boards of 1 in. red deal by 8 in. in width
;
porch gables 1 in. red deal board

by 6 in. in width, to be wrought with a moulding on the lower edge. The
whole to have a good coat of paint ])rcvious to being fixed. Wood lintels to

be placed over all openings requiring them, of oak 1 in. vertical dejjtli to every

foot of opening, to liavc a wall-hold of 8 in. on each end. To i)repare all

necessary centreing and turning ])icces for the ma.«on, also all bonds of 4 in.

by 3 in. for fixing staft'beads, chimney-pieces, &c. Fix oak or red deal joists over

living rooms, &c., of 8 in. by 2 in., to be jjlaced 18 in. apart from middle to

middle (trimmer and trimming joists to be 1 in, thicker), to rest on oak wall
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l)lates of 3 in. by 2 in. ; each room to have a row of cross strainers of 2 in. hy

1^ in. Joists over sculleries to be 7 in. by 2^ in., to lie placed 18 in. apart from

middle to middle, to rest on wall-jdates ot 2^ in. by H "i- Lay the bed-

room floors and stair landings with 1 in. yellow pine well-seasoned board (not

to exceed 8 in. in widtii), with straight and wrought joints. Put mitred

borders to the hearth slabs. Fix 7-8ths ol' an inch start" beads round the

inner angles of living room windows and bed rooms. Fix skirtings of f in.

thick by 6 in., moulded on the upper edge, to the bed rooms, stiiircases, and
landings. Fix in the ceiling of each cottiige, above the stair landing, a frame

of 2:^ in. by 3 in., by 2 ft. by 2 ft. 6 in. in the clear, to form ascent to roofs,

with leaves of 1 in. deal. Ground-floor partitions of oak 4 in. by 3 in., for

sills, heads, door posts, and filling pieces; to bs 18 in. apart from middle to

middle. Upstair partitions of deal 4 in. by 2t in., with heads, sills,

and braces. Ceiling joists to be 2 in. by 2^ in., to be fixed 16 in. apart

from middle. Stairs of each cottage to be of deal, or well-seasoned ash

board, 1^ treads with rounded nosings, 1 in. risers on oak carriages of 4 in.

by 3 in., and 1^ string beaded boarding; the steps to be wedged ; 3 in. turned

newel post ; deal moidded hand-rail, with 1 in. square balusters, i) in. apart,

against the landing.

The outer doois of the cottages to be framed of \^ in. thick deal, and
covered with 1 in. thick rebated and beaded battens ; door frames of oak

4 in. by 3 in., tenoned into the stone sills and bedded in white lead, to be
each hung with strong wrought iron hinges. One 8 in. barrel bolt and
Norfolk thumb latch to each, and a good 8 in. iron rimmed lock to each
front door. Doors of the living rooms and bed rooms to be of 1 in. rebated

boarding, nailed to ledges of 4 in. by 1 in., to be hung with 3 in. butt hinges

and stout Norfolk thumb latches to each. All doors to have 5-8ths of an
inch thick beaded stops to form rebates, and rounded facings of fin. by 1 in.

to form stops to the plaster. Doors of the privies and piggeries to be 1 inch

board on ledges of 3 in. by I in. Door frames 3i in. Ijy 2^ in., huiig with
hooks and twists, with wood bolts, latches, &c., to each. The privy doors to

have a hole in the uj)pcr part of each, 6 in. by 3 in., for ventilation. The
windows to be of red deal or oak, rebated frames of 3 in. by 2 in., internal

.soil boards 6 in. by 1 in. thick to each. Each window to iiavo a casement to

open, with the proper stays and fastenings. Pantry windows to have a | in.

thiek leaf to each with hinges, and perforated zinc nailed on the external side

of each. Neat mantel-pieces, of the dimensions as shown on the sections, to

be fixed to each chimney of wrought 1 in. deal. Fix in each pantry 8 ft. run
of shelves, of IJ in. thick by 12 in. wide, supported on proper bearers. Fix
the scats in the privies of oak risers of If in. thick, deal seat 1^ in. thick, with
rounded nosing.

Glazier.—Gla^e the windows with seconds crown glass, in diamond shaped
panes, set in lead work, well cemented, and fastened to the iron bars with the
best copper wire. The whole to be left in a perfect condition on the comple-
tion of the work.

Smith.—Provide for the chimney arches on the ground-floor, wrought iron
bars of 2\ in. by 3-8ths of an inch, to be caulked at each end. Also chimney
bars of 27 by 3-Sths of an inch, with a wall-hole of 6 in. on each end. Pi o-

vide for eacli window light, 5-8ths of an inch square iron bars, to be securely
fixed in the window frames. Provide all necessary iron bolts, spikes, locks,
fastenings, &c. &c., before specified, and also 2 cast-iron ventilators of 9 in.

square each, to be fixed in the gables. Provide and fix 4^ in. east iron gutters
to the eaves of the cottages, securely fixed on wrought iron brackets, to be
connected with two descent pipes, ii in. diameter, with heads, cramps, &r.,
complete.
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Painter.—The whole of the wood and iron work usually painted to have
3 coats of good oil, common colour.

The whole of the work before described or referred to, with everything

necessary for completing the cottages, according to the full intent and
meaning of the plans, although not particularly specified, must be done by
the contractor in a good and workmanlike manner.
The cost of the cottages and offices, according to this specification, in

this immediate district, would be about 160/.

George Arnold, Jim.

DoUon, 1st Jvne, 1853.

Meshaw, South MoHon, June 19, 1854.

SfR,—Understanding from Mr. G. Arnold of Dolton that you are intending

to republish in the next number of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society the plans of cottages prepared by him for me, and which obtained the

prize from the Bath and West of England Society, it has strfick me that it

may be satisfactory for mo to state that my cottages, built from these ])lans,

are found most commodious by their inhabitants, and everj' waj' suit their

purjjose.

The estimate appended by Mr. Arnold to his specification is most ample,

indeed beyond what my cottages have actually cost.

With apoli)j;ies for troubling you, believe me yours faithfully,

W. H. KARSr,AKE.

XVII.

—

Experiments on Feeding Sheep with Oilcahe, hy Memhers

of the Tnmworth Agricnldtral Chemistry Association.

The followinfj; Table contains the result of experiments made by

Members of the above Society, durino; the months of February

and March, 1854, as to the expediency of feedina; slieep Avith or

without artificial food, and the proper quantity of cake to be

<?iven to each sheep per day.

The different lots belonging- to each person were kept upon
the same kind of food for one month previously to their being

put upon trial ; and during the experiment were all kept in open

pens upon the same field, and equal in regard to shelter. Each
lot contained five sheep.

Mr. Bourne's and Mr. May's sheep were bred by themselves

;

those of Mr. Dormer were purchased. Mr. Bourne's and

Mr. Dormer's were two-year-old wethers, Mr. May's one-year-

old ; and all black faced. The turnips were cut, and given in

troughs.
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MR. BOURNE'S.

461

LoU.

Total

Weight

when

put

on

Trial.

Total

Weight

at

the

end

of

Two

Months.

Total

Weight

gained.

Weight

of

Turnips

to

each

Sheep

per

Day.

Weight

of

Cake

each

per

Day.

Observations.

No.

1

lbs. Ihs. lbs.

1 tj4

lbs.

1 si18^
lb.

1 Sold iit T3.rQwortli

Fair, on the 27th
March, at 68s. per

head.

Cost in ttirnips

, , cake . 0 16

£1 14

AU
8

8

2 794 950 156 18J i Sold same day, at

67s. 6d. per head.

Cost in turnips

, f
cake .

0 li

0 12

0
6

£1 10 6

3 796 939 143 18i Sold same day, at

68s. per head.

Cost in turnips

, , cake .

0 18

0 8
0
4

£1 6 4

4 791 933 142 18i i Offered 64s. per
head, and sold a

Cost in turnips

,
, cake .

0 13

0 4
0
2

week later at

64s. f>d.*

£1 2

MR. DORMER'S.

1 602 660 58 17 None

2 625 719 94 17 i

3 661 789 128 h

4 730 852 122 174 SL
4

In this experiment it will be observed
that the lot No. 1, fed on turnips only, were
much smaller sheep than the other lots,

and consequently could not be expected to

make as much progress even if they had
been fed the same.

MR. MAY'S.

1 551 660 109 214 None In this case the lot No. 3 did not feed

2 563 124 17 t
regularly

;
and one of them was unwell. In

687 5 his subsequent calculations, therefore, Mr.
3 555 656 101 174

s
1 May has not compared them, as he did not

consider them a fair proof.

Mr. May calculates that (taking 4-7ths of the gross increase

as nett) his first lot gained 62 lbs. of mutton, which, at Id. per lb.,

would amount to 11. 16s. 2d., or lO^d. per head per week. The
second lot, 71 lbs., 21. Is. 5d., or 12id. per head per week. And
the third lot, 58 lbs., to 1/. 13s. lOd., or lOd. per head per week.

* This lot, though only 6 lbs. lighter than No. 3, were not considered to be of
so good a quality, and consequently were sold at considerably less money.

VOL. XV. 2 n
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Mr. Bourne's and Mr. Doriner's show a greater increase, which
mio-ht naturally be expected from their being a year older.

Reckoning, therefore, that Mr. May's lot No. 2 gained 9 lbs.

more mutton than No. 1, and eat 11t cwts. of turnips less, and
It cwt. of cake more, the balance will be as under, supposing
l-3rd of the artificial food to be valued as vianure.

s. d.

No. 2. Cr. 9 lbs. oF mutton sX7d 5 3

11 J cwts. of turnips, at 7s. per ton .. .. 3 11^

9 ^
Dr. If cwt. of cake at 10s., deducting l-3rd

as manure 8 4

Balance in favour of cake 0 10^

Again, if No. 1 without cake eat 4^ lbs. of turnij)s daily more
than No. 2, a crop of turnips weighing 20 tons would keep only

15 sheep per acre, toithoiit cake, for twenty weeks, but would
keep 19 sheep, ioith | lb. cake each daih/, for the same period.

It will be seen, however, that this calculation does not apply to

Mr. Dormer's sheep, those which had cake eating more turnips

than those which had none.

The general result of tlie experiment goes to show that ^ lb.

cake daily is the best quantity for each sheep, or say 1 lb. of

cake to about 36 lbs. of turnips. Mr. Haywood recommended
1 lb. of cake to 40 lbs. of turnips.

In calculating the value of cake, the superior quality of the

wool, and the generally improved condition and healthfulness

of the sheep, should also be considered.

Tamioorth, April, 1854.

XVIII.— The Natural History and Ayricultural Economy of the

British Grasses. By James Buckman, F.G.S., F.L.S., &c.

Professor of Geology and Botany in the Royal Agricultural

College.

Prize Essay.

The importance to the agriculturist of a knowledge of the

pasture or meadow grasses which are everywhere found in our

fields is now so generally recognised that little need be said to

enforce its value, especially when it is considered how much of

the land of this country is still in natural pasture, and even

that under tillage may at some time or another be required to be

laid down in pasture of a permanent form, or be employed from

time to time in the cultivation of grasses as a shifting crop.
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But however much a knowledge of tlils useful tribe of plants

may have been desired by the agricultural inquirer, yet he
has been mostly repelled from its pursuit by the difficulties

ever attendant upon distinguishing genera and species of large

vegetable families, without which little progress can be made
;

and this is the more felt, the more natural the grouj)s and the

closer their affinities, and more especially so in the grasses, as

the whole tribe is a highly natural one, the same principles of

structure prevailing in all ; so that distinctive characters have to

be sought for in the differences presented by minute details : the

more obvious parts, as leaves, have the same uniform type in all

the species—they may be longer, narrower, broader, smooth,

rough, hairy, and the like, but they have ever the same general

outline ; but if we compare the leaves of another family of plants,

as, for example, the Leguminosce—also a very natural group

—

these show at a glance the broad distinctive characters of hifoliate,

trifoliate, pinnate, and others, all of which point to differences

readily apjirehcnded by even the most casual observation in the

field, and, as a consequence, greatly lessen the labour of studying

descriptions in the different botanical and agricultural works
devoted to them.

But again, the facts above glanced at show that it is almost

impossible to study the grasses with that celerity requisite to

engage the attention of the non-botanical inquirer without en-

gravings of many of the species ; and this, in the form in which
it has hitherto been done, renders works upon them too expensive

for general use, and even when obtained they will be found rather

to present botanical than agricultural matter
;

these, however,
have to a considerable extent been admirably combined in

Sinclaii's ' Graminea Woburnensis.' But as in the present day
additional knowledge has been obtained upon grasses, the com-
bined results of experiments and observations by the cultivator,

the chemist, and the botanist, it seems desirable to claim atten-

tion for some papers upon the subject in a Journal which comes
the more immediately before the eye of the intelligent farmer;
and in the accomplishment of this object it is intended to offer a

series of notices having reference to the following subjects :—
1. General observations on the Natural History of Grasses.

2. The Structure and Anatomy of Grasses, and the Classifica-

tion founded thereon.

3. Descriptions of Genera and Species, with notices of their

qualities and distribution.

1. General Observations on the Natural History of the British

Grasses.—Grasses, as they appear over the surface of the globe,

naturally divide themselves into two sections

—

Cereal or culti-

vated corn-grasses, and Natural or wild grasses.

2 H 2
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Now, the first do not appear to grow anywhere as wild plants,

but may in all cases be deemed as derivatives obtained from
wild examples by cultivation through a long series of years, and
hence the varieties—not species—which will be found to abound
in all of them. These variations maintain a great permanency
of form if the circumstances of cultivation be strictly maintained,

but left to themselves they would either die out altogether, or

revert once again to some original wild type.

The natural grasses which it is the object of these papers to

illustrate may, for convenience, be divided into the following

groups :

—

1. Jungle, or Bush Grasses.

2. Aquatic, or Water Grasses.

3. Marine, or Seaside Grasses.

4. Meadow, or Pasture Grasses.

5. Agrarian, or Fallow Grasses.

1. Jungle grasses are those which for the most part have a

tendency to grow in a distinctive and separate manner, assuming
in some tropical examples, where they reach their maximum, the

height of 50 or 60 feet, presenting more the aspect of trees than

the lowly herbs of our northern species.

In our own country, though we fall far short in size, yet many
of our species have the same disposition of growing in distinct

branches, having no inclination to form a matted turf, but mix
with shrubs, or grow as separate plants beneath tall trees, or

maintain a distinctive form even in meadows. Of these the

following may be appealed to as examples :
—

Aira caispitosa—Turfy hah-grass (hassock-grass of farmers).

Avena jjratcnsis—Narrow-leaved oat-grass.

•Brachypodium jjinnatam—Heath false brome-grass.

„ sylvaticum—Slender false brome-grass.

Elymus Europaus—Wood lyme-grass.

Festuca elatior—Tall fescue-grass.

There are other grasses which, if cultivated by themselves,

assume the same distinctive, and even cushion form of growth, as

Festuca ovina*— Sheep's fescue.

,, duriuscula—Hard fescue.

Dactylis glomerata—Cocksfoot.

These always grow in tufts when sown thin for permanent

2)asture, if the land be poor, but is soon prevented by depasturing,

* This is almost the only grass -which will grow beneath the tall beech groves

^()f the Cotteswokls, though never in a matted turf, but always in distinct hai^socks.

It grows the same in my experimental plot in the Botanical Garden of the Royal

Agricultural College.
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bush, or fine-tine harrowing and rolling : these operations take

away all mosses and dying grasses which have a tendency to rot,

and thus form a humus soil around the roots—a circumstance pre-

judicial to the growth of good turf. Rolling presses the whole
together, and makes the soil firmer, a matter of great consequence
in maintaining a pasture. Indeed, fertilizers and mechanical

processes may be looked upon as the means which, after all,

keep meadows in the form we now see them ; as in truly wild
nature, there would be a greater tendency to a distinctive mode
of growth than to the formation of a matted turf, as even simply
depasturing supplies to a considerable extent all the requisites I

have adverted to as necessary for the prevention of the jungle

mode of growth, in many even of our meadow grasses.

2. Aquatic or Water Grasses are those which elect to grow by
the margins of rivers, in brooks and ditclies, or around the edges

of ponds. These are not very numerous, nor are they generally

of any agricultural value ; at the same time, as they may some-
times be seen, especially in summer, without the contiguity of

surface water, they afford excellent indications of a swampy and
wet soil ; and as some of them prefer stagnant water, when they

occur in ditches, or in the open meadow, these should at once
inform us that our drainage is imperfect, and point to the neces-

sity of draining if not previously done, or if already drained to

the cleaning out of ditches, and looking more particularly to their

levels. The following are amongst some of our more common
water-grasses :

—

Arundo Phrac/mites—Common reed.

Phalaris ariindinacea—Reed canary-grass.

Ghjceria aquatica {Poa)—Reed meadow-grass.

Poajlidtans—Floating meadow-grass.

Catabrosa aquatica—Water whorl-grass.

Alopecurus geniculatus—Floating foxtail-grass.

Molinia ccerulea {Melica^—Purple melic-grass.

Aira ccespitosa—Hassock-grass.

Of these, the four first mostly grow in water. The first, how-
ever, frequently occurs in damp meadows, especially in their

hedge-rows ; the four last may be found on oozy mud banks,

thus often directing to a watershed or sprincj. The two last

more especially affect furrows, and the neighbourhood of a
defective drain.

3. Marine or Sea-side Grasses.—Under this head we may just

glance at a list of grasses which particularly affect the sea-coast,

the contiguity of salt-water and banks of sand or marine mud
being requisite for their growth in a natural state. Of these, the
following may serve as examples :

—
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AmmopJiila arundinacea— Sea-reed or matweed.
Elymns arenarius—Upright sea-lymc-grass.

Spartina striata—Twin-spiked cord-grass,

,, alternifolia—Many-spiked cord-grass.

Poa procumhens—Procumbent sea meadow-grass.

Marine grasses are for the most part exceedingly harsh, so

that cattle cannot eat them ; but some of them have their uses in

keeping together the loose sands of the sea-shore. This they do
by their creeping rliizome* (underground stem), which, running
in every direction, form a thick matting in the sand. It is on
this account that the two first of the above-named are carefully

preserved, not only on our own shores, but those of Holland, as

a good natui'al safeguard against the encroachments of the sea.

4. Meadow-Grasses.—By far the greater number of our British

grasses may be arranged under this head. They are those which
supply us with the hay store, as also pasture for cattle ; and as

pastures occur over the country under the widely differing cir-

cumstances of climate, elevation, soil, and modes of farming, a

due and attentive study of the tribe should, upon examination

of a district, enable us to arrive at facts with regard to the

nature and value of any tract of ground with almost as much
certainty as though we had resided upon the soil for some time,

and had drawn our conclusions from what is called " practical

experience ;" and yet after all, though the one Is termed " scien-

tific" and the other "practical," tliey are equally the results of

observation, and both constitute knowledge of a practical kind.

But besides this, it becomes necessary to study the me*idow-

grasses in order to enable us to bring about those changes which
may result in the amelioration of property, and as we know the

influence exercised by the circumstances just noted, so we may
be enabled to decide as to the kinds of grasses to use in such
cases as the laying down of new pastures ; and the method of ame-
liorative, or otlicr culture to be adopted in that which already

exists. Indeed, this is just as important in farming, unless it be

empirical, as the understanding the anatomy of the animal frame

before attempting to prescribe for its treatment under the many
conditions in which it may be placed.

Now, in order to enforce this argument, it will be well to

glance at the distribution of our more common meadow-grasses

under the following heads :

—

a. Upland pastures, thin soils.

h. Poor stiff soils, " hungry clays."

* A fpecinien of the rhizome (erroneously called the root) of Ammophila
arundinacea, upwards of 30 feet iu length, was communicated to me by my friend

and pupil, Mr. George Maw.
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c. Rich deep loams.

d. Nreatlows on the banks of rivers subject to periodical floods.

e. Irrigated meadows, in which the water can be entirely con-

trolled.

In the Table (p. 468), therefore, are arranged twenty species
;

in it the first and second columns are devoted to the botanical

and trivial names of the grasses tabulated. The columns, 3, 4,

5, 6, and 7, have reference to their distribution, the figures in

these columns representing the proportionals of each species in

their i-espective situations ; and as this latter point is one which
is exceedingly difficult to ascertain with pei'fect exactitude, it

may be stated that the results have been arrived at by long ob-

servation and great painstaking ; and if only approximating to

truth, they will equally serve the object now in view, namely,

that of showing the preference of some grasses for one set of

circumstances before another.

The facts noted in the Table are mostly derived from ob-

servations made in the upland or Cotteswold district, and the

vale or lowland part of Gloucestershire, and, therefore, not per-

haps strictly true for all parts of England
;
yet I do not doubt

but that it is correct as to its more general principles.

Now, from this Table we learn that the kinds of soils noted
have not only different species of grasses, but when the same
do occur in lands of an opposite character, they are mostly very

much altered in their proportionals.

The differences between good, as compared with bad pastures,

are in many cases the result of attention and good cultivation.

Let us, for instance, suppose a poor clay ameliorated. We must
not then expect that its list of grasses v, ill remain the same, or

in the same proportions as are here tabulated ; on the contrary,

bad grasses, which are ever present to a greater or less extent in

every pasture, will nearly all die out, or if not so they greatly

imjirove in quality, whilst many good ones, of which scarcely an
example could be found before, rapidly increase.

And, again, the many herbaceous plants distinct from grasses

—

such as Plantago media, broad-leafed plantain; Bellis perennis,

common daisy ; and Ranunculus buUiosus, bulbous crowfoot; and
many others—give place to a growth of grasses.

This may be the more particularly observed in lands set apart

for irrigation, as in such cases the changes are often very rapid
;

hence observations of these cases are veiy instructive. Take the

following example of a meadow in the neiglibourhood of Ciren-
cester, a part of which is now under irrigation.

The meadow observed upon is one on the banks of the Churn,
and from its slope only half of it could be covered with water.

It has a subsoil of oolitic gravel, so that although vale land, its
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produce was that of a thin upland pasture. How much it has

changed will be seen from the annexed table, which is designed

to supply information on the following points :

—

1. The names of the grasses observed.

2. The proportions of these observed in the meadow before

irrigation.*

3. The changes effected in two years.

4. Those on the fourth year.

Table II.—Representing the Changes of Grasses under Irrigation.

Botanical Names.

Alopecurus pratensis .

.

Poa pratensis

,, trivialis

Briza media
Cynosurus cristatus .

.

Aira caispitosa .

.

Agrostis stolonifera .

.

Dactjlis glomerata .

.

Arena flavescens

, pubescens
Hordeum pratense .

.

Lolium pereune

This field has trebled in value in four years.

This table shows us that all the better grasses have increased,

if w e except the Poa trivialis and Hordeum pi'atense, in which
cases there has been an increase in grasses not possessing the

best character. Now, with respect to the first of these, it should
be noted that though it increased rapidly up till the third year,

it is now declining. This is explained on the supposition that

the drainage of the irrigated part was at first imperfect, and the

water was consequently left in a partially stagnant state ; this is

often the case with such meadows on their first formation, but
ultimately the water conduits become better managed, and they
act more perfectly. And again, these changes become more
evident where there is a gravelly subsoil : stiff clays, without a

stratum of lighter matter, seldom succeed so well under irri-

gation.

So much, therefore, for the changes which take place in the

grasses : now if we take into consideration the same set of facts,

* The whole meadow is no^v improved, as it has been much depastured ; and
cattle have ranged the unirrigated as well as the irrigated portion: thus irrigating
half a meadow tends to improve the whole.

Proportionals.

Trivial Names.
Before

Irrigation.

After
2 years'

Irrigation.

After
4 years'

Irrigation.

Meadow foxtail-grass .

.

1 2 4

Field meadow-grass 2 3 4
Roughish meadow-grass 1 2 1

Quaking-grass 2

Dogstail-grass 2 1

1

Marsh bent grass .

.

1 2 3

Cocksfoot-grass 1 2 3
Yellow oat grass .. 2 3 3

Meadow barley-grass .

.

1 1 1

1 2 2
Perennial rye-grass 2 4 6
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as presented by herbs of other families, the alteration is still

more striking, as attested by the following table :

—

Table III.—Representing the Cliangcs of Herbs found with the Grasses.

Proportionals.

Botanical Names. Trivial Names.
Before

After After

Irrigation.
2 years'

Irrigation.

4 years'

Irrigation.

Eanunculus acris Upright meadow crowfoot 1 3 1

, , bulbosus Bulbous crowfoot .

.

.3 1

Plantago lanceolata .

.

Narrow-leaved plantain 3 1 1

, , media .

.

Broad-leaved plantain .

.

3

Trifolium repens 2

, ,
pi atense .

.

1 2 2

Anthriscus vulgaris .

.

Common beaked parsley 1 2 1

Now this table points out the important fact that large and
innutritions herbs in pasture are destroyed by irrigation, and the

previous one makes it clear that their places are supplied by the

grasses. Ho'vvever, the beaked parsley sometimes increases at

first, and tliough it soon gets less, it is not entirely eradicated

without pulling ; this should be done, as it takes up much room,

and is of little use itself. Docks, too, such as Rumex crispus

(curled dock), and Rumex prateiisis (meadow dock), often greatly

increase by irrigation
;
these, however, are soon destroyed, and

if not allowed to seed give but little trouble.

5. Afjrarian Grasses are more properly those which occur in

land under tillage
;
they are not a large list, nevertheless they

will be found worthy careful study, as all of them are weeds and
many of them great pests. Some, as the couch grasses, are

troublesome, for their creeping underground stems as well as

growth of herbage ; the Avild oat occupies the ground with a

larger plant tlian the cereal with which it usually groAvs, whilst

others are sure indicators of a low state of fertility, and often of

bad farming. The following is a list of the Agrarian Grasses :

—

Avenafatua—Wild oat.

„ striffosa—Bristle-pointed oat.

Alopecurus ar/restis—Slender foxtail-grass.

liromus mGllis—Soft brome-grass.

,, secalinus—Smooth rye brome-grass.

„ sterilis—Barren broine-grass.

Lolium temulentum—Bearded darnel.

Poa trivialis—Roughish meadow-grass.

„ annua—Annual meadow-grass.

„ comprcssa— Flat-stemmed creeping meadow-grass. ;

Triticum repens—Coucli-grass.

A(jrostis stolouij'era— Creeping bent-grass.
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or these, the most mischievous— for all arc weeds in arable

—

are the couch tribe. These the farmer knows well how to cope

with, and as this is the case, it is somewhat surpi-ising that there

is so much couch to be got rid of everywhere ; tliis too often

arises from the work being behind-hand, in which case the seed

has often to be sown before the land is clean, and with couch a

blade left here and there is quite sufficient to spread over a field

in a short time.

In the Cotteswold district, where all three of the creeping

grasses are in abundance, a distinction is made in them by the

farmer. For instance, the Iriticum repens is called Couch
(coock^, whilst the Agrostis stohnifcra, and Poa compressa, are

indifferently named S'juifch, or small couch. The two latter are

held in such detestation by the farmer, that it is not at all un-

common to hear him say that he would rather have " fine healthy

couch to deal with," meaning T. repens, " than the nasty benty

squitch."

The Alopecurus agrestis is well known by the name of " black

bent," and is sometimes a very troublesome weed, more especially

in stiff infertile clays. The Lias Shales, in the Vale of Glou-
cester, where unameliorated by drifts, are often full of it. The
Forest Marble on the higher Cotteswolds has also a great abund-
ance. It is in all cases an evidence of poor plastic soil, and soon

disappears with draining and good tillage.

The Avena fatua is very common in the stiff lias clays in the

Vale of Gloucester, and it is curious that an objection urged by
the Vale farmer against the sowing of oats, is that, in his opinion,

the scattered grain degenerates into wild oats. Tliis is a question

I shall not discuss at present, but that wild oats should be
dreaded is not wonderful, as in some instances they completely

smother the intended crop, growing higher than wheat ; and as

they shed their seeds before the wheat is ripe, a continued suc-

cession is maintained. However, even wild oats soon disappear
under good tillage and judicious cropping.-

The Lolium temulentum (darnel) is the only other species that

need now be commented upon. This grass has large seeds,

which are reputed to possess highly intoxicating properties, but
as it occurs in such small quantities, I have had no opportunities

of testing these qualities, but from the nature of the case I incline

to think that they have been much overrated.

Having now dwelt upon the natural history of grasses as they
occur in the more wild state, it seems proper to note that some
of them are cultivated as shifting crops, and come in in a regular

course of rotation, and though up to the present time only a few
sorts have been so employed, yet it seems desirable to study the
habits of grasses more carefully, with a view of increasing this
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list. For though a number of plants—not grasses—are cultivated

as " seeds " or " artificial grasses," it is quite unnecessary to

remark that these are altogether distinct from the true grasses.

Of the latter, only one species is used to any extent in seeds,

namely, the Lolium perenne (perennial rye-grass). Of this there

are several varieties derived from cultivation, the best of which
is the Italian Rye Grass. Now, these two varieties, namely,

Lolium. perenne (common rye-grass), and Lolium perenne, var.

Italicum (Italian rye-grass), possess highly valuable properties
;

they yield nutritive food, and have an upright mode of growth,

so that, while adding greatly to the weight of the hay, they

interfere less than most other species with the surrounding

herbage ; but as they are now universally grown from cultivated

seeds, there is in them a tendency to changes which are not for

the better. This may be shown by attention to the habits of the

Lolium perenne. In wild nature we see that this grass is entirely

perennial in habit, hence, in depasturing its green herbage, it

stools out very considerably ; in cultivation, however, it grows
straight, upright, coarser culms, which when flowered are cut

down for hay. It then has a less tendency to " tiller," or " stool,"

and much consequently dies for the want of living shoots to keep
up its vitality. Now this is a tendency that incieases, and must
increase, until this plant becomes more of an annual than a

perennial, and indeed in some districts it is even at present next

to impossible to get a crop the second year. This, however,

may in a great measure be prevented by early catting of the

grass when for hay, and here it is proper to remark that there

can be no greater injury done to a grass crop, whether natural or

artificial, than the letting it get too ripe before cutting.

In all herbaceous vegetation, there is the tendency to die

wholly, or in part, on the production of seed. Thus annuals die

at once when they have attained the end of their growth, namely,

seed for the reproduction of their species, and in many of them
their duration of life can be delayed for an indefinite period by
preventing this consummation : thus 1 have made the annual

Reseda odorafa (mignonette), by constantly pulling off its flower-

buds, groAV for three years, and assume the form of a woody
plant, dying, however, on the fourth year, on their being allowed

to seed.

In October, 1849, I planted a patch of wheat in one of my
experimental plots of five yards square; this I kept constantly

cut down during the summer of 1850, and it stood the winter of

1850-51, and became a tolerable crop in the summer of 1851,

thougli much of it had died in the mean time. Oats and barley

treated the same quite died out.

Now, these experiments show, that not allowing seeding indue
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season has a tendency to prolong the duration of life of plants
;

it is upon this principle in depasturing, that our meadows main-

tain their position, as continuous patches of herbage. Constant

haymaking would inevitably promote the dying out of good
grasses, and this the more readily t!ie older the grass be before

being cut, so that. in all cases it is the greatest possible mistake

not to make hay early. Otherwise what is gained in quantity is

mostly prejudiced in quality, and the after consequences are

always unfavourable, circumstances arising not solely from the

impoverishing of the soil.

The Italian rye-grass will be found to throw out more barren

shoots in cultivation than the common form, and this renders it

a valuable variety : indeed, varieties—not merely species—of all

agricultural plants should be carefully attended to, as derivative

specimens always alter their properties in the course of years.

By some- it is thought that new forms take the place of old ones

in estimation, merely from fashion and caprice, but I am inclined

to think that they are more generally resorted to from the

necessity of trying something else, because of the previous

failure of the old sorts, which is ever the case, even with careful

change of seed, in course of time. The Italian rye is com-
paratively new : and though it is perhaps not so great a favourite

as it was in some districts, yet it may be worth a trial in most
cases where the common rye-grass has been kept up in the

rotation for an oft-times repeated series.

It was with these facts in view that I was induced to experi-

ment on a few grasses which I thought might be serviceable for

seed-crops, and in 184:9 I tried patches of the following:

—

1. Antho.vantlium odoratum—Sweet vernal grass.

2. Alopecurus pratensis—Meadow foxtail.

3. Plileiim pratciise—Timothy grass.

4. Dactylis ylovierata—Cocksfoot grass ; and by the side of

these, by way of comparison.

5. Lolium perenne-—Perennial rye-rgiass.

G. „ ,, var. Italicum—Italian rye-grass.

My plots are on a band of stiff marl, resting on the great oolite

freestone, and are never manured ; the grasses are cut down
yearly, and thus the following observations upon them made this

summer may be of interest in this part of the inquiry:—
Tliis year, 1853, all of tliem were cut with the scythe in July,

at which time No. 1 had seeded : at present it is rapidly dying
out, as it has but few barren shoots.

Nos. 2, 3, and 4 stooled well, and increased in culms and
barren shoots from year to year : they increase in quantity, and
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all of them have even sent up many culms for a second crop, and
all show a large quantity of aftermath.

Nos. 5 and 6 have nearly disappeared.

We see from these data that, in as far as yield and permanency
are concerned, Nos. 2, 3, and 4 may be used advantageously

:

No. 2 is considerably earlier than 3 and 4, which in some cases

may be much in its favour. From these circumstances I am
induced to think that these grasses would be well worthy a trial

on a greater scale than has yet been accorded them in artificial

pastures.

Diseases of Grasses.—Under this head it seems desirable to

point out some of those affections of a fungoid form to which
grasses seem more particularly liable : those which more com-
monly attack cereals have been explained before the Society by
!Mr. Sydney in his usual felicitous manner, under the names of

Hed Rvhin, Mildeio, Smut, and Bent, with others of this class,

all of which are more or less common to the grass tribe in ge-

neral, though perhaps not to so great an extent in the wild grasses

as in the cereals.

The smut
( Uredo segetuni) is constantly found attacking the

grass-flowers, but oftener, perhaps, on the flowers oi Arrlienathe-

rum avenaceum than on any other species. I have seen whole
patches of this grass covered with the black efflorescence of the

fungus
;
here, however, as the object is not grain, it produces but

little mischief, though the attacked grass is always stunted in its

growth.

The greatest mischief done by fungi to grasses is that occa-

sioned by the agaric, or mushroom tribe ; and more especially by
those which form the circles in meadows, known as fairy rings.

These often make a turf look very dissightly ; and though it has

been said that they manure the grass, as evidenced from the

circle of greener grass where they have decayed, yet we must
remember that this ring of green is always surrounded by another

of brown, withered herbage, consisting of nearly dead grasses ;

and, indeed, it is in the decay of these that the phosphatic salts

which Professor Way has shown to exist so abundantly in this

tribe of fungi, are supplied.

It may be here stated, that the fungus upon which the Pro-

fessor experimented, and upon which his paper was founded, is

the Afjariciis prunuhis, a plant which is abundant in all poor

upland pastDres in Gloucestershire, and consequently the fairy-

rings which are formed by them are at all seasons of the year a

good criterion of the value of a field. This fungus is remarkable

for growing in the month of May, on which account it can be

distinguished from its congeners, as other fairy-ring agarics do
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1. Arrhenatherum aveuaceum attacked by the Uredo segctum.
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not appear until the autumn, and then frequently in the same
rings as those of the A. prunulus. This plant is worthy of

notice, as furnishing a delicious article of food ; I think far

superior to our mushroom : indeed, this is the French "J/oms-
seron," from which our name has been derived ; and attached to

the Agaricus camjKstris, and according to Dr. Badham, it is the

favourite species all over the Continent ; and to show the esteem

in which it is held in Italy, the learned Doctor says that little

baskets of it are sent as presents to lawyers, and fees to medical

men, &c.*
The physiology of the growth of fungi in the grasses on which

they feed is a curious question, and one which it would take too

long to discuss here ; suffice it to explain that it is easily pre-

vented, as whatever tends to improve the pasture soon destroys the

rings ; thus on a field in front of the Royal Agricultural College,

where in about eight acres were as many as 70 rings, was
applied, two years since, a dressing of bones and guano, and the

fungus crop has by this been nearly destroyed.

Fairy-ring agarics are great pests in lawns, arising from the

grass being impoverished by constant cutting : these and mosses
are soon kept under by a fine-

toothed rake, and using guano
highly diluted with sand or fine

ashes, or watering with guano
water. This treatment will make
the grass coarser for a time ; but
in many cases it is a question of

treatment of this description, or the
destruction of the turf altogether.

It now remains to point out a
disease to which all kinds of grass

seem liable, both the cereals and
those of the meadow, namely, tlie

Secale comutum (ergot of rye)

;

this, until recently, was supposed
to be a fungus, but closer exami-
nation has shown that the ergfot

IS an altered condition of the seed
of the grass ; this is evident from
our M'oodcut No. 2, in which the

diseased seed (A) will be seen sur-

mounted by the two pistils of the
grass: still ergot itself is liable to be attacked by a fungus,
which has been named Ergoletia.

2. Secale cornutum, after Baur.

* See Dr. Badham's book on Esculent Funguses.
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Ergot ha" \ong been known as prevailing to a considerable

extent in the rye of the Continent ; and it is principally from this

corn tliat the ergot of rye used in medicine has

been obtained, and the terrific effects of its pre-

sence in rye-bread have been pointed out by
various medical authors. Amongst other diseases

incidental to its prolonged use, even in small

quantities, is that of Ganc/rene : its more im-
mediate operation upon gravid animals appears

to be the procuring of abortion ; and as one
of the grasses in which it occurs in great quan-

tity is the Loliiim perenne (rye grass), a prevail-

ing grass in all good pastures, it often becomes
a matter of great importance to look well to a

meadow in autumn before turning in cows.

Two years since, the late Earl Ducie suffered

considerably from the dropping of the calves of

some of his most valuable stock. At this time

a quantity of ergotized rye-grass was gathered

in the field where these accidents took place

;

and from the report given me of the general

state of the meadow, I have little doubt but
that this diseased grass was the cause of the

accidents which occurred.

The quantity of ergot in some low damp
meadows is quite astonishing

;
however, it is

lessened by good draining. Uplands are much
less affected : in the Cotteswold district the

bands of oolitic clays are often clearly made
out by the quantity of ergotized grass.

I have gathered ergot from almost every species

of grass ; but it occurs to a very inconsiderable

extent in other grasses of the pasture—the Poa
Jluitans, a water grass, and Bromus asper, per-

haps are next to the rye-grass ; but these, from
their quality and position, can have no effect of

a baneful kind.

3. Lolium pererme
ergotized.

Description of the Drawings.

1. Oatlike grass attacked by smut.

a. The smutted flowers.

b. The spores of the fungus magnified 200 diameters.

2. Ergot of rye.

a. Ergot in the chafiF-scales, f.

h. Section of ergot surmounted by the pistils, thus showing it to be a dis-

eased grain,
f.

c. Transverse section of the same.
3. Rye-grass bearing several grains of ergot of different sizes.

VOL. XV, 2 I
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XIX.— Oil the Cultivation ofBeans and Peas. By R. Vallentine,

of Burcott Lodge, Leighton Buzzard.

Prize Essay.

In a practical Essay of this kind I do not consider it advisable

—

even if much better qualified—to enter into a chemical definition

of the soils hereafter mentioned, nor to attempt a botanical

description of the different kinds of beans and peas. There have
already appeared so many able and elaborate papers on these

matters in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, that

every reader must have had ample opportunity for obtaining such
information. All ortlinary farmers know that soils which par-

take more of clay than sand are called clay, or heavy soils, and
those soils which contain the greatest proportion of sand, or

light calcareous matter, are called light soils. Those, again,

which contain an equal, or nearly an equal proportion of clay

and sand, are known as loams. These are the principal distinc-

tions which I shall adhere to, or may be supposed to mean,
when discussing the cultivation of benns and peas.

The history of beans and peas informs us that this kind of pulse

was extensively cultivated and held in high estimation in the

earliest ages. Beans were cultivated, as they still are, chiefly on
heavy soils, and peas on soils more or less light. At the present

time beans are principally grown on the stiff clay soils of Eng-
land, at pretty regular intervals of three or four years in a rota-

tion. On light soils beans are seldom grown in a regular

rota^tion, and are only substituted as a kind of catch crop instead

of roots, &c. Peas are occasionally grown instead of a cereal

crop, for the purpose of being followed, in the same season as

they are sown, with late turnips. The rotation of crops on
heavy soils where beans hold a constant place is thus :— 1st.

Fallow dunged for wheat ; 2nd. Beans; 3rd. Fallow again, and

so on. This was at one time almost the universal custom on
stiff clays, so that with low rents and little expense for cultiva-

tion, two crops in three years made a living return to the

husbandman. It is well known tliat during the continuation of

high prices, low rents, few taxes, little labour, and that at a

cheap rate, tiiere was no difficulty for a very ordinar}' farmer to

pursue such a course, and even make money by it. The wheat

was sown broadcast, or ploughed in, the beans the same, and

neither crop received any hoeing or weeding during their

grov/th ; and hence the filthy state the land usually got into, and

the necessity for a naked summer fallow to destroy the accumu-
lated weeds hy repeated plougtiings, &c. The course mentioned

very generally obtained in Huntingdon, Berks, Bedford, and
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Buckinoliamshirc, &c., some years ago ; but of late I can prac-

tically affirm, from the somxe of experience and observation, that

naked fallows are becoming more and more rare. There are few
farmers who can now be found to uphold the ancient system of

naked summer fallows, unless those who in early years made
sufficient money to be enabled to hold on by their almost ex-

ploded style of farming, and to feel a profound pleasure in dis-

regarding every change for the better. As the population of

the country increased, it became necessary to feed it by increased

productiveness also. There is no better method of doing this

than by judiciously emj^loying the people in keeping up the fer-

tility and cleanliness of the land, and by growing tliree crops

where only two grew before in the same period of time during a

rotation.

In changing from the ancient to the modern style of farming,

there have been many indiscretions of cultivation committed, and
none have been more common than the attempt to dispense with,

a naked fallow, Avithout paying due attention to a thorough system

of keeping the land clean during the growth of each crop in a

rotation. Both l)eans and peas are now less generally cultivated,

and are therefore in less general favour than in former ages, from
the risk of disease to which these crops are so periodically sub-
ject. There is no doubt, however, but a crop of pulse is very

• profitable in a general way in favourable seasons, for not only is

the corn as valuable per acre as cereal crops, but the fodder is

far more valuable wlien well harvested than that of white crops.

The stiffest descriptions of clay soils are so peculiarly adapted
for beans, and rather unsuitable for root crops, that we may rea-

sonably suppose beans will be confined pretty much to such land

for many generation^ to come. Thoroughly-drained clay soils

of any description will undoubtedly bear root crops by skilful

cultivation, but when grown there is a difficulty in removing
them from the land, and to consume them ujion the land with
sheep cannot usually be attended with a profitable result. I

apprehend, therefore, that any judicious rotation of cropping
must always be based upon the nature of the soil to a great

extent, so that I shall treat my subject according to these im-
pressions. 1 repudiate the idea of a naked summer fallow as

• altogether unnecessary, unless in such cases as where an improving
farmer succeeds a slovenly one, who has allowed the land to

become so filthy that a summer fallow is the cheapest method
of beginning to farm well witiiout one. My personal experi-

ence on different kinds of clays has proved my assertions, as I

have been enabled to banish a naked fallow completely out of a
rotation, where it held its regular place, and to keep tlie land
clean and in good condition without it. Tlie rotation I have

2 I 2
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found best for such land as is unsuitable for " roots " is tl)us :

1st. Beans dunged ; 2nd. Barley or Oats with Seeds ; 3rd.

Seeds, one or two years, according to circumstances ; 4th. Wheat.
This rotation may be turned into a fifth or sixth course by two
years' seeds, and alternating oats for barley in the second
course. This rotation permits of the land being kept clean and
in about the same state of condition for every crop. The wheat
and bean crops require to be drilled and thoroughly hoed, which
leaves the land clean for barley with seeds, to be broken up
for a wheat crop again. On land of medium texture, suitable

for " roots," I prefer a pulse crop only every second course, as a

substitute for roots. In such cases the object is to curtail the

extent of green crops, and thereby save manure ; therefore the

pulse has no manure in such instances, but follows wheat, oats,

or barley. I take it for granted that every one now knows the

value of draining so well that there is no necessity for dwelling

on this subject ; nor would I have described these different rota-

tions but for being able to shoto the reasons which should guide

one in the cultivation of beans and peas. My experience in the

growth of winter and spring beans has led me to the conclusion,

that on an average of seasons the one kind is of as much value

as the other, so far as the probable yield is concerned. The
first year I grew winter beans on a gravelly loam, they turned

out 52 bushels per acre over the entire field. The straw was
then only 2 feet high. The following year winter beans sown
on a heavy clay soil in good condition turned out but 36 bushels

per acre. Every subsequent year I have had less and less success.

The past was the worst of all from blight. Spring beans here

turned out as variously as winter beans, not only in my own
case, but according to what I have seen and learned of the crops

generally. I think, therefore, that winter beans should be sown
when the state of other kinds of labour on the farm will most

easily permit of it ; that is, when the state of labour and the

condition of the land are suitable. On the other hand, I

would not interfere with wheat sowing, &c., for the purpose of

sowing winter instead of spring beans. Winter beans should

never be sown on land unless strictly clean, or nearly so, as the

early ploughing in autumn assists the spread of couch, &c.,

much more than if ploughed for spring beans at a later period.

All land intended for pulse should be ploughed as early in

autumn as possible, the heaviest soils first, and when in the

driest condition. Where beans follow a white crop regularly

every rotation, the manure of the farm should be applied to the

stubble for beans during the winter instead of the spring. The
dung can in all ordinary winters be carted upon the field before

the stubble is ploughed up, without doing injury to the land,
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much better than it can be laid upon the land when ploughed
up in spring-. The dung, when applied in winter and ploughed
in, acts to the best possible advantage in every respect on all

but the wettest and undrained soils. The soil absorbs the

products of the manure as it decays, the heavy soil is rendered

porous, and is phvsically improved, and the land requires scarcely

any labour in spring besides the drilling of the crop. More-
over the forcing—the active forcing of dung when applied in

spring—is calculated to induce disease in the crop. Every one,

as a matter of course, has not manure to apply early in winter,

but many have it who do not use it, and doubtless spring dunging
is preferred by many who have clung to ancient practices, and
who have never tested the innumerable advantages of winter

dunging. Whether dung is to be afforded or not for a pulse

crop, the ploughing in winter should be conducted in the same
manner ; the heaviest soils on any given farm should be ploughed
first. To render a pulse crop strictly a cleansing one, the pre-

ceding corn crops should be drilled and well hoed, so should the

beans or peas be drilled and tliproughly hoed : and in propor-

tion to the state of cleanliness which the land may be in, so

should the drilling be regulated to a great extent as to the width
between the lows. It is in extremely rare cases, however, to be
able to clean land at all foul when cropped with peas. The
only chance of cleaning is to drill in rows from 2 to 3 feet apart,

and hoe immediately after the crop is above ground, and con-

tinue to hoe as frequently as possible until the spreading of the

crop })rcvents the battle against the weeds from being carried on
any longer without doing injury to the peas. Beans may be
grown upon land very successfully as a cleaning crop, if the

cultivation is properly carried out. The first step, as already

mentioned, is to plough as early in winter as circumstances will

permit ; and when this first operation is properly executed, it is

very seldom that another ploughing in spring is necessary, or

even advisable. A scarifying with Earl Ducie's, Coleman's, or

any other of the best implements of the day, to be procured in

every part of the country, is quite sufficient to move the soil in

an effectual manner, where the weather has not pulverized to the
depth of 4 or 5 inches. I have not for years, however, found it

necessary to use any implement for reducing the land in the

spring, hut the heaviest patent iron harrows, which go to the

depth of 3 or 4 inches on land worked, when neither too wet nor
too dry. The object of reducing the land to a certain tilth is

obviously intended to allow the plants to derive the greatest

possible amount of nourishment which the soil contains during
their growth. I rather, however, prefer committing beans to

the soil, in such a state as they can make a first start, and by
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subsequent cultivation to not only reduce tlie soil, but destroy

weeds at the same time. It is most injudicious to plough and
scarify land to excess in Fe])ruary for the purpose of pul-

verizing it, when the object can in almost every case be more
profitably attained after the young plants have come above
ground.

There are few farmers of observation v/ho have not witnessed

the loss which arises from puddling about land with many horses

in spring, when the dry weathei-, which usually follows, renders

it as hard and unsuited for being hoed as possible. Many
farmers, who cling to ancient practices Avhen horse and hand
hoeing was seldom or never practised, think nothing of ploughing
twice in spring at an expense of some I85. or 20s. per acre, for

the purpose of prepaiung land for beans, when t!iey will not

spend a shilling on horse cultivation afterwards. The mode of

dibbling beans by hand, in irregular crooked lines, has, and
does, and always will, prevent the crop from being properly

cultivated by horse power. Those who pay men by tlie peck
for dibbling at a great cost, not only encourage dishonesty, but

put a complete check upon cheap and perfect cultivation after-

v.ards. There are many to be found who pay high prices per

acre for dibbling, and afterwards high prices for a furtive or

partial hoeing and v/eeding. As much as a pound per acre is

frequently given, or rather,—beans frequently cost as much for

hoeing and weeding, when the weeds are only checked, but not

eradicated. The mode of cultivation which I adopt is to drill

in straight lines in spring (l^cfore the harrow), across the furrow

or at an angle, so that the land is broken into pieces, and the

drill can clean itself and penetrate as deep as is required. I

like depositing the seed at a depth of 4 inches, and never less

than 3. The best drills can do this on all soils in ordinary

seasons if discretion is used. There are many who practise and
prefer dibbling, notwithstanding all the alleged advantages,

because they contend that dibbled beans yield more than drilled

ones. This is a common error ; beans only require to be sown
at a sufficient deptli and regularly, and then to be })roperly

covered. Neither the drill, the dibble, nor the men who use

either, can exei'cise any influence over the crop after the seed is

sown in a jiroper manner. In order to test this I had dibbling

and drilling done alternately in different fields for some years,

and never found any difference of the crop but what could be
traced to the work, in either case, not having been properly per-

formed according to the conditions mentioned. Garrett's drills

and many others are capable of putting in beans as regularly

and well, and at a much cheaper cost than by any other system
I know of. I have had a dozen acres of beans drilled per day
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with tliree horses in a satisfactory manner, and the land per-

fectly well reduced by three harrowin<?s afterwards.

Wlien the land is not sufliciently dry to bear the treading of

many horses at the time the beans are drilled, I harrow but once,

and leave the rest of the harrowing till afterwards. On some

light, or rather on some calcareous clays, which become light

in spring by frost and thaw, I liave found it advisable to use

the roll occasionally to firm the soil about the young plants, and

also for the purpose of being enabled to use the hand and horse-

hoe without smothering the b;'ans or rendering the soil too

loose. It frequently happens that exceedingly stiff clays become
in a very loose and extremely pulverized state, just as young
beans are coming above ground. In all such cases the I'oll may
be used to advantage to level the land and permit of li arrowing

and hoeing afterwards. Many object to rolling heavy soils

under any circumstances, but 1 have much reason to affirm that

there are times when the practice may be followed with much,
advantage.

Beans are generally much improved by harrowing in about
a fortnight after tliey are up. If thick, one han-owing may be
given along, as the rows go, and another across the rows, for the

purpose of tearing up the small weeds between the plants.

But harrowing should never be done in a frosty morning,—nor

should any other kind of cultivation. After beans have grown
a few inches above ground, the sooner hoeing takes place the

better. The earlier the hoeings, and the more frequent, the

cheaper each hoeing is ; the land is kept clean ; the crop is

increased. It is a great mistake, in every way, to send one or

two labourers into a large bean-field to clean it after the weeds
have grown above the plants ; the weather should be studied,

and the state of the land taken particular notice of. Indeed,

Avlien the weather will permit, all the available strength of the

farm should be applied to perform the hoeing at the right time—
otherwise there is a certain useless expenditure of labour thrown
away. Whenever the land is allowed to become hard on the

surface, and solid underneath, a great deal of physical force is

required to pulverize it and kill the weeds. It is unwise manage-
ment, however, to hoe beans on stiff clay soils in very wet
weather, as the evil of weeds is increased. Such a course is

generally, or very frequently at least, followed by those who
neglect hoeing early enough at the proper time. In all kinds of

hoeing it should be a maxim to keep down weeds by hoeing

before they can appear rather than to kill them when they have
attained a certain strength. I never regretted hoeing any crop

too soon, but have many a time felt the loss of delay. There
are several implements which may be used advantageously for
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cultivating beans by horse-power. When the croji is well

drilled at intervals, between the rows, of from 18 to 36 inches,

Garrett's horse-hoe may, in many instances, be used with much
advantage before the weeds get such an ascendency as to fasten

round the shares or hoes, so as to collect the soil, and push it

aside upon the plants. I have had the ground well hoed by
such an implement, in a few instances, at the rate of from 8 to

10 acres per day with one good horse. When the land becomes
hard and weedy, however, it is of no use to attempt hoeing with

such an implement. The state of the land and weather must
be well chosen, when the soil is comparatively loose, so that the

hoes may work through it without becoming caked or much
impeded by weeds. When such a horse-hoe as takes several

rows at once, cannot be used in consequence of the hardness,

&c., of the ground, those horse-hoes commonly used for

turnips grown on ridges may be substituted, as one row is more
easily cultivated at one draft than more. I have, in certain cases,

used the common iron plough, divested of its turn-furrow, when
no other implement was equal to break into and pulverize the

hardened surface. The share of a plough is always sufficient to

meet every difficulty which ought to he found between the rows
of beans, if not neglected too long. I am sure there is a grand
mistake most generally made by placing the rows of beans

too near, whether the land be filthy or not. Yet it is well

known that, unless hoeing follows up loide drilling, more weeds
will grow than when the rows are near together. Tiie cost of

cultivating beans and peas, on an average of years, by adopting

the course which I have pursued, stands thus (without reckoning

rent and manure, which might be supposed common to any
crop) :

—

Cost per Acre.

One ploughing in autumn . • . . . £0 10 0
One drilling in spring . , . .026
Three harrowings . . . . .020
One rolling, if necessary , . . . 0 0 G

One harrowing, after the plants are above ground . 0 0 6

iSometimes two harrowings . . . .006
One horse hoeing, say, on an average of seasons, by

the common lioe or plough, three acres per day,

per acre . . , . . .018
Two hand-hoeings, just beside the rows . . 0 5 0

One more horse-hoeing, if necessary . .018
Total cost of cultivation . . .£144

By such a course of cultivation the land has been kept quite

clean, and in a most suitable state for a corn or green crop after-

wards. Tlie ci-op has ahcays been better with much hoeing than

little. I many years ago paid an enormous price for hoeing
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beans by liand twice, and after all the land was not cleaned noi'

the crop improved so much as by the system mentioned. I

also patronised the dibbling by the quantity of seed used per

acre, but felt that tlsat was not the right method of ])lanting

beans. There are also many of the same opinion still ; and
some, who would rather abandon such a course, are scarcely

certain that it would be right, or, if right, do not know how to

go about the improved system. When labour was a drug in the

market, it was a different thing to what it is now, when, instead

of confining a man upon an acre for four or five days in dibbling

beans, the drill must be used, preceded and followed by more
judicious and economical management.
By the still not uncommon method of cultivating beans, the

expense stands nearly thus:

—

One ploutrhing- in winter . . . .£0 10 0

One ditto in spring . . . . . 0 10 0

One scarifying- . . . . .036
Tour harrowiiigs . . . . .020
Two hand-hoeings, say, only . . .076

£1 13 0

Cost of cultivation by judicious management , 14 4

In favour of modern system . . * £0 8 8

Such an account as that is partly imaginary and partly true,

as where the horse-hoe is not used in many instances after the

sowing of the seed, tlie previous cultivation is the same as the

system recommended. On the other hand, instead of 7a-. per

acre being paid for hand-hoeing, more than double that sum is

frequently spent in hoeing and weeding together; and after all

tlie land is left in a filthier state after the crop is harvested than

before the seed was sown.

All observant persons must have noticed how remarkably foul

the majority of fields are allowed to become when cropped with

pulse, and liow necessary it is that a better system should be
generally followed, so that labour may be applied to the best

advantage, and the earth be made to yield her full increase.

I have dwelt so long upon the minutiae of cultivating the land

for pulse, that I shall not say much alxnit the peculiarities of the

different varieties of beans and peas. The common horse-beans,

the mazagan, tlie Scotch, and tick beans, are the only kinds that

I have had experience in growing, together with winter beans.

The kinds of peas which I have grown are the early Warwick,
the early Charlton, the marrowfat, and a large variety of pea
named the Victoria. All these kinds are suitable for light soils,

and for coming to early maturity. The Cliarlton pea is the most
commonly cultivated when it is intended to succeed the crop by
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turnips. But to enumerate the kinds further. The common
grey field pea, and the partridge, Marlborough or grey-maple
pea, are other vaxieties which I have grown. I shall not attempt

to describe the names or assigned qualities of other kinds of

'beans or peas but those with Avliich I liave had familiar acquaint-

ance. First, then, the common horse-bean is suited for heavy

clay soils more than for light or loamy soils. This kind requires

a firm soil, and runs up to a considerable height in the straw

;

and in favourable seasons is perhaps more prolific than any other.

The mazagan and Scotch beans are very much like the horse-

bean in their nature, so far as I have experienced, The English
and French " ticks" thrive better on light soils than tliose kinds

mentioned. Tliey gi"ow less straw under similar conditions, but

the corn per bushel weiglis some pounds more. On foul land

it is better to sow tick beans than those Ivinds which run to

straw. The two kinds of winter beans which I know anything

of are the Frencli and Russian. Both sorts were generally

introduced into this country but a few years ago. The French
beans were introduced in 1825, and the Russians at a rather

later period. I prefer tlie Russian beans to tlie French, as being

rather larger, and f(n- producing a greater yield in general seasons.

As I before remarked, however, I do not think there is any
decided advantage in a general way by sowing winter instead of

spring beans.

I would now also add, that, after trying the system of grow-
ing turnips and cabbages between the rows of l)eans, I have

not found it profitable to continue it, and would rather dissuade

than persuade any one to attempt to grow two crops on the

ground at once, unless for a hobby, or in a garden where labour

may be spared for a small plot, and where a good, a very rich

soil may support two crops simultaneously, or, at least, in rapid

succession;

Regarding peas— the early Charlton, early Warwick, the

marrowfat, and the Victoria, are all early, and well calculated

for being pulled in a green state in June for market, or for being
ripened, and removed from the ground in time to be succeeded,

by turnips. It is impossible to advise any one in a general way,

as to which kind of early peas is best, or whether it is profitable

or not to pull them green, or allow them to ripen, and to be

succeeded by turnips. The best course must always depend
upon seasons, soil, and other circumstances. I have sometimes
sold green peas for more than the ripened crop would have made,
and had the straw left. After this a fair crop of turnips was
grown. Notwithstanding this, I would recommend any one to

be cautious in attempting tlie market-garden system on a farm.

For heavy and loamy soils I have almost invariably found the
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common grey ami maple peas succeed better than eitlier white

or blue peas. They produce more corn and straw, and only fall

behind the garden sorts in value per bushel, but beat them in

value per acre. Every one who has farmed for a number of

years must know that there are beans and peas of innumerable

names, and, according to different persons, of endless and peculiar

good qualities. I have named those kinds of pulse which possess

the most distinct peculiarities, and were I to name more, I should

be borrowing from books or hearsay only. Tlie quantity of seed

which I have sown of beans ranges from 3 to 4 bushels per acre,

according to the state, condition, and time of sowing. Of course

more seed should be sown on poor, rough ground if late, than

on land in rich condition, highly pulverized. It was more
customary to mix baans and peas together at one time than it is

now. The land which is most suited for beans should have no

peas sown with them, and vice versa. The peas are sometimes
sown to bind up the beans with, and the beans in a small

quantity are sometimes sovvn to support the peas. I do not

think a mixture is profitable in a general way. Peas should be

sown thick, never less than 4 bushels per acre. No crop suffers

more from tliin seeding than peas. 1 need not enter into the

time of sowing pulse. Almost every one knows that winter

beans should be sown from the end of September to the middle
of November ; the earlier the better. Spring beans may be

sown fi-om tlie middle of January to the middle of March. It is

better to sow any time in February when the land is in good
order, than to sow earlier when it is not. Peas may be sown on

dry soils any time from Christmas to the end of March. Almost
all the kinds of peas I have mentioned have stood the weather

after Christmas. I think, however, that February is the best

month for sowing peas, and the early part of March Avhen

February is not suitable.

The diseases which beans and peas are most commonly attacked

by are blight or mildew, and fh« attacks of aphides of different

kinds. I think that blight and premature ripening are produced
by peculiarity of season, which cannot well be accounted for in

any way as yet. We know that frequent and sudden transitions

from wet to dry, and from liea^ to cold, are generally foUov/ed

by disorder both in the vegetable and animal creation. Still we
cannot pievent atmospheric changes. I have observed that beans
and peas when sown out of season are liable to blight ; that

when sown on calcareous, peaty, or sandy soils, they are more
subject to blight than when sown on heavy clays of the yellow
or blue lias formations. I have observed that beans or peas
grown on land much enriched by manure just before the crop
was sown, are more subject to disease than such as are sown on
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poor land, oi' that not containing much organic manure. I have

also observed that thorough cultivation and a change of seed was
favourable for the health of the bean and pea crops.

Tlic Aphis vastator takes its name from a Greek Avord, which
signifies a Inig, or blight-bug, which eats up the leaves of pulse,

&c. Aphides of different shapes, sizes, and colours, are always

in attendance where blight or mildew exists. I have assigned

several reasons for the diseases of beans, some of which are

beyond our control to prevent. Others, again, are induced by
peculiarities of cultivation, which all have more or less in their

power to avert. I would say, therefore, avoid the predisposing

causes which induce disease, as we have not yet, nor are ever

likely to have, any preventive for curing any complaint when
once it has appeared. I know that last season I had 4 quarters

of beans jier acre by attending to the remarks which are made
in this paper, when very many near at hand had Init a few
bushels of emaciated beans per acre. I shall not enlarge more
on the subject of cultivating beans and peas than to say, that all

my remai'ks are based on practice, and that it would have been
a great advantage had I known and believed a dozen years ago

what I am thoroughly convinced of now.

XX.— On Diminishing the Quantity of Roots used in Fattening

Cattle. By Charles Lawrence.

The feeding of bullocks has been of late much discussed in the

agricultural journals and elsewhere. It is singular that such a

variety of opinion, sucli a diversity of practice, and so great a

difference in expense, should exist at the present day on a sub-

ject of every year's experience from time immemorial, and that

by thousands of agriculturists. Amongst an eminently practical

people, as we are reputed to b», it would have been a natural

presumption that the mode and cost of feeding a bullock in the

shortest time, and on the most economical plan, would be as well

established as any proposition whatever ; the only deviation

being the time required for the,operation ; and this would de-

pend on the age, the breed, and the condition of the animal put

up. Had this been the occupation of the merchant or manufac-

turer, instead of the farmer, such a discrepancy would not have

existed at this day. Hitherto, exact experiment, carefully

noting weight, measure, cost of food, &c., has not been an attri-

bute of the farmer. Such alone will furnish a sound foundation

for reliable practice, for whic h Mr. Lawes has set us an admirable

example.
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I will presently give some particulars of the feeding of some
bullocks last winter ; but my immediate object is to repeat a

protest I have made from time to time against tlie prevailing

practice of giving to feediiif/ nLUimaXs a very large quantity of roots

daily, and that in a neat state. When I commenced feeding

bullocks, some years ago, I depended mainly on the experience

of others, and was in the habit of noting down the allowances of

the different kinds of food recommended in the agricultural

periodicals, and otherwise, by men of reputed authority in sucb

matters. The quantity of roots usually recommended I have

observed to be from 1 to 1^ cwt. per diem, and for large bul-

locks even up to 2 cwt., and that without admixture.

Now what is the object we propose to accomplish ? It may
be assumed for our present purpose we are dealing with animals

at maturity in point of growth, that the skeleton is fully de-

veloped, and that we have only to accumulate flesh and fat. The
first consideration would seem to be, what is the food which, at

the least cost, contains the largest proportion of those elements •

which build up muscle and fat, and is at the same time palatable

to the animal. General experience points to the various roots

grown on the farm as best fulfdling the latter condition ; but

when it is borne in mind they contain on an average some-
where about 88 per cent, of water, the next point for considera-

tion is, how Ave can combine with this quantity of fluid as much
solid food of an ordinary kind (whether hay, straw, or chaff) as

may be requisite, having reference to the capacity of the stomach,

and that degree of healthy action which is essential to the due
assimilation of the more nutritious portions of the food. It must
ever be borne in mind that it is not the quantity of food put into

the stomach of the animal which accomplishes the object in view,

but that which is thoroughly diffested and assimilated by the

healthy action of the viscera. When animals are in a state of

rest, and consuming food so mixed, I have observed that, with
water constantly before them, they take very little, unless the

more nutritious food superadded be of a heating nature, such as

pea or bean meal in too large a proportion : the safest course is

to combine crushed linseed with those articles. Such consicfera-

tions led me to doubt the expediency of making the chief food of

fattening animals that, nine-tenths of which consist of water, and
more especially unmixed with more solid food. The setting

before a bullock half a cwt. of neat roots the first thing in the

morning, some hours afterwards their allowance of more solid

and nutritious food, and repeating the feed of roots in the even-

ing, appeared to me an irrational proceeding
;
and, on the other

hand, that a due admixture of the solid and fluid foods would
probably aid the proper digestion of each. 1 resolved therefore
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to diminish the quantity of roots which I had generally heard
recommended one half—viz., to from 70 lbs. to 80 lbs. per diem,
according to the size of the animal, and to give a portion of these

with each feed, as intimately incorporated as might be practicable

with the more solid food. With this view I obtained Moody's
cutter, now sold by Carson, of Warminster, which cuts the roots

into thin ribands : these we turn over amongst the chaff, so that

the animals cannot avoid eating them together.

I have for some time directed the attention of some of the

agricultural implement-makers to the v/ant of a p?//p/;?f/-machine,

in order to effect a still more intimate incorporation of the drier

food with the roots, for which a prize has lately been offered by
the Royal Agricultural Society. Such an article was produced
at Lincoln by Mr. Phillips, of Downham. This is an effective

machine at 11 guineas. It cannot probably be rendered, as at

present constructed, at a less cost ; but while the cost of Moody's
cutter is only 4/. IO5., a machine for pulping must be produced

at much less cost than 11 guineas before it will get into the

farmer's hands.

I observed that the animals under the change to which I have

adverted throve faster, and were kept equally clean with one-

third less litter, hy weight, than we had found necessary on the

former mode of feeding.

In the montli of August, 1853, our swedes and mangold
were struck with some kind of blight, or other not very well

defined malady, which nearly stopped their growth, and we were

reduced to the alternatives of selling some of the stock or putting

the whole on short allowance of roots, and we adopted the latter.

We limited the bullocks to 50 lbs. weight, and the sheep to

10 lbs., per head per diem. We had plenty of good barley-straw,

but the hay was very indifferent, having heen exposed for several

weeks to rain, and put uji at last in questionable condition.

I purchased seventeen bullocks at the October Hereford fair.

For the first four weeks they had little else than the barley-straw

and bad hay cut into chaff, with their 50 lbs. of roots. From
that time till they were sold they had (3 lbs. of linseed and rape-

cakes, mixed in equal jiroportions and boiled, and the soup

poured over the chaff, which was then covered over in a slate-

tank until the former was completely absorbed. This destroyed

the fungus or mould which had accumulated on the damp hay,

and rendered it perfectly sweet, but of course could not restore

the nutriment washed out by the rain. The linseed and rape-

cake together averaged 8/. per ton ; the cost of this therefore was

2s. Ihd. per head per week. The attendance I put at 6cf. per

head per week (a man and a boy, at I85., managed in all respects

24 bullocks, 24 fatting hogs, and the store pigs) ; the chaff.
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2s. 4r/. per head per week ; the roots (estimated at 10s. per

ton), Is. %d. Saj, for the first four weeks the cost was 5s. per

head per week ; and for the next thirteen weeks 6s. 10c?. : when
the animals were sokl. The account stands thus :

—

17 Hiillocks, prime cost £286 17 6

Feeding 4 weeks, at 5s £17 0 0

„ 13 „ at Gs. lOd. 76 1 0

93 1 0

£379 18 6

They were sold for 386Z. 10s.

The credit balance of 6/. lis. ^d. would be absorbed by the

engine-power in cutting the chaff; and the manure represents

the straw cut for litter.

Tlie result, I think, shows that bullocks maybe fatted, in a reason-

able time, at a less cost, and with a much less quantity of roots

than are usually given, by the mode of feeding adopted, without

actual loss. I may observe, too, in reference to this particular

case, that, though beef during the year 1853 bore a good price,

lean stock commanded a much higher proportional price in the

market,

Cirencester, Aug. 9, 1854.

XXI.— On the Influence of Lime on the '•'Absorptive Properties'^

of Soils. By John Thomas Way.

There is in agriculture probably no one practice that is more
general, or of which the beneficial effects are more clearly estab-

lished, than that of the application of lime to the land. In almost

every county and to almost every variety of soil, lime is applied
with greater or less success, and so recognized an agent in the

hands of the farmer has this substance become, that in the leases

granted for farm property it is not unusual to insert a clause for

the purpose of regulating its application. And yet who amongst
us can say that he perfectly understands the mode in which lime
acts? Certainly not the agriculturist himself; for although he
sees what lime does, he cannot explain how it is done; and with
equal confidence I would say that the conscientious chemist will

not pretend to this knowledge. He may, indeed, suggest half a
dozen ways in which lime affects vegetation, but they are only
those which are referable to the known general properties of the

alkaline earth. Lime sweetens the soil by neutralizing any acid
character that it may possess ; it assists the decomposition of
inert organic matters, and therefore increases the supply of
vegetable food to plants. For both these reasons it is a very
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valuable addition to peaty soils. Lime decomposes the remains

of ancient rocks, containing- potash, soda, magnesia, &c., occurring

in most soils ; it at the same time liberates silica from these rocks.

It is consequently a means of tlie supply of most important
mineral food for vegetation. Lastly, lime is one of the sub-

stances found uniformly and in considerable fjuantity in the ashes

of plants : it is a necessary part of the plant's structure, and if it

is deficient in the soil its application may be beneficial simply

as furnishing a material indispensable to the substance of a

plant. Such are some of the explanations given in books of the

action of lime on soils.

No doubt they are good as far as they go, and any one of

them would form a substantive cause for results even greater

than those which are experienced from the use of this powerful
auxiliary—supposing—that is to say—that our experience on the

subject furnished only facts which could be explained upon one
or other of these suppositions : such, however, is hardly the case.

No doubt lime does a great deal of good to peaty soils, but so it

does to land which is almost destitute of organic matter ; and
indeed we may go further, and say that it is made in some cases

to supply a real deficiency of sucli matter, as in the practice of

the farmers in some parts of Wales, who will send 15 miles for

a load of lime, but despise the stable manure, which they may
have for the fetching within 2 miles of their doors. This may
be said to be bad farming : very possibly it is ; but it is, per-

haps, justified by the result, and Ave should bew;ne, in our transi-

tion state from darkness to light, that Ave do not employ our

newly-gotten knoAvledge to judge and condemn a practice, in-

stead of accepting that practice as an addition to our stock of

facts from Avhich, patiently and by sIoav degrees, Ave may deduce
a philosophical system. This remark is, hoAvever, by the way,
and applies to all reasoning on agricultural subjects; but it has

always struck me, that until Ave have proved beyond all possi-

bility of question that it is bad, Ave should entertain the greatest

respect for any local practice of general adoption, no matter how
opposed it may be to our preconceived notions. Men do not,

as a rule, blindly folloAV each other's lead, and it Avill generally

be found that there is at bottom some good reason for a practice

which universally, or almost uniA'ersally, obtains in any district.

To return, hoAvever, to lime. We find it applied Avith success

equally on land rich in, and nearly devoid oi, organic matters.

We find it effecting great good in soils already abounding in

salts of lime.'^' Here, therefore, it cannot be as a source of lime for

* On foils of the London clay, iu the neighbourhood of Farnham, lime is uni-

formly applied with great success. This clay wlieii examined is found to contain
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the structure ot" the plant that it operates. The other explana-

tion—namely, tliat lime acts in liberatinj? alkaline bases from the

remains of ancient rocks of the granitic type existing in soils

—

is more comprehensible, and is so far logical that it applies to a

very much larger variety of cases than either of the others. All

clays contain, in some form or other, compounds of potash, soda,

and maijnesia, the origin of which must be traced to the granitic

and basaltic rocks from which the clays have been formed, and

the quantity of these alkalies is sometimes very considerable,

although all appearance of the source from which they come is

wanting. From such compounds lime would evidently set free

in a gradual manner the alkaline bases, and so far its applica-

tion would be equivalent to applying the alkaline substances

themselves. But even then we have to ask ourselves whether a

supply to the soil of the alkaline bases which lime is supposed

to liberate would have the same effect as lime has ? It is very

doubtful whether it would, and this is at once a weak point in

the theory. In considering this great agricultural question of

the use of lime, I have always thought that we wanted some
theory of more universal application to account for the effects

which follow its application—some cause which would account

for its influence on soils of different character ; for where lime is

judiciously applied it rarely fails of doing good, the case of

that soil wliich it does not benefit being the exception rather

than the rule.

In the course of my experiments on the absorption by soils of

different substances contained in manure, I found that lime was
capable of playing a very important part in these phenomena. I

will shortly I'ecapitulate a few of these results, in order that the

reader may be in a position to understand how the action of lime

is connected with them. Soils were found to possess, in a greater

<n' less degree, the power of removing from solution in water

certain animal and vegetable substances, but still more the

alkaline bases, ammonia and potash, and the earths, magnesia
and lime. These bases the soils were capable of separating

from their salts, and retaining more or less, in spite of the action

of water. It was afterwards discovered that a certain class of

artificial double alkaline silicates had a similar power, and for

several reasons it was concluded that it was to the presence of

portions of these double silicates that soils owed the power in

question.

It was further observed that an ordinary soil had the power of
collecting from the air and incorporating with itself gaseous car-

a considerable per-centage of carbonate of lime in the state of fragments of chalk.
On the (janlt clay also, which contains a very notable quantity of gypsum, lime
acts most beneficially.

VOL. XV. 2 K
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bonate of ammonia contained in the atmosphere with which the
soil was in contact, and, as in the previous case, the action was
referred to the presence of one or other of tliese double silicates

in the soil. But an essential difference here presented itself.

Ammonia could be removed by soils from solution in water, in

virtue of tlieir ccmtaining either the double lime or double soda
silicate—the two substances of the class supposed to be most
usually present; wliereas it was found that the lime-salt

alone was capable of removing ammonia from its atmospheric

solvent.* In several soils that I examined, a good deal of the

double silicate of soda was present, and it seemed probable that

its conversion into the corresponding lime-salt would put the soil

into a better condition for absorbing ammonia from the atmos-

phere. Now, as the natural fertility of soils is evidently, in

some very distinct way, connected with this absorption of atmos-

pheric ammonia, it will at once be seen that a very important

part would thus be found for lime to play in enabling the soil

in a given time to absorb a large amount of the valuable alkali.

In this view the application of lime would, in fact, be indirectly

a manuring with ammonia. With the wish of ascertaining how
lar this suppositif)n was correct, I commenced the series of

experiments which I am now about to describe. The results do
not indeed altogether bear out the expectations with which they

were undertaken, but they are of much interest : in the first

place, as exhibiting the wonderful extent to which a soil is

capable of storing up for the use of plants the gaseous ammonia
of the air ; and secondly, in suggesting an explanation of the^

action of lime very different, it is true, from that which led to

the experiments, but still most worthy of consideration.

This subject is, however, very far from being exhausted, and
the results that have been obtained are only an instalment of

what we may hope to arrive at by a further prosecution of the

same line of research.

Most of the soils used in these experiments were selected)

from the land of Mr. Paine, at Farnham. It is obviously unim-
portant, in the outset of a research of this kind, what particular

kind of soil is operated upon. The motive in the selection was

the facility offered by the active interest which Mr. Paine is

known to take in such subjects, and his anxiety to forward them

* I gave at tlnj time a chemical explanation of this circiimslaiice. AVhen double

silicate of lime and alumina comes in contact with carbonate of ammonia, car-

bonate of lime and the double ammonia salt are produced, and these arc com-
patible with each other. Carbonate of soda, however, which would be produced

in the other case, has actual!}- the power of decomposing double silicate of alumina

and ammonia, which it does in consequence of the solubility of carbonate of soda

and the volatility of carbonate of ammonia. The soda silicate cannot, therefore,

tiike ammonia from carbonate of ammonia.
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by any assistance which he can give. Altogether some ten or

twelve samples of soil were collected, but only five or six have

as yet been subjected to examination. The soils were very

canifully collected, in April, 1852, in quantities of about 1 cvvt.

each. The following is the account of them, with the remarks

of Mr. Paine :

—

No. 1. Surface soil from loam of the tertiary drift, lying upon
gravel, which rests upon the " lower green sand." This Soil is

a friable loam of the very best description, and suited to the

growth of every agricultural product.

No. 2. From the same spot, 2 feet below the surface.

No. 3. From the same spot, 4 feet below the surface, having

a coarse and more gravelly appearance. W^orms had penetrated

in abundance in this soil at the above depth, and it is naturally

well drained.

No. 4. Surface soil from the gault clay, being an undrained

badly-managed meadow.
No. 5. Gault clay, having been exposed to the weather after

trenching about Christmas ; has had no manure for at least

twenty years.

No. 6. From the same spot 2 feet deep.

No. 7. Ditto, 4 feet deep.

No. 15. Top soil of London clay, from land between Farnham
and Guildford.

No. 16. The same, from 1^ to 2 feet below the surface.

No. 17. Ditto, 3i feet deep.

The first points to establish were the quantity of lime to be
employed, and the mode of treating the soils with it. I was
desirous in some respect of imitating the natural process of
liming, at least in regard to the quantity of lime used. The
practice of different districts, and of different farmers even in

the same district, is so various that it is impossible to select a
quantity which may be said to apply with correctness : but it

was desirable to obtain marked results, and a full dose of lime
seemed most likely to give them.
The bushel of lime has a varying weight, according to the

nature of the limestone from which it has been made ; but
• assuming that the weight is three-quarters of a cwt. (84 lbs.),

which is a convenient number, we may calculate wliat per-
centage of the soil a given number of bushels will amount to.

Thus, supposing the soil to be G inches deep (weighing 600
tons), we shall find that 300 bushels, which weigh 225 cwt,
will be at the rate of between li and 2 per cent. It will be
found that in the following experime nts the quantity of lime
was, in some cases, li, in others 2 per cent, of the soil operated
upon.

2 K 2
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With regard to the form in which the lime should be applied

there could be little doubt. In the form of lime-water, a definite

amount could be added with the greatest precision, and with a

certainty of perfect contact and action.

The plan followed was very simple. A given weight of the

soil (in general 2000 grains,—rattier more than \ lb.), dried,

finely powdered, and passed through a sieve of 40 holes to the

inch, was digested in a large glass bottle with 28,000 grains (4
pints) of lime-water, the strength of which was previously ascer-

tained by analysis. The materials were repeatedly shaken to-

gether, and, after a given time, a portion of the clear liquid was
drawn off and examined for the quantity of lime it contained. The
difference between this number and that of the original lime-

water was, of course, the quantity absorbed by the soil. The
first experiments were devoted to ascertaining how long—for

the full absorption of lime by the soil—the two sliould remain in

contact.

The following analyses show the strength of the first quantity

of lime-water :

—

1000 grs. of standard lime-water precipitated by oxalate of

ammonia, and the precipitate ljurnt in the usual way, gave

—

Ors. Grs.

First Analysis—Carbonate of liinc 1-74 equal to 0'974 lime.

Second ,," „ 1'85 ,, 1-020 ,,

Third ,, „ 1-80 ,, r008 „

The mean of the three experiments indicates 0* 997 (very

nearly 1 grain) of lime in each 1000 grs. of solution.

Experiment No. 1.

Soil No. 4 2,000 grs.

Lime-water 28,000 ,,

The liquid was examined after 1 hour's digestion.

First Analysis

—

1500 grs. liquid gave 0'90 grs. of'carbonatc of lime, equal to 0'33G
lime in lOOO grs. licjuid. •

Second Analysis

—

1200 grs. liquid gave 0*72 carbonate of lime, or "336 lime in 1000 grs. •

liquid.

riiese results are identical. We obtain the numbers representing

the quantity of lime absorbed by a given weight of soil in the

following manner :— ,
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28,000 ^Ys. of the original lime-water, containing

0'997 grs. lime in each 1000 grs., will contain

altonrcther
" 27-91(> grs. lime.

'28,000 grs. of the resulting lime-water, containing

in each 1000 grs. 0-336 lime, will contain

altogether 9-498 „

Making the quantity of lime absorbed

by 2000 grs. of soil 18- 508 grs.

Equal to an absorption of 9-254 grs. of lime by 1000 grs. of soil.

Experiment No. 2.

A second qtjantlty of the same lime-water drawn off after

2 hours' digestion.

First Analysis

—

Carbonate of limp. Limo.

1500 grs. gave .. .. 0-74 equal to 0-276 in 1000 grs.

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs. gave .. .. 0-74 „ 0-283
,,

Mean of two Experiments shows -2795 lime in 1000 grs. liquid, equal

to 7-8-26 in 28,000.

Lime in 28,000 grs. original lime-water 27-916 grs.

Ditto in the liquid after 2 hours' digestion with the soil 7 - 8"26

Absorption by 2000 grs 20-090

Equal to 10-045 gi-s. lime absorbed by 1000 grs. soil.

Experiment No. 3.

A third quantity drawn off after 24 hours' digestion.

Fii-st Analysis—
Carbonate of Lime. Lime.

1500 grs. liquid gave 0-70 equal to 0-261 in 1000.

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs. ' 0-80 „ 0-299 in 1000.

Mean of two Analyses -280
,,

Equal to 7-840 in 28,000 grs.

Lime iti 28,000 grs. originallinic-watcr 27-916
Ditto after 24 hours' digestion with tlic soil 7-640

' Absorption by 2000 grs 20 076
Or 10 038 by 1000 gis.

Experimeht No. 4.

A fourth quantity drawn off after 48 hours' digestion.

First Analysis

—

Cirbonate of Lime. Lime.

1500 grs. gave 0-65 equal to 0-243 in 1000 grs.
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Second Analysis

—

Carbonate of Lime. Lime.

1500 grs. gave 0 ()4 equal to 0-240 in 1000 grs.

Mean of the two Analyses 0'2415
,,

Equal to G*762 prrs. lime in 28,000 grs. liquid.

Lime in 28,000 grs. original lime-water 27 -910
Ditto after 48 hours' digestion with the soil 6*762

Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 21 • 154
Or 10-577 by 1000 grs. of the soil.

It thus seems that at four different periods the soil has removed
from solution

—

In 1 hour 9 '254 lime by 1000 grs. soil.

In 2 hours 10-045
,,

In 24 ,, 10-038
,,

In 48 „ 10-577

The determination of the lime in the case of the 24 hours'

digestion is not very satisfactory, inasmuch as the Analyses did

not very well agree— a circumstance which was learnt too late

for a remedy. It may fairly be assumed that tlie number is pro-

perly intermediate between those above and below it, and we
have consequently, in the case of this soil, a progressive absorp-

tion of lime due to a longer digestion of tlie soil in the lime-

water ; still the amount of difference is not great, inasmuch as,

after 48 hours, the extra quantity of lime absorbed is only l-9th

of that absorbed within the first hour.

We will now pass on to the other soils. •

Soil No. 15—Top soil of the London Clay

—

28,000 ers. litne-water.

2,000 grs. soil.

Experiment No. 5.

A quantity drawn off after 1 hour's digestion.

First Analysis

—

Carbonate of Lime.

1500 grs. gave 1-63 cqualjto 0-608 lime in 1000.

Second Analysis—
1500 grs. ,,

1-65 ,, 0-616 „
Mean of the two Analyses 0-612
Equal to 17-136 in 28,000 grs. of li(|ui(l.

Lime in the original 28.000 grs. lime-water 27-916

Ditto alter 1 hour's digestion with the soil .. .. 17-13G

Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 10 '780

Or an absorption of 5.390 by 1000 grs. soil.

Experiment No. 6.

A second c^uantity drawn off after 2 hours' digestion.
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First Analysis

—

Caiboiiate of I^imc.

1500 gi-s. gave 1-66 equal to O'GlG lime in 1000

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs. „ 1-64 ,, 0-619
Moan of" the two Analyses I 0"6175

Equal to 17 '290 in 2S,000 grs. liquid.

Lime in 28,000 grs. original lime-water 27*91G
Ditto after 2 hours' digestion with the soil 17*290

Absorption of 2000 grs. soil 10 '626

Or an absorption of 5'3I3 by 1000 grs.

Experiment No. 7.

A third quantity drawn off after 24 hours' digestion.

First Analysis

—

Carbonate of Lime.

1-63 equal fo O'GOS lime in 1000,

Second Analysis

—

1-64^ „ 0-616 „
Mean of the two Experiments .. 0'6I2 ,,

EciUal to 17-136 in 28,000 grs. liquid.

Lime in the original 28,000 grs. lime-water 27*916
Ditto after 24 hours' digestion with the soil 17*136

'Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 10-780

Or an absori)tion of 5" 390 by 1000 grs. soil.

In the case of this soil it would appear that a prolonged diges-

tion with lime-water has no kind of effect upon the amount of

lime removed from solution—the solution examined after 24
hours' digestion gives precisely the same results as when the

contact of the materials has only lasted 1 hour. Tiiat the second
Experiment does not give the same result is obviously du(5 to

eiTor ()f analysis, and when we find tliat one-hundredth of a grain

in the weighing is enough to account for the difference, we cannot

be surprised that it should occur. We must conclude then that

in the case of the soil No. 15, it is immaterial whether it is left

to digest with the lime-water for 1 hour or 24—the result is the

same in either case. It will be observed that the absorption by
this, the top soil of the London clay, is on the average of the

six analyses now given only 5* 3G4 grs. of lime for every 1000 grs.

of soil, whereas in the case of tlie soil No. 4, which is the surface-

soil of the gault clay, the full absorption was 10* 577 grs. by
1000 grs. of soil, or as nearly as possilile double the quantity.

This circumstance is, however, in great part accounted for by the

iact that the soil No. 4 contains a good deal of sand and small

pebbles which cannot, of course, take part in the absorption and
<liminish in exact relation to the quantity the effective force of the

soil in this respect—it became necessary, therefore, to determine
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the quantity of the sand, &c., which was done in the usual wav by
washing the soil till all the clay had been separated from tlie

heavier portions.

Experiment No. 8.

First Analysis

—

5000 grs. soil boiled for half an hour with water and
washed by subsidence and decantation, gave of

sand 2520 grs. eciual to 50 ••40 per cent.

Second Analysis

—

5000 grs. treated in the same way, gave of

sand 2 "370 grs. equal to 47*40 „
Mean of the two Experiments, gives sand 48 "90 .,

This soil was also examined for carbonate of lime, of which it

contained 2" 98 per cent.

The following results were obtained with the soil No. 16 of the

London clay, similar to No. 15, but taken at a depth of from

18 inches to 2 feet below the surface :

—

Experiment No. 9.

Soil No. IG 2,000 errs.

Lime-water 28,000 „

After 1 hour's digestion the liquid was examined with the fol-

lowing results :

—

First Analysis-
Carbonate of I.imo.

1500 grs. gave 1-30 equal to 0-485 lime in 1000.

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs.',, 1-32 ,, 0-492
,,

Mean of the two Analyses .. .. 0-4885

Or 1 3-078 in 28,000 grs.

Ijme in 28,000 grs. of original lime-water 27-916
Ditto after 1 hour's digestion with tlie soil 13-678

Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 14-238

Or an absorjjtion of 7 1 19 by 1000 grs.

Experiment No. 10.

The same soil and lime-water—a second portion drawn off

after 48 hours' digestion.

First Analysis—

-

C'aibimatc of I.inic.

1500 grs. gave 1-23 equal to 0-460 linio in 1000.

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs. ,
1-20 „ 0-450

,,

Mean of the two Analyses 0-455 „
Lime in 28,000 grs. of original lime-water 27*916

Ditto after 48 hours' digestion with the soil 12 740

Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 15*176

Or an absoi-ption of 7*588 by 1000 grs.
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Here again it will be seen that a prolonged digestion of the soil

with the lime-water leads to a larger absorption of the lime,

although the extra quantity is by no means great.

To dc>termine the proportion of sand, 6cc. in this soil, it was
treated as in the previous case, with boiling-water till all the clay

was washed away.

First Analysis for sand, il'c. in soil No. 16

—

4000 grs. soil gave 880 grs. sand equal to 22 '0 per cent.

Second Analysis

—

4000 grs.
'

„ 873 grs. „ 21-9 „
Mean of the two results 21 '95

,,

The soil contained no carbonate of lime. It was thought desir-

able to repeat some of these experiments with a stronger solution

of lime-water; accordingly a fresh quantity was prepared and
submitted to analysis. The following were the results :

—
First Analysis

—

9 C.ivbon.nte of Lime. I.ime.

1000 grs. lime-water gave 2'60 equal to 1'45G

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. ,, 2-55 „ 1-442

]J|[can of the two Analyses 1 "449

The new quantity of lime-water therefore contained 1" 449 lime

in 1000 grs., and was consequently nearly one-half strcmgcr than

that previously used.

The following experiment was made with this solution and the

soil No. 16 :

—

Experiment No. 11.

Soil No. 16 2.000 grs.

Stronger solution ol lime-water 28,000 „

The soil and the lime-water were digested together for 24 hours.

First Analysis

—

Carbonate of Lime.

1500 grs. gave 2-03 equal to 0-756 in 1000.

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs. „ 2-00 „ 0-746 „
Mean of tlie two Analyses 0-751

,,

Or 21-028 grs. in 28,000 grs.

The lime in the lime-water previous to experiment at

1-449 in 1000 was 40-572 grs.

Ditto after digestion with the soil 21 -028 „

Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 19-544
Or an absorption of 9*772 by 1000 grs.

It thus appears that from the stronger lime-water a greater quan-
tity of lime is sejiarated by the soil than when the proportion of
alkali is less— for we have
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With lime-water containing '997 grs. lime in 1000, an

absor[)tion of 7*588 grs.

With lime-water containing 1'449 grs. lime in 1000 grs.,

an absorption of 9 '772
,,

To ascertain whether this rule held good throughout, an experi-

ment was made with much more dilute lime-water.

Experiment No. 12.

Soil No. 16, 1000 grs.

Lime-water (of ''997 in 1000) 14,000 grs., diluted with its own
wciglit of distilled water, the mixture would therefore contain

0-4985 lime in 1000 grs.

First Analysis

—

Carbonate of Lime.

1500 grs. gave 0*75 equal to 0*280 lime in 1000.

Second Analj'sis—
1500 grs. „ 0*77 _ „ ''0'287 „

Mean of the two Experiments .. .. 0'284
,,

Or 7*952 in^8,000 grs.

The lime in 28,000 grs. lime-water previous to experiment
• at Q-4985, was .. 13-958

Ditto after the experiment 7-952

* fi-006

Which is the absorption by 1000 grs.

A further experiment was made on this subject.

Experiment No. 13.

500 srs. of soil. No. 16, was digested with 14,000 grs. of lime-water

containing 1 *449 grs. in 1000—the digestion was continued as

before for 24 hours.

First Analysis—
Carljonate of Lime.

1500 grs gave 2-54 equal to 0*904 lime in 1000 •

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs gave 2-55 .. .. .. „ 0*905 „
Mean of the two Experiments .. 0*9045

,,

Or 12*C6;3 in 14,000 grs.

The 14,000 grs. of lime-water employed contained .. 20*286 lime

Tlie li(;iiid afterwards contained 12 -003 ,,

Absorbed by 500 grs. of soil 7 623 ,,

Or an absorpiion by 1000 grs. of soil of 15 246 „

Here, then, we have the quantity of lime absorbed by the

same soil in one case, 6*000 in 1000,' and in another as much as

15*-i4:G by the same quantity ; and, to all appearance, this dis-

similarity is entirely due to the different relations in the quantity

of lime and of soil, the soil appearing to unite witli the lime in

greater quantity the more that is presented to it. Without at
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present attem])ting to explain this circumstance, I pass on to

experiments that were made with other soils.

Experiment No. 14.

Soil No. 17 -2,000 grs.

Lime-water (1-449).. .. 28,000 „

A portion drawn off after 1 hour's digestion.

First Analysis

—

Caiboniite of [,imc.

1500 grs gave 1-99 .. .. equal to 0- 743 lime in 1000 grs.

Second Analysis

—

1500 grs ,, 2-0-2 .. .. ,, 0-753 „
Mean of the two Analyses .. .. 0-74S ,,

Equal to 20 944 grs. in 28,000 grs.

The lime in the lime-water previous to the experiment
at 1-449 in 1000, was 40-572

Ditto alter 1 hour's digestion with the soil 20-944

Absorption by 2000 grs. soil 19-6-28

Or an absorption of 9-812 by 1000 gi-s.

Experiment No. 15.

, A second portion drawn off after 24 hours' digestion.

First Analysis

—

Carbonnte of Lime.

1500 grs gave 1-84 equal to 0- 700 lime in 1000

Second Analysis

—

1500 gi-s gave 1-85 ,, 0-701 „
Mean of the two Experiments .. 0-7005 .,

Or 19-614 in 28,000 grs.

The lime in the lime-water before experiment
was 40-572

Ditto after 24 hours' digestion 19-614

Alisorptiou bv 2000 ars 20-958
Or 10-4'79 by 1000.

It is probably unnecessary to quote any more of the same kind
of experiments

;
they all go to show the same thing, namely, that

although the greater part of the absorption of lime, that is to

say, its union with the soil, takes place at once, a certain action

still goes on for some time afterwards, although in a decreasing

rate. It is probahle that the second peculiarity exhibited by
these experiments, namely, that the stronger the lime-water the

greater is the amount taken up by the soil, is closely connected

with the first-named circumstance
;
since, as lime was withdrawn

the solution would continue to get weaker, and the action would
become correspondingly slow ; but tlie stronger the lime-water

in tlie first instance the more it would yield to the soil before it
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came to .a state of dilution, involving a comparatively slow
absorption. Indeed the difficulty of removing tlie last portions

of lime was so great, that I devised an experiment to see whether
that point was ever reached,—whether the entire causticity of

lime-water could be removed by any quantity of soil.

Experiment No. 16.

3000 grains of the soil No. 16 were digested with 10,000
grains of lime-water (1449), and the mixture was left to digest,

with continual agitation, for 1 hour; at the end of that time it

still contained caustic liine. An addition of 840 grains of soil

was now made ; the liquid still remained caustic. A further

addition of 1000 grains of soil was now made, and the liquid

when tested was found to be free from caustic lime. It ap])ears,

therefore, that the causticity of lime can be entirely neutralized

by a soil, if sufficient of the latter is employed. In this case it

required altogether 4840 grains of soil to remove, within a

moderate time, 14 49 grains of lime contained in 10,000 grains

of lime-water ; so that each 1000 grains of soil combined only

with about 3 grains of lime, whereas from the same solution

when in excess we have seen 1000 grains of the same soil to

absorb as much as 15 grains of lime, or five times as much. It

appears very much ns if this was only a question of time, and
that soils would ultimately take up the same quantity of lime,

whether from a weak or a strong solution.

The fact may, however, have in some cases a practical bearing

of considerable importance, as an excessive dressing with lime

would be very long before it lost its causticity in the soil, and,

for aught we know, until this point is reached, the water in

the soil being continually charged with lime in the caustic state,

a soil may be totally unfit for tlie production of crops. In this

t^ircumstance we may by possibility, therefore, find an explana-

tion of the well-established fact, that an excessive dose of lime

does, on some soils, produce serious and lasting mischief. I

merely, however, throw this out as a suggestion, without attach-

ing too much weight to it. The main object of these lime

experiments was not so much to determine the quantity of the

alkali which the different soils would take up as to ascertain

what influence it would have on their power of absorbing

ammonia.
I have already stated that it was supposed that lime, by con-

verting double silicates of soda, which were themselves vmable to

absorb ammonia from the air, into corresponding salts of lime

which stnmgly possess that power, might put the soil in a better

state for the acquisition of atmospheric ammonia. To test this
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by experiment it was necessary to determine tlie quantity of

ammonia in the soils in three conditions :

1st. In the natural state of the soil.

2ntl. After being exposed to ammoniacal vapours.

3rd. After h'Ang first digested Avith lime-water, and then

exposed to ammoniacal vapours.

To these three sets of examinations it seemed interesting to

add a fourth, namely

—

4th. The quantity of ammonia left in the soil after liming,

which process should have the effect of liberating it ; at all events

in part.

The operation of liming the soil has been already sufficiently

described. In preparing the soils lime-water was digested with

them in such relation that the lime should represent, as nearly as

might be, 2 per cent, of the soil.

After standing for 48 hours the clear liquid was drawn off, the

soil was thrown on a filter, and repeatedly washed with distilled

water to remove the excess of lime-water, the washing being con-

tinued until the water coming away gave no trace of alkalinity.

The soil was then dried and preserved for further experiment.

The exposure to ammoniacal vapour was effected as follows

:

—Tlie soil was spread in a veiy thin layer on a sheet of paper

at the bottom of a large cupboard ; in this cupboard a small open
dish, containing water and lumps of carbonate of ammonia, was
kept heated by means of a little gas flame. Sufficient air was
admitted to cause a gentle circulation. The result of this arrange-

ment was that the cupboard was filled with a moist atmosphere
considerably charged with carbonate of ammonia.
The soils were here exposed to the ammoniacal fumes for

several hours in circumstances very favourable to its absorption.

When the process was considered sufficiently complete the soils

were removed, and exposed for 24 hours to the open air, to dis-

sipate all ammoniacal vapour which might be mechanically
retained amongst their particles. From smelling of ammonia
pretty strongly when they were first removed, they came after-

wards to show no signs of its presence iii a free or volatile state.

To ascertain the quantity of ammonia present in the soil, both
before and after these different operations, the soils were distilled

in a chloride of calcium bath, with a mixture of caustic soda and
powdered lime ; and the ammonia being received in a vessel con-

taining hydrochloric acid, was afterwards converted into the well

known platinum salt, and so determined. It is perhaps hardly

necessary, in an agricultural periodical, to give the details of
these experiments, but as they do not take up much space, and
will remain unrecorded if not now published, it may be as well

to give them.
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As I before said, the whole series of soils collected has not, b}

a good deal, been thus examined :

—

Soil No. 15.

Experiment No. 17.

Ammonia in the soil in its natural state.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. A.mmoni;i.

1000 grs. of soil distilled with

caustic soda and lime, gave 3 '73 grs. .. equal to 0*28G

[ Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. of soil distilled with

caustic soda and lime, gave 4 28 ,, .. equal to 0*300

The mean of the two experiments gives 0"293 grains of

ammonia as the quantity in 1000 grains of the natural soil.

Experiment Wo. 18.

The same soil (No. 15) after treatment with lime.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Annnunia.

1000 grs. soil, distilled as before, gave 2*32 grs. equal to 0- 17C9

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. soil .. gave 2-12 „ .. ,, 0-1616

The mean of these two results gives the ammonia in the soil,

after liming, as 0" 1G92 in 1000 grains of soil.

Experiment "So. 19.

Same soil (No. 15) after liming, exposed to the vapour of car-

bonate of ammonia :

First Analysis

—

Plafinnm Salt. Ammonia in 1000 gr^.

500 grs. distilled gave 14"49grs. .. equal to 2-22C5 grs.

Second Analysis

—

500 grs. distilled ,, 14-44 ,, .. ,, 2-2217 „
Mean of the two Analyses, 2*2241 ammonia in 1000 grs. soil.

Experiment No. 20.

Same soil (No. 15) exposed to ammoniacal v apour icithout

previous liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000 grs.
'

250 grs. distilled, gave 0-14 1-9053

Second Analysis

—

250 grs. distilled, gave G'lH 1-9070

Mean of tlic two Analyses 1 -9061

We thus have the following quantities of ammonia in 1000
grains of soil in tlie (Ulfcrcnt states in wliich it was examined.
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Soil No. 15.

Aiiimonia in natural soil 0'29-'? grs.

Ditto alter being litnod 0- 1692~
,,

Ditto alter liming and exposure to aninioniacal vapour.. 2"2265
Ditto exposed to ammoniacal vapours without previous

liming 1'9061 „

Experiment No. 21.

Soil No. IG. Soil in its natural state.

First Analysis

—

ri.itiMiim S.ilf. Ammonia in lOCO.

1000 grs. distilled, gave 2-38 .. equal to 0-183

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. 2-48 .. „ 0-180
Mean of the two Analyses 0-1815

Experiment No. 22.

Same soil (No. IG) after treatment with lime.

First Analysis— •
Platinum Salt. Ammonia.

1000 grs. distilled, gave 1'34 .. equal to 0-1020

Second Analysis—
1000 grs. distilled, gave 1-3G .. „ 0'1035

The mean of these two Analyses 0-1027

Experiment No. 23.

Tlie same soil, after liming, exposed to vapours of carbonate

of ammonia.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Amnumia in ICOO.

500 grs. distilled, gave 13-34 .. equal to 2-0524

Second Analysis

—

500 grs. dfstillcd, gave 13-52.. ,, 2-0801
Mean of the two results 2-0GG2

Experiment No. 24.

Tiie same soil (No. IG) exposed to vapour of carbonate of

ammonia, w ithout previous liming :

First Analysis

—

riatinnm Salt. Anmionia in 1000 gre.

250 grs. distilled, gave 8-24 .. equal to 2-5356

Second Analysis

—

250 grs. distilled, gave 8-38 .. ,, 2-5787
Jlcan of the two Analyses 2-5571

In this series of soil, No. IG, we have therefore the following-

results :

—

Ammonia.
1000 grs. soil, in its natural state, contain;; 0-1815

,, after liming 0-1027
alter liming and ex jwsure to ammonia .. .. 2-06G2
exposed to ammonia ^^itllOut liming 2-5571
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In point ol fact, therefore, this soil absorbs more ammonia
from an atmosphere containing^ it, without the previous action of
lime, than it does with the intervention of this agent.

We pass on to the soil No. 17.

Experiment No. 25.

Soil No. 17 in its natural state.

First Analysis

—

['latinuin Salt. Aniiuoiiia in 1000.

1000 grs. distilled, gave 1-11 .. equal to 0 080

Second Analysis—

-

1000 grs. distilled, gave 1-24 .. ,, 0-091
Mean of the two results 0 085

Experiment No. 26.

Soil No. 17 after liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

1000 grs. distilled, gave 0-54 .. equal to 0-0412

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. distilled, gave 0-52.. ,, 0-0396
Mean of the two Analyses 0-0404

Experiment No. 27.

Soil No. 17, after liming and exposure to ammonia.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in luOO.

500 grs. distilled gave 21-42 equal to 3-2956

Second Analysis

—

500 grs. ,, 21-44 „ 3-2987

Mean of the two results 3-2972

Experiment No. 28.

Soil No. 17, exposed to ammonia without previous liming.

First Analysis

—

I'latinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

250 grs. distilled gave 10-68 equal to 3-2864

Second Analysis

—

250 grs. „ 10-68 „ 3-2864
Mean of the two results 3*2864

The soil No. 17, therefore, gave the following results:

—

Ammonia.

1000 grs. soil in its natural state contains 0-085

Ditto, after litning 0-0404

Ditto, after liming and exposure to ammonia 3-2972
Ditto, after exposure to ammonia without previous liming .. 3-2864

In this instance again the liming has not in any sensible

degree increased the power of the soil to absorb atmospheric
ammonia.
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Soil No. 3, subsoil of tertiary drift taken at 4 feet deep.

Experiment No. 29.

Ammonia in natural soil.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

1000 grs. gave 1-44 equal to 0-1107

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. , 1-42 „ 0-1092
Moan of the two Analyses 0-10P9

Experiment No. 39. \

Ammonia in soil after liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Palt. Ammonia in lOCO.

1000 grs. distilled gave 0-G8 equal lo 0 0518

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. „ 0-64 ,, 0-0488
Mean of the two Analyses 0-0502

Experiment No. SI.

Ammonia in soil after liming and exposure to ammonia.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

1000 grs. distilled gave 14-01 equal to 1-0777

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. ,, 13-95 „ r0753
Mean of the two Analyses 1-07C5

Experiment No. 32.

Ammonia in soil after exposure to ammoniacal vapour without

previous liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in lOPO.

250 grs. distilled gave 3-49 equal to I'0759

Second Analysis

—

250 grs. „ 3-64 „ 1-1201
Mean of the two Analyses 1 • C970

The series of experiments in the case of the soil No. 3 gives,

therefore, the following results :

—

Ammonia in 1000 grs. natural soil 0*1099
Ditto after liming 0 0502
Ditto after liming and exposure to ammonia .. .. 1 '07^5

Ditto alter ammonia without liming 1 -0970

Here again we see that the liming scarcely at all interferes for

or against the absorption of ammonia— the differences between
the third and fourth line of figures being witli every case quite

within the errors of experiment.
VOL. XV. 2 L
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Soil No. 5, gault clay, from the surface.

Experiment Ko. 33.

Ammonia in soil No. 5 in its natural state.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

1000 grs. distilled gave 1-44 equal to 0-1097

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. „ 1-92 „ 0-1461

Mean of the two Analyses 0*1274

Experiment No. 34.

Soil No. 5, exposed to ammoniacal vapour after liming.

First Analysis

—

Plalinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

500 grs. distilled gave 21-82 equal to 3-3-27

Second Analysis

—

300 grs. ,, 12-61 „ 3-204

Mean of the two results 3-265

Experiment No. 35.

Soil No. 5, exposed to ammoniacal vapour without liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Anmionia in 1000.

300 grs. distilled gave 10-14 equal to 2-573

Second Analysis

—

300 grs. „ 10-46 ,, 2-658

Mean of the two results 2-615

The determinations of ammonia in the case of the natural soil

do not agree so closely as might be vi^ished, and the quantity of

ammonia in the soil after liming was not determined ; there is,

however, in the present instance some indication of an increased

absorption of ammonia due to the liming, for we find —
In the soil limed and exposed to ammonia 3-265
In the soil exposed to ammonia without liming 2-615

Still the difference is not great, and it could hardly be expected

to have any practical effect, since the soil is capable of absorbing

so much ammonia, even without the aid of lime.

Soil No. 7, (gault clay from the same spot, 4 feet deep.)

Experiment No. 36.

Ammonia in the natural soil.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

1000 grs. distilled gave 1-17 equal to 0-0892

Second Analysis—
1000 grs. „ 1-02 „ 0 0770

Mean of the two results 0-0830
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Experiment No. 37.

Soil No. 7, after liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

1000 grs. distilled gave 0-G7 equal to 0'051

Second Analysis

—

1000 grs. „ 0-69 0-052

Mean of the two results 0-0515

Experiment No. 38.

Soil No. 7, limed and exposed to vapour of ammonia.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

300 grs. distilled gave 7'15 equal to r817

Second Analysis

—

300 grs. „ 7-23 „ 1-837

Mean of the two results 1- 827

Experiment No. 39.

Soil No, 7, exposed to vapour of ammonia without previous

liming.

First Analysis

—

Platinum Salt. Ammonia in 1000.

300 grs. distilled gave 7-72 equal to 1*961

Second Analysis

—

300 grs. 8-25 „ 2-896
Mean of the two results 2-028

The following numbers therefore represent this series :

—

1000 grs. soil in natural state contains 0-0830
Ditto, after liming 0-051
Ditto, after liming and exposure to vapour of ammonia .. .. 1-827

Ditto, after exposure to ammonia without liming 2-028

Another negative result is here presented, or rather it is

evident tliat lime has neither assisted nor interfered with the

absorption of ammonia, for the numbers are too nearly alike to

allow of any inference being drawn from them.

In order that the reader may compare the results obtained in

the experiments now described, they may be collected together in

a table, which is given on page 512.

In the early part of tliis paper it was remarked that this

investigation was anything but concluded, and that the results

now given could only be regarded as an instalment. Under such
circumstances it would be rash to give any decided opinion on
this interesting question. Certain inferences may, however,
safely and with advantage be drawn from the results already

obtained. The first of these is one that is not entirely new
2 L 2
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namely, that soils and subsoils long below tbe reach of ordinary

farm operations, always contain a very sensible quantity of

ammonia. Even the lowest per rentage exhibited in this table

would constitute a very considerable quantity of ammonia, when
calculated on an acre of soil; whilst in the case of sample 15,

the quantity of ammonia present is very many times more than

would be added in a very heavy dressing of guano or other

ammoniacal manure^

Eesults of the previous Experiments.

Ammonia in 1000 grs. !

natural soil . . . /
Ammonia in 1000 grs.

|

soil after liming . f

Ammonia in 1000 grs.j

after liming and ex-

1

posure to the vapour
|

of ammonia . .

Ammonia in 1000 grs.i

soil after exposure'
to ammonia without j"

liming . . . .J

No. 1.-). No. IC. No 17. No. 3. No. 5. No. 7.

0-293 0-1815 0*085 O-1O09 0-1274 0 083

0'1G92 0-1027 0-040-1 0-C502 0-051

2-22C 2-066 3-297 1-0765 3-2G5 1-827

1 -900 2-557 3-286 1-0970 2-615 2-028

No. 15. 'l"op soil ot London clay.

16. Same soil from i^^ to 2 feet from surface.

17. Soil from the same spot 3^ feet from surface.

• 3. Loam of tertiary drilt, 4 i'ect below surface.

5. Gault clay—surface soil.

7. Ditto, 4 feet from surface.

Even in the sample No. 3, a subsoil 4 feet from the surface,

we have a proporticm of ammonia which, calculated on a soil 10

inches deep, would give about 2 cwt. of real ammonia to the

acre, equal to six times its weight of guano. It is some satis-

faction to feel that there is everywhere such provision of this

invaluable alkali.

The second result which is exhibited by these experiments is,

that the action of lime in the presence of water is to set free

from the soil as nearly as possible one half of the ammonia.
This result is so nearly the same in all the cases, that we are

justified in believing it to be due to some special cause, and

probably it arises from the existence of some compound silicates

containing ammonia, of which lime under the circumstances can

replace one half—forming, for instance, a double silicate of

alumina, with half lime and half ammonia—such compounds are

not unusual or new to the chemist.

The idea that lime improves a soil by enabling it to absorb

more ammonia hardly receives confirmation from these experi-

ments
;
indeed, with two exceptions, the Cjuantity of ammonia
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absorbed without liming is either greater than when this agent

has been employed, or so nearly the same as to forbid the notion

that it has had any effect upon them. The exceptions are,

however, those of the surface, cultivated soils.

One circ umstance is certainly worthy of great attention, namely,

tlie very large quantity of ammonia which a soil, whether in its

natural state or after treatment with lime, is able to absorb from

an atmospliere containing it. As a matter of course such results

as those now given can never occur in practice, because centuries

probably would be required for a soil to absorb from the atmos-

pliere containing only traces of ammonia the same cjuantity of

the alkali which it acquires in a few hours from air highly

charged with it. Still, as the measure of a power which is

always in operation, and which is only limited by the extent of

subdivision of the soil, and the fiequency with which the air in

its pores is changed, these numbers are very interesting. They
afford at once an encouragement to abundant tillage of the land,

and an explanation of the fertility which almost invariably

follows it. Take for instance the soil No. 17 or No. 15, and we
find that in eitlier case ammonia to the extent of 3 tons per acre,

equal to 20 tons of guano, would be absorbed before the power
to absorb it ceased.

But a further suggestion is conveyed by the result of these

experiments. Lime is capable of liberating one half of the

ammonia contained in a soil. Is it now possible that for profit-

able agi-icultural use the ammonia of the soil is too tightly

locked up in it ? Can we suppose that the very powers of the

soil to unite with and preserve the elements of manure are,

however excellent a provision of nature, yet in some degree

opposed to the growth of the abnormal crops which it is the

business of the farmer to cultivate ? Tiiere is no absolute reason

why such should not be the case. A provision of nature must
relate to natural circumstances; for instance, compounds of

ammonia may be found in the soil capable of giving out to the

agencies of water ami air quite enough of ammonia for the growth
of ordinary plants and the preservation of their species ; but this

supply may be totally inadequate to the necessities of man. It may
be argued that the earth was made for man, and consequently that

there can be no natural law interfering directly with the welfare

of his kind ; but a population of greater civilisation and greater

requirements also presupposes one of greater powers and appli-

ances. It is the function of man to make use of the laws of

nature to modify the natural conditions. Now it is not impossible

that the laws which preserve the supply of vegi?table nutrition in

the soil are too stringent for the requirements of an unusual and
excessive vegetation, such as the cultivator must promote.
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In the case of ammonia locked up in the soil, lime may be the

remedy at the command of the farmer—his means of rendering

immediately available stores of wealth, which can otherwise only
slowly be brought into use.

In this view lime would well deserve the somewhat vague
name that has been given it, namely, that of a " stimulant," for

its application would be in some sort an application of ammonia,
whilst its excessive application, by driving off ammonia, would
lead to all the disastrous effects which are so justly attributed to it.

I do not wish to push this assumption too far, but if there be
any truth in it, it points out the importance of employing lime
in small quantities at short intervals, rather than in large doses

once in many years.

XXII.— Communication from the President upon the subject of

Foreign Nitrates.

In the admirable paper which appeared in our last volume,

written by Mr. Pusey, on the natural law by which nitrate of

soda or cubic saltpetre acts as a manure, and on its substitution

for gunno, he promised, " that as it had been stated that salt-

petre plains exist to the west of St. Luis Potosi, in Southern

Mexico, with water communication to the Atlantic, and that as

in those remote regions inquiry had been set on foot through the

resident consuls by Lord Clarendon, their answers should be com-
municated to the Society." In accordance with this promise I now
beg leave, without remark, to lay these interesting communica-
tions before its members, merely stating that the papers consist

of a letter from Mr. Hammond to the Secretary, selected from

amongst many others as the most interesting, enclosing letters

from Mr. Cumberlege, Her Majesty's consul at Tampico, and the

analyses of two of the specimens sent from the Foreign Office

by Professor Way.

Foreign Office, September 14, 1854.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Pusey's letter of the 17th of December last, I

am directed by tlie Earl of Clarendon to transmit to you, to be laid before

the President and Council of the Eoyal Agricultural Society, a copy of a

Despatch from Mr. Cumberlege, Her Majesty's Consul at Tampico, enclosing

four specimens of mineral salt, together with a statement describing the

localities from whence they come.
I am, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

E. Hammond.
James Hudson, Esq., Secretary to the Royal

Agricultural Society.
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Tampico, July 24, 1854.

My Lord,—In obedience to your Lordship's original instructions, dated

December 24th, 1853, relating to the existence of nitrates in Mexico, I have
the honour to forward to your Lordship, by the present steamer, one bag,

containing four specimens : for the descriptions of, and localities where this

mineral is found, I beg leave to refer your Lordship to an annexed statement.

From the inquiries I have made, there seems to be ever}' ])robability of the

existence of this mineral in abundance in various parts of the country.

If it should become an object of export, I beg leave humbly to point out to

your Lordship the disadvantages of this port for its sliipment, for, as your
Lordship is aware, Tam]iico is a bar harbour, with seldom more, but fre-

quently less, than 9 feet water.

If vessels of large tonnage could enter this port, and find, when here,

cargoes for Europe, they would probably take a ballasting of nitrate at a

mere nominal freight ; but as the usual size of vessels which come here (and
they are few in number) is not more than 100 tons register, it would never
answer to depend upon these for supplies: nor do I presume that nitrate

could afibrd to pay a freight equal to what the ships visiting this port can
obtain for dye-woods from Lagnna de Terminos. In fact, my Lord, the

inconvenience of bar harbours exists at all the ports in the GuLf of Mexico,
with the exception of Vera Cruz.

I have, &c.

(Signed) Cleland Cdmberlege, H. M. Consul.

The Earl of Clarendon.

Statement of the Descriptions of Mineral Salt sentfrom Tampico,

July 24, 1854.

No. 1. " Salitre Nitrate " manufactured from the earths and deposits which
exist in the vicinity of San Anton de Guascami, an Hacienda contiguous to

the Angostura to the west.

No. 2. Saline deposits found on the banks of the lakes of Vagre, belonging
to the Hacienda of Angostura.

No. 3. Another specimen of mineral salt found in the same locality.

No. 4. Mineral earth from which the " salitre nitrate " is manufactured

:

the deposits exist from the Angostura to San Isidro, extending over several

miles.

Note. The Hacienda of Santa Eosa de la Angostura is between Eio Verdd
and Valle' del Maiz, and near to San Isidro, in ithe State of San Luiz Potosi,

abortt 100 miles from Tampico.

(Signed) Cleland Cumberlege, H. M. Consul.

23, Holies Street, September 25, 1854.

My dear Sir,—I have examined the several samples of crystalline salts,
&c., received from you last week.
The sample No. 1 I find to be nitrate of potash, containing about 5 per

cent, of impurity.

The samples No. 2 and 3 are composed almost entirely of the sulphates of
magnesia and soda.

Sample No. 4 is an aluminous earth, containing 21 per cent, of soluble
salts, consisting of the sulphates of magnesia and soda, with nitrate of potash.
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I send on the other side analyses of Nos. 1 an<l 2. No. 3 resembles No. 2

so much, that I have not thought it necessary to make a detailed analysis of it.

I am, niy dear Sir, yours truly,

J. TuoMAS Way.
James Hudson, Esq.

SamjUe Ko. 1.

Moisture 2-00
Silicious matter 0'12
Sulphate of lime 2'45
Chloride of sodium 0-48
Nitrate of potash 94-95

lCO-00

Samjjie No. 2.

Combined water 22-G9
Chloride of sodium 100
Sulphate of magnesia 37 "71

Sulphate of soda 38-00

100-00

J. Thomas Wat.
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MEMORANDA.

CoCNTKY Meeting at Lincoln, in tlie week commencing July 17, 1854.

General Meeting in London, on Saturday, Dec. 9, 1854, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.

General Meeting in London, on Tuesday, May 22, 1855, at Twelve o'clock.

Country Meeting at Carlisle in 1855.

Monthly Council (for transaction of business), at 12 o'clock on the first Wed-
nesday in every montli, excepting January, September, and October : open
only to Members of Council and Governors of the Society.

Weekly Council (for practical communications), at 12 o'clock on all Wednesdays
in February, March, April, May, June, and July, excepting the first Wednesday
in each of those months, and during adjournment: open to all Members of the

Society.

Adjournments.—The Council adjourn over Easter week, and occasionally over
Passion and Whitsun weeks; from the first Wednesday in August to that in

November; and from the Wednesday in the week of the December General
Meeting to the first Wednesday in February.

Guano analysed for Members at a reduced rate by Professor Way, at 23, Holies
Street, Cavendish Square, London.—(Statement of Members' Privileges of
Chemical Analysis given in Journal, vol. XIII., Appendix, p. xxxiv., and
may be obtained separately on application to the Secretary,)

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.— Members have the privilege of applying to

the Veterinary Committee of the Society ; and of sending auimals to the Koyal
Veterinary College, on the same terms as if they were subscribers to the

College.— ( Statement of Members' Veterinary Privileges given in Journal,

vol. XL, Appendix, pp. viii, ix; vol. XII., Appendix", p. iv ; vol. XIII.,

Appendix, p. xxxiv ; vol. XIV., Appendix, p. v., and may be had separately
on application to the Secretary.)

Local Cheques : requested not to be forwarded for payment in London ; but
London Cheques, or Post-office Orders, to be sent in lieu of them. Members
may conveniently transmit their Subscriptions to the Society, by requesting
their Country Bankers to pay (through their London Agents) the amount at

the Society's Office, (No. 12, Hanover Square, London), between the hours of
ten and four, when official receipts will be given.

*^* Memliers may obtain on application to the .Sft-retary copies of Attstract of tiie Charter and
tlie live- Laws, of a Statement of the General Olijects, &c. of the Society, and of oilier

printed papers connected witii special departments of tlie Society's business.



GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanover Square, Monday, May 22, 1854.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council have to report to the Society, at its present half-

yearly Meeting, that since December last tlie names of 88 mem-

bers liave been removed from its list by resignation or death,

while during the same period 175 new members have been

elected, from the following localities :

—

Middlesex .... . . 19

Gloucestershire . . l(i

Huntingdonshire . . . .

Westmoreland
Nottiiigliamshire . . . 4

o

The Society accordingly now consists of a total amount of 5177

Members, comprising

—

88 Life Governors,

146 Annual Governors,

771 Life Members,

4152 Annual Members, and

20 Honorary Members.



iv Report to the General Meetivg.

The Council have elected Sir John Villicrs Shelley, Bart,,

M.P., to fill the vacancy in the class of Trustees, occasioned by

the lamented decease of the Honourable Robert Henry Clive
;

and they have taken measures for extending to the Principality

of Wales, and to the counties of Lancaster, Warwick, and Mon-

mouth, that representation in the Council to which tliey would

seem to be entitled on account of the large proportion of Members

of the Society residing within their respective districts.

The invested capital of the Society consists of 10,764/. Stock,

in the 3]r per Cents
;
every claim against the Society presented

in a complete form for payment has been discharged ; and the

arrears of subscription have assumed during the last few years a

much more reduced and manageable shape. The subscriptions

remaining unpaid from the 1st of January, 1853, amount to 840/.,

and are now in the course of collection ; while those which remain

unpaid from the 1st of January in the present year, amount to

2994/., and will no doubt in a short time be duly paid up and

available for the current purposes of the Society. The Council

appointed in February last a Special Committee, for the purpose

of conferring with the Finance Committee, on the best means to

be adopted for placing the financial arrangements of the Society

under a more economical system. Tliat Committee having insti-

tuted a searching inquiry into every branch of the Society's

expenditure, has this month made its report to the Council ; who

have the satisfaction to find, that no unnecessary outlay appears

to have been incurred in carrying out, under the orders of the

Council, the various operations of the Society. As a large

amount of sliedding, however, has frequently been provided, at

great expense to the Society, for the express accommodation of

Stock and Implements which have not been sent to the Show

according to their original entry, the Council have adopted the

special recoinmendatiim of the Committee, that all persons who

sliall neglect to pay in due course the stated fines incurred for

such non-exhibition, shall be debarred from exhibiting at the

future Country Meetings of the Society.

At the Lincoln Meeting, to be held in tlie week commencing
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Monday the 17th of July, the Council anticipate a large and im-

portant agricultural assemblage. The entries of Implements and

Machinery are as numerous as in former years ; and their trial

will on that occasion for the first time be open, under certain

regulations, to the public, from the noon of Tlmrsday in the pre-

vious week. The Dinner of the Society will take place in a

pavilion constructed to accommodate 800 persons. The Council

last year appointed a Committee to report suggestions on the

subject of tliat over-fed condition of animals, which in many in-

stances at previous Meetings had been animadverted upon as

being inconsistent with their value as stock intended for breeding

purposes. The arrangements, however, made by that Committee,

have not attained the object in view. The disqualifications pro-

nounced at Gloucester were not eventually confirmed in every

case ; animals apparently over-fed at the time, having subse-

quently been proved to be breeding stock. The Council have

therefore reverted to the Society's original rule of placing on the

Judges of the Show tlie responsibility of awarding the prizes to

those animals which in their opinion are best adapted for the

purposes of breeding. Professor Simonds, the Veterinary In-

spector of the Society, having instituted at its Country Meetings

a complete comparison between the certified ages of the cattle,

sheep, and pigs, exhibited on those occasions, and the develop-

ments of their growth, has recently delivered before the Members

the first part of his lecture on that subject, in which he has

shown within what limits high feeding and other causes will

accelerate the development of the teeth in cattle ; and has thus

furnished us with the ready means of clearing up doubts that

have hitherto frequently arisen at the Country Meetings, in refer-

ence to the exact age of animals competing for the prizes of the

Society. The subject of the feeding of animals continues to

engage the attention of Mr. Lawes, whose recent experiments,

placed on record in the pages of the Journal, supply still further

evidence of the labour and expense attending investigations of

that kind ; and which can only be duly estimated by those who,

like Mr. Lawes, have undertaken them on a large scale for the

public good.



vi Report to the General Meeting.

The District for the Country Meeting of the Society in 1858

has been decided by the Council, on representations made to

them by large and influential deputations from North Wales and

tlie county and city of Chester, to be comprised of the whole of

North Wales and the counties of Chester, Stafford, and Salop.

The Council feel deeply indebted to the Earl of Clarendon,

Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Foreign De-

partment, for the personal interest he has taken in promoting the

objects of the Society, by instituting such inquiries abroad as

might lead to the discovery of supplies of guano, or of the alka-

line and earthy nitrates, in Mexico and other tropical districts:

also to Sir James Graham, who, as First Lord of the Admiralty,

has directed extensive search to be made liy Her Majesty's ships

cruising within the tropics, for those or any other natural deposits

that might prove advantageous as manuring matter. They have

at the same time to acknowledge the continued interest evinced

in their proceedings by Viscount Palmerston, Her Majesty's

Principal Secretary of State for the Home Department, and his

Lordship's kindness in communicating to the Society from time

to time whatever information may appear in any degree con-

ducive to the advancement of agriculture in this country. The

Council liave reason to hope that the public attention which

seventeen months ago was called to the importance of a substi-

tute for guano, by the prize offered by the Society, has not been

entirely unavailing : for such a discovery, although strictly within

the range of physical possibility, was not to be expected at once

to reward the investigation of the chemist or the extended re-

search of the naturalist. The general consideration, however,

wliich this subject has now received, has led to the closer study

of the action of manuring matter, and to a more exact estimate

of the conditions under which such a substitute may most favour-

al)ly ])e produced. Tliese inquiries have confirmed the essential

importance of phosphoric acid and ammonia, and pointed out

sources from which it is hoped that cheaper supplies of the latter

substance may be obtained. One hundred and forty-three appli-

cations have already been received from different parts of the
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United Kingdom and foreign countries, claiming the prize offered

bj the Society. Each of these claimants professes to supply a

manure equal in fertilising properties to Peruvian guano, at a

price not exceeding 5/. per ton, and in quantities sufficient for

all demands. Before, liowever, the Council can proceed to the

consideration of these claims, they require a compliance with all

the conditions under which the prize was offered ; and until the

most undeniable evidence of the true value of any competing

manure has been produced, and subsequently tested, if necessary,

by special trials, the Society may feel assured that the Council

will take no step on this important subject that may tend in any

degree to mislead its Members. Professor Way, the Consulting

Chemist to the Society, has recently delivered before the Mem-
bers a lecture on the Manufacture of Artificial Manures, highly

suggestive of sources whence supplies of manuring matter may

be derived, and of improved modes of its manufacture into arti-

ficial mixtures for special crops. Pie reports from his own expe-

rience that the amount of adulteration in guano and other

manures at the present time is greater than at any former period

during his connexion with the Society, the adulterating material

amounting in many cases to three-fourths of the whole compound

sold to farmers as genuine manure.

The Council, in conclusion, congratulate the Members on the

clear gain of 254 more names on its list at the present time, than

at the same date in last year ; and they are assured that the

Society will not on this occasion review its own prosperity, and

the gradual fulfilment of its practical and scientific objects, with

less satisfaction when informed, that the collateral progress of the

same national cause of agricultural improvement is advancing

witli equal steps in the Sister-Kingdoms of the empire.

By order of the Council,

JAMES HUDSON,
Secretary,
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lEssagS anJj ^^fportS—PRIZES FOR 1855.—All Prizes of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England are open to general com-

petition. Competitors will be expected to consider and discuss the

heads enumerated.

I. FARMING or BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
Fifty Sovereigns will be given for the best Report on the Farming

of Buckinghamshire.

1. Geological divisions.

2. Agricultural divisions of soil.

3. Ordinary course of cropping.

4. Best method of improving heavy clays.

5. Changes, if any, which have taken place since the Itcport of the ReT.

St. John Priest iu 1810.

6. Changes still required.

II. FARMING OF WARWICKSHIRE.
Fifty Sovereigns will be given for the best Report on the Farming

of Warwickshire.

1. Geological divisions.

2. Agricultural divisions of soil.

3. Ordinary course of cropping.

4. Best method of improving heavy clays.

5. Changes, if any, which have taken place since the Eeport of Adam
Murray in 1813.

6. Changes still required.

m. FERTILITY AND BARRENNESS OF SOILS.

Forty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the causes of

Fertility and Barrenness in Soils so far as observation and

science have hitherto enabled them to be ascertained.

1. Mechanical distinctions of soils, as cohesiveness or porousness, coarse-

ness or fineness of granulation, <Src.

2. Chemical distinctions, with general account of the result of analyses

hitherto made.
3. Effect of depth of soil on vegetation.

4. Warmth or coldness of soils.

5. Suitableness of difl'erent soils to different crops.

6. Necessity, or otherwise, for the presence of vegetable matter in soils.

IV. ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on Art

ficial Manures and the principles of their application.

Classes of Manukes.

1. Manures mainly nitrogenous.

2. Manures mainly phosphatic.

3. Manures mainly alkaline.

4. Manures mainly carbonaceous
5. Mixed manures. Some



ix* Prizes for Essays and Reports.

Some points of Inquiry.

1. How far uitrogenous or pliosphatic manures are singly applicable to

particular crops.

2. The advanta;j;es of special forms of nitrogenous or phosphatic manures.
3. Positive evidence, if any, as to tlie advantage of alkaline applications.

4. Positive evidence, if any, as to the advantages of carbonaceous appli-

cations, involving the question whether the place of farmjard dung
can be supplied by nitrogenous, phosphatic, and alkaline manures
exclusively of vegetable matter.

5. Whether nitrogenous manures are absorbed by plants in the form either

of nitric acid or ammonia exclusively, or in both forms indifferently.

6. In what manner the application of such manures is modified by difference

of soil, climates, or seasons.

7. In what cases manures should be drilled with the seed, and in what cases be

broadcast, either at the time of sowing or snbsetpiently, as a top-dressing.

V. MILDEW IN CORN-CROPS.
Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the

Prevention of Mildew in Corn-crops.

VI. FERMENTATION OF DUNG.
Thirty Sovereigns will be given for the best Account of the

Chemical Changes wiiich take place in the Fermentation of

Dung as determined by analysis ; and the loss, if any, which
arises from its being exposed to the atmosphere in different

stages of fermentation, and of tiie state in which the nitrogen-

ous matters exist so far as they still remain in fermented Dung.

VTI. ARTIFICIAL FOOD.
Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Account of

Artificial Food.

1. Different kinds of artificial food.

2. Different stages of growth in the stock fed thereon.

3. Profitable ajiplication, with reference to ])rice of meat, of artificial food,

and in compiirison with the use of artificial manure.

VIII. MOISTURE IN TURNIP-LAND.
Ten Sovereigns will be given for an account of the mode of ma-

nagement which will best retain moisture in dry Turnip-land.

IX. LAMENESS IN SHEEP AND LAMBS.
Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Account of the

Nature and Treatment of Lameness in Sheep and Lambs.

X. ANY OTHER AGRICULTURAL SUBJECT.
Ten Sovereigns « ill be given for the best Report or Essay on any

otiier Agricultural subject.

The Rejjorts or Essays competingfor these Prizes mmt be sent to the Secretary

of the Society, at 12, Hanover Square, London, on or before March 1,

1855. Contritniloi s of Papers are requested to retain Copies of their

Communications, as the Society cannot be responsiblefor their return. The
Mules 01'' ( ^o.m petition w/// be found in the Appendix of the preceding
volume of the Journal, p. xviii.
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•f-
Life Governor's mark.

tALBEBT, His Royal Highness The Prince, K.G.. ..Windsor Castle

fAcland, Sir Tliouias Dyke, M.P.. . .Killerton Park, Collumptou, Uevoushire

tAlcock, Thomas, M.P. . . . Kingswood \Var;'en, Epsora, Surrey

fAldain, William, jun.. • .Frickley Hall, Doncaster, Yorkshire

Amherst, Earl. . .Knole, Seven Oaks, Kent

tAngerstein, John. ..Woodlands, Elackheath, Kent

Antrobus, Sir Edmund, Bart... .Amesbury Abbey. Salisbury, Wiltshire
*

Arcedeckne, Andrew. . .1, Grosvenor Square, London

•j-Arkwright, John. .. Hampton Court, Leominster, Herefordshire

Arkwright, Robert. ..Sutton Hall, Chesterfield, Derbyshire

•fAshburton, Lord... The Grange, Alresford, Hampshire

Austen, Colonel Thomas. . .Kippington, Seven Oaks, Kent

fAylesford, Earl of . . . Pakingtou Hall, Coventry, Warwickshire

•fBailward, John. . .Horsington, Blandford, Dorsetshire

tBaker, Richard Westbrook ... Cottesmore, Oakham, Rutlandshire

+Barclay, Charles. . .Bury Hill, Dorking, Surrey

•fBarclay, David. . .Eastwick Park, Leatherhead, Surrey
* tBarker, John Raymond.. .Fairford Park, Fairford, Gloucestershire

Barker, Thomas Raymond. . .Hanibleden, Heuley-on-ThaniPS, Oxon
Barrow, W^illiam Hodgson, M.P. . ..Southwell, Nottinghamshire

Bath, Marquis of. ..Longleat, Warminster, Wiltshire

+Beach, William. . .Oakley Hall, Basingstoke, Hampshire

Bedford, Duke of, K.G.. . . Woburn Abbey, Bedfordshire

i-Berners, Lord. . .Key thorpe Hall, Tugby, Leicestershire

Betts, Edward Ludd ... Preston Hall, Maidstone

Blount, William. . .Orchhill, Gerrard's Cross, iiucks

Bosanquet, George John . . .Broxbournehury, Hoddesdon, Herts

fBowes, John . . .Streatlara Castle, Staindrop, Durham
Bramstoii, Thomas William, M.P... .Skreens, Chelmsford, Essex
Brandreth, Humphrey.. .Houghton House, Dunstable, Beds
Braybrooke, Lord. . . Audley End, Saffron Walden, Essex

Bridges, Sir Brook William, Bart Godnestone Park, Wingham, Keut
Bridport, Loid. . .Cricket Lodge, Chard, Somersetshire

Briscoe, John Ivatt.. .Fox Hills, Chertsey, Surrey

+Brown, James.. .Rossington, Uawtry
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Buccleuch, Duke of, K.G Whitehall Gardens, London
fBuller, Edward.. .Dilhorne Castle, Cheadle, Staffordshire

fBunbury, Sir Henry E., Bart Barton Hall, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk

Burlington, Earl of. . .Holker Hall, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland
Buxton, Sir Eobert Jacob, Bart Shadwell Court, Thetford

Cabbell, Benjamin Bond, M.P 1, Brick Court, Temple

Camoys, Lord. . .Stonor Park, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon
Campden, Viscount.. .Exton Park, Stamford, Lincolnshire

Gator, Rev. Thomas. . .Skelbrook Park, Pontefract, Yorkshire

tCavendish, Hon. Charles Compton, M.P.. . .Latimers, Chesham, Buckinghamshire

Cajiey, Sir George, Bart.. . .High Hall, Brompton, Pickering, Yorkshire

Challoner, Col. Chaloner B.. ..Portnall Park, Virginia Water, Chertsey, Surrey

Chichester, Earl of Stanmer Park, Lewes, Sussex

tChilders, Jolm Walbanke. . .Cantley Hall, Doiicaster

tCholmeley, Sir Montague J., Bart.. . .Easton Hall, Colstersworth, Line.

tChristopher, Right Hon. Robt. Adam, M.P BloxholmeHall, Sleaford, Lincoln.

Conimerell, William Augustus. . Strood Park, Horsham
iCopeland, Alderman. . . . The Poplars, Leyton, Essex

Cotes, .John. . . Woodcote, Newport, Shropshire

fCottenham, Earl of. . .Tandridge Court, Tandridge, Surrey

fCraven, Earl .. .Combe Abbey, Coventry, Warwickshire

Crawley, Samuel. . .Stockwood House, Luton

Creyke, Ralph. . .Rawcliffe Hall, Selby, Yorkshire

Crompton, John Bell. . .DufEeld Hall, near Derby
Crosskill, William. . .Beverley, Yorkshire

Curteis, Major Edward Barrett.. ..Leesam House, Rye

Darnley, Earl of. . .Cobham Hall, Gravesend, Kent

De La Warr, Earl. . .Buckhurst Park, East Grinstead, Sussex

Denison, John Evelyn, M P.. . .Ossington, near Newark, Nottinghamshire

f-Derby, Earl of. . .Knowsley Hall, Prescot, Lancashire

Dering, Sir Edw. Cholmeley, Bart., M.P. . . .Surrenden-Dering, Charing, Kent

Devonshire, Duke of, K.G. . . .Chatsworth, near Bakewell, Derbyshire

Dickinson, Francis Henry. . .King's Weston, near Somerton, Somersetshire

Downshire, Marquis of. ..East Hampstead Park, Oakingham, Berks

Drummond, Charles. . .Newsells, Royston, Herts

Drumniond, Henry, M.P... .Albury Park, Guildford, Surrey
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Smith, Rev. John Tetley. . .Uepton, near Derby

Smitli, John T. . . .Thornhy Granite, Northampton

Smith, John T Goswick, near Berwick-on-Tweed

Smith, Joseph. . .The Oaks, near Carshalton

Smith, Parker. . .Caythorpe, Grantham

Smith, Richard. . .Sedlescombe, Battle

Smith, R. B.. . .Huxley F;u-m, Edmonton, Middlese.x

Smith, Robert. . .Heath Farm, St. Albans, Herts

Smith, R.. . .Emmett'sGrange, South Mohon, Devon

Smith, Rt. Hon. R. V., M.P. . . .Thrapstone

Smith, S Brookthorp, Gloucester

Smith, Rev. S.. . .Lois Weedon Vicarage, Towcester

Smith, Rev.S. C. . . Denver Rectory, DQwnham,Norf.
Smith, T., jun.. . .Chillinjjham, Newtown, Wooler

Smith, Thomas. . .Blore Hall, Ashbourne, Derbyshire

Smith, Thomas. . . Madeley, ShilTnall, Salop

Smith, Thos ai, Hyde Park Square

Smith, T.. . .Sliaresliill, Wolverhampton, Stalfordshire

Smith, T. Deacon. . .Cashie Bridj^e, Watford, Herts

Smith, T. H.. . .Forberry Grove, near New bury,Berks

Smith, Timothy. . .Wood Head House, Barnsley

f-.Smith, Sir W., Bt.. . .Eardiston House, nr. Worcester

Smith, William. . .Hemel Hempstead, Herts

Smith, William. , .West Rasen, Spital, Lincolnshire

Smith, W.. . .Barton .Mere, Bury St. Edmund's, Suit.

j-Smith, William. . .Bibury, near Fairford

Smith, W. . . .Easthorpe, Bjltesford, near Nottingham

Smith, W. . . .Burton, Belford, Northumberland

-J-Smith, William. . .Winchcomb, Gloucestershire

Smith, William. . .Littlehales, Shifi'nal, Shropshire

Smith, W. C . .Shortgrove, Newport, Essex

Smithers, Sidney. . .Buxton, Derbyshire

Smyth, Rev.C . .Little Hougliton, nr. Northampton
Smyth, Frederick. . .Tenby, Pembrokeshire

Smyth, James. . .Peasenhall, Yoxford, Suffolk

fSmyth, J. G.. . .Heatli Hall, Waketield, Yorkshire

Smyth, W.. . .Little Houghton, near Northampton
Smyth, Rev. W.. . .S. Elkinstone, Louth, Lincolush.

fSmythies, Carleton. . .Roman Hi:l, Colchester

+Smythies, G Marlow, Lintwardine, Salop

Snell, Benjamin. . .Wayton, Devonport

J-Snell, J. F.. . .Wentford House, near Clare, Suffolk

fSnoulten, Osborne. . . Woodville Hall, near Dover

.Snow, Thomas. . .Franklyn, Exeter

Snowball, Joseph. . .Netherwitton, near Morpeth

Snowdon, Thomas. . . Middlesboro on-Tees, Durham
Soames, Daniel W. . . .Pinner, Watford

Solly, S. K.. . .Serge Hill, St. Alban's, Herts

Somerset, J., M.D. . . Manor House, Milton, Pewsey

tSomerviUe, J. C Hinder Ho., Wells, Somersetsh.

Sonby, W....Kirby Moorside, Yorkshire

Soulby, J. Cooke. . .New Bolingbroke, Lincolnshire

Soulsby, C. P Bryn-y-Pys Office, near Wrexham
Southam, Henry. . . Yarwell, near Wansford

tSouthampton, I.d Whittlebury Lodge, Towcester

Southern, George W.. . .Kibblesworth, Gateshead

Sowdon, Thomas. . .Woolhope, near Hereford

Sowerby, Francis. . . Ayle.sby, Great Grimsby

Sowerby, John . . .Shipcote House, Gateshead

Spanton, R., jun Little Thorns Farm, SwafTIiam
\

Sparke, Alfred. . .Thorn Lane Foundry, Norwich

Sparkman, John . . . Little Marcle, Ledbury

fSparks, William. . .Crewkerne, Somersetshire

Sparrow, John W Penn Hall, Wolverhampton

Spearinj;, J. B Moulsford, near Wallingford, Berks

Spearman, H. J., M.P Newton Hall, Durham
Speke, William. . .Jordans, Uminster, Somerset

Spelman, William. . .Norwich

.Spencer, Francis. . .Claybrooke, Lutterworth, Leic.

.Spencer, John. . .Bishop's Lodge, Wrotham, Kent

Spencer, J. S.. . .Hinckley

Spencer, Samuel. . .Snarestone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch

Spenser, Edward ..Leominster

Sperling, H. G. W.. . .Grovehurst, Tunbridge

Spicer, J. William. . .Esher Place, Esher, Surrey

Spinks, Abraham. . .West Bilney, Lynn
Spittal, A Pres. .\gr. Society, Douglas, L of Man
Spooner, Prof. C. . . .Roy. Veter. Colli ge, St. Pancras

Spooner, Lucius H.. . .Munlochry, near Inverness

Spooner, Richard, M.P Brickfields, Worcester

Spooner, Thomas. . .Abbot's Bromley, Rugeley

Spooner, W illiam C. . .Botley, Southampton

Spoor, Richard. . .Whitburn, near Sunderland

Spragge, Francis Hoare. . .Octon House, Torquay

Spurr, Jeremiali. . . Wigthorpe, near Worksop, Notts

Squance, B. P Glanbrydan, Llandilo,C;irmarlheii

Squier, Samuel W Langilon Hills, Romford

Squire, W. T.. . .Barton Place, Mildenhall, Suffolk

Stable, Robert Scott. . .Am port, St. Mary, Andover

Stables, Walter. . .Crossland Hall, Hudderslield

fStables, W. A Cawdor Castle, Nairnshire, N. B.

Stacy, Wm Barton Farm, .\bingdon, Berkshire

Staffurth, Samuel. . .Ramsey, Hunts

Stainsby, Mark J.. . .3", Lady Pitt Lane, Leeds

Stainton, John. , .Dalby, Spilsby, Lincolnshire

Stalard, Joseph. . .Redmarley, near Ledbury

StamfordWarrington, Earl of. . .Stourbridge

Stammers, J. li 3, Mawby Place, South Lambeth
Stanbridge, T Kiddington, Enstone, Oxon

Stanbrough, Charles Henry. . .Isleworth, Middlesex

fStandish, W.S Duxbury Park, Chorley, Lancas.

Stane, John Bramston. . .Forest Hall, Ongar, Essex

fStanhope, J. B Ileresby Abbey, Ilorncastle, Line.

Stanier, Chas.. . .llppington, Wellington, Shropshire.

Stanier, Edw. . . .Wroxeter, Shrewsbury, Shropshire

Stanier, J.. . . Leaton, near Wellington, Shropshire
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Staniforth, Rev. Thos. . . .Bolton Rectory, Clitheroe

Stanley, Charles. . .Denliall, Neston, Cheshire

Stanley, Echvard. . .14, Grosvenor Square

fStanley, Lord. . .Knowsley, Prescot

Stanley, W. 11. S., jun 21, Curion St., May Fair

Stanley, William Proctor. , .Pett'rborough

Staples-Browne, R. T. . . . Launton, Bicester, Oxon
Stark, William. . . Norwich

Stathani, Rev. R. J.. . .Tarporley, Cliesliire

Stalter, Thomas. . .Knowsley Hall, Bnry, Lancashire

Stedman, R.... Great Bookham, near Leatherhead

Stcdman, William. . .Bedstone Hall, Ludlow
Steed, John. . .Baldock

Steedman, E. H High Ercal, Wellington, Salop

Stenning, W Halsford, East Grinstead, Sussex

Stent, Bridger. . .Fittleworth, Petworlh, Sussex

Stephens, Charles. . .Reading

Stephens, E Berton, St. Ishmael's, nr. Carmarthen

.Stephens, E.. . .Trewornan, Wadebridge, Cornwall

Stephens, Rev. Ferd. T St. Maw gan, Cornwall

Stephens, IL L.. . .Tregenna Castle, Hayne, Cornwall

Stephens, John. . .Wilton, Taunton
Stephens, John. . .The Abbynes, near Bridgenorth

Stephens, J 23, Eastbourne Terrace, Hyde Park

Stephens, S. J a, Charlotte Street, Portland Place

Stephens, Wm. Vernon. .. 1(>6, Fleet Street

Stephenson, M Fourstones, Hexham, Northiimb.

Sterriker, John. . .Driflield

fStevens, Alfred. .. Ton;;ham Manor, Farnham
Stevens, Henry Isaac. . .Derby

fStevens, John. . .Holywell Sireet, Oxford

Stevens, J. C. Moore. . .Winscott, near Torrington

Stevens, John Templeman . . .Seaborough, Crewkerne
fStevens, Rev. T Bradfield Rectory, Reading
Stevenson, J. .\ MadeleyFarm, Newcastle, Siaffs.

Steward, A. B Chapel House, near Whitehaven
Steward, Charles. . .Thurlaston Lodge, Ipswich

fSteward.Chas Blumleston, Lowestoft, Suffolk

Stewart, A . . .Ivy Bank, .\shton, Greenock

Stewart, Sir W. Drummond. . .Murtlily, Perth

Stickney, William. . .Ridgemont, near Hull
Stiles, Thos.. .. Pinchbecke, Spalding, Lincolnshire

Stilwell, James. . . Killinghurst, Haslemere, Surrey

Stock, S lilaekley Hurst, St. Helen's, Lancashire

Stocker, J. P.. . .93. Oxford Terrace

Stockley, J Ivetsey Farm, Weston, Sliiffnal, Salop
Stokes, Chas Kingston, Kegworth, near Derby
Stokes, Thomas. . . New Parks, Leicester

Siokes, Thos Chivers Hall, Ongar
Stone, N. Chamberlain. . .Rowley Fields, Leicester

Stone, T. P Barrow
, Lougliborough, Leicestersh.

Stone, W. F. Lowndes. . .Brightwell, Tetsworth
Stonehewer, W. S., jun Brighton

Stopford, W. B Drayton House, near Thrapstone
Slorer, C, M.U Lowdham Grange, Nottingham
.Storey, R.. . .Beamly, near Alnw ick, Northumberland
Story, J. B Lockington Hall, Derby
Stothert, Henry. . .Bath

Stott, Robert. . .Tanfield, Chester le Street

Stow, William. . .Farnborough Hall, Kent
Stowell, Col. A Kilbrittain, Handon, Cork
Stowell, W. Stow. . .Faverdale House, Darlington
fStowey, Augustus. . . Kenbury House, Exeter

fStraccy, H.J TheGrangc,Sprowston, nr. Norwich

Stracey, John. . .Sprowston Lodge, Norwich
Strachan, J. M.. . .Teddington Grove, Middlesex

fStrahan, William. . . Ashur.st, Dorking

Strafford, Henry. . . 13, Euston Square

Strangivays, H. B Shapwick, Glastonbury, Somer.

fStratton, J. L Turveston House, Brackley

Stratton, Richard. . .Broad Hinton, S« indon

Stratton, William. . .llpavon, Pewsey, Wiltshire

Straw, Fred.. . .Stones Place, Skellingthorpe, Line.

Straw, Thomas. , . Greetwell, Lincolnshire

Streeter, William. . ..Sanderstead, Croydon, Surrey

Strelly, Richard Clayton. , .Oakerthorp, Alfreton

Stretton, A.. . .Bunny Grange, near Nottingham

Strick, Thomas. . .Swansea

fStrickland, Clias. William. . .Boynton, Bridlington

.Strickland, W. . . .CokethorpePark, Witney, Oxon
Strode, G.. . .Newnham Park, Plympion, Devon

fStrode, James C. . . .Ilollington, Hastings, Sussex

Stronge, Thomas. . .Cirencester, Gloucestershire

Stroud, William. . .Swansea

Strutt, John. . .Bridge Hill, Belper, Derbyshire

Stuart, Henry, M.P.. .. Kempston, near Bedford

fStuart, William, jun.. , .Kempston, Bedford

Stubbs, Chas Preston Hill, Penkridge, Staffordsh.

Stubbs, Walter. . .Beckbury, Shiffnal, Salop

Stuckey, H.. . .Drayton Curry, Revell, Taimton

Stunt, Frederick. . .Higliam, near Rochester

Stunt, John. . .Gillingham, near ('hatham, Kent
Sturgeon, T. B South Ockenden Hall, Romford

fSturt, H. (;., M.P.. . .46, New Bond Street

Suffolk, Earl of. . .Charlton, Malmesbury, Wilts

Summers, G.. . .Winterboriie Houghton, Blandford

Sumner, Rev. C. V. H.. . .Victoria Terrace, Deal

Surtees, Robert L Redworth House, Darlington

Sutton, iMaitin Hope. . .Portland Place, Reading

Swatlield, B. . . .Pilsbury, Ashbourne

SwalVield, Samuel. . .Amplhill Park, Bedfordshire

Swain, AlfredC . .Radclive, Buckingham
Swan, W. R Walls' End, Newcastle upon-Tyne
Swann, George. . .York

fSwete, J. B. . . .Oxton House, Exeter, Devonshire

Swinburne, Joseph. . .Knutsford, Cheshire

Swinburne, H. W.. . .Cleadon Cottage, nr. S. Shields

Sydney, Viscount. . .3, Cleveland Square

Syer, Rev. Thomas. . . Little Wratting, Clare, Stiflolk

Sykes, Edmund. . .Mansfield Woodliouse, Notts

fSykes, Sir Tatton, Bart. . . .Sledmere, Maltoii

Symonds, T. P Pengethy, ne.ir Ross, Herefordsh.

Symonds, W.. . .Milborne St. Andrew, nr. Blandford

Symons, Thomas. . .Coryton, Launceston, Cornwall

Symous, Thomas George. . .Mynde Park, Hereford

fSynge, F. H Weston-super-Mare, Somersetshire

Tablcy, Lord de. . .Tabley Ho., Knutsford, Cheshire

Tabrum, Litchfield. . .Boishall, near Ongar, Essex

Talbot, Earl. . .Ingesfre, near Stafford

Talliot, C. R. M., M.P Margam, (ilamorganshire

Talbot, I Temple Guiting, Cheltenham
Talbot, Richard. . .Lincoln

Talbot, W. H.. . .Scarisbrooke Hall, Ormskirk
Talbot, Hon. W. P. . . . Iloneybone Grounds, Evesham
Talbot, Wm Lane House, Burton, Westmoreland
Tanner, J Kingsnympton, Southmolton, Devon
tTanncr, William . . . Patcham, near Brighton
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Tanner, \V., . .Netliercott, Rose Ash, Soutlimolton

Tiisker, W Waterloo Iron Works, Andover, Hants

Tattersall, V, 1, Tattersall's Yard, Grosvenor Place

Tattersall, John. . .58, Kbury Street, I'imlico

Tatton, T. W Wythenshawe Hall, Manchester

Taunton, W. E Freeland Lodge, linsliam, Oxon

Tawney, A. 11.. . .Banbury

Taylor, Sir C, Bt Holly Combe Lodije, Liphook

tTaylor, C.;H. . . .Bamburgh Friars, Belford

Taylor, Frederick. . .Worcester Park, E«e!l

Ta\lor, F. M. S.. . .Castle Taylor, Ardrahan, Galway

fTaylon, George Edward. . .Oatlauds, Leeds

Taylor, G Dudley, Stalfordsliire

Taylor, George. . .Brecon

Taylor, Henry .. .Bampton, Oxon
Taylor, Hugh. . .Cramlington, Newcastle upon-Tyne

Taylor, Isaac. . .Castle House, Flint, N. W.
f i'aylor, J Burnl'oot House. Wip^ton, Cumberland
Taylor, J Moreton Hall, Whalley, Blackburn

Taylor, John Parker. . .Treeton, Rotherham
fTaylor, Joseph. . .Bishop's Stortford, Herts

fTaylor, R.. .6, Queen St. PI., Upper Thames Street

t I'aylor, S Eccleston Hall, Prescol, Lancashire

Taylor, T Burleigh Villa, Wellington, Salop

Taylor, T. Lombe. . .Starston, Harleston, Norfolk

Taylor, W.. . .Slionle Court, Stoke Edith, Hereford

Tayton, William. . .Syderstone, Fakenliam

Telfer, . . .Cunning Park Farm, Ayr, N. B.

Tempest, Sir C. . . . liroughton Hall Skipton,Yorkshire
Tempest, Henry. . .Nenland Park, Wakefield

Templemore, Lord. . .Dunnoby Pk.,Wexford,Ireland
Tench, John. . .Ludlow, Salop

Tench, Richard. . .Ludlow, Salop

Tennant, J.R....Ivildwick Hall.Skipton, Yorkshire
Terry, Edward. . .Aylesbury

Terry, Francis. . . Birchdonn Farm, Bampton, Devon
Thackeray, Capt.. .Junior United Service Club
Thackwell, J.C Wilton Place, near Ledbury
fThew, Edward. . .Lesbury House, Alnwick
Thexton, John Yeates. . .Ashton House, Milnthorpe

Thomas, David . . . Brecon

Thomas, E. D Wellield House, Builth, near Brecon
•{•Thomas, Evan. . .Ffynonau, Brecon
Thomas, F. H.. . .Hereford

Thomas, George. . .18, Redclilf Street, Bristol

Thomas, llted. . .Hill House, Swansea, Glamorgansh.
Thomas, John. . .Cholstrey, Leominster
Thomas, John, jun Y'nissiwnd, near Neath
Thomas, Le M BiUingbear Park, Wokingham
Thomas, Morgan. . .Gate House, Hurst Green
Tliomas. R. Goring. . . Lllynewydd, near Carmarthen
Thomas, T. Edward. . .Glanmor, Swansea, S. W.
Thomas, Rev. W. J Newcastle Court, Kington
Thompson, Alexander. . .Kirknewton, Wooler
Thompson, Andrew. . .Keele,Newcastle-under-Lyme
Thompson, Fred Sherifl' Hiitton Park, York
Thompson, George.. ..'iO, Parliament Street

Thompson, G. A Kirkhouse, Brampton, Cumber.
Thompson, Henry. . .Lewes

fThompson, H. Stephen. . .Kirby Hall, Y'ork

Thompson, John. . . Paston, near Coldstream
Thompson, John. . .Badminton, Chippenham
Thompson, John. . .Wolvers Farm, Reigate, Surrey

Thompson, John S Clements, Ilford, Essex

Thompson, Leonard. . .bherilT Ilutton Park, York

'I'hompson, Robert... 5, Whitehall

Thompson, W 12, Dunsford Place, Bathwick, Bath

Thompson, William. . .Bishop Auckland, Durham
Thompson, W. C. F. . . . Petterell Green,Carlisle,Cum.

Thomson, Guy. . .Old Bank, Oxford

Thomson, Henry. . .Primrose, Clitlieroe, Lancashire

Thornhill, George. . .Haretield, Cheam, Surrey

fThornhill, T.. . .Riddlesworth Hall, Thetford, Norf.

tThornhill, W. P., M.P.. . .Stant(m Hall, Bakewell

Thornton, C. George. . . Marden Hill, near Hertford

Thornton, H.. . .Turvey, Newport Pagnell, Bucks

frhorold, Ricliard. . .Weelsby Hall, ne.ir Grimsby

fThorp, .Arch. T Kemerton Rectory, Tewkesbury

tThorp, Thomas. . .Alnwick, Northumberland

Thorpe, J. C Olley, Walesby, Market Rasen

Thorpe, John. . .Pitt, near Hastings

fThorpe, John. . .Shenton, Hinckley

Thoume, James. . .Guernsey

Thoyts, M. G Sulhampstead House, near Reading

Threlfall, Lazarus. . .Lancaster

Thresher, F. Richard. . .Bentley, Farnham, Surrey

fThro kmorton,Sir R. G Buckland, nr. Faringdon

Thruston,Capt.C.T.,R. N. . . .Talgarth,Macliynlleth

•i-Thurlow, T. Lyon. . .Baynards Park, (iuildford

Thurlow, Rev. llios Baynards Park, Guildford

Thitrnhall, Henry. . .Royston, Herts

Thursby, Rev. F.. . .Abingdon Rectory, Northampton

Thursfield, Wm Barrow, near Bioseley, Salop

Thynne, F. George. . .Fleaford Lodge, Guildford

Tichborne, Sir J. F. f) Tichborne Park, Alresford

Tidmarsh, Charles , .Kemerton, Tewkesbury

TifTen, Joseph. . .North Skirlaugh, Hull

tTighe, Rt. Hon. W. F. . . .Inistioge, Ireland

Tilden, John. . .Ifield Court, Gravesend, Kent
fTillard, Philip. . .Great Stukeley Hall, Huntingdon

Tilley, W. Joshua. . .The Franchise, Burwash, Sussex

Tilly, Tobias H.. . .Tremough, Falmouth, Cornwall

Timings, Richard. . .Wacton Court, near Bromyard

Timm, Dr.C . .Scrooby House, Bawtry

Timm, Joseph. . .Champion Hill, Camberwell

Timm, William. . .Everton, Bawtry

Timmis, Richard. . .W'olverhampton

Timms, William. . .Cadley Hill, Burton on-Trent

Timson, Rev. E Tachbury, near Southampton

Tindale, W. . . . Wheatley, Doncaster

Tinkler, R. . . . Bolton, Westmoreland

Tinling, Capt. C 4, Y'ork Place, Worthing, Sussex

Tinne, J. A. . . .Briarley, near Aigburth, Liverpool

Todd, F. S.. . .Picton House. Newcastle-upon-Tyne

j-Todd, John . . .Mireside, Wigton, Cuml)erland

Todd, W. R Picton House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Tolcher, Edward. . .Ridgeway, Plympton, Devon

fToUemache, H. B Junior United Service Club

ToUemache, J., M.P Tilston Lodge, Tarporley

Toller, Samuel. . .Gedgrave, Orford. Suffolk

Toilet, Geo Betley Hall, near Newcastle, StafTs.

Tombs, John. . .Hanghill, near Cirencester, Glouc.

Tomkins, W. S Broughton. near Stockbridge

Tomkinson. William. . .Newcastle, Staffs.

Tomline, Col. G., M.P 1, Carlton House Terrace

Tomlinsou, Capt. F. . . Leamington, Warwickshire

Tomlinson, Wm.. . .Biggins House, Kirby Ixinsdale.

Tompsett, J....Hextall Court, East Peckham, Kent
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Tompson, H. Kett. . .'\Vitcliinr;ham Hall, Norwich

Tompson, R. James. . .Round Coppice, Iver, Bucks

Tomsoii, .lames. . .Barnt Green, Bromsi»rove

Tonjie, Charles. . .Branston, near Lincoln

Tonge, John, jun.. . . Edenbriilge, Kent

Teniae, W., sen.. . . Morante Court Farm, Sevenoaks

Tonf;ue, Edward. . .Aldridye, Walsall, Staffs

Tooke, William, . . 12, Russell Square

Topham, Abraham . . .High Mowtliorpe, Malton

Tnpham, R. . . .Mosvthorpe, Malton, Yorkshire

Toplis, James. . .Boxted Farm. Colcliesfer

Tordille, Tliomas.. .Borough House, Ilfraeombe

j-Torr, W. . . . Aylesby, Great Grimsliy, Lincolnshire

Tottenham, Rev, R. L.. . .Vicardale, Carrickmacross

Toulson, John P. T Skipwith Hall, Selby, Yorks.

Tovey, Hob , jun. , , . Fairford

Tower, Christ. T.. . .Weald Hall, Brentwood, Essex

Towgood, Edward. . .St. Neot's, Hunts

Townley, Rev. G. . . .Beaupre Hall, Wisbeach

fTownsend, T. . . .Hillmorton, Rugby, Warwickshire

Townsend,W. H.. .Strontian House, Gotham, Bristol

Townshend, Charles. . .Pulford, Chester

Tow nshend, G. . . .Sapcote, Hinckley, Leicestershire

Traiierne, Rev. J. M.. . . Coedrigtan, near Cardift"

Trebeck. Tiiomas. . .Southwell, Notts

Treby, H. H Goodamoor, Plympton, Devon

Treby, P. Ourry. . .Goodamoor, Plympton, Devon

Tredwell, John. . . Leigham Court, Brixton Hill

Tredwell, Solomon. . .Highlield House, Leek

Tredwell, T....St. John's Lodge, Upper Norwood
Tremenheere, Seymour. . . lOj, Pall Mall

Trench, H.. , .Caiigort Park, Shinrone, Ireland

Trench, R.. . .Freehil!, Southampton, Hampshire

Tresawna, Sampson. . .Probus, near Truro, Cornwall

Tress, William. . . 19, Finsbnry Square

Trethewy, Henry. . .Gram pound, Cornwall

Trethewy, Henry, jun.. . .Silsoe, Beds

Trevelyan, Sir W. C, Bart Nettlecombe, Taunton

Trimmer. Charles. . .Alton, Hants

Trimmer, Joshua. . .Wilmington, Dartford

Trinder, Edward. . .Cirencester

'I'ripp, AithurS Esgair Evan, Montgomershire

Trollope, Sir J., Bart., M.P. . . .Casewick, Stamford

TroUope, Capt. W. H.. . .Landford House, Salisbury

Trood, Edward. . . Matford House, Exminster, Devon

Trotter, Robert. . .Twylbrd, East Grinstead, Sussex

Trotter, Thomas. . .Bywell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Trower, Capt. E. S Watton House, Ware, Herts

•f-Trovte, A. H. D. . , .Huntsliam Court, Bampton

TrnmpiT, Edward. . .Nuneham Park, near OxI'ord

-|-Tryon, T.. . .Bulwick, WansCord, Northamptonshire

Tuck, Rev. G. R.. . . Rectory,Wallington, nr. Baldock

Tuck, Henry. . .Avon, Ringwood. Hampshire

Tuck, John H.. . .Blufield, near Norwich, Norfolk

Tuck, J. J.. . . 15, Marlborough PI., St. John's Wood
Tuck, T. G.. . .Strumpshaw, Norwich

j-Tucker, Henry. . .(.'oleraine House, Stamford Hill

'I'ucker, John. . . Morehard Bishop, Crediton, Devon

fTucker, John. . .Abbey Print Works, West Ham
Tuckett, A Warmley, near Bristol

Tuckwell, Humphrey. . .Signet, near Burford, Oxon

fTudor, (ieo. S Park Ho., Lapley. Henkridge

fTudway, R. C, M.P Wells, Somerset

fTull, Edward. . .Peaseraore, Newbury, Berks

fTull, Henry. . .Crookham, Newbury
fTull, Richard. . .Crookham, Newbury, Berks

Tunnicliffe, Fred, Warner. . .Biana, Eccleshall, Staffs.

fTurnbull, John George. . .2, Sussex Sq.,Bayswater

fTurnbuU, Rev. T. S.. . . Blofield, Norfolk

Turner, C. J.. . .Staplegrove, Taunton

Turner, Kllis. . .Caston Hall, Attleborough, Norfolk

Turner, George. . .Fletching, Uckfield, Sussex

Turner, George. . .Barton, near Exeter, Devon
Turner, Lieut.-Col. F. Henry. . .Goiiray, Jersey

Turner, J. S. . . .Clinton Farm, Seaford, near Lewes
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Wollen, Joseph. . .Wedmore, near Wells, Somerset

Wolton, Sam'.iel . . . Kes(,'rove, Ipswich

fWood, Rt. Hon. Sir C, Bart., M.P.. . .Doncaster

Wood, Kdward ... Hanger Hill, Middlesex

Wood, luiward A Osmington, near Weymouth
fWood, George. . .Howrigg, Carlisle

Wood, G. . . . Denver, near Downham Market, Norfolk

M'ood, George. . .Rochford, l-^ssex

Wood, George James. . . Admiston Hall, Dorchester

Wood, Henry. . .Ovingdeaii House, Brighton

Wood, Henry. . . Woolgarston, near Penkridge, StafTs.

Wood, James. . .Ockley, Hiirstperpoint, Sussex

Wood, Rev. J Swanwick Hall, Alfreton, Derbysh.

W'ood, John. . .Croham Farm, Croydon, Surrey

Wood, John. . .Melton, near Woodbridge, Sufi'olk

+Wood, John. .. Excise Office, London
Wood, John. . .(Coroner) York

fWood, John. . .Thedden Grange, Alton

Wood, John. . .Stanwick Park, Aldboro', Darlington

Wood, Sir J. P., Bt Glazenwood House, Hraintree

Wood, Miles Astman. . .Ledbury

Wood, N.. . .Killingsworth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Wood, Rev. R.. . .Woodhall Park, Leyburn, Bedale

Wood, Richard. . . 18, Temple Row, Birmingham

Wood, Tliomas. . .Grendon, Atherstone, Warwicksh.

fWood, We.stern. . .North Cray Place, Kent
Wood, W The Highwood, near Uttoxeter, Staffs.

Wood, W. Bryan. . .Bainbridge, Ciiippenham

Woodcock, H. C. . .Rearsby House, Leicester

Woodcock, John G. . . . Briston, Dereham
M'oodd, B. Thomas. . .Tborpe Green, Boroughbridge

Woodham, Rev. T. F. . , .Farley, near Romsey, Hants

fWoodham, W.Nash. . .Shepreth, Melbourne, Camb.
Woodhams, W. U. . . .The Hammonds, Rye, Sussex

Woodhouse, .lobn. . .Over Scale, Asliby-de-la-Zouch

W'oodley, Mathew. . .Benfield Hury, Stanstead, I-'ssex

Woodman, Henry . . .Stitchcombe, Marlborough,Wilts

Woodman, Richard, jun.. . .Glynde, Lewes, Sussex

Woods, Rev. G. IL. . .Sliopwycke House, Chichester

Woods, Henry. . .Merton, Thetford

-f-Woods, W. L,. . .Chilgrove, near Chichester, Sussex

Woodward, Edmund. . .Cliorley, Lancasliire

Woodward, F. . . . Bricklehampton House, Pershore

Woodward, J. . . .Birlingham, Pershore, Worcestersh.

Woodward, Robert. . . Liverpool

Woodward, Robert. . .Rise Hall, Akenham, Ipswich

Woodward, Wm.. . .Bredons Norton, Tewkesbury

fWood\eare, Rev. J. F. W Crookhill, Doncaster

VVoohlridge, H.. . .Meon Stoke, Bisliop's Waltham

Wooldridge, J. W.. . .Webb's Land, Wickham, Hants

Wooldridge, R.. . .Tichfield Park, Fareham, Hants

Woolf, Joseph. . .Haslington Hall, Crew, Cheshire

WooUcombe, J. M .. . .Ashbury, Okehampton, Devon

Wonlley, T. S., jun .Soutli CoUingliam, Newark

Woolrich, Abraliam. . .Little Ness, Slirewsbury

Worraald, John . . .Brunswick House, C'heltenham

Worrall, Henry. .. Knotty Asii House, Liverpool

Worsley, Clias Cavill. . .Piatt, near Manchester

Worsley, Lord. , .Brocklesby Park, Ulceby

Worsley, Rev. P. VV.. . . Little Ponton, near Grantham

Wortham, Biscoe Hill. . .Royston, Herts

Wortliington, Archibald. . .Whitchurch, Salop

Worthington, Isaac J Whitefield Cottage, Lymm
Worthingtor,, Jonathan . . . Moorliill House, Stourport

Wortliington, R Saddington, Market Harborough
Worthy, Samuel. . .Temple Combe, Wincanton
Wottley, Edw Ridlington, Uppingham, Rutland

Wray, John. . .6, Suffolk Place, Pall Mall East

fWreford, Samuel, jun. . . .Grattan, Crediton

Wren, A. Bacton. . . Lenwood, Rideford, Devon
fWrench, Robert. . .39, King William .Street, City

Wrey, Sir Bouchier, Bart The Cliase, Asliburton

tWright, Cliarles. . .Bilham House, near Doncaster

)Vright, Charles. . . Worsborough, near Barnsley

Wright, Edmund. . .Halston, Oswestry

Wright, Francis. . .Osmaston Manor, Derby
Wright, George. . .Chapel Farm, Dorking

Wright, James. . .Ravenhill, near Rugeley, Staffs.

Wright, John. . .Tile Terrace, Chesterfield, Derbysh.

Wriglit, John, jun Buxton, near Norwich
Wright, Ricliard. . .Fieldbank, Macclesfield

Wright, R. J Tliorpe, Norwich

Wright, Robert. . .Moore Farm, Taunton

fWriglit, Thomas. . .North Runcton, Lynn
Wright, T. B.. . .Union Street, Birmingham
W* right, Thomas Poyntz. . .Cove, Tiverton

Wright, Wm.. . .Gresford Bank, near Wrexham
Wright, William. . . Fring, Rougham, Norfolk

•fWriglitson, W. B., M.P.. . .Cusworth Park, Doncaster

Wrincli, Samuel. . .Great Holland Hall, Colchester

Wrougliton, P. . . . Ibstone House, near Stokenchurch

Wyatt, Harvey. . .Acton Hill, near Stafford

Wyatt, Hugh. . .Cissbury, Findon, Sl:oreham, Sussex

Wyatt, James. . . Limegrove, Bangor, Carnarvonsliire

Wyatt, John. . .Nutbourne, Emsworth, Hampshire

Wyatt, O. Arthur. . .Troy House, near Monmoutli

fWyatt, William. . .Eyam, Bakewell, Derbyshire

Wyles, Thomas. . .Little Po.nton, Grantliam, Line,

fWyley, James, jun . . . Longdon, Lichfield, Stafi's.

fWyley, Wm.. . .Vineyard, near Wellington, Shrops.

fWyndham, J. E Fairburn House, Acton Green

Wyndham, J. H. C. . .Bishop s Waltham

fWyndham, Wm.. . .Dinton, Salisbury, Wilts

Wynne, B. Wynne. . .Garthewin, Abergele, Denbigh

Wynne, J. L., jun.. . .Coed Cocli, Abergele, Denbigh.

\\ ynne, Wm. W. E Mount Sion, Oswestry

Wynniatt, Rev, R.. . .Stanton Broadway, Worcesters.

fWythes, George. . .Reigate, Surrey

Wyvill, Rev. Edward. . . Fingal, Bedale

Yates, Wm Hadley Park, Wellington, .'Jalop

Yeates, J Hawthorn Hill, Stainton, Milnthorpe

Y'eates, J. Y Park-head, Levens, Milntliorpe

Yelverton, Hon. W. H Whilland Abbey, St.Cleat's

Yeo, Wm. A. . . .Fremington House, Barnstaple

Yeoman, Thos. Lawrence. . . Wliitby, Y orkshire

Yorke, Hon. E. T., M.P Wimpole, Cambridge

Yorke, J.. . . Forthampton Co., Tew kesbury, Glouc.

Young, Francis Ayerst. . .Ilawkhurst, Kent

Young, George. . .Shrewsbury

fY'oung, George... 27, Mark Lane

IX)M>ON : PRINTED BY W. CLOWES AND SONS, STAMEOKD STREET, AND CHARING CROSS.
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MEMORANDA.

General Meeting in London, on Tuesday, May 22, 1855, at Twelve o'clock.

Country Meeting at Carlisle in 1855.

General Meeting in London, on the Saturday of the Smithfield Club-Show week,
at Eleven o'clock, a.m.

Monthly Council (for transaction of business), at 12 o'clock on the first Wed-
nesda)' in every month, excepting January, September, and October: open
only to Members of Council and Governors of the Society.

Weekly Council (for practical communications), at 12 o'clock on all Wednesdays
in February, March, April, May, June, and July, excepting the first Wednesday
in each of those months, and during adjournment : open to all Members of the

Society.

Adjournments.—The Council adjourn over Easter week, and occasionally over
Passion and Whitsun weeks; from the first Wednesday in August to that in

November; and from the Wednesday in the week of the December General
Meeting to the first Wednesday in February.

Guano analysed for Members at a reduced rate by Professor Way, at 23, Holies

Street, Cavendish Square, London.—(Statement of Members' Privileges of

Cliemical Analysis given in Journal, vol. XIIL, Appendix, p. xxxiv, and
may be obtained separately on ai)plication to the Secretary,)

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.— Members have the privilege of applying to

the Veterinary Committee of the Society
;
and of sending animals to the Royal

Veterinary College, on the same terms as if they were subscribers to the

College.— (Statement of Memiiers' Veterinary Privileges given in Journal,

vol. XI., Appendix, pp. viii, ix; vol. XII., Appendix, p. iv ; vol. XIII.,

Appendix, p. xxxiv ; vol. XIV., Appendix, p. v.; and may be had separately

on application to the Secretary.)

Local Cheques : requested not to be forwarded for payment in London ; but
London Cheques, or Post-office Orders (payable to "James Hudson"), to be
sent in lieu of them. Members may conveniently transmit their Subscriptions

to the Society, by requesting their Country Bankers to pay (through their

London Agents) the amount at the Society's Office (No. 12, Hanover Square,
London), between the hours of ten and four, when official receipts will be
given.

New Members.—1. Abomination: Every candidate for admission into the Society

must be proposed by a Member ; the proposer to specify in writing the name,
rank, usual place of residence, and post- town, of the candidate, either at a
Council, or by letter to the Secretary. Every such proposal will be read at

the Council at which such proposal is made
;
or, in the case of the Candidate

being proposed by a letter to the Secretary, at the first meeting of the Council
next after such letter shall have been received.— 2. J.'/cctioii : At the next
Monthly Meeting of the Council the election will take place, when the

decision of the Council will be taken by a show of hands ; the majority

of the Members present to elect or reject. The Secretary will inform
Members of their election by a letter, in such form as the Council may
from time to time direct.— Candidates residing out of the United Kingdom
can only be elected as Life-Governors or Life-Members, and are required to

make in one payment on election a composition for annual subscriptions.

Faksiing Accounts recommended by a Committee of the Society sold to Members
at a reduced rate, by Messrs. Hallifax, the Stationers to the Society, 315,

Oxford Street, London.

Meml)ers may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Al)^tract of tlie Charter
and Bye-Laws, of a .Statement of tiie General 01\jects, &c., of the Society, and of otlior

printed papers connected with special departments of the Society's business.



GENERAL MEETING,

12, Hanover Square, Saturday, December 9, 1854.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

The Council have to report, that since the last General Meeting

in May, the Society has lost 45 of its members - by death or

otherwise, while 135 new members have during the same period

been elected on its list ; which now contains

—

89 Life Governors,

145 Annual Governors,

778 Life Members,

4236 Annual Members, and

19 Honorary Members.

The vacancy in the Council created by the death of Mr. French

Burke has been filled up by the appointment of the Earl of

Darnley.

In consequence of the losses incurred by the meeting at Lewes,

and by the non-payment of subscriptions due, the Council have

found it necessary to sell out of the funds the sum of 1500/.,

thereby reducing the amount of funded property to 9264Z. When

all the out-standing claims of the Society, which by inattention

have not yet been sent in, are paid, a fair balance will remain in

the hands of the bankers.

e 2



Ix Report to the General Meeting.

The whole of the second part of the Journal for the current

year is now in type, and in the course of being printed for dis-

tribution among the members. It will contain, among other

papers, two lectures delivered before the Society by Professor

Simonds, on the Age of Animals as indicated by their Teeth ;

and Professor Way's lecture on tlie Agricultural Action of Lime.

The Council have agreed to the following schedule for the prize

essays to be sent in for competition, to the Secretary, by the 1st

of March next :—

Farming of Warwickshire £50
Farming of Buckinghamshire 50

Chemical clianges in the fermentation of Dung .. .. 30

Artificial Mnnures, and principles of their application 20

Artificial Feeding stuffs 20

Causes of Fertility and Barrenness in Soils .. .. 40

Retention of Moisture in dry Turnip Land 10

Prevention and cure of Mildew in cereal crops .. .. 20

Lameness in Sheep and Lambs 20

Any other agricultural subject 10

£270

The country meeting at Lincoln has proved in every respect

to have been one of the most successful hitherto held by the

Society. The cordial greeting and hospitality the members

received, the liberality of the Mayor, and the co-operation of the

local committee, alike contributed to promote most effectively

the objects of the Society on that occasion ; while the special

prizes offered by the INIayor to the owners of lumting horses and

to the breeders of improved Lincoln sheep, and those for long-

wool offered by the local committee, increased the variety of the

show. A peculiar international interest was at the same time

given to the proceedings hy the presence of a body of gentlemen

deputed specially to attend the meeting by his Majesty the

Emperor of the Frcncli, as a mark of his respect towards the

Society and the agriculturists of the kingdom. The trials of



Report to the General Meeting. Ixi

implements on that occasion were conducted with great care, and

witli strict attention to results. In the testing of power, two

important inventions weie introduced, which still further pro-

moted that highly important object: namely, 1. Mr. Amos's

improved dynamometer for self-registering, at one and the same

time, the power and velocity required in working the various

classes of machines exhibited ;
and, 2, Mr. Balke's employment

of a vibrating pendulum, to supersede certain personal super-

intendence required previously in the trial of steam-engines.

The Societv have been indebted to Messrs. Easton and Amos

and the Messrs. Ransomes and Sims respectively for the use of

those instruments at the Lincoln trials.

The Council have accepted the invitation of the authorities of

Carlisle to hold the Society's country meeting of 1855 in that

city ; and measures have already been taken for preparing the

land for the trial of implements and for the purposes of the

show-yard. The Council have agreed to the following schedule

of prizes to be awarded at that meeting in the classes of cattle,

horses, sheep, and pigs, namely :

—

Short-horned cattle £160
Hereford cattle IGO
Devon cattle 160
Scotch cattle 105

Agricultural horses generally 150
Clydesdale horses 50

Leicester sheep 110
Southdown and other shovt-woolled sheep .. .. 110
Long-woolled sheep not Leicesters 110
Mountain sheep 40
Pigs 70

Total £1,225

They have postponed to their first meeting in February the

consideration of the question of prizes for farm poultry, and their

decisions on those for agricultural implements and machinery.



Ixii Report to the General Meeting.

The Council continue to be favoured by the Earl of Clarendon

with returns furnished by the English Ministers and Consuls, of

the existence of guano or nitrates within their respective jurisdic-

tions. The noble Lord has likewise intimated that special

instructions have been given by the Admiralty for investigation*

to be made by cruisers in tropical seas in cases where a pro-

bability of success is indicated by collateral circumstances..

These various communications will eventually form a body of

valuable evidence for the Society ; and the Council cannot toa

strongly express their deep sense of Lord Clarendon's great,

interest in promoting the objects of the Society.

The French Government have transmitted to the Society^

through the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce in Paris, a

valuable collection of the most important agricultural works

recently published in France
;
intimating that all requests from

the Society for any information from France will be complied

with. The Council, in acknowledging this mark of distinguished

consideration on tlie part of the French Government, have

availed themselves of the opportunity of transmitting a complete

set of the Society's Journal for their acceptance.

The constant influx of new members from every part of the

kingdom affords presumption of the public usefulness of the

Society, and of the advantages derived from a national institu-

tion which, uniting in itself so large a proportion of the agricul-

tural community dispersed throughout the country, becomes a

powerful engine for carrying into effective action those improve-

ments which, while tending to advance individual interests, pro-

mote the general welfare of the nation.

By order of the Council,

JAMES HUDSON,
Secretary.



Statement of Accounts. Ixiii
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SHOW AT LINCOLN: JULY, 1854.

STEWARDS OF THE YARD.
Stewards of Cattle.

Charles Caknett,

William Simpsox,

Francis Woodwaed.

Stewards of Implements.

AXTHONY IIamond,

William Fishek Hobds,

William George Cavendish.

Steward of Farm-Poultry.

Sir Archibald Kepfel Macdunald, Bart.

Honorary Director of the Show.

B. T. Brandreth Gibbs.

Steward-Elect of Implements.

Chandos Wren Hoskyns.

J U
Short-Horns.

Thomas Parkinson,

Thomas Trotter,

John Wright.

Herefords, Devons, and Other Breeds.

Edward Lane Franklin,

John Charles Langlands,

John Williams.

Horses.

John Harrison ]5land,

William Linton,

William Charles Spooner.

Leicester Sheep.

Robert Boughen Aylmer,

William Harrison,

William Smith.

Southdown (or other Short-woolled)

Sheep.

George Brown,

John Clayden,

Edward Pope.

Long-woolled Sheep (not Leicesters)."an

Improved-Lincoln Sheep.

Hugh Aylmer,

Henry Bateman,

William Hesseltine.

G E S.

Pigs.

Henry' Eddison,

John (jrey,

Be>;jamin Swaffield.

Farm-Poultry.

George James Andrews,
John Baif.y,

Thomas Barber Wright.

Long-Wool.

Thomas Clayton,

Jamks Crossley",

John Holdsworth.

Implements.

Richard Westbrook Baker,

Henry Berney Caldwell,

John Clarke,

Joseph Druce,

John Viret Gooch,

Thomas Huskinson,

James Hall Naldek,

William Owen,
John Jephson Rowley,

Thomas Scott,

William Tindall,

Owen Wallis.

Veterinary-Inspector.

Professor Simonds,
Royal Veterinary CoUej e.

Consulting-Engineer.

Charles Edwards Amos
(Firm of Easton and Amos).



Award of Live-Stock Prizes at Lincoln. Ixvii

AAVARD OF PRIZES.

Cattle : Short- Horns.

William Sakday, of Holmc-Pierrepoint, and Hekry Smith, of the Grove,

Bingham, Notts. : the Prize of Forty Sovereicns, for their 3 years

2 months 2 weeks and 5 days-old Short-horned lloan EuU " Vatican

bred by the Late Earl of Pncie, of Totworth Court, Gloucestershire.

EiciLVRD Booth, of Warlaby, Xorthallerton, Yorkshire: the Prize of Twekty
Sovereigns, for his 2 years and 9 months-old White (red-tipped ear)

Short-horned Bull " Windsor ;" bred by himself.

William Odling, of Buslingthorpe, Market-Easen, Lincolnshire : the Prize

of Twenty-five Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 6 months-old Pioau

Short-horned Bull " Comet ;" bred by himself.

Charles Towxeley, of Towneley Park, Burnley, Lancashire : the Prize of
Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 1 vear and 8 months-old Pied Short-horned

Bull " Hogarth ;" bred by himself.

Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his 11 months-old Eich-roan Short-horned Bull-calf " Master Butterfly

bred by himself.

Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park : the Prize of Twenty Sovereigns,
for his G years and 9 months-old Eoan Short-horned Cow " Beauty ;" In-
milk and In-calf ; bred by himself.

John Booth, of K'illcrby, Catterick, Yorkshire : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,
for his 3 years and 10 months-old Eoan Short-horned Cow " Venus
victrix," Jn-milk ; bred by himself.

James Douglas, of Athelstaneford Farm, Drem, East Lothian : the Prize of
Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 2 years and 2 months-old Eed Short-
horned Heifer " Pose of Summer," In-calf; bred by himself.

Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park, Burnley, Lancashire : the Prize of

Ten Sovereigns, for his 2 years and 9 months-old Light-roan Short-

horned Heifer " Vestris," In-calf; bred by himself.

Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his 1 year and 10 months-old Eed-and-white Short-horned Heifer

"Blanche the Sixth ;" bred by himself.

George Sainsbury, of The Priory, Chippenham : the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for his 1 year and months-old Eed-and-white Short-horned
Heifer " Countess the Fourth of Gloucester ;" bred by himself.

Cattle: Herefonh.

Edward Price, of Court House, Leominster : the Prize of Forty Sovereigns,
for his 2 years and 10 months-old Eed-and-white Hereford Bull " Mag-
net ;" bred by Thomas Yeld, of Bodenham.

John Carwardine, of Stockton -Burj^ Leominster: the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for his 3 years and 6 months-old Dark-red Hereford Bull
" Malcolm ;" "bred by John Turner, of Court-of-Xoah, Pembridge.

James Eea, of Monaughty, Knighton : the Prize of Twenty-five Sove-
reigns, for his I year 7 months and 1 week-old Eed (white-faced) Here-
ford Bull " Guardian ;" bred by himself.

William Styles Powell, of Hereford : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns,
for his 1 year 7 months and 23 days-old Eed-brown (white-faced) Here-
ford Bull " Brecon ;" bred by Walter Maybery, of Brecon.

Edward Price, of Court House, Leominster : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,
for his 8 months-old Eed-and-white Hereford Bull-calf " Magnet the
Second ;" bred by himself.

Philip Turner, of The Leen, Pembridge : the Prize of Twenty Sovereigns,
for his 3 years and 6 months-old Brown (white-faced) Hereford Cow
" Nell Gwynne," In-milk and In-calf; bred by himself.
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Lord Berwick, of Cronkliill, Shrewsbury: the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his 3 years G months and 2 days-old Ped (wliite-facc-spotted) Hereford
Cow " Miss Lewes," In-niilk and In-calf; bred by himself.

"William Perry, of Cholstrey, Leominster : the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years and 8 months-old Red-aud-white Hereford Heifer
" Fancy," In-calf ; bred by himself.

Earl of Padnor, of Colcshill House, Berkshire : the Prize of Ten Sove-
REKiNS, for his 2 years and 3 months-old Ecd-and-white Hereford Heifer
*' Stately," In-caff ; bred by himself.

John Walker, of Westiield House, Holmer : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,
for his 1 year 8 months and 10 days-old Brown (white-faced) Hereford
Heifer " Lady ;" bred by himself.

Philip Turner, of the Leen, I'embridge : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for

his 1 year and 7 months-old Brown (white-faced) Hereford Heifer
" Gazelle ;" bred by himself.

Cattle: Demons.
Samuel Farthing, of Stowey Court, Bridc;ewatcr : the Prize of Forty Sove-

reigns, for his 3 years and 2^ months-old Bed Devon Bull " Baronet
bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, Exeter: the Prize of Twenty' Sovereigns,- for

his 2 years and 4 months-old Bed Devon Bull " Abd-el-Kader bred by
Richard Moggeridge, of Holland.

Robert Wright, of Moor Farm, Taunton : the Prize of Twenty-five Sove-
reigns, for bis 1 year 11 months and 20 days old Red Devon Bull
" Protector ;" bred by himself.

James Quartly, of Holland House, South Holton : the Prize of Fifteen
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 6 months-old Red Devon Bull " Na-
poleon bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, Exeter : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his

7 months and 1 week-old Red Devon Bull-calf " The Czar;" bred by
himself.

Samuel Farthing, of Stowey Court, Bridgewater : the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for his 4 years and 2^ months-old Red Devon Cow " Lovely,"
In-milk and In-calf; bred by himself.

Earl of Leicester, of Holkham, Korfolk : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,
for his (about) 8 years-old Red Devon Cow "Beauty," In-calf; bred by
R. Merson, of Brinsworthy, Xorth IMolton, Devon.

George Turner, of Barton, Exeter : the I'rize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for

his 2 years and 5 months-old Red Devon Heifer " Dahlia," In-calf ; bred

by himself.

James Quartly, of Holland House, South Molton : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years and G months-old lied Devon Heifer "Graceful,"
In-calf; bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, Exeter: the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for his

1 year and 7 months-old Red Devon Heifer " Garcia ;" bred by John
Halse, of Holland.

Thomas \^'EBIiER, of Halberton Court, Tiverton : the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for his 1 year 7 months and 2 -weeks-old Red Devon Heifer
" Jenny Liud ;" bred by himself.

Cattle: Other Breeds.

Samuel Burbery, of Wroxhall, Warwick : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his 1 year and 4 months-old Brind-coloured Long-horned Bull (without

name); bred by himself.

Captain William Inge, of Tliorpe-Coustantine, Tannvorth : the Prize of

Tes Sovereigns, for his 9 years 3 months and 22 days-old Red-and-

white "pure" Long-horned Cow " Favorite, J. 2," In-milk and In-calf;

bred by himself.
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Captain William IxciE, of Thorpc-Constantine, Tamworth : the Prize of

Five Sovereigns, for his 1 year 5 months and 2 days-old Red-and-

white " pure " Long-horned Heifer " lUilTalo, E. 6 ;" bred by himself.

[No entries were made for the two Prizes in the Class for "Bulls calved previously to the 1st of

July, 1852, aivl not exceeding four years old," or for tUc prize in llie Class of " Ileilcrs ia

milk or in calf, not exceeding three years old." The award for the " Second-best Cow in

milk or in calf," lias not been confirmed by the Council, in consequence of the inability of

the exhibitor to furnish either a certificate (.required in the case of a cow in-milk, and not in-

calf) that the animal had produced a live calf within twelve months before the Show, or a

, certificate (required in the case of an in-calf cow, not in-milk) that she had produced a live

calf in due course after the Show.]

Horses.

James Stockdale, of Hutton-Cranswick, Driflfield, Yorkshire : tlic Prize of

Thirty Sovereigns, for his ti years-old Brown Cart-Stallion " Welling-

ton ;" bred by T. Booth, of Darfield, Doncaster.

Edward and Matthew Reed, of Beamish-Burn, Durham : the Prize of

TwEN'TY Sovereigns, for his 5 j'cars-old Bay Agricultural Stallion
" Nonpareil ;" bred by William Wright, of Stoncsby, Leicester.

Frederick Thomas Bryan, of Kuossington, Rutlandshire : the Prize of

Twenty Sovereigns, for his 2 j'ears-old Bay " pure " Cart-Stallion
" The Sultan ;" bred hy Daniel Jenkinson, of Barrowby, Lincolnshire.

William Wilson, of Ashbocking, Suffolk : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his 2 years and 3 months-old Chesnut Sufiblk Stallion " Great-Britain ;"

bred \>y Henry Largent, of Marlesford, Suflblk.

Egbert Howard, of Rise Farm, Nocton, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Fifteen
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 2 mouths-old Black Lincolnshire Stallion
" Agronomer;" bred by J. Westfield, of South-Carlton, Lincoln.

Joseph Innocent, of Rossington (Bawtry), Yorkshire : the Prize of Fifteek
Sovereigns, for his 6 years-old Dark-bay Stallion " Catton ;" bredbj- himself.

Dr. Charles Timm, of Scrooby House (Bawtry), Nottinghamshire : the Prize-

of Twenty' Sovereigns, for his 4 years-old Grey Agricultural Mare
" Jolly ;" bred by himself.

Isaac Page, of West-Bergholt, Colchester, Essex : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 7 years-old Bay Essex Cart-Mare " Doughty," and Foal

;

bred by J. Bawtrey, of Aberton, Colchester.

Nathakiel George Barthropp, of Cretingham Rookery, Woodbridge, Suf-

folk : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 2 years-old Chesnut
Suflblk Filly (without name) ; bred by himself.

Charles Batles, of Riseholme, Lincoln: the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

his 2 years-old Black Cart-Filly " Beauty ;" bred by John Knowles, of

Newbell, Langworth, Lincoln.

Sheep : Leicesters,

Thomas Edward Pawlett, of Beeston, Bedfordshire : the Prize of Thiety
Sovereigns, for his 15 months-old Shearling LeicesterRam ; bred by himself.

Thomas Edward Pawlett, of ]5eeston : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns,
for his 15 months-old Shearling Leicester Ram ; bred by himself.

Johk Borton, of Barton House, Malton, Yorkshire : the Prize of Thirty
Sovereigns, for his 28 months-old Leicester Ram ; bred by the late

Thomas Owston, of Thorpbassett, Malton.

William Abraham, of Barnetby-le-Wold, Brigg, Lincolnshire : the Prize of
Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 39 months-old Leicester Ram ; bred by
himself (from the stock of William Torr of Aylesby Manor).

George Walmsley', of Rudston, Bridlington, Yorkshire : the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearling Leicester Ewes, 15J months old

;

bred by himself.

William Abraham, of Barnetby-le-Wold, Brigg, Lincolnshire : the Prize of

Ten Sovereigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearliug Leicester Ewes, 15 mouths
old ; bred by himself (from the stock of Samuel Spencer of Snare-
stone and William Torr of Aylesby Manor).
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Sheep; Soiifhdowns (or other Short-wooUed Sheep~).

Heney Lugar, of Hengrave, Bury St. Ednnnids : the Prize of Thiett Sove-
reigns, for his 16 months-old Shearlin<z; Southdown Iiam ; bred by himself.

Duke or IiIChmoxd, of Goodwood Park, Sussex : the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for hisKiimonths-old Shearling Southdown Pam; bred by liimself.

William Saixsbuey, of West-Lavington, Wiltshire : the Prize of Thiett
Sovereigns, for his 29 months-old Southdown Pam ; bred by himself,

William Pigden, of Hove, Brighton, Sussex : tlie Priza of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his 28 mouths-old Southdown Pam ; bred by himself.

Lord Walsingham, of Mcrton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk : the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearling Southdown Ewes, 15^ months
old ; bred by himself.

Duke of Pichmond, of Goodwood Park, Sussex : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearling Southdown Ewes, IG^- months old

;

bred by himself.

Sheep: Long-wools {not being Leicesters).

George Fletcher, of Shipton, Andoversford, Gloucestershire : the Prize of

Thirty Sovereigns, lor his 16 months-old Shearling Cotswold Pam

;

bred by himself.

George Hewer, of Leygore, Northleach, Gloucestershire : the Prize of

Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 16 months old Shearling Cotswold Pam

;

bred by himself.

William I>ane, of Broadfield Farm, Xorthlcach : tlie Prize of Thirty
Sovereigns, for his 28 months-old Cotswold Pam ; bred by himself.

AViLLiAM Lane, of Broadfield Farm : the Prize of Fifteen Sovereigns, for

his 40 months-old Cotswold Pam ; bred by himself.

William Garne, of Aldswortb, Kortlileach, Gloucestershire : the Prize of

Twenty Sovereigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearling Cotswold Ewes, 16

months old ; bred by himself.

William Lane, of P)roadfield Farm, Northleach : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearling Cotswold Ewes, IG months old ; bred

by himself.

Sheep : Improved Lincohis.

John Clarke, of Long-Sutton, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his Shearling Improved-Lincoln Pam, 15 months old ; bred

by himself.

Thomas Greetham, of Stainfield, Wragby, Lincolnshire: the Prize of Ten
Sovereigns, for his Shearling Improved-Lincoln Pam, 15i months old

;

bred by himself.

John Clarke, of Long-Sutton, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Fifteen Sove-
reigns, for his Improved-Lincoln Pam, 39 months old ; bred by himself.

John Kirkham, of Hagnaby, Spilsby, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his Pen of 5 Shearling Improved-Lincoln Ewes, 15s months
old ; bred by himself.

Pigs.

Henry Blandford, of Sandridgc, Chippenham, Wiltshire : the Prize of

Fifteen Sovereigns, for his 2 years 3 months and 2 weeks-old "pure"
Berkshire Boar "Jack," of a large breed, and black colour, with white

face and feet; bred by himself.

Matthew Harvey and Joseph Branston (in trust), of Balderton, Newark,
Notts. : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for a 2 years 11 months and
2 weeks-old White Boar, of a large breed, late the property of Samuel
Fryer, of Longford ; bred by Matthew Harvey, of Balderton.

William Northey, of Lake Farm, Lifton, Devonshire: the Prize of Fifteen
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 3 months-old Black Boar of the "Improved-
Leicester " (small) Breed ; bred by himself.
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SoLOMAN AsnxoN, of Peter Street, Manchester: the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for his 1 year and 2 months-old "pure small breed" Boar
" York," of white colour (with blue spots in the sldu) ; bred by G. Hutch-
inson, of York.

Edward 1?0BIKS0^*, of Green Bank, Lj-mm, Cheshire : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years and 2 months-old " Larj^e- Cheshire " Breeding

Sow " Amazon," of white colour (with a few blue spots) ; bred by the

late William AVhittin;:;ham, of Hampton Post, Cheshire.

George Maxgi.es, of Givendale, Bipon, Yorkshire : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years and 4 months-old White Breeding-Sow " Queen
of Diamonds," of the .small " Yorkshire " breed ; bred by himself.

WiLMAM Jajies Sadler, of Bentham, Purton, "Wiltshire : the Prize of Ten
Sovereigns, for his Pen of 3 " Pure-Berkshire " dark-spotted Breeding-

Sows, 7 months and 1 day old, and of large breed ; bred by himself.

Earl of Eadnor, of Coleshill House, Berkshire : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his Pen of 3 White •'Coleshill" Breeding-Sows, 5 months
and 2 weeks old? and of small breed ; bred by himself.

Farm Poultry : Dorhing Fowls.

H. D. Davies, of Spring-Grove House, Hounslow, Middlesex : the Prize of

Five Sovereigns, for his 5 months and 1 week-old Coloured Dorking
Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

H. D. Davies, of Spring-Grove House : the Prize of Three Sovereigns, for

his 5 months and 1 week-old Coloured Dorking Cock and two Pullets
;

bred by himself.

Joseph Smith, of Henley-in-Arden, Warwickshire : the Prize of Two Sove-
reigns, for his 4 months and 3 days-old Single-combed speckled Dorking
Cock and two Pullets ; bred bj- himself.

James Lewrt, of Hand-Cross, Crawley, Sussex : the Prize of One Sove-
reign, for his Single-combed dark-speckled Dorking Cock and two
Pullets ; bred by himself.

H. D. Davies, of Spring-Grove House, Hounslow : the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for his Coloured Dorking Cock and two Hens, more than one
year old ; bred by Captain Hornby, B.X., of Knowsley.

Mrs. Thojias Townley Parker, of Astley Hall, Chorlej^, I.ancashire : the

Prize of Three Sovereigns, for a 2 years and 3 months-old Grey Dork-
ing Cock, and her 1 year and 2 months-old two Grey Dorking Hens ; bred
by herself.

Mrs. Thomas Townley Parker, of Astley Hall, Lancashire : the Prize of

Two Sovereigns, for a 2 years and 3 mouths old Grey Dorking Cock and
Hen, and a 1 year and 3 months old Grey Dorking Hen ; bred by herself.

G-. A. Gelderd, of Aikrigg-End, Kendal, Westmoreland : the Prize of One
Sovereign, for his 1 year and 2 months-old Grey Dorking Cock, and his

2 years and 2 months-old two Grey Dorking Hens ; bred by Thomas
Ullock, of Bowness.

O. A. Gelderd, of Aikrigg-End : the Prize of Two Sovereigns, for his

4 years and 3 months-old Grey Dorking Cock ; bred by Thomas Townley
Parker, of Astley Hall, Lancashire.

Mrs. Thomas Townley Parker, of Astley Hall : the Prize of One Sove-
reign, for a 1 year and 2 months-old Grey Dorking Cock ; bred by herself.

Farm Poultry: Spanish Fowls.

H. D. Davies, of Spring-Grove House, Hounslow, Middlesex : the Prize of
Five Sovereigns, for his Black Spanish Cock and Two Hens, above 1

year old ; bred by Captain Hornby, of Knowsley.
George Botham, of Wexham Court, Slough, Bucks. : the Prize of Three

Sovereigns, for his Black (white-faced) Spanish Cock, 1 year old, bred
by himself ; and two Hens, 2 years old, bred by J. Willmot, of Congleton.
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II. D. Da VIES, of Spring-Grove House, Hoiuisloiv : the Prize of Two Sovk-
EEiGXS, for Lis Black Spanish Cock and two Hens, above 1 year old ; bred
by Captain Hornby, of Knowsley.

G. A. Geldekd, of Aikrigg-End, Kendal : the Prize of Oxe Sovereign, for

his "White-faced Spanish Cock, 3 years and 2 months old, and two Hens,
2 j-ears and 2 months old ; breeder unknown. •

James Dixox, of Westbrook Place, Bradlbrd : the Prize of Two Soveeeigks,
for his 2 years-old "White-faced Spanish Cock ; bred by himself.

Farm Poultry : Cochin- China Fowls.

G. A. Gelderp, of Aikrign-Enrl, Kendal : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for

his 3 months and 3 weeks old Buff Cocliin-China Cock and two Pullets j

bred bj- himself.

G. A. Geldeed, of Aikrigg-End : the Prize of Three Sovereigns, for his

4 months and 3 weeks-old Buff Cochin-China Cock and two Pullets

;

bred by himself.

John Taylor, junr., of S]iriug-Grove, Hounslow, Middlesex : the Prize of

Two Sovereigns, for his o mouths and 2 weeks *d Buff Cochin-China
Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

AViLLiAM Saxday, of Holme-PieiTepoint, Nottingham : the Prize of One
Sovereign, for his 17 weeks-old Buff Cochin-China Cock and two Pul-

lets ; bred by himself.

Cabourn Pocklingtox of Boston, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Two Sove-
reigns, for his 12 months-old Buff Cochin-China Cock ; bred by Frederick

Charles Steggall, of AA'eymouth.

FARii Poultry: Brahmah-Foutra Foids.

Eev. Frederic Thursby, of Abington Pectory, Xorthamptonshire : the Prize

of Three Sovereigns, for his Brahmah-Poutra Cock, above 1 year old,

bred hj John Fairlie, of Cheveley Park ; and his two Brahniah Pullets,

age unknown, bred by Dr. Bennett, of the United States of America:
all of the " pea-comb" variety.

Farm Poultry : Game Fowls.

Hexrt "Worrall, of Knotty-Ash House, Liverpool : the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years-old Duck-winged Grey Game Cock and two Hens

;

bred by Edward Lowe, of Comberford Mills, Tamworth.
George Caleb Adkins, of West House, Edgbaston, Birmingham : the Prize

of Two Sovereigns, for his 2 years-old Black-breasted Red Gauie Cock
and two Hens ; breeder unknown.

"William Cox, of I3railsford, Derby : the Prize of One Sovereign, for his

2 years-old BrowTi-red Game Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself and
T. Smith, of Cheapside, Birmingham.

Hexry Marshall, of CotgTave, Nottingham : the Prize of Two Sovereigns,

for his Black-breasted Red Game Cock, (about) 2 years and 2 Bionths old
;

breeder unknown.

Farm Poultry : Hamburg Foicls.

"^A'lLLiAM Sy'lvestee, of the Stamp-office, Lincoln : the Prize of Two Sove-

reigns, for his 1 year 2 months and 1 week-old Golden-spangled Ham-
burg Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

John Andrew, of "Waterhouses, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire : the Prize

of One Sovereign, for his 2 j-ears and 2 months-old Golden-spangled

Hamburg Cock and two Hens ; bre«l by himself.

James Dixox, of Westbrook Place, Bradford, Yorkshire: the Prize of Two
Sovereigns, for his 1 year and 1 month-old Silver-spangled Hamburg
Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

Jeffery Ashcroft, of "Waterloo, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire : the Prize

of One SovEREKiX, for his 2 j-ears and 2 months-old Silver-spangled

Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

[The four Prizes in the Classes for gulden and silver-pencilled Hamburg Fowls were " wiiliheld
"

by ilie Judges.]
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Farm Poultry : 3Ialay Fowls.

James Oldham, of Long-Eaton, Derby : the Prize of Two Sovereigns, for

his 1 year and 1 month-oki Malay Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

Eev. Thomas Lyon Fellowes, of Beighton Kectorj-, Acle, Norfolk : the

Prize of Ome Sovereign, for his 10 months-old I3rown, or Red, Malay
Cock and 12 months-old Hen, bred by Kobert Gilbert, of Ashby Hall,

Norwich ; and another Heu imported, age and breeder unknown.

Farm Poultry : Poland Fowls.

George Caleb Adkins, of West House, Edgbaston, Birmingham : the Prize

of Three Sovereigns, for his 2 years-old Poland Cock and two Hens

;

age, variety, and breeder unknown.
George Caleb Adkins, of West House, Edgbaston : the Prize of Two Sove-

reigns, for his 2 years-old Poland Cock and two Hens
;
age, -variety, and

breeder unknown.
Christopher Pawson, of The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames : the Prize of One

Sovereign, for his " aged " Golden-spangled Poland Cock and two Hens

;

breeder unknown.

Farm Poultry: Turkeys.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone, Shrewsbury : the Prize of Three Sovereigns,
for his 1 year and 2 months-old American Turkey Cock and two Hens

;

bred by himself.

Cabourn Pocklington, of Boston, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Two Sove-
reigns, for his 2 years and 2 months-old Cambridgeshire Turkey Cock
and two Hens ; bred by John Fairlie, of Cheveley Park.

Henry Lister Maw, of Tetley, Crowle, Lincolnshire : the Prize of One
Sovereign, for his Black Turkey Cock, about 3 years old, and two Hens,
(about) 2 years old ; bred by himself.

Farm Poultry : Geese.

Mrs. Thomas Townley Parker, of Astley Hall, Chorley, Tiancashire : the

Prize of Three Sovereigns, for the best Gander and two Geese ; the

gander and one of the geese being 26 months old, and the other goose 14
months old ; all of the Common English variety, and bred by herself and
Mrs. Hill, of New House, Stretton-Grandison, Herefordshire.

Mrs. Harriet Hill, of New House, Stretton-Grandison, Ledbury : the Prize

of Two Sovereigns, for her 11 months and 2 weeks-old Gander and two
Geese, of the " Irish and Toulouse " breed ; bred by herself.

Christopher Pawson, of The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames : the Prize of One
Sovereign, for his "aged" Gander and two Geese, imported from Pome-
rania

;
variety and breeder unknown.

Farm Poultry : Aylesbury Bucks.

W. G. K. Breavington, of Vicarage Farm, Hounslow, Middlesex : the Prize

of Three Sovereigns, for his 3 months and 2 weeks-old " Pure white
Aylesbury " Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

H. D. Davies, of Spring-Grove House, Hounslow : the Prize of Two Sove-
reigns, for his 3 months 1 week and 4 days-old " White Aylesbury "

Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

G. A. Gelderd, of Aikrigg-End, Westmoreland : the Prize of One Sove-
reign, for his 1 month and 3 weeks-old " White-billed Aylesbui-y

"

Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

Farm Poultry : Eouen Ducks.

George Botham, of Wexham Court, Slough, Bucks. : the Prize of Three
Sovereigns, for his 1 year old Rouen Drake and two Ducks

; bought of
Robert Green, of Westerham.
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Thomas Teanby, of Ulceby, Lincolcsliire : the Prize of Two Sovereigns, for
bis 1 ye.ai- aud 2 months-old " Grey or mallared-coloured " Eouen Drake
and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

Charles Tuxchard, of Elunt's Hall, Suffolk : the Prize of One Sovereign^
for his 3 months-old Eouen Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

Farm Poultry : Ducks of any other Variety.

Henry Worrall, of Knotty-Ash House, Liverpool : the Prize of Two Sove-
reigns, for his White " Call " Drake and two Ducks, about 1 year old

;

breeder doubtful.

T. M. Keyworth, of Cottesford Place, Lincoln : the Prize of One Sovereign,
for his 1 year-old Buenos-Ayi-es Drake and two Ducks ; bred by John
Tindall, of Ewerby, Sleaford.

Special ^r{?cs

OFFERED BY J. T. TWEED, ESQ., MAYOR OF LINCOLN.
Hunters.

John Evelyn Denison, M.P., of Ossington, Xewark, Xottinghamshire : the
Prize of Forty Sovereigns, for his 19 years-old Brown Stallion (for

getting Hunters) " Loutherbourg ;" bred by J. Theobald.

PacHARD Stockdale, of Skcrne, Driffield, Yorkshire : the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for his 3 years-old Prown half-bred Hunting-Gelding (with-

out name) ; bred by J. Thompson, of Fairholmc, Skirlough.

William Marriss, of Great Limber, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Ten Sove-
reigns, for his 3 years-oldChesnut Gelding (without name) ; bred byhimself.

Breeders of Improved-Lincoln Sheep.
John Clarke, of Long-Sutton, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,

as the Breeder of the best Shearling Lnproved-Lincoln Pam.
John Clarke, of Long-Sutton, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns,

as the Breeder of the best Improved-Lincoln Earn of any other age (than
that of a shearling).

John Clarke, of Long-Sutton, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Five Sovereigns,

as the Breeder of the second-best Improved-Lincoln Eam of any other age

(than that of a shearling).

John Kikkham, of Hagnaby, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Five Sovereigns,
as the Breeder of the best Pen of 5 Shearling Improved-Lincoln Ewes.

OFFERED BY THE LINCOLN LOCAL COMMITTEE:
Tlie Hon. Alexander Leslie Melville, Chairman.

Long Wool.
William Abraham, of Barnetby-le-Wold, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Ten

Sovereigns, for the best 5 Fleeces of hogget Long-wool ; shorn on the

29th of May, from sheep 14 months old.

Eichard Hickson, of Hougham, Grantham, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Six
Sovereigns, for the second-best 5 Fleeces of hogget Long-wool ; shorn on
the 3Ist of May, from sheep 14 months old.

John Kirkham, of Hagnaby, Spilsby, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Four Sove-

reigns, for the tiiird-bcst .5 Fleeces of hogget Long-wool ; shorn on the

13th of May, from sheep 15| months old.

William Abraham, of Bametby-le-Wold, Lincolnshire : the Prize of Seven
SovERKiGNS, for the best 5 Fleeces of Long-wool from sheep older than

hoggets ; shorn on the 1st of June from sheep 39 months old.

[Tlie two Prizes for the second and third best 5 Fleeces of Long Wool from Sheep older than

Hipggcts were w ithheld by the Judges, on account of there not beii g sufficient merit to

justify their award.]
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(Commcntiati'ons.

The mark • signifies " incHLT commended ; " the mark f " commended " (distinctly and individually)

;

and the omission of these marks, " genexallv commended " (as part of a whole class).

*WiLLiAM Fletcher, of Radnianthwaite, Mansfield : for his 2 years 3 months
and 3 weeks-old Roan Short-horned Bull " Champion ;" bred by himself.

*RlCHARD Stratton, of Eroad-Hiuton, Swindon : for his 3 years and 3 mouths-
old Roan Short-horned lu-milli Cow " 3rd Duchess of Gloucester ;" bred by
himself.

*EicnAUD Stratton, of Broad-Hinton : for his 3 years and 5 months-old Roan
Short-horned In-niilk Cow " Matchless the 2nd ;" bred by himself.

*JoHN Samuel Tanqueray, of Hendon, Middlesex : for his 7 years and 7 mouths-
old Roan Short-horued In-calf Cow " Lady Barrington the 8th ;" bred by
Robert Bell, of Kirk-Leavington.

*RicHARD Stratton, of Broad-Hinton : for his 2 years and 3 months-old Roan
Short-horned In-Calf Heifer " Salthrop Rose bred by himself.

fE. and C. Marfi.eet, of Bassiugham, Newark : for their 1 year and 2 months-old
Roan Short-horned Bull " Baronet;" bred by themselves.

fJoHN KiRKHAM, cf Haguaby, Spilsby : for his 4 years and 9 months-old White
Short-horned In-Milk and lu-Calf Cow " Coronation ;" bred by himself.

fTHOMAS RoBTNSON, of Burtou-on-Treut : for his 6 years and G months-old Roan
Short-horned In-Milk Cow " Buttercup;'' bred by E. Lakin, of Powke, near
Worcester.

fWiLLiAJi Fletcher, of Radmanthwaite : for his 5 years 2 months and 1 week-
old Roan Short-horned In-milk Cow "Jenny Lind;" bred by himself,

fViscount Hill, of Hawkstoue, Shrewsbury: for his 9 years 1 month and 11 days-

old Red-and-White Short-horned In-milk Cow " Harmony ;" bred by himself.

j-ElCHARD Stuatton, of Broad-Hiuton : for his 1 year and 4 months-old Roan
Short-horned Heifer " Graceful ;" bred by himself.

Charles Towneley, of Towneley Park, Lancashire : for his 2 years and 5

months-old Red-aud-White Short-horned In-calf Heifer " Butterlly the 2nd ;"

bred by himself.

Thomas Greethasi, of Wragby : for his 2 j-ears and 9 months-old Roan Short-

horned In-calf Heifer (without name) ; bred by himself.

Lord Feversham, of Duucombe Park, Yorkshire : for his 2 years and 4 months-
old Roan Short-horned In-calf Heifer "Superb;" bred by himself.

Lord Feversham, of Duucombe Park : for his 2 years and 2 mouths-old Roan.

Short-horned In-calf Heifer " Portia ;" bred by himself.

*Earl of Radnor, of Colcshill House, Berkshire : for his 1 year and 10 months-
old Red-aud-White Hereford Bull " Triumph;" bred by himself.

*Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill House : for his 1 year and 95 months old Red-and-
White Hereford Bull " Carlisle ;" bred by himself.

*Lord Berwick, of Croukhill, Shrewsbury : for his 1 j-ear ^ months and 1 day-
old Red-and-White Hereford Bull (without name) ; bred by himself.

Lord Berwick, of Croukhill : for his 1 year 9 months and 2-5 days-old Red-and-
White Hereford Bull (without name) ; bred by himself.

*Samuel Farthing, of Stowey Court, Bridgewater : for his 2 years and 2J
months-old Red Devon Bull " Duke of Somerset ;" bred by J. K. Farthing, of
Stowey.

*Samuel Farthing, of Stowej- Court: for his 3 years and 3^ months-old Red
Devon In-milk and la-calf Cow " Kate ;" bred by himself.

George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter : for his 1 year and G months-old Red
Devon Heifer " Daphne ;" bred by William Baker, of Bishop's Nympton.

fSamuel Farthing, of Stowey Court : for his 6 mouths and 1 week-old Red Devon
Bull-calf (without name) ; bred by himself.

+Earl of Leicester, of Holkham, Norfolk : for his (about) 9 years-old Red Devon
In-calf Cow " Carly ;" bred by Richard Merson, of Brimsworthy, Devon.

George Turner, of Barton : for his 5 years and 3 months-old Red Devon In-milk
and In-calf Cow " Lady ;" bred by himself.

/2
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tEABL of Leicester, of HolUham: for his 1 year and 9 mouths-old Red Devon
Heifer " Ant;" bred by himself.

fJoHN Blomfiei.d, Junior, of Warham, Norfolk : for his 6 years and 5 months-old
Red Devon In-milk and In-calf Cow " Marigold ;" bred by himself.

fTHOMAS Webber, of Halberton Court, Devonshire : for his 7 years and 4 months-
old Red Devon In-calf Cow " Lily ;" bred by himself.

fEARL of Leicester, of Holkhani : for his 1 year and 8 months-old Red Devon
Heifer " Waxy;" bred by himself,

tJohn Blomfxeld, Junior, of Warham : for his 8 years and 3 months-old Red
Devon In-milk and In-calf Cow " Cowslip;" bred by himself,

tJohn Tucker, of Yard Farm, Staplegrove, Taunton : for his 6 years and 4
months old Red Devon In-calf Cow " Myrtle;" bred by himself.

fJoHN Blomfiei.d, Junior, ofWarham : for his 1 year and 8 months-old Red Devon
Heifer (without name); bred by himself

IGeorge Turner, of Barton: for his r? years and 7 months-old Red Devon lu-milk
and In-calf Cow " Verbena;" bred by himself

tJohn Blomfield, Junior, of Warham : for his 1 year and 6 months-old Red Devon
Heifer (without name) ; bred by himself.

(William Hole, of Hannaford, Barnstaple: for his 1 year 5 months and 10 days-
old Red Devon Heifer " Rosetta ;" bred by himself.

fWiLLlAM Hole, of Hannaford: for his 1 year 2 months 3 weeks and 4 days-old
Light-red Devon Heifer " Camilla ;" bred by himself,

fJames Hole, of Knowle House, Duuster: for his 1 year 5 months and 1 week-old
Red Devon Heifer " Prize-Flower;" bred by himself,

tJames Hole, of Knowle House : for his 1 year 6 months and 3 weeks-old Red
Devon Heifer " Devoniensis ;" bred by himself.

*William Wilson, of Ashbocking, Suffolk : for his 7 years and 2 months-old
Chesnut Suffolk Stallion "Goliath;" bred by Samuel Ling, of Otley Hall,
Suffolk.

*Daniel Prime Walesby, of Ranby, Lincolnshire: for his 10 years-old Dark-bay
Mare " Lofty," and her foal ; bred by himself.

*Thomas P'dward Savage, of Holbcach, Lincolnshire: for his 3 years-old Bay
Cart-Stallion " Aggravation ;" bred by Edward Holborn, of Gedney.

Thomas Catlin, of Butley, Suffolk: for his 2 years and 3 months-old Chesnut
" pure" Suffolk Filly (without name); bred by himself,

•f
Thomas Gilbert, of Frolesworth, Lutterworth: for his 8 years-old Bay Cart

Stallion " Leicestershire Hero ;" bred by F. M. Saunder, of Cold-Overton,
Oakham.

fWilliam Wilson, of Ashbocking: for his 2 years and 3 months-old Chesnut
Suffolk Stallion " Duke;" bred by R. Kersey, of Hadleigh.

fThomas Crisp, of Gedgrave, Suffolk : for his 4 years-old Chesnut Suffolk Stallion
" Prince;" bred by Thomas Catlin, of Butley,

fThomas Catlin, of Butley, Suffolk: for his 1 year and 3 months-old Chesnut
" pure" Suffolk Stallion; breJ by himself.

fWiLLiAM Gant, of Thurlby, Lincolnshire: for his 9 years-old Bay Cart Stallion
" Honest Tom ;" bred by William Tiggerdine, of Tholemas Drove, Wisbeach.

IGeouce Wythes, of Reigate: for his 2 years and 4 months-old Chesnut Suffolk

Filly '"Darling;" bi'ed by himself.

Robert Brown, of Farleigh- Wallop, Basingstoke: for his 2 years-old Bay Cart-
Filly " Beauty ;" bred by — West, of Newton, Wisbeach.

Henry Grey Skipworth, of Rothwell House, Caistor: for his 2 years-old Black
Lincolnshire Draught Filly (without name)

;
bred by himself.

Samuel Gothorp, of Toft, Market-Rasen: for his 2 years-old Bay Cart-Filly

(without name) ; breeder unknown.
Nathaniel George Bartiiuopp, of Cretingham Rookery, Woodhridge: for his

2 years-old Chesnut Suffolk Filly (without name)
;
bred by himself.

J. W. Finch Noyes, of The Cottage, Salisbury: for his two years-old Roan
Suffolk Filly " Pearl ;'' bred by himself.

William Wilson, of Ashbocking, Ipswich: for his 2 years and 2 months-old

Chesnut Suffolk Filly " Matchat ;" bred by W. Walker, of Pettestree, near

Woodbrid ge.

Thomas Catlin, of Butley : for his 2 years and 3 months-old Chesnut " pure "

Suffolk Filly (without name); bred by himself.
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TuOiMAS Catlin: for liis 2 years and 2 months-old Chesnut " pure" Suffolk Filly

(without name) ; hrcd hy himself.

Georc.k lii-Asn, of Coleby Hall, Lincoln: for his 2 years-old Grey Lincolnshire
Filly (without name) ; bred hy — Westfield. of South Carlton, Lincolnshire.

William Timms, of Grandborough, Southani : for his 2 years-old Bay Cart-Filly

(without name) ; bred by James Watson, of Hardwick, Warwickshire.
*JoHN BoRTON, of Barton House, Barton-le-Stroet, Yorkshire: for his l.") months-

old Leicester Ram; bred hy himself.

fJohn Borton, of Barton House: for his 15 months-old Leicester Ram ; bred by
himself.

fGeorge Turner, of Barton, near Exeter: for his 28 months-old Leicester Ram ;

bred by liimself.

fSamuel Wiley, of Bransby, near York : for his 39 months-old Leicester Ram ; bred
by himst'lf

fWii.LiAM Sanday, of Holme-Pierrepoint, near Nottingham: for his pen of five

16 months-old Leicester Ewes
; bred by himself

William Kigden, of Hove, Brighton : for his IC months-old Southdown Ram;
bred hy himself.

*Henry Lugar, of Hengrave, Suffolk: for his 28 months-old SouthdoM n Ram;
bred hy himself.

tWilliam Rigden, of Hove: for his 10 months-old Southdown Ram ; bred by
himself.

tWilliam Rigden, of Hove; for his 28 months-old Southdown Ram ; bred by
himself.

fHENRY Lugar, of Hengrave : for his pen of five 16 months-old Southdown Ewes
;

bred by himself.

William Lane, of Broadfield Farm, Northleach: for his 16 months-old Cotswold
Ram ; bred by himself.

*Lord De Mauley, of Hatherop Castle, Gloucestershire: for his 28 months-old
Cotswold Ram ; bred by himself.

*James Walker, of Eastington, Northleach: for his pen of five 1.5 months-old
Cotswold Ewes ; bred by himself,

fWilliam Lane, of Broadfield Farm: for his 16 months-old Cotswold Ram ; bred
by himself.

fWiLLiAM Lane, of Broadfield Farm: for his 10 months-old Cotswold Ram ; bred
hy himself.

fGEORGE Fletcher, of Shipton, Andoversford : for his pen of five 15 months-old
Cotswold Ewes ; bred by himself.

fWilliam Garne, of Aldsworth, Northleach: for his pen of five 16 months-old
Cotswold Ewes ; bred by himself.

*JoHN Clarke, of Long-Sutton, Lincolnshire: for his 15 months-old Improved-
Lincoln Ram ; bred by himself.

John Clarke, of Long Sutton: for his 51 months-old Improved-Lincoln Ram;
bred by himself.

*Hknry Valentine Grantham, of Scawby, Brigg : for his pen of five 1 6A months-
old Improved-Lincoln Ewes; bred by himself.

+Peucival Richardson, of Horkstow Villa, Barton-on-Humber : for his 16 months-
old Improved-Lincoln Ram ; bred by himself.

•fPERCivAL Richardson : for his 16 months-old Improved-Lincoln Ram ; bred by
himself

fWalter Dudding, of Saxby, Market-Rasen: for his pen of five 15 months-old
Improved-Lincoln Ewes ;

bred by himself.

Francis Frudd, of Bloxholm Moor, Sleaford: for his 3 years and 4 months-old
White Boar "Charley," of a large breed; bred by William Bartt, of
Wellingore, Lincoln.

[The Judges qualified their high commendation iu this instance, by stating that, in their opinion,

the animal was " too fat."]

*Samuel Druce, of Eynsham, Oxfordshire: for his 42 weeks-old Black Improved-
Oxfordshire Boar, of a small breed ; bred by himself.

*Rev. Edward Elmhirst, of Shawell Rectory, Lutterworth: for his 3 years 4

months and 3 weeks-old White Breeding-Sow " The Duchess," ofa large breed
bred by Dr. Hobson, of Park House, Leeds.
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William Northev, of Lake Farm, Lifton, Devon: for his 11 months-old Black
Improved-Leicester Breeding-Sow, of a small breed ; bred by himself.

William Bradley Wainman, of Carhead, Leeds: for his (about) 2 years 3
months and 3 weeks-old White Breeding-Sow " Yorkshire Lass," of the large
Yorkshire breed ; breeder niiknown.

fWiLLiAM NoRTHEY, of Lake Farm: for his 8 months and 2 weeks-old Black
Improved-Leicester Boar, of a small breed ; bred by himself,

fGeorge Turner, of Barton, Exeter: for his 9 months and 2 weeks-ol(J Black
Improved-Essex Boar, of a small breed; bred by himself.

•[•Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall, Otley: for his 2 years 3 months and 1 week-
old White Breeding-Sow " Helena," of a large breed ; bred by himself,

fGeorge Mangles, of Givendale, Eipon: for his •'! years and 11 months-old White
Breeding-Sow "Miss Brown, " of the Cumberland small breed; bred by
Jonathan Biown, of the Height, Wigton.

•[•William Northey, of Lake Farm: for his 1 year and 3 months-old Black
Breeding-Sow (without name), of the Improved-Leicester small breed; bred
by himself.

fThomas Greetham, ofWragby: for his 7 months and 7 days-old three White
Breeding-Sows of a small breed ; bred by himself.

Samuel Gill, of South Norraanton, Derbyshire: for his 4 years and 8 months-old
Black Breeding-Sow " Bi'auty," of the Improved-Essex small breed; bred by
J. G. Miller, of Dalestorth House, Siitton-in-Ashfield.

Henry Scott Hayward, of Folkington, Sussex: for his 2 years 4 months and 3
weeks-old Wliite Breeding -Sow (without name), of his own small breed

;
bred

by himself.

Henry Scott Hayward, of Folkington : for his 10 months and 1 week-old White
Breeding-Sow (without name), of his own small breed ; bred by himself.

Eev. Frederick Thursby, of Abington Rectory. Northampton: for his 4 j'ears-

old White Breeding-Sow " Miss Brown," of tiie Cumberland small breed ; bred
by Jonathan Brown, of the Height, Wigton,

George Mangles, of Givendale, Kipon: for his (about) 4 years-old White
Breeding-Sow " Lucy,"* of the Yorkshire small breed; bred by the Earl of
Carlisle.

Eev. Frederick Thursby, of Abington Rectory: for his 11 months and 1 week-
old White Breeding-Sow " Mary Brown," of the Cumberland small breed ; bred
by the late Earl of Ducie, at Tortworth Court.

Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill House: for his 11 months-old White Breeding-Sow
" Duchess," of the Coleshill small breed ; bred by himself.

George Manglks, of Givendale : for his 9 months and 2 weeks-old Black Breeding-
Sow " Beauty," of the Leicester small breed ; bred by William Northey, of
Lake Farm.

Thomas Marriott, of Floore, Weedon : for his 7 months and 1 week-old White
Breeding-Sow " Snowdrop,'" of the Improved-Leicester and Yorkshire small

breed ; bred by himself.

Thomas Marriott, of Floore: for his 1 year and 2 weeks-old White Breeding-
Sow " Flora," of the Improved-Leicester and Yorkshire small breed; bred by
Samuel Wiley, of Bransby.

Thomas Marriott, of Floore: for his 1 year 3 months and 3 weeks-old White
Breeding-Sow " Matchless," of the Improved-Leicester and Yorkshire small
breed ; bred by himself.

Thomas Marriott, of Floore : for his 2 years G months and 2 weeks-old White
Breeding-Sow " Curiosity," of the Improved-Leicester and Yorkshire small
breed ; bred by Samuel Wiley, of Bransby.

Soloman Ashton, of Peter-Street, Manchester: for his 3 years 9 montlis and 2

weeks-old White Breediug-Sow " Matchless," of tlie Lancashire small breed
; ,

bred by William Edwards, of Deansgate, Manchester.

William Northey, of Lake Farm : for his 2 years and 7 months-old Black
Breeding-Sow (without name), of the Improved-Leicester small breed ; bred by
himself

George Turner, of Barton, Exeter: for his 10 months and 2 weeks-old Breeding-
Sow (without name or statement of colour), of the Improved-Essex small
breed; bred by Richard Melhuish, of Worlington, Devonshire.
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George Turner, of Barton, Exeter: for his 9 months and 2 weeks-old Black
l?reediug-Sow (without name), of the Improved-Essex small breed; bred by
himself.

Henry Watson, of Londonthorpe, Grantham : for his 39 -weeks-old White
Breeding-Sow '" Zingara," of the Improved-Nottinghamshire small breed;

bred by himself.

William Eoscoe, of Enshnry, Wimborne : for his II months and 3 weeks-old
White Breeding-Saw " Lady of Coleshill," of the Coleshill small breed ; bred
by the Earl of Hadnor.

Peter Wright, of Chiirch-JIinshull, Cheshire : for his 1 year 7 months and 3
weeks-old White-speckled Breeding-Sow " Lily," of a " small breed" (not

further characterised); bred by John Harrison. Junior, of Stockport.

T. M. Keyworth, of Coltesford Place, Lincoln: for his 4 3ears and I month-old
White Breeding-Sow (witliout name), of the Londonthorpe small breed ; bred
by Frederick Lacy, of Panton, Lincolnshire.

Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall, Otley : for his 1 year 1 month and 4 days-old

AVhite Breeding-Sow (witliout name), of a "small breed" (not further cha-

racterised) ; bred by himself.

Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall: for his 11 months-old White Breeding-Sow
(without name), of a " small breed" (not further characterised); bred by
the Hev. A. Fawkes, of Leathley Rectory.

Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall: for his 11 months-old White Breeding-Sow
(without name), of a " small breed " (not further characterised); bred by the

Eev. A. Fawkes.
Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall: for his 11 month s-old White Breeding-Sow

(without name), of a " small breed " (not further characterised) ; bred by
himself.

Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall : for his 1 year 5 months and 2 weeks-old
White Breeding-Sow "Jessie," of a "small breed" (not further characterised);

bred by Samuel Wiley, of Bransbj'.

Thomas Horsfall, of Burley Hall : for his 1 year 1 month and 4 days-old White
Breeding-Sow (without name), of a " small breed" (not further characterised)

;

bred by himself.

Daniel Leeminc, of Bank-Bottom Mill, Halifax, Yorkshire: for his 7 months-
old Black Breeding-Sow " Halifax Beauty," of a " small breed" (not further

characterised) ; bred by himself,

Daniel Leeming, of Bank-Bottom Mill : for his 3 years 10 months and 2 weeks-
old White Breeding-Sow " England's Glory," of a " small breed " (not further

characterised) ; bred by Edward Hartley, of Woodhouse-Carr, I,eeds,

Jonathan Brown, of the Height, Wigton, Cumberland : for his 11 months-old
White Breeding-Sow " Miss Thornby," of a " small breed" (not further cha-
racterised^; bred by himself.

Thomas Crisp, of Gedgrave, Suffolk : for his 1 year 3 months and 1 week-old
Breeding-Sow (without name or statement of colour), of the Suffolk small
breed; bred by himself.

Thomas Crisp, of Gedgrave : for his 1 year 3 months and 1 week-old White
Breeding-Sow (without name), of the Suffolk small breed ; bred by himself.

Thomas Crisp, of Gedgrave: for his 2 years and 1 month-old White Breeding-Sow
(without name\ of the Suffolk small breed

;
bred by himself.

Samuel Druce, of Eynsham, Oxfordshire: for his 1 year 3 months and 1 week-
old Black Breeding-Sow (without name), of the Improved-Oxfordshire small
breed; bred by himself.

John Heaton, of St. John's Cottage. Leeds ; for his 2 years and 4 weeks-old
White Breeding-Sow " Qui en of Diamonds," of the Improved-Leicester small
breed; bred bj' himself.

W'illiam Hutton, of Gate-Barton, Gainsborough : for his 2 years 9 months and
2 weeks-old White Breeding-Sow (without name), of a " small breed " (not
further characterised) ; bred by himself.

Earl of Radnor, of Coleshill House : for his 1 year and 3 months-old White
Breeding-Sow " Young Patch," of the Coleshill small breed ; bred by himself.

William Syson, of High Street, Birmingham: for his 12 months and 2 weeks-old
Black Breeding-Sow " Duchesif," of the Improved-Essex small breed ; bred by
Joseph Stock, of Bourubrook Hall, near Birmingham.
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John Thorpe, of Shenton, Nuneaton : for his 2 years 2 months and 2 weeks-old
Wliite Breeding-Sow (without name), of the Leicestershire small breed; bred
by himself.

George Hutchinson, of Prospect House, York : for his 2 years and 9 months-old
White (blue-spotted) Breeding-Sow " Margaret," of the Improved-Yorkshire
small breed

; bred by George Smitli, of York.
Charles E. B. Smedley, of the Grange, Revesby, Lincolnshire: for his 3 years ft

months and 1 week-old Wliite Breeding-Sow (without name), of a " small
breed " (not further characterised) ; bred by James Banks Stanhope, M.P., of
Revesby Abbey.

*Henrv and Charles Edward Marfleet, of Boothby, near Lincoln : for their

10 years-old Chesnut thorough-bred Stallion for getting Hunters, " The Red-
Cross Knight;" bred by Thomas Newstead, of Durham-on-Trent, near Newark
(and shown in competition for the Mayor of Lincoln's Special Prizes).

fRlCHARD Stockdale, ofSkemc, near Driffield : for his 3 years-old brown Gelding
(without name) ; bred by John Jackson, of Ristou Grange, Beverley (and
shown in competition for the Mayor of Lincoln's Special Prizes).

fWiLLiAM M'ells Cole, of Newstead Abbey, near Brigg : for his 3 years-old

biown Filly (without name); breeder unknown (shown in competition for

the Mayor of Lincoln's Special Prizes).

*Thomas Greetham, of Stainfield, Wragby: as the Breeder of a ISj months-old
Improved-Lincoln Earn (shown in competition for the Mayor of Lincoln's

Special Prizes).
* Walter Dudding, of Saxby, Market-Rasen : as the Breeder of a Pen of Five

l.'j months-old Improved-Lincoln Ewes (shown in competition for the Mayor
of Lincoln's Special Prizes).

fWalter Dcdding, of Saxby : as the Breeder of a Pen of Five (about) 15 months-
old Improved-Lincoln Ewes (shown in competition for the Mayor of Lincoln's

Special Prizes).

*John Kirkham, of Hagnaby, near Spilsby : for his 5 Fleeces of Hogget Long-
Wool (shown in competition for the Special Prizes of the Lincoln Local Com-
mittee) :

—"as regards breed, quality, and texture; but in winding not suffi-

ciently cleared of locks and dirt."

*William Sandav, of Holme-Pierrepoint : for his 5 Fleeces of Hogget Long-
Wool (shown in competition for the Special Prizes of the Lincoln Local
Committee):—" as regards breed, quality, and texture ; but in winding not

sufficiently cleared of locks and dirt."

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone : for his 4 months-old grey Dorking Cock and
two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*Rev. Frederick. Thursby, of Abington Rectory: for his (above) 1 year-old

coloured Dorking Cock ; bred by Captain Hornby : and his 1 year and
2 months-old coloured Dorking Hens; bred by J. Bell, of AVoodhouselees,

Carlisle.

Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone: for his 2 years and 3 months-old grey Dorking
Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

Mrs. Thomas Townley Parker, of Astley Hall, Chorley : for a 1 year and
2 months-old grey Dorking Cock; bred by herself.

Miss Rachel Walker, of Clipstou Rectory, Northampton: for a 3 mouths and
10 days-old buff Cochin-China Cock and two Pullets; bred by herself.

Charles Punchard, of Blunt's Hall, Suffolk: for his 1 year and 3 months-old

buff or cinnamon-coloured Cochin-China Cock ; bred by himself

Joseph Benn, junr., of Kendal : for his 1 year and 7 months-old black-red Game
Cock ; bred by Edward Wells, of Kendal.

tHENRY Smith, of The Grove, Cropwell-Butler, Notts: for his 4 montlis and
1 week-old single-combed grey Dorking Cock and two Pullets

; bred by
himself.

+Viscount Hill, of Hawkstone : for his 3 months and 1 week-old grey Dorking

Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

fJ. M. Hankin Turvin, of Tetworth Hall, Beds. : for his (about) 2 years-old

coloured Dorking Cock and two Hens ; breeder unknown.

tJames Lewry, of Hand-Cross, Crawley : for his 1 year and 2 weeks-old rose-

combed dark-speckled Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.
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tJames Lewry, of Ilaiul-Cross : for his 1 year and 3 weeks-old single-combed
dark-grey Uorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

tWiLLiAM ToRR, of Aylcsby ISIanor, Lincolnshire: for his 1 year and 2 months-
old single-combed grey Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

fllev. Frederick Thurshy, of Abington Rectory: for his (above) 2 years-old

coloured Dorking Cock ; bred by James Lewry, of Hand-Cross.
fEowARn Simons, of Dale End, Birmingham : for his U months-old dark-grey

Bralimah-Poutra Cock and two Hens ; the Cock bred by himself, the Hens by
J. Bnrnham, of Boston, U.S.

*J. ISL Hankin Turvin, of Tetworth Hall, Bedfordshire: for his 4 months and
2 weeks-old coloured Dorking Cock and two Pullets; bred by himself.

*J. M. Hankin Turvin : for his 4 months I week and 5 days-old coloured Dorking
Coc\i and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*Henry B. Higcs, of Hill Lodge, Southampton: for his 4 months and 1 week-old
coloured Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*WiLLTAM Sylvester, of Lincoln : for his 3 months and 3 weeks-old coloured
and silver-combed Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*WiLi,iAM Sylvester: for his 3 months and 3 weeks-old coloured and single-

combed Dorking Cock and two Pullets: bred by himself.

"S. F. Brett, of Market-Kasen, Lincolnshire: for his 15 weeks and 1 day-old
coloured Dorking Cock and two Pullets; bred by himself.

*JoHN K. Fowler, of Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury : for his .5 months- old coloured,

or grey, Dorking Cock and two Pullets; bred by himself.

*W. G. K. Breavington, of Vicarage Farm, Hounslow: for his 4 months and 3
weeks-old coloured Dorking Cock and two Pullets; bred by himself.

*HENRy Smith, of the Grove, .Cropwell-Butler, Notts.: for his 3 months and 3
weeks-old grey and single-combed Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by
himself.

*G. BoTHAM, of Wexham Court, Slough : for his 4 months and 2 weeks-old
Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself (from grey birds').

*Mrs. Thomas Townley Parker, of Astley Hall: for a 3 months and 1 week-
old grey Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by herself.

*Mrs. Thomas Tov.nley Parker: for a 3 months and 3 weeks-old grey Dor-
king Cock and two Pullets; bred by herself, and J. P. Lord, of Standish Hall.

*Henrv Smith, of the Grove : for his 3 months and 1 week, single-combed grey
Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*l?ev. G J. Atkinson, of Kettlethorpe Rectory, Notts.: for his 5 months and 2
weeks-old grey Dorking Cock, and his 4 months and 2 weeks-old two grey
Dorking Pulkts ; bred by himself.

*ViscoDNT Hill, of Hawkstone: for his 4 months-old grey Dorking Cock and
two Pullets; bred by himself.

* William Batty Mapplebeck, of Birmingham : for his 3 months and 1 week-
old grey Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*Thomas Button, of Streatham Common, Surrey: for his 3 months and 2 weeks-
old grey (or speckled) Dorking Cock and two Pullets; bred by himself.

*Miss Steele Perkins, of Sutton-Coldfield, Warwickshire: for a (nearly) 6
months old speckled Dorking Cock and two Pullets; bred by William
Stanford, junr., of Batons, Sussex.

*Ja3Ies Lewry, of Hand-Cross, Sussex : for his 4 months and 1 week-old single-

combed grey-speckled Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*James Lewry : for his 4 months-old rose-combed, grey-speckled, Dorking Cock
and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*Rev. H. F. HuTTON, of Spridlington Rectory, Lincoln : for his .5 months and 3
weeks-old white Dorking Cock and two Pullets: bred by himself.

*Frederick Blackall, of Norwood Park, Notts: for his 3 months and 2 weeks-
old white Dorking Cock and two Pullets ; bred by himself.

*Rev. Frederick Thursby, of Abington Rectory: for his (above) 1 year-old

coloured Dorking Cock, bred by Capt. Hornby of Knowsley ; and his 1 year
and 2 months-old coloured Dorking Hens, bred by J. Bell, of Woodhouslees.

*Rev. Frederick Thursby : for his 1 year, 1 month, and 2 weeks-old coloured

Dorking Cock and two Hens; the Cock being bred by himself, and the Hens
by — Wheeler, of Snitterfield.
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*H. D. Davies, of Spring-Grove House ; for his (above) 1 year-old coloured
Dorking Cock and two liens; bred by Captain Horaby.

*J. K. Fowler, of Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury: for his 1 year and 3 months-old
coloured Dorking Cock and two Hens; bred by John Baily, of London.

*W. G. K. Breavington, of Hounslow : for his 1 year and 2 months-old coloured
Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by Captain Hornby.

Samuel Fjsher Brett, of Market-Kasen : for his 13 months-old coloured Dorking
Cock, and his 2 years-old coloured Dorking Hens; bred by himself.

*Henry Smith, of The Grove : for his 1 year, 2 months, and 1 week-old
single combed grey Dorking Cock and two Hens; the Cock being bred by
Mrs. Townley Parker, and the hens by the Eev. James Boys, of Biddenden
Eectory.

*FiN"CH NovES, of The Cottage, Salisbury: for his 2 years and 1 month-old grey
Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

*VlscoUNT Hill, of Hawkstone : for his 2 years and 3 months-old grey Dorking
Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

*ViscouNT Hill: for his 2 years, 2 mouths, and 2 weeks old grey Dorking Cock
and two Hens ; bred by himself.

*TnoMAS DoTTON, of Streatham Common : for his 2 years and 3 months-old grey
(or speckled) Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by the Hon. — Astley,

of Swantnn House.

*WiLLTAM Batty Maplebeck.. of Birmingham : for his 1 year and 4 months-old
grey Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

*Kev. G. J. Atkinson, of Kettlethorpe Kectory: for his 1 year and 3 months-old
grey Dorking Cock and two Hens; bred by himself

*Eev. H. F. HuTTON, of Spridlington Rectory: for his 1 year, 2 months, and 3

weeks-old white Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

*l?ev. George Hl'tton, of Gate-Burton Eectory, Gainsborough : for his fabove)

1 year-old "pure" white Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

*iMrs. Tiio^iAS Townley Parker : for a 1 year and 2 months-old grey Dorking
Cock ; bred by horsel f

*FiNCii NoYES, of Salisbury: for his 1 year, 2 months, and 2 weeks-old grey

Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by liimself.

*CAB0intN PocKLiNGTON, of ]5oston : for liis 2 years-old grey Dorking Cock and
two Hens ; bred bj' John Fairlie, of Clieveley.

*J. K. Fowler, of Aylesbury : for his 1 year and 2 months-old grey (or coloured)

Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by .John Baily, of Loudon.
*James Lewry, of Hand-Cross : for his 1 year and 2 months-old single-combed

grey Dorking Cock and two Hens : bred by himself.

*Eev. H. F. HcTTON, of Spridlington Rectory : for his 1 year, 2 months, and 1

week-old white Dorking Cock and two Hens ; bred by himself.

Henry Worrall, of Kuotty-.'\sh Hou^e: for his 1 year and 1 month-old white

Aylesburj- Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

*J. K. Fowler, of Aylesbury : for his (about) 4 months and 2 weeks-old " pure
"

white Aylesbury Drake and two Ducks, bred by himself.

*W. G. K. Breavington, of Hounslow: for his 4 months and 3 weeks-old

Aylesbury Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself.

*Rev. "Tiio:mas Lyon Fellowes, of Beighton Rectory, Acle : for his 8 weeks old

white Aylesbury Drake and two Ducks; bred by himself

*Daniel Leeming, of Bank-Bo'tom Mill : for his 1 year and 1 month-old white

Aylesbury Drake and two Ducks : bred by himself.

*VlscoiTNT Hill, of Hawkstone: fur his 2 years, 1 month, and 2 weeks-old Ayles-

bury Drake and two Ducks
;
bred by himself.

*Christopher Rawson, of The Hurst, Walton-on-Thames : for his (about) 3

months old white Aylesbury Drake and two Ducks ; bred by himself

*Chrtstoi'her Rawson : for his 1 year and 1 month-old white Aylesbury Drake
and two Ducks : (breeder unknown).

*WiLLiAM ToRR, of Aylcsburj' Manor, Grim.sby: for his 1 year and 1 month-old

white Aylesburj' Djake and two Ducks; bred by himself.

llic mark * signifies " uigui.y cojimemm-ii;" the mark f "commended" (disUnctly and individually);

and the omisidon of those marks, " genehallt commended " (as part of a whole class).
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IMPLEMENTS.

IiANSOMES and Sims, of Ipswich, Suffolk : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for

tlie Plough best adapted for general purposes
;
invented, improved, and

manniactured by themselves.

James and Frederick Howard, of Bedford : the Prize of Five Sovereigns,
for the Plough best adapted for ploughing more than 10 inches deep

;

invented and manufactured hy themselves.

Thomas Scragg, of Calvcley, Tarporley, Cheshire : the Prize of Five Sove-
RiiiGNS, for the best Machine for making Draining-Tiles or Pijies for

agricultural purposes ; invented and manufactured by himself.

Edward Hammond Bkn'tall, of Heybridge, Maldon, Essex : the Prize of

Five Sovereigns, for the best Cultivator, Grubljer, and Scarifier ; in-

vented and manufactured by himself.

EiCHARD HoRXSBY and Son, of Spittlegate, Grantham, Lincolnshire : the Prize

of Ten Sovereigns, for the best Drill for general purposes ;
invented,

improved, and manufactured by themselves.

EiCHARD HoENSBY and Son : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for the best Corn-
and-Seed Drill

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by themselves.

James Smyth and Sons, of Peasenhall, Yoxford, Suffolk : the Prize of Five
Sovereigns, for the best and most economical Corn-Drill for small occu-

pations
;
invented, impi-oved, and manufactured by themselves.

EiCHARD Garrett and Sox, of Leiston, Saxmundham, Suffolk : the Prize of

Five Sovereigns, for the best and most economical Small-Occupation
Seed and Manure-Drill for flat or ridged work

;
invented, improved, and

manufactured by themselves.
EiCHARu HoRNSBY and Son, of Spittlegate, Grantham : the Prize of Five

Sovereigns, for the best Turnip-Drill, on the flat, with manure ; in-

vented, improved, and manufactured by themselves.
EiCHARD HoRNSBY and Son, of Spittlegate : the Prize of Five Sovereigns,

for the best Turnip-Drill, on the ridge, with manure
;
invented, improved,

and manufactured by themselves.
Hugh Carson, of Warminster : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for the best

Liquid-Manure or Water-Drill ; invented by Thomas Chandler, of Aid-
bourne, improved and manufactured by Robert and John Reeves, of Bratton.

Thomas Chambers, jun., of Colkirk, Fakenham, Norfolk : the Prize of Ten
Sovereigns, for the best Manure-Distributor

;
invented, improved, and

manufactured by himself.

EiCHARD Garrett and Son, of Leiston, Saxmundham : the Prize of Five
Sovereigns, for the best Horse-Hoe, on the flat ;

invented, improved,
and manufactured by themselves.

EiCHARD Garrett and Son : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for the best Horse-
Hoe, for setting-out or thinning Turnips ; invented by Thomas Huckvale,
of Chip[)ing-Xorton, improved and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

William Drat and Co., of Swan Lane, London-Bridge ~ the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for the best Reaping-Machine ; invented by Obed Hussey,
of the United States of America, improved and manufactured by the
Exhibitors.

EiCHARD HoRxSBY and Son, of Spittlegate, Grantham : the Prize of Twenty
Sovereigns, for the best Portable Steam-Engine, not exceeding 8-horse
power, applicable to Thrashing or other agricultural pvfrposes

;
invented,

improved, and manufactured by themselves.
Eansomes and Sims, of Ipswich, Sufi'olk : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for

the second-best Portable Steam-Engine, not exceeding 8-horse power,
applicable to Thrashing or other agricultural purposes

;
invented, im-

proved, and manufactured by themselves.
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Eansomes and Sms, of Ipswich, Suffolk : the Prize of I wenty Soveeeicks,
for the best Fixed Steam-Engine, not exceeding 10-horse iiower, ajipli-

cable to Thrashing or other agricultural purposes ; invented, improved,
and manufactured by themselves.

William Deay and Co., of Swan Lane, London Bridge: the Prize of Ten
SovEREKJNS, for tlic second-best Fixed Steam-Engine, not exceeding
10-horse power, applicable to Thrashing or other agricultural purposes ;

invented, improved, and manufactured by themselves.
KiciiARD HoRXSBY and Son : the Prize of Ten Sovereigns, for the Ijest

Portable Thrashing-Machine, not exceeding 6-horse power, for large

occupations
;
invented, imjiroved, and manufactured by themselves.

Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., of Lincoln : the Prize of Twenty Sove-
reigns, for the best Portable Thrashing-Macliine, not exceeding 8-horse
power ; with shaker, riddle, and winnower ; that will best prepare the
Corn for the finishing-dressivg-machine : to be driven by steam:—in-

vented, improved, and manufactured b}' themselves.

Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., of Lincoln : the Prize of Twenty Sove-
reigns, for the best Fixed Thrashing-Machine, not exceeding 8-horse

power ; with shaker, riddle, and winnower ; that will best prejiaie the
Corn for market : to be driven by steam :—invented, improved, and

- manufactured by themselves.

Richard Hornsby and Sox, of Spittlegate, Grantham : the Prize of Five
Sovereigns, for the best Corn-Dressing Machine

;
invented, improved,

and manufactured by themselves.

Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., of Lincoln : the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for the best Grinding-Mill for breaking agricultural produce into

meal ;
invented, improved, and manufactin-ed by themselves.

Edward E. Turner and Co., of Ipswich : the Prize of Five Sovereigns, for

the best Linseed and Corn-Crusher ; invented by Bond, Turner, and
Hurwood, of Ipswich ; improved and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

James Cornes, of Barbridge, Nantwich, Cheshire : the Prize of Five Sove-
reigns, for the best Chaff-Cutter, to be worked by horse or steam-power ; in-

vented by John Cornes, sen., improved and manufactured by the Exhibitor.

James Cornes, of Barbridge : the Prize of Three Sovereigns, for the best

Chaff-Cutter, to be worked by hand-power ; invented by John Cornes,

sen., improved and manufactured by the Exhibitor.

Bernhard Samuelson, of Banbury : the Prize of Three Sovereigns, for the

best Turnip-Cutter ; invented by the late James Gardner, improved by
Alexander Samuelson, and manufactured by the Exhibitor.

Frederick Phillips, of Downham, Brandon, Norfolk : the Prize of Three
Sovereigns, for the best Machine to reduce Boots to a Pulp ; invented

by himself, and manufactured by Charles Burrell, of Tlietford.

lliCHARD Garrett and Son, of Leiston, Saxmundham : the Prize of Five
Sovereigns, for the best Oil-Cake Breaker, for every variety of Cake

;

improved and manufactured by themselves.

William Crosskill, of Beverley, Yorkshire : the Prize of Five Sovereigns,
for the best Bone-Mill, to be worked by steam or other jwwer; invented,

improved, and manufactured by himself.

[The Society's Prize for the best Chum was not awarded by the Judges ; who alec withheld
Mr. Slaney's Special Prize for the best Plough to fill-in Drains, on the ground, as stated by
thera, of " not sufficient merit.'']
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MEDALS.
Kansomes and Sims, of Ipswich : a Silver Medal, for their exhibition of a

Flax " Decorticator," and " Scutching-Machine," invented and manufac-
tured by Edmund Davy, of Crcditon.

Egbert Cotgreave, of Ipswich : a Silver Medal, for his Subsoil and
Trench Plough ; invented and improved by himself, and manufactured
by Eansomes and Sims, of Ipswich.

Powi,ER and Fry, of Bristol : a Silver Medal, for their Steam Draining-

riongh ; invented by John Fowler, of Bristol, and manufactured by tlie

exhibitors, and by Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., of Lincoln.—The
Judges appended the following remark to their a^\'ard of a Silver Medal
to this Steam Draining-Plongh : "because it proved its adaptation to

drain heavy land 3 feet G inches deep with facility."

William Crosskill, of Beverley : a Silver Medal, for his Newcastle, or

"model" One-horse Cart, for general purposes; improved and manu-
factured by himself.

Burgess and Key, of Newgate Street, London : a Silver Medal, for their

Corrugated Gutta-percha Suction-piping ; invented by William Burgess,

and manufactured by the London Gutta-percha Company.
John Whitehead, of Preston : a Silver Medal, for his imi^roved mode of

screening clay.

William Busby, of Newton-le-Willows, Yorkshire : a Silver Medal, for an
" useful F'armer's Cart ;" invented by William Lister, of Dunsa Bank,
and manufactured by the Exhibitor.

Thomas Milford, of 'J'horverton, Devonshire: a Silver Medal, for an
"useful Farmer's Cart;" invented, improved, and manufactured by
himself.

William Newzam Nicholson, of Newaik-upon-Tient : a Silver Medal,
for his "Cottage Stove and Cooking Apparatus;" invented, improved,
and manufactured by himself.

Henry Attwood Thompson, of Lewes : a Silver Medal, for an " useful

and Economic Drainage-level ;" invented and manufactured by himself.

CommfntJationsJ.

The mark * signifies " highly commended ;" tlie mark f " commexded," by the Judges.

Barrett, Exall, and Andrewes, of Heading: for their iron Cliaff-Cutter, for horse
or steam-power

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by the Exliibitors.

*Richard Garrett and Son, of Leiston Works : for their Chati'-Cutter, for horse
or steam-power

;
improved and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

*HuGH Carson, of Warminster : for a Turnip-Cutter; invented by Edmund Mood)',

late of Maiden-Bradley
; improved and manufactured by the Exkibitor.

fWiLLlAM Pierce, of (jueen Street, London : for a Turnip-Cutter with vertical

motion ; invented and manufactured by John Kealy, of 3(j9, Oxford Street,

London; improved by Evan Davis, of London.
*WiLLiAM Newzam Nicholson, of Newark-ou-Trent : for his Machine for break-

ing Oil-cake for cattle and sheep, and Rape-cake for tillage
;
invented, im-

proved, and manufactured by himself.

i-WiLLiAM Proctor Stanley, of Peterborough : for his Roller-Mill, for crushing
linseed, oats, barley, malt, gold-of-pleasure seeds, beans, and Indian corn;
invented, improved, and manufactured liy himself.

* JIrs. Anne Simpson and Son, of Lincoln : for a Corn-Dressing Machine invented
and improved by Thomas Bartholomew, of Laugton, and manufactured by
Joseph Dixon, of Lincoln.

•^-Charles Revill, of Lincoln : for his Corn-Dressing Machine
; invented, im-

proved, and manufactured by himself.

fAbraham Priumore and Son, of Syston, Leicestershire: for their Double-blast
Winuovviiig Machine; invented and manufactured by themselves.
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*J. T. Knapp, of Clanfield, near Bampton, Oxfordsliire: for a Winnowing or Corn-
dressing Machine ; invented by — Nalder, of Alvescott, Oxfordshire, and
mauufactwred by the Exhibitor.—The Judijes particularly specified, in this

commendation, the "revolving screen on a novel principle," which the ma-
chine contained. The Exhibitor, in his specifications of entry, refers to this

screen in the following terms: "The Machine is fitted with a cylindrical
screen, the rotary motion of which presents a much larger surface for screen-
ing than the ordinary iiat one, and, with the draught of air from the fan,

which is made to pass through it, eii'ectually separates the clean corn from the
broken small seeds, and produces the sample fit for market in most cases at

one operation."

fBuRGESs and Key, of Newgate Street, London : for their Five-tined Digging and
Hay -forks; invented and manufactured by Francis Parkes, of Birmingham.

tJames Tree and Co., of Charlotte Street, Blackfriars' Road, Surrey: for theirSpring
Horse-Halter: invented and manufactured by James Bedington, of Birmingham.

*Clayton, Shuttleworth, and Co., of Lincoln : for their Six-horse power Porta-
ble StLam-Engine

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by themselves.

Richard Garrett and Son, of Leiston Works, Saxmundham : for their Six-horse
power Portable Steam-Engine

;
improved and manufactured by themselves.

fTuxFORD and Sons, ofBoston : for their Four-horse power Portable Housed Steam-
Eugine ; invented by Weston Tuxford, of Boston, and manufactured by the
Exhibitors.

fHoLMES and Sons, of Norwich: for their Five-horse power Portable Steam-
Engine; improved and manufactured by theniseh es.

*Ci.AYTON, Shuttleworth, and Co., of Lincoln : for their Six-horse power Fixed
Steam-Engine

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by themselves.

fTuxFORD and Sons, of Boston : for their Six-horse power Fixed Steam-Engine

;

invented by Weston Tuxford, of Boston, and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

*RiciiARD Garkictt and Son, of Leiston Works, Saxmundham : for their Drill for

General Purposes
;
invented, improved, and manufactured by themselves.

*Richard Garrett and So.\ : for their Ten-row Lever Corn and Seed Drill

;

improved and manufactured by themselves.

fWilliam Walker, East Bridgeford, Nottinghamshire : for his Corn and Seed
Drill

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by himself.

*EiCHARD Garrett and Son: for their Drill for Tuniips and Mangold-Wurzel,
with manure, on the ridge

;
improved and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

tfE. and T. Humphries, of Pershore, Worcestershire : for their Combined Thrash-
ing, Shaking, Riddling, Winnowing, and Elevating Machine; improved and
manufactured by the Exhibitors.—This machine was " Specially Commended "

by the Judges.

fEiCHARD Garrett and Son, of Leiston Works : for their Portable Combined
Open-Drum Thrashing Machine, for Steam-power

;
invented, improved, and

manufactured by the Exhibitors.

*Eansomes and Sims, of Ipswich: for their Iron Plough, with two wheels, marked
V.R. D. ; invented, improved, and manufactured by themselves :—"adapted
for ploughing more than 10 inches deep."

James and Frederick Howard, of Bedford : for their Iron Plough, with two
wheels, marked P. P. No. 2 ; invented and manufactured by themselves :

—

" adapted for general purposes."

tWiLLiAM Busby, of Newton-le-Willows, Yorkshire : for his Two-wheeled Plough
for general purposes ;

invented, improved, and manufactured by himself,
•j-William Ball, of Rothwell, Northamptonshire : for liis Iron Plough; invented,

improved, and manufactured by himself:-—"adapted for general purposes."

fBurgess and Key, of London : for a Wrought-irou Plough ; invented and manu-
fectured by William Williams, of Bedford:—"adapted for general purposes."

t Richard Coleman, of Chelmsford : for his Drag-Harrow, Cultivator, or Scarifier
j

invented, improved, and manufactured by himself.

fWiLLiAM Crosskill, of Bevcrlcy : for his Ducie Drag-Harrow, or Uley Cul-
tivator; invented, improved, and manufactured by the Exhibitor.

fCHARLES Hart, of Wantage: for his Seven-tine Cultivator; invented, improved,
and manufactured by himself.

fEiciiAiti) Garuett and Son, of Leiston Works: for a Revolving Horse-Hoe, for

setting-out and thinning Turnips ;
invented by .John IMartin, of Barmcr, near

Fakenham
;
improved and manufactured by the Exhibitors.
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fWiLLiAM Crosskill, of Beverley : for an Improved Bell's Reaping-Machine

;

invented by the Rev. Patrick Bell, of Carmylie, Scotland
;
improved and

manufactured by tlie Exhibitor.

+W1LLIAM Smith, of Little Woolstow, Buckinghamshire : for a Subsoil Plough,
invented by himself, and manufactured by h'ansomes and Sims, Ipswich.

*BAnRETT, ExALL, and Anurewes, of Reading : for their Paragon Grain-Crushing
Mill, for hand-power, marked J. C. ;

invented, improved, and manufactured
by tliemselves.

Ransojies and Sims, of Ipswich : for their Ransomes' Chaff-Engine, No. 3

;

invented, improved, and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

fWilliam Dray, and Co., of London: for a Chaff-Cutting Machine; invented,

improved, and manufactured by Richmond and Chandler, of Salford.

fRlCHARD Garrett and Son, of Leiston Works : for their Chaff-Cutter, for hand-
power; improved and manufactured by themselves.

fJames Dunlop, of Haddington : for his Self-adjusting Saddle for cart or farm-
harness

;
invented, improved, and manufactured by himself.

*JonN Whitehead, of Preston: for his Tile Machine
;
invented, improved, and

manufactured by himself.

tJohn Gillam, of Woodstock : for a Seed and Corn-Separator ; invented and
improved by himself.

iJohn Barker, of Dunniugton, York : for a strong One or Two-Horse Yorkshire
Cart; invented, improved, and manufactured by himself.

*JoHN Cook, of Eagle, near Newark, Notts. : for a One-Horse Plank sided Cart

;

improved and manufactured by himself.
*J. Bailey Denton, of 52, Parliament Street, London :

" for his Models connected
with Drainage;" invented and improved by himself.

*James Woods, of Stowmarket : for his Portable Asphalte Cauldron, and working
tools; invented and manufaclured by himself,

fBarnard and Bishop, of Norwich : for Wrouglit-Iron Gates ; invented and
manufactured by the Exhibitors.

fJoHN Eaton, of Twywell Works, Kettering: for a Hand-Power Lifting-Jack
j

invented by John Blockwell, of Twywell Works
;
improved and manufactured

by the Exhibitor.

+William Dray and Co., of London: for a Farm Fire-Engine ; invented, im-
proved, and manufactured by themselves.

Richard Fokshaw and Co., of Liverpool : for a Three-ton Cart, and Cattle

Weighing-Machine
;
invented by John Craig, of Liverpool; improved and

manufactured by the Exhibitors.

Richard Forshaw and Co. : for a Fire-Engine and Liquid Manure Spreader

;

invented by — Kase, of the U.S. of America ; improved and manufactured by
Burgess and Key, of London.

IMapplebeck and Lowe, of Birmingham : for a set of Cast-iron Stable Furniture
;

invented and manufactured by themselves.

IMapplebeck and Lowe: for the " improvement in scythe-plates," shown in their

set of Steel-pointed Scythes ; invented and manufactured by Robert Sorby and
Sons, of Sheffield.

William Newzam Nicholson, of Newark-on-Trent : for his " useful application

of tubular iron to agricultural purposes;" as shown in the construction of his

Ha)'making Machine, fitted with metallic tubular shafts.

William Newzam Nicholson: for Cottage-grates for bed-rooms; invented,

improved, and manufactured by himself.

James and Frederick Howard, of Bedford : for a Horse-Eake ; invented and
maimfactured by themselves.

Ransomes and Sims, of Ipswich : for Ransomes' Suffolk Horse Drag-Rake
;

invented, improved, and manufactured by the Exhibitors.

Ransomes and Sims : for Stable-Fittings ; invented and improved by James Bruce,

of Gwyrch Castle, Ireland; manufactured by the Exhibitors.

*S3IITH and Ashbt, of Stamford : for a Double-action Haymaking Machine (on

their wrought-iron wheels)
;
invented, improved, and manufactured by the

Exhibitors.

James Hudson',

London, Dec. 30, 1854. Secretary,
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^rt?ES for lEssags nnb Reports for 1855.

OPEN TO GENERAL COMPETITION.

77(6 Conditions of these Essays and Reports were given in the Apjoendix of
No. XXXIII. of the Joimiul, pp. viii* and ix*; the Hides of (Jo^npetition

ivill hefound in the Appendix of Xo. XXXI., at p. xviii.

Fifty Sovereigns will be given for the best Report on the Farming
of Buckinghamshire.

Fifty Sovereigns will be given for the best Report on the Farming
of Warwickshire.

Forty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the causes

of Fertility and Barrenness in Soils so far as observation and
science have hitherto enabled them to be ascertained.

Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on Arti-

ficial Manures and the principles of their application.

Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Essay on the

Prevention of Mildew in Corn-crops.

Thibty Sovereigns will be given for tlie best Account of the

Chemical Changes which take place in the Fermentation of

Dung as determined by analysis ; and the lo«s, if any. which
arises from its being exposed to the atmosphere in different

stages of fermentation, and of the state in which the nitrogen-

ous matters exist so far as they still remain in fermented Dung.

Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Account of

Artificial Food.

Ten Sovereigns will be given for an account of tiie mode of ma-
nagement which will best retain moisture in dry Turnip-land.

Twenty Sovereigns will be given for the best Account of the

Nature and Treatment of Lameness in Sheep and Lambs.

Ten Sovereigns will be given for the best Report or Essay on any
other Agricultural subject.

The Reports or Essays competingfor these Prizes must be sent to the Secretary

of the Society, at 12, Hanover Square, London, on or before jtlarch 1,

1855. Contributors of Papers are requested to retain Copies of their

Communications, as the Society cannot be responsible for their return.
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